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Mathematics. — " Homocjeneous linea)' differential equations of order

tiro ii'ith yiven relation between two particular integrals."

By Dr. M. J. van Uven. (Communicated by Prof. W. Kapteyn).

(5''^ communication).

(Communicated in the meeting of April "26, 1912).

The equations (8) and (29) (see 1^^ comm. p. 393 and 398) show

us in the case that the equation F(x,i/,2) = represents a conic

(see for tlie notation: 4^'' comm. p. 1015):

_ c'z'H _ A^' _ fldr

where c is put equal to 1.

From this ensues

9
3'

Let us further put:

5' = «3»?'~. (72)

we then find

:

or

^=-g| (73)

Tiie equation (62) (see 4^'^ comm. p. 1015) runs now as follows:

or making use of tlie notation (59) (4''' comm. p. 1003),

45"^ = — ).';* + 2s' - 1 ; (74)

so s' is likewi.se an elliptic function of t. Its invariant has the .same

value (68) as that of the function ?/=/"•' (compare (67) *) (4''' comm.
|). 1006).

Wc can now deduce out of the equation

yl,3.r - yl„,v = \/^y-^2/la=-La,;? = ^^^ . z V^'l^+W^ (75)

(see 41'' comm. |t. 1005 at the hot torn)

A,yv-A,,y = 2zy^^^.^ (76)

') In llie 4"' comm. in the table on p. 1014 and in the enumeration of the

(•.i-<'< on p. 1015 ', = e'f and "0 = ''-'' must be replaced by ^, = r-«>, '2 = «+'^-



(78)
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As from (73) follows

«13'^' + «,33/=«38^(S'— 1), (77)

we find with tlie aid of (76) and (77)

= {^a.y^E . C + a,,A,, (5-^-l)| z,

(«i,^i3+ «,3^4,3) y = {A -a,,A,,) y = A{l -X') y =
=

I
-2a,,i/«^A . S + «„^„ ($'-l)j z.

In this way we have expressed x and y as functions of r with

the aid of the function ?. It is now still our task to determine §

as function of t. Let us now put in

9u' = u' — 36?/=' 4- 324 (1— A') u

(see 4'^ comm. p. 1016)

u = I' = 36v + 12, ...... . (79)

we then find

., ,
1+ 3A' 9A'—

1

3 27

By applying the ordinary notation

1 + 3A^ 9A^—

1

—J— = 9, »

.^y
=9, (80)

we then find

and

/=±6|/ P(r;.a,,5',) + i, .... (81)

so that

^ = =f[/ P(r;5',,.9,) + i (82)

Before transforming tlie p-function of Wp:ierstrass we wisli to

remind the readers that the roots of « = are

u, z= 0, u^ = 18 (If A), u, = 18 (I—A),

so that for the roots of ?; = (see (79) ) we lind

_ 1 _1 + 3A _1— 3A
I'l — — ^ ' ^'i. — ~-^ ' "» — ~^--

We shall now investigate the relative value of these roots in the

three cases : II (+ 1 < A < + oo), IV (+ 1 > A > 0), VI (A = a')

(see 4'i> comm. p. 1014).

Case II : + 1 < A < + 00

1*



1 -.2 1

The roots are all real. Let us call them in the ordinary way in

descending order e^, e^, e^, we then find

1+3A i 1-3A

Case IV: +1 >A>0.

^'' = -3' 3>''>6' 6>^''>~3"'

The roots are here, too, all real and run when arranged:

I4.3A 1— 3A 1

//

'^—
~T~''^-" 6 '

'' 3
IV

Case VI: l-=il'.

The roots y, and v^ are now conjugate complex. If we follow

the notation generally assumed, we then write

:

1 14- 3a' 1 — 3^'

^'--3'^--V'''--(r^ • • • •

^^

When reducing the p-functions to the elliptic functions of Jacobi

we make use of the following formulae of reduction: ')

*/,(r =: / -f- , cn{r) — / -^ ,
dn{y) = / ^—

,

2 "S ;f2 1 «. / 72 2 S 7 fj

r^Tl/^j— ^3 ,
k = —— , K

«1— ^«

^/— ^s'
fw'(»')

I
I

''I "^J

-3.;-f2i/(.;-.,')(.,'-./)
r =:t ):?-%'- 0(^;-./) , P =

4l/(^.'-^,')(^.'-^')

The expression for ? : ? becomes in tiiis way :

in case II

g dn{v)\
-zzrqz \/p{x\g^,g^-e^— z^\/e^— e^.~^^

r— rV~P 7
S sn\y) F '

— ^ *^ ^1 *8'

b sn{v) j

') See i. a. M. Krausk: Tlieoiio der elliplischen Funktionen (Leipzig, Teubner

(p. 135, 13G, 147, 148).



in case VI

|/(«,-0(V-^,')

or, after having expressecT the roots <?,,«,,«,, ^j', ^,', f,' in /.

:

in case II

g ^ '^
5n(iO

^
2a

'

2A

in case IV

? ,
/l^A 1 , /! + ;. \—l 2/.

$ ^|X 2 sn{y) V 2 ' 1+A' 1+ a'

in case VI

^~^\/ 2 s?i(r) . Jw(r) .' * ^ [X 2

1 a_ i/r^ir^ _i4_i/fX7'^

~ 2i/r+r' ' 2i/rH7»

Let us substitute these expressions in (14), we then tind successively

i l+cn(i') 1

in case II ^, — ±-—. ——
, j,,= =fc—

,yk m{y) A?i

m case H C^ = ± - / —^ . —— , C, = ± —,
A Y 2 s«(r) Abi

in case VI ?, =: ± rr .
—-— , t.,= ±---.

A sn{v) A Si

Let us now choose

7— + 61/ P(t;^,vO + o

and for b the expressions Cj witii the upper sign, we find
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sn(y) 1^^ ^^

IV /= + G

l/;. sn{v) snHv)

1+A 1
I
yi+^

;)^^=^l/-2 sn(r) IX 2

1_A ,„ 2A
yfe^ = -—T ^

^
1+A ' 1+A'

/
J

y 1 -h ^- c;i(v)+ cZn(r) ^_ —Ul + ^) c/<(iO+ f^^K^")

A 1/ 2 ' sn(v) 2A sn^(v)

kT+T^ cn{v) , yl/r+Z'

^(84)

21/l+A'* ' 21/l+A"'

_ 1^4(1 +A'^) cin(r) •_ J/l+ A'" cn(r)

/ sn{v) / sn%r)

T^et us restrict ourselves to real points {x, y) of the conic, then

follows from (78) that V^a^^A.^ must always be real.

Case II (in which ;. is real) appears only with the hyperbola for

which holds A^^<^^; ^o we have here

From this ensues that in case II we shall find ^always imaginary,

1 1 -{- cn{v)\ dn (r)

and therefore is real
;

sn^ [v)

Case IV is found with the hyperbola as well as with the ellipse.

As here too ^ is real we find

\Na. with the hyperbola (^Ig^ < 0) a^^L<^0, so ? is imaginary or

en {v) -\- dn (r)

real

;

sn} (v)

en (r) -(- dn (r)

IVA. with the ellipse [A,. > 0) a^^ > 0, so ? is real and
sn^ (v)

is purely imaginary.

Also case VI ap|)ears with the hyperbola as well as with the

ellipse. On accouni of A being purely imaginary, thus a' negative,

holds :

Vb7. for the hyperbola (.1,, <^ 0) r/j, A^O, hence ^ real, and

en (r)

real

;



VI6. for the ellipse {A,, > 0) a,,L < 0, thus $ purely imiigiuary and
en (v)

. .

also purely imaginary.
««' {v)

From the preceding we see that r must move in its complex
plane on the sides of the rectangles of the net formed by the lines

V =z mK -\- purely imaginary and v = niK' -\- real.

g a,j.r -|- a^jV
The value of S' = —= \-l is evidently positive on

that side of the polar line // =: of with respect to the conic

where lies itself; on the other side S* is negative. The polar line

g = of divides therefore the plane into two parts -. in one ^in

which lies) ?-is real, in the other ? is imaginary.

In the points of contact R^ and /i, of the tangents out of to

the conic S is 0, so 7 =: ao.

In the points at infinity »Si and S, we find that ? and 5 arc both

infinite and / is also equal to x .

The diameter passing through (A^yV— A,^i/:=0) intersects tiie

'

conic in two points T^ and 7\, for which C z= 0, thus /=0.
If w^e substitute the expressions (84) for S and S in the formulae

(78) we at last arrive at .v and ?/ as functions of t.

With a view to V-^A^^ being real or not, we shall deal with the cases

of IV and VI separately. Farthermore we shall express X evervwhere

1—

X

in d= r, thus in the anharmonic ratio of the four points
14-/.

'

R^, R^, >Si, /S,. We shall give the formulae for .r only. The expres-

sions for y we can easily find by replacing a^j i'^ those for .c by

— a,, and A,, by A,,.

We then find at last :

1-d l+ cn(r)

2(f sn^ (r)

- (1 +d) -^-^ dniv)-\- -4^ [l+(fcniv)\

1— (f

1+tf

2(f sn'{v)

.xr, 1 C7i{v)-\-dn{v)

26 i S7i' [v)
- (1 +(f) rv^— - T^ ' 1^^^" (^') + '^'^ (^)M'



V^Ia X = 2_fiW [«,,1 .
-^|L^ + 2 CO,' ^ .^ c. (v)l

,

1/2 CO. I

, d= «—«^ , tf^ = I ?o^ d ;

T/6 .r=:
2 en (r)

i s«' (r) »^^» 4 *^„
—

—

2 cos' -^ . -7^ i en {v)

V 9 ^
Z COS

, d= g- 'V , tp = i /o^ (f

When point (,r,?/) describes the conic, the variable v will describe

a certain curve. in its complex plane. This curve we shall investigate

in the five cases mentioned above whilst at the same time we shall

indicate how the functions ^, S and / bear themselves during that

motion.

Case 11. Point lies in the domain of the conjugate hyperbola;

the diameter through does not intersect the curve, i.e. the points

Ti and 1\ are imaginary. On the contrary the points R^ , R^ , S^ , S^

are all real.

II
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+ iK -

SO.
+X

S, ^

+ loo

-k' +A'

-ih

Fig. 1

i?-plane

plane of

dn{v) [

sn{v) 6|/A

Rz

5/

i
/I—

A

1
/A— 1 ,

dn{v)
. ,

/ =6 / ^ 6h X ; the quotient assumes in those
"

|X 2 IX 2
*

s« (r)

points successively tlie values 0, go, ±k' , ±ik. The corresponding

values of v are congruent {mod. 2K and 2iK') with K -\- iK' , 0,

A' and iVC'. (see fig. 1).

Case I Va. Point lies in the domain between the hyperbola

and the asymptotes. The points R^ , R^ , S^ , S^ , 1\ and 2\ are all real

;

7', and 1\ lie both on the same side of the polar line of as

itself. We shall assume that the polar line intersects that branch on

which y\ lies. The order of the singular points is then *Si , R^ ,
7", , /?,,

The values I^ = 0, 7, = oc, /, = 6^/
l+A

,A = 6K
correspond i-esp. to the values of 0, x, ± 1 and ± k for

1-A

2

1

s?i (v)

thus to the values of r which are congruent {mod. 2K and 2iK']

resp. with i'A'', 0, K and K -\- iK' . (see fig. 2).
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-; T^ T, +,

-tec

11

,^^

^ r- plane

5, .

plane of

s;i(v) 6 V 1+ A

^.

5,

Fig. 2.

C(7.>v /I7>. Point (J lies inside the ellipse; T^ and 7^, are real.

R^ , R^ , <S\ and ,S.j are imaginary.

IV6 in Ti
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r-p]ane

i-iK'

Tz T,

+K
plane of

i(v) 6 K 1 4-^

Fig. 3.

Case Via. Point lies on the concave side of the hyperbola:

Si, aS„ r, and jT, are real, R, and i?, are imaginary. Let T, be

the point of intersection of the diameter through lying on the

same side of the polar line as itself.

r-plane

+ i7\

+Ar

^/ ^;

+it)o cn{v)
•^' plane of

*s-.

-^co<

5/i(r) . c?n(r'>

77

s,

Fig. 4.

The values /,= 0, /, = oo, /,= 6 1/ -——
, /^ := 6 IX —

—

l+U'
correspond here respectively to the values 0, oo, + 1/ :j

—y, and

+ 1
/ -' for — r, thus to the values of v which are

-^K l+^A' s/,(i)).rfn(r)

congruent {mod. 2A and A+i70 with K,0, ^ {K-^SiK'), ^ {K-^iK')

(see lig. 4).

Case Vlh. Point lies outside the ellipse; U„ Rj, T^, and T,

are real, .S'l and S^ are imaginary. The point of intersection T, may
lie on the same side of the polar line as itself.

For the particular values of / and the corresponding values of

V we can refer to Yla. (see (ig. 5).
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^LK

-^

^;

^K

r-plaiie

7i 2i,

14

R.

Fig. 5.

+ioo , ,.
cn(r)

R, plane or
sn{v) . dn{v)

i ^9—loo •*

+ OC

^>

i' — 18 = 36^,

The equation of the curve transformed in this manner runs as

follows

^ (5, ri)
4

the curve is therefore a rectangular hyperbola. In the cases IT and

IV the §-axis is the real axis, in case VI the i^-axis is the real axis.

Each point of the conic F{x,y) = corresponds to one point of this

I'ectangular hyperbola whilst to one point of ^ = two points of

F=0 are conjugated. The points for which /n=0 have as absciss

§=: — i. The Hue § =: — ^ does not intersect the curve <P in case

II, but it does in the cases IV and VI. The point at infinity on

^ -{- 1] = represents the points S^ and >S, ; the point at infinity on

S, — 71 = represents the two points R^ and R^ . The points T^ and

T, are represented by the points of intersection of <i> = with

§= —
i. The images of the points T^ and T^ are in case VI united

in the point of intersection of § = — ^ with the branch of ^ =
lying under the ^-axis. The images of T^ and T^ are always points

where tlie motion changes its sign along the curve <f>.

Now we have to inxestigate the cases of degeneration.

Case fll". A=:r|-1, rlj rr: 0, aj, and a^j not disappearing at the

same tijue.

The point O lies on one of the asymptotes, without coinciding

with the centre. So this position occurs with the hyperbola only.

Here e(piation (71) holds, in wiiich is put t„ =: 0,

6I=± (71')
sm r

E(pKitiuii (62) (4"' comm. p. J 01 5) passes, on account of the relation
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and with the aid of (72), into

9 9(u»-lV
^' = ^ (-S^+2S^-i) = - -^^-r-^ ,

from which ensues, in connection with (71),

6 3i(^^— 1)

sin r i,

or

i{lzt cost)

sin r

We choose for ^:

1— cos T r

^= + *'—: = + it9-7r^ (85)
sm r I

and find in this manner

C = 4- — sec"
2

Now the equations (76) and (77) are incompatible. If they depended

on each other we should have ^33 =: 0, which has not been sup-

posed to be the case.

Equation (77) now runs :

T

Bringing this equation into connection with i^^(.r, y, 2) = 0, we find

(87)

2.4,3 ^^'^'^ ^ •
'^' = ^'»2^'33 ^^^' T ~ ""'

f
'^ '^'^'^

~l
~ ^

2.4,3 «^c' ^ • .V= f'ii^'33 ^^^c" |- — fli3* f 2 .-'^c^ ^ — 1
j
M

These formulae can be used unless either .4i3 or A^^ is zero.

Therefore we will mention also tlie expressions for x and y for the

case ylj3 =r 0. Then we have ^7,3 =r on account of a^^A^^-\-

-\- a^^A^^ = 0. We then find immediately out of (86) the expression

for X, out of the second equation (87) in which .4,3 is replaced by

f?,,r/j3 the expression for y. So the solution is :

«i3'^ = — «83- -'^'^ -7

2a^^a^^sec'-^y =z]a,,n,^ Fee' ^ - a,,M 2 sec' - - 1

2

Case 111^. a,3 = a,^3=:0.

The point coincides with the centre.
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Now we have
1= 0.

The expressions for x and y are of the form:

A- = («g'^ + «'«-»'") Z,

In order to have F= a,,x^ + 2a,^xy + a,,?/' + a„^' = 0, we must put

:

« = (T(-a,,+ i/— ^,,), «' = a' (-fl^,—J/- ^33),

with the condition

aa' =— — .

In the case of the real ellipse w^e have ^33^0 and — <[ 0. We

then can put;

1 . y—a
a :=

2 K a,, ^33

So we find

^n-^ss

(

—

«ij<^o«T — |/ylgj «m t) 2:, ^ (88)

38
C05 T . Z>

We can use the same expression if we have to deal wnth a

hvperbola not intersecting the .r-axis. For then A^^<C^*d and —>0,

so ciz=zo' real. We prefer to write —\/—A^^.!ih{ir) {ov \/A^^.Hinx

= — vV-yljj. si« T and ch (it) cos for t. Then real points of the hyperbola

eori-espond to purely imaginary values of t.

If the hyperbola does intersect the .r-axis we have A^^ <^ and

-— <; 0, so (J=<j' imaginary.

We then put = — (t' = — I/ —'|— and get in this manner

= \/—T- • 1- «i. «M^'t) + VA,, ch{ir)\ ^,)(88)'

1 I X "»» / ,- -X ( X"ii««» ,,. s



Here also t must describe in its complex plane the iniaginarv axis.

For ^/n = 0, we fi;et {^a^a-^-a^^i/) y -\- a,,=z().

A solution of this is given by

—1

y = e-

.

Here also only purely imaginary values of r come in consideration,

as might be expected.

The second case of degeneration (IVj presents itself for /=:(),

i. e. dj = -J- 1- Here we must distinguish three subdivisional cases, viz.

IV". rt33 = 0: the point lies on the conic,

IV^. .433 = 0: the conic is a parabola,

/["c. a^^ = and ^33 = 0: the point lies on the parabola.

Case JV". Here we have (70t«) (4''-' comm. p. 1017); substitution

of Tp = furnishes

/= + 3i/2.</.-^, {lO'a)

V ^

so

31= —

^/2

Now the equations (62) and (63) (4^^^ comm. p. 1015) teach us

ILIz iLz 1

y = a,^x + a^,y z=z -—— = -— .

i/2

'1/2 ''1/2

T
sA —

—

_2A^ 1/2

J... T

so we get

1/2

22 / T
^13+«.3 1/^33 '^^''TT:-,

^,,cA*
'' ,/2

2z f X

y — —[-^n—'^'ii VA^^ . sA—
" 1/2

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV,

(89)
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In the case ^33 < we prefer to write il^- A,,.sh~ =

= + 1/- J3, • ^^"^ -^ foi' V^^33 . ^/^^ ^^"d COS— for cA—

.

So, whilst the formulae (89) are specially suitable for the ellipse

wc do better in using for the hyperbola

J
3 3 COS*—

—

. . } • •
(^^')

3/
= -^ (^^i.3-«.s ^--^43, . Sin—

^4,3 co.^^ 1

Consequently the real points of the hyperbola correspond to purely

imaginary values of t.

Case /P. Putting t„ = 0, (70^) (4^^ comm. p. 1017) we find

/=-3^/2.^A-^ •
. (70'6)

and therefore

3
I — —— .

T

V/2

So the formulae (62) and (63) now give

I.e.

and

T

80 we lind

^,3-^- -^i».'/ = »^2A^^- A«330^ = Va^^L.z.sli

sn ——I — I cfr ——-^— I W z.

A 1/2 2A V 1^2

I
L 1/2 2A V 1/2 J\ I

(90)

CW.sT /T'. Here we have

/ = rh 3 ^/2
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Tlie equation

F=a^^x^ + 2a,,.i7/ H //- + 2a^^x + 2a,,// =
or

(«n^' + a,2y)' + 2a,^(a, 3.7;^ a,,//) =
passes by the substitution

«ii-^ + «i2^ = 2a^i|
j

into

V — b >

a solution of whicii (see 2"^ comm. p. 590) is
*

^ = e~^^ , 7i
= e~'^'' (92)

Out of (91) and (92) we deduce

a„, e *^- -\- «ij e

(91)

A =

. (93)

2«11
Z'

-,7-2 ,
-rl/2

These formulae are always applicable, as the supposition Aj^j =
would imply the degeneration of the parabola.

Chemistry. — "On some internal unsaturated etJters". By J. W.
LE Heux. (communicated by Prof, van Romburgh).

(Preliminary communication),

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1912).

By ' the action of formic acid on mannitol Fauconnier obtained a

mixture of formic esters of this hexavalent alcohol, which submitted

to dry distillation, yielded among other products a liquid of the

composition CgHgO, boiling at 107°—109'.

Van Maanen (Dissertation, Utrecht 1909; who investigated this

substance and mentions it as a liquid boiling at 107° proposed as

the most probable structural formula :

CH,=CH—CH—CH=CH—CH,
I 1

As the mode of formation of this substance does not give a com-

plete insight into its structural formula, Prof, van Romburgh proposed to

me to prepare the various possibb oxides of hexadiene by other

2*
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methods which show more satisfactorily the progressive change of

the reactions, and thus to find out tlie real structure of the sub-

stance prepared by Fauconniek.

As starting material was used the doubly unsaturated glycol

CH,=CH—CHOH—CHOH- CH=:CH„ which Griner prepared by

reduction of acrylaldehyde, divinyJglycol.

Advantage was taken of the property of acetyl chloride to act on

divalent alcohols in such a manner, that of the two alcohol-groups

the one is converted into the hydrochloric, the other into the acetic

ester.

The reaction product of acetyl chloride on divinylglycol is obtained

as a colourless liquid, which after repeated fractionation under a

pressure of 18 mM. boils at 84°—88°. 1 have not yet obtained it

in a perfectly pure state as the chlorine content was found a little

too liigh. On keeping, the liquid darkens after a few days and then

shows an acid reaction.

In order to prepai-e the oxide from the chloroacetine it was shaken

for some time with strong aqueous sodium hydroxide and then dis-

tilled under reduced pressure (to prevent as much as possible, poly-

merisation). Of the distillate, which consists of two layers, the upper

one is again distilled a few times over sodium hydroxide and finally

over finely divided calcium in an atmosphere of hydrogen in order

to obtain the product completely free from halogen and water.

The so prepared divinylethylene oxide

CH,=CH—CH—CH—CH=CH,
\y

is a very mobile, colourless liquid, boiling at the ordinary pressure

at 108°—109°, with a very pungent odour characteristic of allyl

compounds.

n^° = 1 ,44942. d^^ = 0,8834.

Once obtained in a pure state the oxide is permanent and only turns

pale yellow on long keeping; under the influence of alkalis it resini-

fies when in contact with the air. When brought into contact with

hydrogen chloride, this is absorbed immediately ; on w\arming with

water, divinylglycol is regenerated.

The ring —C—C— is also opened comparatively easily by

()

amines.

For, if divinylethylene is heated with allylaraine for a few hours
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a compound is formed of 1 mol. of oxide and 1 niol. allylamine.

By distillation and recrystallisalion from peli-oleiini ether, 1 obtained
white needles melting at 37,5^ The oxide when heated with am-
monia also gave a crystallised amino-alcohol.

Another method often applied to arri\e at internal ethers consists

in addition of hypoehlorous acid to an unsaturated hydrocarbon and
subsequent elimination of hydrogen chloride from the chlorhvdrine

formed. Before applying this method to hexatriene which might vleld

an oxide of the formula CgH.O, I first tried the action of thi> aci<l

on a hydrocarbon with onlv one conjugated system of double bonds

CH3

I

The hydrocarbon CH..=C—CHr=CH,, isoprene, which is now
1. 2. 3. 4.

readily prepared in a pure condition by means of the so-called

Harries isoprene lamp, was cooled in ice-water and shaken in t!ie

dark with a solution of hypoehlorous acid in such proportion that

1 mol. of acid was used for 1 mol. of isoprene.

The hypoehlorous acid disappears spontaneously and the isoprene

dissolves. After saturation of the liquid with common salt, ether

exti-acts from this solution a compound boiling at 142'—145^ the

chlorine content of which points to its having the composition

CjHgOCl. By removing from this compound hydrogen chloride by

means of strong aqueous potassium hydroxide, I obtained a liquid

with an ethereal odour b.p. 80'— 82° which, however, still contained

a trace of halogen.

Brought into contact w*itli hydrogen chloiide the latter is at once

absorbed ; when dissolved in carbon tetrachloride, the substance

decolorises, although slowly, a solution of bromine.

If now w^e consider to which position in the isoprene molecule

the HOCl can be attached the three following possibilities may occur.

1. The hypoehlorous acid is attached to the double bond 1=2.
2. The hypoehlorous acid is attached to the double bond 3=r4.

3. or, because the two double bonds are in conjunction, the linking

has taken place at the carbon atoms 1 and 4 with the appearance of

a new double bond between the carbon atoms 2 and 3. In the latter

case a o-ring would, probably, have been produced from the chlor-

hydrine thus formed, namely a metliyldihydrofurane. The ready

absorption of hydrogen chloride does not, however, support the latter

view.

I hope to be soon able to make further communication on this

subject with which I am still occupied.

Utrecht, April 1912. Org. Chem. Lab. University.



Clieinistry. — ''The radioactivity of rubidium and potassium com-

pounds." II. By Dr. E. H. Buchner. (Communicated by Prof.

A. F. HOLLEMAN).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1912).

Some time ago I described a series of experiments undertaken with

the object of demonstrating. the radioactivity of rubidium and even-

tually of other alkali metals by the photographic method ^). I then

only noticed an action on the sensitive plate with rubidium sulphate;

the salts of other alkalis produced no effect. I have repeated these

experiments and, as announced previously, I have inquired more in

particular, whether the phenomenon might be attributable to a

previous exposure of the salt to the light ; in that case there can

be no question of a real radioactivity, but we should have here

an analogism of the wellknown experiments with calcium sulphide.

According to Xiewenglowski, this substance acts on a photographic

plate by means of rays which penetrate through aluminium, but

only when it has been previously exposed to the light. In the

present meaning of the word we cannot call calcium sulphide

radioactive, because an external influence is at work ; if the same

happened with rubidium and potassium, these substances could neither

be included among the radioactive ones. And because the} differ in

various respects from the other active substances, there is still some

doubt left about this matter. It was, therefore, desirable to carry

out some experiments in this direction.

For this purpose 1 have exposed, simultaneously, in one box, some

photographic plates to the action of RbCl, RbNOj and Rb^SO^ in

the manner described previously, but of each salt two specimens

were taken ; one of these had been kept in complete darkness from

4 to 5 months, the other had been exposed to broad daylight for

some days previous to the experiment. When developing after 90

days, no difference was found between the action of the two

specimens, both having affected the plates in the same manner. Hence,

it again becomes more probable that we are dealing here indeed

with true radioactivity.

For the rest I have been able to confirm my previous results. Again,

I have not succeeded in gelling an action on the sensitive plate

either with salts of potassium or with salts of caesium, sodium, and

lithium, but on the other hand rubidium did affect the plate. With
RbCl and RbNOa, also with Rb.SO^ I found that the plate had

1) Thebc Proc. 1909, p. 154.
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darkened distinctly on tliose spots, wiiere little holes or tigiires had
been cut in the screen of copper foil which had been placed between
the salt and the plate. The action is strongest with the cidoride and
weakest with llie sidphate. I attribute this io ihc greater abs(n-|ili(»i

whicli the i-ays undergo in the sulphate itself, for this salt has a
higher density than the chloride and, therefore may be expected to

show a greater absorption. This explanation can also serve for a
few deviating, resiilts. In two experiments, it apjioarcd that ivb^SO^

had produced no effect; now in these cases the salt had accidentally

been used in the form of fairly large crystals and not in powder, as

usual. The surface of the powder is, of course, larger and conse-

quently more rays will leach the plate than in the case where
crystals are employed. Pei-haps, this reasoning may explain also the

results of Strong ^) who, in the exposure of different i)otassium salts

to photographic plates, observed effects of very varying intensity
;

for instance strong action with potassiumcyanide and practically

none with the urate.

The rubidium salts investigated by me were obtained from difie-

rent dealers (Merck, Kahlbau.ai, de Haen, Schuchardt) ; the fact

that they show no difference in action goes to prove that the [)he-

nomenon must be attributed really to ruludium and not to some
impurity.

2. Other investigators have already shown that the radiation of

potassium and rubidium consists mainly, probably even exclusively,

of i^-rays. Now, r.-rays may, however, elude observation sometimes,

as they act but faintly on sensitive plates and consequently practically

not at all with slightly active substances. Moreover when we are

dealing with «-particles of very small velocity and corresponding small

penetrating powder, only an exceedingly small portion of the rt-parti-

cles will arrive in the surrounding gas and the ionisation current,

generated by them, which is measured with the electroscope, will

be very weak; it may even be of little importance in i-egard to the

current caused by the /?-rays. If now we may apply the results

obtained with strongly active substances to feebly active compounds,

the «-rays, if present here, may be expected to possess a slight

velocity, since we may assume as a rule: the larger the activity of

a substance, the greater the velocity of the f(-particles. A possible

occurrence of cf-rays demands an investigation all the more, because

the absorption of the radiation in different substances, liUe tin foil

1) Amer. Chem. Jouru. 42, 127.
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for instance, cannot be represented by a simple exponential formula;

on the contrary, it seems as if the radiation is composed of a part

decidedly penetrating and of another one less so ; the latter is then

only of slight importance.

In two ways, I have attacked the problem of the presence of

ff-rays; firstly by observing whether zinc sulphide became luminous

under the influence of the salts. This method has the advantage that

we can bring together the salt and the zinc sulphide as closely as

we like, and reduce as far as possible the absorption which the «-

j)articles undergo in the air; consequently we may, perhaps, find in

this manner «-ray.s of very slight penetrating power which would

not be detected by other means.

We know that light emitted under the influence of «-particles

possesses a peculiar character and that, when examined under the

microscope, it breaks up into numerous points which are formed

Dt the spots, where the «-particles meet the zinc sulphide; each

scintillation, therefore, indicates an ^-particle. In order to show the «-

particles eventually present, an object-slide with a little KCl was put

under the microscope; above it at a distance of about 2 m.m. was

placed another slide which was coated at its lower surface, by means

of Canada balsam, with a layer of zinc sulphide. The whole arrange-

ment is placed in the dark ; it is, however, advisable, in imitation

of Regener, to faintly illuminate a portion of the field of vision (for

which purpose a "Verkade waxine" light is very serviceable) in order

to facilitate the adjustment. In this manner, we can readily show

the ^-particles of pitchblende, uranium oxide, and thorium oxide ; we

shall be able to observe also all ^-particles which can traverse a

distance of at least 2 m.m. in the air. Neither with KCl, nor with

RbCl, however, any scintillation w^as noticed in different experiments,

though the observation lasted each time ten minutes. I then made

the experiment in another way : to render the distance between the

salt and the zinc sulphide as small as possible, I mixed the two

compounds. But even then I did not succeed in observing a single

flash of light. These experiments thus confirm the results communi-

cated by Henkiot ') in a paper which appeared after my experiments

were closed, namely that rubidium and potassium do not emit «-rays.

3. There is yet another way to demonstrate the emission of a-

particles. It is well known that the heat generated by radium and

other radioactive substances originates in the kinetic energy of the

o-particles, which are stopped in the surrounding matter. A large

1) Comples Rcndus, 152, 1384 (1911).
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portion of the «-rays gets already absorbed iii the emitting substance,

because they penetrate into solid matter but a few luindredtlis of a

m.m. ; consequently the active substance is heated above the tempe-

rature of the surrounding air and, of course, remains warmer, because

the radiation process proceeds conrinuously. «-Particles which do

not possess a sufticient velocity to ionise gases, or to render the

zinc sulphide luminous, may still have a considerable kinetic energv
;

and when they are absorbed, their energy being converted into hear,

they might raise the salt from which tliey originate to a higher

temperature. This argument has also been applied by Grkinachfr ')

during an investigation on the radioactivity of several ordiuarv

substances; he, however, did not study the salts which are now of

particular interest to us.

I have investigated this question by placing in a large galvanised

iron basin, on pieces of cork, two silvered vacuum tlasks of about

IV2 litre capacity. The basin was p'aced in another and the

space between was filled with ice; the whole was placed in a

wooden box isolated by means of slag-wool. A third bath serves as

a cover, which was also filled with ice and covered with blankets.

In this manner, the flasks are entii-ely surrounded by ice, and it

may be assumed that the surrounding air possesses a constant tem-

perature. Every two days, the accumulated water is drawn off and

fresh ice is added. The flasks are filled with about 2 kilogrammes

of potassium or sodium chloride respectively, and closed with a

solid plug of cotton-wool, upon which is poured a layer of paraffin.

Through this seal penetrates a very thin-walled glass tube which

reaches to the centre of the bulb and contains one of the Junctions

of a thermo-couple copper-constantan. The constantan wire con-

nects directly the junctions, the copper wires are carried away
through an opening in the box and connected to the galvanometer

which is suspended according to Julius and read off by means of a

mirror and a telescope.

If now potassium chloride emits «-rays, it may be expected to

reach a higher temperature tliau sodium chloride and, owing to a

thermoelectric force the galvanometer will deviate ; by gauging with

a definite difference in temperature it may be found with how many
degrees corresponds a deviation of, say, 1 mm. ; this proved to be

0.003°. As soon as the circuit is closed a deviation of the galvano-

meter is observed, but without further discussion we may not con-

clude to a difTerence in temperature between the two salts. There

are, necessarily, always some places of contact between different

') Ann. der Phys. [4] 24, 79 (1907).
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metals which, perhaps, have not exactly the same temperature and

therefore also yield a therrao-current. This influence may be elimi-

nated by placing between the galvanometer and the thermoelement

a commutator ; on commuting, only that part of the current which

has to be measured, namely the current of the thermoelement itself,

takes another direction ; it may, therefore, be determined from the

difference. Only care must be taken that no differences in tempera-

ture occur in the commutator itself. As such served two three-limbed

glass tubes well wriipped up in cotton-wool and placed in a little

box, which was suspended and moveable round a horizontal axis.

In both tubes was poured a little mercury, while in each of the

limbs were introduced wires which effected communication with the

galvanometer and the thermoelement, resjjectively. By inclining the

box to 45° in any direction, the current is closed, but this, in both

cases, passes through the galvanometer in a different direction. There

is still another source of error due to the thermoelement itself whose

wires are often not quite homogeneous ; and if there should be no

ecpial temperature over their whole length, a thermo-current may be

generated. Although these irregularities seem to occur but rarely

with copper wires ^and only these were here at different tempera-

tures), care was taken al! the same that they should not influence

the final result, by changing the junctions in the two flasks after

a series of measurements.

We then must take again the difference of the resulting figures

of different series to obtain the thermo-electric force of the copper-

constantan and to calculate thence the difference in temperature

between the potassium and sodium chloride. T refrain from giving

a detailed communication of the results of the measurements because,

anyhow, my conclusion must be that the two salts do not show a

difference in temperature, at least none exceeding 0,OOP. As I look

upon this figure as representing the accuracy attained, I do not

attach any importance to the fact that the final result showed sodium

chloride to be about 0.001° warmer than potassium chloride. Four

experiments were carried out, the junctions of the thermoelement

being changed after each; an experiment consisted of five to six

measurements which were each composed of three to seven readings,

carried out one after another with continuous commutation.

From these experiments also, I must conclude to the absence of

«-rays in potassium compounds ; this result did not afford reason to

make also" an experiment with rubidium chloride.

My best thanks are due to Dr. A. H. W. Aten, who pUiced his

galvanometer at my disposal for these experiments.

Inorg. Chem. Laboratory University of Amsterdam.
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Mathematics. — '^On a dijerential equation of SfHi.Xfi,!." \\\

Prof. J. C. Kluyver.

As a suitable example of the metliod of solution due to Pfai'F

ScHLAFjj has determined the general integral of the equation

«i (',/^3—^'sPa)' + «2 {^zP.— a^xPiY -I- a, (•''•iP,—.^',;',)' = 1

(Annali di matematica pura ed applicata, serie 2, t. II, p. 89—%)
and in his Theorie der partiellen Differentialgleichungen Mansion

has repeated the calculation of Schlafij. As Mansion remarks this

treatment of the equation does not allow to maintain the symmetry
with respect to the variables; therefore we will show in the fol-

lowing lines that it is possible to obtain the complete integral of

the equation with preservation of the symmetry by means of Jacoki's

method.

By putting

«^zPx—^xPz=A^
^IP, — ^,P1 = A

the given equation passes into

f= a,A;- + a,A,^ + a,A,^ -1 = 0.

The system of simultaneous differential equations to be considered

here becomes

a^x^A^—a^w^A^ ' o^p^A^—a^p^A^

One derives from it immediately

dxj^ dA^ , 2!A^dA^ -^^p^dp^

This furnishes two integral equations.

/i =Pi' + P2' + Ps' — "^' = ^'

/, EEE A,-^ + A,-^ + A,^ - P =: 0.

The two functions /i and f\ are in iji volution. For we have

Va;-,p;'\ =: 0, \a;\p:-\ = 4 A,p,p,, Va;'Pz'\ = - 4 A,p,p,.

From this ensues

and furthermore also

[/p /J = 0.

So one has to solve the partial derivatives p^, p^, /), out of the

three equations

/=o, /;=:0, /; = o

and to integrate afterwards the differential equation

dz =. 2pi d,v^.

A direct solution of p„ p.„ Pt cannot be given. Therefore we
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remark that the three qiiantities A„ A^, A, are entirely determined

as functions of x^, x^, x^ by the three equations

^.-1/ = k\ :Ea^A^^ — 1, :Ex,A^ —
and now we express p^,i\,i\ in x^,x^,Xz,A^,A^,A^.

So by eliminating p^ and p^ out of the equations

^\Pi •^aPi ~~ -^ 3 '

Pi' + P." + 7^3' = '«'

we find that Pi is determined by the equation

p.'^x,-^ - 2 {A,.v—Ayv,) - .v,"-in- + yl,' -f ^4,^ = 0,

from which follows after some reduction

'^'''1
I )

We find for p., and y^j similar expressions; by putting

2.V,' = It',

we get the total differential equation

dc%\ d,i\ dx,

1

dz—-
u'

X^ X,

In order to transform the differential

.dx^ dx^ dx^

dH=^\\A, A, A,

I

''''1 ''^'3
'"^'s

we consider three functions li, %^, §3 of A^, A^, A^, satisfying the

condition

SA,^, := 0,

but otherwise arbitrary.

Putting moreover

il^z={A,i,-AJ,), ii.^
— {A,^,-A,^,), r^, — {A,B,—A^^,).

Si S2 Sg

du . ,—au
, / —

A, A, A^ H V7n'u'—/r.

A = Vi n^ ^2

A, A, A,

we got

We still introduce two quantities U and V determined by the

equations

Sx,^, = u, 2x,nr = y-

By adding to these the equation

:2x,A, = 0,
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and solving x^, x.^, i\ out of them we find

from which ensues immediately

1

(0-^F+n,

and also

A < F^^^rfi, - U:^x^dii,\ = {U'k'+ V^) :£ri^dE, .

The reduclion of the differential clH now takes place as follows.

We have

dH=
u'A

dx^ dx^ dx^

.1, .1, .4,

'"i '2 •''3

Si §2 Is

»ii -^h Vz =
A^ A^ A^

2^,dx, ^ji^dx, :^A,dx,

Ok'
U V

a»jd therefore

dH — k' du-::sx^di, dv—2x^dii^

U V
kHVdU- UdV) k'

so finally

V 1

dH =z ktang— '
-——\-

d%i dl^ dl

A. . cU
uk ' :e%;'

' ^ 2 ^ !^1 5<2 Ps
!

The second term of the righthand member corresponds in form

entirely to the original form clH; however the independent variables

x^,x^,x^ are replaced now^ by %^,^^,%^, functions of At^,A^,A^.

On account of the equations

we may consider A^, A^, A^ as functions of one variable t only,

which implies that also ii, Sj, §3 appear as functions of that variable

t, whilst this variable itself is determined by the equation

2x,A, =
as a function of x.^,x^,x^.

Substituting the expression found for clH we now find

I

(^5i (^Ss dc,^

V 1
dz=zkdta)ig—^ -rrr -4-

!
-4, A„ A,

du

Uk 2^,''
-I

\/m-it^—k*
u

Si Sj Ss
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and

A' Tfivtn— 1 —z-\-C^^ktang
k -S'.rjSj +/A

^ (^ ^3
dt dt dt

A^ A^ A^

Si ^2 S3

db +

+ ^/m^^.^i'-F 4-/l-sm-i

So a solution of the given differential equation containing three

constants of integration C, m, k has been obtained; we can now
still investigate in what manner this solution can be transformed

by means of a suitable choice of the functions §1, §3, I3 into the

most simple form.

The only condition %^,%^, §3 have to satisfy is

^AS, = 0.

So we may put

^.^A.ia.k-^-l) , 5, = .l,(a,P-l)
, ^3 = ^30/3^-1),

or

The equations

^^i' = P , ^a,A,''^\

can be replaced by

SA,^ = k'' ,

v^j.4j=' = 0,

and these two are satisfied by putting

A, A„

^"WWVbA) ^{b,-b,){t+b,b,)

where t is supposed to be determined by the equation

By eliminating A„ A^, A^, ^,, ^„ §3 out of the solution found above
we get finally

dt
z-\-C= -kb,bAf-

-ktang

tV-^t^b,b,){t\bA){t+h,b;)

-j- V m 2loc^ -k -\- ksin ^

^.v,by{h^-b,)(t\bA) i/^
By thii? the differential equation is solved and in this solution the

symmetry with respect to the independent variables is preserved.
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Physics. — ''Series in the spectra of Tim and Antiinonif\ By T.

VAN LoHiizEN. (Communicated by Prof. P. Zkeman).

(Communicated in the niceting of April, 26 1912).

In my Thesis for the Doctorate, which will shortiv appear, I liave

used a spectral formula, which expresses this fundamental thouglit

:

"For every series tiie curve obtained by using the parameters (I, 2,

3, etc.) as abscissae and the reciprocal values of the wave-lengths

as ordinates, is exactly the same, only referring to another system of

axes". This curve is the curve of the third degree :

N
y ——

^

in which y=zJO^A—i, x is successively: 1, 2, 3 etc., and A^ is

the universal constant which occurs in the formulae of Rydberg,

Rttz, and Mogendorff—Hicks, the universality of which, somewhat

more intelligible after the physical meaning which Ritz ^) has given

to it, can hardly be doubted any more. Transferred to one and the same

system of axes the general spectral formula becomes for all series :

N sec y
10' ;.-l = 6 + {x—a) tqy— -i -—

\{x— a) cosy— h sin

y

—10^/,—1 sin y]'

in which a and b are the ordinates of the origin of the original

system of axes, and y the angle of rotation. As I shall demonstrate

more at length in my Thesis, the formula may be reduced to :

10« ;-l = h ;
—

—

Ix + a' + c ;.-! Y

for small values of y.

This approximated form closely resembles Ritz's formula, which

may, therefore, be considered as an approximation of the one given

by me. Also the formulae of Rydberg (c = 0) and of Balmer for

the hydrogen series {a = and c = 0) are implied in it as &})ccial

cases. Accordingly it is also further closely related to the original

formula of Rydberg. This, too, expresses that the curve is the same

for all series, but the important difference is that Rydberg gives the

system of axes only a translation, whereas according to my formula

there generallj- appears a — mostly small — rotation of the curve.

The thought of one curve for all series has been embodied in a

model which I have luid constructed for this purpose, and which

contains the moat important part of the curve

:

') Magnetisciie Atomfeider und Serienspektren. Ann. d. Phys. 25 p. 660 et seq. 1908.
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109675.0

and also the axes of the system to which it refers. By a fine divi-

sion with vernier it is possible to determine the first four figures of

the oscillation frequencies expressed in five figures (10" A-i, A expres-

sed in AU).

It deserves notice that also Rydberg has designed his curve by

means of one model. He says^) : "Toutes les courbes out ete tirees

a I'aide du meme calibre".

This model has proved to be a great help in detecting wqw

series for elements for which no series had been observed up to now.

For this investigation I have first chosen the spectra of those ele-

ments for which Kayser and Runge ^) had found "eine andere Art

der Gesetzmassigkeit". Kayser points out already there that when

we pass from one Mendelejeff group to the next, the series move

to the region of the small wave-lengths. He says'): "Es ist also recht

gut moglich, dass fiir weitere Elemente, die Serien im unzugang-

lichen Gebiet der Schumannschen Strahlen liegen".

From what I have found, the results of which for Tin and Anti-

mony I communicate here (I hope to publish the results for the

other three elements Pb, As, and Bi later) I think 1 may infer

that in general this conclusion is correct, but that the beginning of
a great number of series is found in the already investigated region.

Wiiereas for the other elements the finding of series was facilitated,

because the parts where the lines converge, had been observed, while

later the first terms were added by the discoveries of Paschen and

others in the ultra red, exactly the opposite takes place for the

elements considered here. The initial terms have been observed, and

they lie together of all kinds of series ; the part where the series

begin to converge clearly lies outside the region of observation. So

the difficulty was to accomplish the discovery of the series from the

few terms that have only been observed of most of these series.

Only very few observations on the ZEEMAN-efHect for Tin and Antimony
have been made, so that at present they do not yet afford sufficient

data for the finding of series. It would be desirable that investigations

for these elements on the magnetical splitting up of the spectral

lines lying more in the ultra violet were carried out. They might

throw more light on the series found by me. So as these data were

») Kon. Svensk Vetensk. Akad. Hand. Vol. 23 p. 152. 1890.

2) Ueber die Spcktien der Elemente Vil. Abh. Berl. Akad. 1894. Cf. also

Kayser. Handbuch der Spektroskopie. Vol. II, p. 573 et seq.

») 1. c. p. 573.
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not at my disposal, I have tried to iiiui the series by means of my
model, somewhat led by the estimations of the intensity given bv

ExNER and Haschek^). As these authors give widely divergent and conlra-

dictory differences from those of Kayser and Rlngk '), I have thought

that 1 ought to prefer the former, because they extend over the

whole of the spectrum observed by them.

The obtained results follow.

I must not omit mentioning that besides the said estimations of

the intensity, also the constant frequency differences fonnd by Kayskk

and RuNGE ') have furnished a first basis for m_) investigatiun.

In the spectrum of Tin 1 have found a series which is represented

by the formula :

109675.0
10« A-i = 45307.40 -

X=: 1.2.. .

the results of which are :

{x + 1,651360 — 657,42 A-i)'

I

X
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j^i-v.if w'o o-of a dories with the formuUi :

109675.0
10'/ 5041)4,43

i.v -f 1.651360 - 657.42 ;-l)'

.v= 1 . 2....

So the series differs from the others only in its asymptote. We
find the followin.s lines :

II

X



further again good agreement here, .v = 6 falls just outside the region

of observation.

The translation 6923.26 (the other difference of frequcnov fouuil

by Kayser and Runge), yields:

109G75.0
10^ ;-i = 52330.66

x= 1. 2

(.c + 1,651360 — 657.42 A-J)'

IV
X
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Besides these six series, which are connected by a simple trans-

lation, I liave found some more in the tin spectrum that are con-

nected. The first series of this group may be represented by the formula :

109675.0
10^ A-i =43825.00 —

.?•= 1

{w + 1.384406 + 446.70 J-'^y

VII
Limit of

errors
Intensity

3801.16

2850.72

2594.49

2483.50

2421.78

2386.96

3801.16

2850.72

2594.49

2482.53

2422.24

2385.98

-f-0.97

-0.46

+0.98

0.05

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.50

30

10

3

3

5

Why ExNER and Haschek give so great an intensity for A 2421.78,

whereas this line is fainter than any of the others according to

Kayser and Runge, I do not know. ;. 2386.96 only occurs with

Kayser and Rlnge with the indication "sehr unscbarf. Exner and

Haschek have not got this line at all, which is very strange, indeed,

in connection with the intensity 5, which Kayser and Runge give.

Of this series I have found two translation series, which coi*re-

spond with the two differences of frequency found by Kayser and

Runge.

The translation 5187.03 yields the series:

109675.0
105;.-i

:

,v = l.'2

49012 03
(.f + 1.384406 -f 446.70 ;-i)2

VIII

X
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The translation 6923.26 yields the formula :

109G75.0
10^ A- 1 = 50748.26

x = 1

X + 1.384406 -f 446.70 )-^f

IX
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/ 2330.95 has not been observed, its intensity is possibly too slight.

It lies in the neighbourhood of A 2329. J 9 of Kayser and Runge,

which, however, does not occur at all with Exner and Haschek.

The two following series are in connection with this by translation.

The former of them has as formula:

109675.0
108 ;-i =43296.20 —

.t' = 1 2 . . . .

{.V + 1 568667 + 237,63 A-i)'-^

XI
Limit

of Errors
Intensity

3637.94

2851.20

2614.74

2507.90 1)

3637.95

2851.21

2614.74

2507.74

-0.01
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In the Antimony spectrum I found further a second group ol

transUition series, the former of which has as formula:

108 A-i =47810.99

A- ==1.2

109G75.U

{x -f 1.61G567 — 332,37 A-i)'-'

X
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XV-
YIX Asymptote 53986.13 54354.11 54905.34 55696.37 57039.02

.r= 1

x = 2

^ = 3

2719.00

2220.85

2692.35

2203.13

2060.25 2044.78'

2652.70

2175.99

2021.96

2598.16 2510.60

2139.89

1990.20

2079.55

1938.83

The values for x = '6 lie all in the not investigated region.

Further I have found a third group of translation series in the

speotrum of Antimony, the first member of which has as formula :

109G75.O
10^ A-i =44790.00

.r = 1.2

{.V -I- 1.269826 + 1757,48 A-l)^

XX '-
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while there liave l)een Ibuiid two iii<lications of series (,f translation

in the region of Schumann viz.

XXII and ^

XXIII Asymptote = ' 53402.61 54744.87

x = l
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/
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raised when the cabove series are studied. In some eases we (ind,

namely, a value given under ;.„, whieh occurs in two series. The
corresponding values of h are then somewhat dillerent as a rule.

It is now the question :

''Do the observed lines belong to two series, in- have we to do
with two lines close together, one of which is diflicult lo distinguish

from the other ?"

Before answering this question I will tirsi draw alteiilion lo this

that this phenomenon is also met with iji the spectra of other

elements. Thus we find in the spectrum of aluminium ') X 2204,73

classed as n =S in the 1st subordinate series, and as /i = 7 in the

2nd subordinate series ; in that of Zinc ^) f. 2430,74 as n=iS in the

2nd com.ponent of the 1st subordinate series, and as 7i= 9 in the 1st

component of the same series. In the spectrum of Calcium ') we
find / 3101,87 as ?i =: 8 in the 3rd component of the 2nd subordi-

nate series, and as n =i% in the 1st subordinate series. These few

examples may suffice to show that the phenomenon that presents

itself a few times in the series found by me, is met with elsewhere.

Let us now try .to answer the question raised led by the examples

which present themselves in our case.

Let us begin with the spectrum of Tin.

For ;.^, 2483.50 we find ;./, = 2412.53 in VII and Ai = 2482.49 in

Vlllg. Examining the observation of this line we find given by Kayser

and RuNGE *) -. "2 umgekehrt", and by Exner and Haschek *): ''3

unscharf, umgekehrt". It is not impossible that here two different

lines must be observed. Also what follows [)leads in favour of this:

In YII we find successively the intensities : 30, 10, 3, 3. That for

.v= 4: the intensity is not found smaller than 3 may find its explanation

in this, that two lines of slighter intensity give this increased intensity.

For ;.,, 2408,27, which is given in I, with X^ = 2408,71, in III, with

).Ij
= 2508.27, a similar explanation may hold. Kaysek and Runge find *}:

"3 umgekehrt", Exner and Haschek ") :
"1 unscharf." The course of

intensity in I is : 5.3.1.1. Probably z^^: 2408.71 agrees therefore

with a very faint line beside /. 2408,27, which belongs to III.

).,, 2199.46, which has been given in VIII, with A^ =3 2199.32,

and in IX3 with /;, = 2199.42, we find in Kayser and Runge ") with

the indication: "1 umgekehrt", and in Exner and Haschek") in the

') Kayser, Handbuch der Spectroscopie. Vol. II, p. 547.

2j 1. c. p. 542.

3) 1. c. p. 53G.

4) Ueber die Spektren der Elemente. Vil. Abb. Beil. Akad. 1894.

5) 1. c. Vol. II.

6) 1. c. Vol. HI.
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sparkspectrum (the arc-spectrum of Tin they liave observed no

further than A 2267) : I 2199.41 "1 unscharf ' and ;. 2199.68 "1

unscharf". So the two lines very clearly appear here very closely

side by side.

;.„. 2091.7 occurs with h 2092.30 in 11^ and with /^ 2091.23 in

Vj. This line has not been observed by Exner and Haschek.

In Kayser and Runge ^) we tlnd "3 umgekehrt (?)". So they doubt

whether or no they have to do with a reversal here. So the surmise

is justified that we have to do here with two separate lines, which

surmise is supported if the course of the intensity in II is examined

according to the observations of Kayser and Runge. Starting from

a;=z2 this is namely 5, 3, 1, 3, 3. The increased intensity 3 for

.r= 5 is again accounted for by the assumption of two lines close

together. In the same way the increased intensity of the line 2063.8,

which as x == 6 occurs in the same series, may be accounted for

bv our finding At= 2064,1 2 in IV^, which is given there also with

K^^. = 2063.8. It is a line which has been given by Kayser and

RcNGE -) with a limit of errors 0.50, so which could be observed

less accurately.

After this extensive discussion of the spectrum of Tin, a few in-

dications will sufiice for that of x\nlimony.

A 2719.00 w,e find in XIV, and XVj. The intensity in XIV is

3.3.1, so somewhat too high for .i'= 2. This line is found in Kayser

and RuNGE reversed, but not in Exner and Haschp:k "). This is also

the case for / 2692.35, which occurs in X, and XVIj, and with

A 2652.70 in XX, and XVII^.

A 2614.74 we find as Xl, and XXI^. It occurs in both observers

as a single line. Noteworthy, however, is the difference in intensity.

In Kayser and Runge ') this line is one of the strongest lines (inten-

sity 5, while 6 is the greatest intensity that occurs), whereas in

Exner and Haschek") it is one of the weakest (intensity 1^ highest

intensity 30j. A 2098.47 has not been observed by Exner and Haschek.

We find it given in XXI, and XXIII^. In connection with the A^

which I found for XXIg, namely 2097.76 I still want to remark that

this value lies between that found by Kayser and Runge, and that

of Hartley and Adeney, who give for it: ;. 2096.4.

I should further like to make another remark. When the list on

1) 1. c. Vol.



p. 42 with the given magnetic' separation is examined, llie <|nc'stioii

naturally rises:

'•Why do ;. 8032.90 III. and a :il75.12 VllI,, occur m diHerenl

series for Tin, though they exhibit the same splitting-up'r"

The same question applies also for Antimony A 2770.04 (XII,) and
A 3267.60 (XIII,), and also for Antimonv / 2598.1() XVIII,, and
A 2528.60 (XXII,).

To answer this question I have traced every time two lines as

10** /.-I and examined by means of my model without giving it a

rotation, what would be about the frequencies of the other terms of

the series that is perfectly determined without rotation by these two

points, in this way I have arrived at the following results:

Tf we consider >S?iA3175.J2 as j =: 3 and ,971^3032.90 as .i'= 4,

we get 10* /-' = + 28400 for .v = l, which does not agree with

any observed line. (The nearest lines have the frequencies 27353.20

and 30023.63).

If we consider these lines as .?; = 3 and x = 5, we find

10* /-^ = =t 32450 for ,v = 4, which does not agree with any line,

.f = 2 yields JO" /.-' = zt 29500, which might then possibly be

30023.63. But thi^ is not very probable either, for the line which

+ 1.79.V

+ 1.22;;

agrees with this (A 3330.75) exhibits a quadruplet ') in the

- J. 22/9

— 1.79.S'

magnetic Held, and so very certainly does not belong to this eventual

series. In this way I have ascertained that the lines in question

cannot be ranged together with others in one and the same series.

I have obtained corresponding results with the other lines which

show the same splitting-up. This has rendered it very probable that

the rule: "All the terms of one and the same series present the

same resolution in a nuignetic field", cannot be reversed, and so

it is my opinion that the argument that I have not ranged lines

which present the same splitting up in the same series, cannot be

advanced as an objection taihe classification of the Tin- and Antimony-

spectrum given by me.

1) Pdrvis. Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 14. 1907, p •220.
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Mathematics. — '']S!eio researches upon the centra of the integrals

ivhich satisfy differential equations of the first order and the

first degree." (Second Part). By Prof. W. Kapteyn.

8. Assuming in tlie third place

a' + c' ^^i{a-]-c)

oa — cc = {h—ih') {a-\-e)

2b' = 3a + 5c

or jMitting b = ii^

2a' = — z (3a -2/?+ 3c)

2c'=:i(5a-2i?4-5c)

26' = 8a + 5c.

We have

g, = a' - i (3a+ 26') = — ^ (1 5a-2^+13c)
LA

1

q^
— 2a + W—ih = - (13a+2^+15c)

r, = — - (86a^ + 26aji + 179ac — 4^5^ + 28i?c + 99c'')

6

rj =r (45a^ — SGa;? + 84ac + 4/5' — 32/?c + 39c-)

r, =: — - (130a' — 6a^ + 265ac — 4/3' — 8/?c-f 137c')

V, = 7i;(421a- + 116a3 + 972ac— 12/5' + 120/?c + 567c*)

and for the coefficients of P^

.,=(5a426V„ + «'^

2s, - 4s„ = (86+ 2c') r, + (4a+ 46') r, + 2a' r,

8.^ - 3.<>, =r3cr„ 4- (66-f 3c')r, + (3a+ 66') r,4-3a' 7-3

4s, — 2., = 2cr, 4- (46+ 4c') r, + (2a+ 86') r,

- s, = cr, + (26+5c')r,.

To determine tiie next condition we introduce the two following

polyjiomia

1\ = t,x, + t.x'y + t.xhf + t,,erf + t,xy' + t,y'

P, = n^x" + u.x'y + w^.r-y^ -j- M,.r^t/' + «,;r'y^ + u.xy'+ ii.y.

The coeflicients of the first are determined by the relations
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2t, — bt^ = (106 f 20') .s-„ + (5a-f40 -^ -f ^a'.,

3^3 - 4^j = 4c s, -f (86+ 3c') .«, + (4a ^ 66') .*, + 3a' .-»,

4<, — 3f, = 3c s, -f (66-f 4c') s.^ + (3a -|-86') «, + 4a' s^

bt, - -It, 3= 2cs, - (46+ 5c').S + (2a+ 106')..,

- ^ = c., + (26+ 6c').,

which may always be satisfied, and tiie coefficients of the second are

related to tiiose of the first by the following system

?/, =(7a+ 26')f„ +a7,

2^^, — 6»„ = (126 + 2cVo +(6ai46')^, + 2a'<,

3?/3 — 5//, = bct^ -^ (106+ 3c') f, -} (5a+66V, -f 3a'
f,

4m, — 4//, = 4c ^1 + (86+4c')<, + (4a+86')f, + 4a'
«,

bu, — 3^3 = 3c t., 4- (66+ Tic') ^3 + (3a+106') f, ^ 5a' t^

Cm, - 2», = 2c ^3 + (46+ 6c') t, + (2a+126') t,

- u.^=ct, + {2b-\-7c')t,.

This system is impossible unless

bn^ + (Su^— bu^) + (5?/.— 3^3) + 5 {—u.J = U

or

(35a+ 106'+5c)^„ + (5a'+1064 3cVi + (5a+ 66'+3c) ?, +
+ (3a'+66+ 5c') «3 + (3a+ 106'+ 5c)^, + (5a'+ 106+ 35cVi = ^

which may be written

At,-^B{2t-bt,)+ CiSt-if,)^D{4t-dQ-i-E{bt,—2t,)-rf{-t,)= (J

if

.4 r= — (7a'+146+ 17c') . 5 = — (7a+ 26' + c),

o

C =:—(5a'- 106-^1 Pc')
,

Z>r= — — (19a+ lu6^5c).

f)

E ~ a — 26 + 7c' . F= f 1 7a -^ 146'^ 7c).

Thus, choosing as before .>„= 0, the sought condition takes this form

61 [ a'.4 + (5a j- 46') 5 + (86 -f 3c') C + 3cZ>J

+ 5, [2a'B + (4a + 66') C + (66+ 4c') JD -\- 2c E]

+ .?3 [3a'C + (3a+ 86') X> + (46 4- 5c') ^ + c F]

+ s, [4a'i> + (2 I + 106') E + (26 + Qc) F\ = 0.

Writing this equation

/i ^ + /. ^% 4- /; •% + /. «, =
and eliminating a' // c' we obtain

20

1

^ 4t
Az=-—-{ 8a+ ,3+8c) ,

5=— 2(5a + 3c) , C = — (lOa -/?+10c)
o o
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2 10
D= (17fl+15c) ,

^=:4/(4a— ;?+4cO, /'= — — (19af21c)
3 ^

/^ = — 10 (a+ c)(13a+10/?+lU')= 10 (a -f-c) .(7,

/; = 30i (a+ c) (3a- 2/3+ 5c) =10 (a+ c) ^,

/3 = -10 (a+ c)(31a~2^+41c) =10(a-fc)^3

/^ = — 10i(a+ c)(61a-14,?4-59c) = 10(a + c)^,.

Now, omitting tlie factor 10 {a -f- c), we get

.^1 -^i + 9i «-2 + 9z ^z + 94 S4 =
wherein the \ alues s may be expressed in function of r in this way

2s, = (16a f 10o)7'„— i(3a— 2,?f-3f)rj

2s,= i{5a+6^+bc)r, + 10 (a ^c)?-, - 2(3a-2/3+3c)r,

2s, = —2c 7', —z (25a— 6,3+ 25c) 7-3

2., ^ l(5a+ 6;?+5c)r„ + (5«+ 6c)r, + l(7a+ 2/3+7c)r,+ (7a + 10c) r.

Substituting these vahies, and putting

G, r= 13a + lOi? + 1 Ic , G, = 9a - 6,? + 15c
,

G, — 31a - 2j? + 41c , G, -- 61a — 14/? 4-'59c

we find

.„ [- (16a+ 10r) G, - (5a+ 6.'? i 5c) G, + ^ (5a + 6^+ 5c) G,]
'

+ iVj [(3a-2/J+3c) (?, f 10(a + c) (?, - (5a + 6c) (?J

+ rJ(3a-2/3+3c)(;, + 2c(?3 + l(7a+ 2i3+7c)Gj

+ ir, [(25a-6^-f25c) G, - (7a+ 10c) (?J=
which may be reduced to

1— r„[-201a^- 72a,3- 252ac—12,3^— 36,?c - 75c-J

+ i>i[-176a^+ 14a,?— 34900 — 20/3"+ 32/?c— 171c^]

1

+ —»•,[ 481a'- 48a,3+ llOSac— 4/3^ - 84i3c + 667c^]

+ *V, [ 348a^ — 138a,3 + 777ac + 12/3' — 1 56/3c + 435c"] =
Writing this result

1 „ 1

and assuming

-^ ^ 7; + ^>: V\ + ^ r, T, + ^r, T, =

r, = -A7^„, ,.:^__72^, r^-=-'-R^, "» =
T^

^«

we obtain
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RJ, + SR,T, + SR/f^-R,l\ -.0

wliicli afler reduction gives linally the coiulition

12 (a + c) (a — -J.i — C-) (3 «— 2,i ^ 5c) = 0.

Tills condition breaks up into tliree otiiers from wliieli tiie lirst

a -\- c =:0 lias already been examined in Art. 2.

9. Introducing the second, we must examine the case where

2a z= — i (3a — 2|3 + 3c)

2c' = i (5a — 2/? + 5c)

26' =: 3a + 5c

2^ z= a —c
or, remembering that b =zi^

a' = — i (a -\- 2c)

c = i {2a -\- 3c)

26' = 3a + 5c

26 = i (a - c).

This case has already been met with in Art. 7.

10. Finally we have the relations

2a' = — i (3a — 2^ + 3c)

2c' — i (5a — 2^ + 5c)

26' m 3a -|- 5c

2^ =1 3a + 5c

which are identical with

a = ?c

c =: ia

26 = 2z6' — i (3o + oc).

The differential equation reduces in this case to

dy — X 4- icA'^ -j- (3a -}- 5c) xy + iay"

dx y -{- ax^ -{- i (3a -f- 5c) xy 4- cy'

whose general integral may be constructed from the two particular

integrals

1

(« + 3c) [x - iyY + 2i (a- + z» +— =

and

{a + 3c) {X - e»^ -f 3 i (.r^ -f y') =
which are easily found.

This general integi'al

\{a + ^c){x-iyy + ?>i{cc^^y')Y ^
i

1 r
'^'

(a + 3c) {x - iyy + 2i {x + i» +—
j

4

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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may be expanded for small values of x and ?/ in the form

.r' + 3/' + i^, + i^4 + • • • • = <^onst.

which proves again that the origin is a centrum.

11. Resuming we may conclude that vvhere

(a + cy + (a' + c'Y = 0.

the differential equation

dy — .c -r «''P' + 2b'xy -\- c'y^

da; y -j- ox" -|- 2b .vy -\- cy^

has a centrum in the origin of coordinates only in the following cases

/. a -f c= en a' ^ c' =
II. a + c' = ± { (a + c) en a ^ h' =
ril. -la = ± i {a — 2b' + c), 2c' i= ± i (a + 2b' -f- c), 2b z= ± i (a —c)

I V. a' ^ rfc k-. c' = =t ia, 2b' =r 3a -J- 5c, 26 = oa -f- 5c

for it is easily seen that in the last three cases everywhere i may

be replaced by — /.

The results obtained in our former paper show that the origin is

also a centrum in the three following cases

V. a + c' = 0, a =z b en a + 6' =
VI. a -{-c =0, a =bz=zO

VII. a' ^ c' = 0, a = k 2b' — 3a 4- 5c, ac -\- b' -\- 2r = 0.

We found there one case more viz.

ci 4- c' = 0, a = b and a -\- c=zi)

but this is included in I.

12. To compare these results with those of Dulac, we will

transform our differential equation

dy _ —x^a'x-^2b'xy^c'y^ _ —x-{-Y

dx y -f ax° -\- 2bxy j-cy^
.?/
4" -^

in his form. This may be done by the substitution

/<! = /• -\- iy hi = X — iy.

This gives

/idi. kdt]

y + X + i{—a;~\-Y) y + X - {(-.v-VY)

where

//
— ix z= — ih^

, y -L ix = i/ni

X4- iY=z-{{A-B)h'^' — 2i{C~C')hkiii- i{D-E)k-if

X - iY= - i {D-{-E) h'i' — 2i (C+ C) hkh] — i (.14- B) F»,"

and
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A=:~ (a+ 2//-c), B = -{a'- 2i-<,-'), C = ~ (a+ o)
4- 4 ^

D=^{a-2b'-c), E=j{a'^2b-c'), C = i («' + c') •

Tlius we tind generally

+

I + h (A-B) e -r 2k (C-C) ^r, + - (B-E) V
a

,i
- k (.1+ 5) r,^ - 2h ((7-4- C) ^11 - ^^ (Z>-f ^) ^^

and when C" = or d' -[- c' =

+

h

7, - A- (yl-4-5) r^^ - 2hC-^n - ~ (i>+ ^) s^^ di =zO {B)

where

^ — _ (a -f 26'-c), 5 = —^ ^,C = -^—^-^
4 ^ ^ ^

4 4

X>— - (a- 26'-c), E= ^ '
.

4 4

If now we compare with [B) the tirst equation (1) of Art. 1 we

have

h{A—B) — \, 2kC — n, (D—E) = V

~k{A+B) = ^, -2hC = ii, --(DJ^E) = v
K

which may be satisfied by taking I = — h and

B=:0, E^O
or

a' = bz=z 0.

This fi)-st equation therefore belongs to our class VI.

In the same way we may infer that

(2) belongs to class V

(3) is a special case of class I

(4) belongs to class VII

(7) is a special case of class I

(9) is a special case of class VI

(11) is a special case of class I.

If now C'^0 we compare with {A). This gives for the fifth

equation of Art 1
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h(A-B) = l. 2k{C~C') = 0, -(D-E) =
11

-k{A-^B) = ^, —2h{C^C) = v, - y{D+E) = v
k

which may be satisfied by

^ + 5— 0, D-E=0, C—C' = ()

or

2a' = i (a-25'+c), 2c' = i (a+ 26'-(-c), 2b = i {a—c).

Thus (5) belongs to class III.

In the same way it is seen that

(6) is a special case of class II

(8) belongs to class IV

(10) is a special case of class III.

The eleven equations given by Dui-ac are therefore contained in

the preceding 7 classes.

Chemistry. — "On a few o.vi/haloids." By Prof. F. A. H. Schreine-

MAKERS and Mr. J. Milikan.

Of the chlorides, bromides, and iodides of the alkaline earths

several oxy -salts have already been described ; in order to further

investigate the occurrence or non-occurrence of these salts, to deter-

mine the limits of concentration between which they exist and, if

possible, to find other oxyhaloids, different isotherms have now been

determined and by means of the "residue method" ^) the compositions

of the solid phases have been deduced therefrom. Here, we will

discuss only the solid substances that can be in equilibrium with

solution.

The Si/stem CaCl—CaO—HM.
Tempemture 10° and 25°. At both these temperatures occur,

besides CuCi,.6H,0 and Ca (OH),, as solid phases the oxychlorides:

CaCl, . 3 CiiO . 16 H.,0 and CaCl, . CaO . 2 H,0

the composition of the second salt may be expressed also as:

Ca<^^^jj.iH,0

This latter oxychloride has already been found previously by a

determination of the isotherm of 25°'); the tirst one was then

') F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS. Die heterogenen Gleichgewichte von H. W. Bakhuis
ROOZEBOOM. III« 149.

') V. A. H. Scueeinf.makers and Th. Figee, Ghem. VVeekbl. 683 (1911).
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already known ^). From their determinations, ScTfRKiNEMAKKKs and

FiGEE thought they might conclude that the other oxy-salt sliould

have the composition

CaCl, .4Ca0.14H,0

As the region of existence of tliis salt at 25° was, liowever, still

but very small, a slight error in the determination of this composi-

tion was still possible.

Temperature 50°. At this temperature occur, besides CaCl, . 2 ll/J

and Ca(OH)j, also the two oxychlorides

:

^'^\0H • ^"^ ^^"^ ^'^\0H •

"^ ^'^^

as solid substances in proximitj' to their saturated solutions. The

first one already exists at 10° and 25°, the last one had not been

described, as yet.

The system: CaB)\—CaO—H^O.

In this system, only the isotherm of 25° has been determijied

;

as solid phases occur, besides CaBr^ . 6 H3O £ind Ca (OH),, the oxy-

bromides

:

CaBr, . 3 CaO . 16 H,0 and 3 CaBr, . 4 CaO . 16 H.,0

The latter salt was not known up to the present; the first one has

been described previously, 'j

The system: BaCl,—BaO—HJ). '

In this system the isotherm of 30° has been determined']; as

solid phase occurs here, besides Ba Cl.^ . 2H.0 and Ba (OH), . 8H3O,

the oxychloride

:

/CI

\(>H
This salt had already been prepared and described previously ')

;

the two oxychloi'ides

:

Ba CI (OH) . 37., H,0 and Ba CI (OH) . 2Ba CI.,

also described previously, were not found at 30°.

The system: Ba Bi\~BaO—H,0.
In this system the isotherm of 25^ has been determined; as solid

1) Rose, Schweigers Journ. 29, 155.

DiTTE. Corapt. rend. 91, 576,

Andre, Gompt. rend. 92, 1452.

2) E. Tassilly. Corapt. rend. U9, B71.

Ann. Ghim. et Phys. [7] 17, 38.

3) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS. Zeitschr. f. Phys. Ghem. 68 88 (1909).

5) BeckmaNxX, Ber. 14 2151 (1881)

Andre. Gompt. rend. 93, 58; 98, 572.
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phase occurs, besides Ba Br., . 2H,0 and Ba (OH), . 8H,0, the oxy-

bromide

:

Ba Br, . BaO . oH,0 or Ba<^^'jj . 2H,0

This salt has ah-eady been described previously'); the other oxy-

bromide

:

Ba Br(OH) . 3H,0

which has also been described ') was not found at 25°.

The system : Ba I,—BaO—HJ).
In this system also, the isotherm of 25° has been determined ; in

addition to' Ba I, . 7H,0, Ba I, . 2H,0 and Ba (OH), . 8H,0 the oxy-

iodide

:

Ba I, . BaO . 9H,0 or Bii^^^ . 4H,0

also described previously, occurs as solid phase. ')

Besides the above systems, various other ones are now being

investigated ; the results of this research will be communicated later.

Physics. — "Accidental deviations of density in mixtures". By Dr.

L. S. OkxNstein (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

The theory of accidental deviations of density in mixtures does

not differ, as for the principles, from that of the deviations of density

in systems containing only one kind of molecules. To calculate these

deviations I shall apply the canonical ensembles of Gibbs ^).

1. Let us suppose a mixture of k substances to be in a volume

V, 7ii being the number of molecules of the Ivind 1, »^ that of the

kind y., and 71;^ that of the kind k. Besides the coordinates and

moments of the centres of gravity, a number of internal coordinates

and moments can be used to characterize the state of the mole-

cules. Let us imagine a canonical ensemble built up of those systems.

We shall denote by x\\, yw, Z\\ ;i„i the coordinates of the

centres of gravity for the molecules of the first kind, those of the

x-molecules will be rej)resented by Xy\ . . . z-,^,. •

Jn order fui-tiier to characterize the system, we shall introduce

1) Beckman.'T, J. f. prakt. Chem. N. F,'27 132 (1883).

2) Bkckmann. Ber. 14, 2156.

E. Tassilly, Gompt. rend. 120, 1338.

^j 1 shall confine myself to a single phase, the coexistence of phases offering

no particular ilifficullies. I dealt with this question in ray dissertation (corap. p. lU).
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the moments belonging to the coordinates (the internal one? and
those of the centres of gravity) nientione<l above. Now, supi)Ot;e dXi

to represent an element of the extension in phase of the internal

coordinates and moments. Consider the inteuial

J
e~^'l^dx^^ ••dz/:,j,dki,

where s' is the total energy e diminished by the energy of the

progressive motion of the centres of gravity. The integration with

respect to the coordinates of the centres of gravity must be extended

over the 3{i}^ -{- . . n, -\- ??/,>dimensional space v^2>iy , whereas all

values that are possible without dissociation of the molecules are to

be asci-ibed to the internal coordinates and moments.

If, in the case considered, there exists a sphere of repulsion such

as there is with rigid, perfectly elastic molecules, then the conse-

quence will be that s' takes an inlinite \ alue for certain configu-

rations, and therefore the parts of the integral corresponding with

these contigurations will not contribute to it. Just as in the case of

a simple substance and iji that of a binary mixture^), one can show

in this case that the integral may be put into the form
A:

^ n,

|a> (m . . . n^ . . u/,) . rp

where n, = — , i. e. the number of molecules of the kind x pro

unit of volume.

The function to may be determined if the structure of tiie mole-

cules is given ; but for our purpose it is sufficient for us to know
that the integral can be reduced to the form mentioned above.

2. We now imagine the volume T^ to be divided into a great

number of equal elements of volume I'^i . . F; . . F/, and we want

to know the number of systems in a canonical ensemble for which

the element V, contains respectively iiy, . . ii/, . . ?ik, of the dilTe-

rent molecules. We have for the numbers n^,

I

2 n,:,,= «z.

1.

the total number of molecules of each kind being given.

This number of systems C, which I shall call the frequency of the

systems mentioned, is represented by the formula

¥'
. / 3

i = Ne i i|(2.-,e,„,) „.,il|^
j I

^) Gomp. my dissertation and these Comm. 1908, p. 107.

(1)
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viy denotino; the mass of a molecule of the kind /.. We now can

ask, for which xaliies of the numbers n^., this frequency is a maxi-

mum. In this waj we find for the k conditions to which the den-

sities in the most frequently occurring system are submitted :

^ cf lor/ O);— loa Hy., + -S (d^;) -^-^ h % w;. ^=fy^- • • • (2)

y. from 1 to k. These conditions can be satisfied by means of a

homoo"eneous distribution of each of the y. kinds over the volume

T"^. Further the second variation of C or of log ^ has to be negative.

If we denote by 71^ the values in the most frequently occurring

system, then tlie frequency 5a of the system in which these num-

bers have the values n,y -{- r^y can be represented by

So^^oT . (3)

The quantity Q is a homogeneous quadratic function of the numbers

Ty). Taking the sum of C_^ with respect to all possible values of

these numbers i.e. from — go to -\- :o , we obtain JS" C^ = .V, from

which W can be calculated.

Proceeding in this way we find

e ' ^\_\{2n:einy) |w(nj . .u. . . n^)!",, . ... (4)
1

In calculating W, which is equivalent to the free energy, we
must neglect a factor of the order of unity. However, the formula

is i-igorously exact, the above-mentioned being a mere verification

of the equation (3). For keeping in mind the definition of Gibbs,

we have for W
W — 2g' -f wixA'iz"

«=x
-^^

e :=zj e 7il^d.:\^ . . . d.i\.^ d?.i

and therefore

V
J

3 . s'

I 1 (2.T0m.) J e c

1

and we see that according to the definition of the function to, the

tonnida given for W holds exactly ^).

If we would have as a separate system of volume V, theii^, .. iiy.; ..

Uy, molecules being now in the volume F,, then the free energy

of this system would be given by the formula

1) Gomp. also my dissertation p. 56, 112, lf>6.
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V;
^ 3

1

The function '/', may be used to transform tlic formula for llie

frequence ?. For, applying the theorem of Stirling, we can write S

in the form

^ — Jiy '

^ = ^ e 1 1 (2 rr O m,) «, I I
1 I {

n^:^ \

and therefore, introducing y^y, we obtain for ?

g= A e n^ . . fly. . . nt X 1 J

«

X iIf I riy

ny)

For the furtlier discussion we shall not use the free energy V*,

but a function 4- ^j, closely connected with it, and being defined

by the equation

') We can somewhat more closely explain the introduction of the function
\l>,

(comp.

also my dissertalion p. 52 s.). We shall compare the free energy of the system

considered above to Uie free energy of the same system in gaseous state and in

a volume so great that it can be considered as an ideal gas. We now can easily

show the free energy of the mixture in the gaseous state to be equal to the sum

of free energies of the components, if each of them occupies the same volume as

their mixture. Further we can suppose that the volume of each of the substances

(which now occur as simple substances in k separate volumes), is changed in such

a way, that the number of particles pro unit of volume which is to be taken very

great, amounts to v (arbitrarily chosen) for all k systems. The volume occupied

Uy, fny,\ny^
by the >.'/' component now amounts to — . hi this state I — I will be so great

that {u:{vW'') may be put equal to unity.

We therefore find for the free energy of each of the components, originating

from the element x

W'y,, 3
— '«/;

O 2 /nyyAily,.
e = (2 .T 77iy) —

I

V ^ J

And for their total free energy :

k

,„ ^ .
2 1 TT/^"/A"/>
Sny

2= (2 -T my)

Vov the difference between the free energy in the state from which we started

and that in the zero-state considered we find
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_ TT rm VAn.) _ "TT / a),\nx/

Introducing the function xpy we obtain for ?

IT 3
w>. ' —k n ^

1 1

The volume being given, the function if; is a function of the

densities n^,, for

= ^ Uy, [log o) (ill • • D/ • • u/.) — log riy] =
® 1

k

V2 [Wy loq (o (Uj . . rix • . lU) — ^'^S' ^y\
1

3. We shall use the form now given to ^ to put the question of

probability of deviations in such a form that the deviations of density

appear from our formulae. We then have to examine for which

values of the densities log ? will be a maximum. Suppose n^,; to

represent these values and (>x/ to represent the deviations of densities

for other systems, then
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The left member of this inequality consists of / terms, eaoh of

which relates to an element of volume v,. If we take into conside-

V. 1— V''=tV% tl'C" it is seen that we have
V I
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To define 9%, e.g., we have

00 00

1 ' [d-\p 6'ip,

I
. . I « a^u • • > «VW

— 00 — »

Now, ^ (^1, = 0, etc. In order to take this into account in deter-

mining (/^i, we introduce new variables instead of (>i2 . . (^1;. . . (J\i\

1

Ci;, = (j'n — y—j- (>„ /- /^'om 2 ^0 ^.

Ttien we have

2 (j'v = 0.

/ 2

We also introduce for (ju • • {hi new variables in a similar waj.

The exponents of the integral then can be expressed by

1 ( d> / 1 A

d^if? / 1 \ d-jh / 1 A
)

+ ' " '' d^li^l^ + (3tJ- "•'-' a;^V + '"=1)
+

' I'

whei'e C is a quadratic function in the ^'b v'^/ (^^ 2 to /j.

Now, taking into account the conditions ^o'l; =: 0, we can integrate

with respect to the variables o'/, i.e. with respect to the elements

2.. A../; the result in the numerator being cancelled by that in

the denominator. In this way we find

1 I d-i^ d'lp

Sj
—z— ^00 — 00

1 I a> d> *

+- +- -2^170 h'^- div
"^

•
''^ ^'' ^'' aM^

— 00 — ac

According to a well-known theorem (comp. Gibbs El. Pr. in Stat.

Mech. p. 205) we have



1 Id'ii^
.^ d> 1

00 00

A I

(2.T(/-1)0)2__, (13),

where A is the determinant defined l\v (10). DifFerentiating the

logarithm of (13) with respect to ^^— , we find

and in general

-^,= (1-1)0^ (14)

whereas at the same time we find

ih:.i>y.':={l-l)0— {\4a)

The quantities A>,x and h,/ represent in the usual way the minor

determinants in A,

If / is great with respect to 1, then we can replace /—1 by /,

V RT
and this qnantity by — , and keeping in mind that =— , we have

— RT V A..

"—-A^n-^ (1^'

__ RT FA,/
(,<>/= (i5«)N F; A ^ ^

where o,. and (>/ are used to denote (>;>. and ^;/.

We can still modify these equations by introducing the free energy

for the unit of volume filled with the given density. As \\>
— Ftf',

we obtain A = V^ A (A then relating to the determinant (10) for

yp). A>,x = F^"^ A^x etc. and we find

-^-_ 1 RTL,y.

and '

1 RTLyy'

Taking into account that t,; , being the deviation from ??,;, amounts

to Vyfiy) , we find
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''' -^' N A •

For the frequency C^ of a deviating system we have

The probability of a system is proportional to T^, and the logarithm

of thus defined probability is, as I formerly showed, equivalent to

the entropy ^). The difference of entropy of the stationary and the

deviating state therefore amounts to

2Ndl I
jdn

or

1 I (d-ifi ^ b-\p i

The energy taken by the transition can therefore be expressed by

1 Md> 6'if?
I

2/ 1 jdoj' dn^dn,
j

The mean value of this energy is

RT
I.

2N
the absolute value being

1 (— a> d'lf'

RT I
i

d-il> d-iij

RT~l
2N

This result agrees with that found on p. 852 ofthe quoted communication.

5. If X is some observable quantity depending on the densities

ni, . . n,; . . n^, in the elements V, , then with the help of the given

formula we can easily calculate the probability of a set of values

Xi--Z/ ••*//> ^nd the mean squares of deviations. For x^ we have

(limiting ourselves for a moment to a single element and therefore

omitting the index)

dx dx ^X
Xa — Xo = V- (>i + T- Q^. + T- Qk

on
J

dn^ Or\k

and so we ha\e

') (Jomp. Entropy and piubabilily, Proceedings 1912 p. 840.
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(.-.,=, =
, ^Y^,.gg,^
dn.

From whicli it appears, that

(Xa- '^o)' ~ *' ~~ y ~v ^
wliicli may also be written

C3

dn.
^n + 2^ ax

On, On,
Z.,

1 BT VV=- — -——D
A i\^ V,

In the formula Z) represents the determinant

a-/ d/ dx

Z> =

(1«3)
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on entropy and probability this has been shown for arbitrary

observable parameters. The mean energy of deviation did not depend

on the natnre of the parameters, bnt on their number only; and

also in the ease considered it is not the partial density in the elements

but only the number of elements discernible for observation which

plays a part.

Groningen, April 1912.

Mathematics. — ''Calculus rationum." (2"'^ Part). By Dr. G. de

Vries. (Communicated by Prof. Jan de Vries.)

(Communicated in the meeting of March 30, 1912).

^ 16. If in the following remarkable root

-i_ - = n\-~f{u),t>-\v)-\

we put V = u, the left member assumes the form 1* apparently

indefinite; the right member becomes "-^(m)". Introducing the sign

R for the ratio of two values of a variable lying infinitely close

together, we can write:

Ry
I

Rx = ^-\x)n for y = "{x).

This is a mutual root of two ratios lying infinitely close to unity.

If it is now even obvious to introduce in agreement to the preceding

a rational radix as measure for the field of ratio, then the signifi-

cance of a mutual root of exponential numbers is strengthened by

the fact that of the following forms

.

«^"

Urn — ; lim a^\b^;

the latter has no sense, the former has.

If for the comparison of two variables a third is introduced as

independent variable and if we then put

X =r e/(*) ; y z=z e^^~) ;

then from this can be deduced

:

ef\^) =z /m IX (l + —
J

; e^^^= ^m l^ ( 1 + —
J.

When joining these we find that Lz disappears when one of the

mutual roots is calculated.

AZr t/4-Av

Introducing for the rational radix the sign l^ R
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dLx ^
l^Ey = Ry

I

Rx — e^ll^.

WitlioLit causing confusion we can omit for two \'anablcs (he

root exponent, and when repeating the o|)eration we can write

For the rational deiined in § 6 the above mentioned quantity is

constant, just as the differential coefticient of the logarithms is.

^ 17. General rules for tiie rationalising are easy to tix; thus

l-^Ruv = l-^E u . l^R

V

;

l^R u,v = (r, l^R u) . {u, \^R v) ; V^R xi\v = {(r, \^R u)
; (», l^R v)\

\ -{v)
;

l^R {u -f r) = 1/ (1/72 w)« . (yR vY ;

ly^Rx^izelV^Ry.

Then the following rational radices often appear:

V^R "(.r) . := «—l(.r)«
;

V^R Lx :zzz e\x',

l^R x^ =r {ex}^
;

ly^R sr X = cr X ; l^R cr x z=z [sr x)
~

'
;

l^Rtrx —e.^itrx);

X^Rian—^rx z=z e\e . ^{x)
;

where we are reminded of the meaning of tr, mentioned in § 8;

^(Z/^~' r represents here the opposite.

We mention as peculiarity that the exponential function remains

unaltered in this operation.

\yR a^ = a^.

§ 18. As starting point for the development in series of the product

we choose:

00 P-

6=^= 6 n\yp{x),
1

which formula immediately follows out of

^ Lpx
X = e^^ =1 + 2 .

1 Pf

In a general way we can also deduce the analogon of MACL.\rRiN's

series

:

y = yin{l^P{.v),l^Ryi); (i)

1

in which the index 1 refers to the values of the function and deri-

vatives for 1. If the .ratio in which the independent variable increases

becomes r^, if the corresponding accretion of ratio of the dependent

5

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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\ariable is called r^, then the series corresponding to Taylor's

series is:

,/r,,=/(^;v)=/(.r)5[l^/>0v),l^i2/(.r)]. ...(//)
1

It can be of service in geometrical investigations of particnlar

points.

Whilst now .Tj. cannot be developed in a series of sum, it is

possible to find a series of products

:

00 p!

1

For the following development exists the limitation: t <C *' <C ^'•

L{e.v) = ni-''P{.v)(-^) .

1

§ 19. For a maximum or minimum holds:

l/% = 1.

P'rom series II (§ 18} follows, that in the immediate vicinity of

(he point the change of y depends on the factor:

whose first efHicient is always greater than one, so Ihat the second

elMcient decides whether in the point there is a maximum or a

minimum. •

For the second rational radix we tind deduced

:

\%^Ry = i^e^-y\ \^Ry : \\^Ry).

F'rom this ensues as condition of an inflectional point

fy^Ry = iXRy : \\^Ry)

A rational inflectional point is characterized by

^Ry = 1.

Ill such a point the" curve has with the touching rational 3 points

in common. That now the two cnrves osculate each other follows

easily from the equation of the rational (§ 7).

y"=l).{l—l)
; e'.

— l^Ry ; so : V^ e^Y' =*{l^Ry): l^Rx;

so tliat the pi'eceding condition is satisfied.

The rational of contact in (.x'i,yi) is given by:

y X
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Wlicu asvniptotes (rationals) are at liaiid, (lie followiiif,^ fonnulae

for .I'l or yi infinite or zero tend to a definite value

A =z l^Ry^ and m =: y^ : jr^, l^Rtj^.

By rational subtangent of a ciir\e we understand the ratio of the

absciss to the absciss of the point of intersection of tlie rational «»f

contact with the axis OX^ ; it is given by

y\V^Ry.

The envelope of a series of curves is found in the same way as

in the differential calculus.

^ 20. There exists an integrating opt^ration which reduces the

functions obtained by means of rationalization to the original ones.

It can be regarded as the limiting product of mutual powers, of

which one of the efficients lies infinitely close to unity. It shall be

named miiltipIical{-potence) ; its form is

:

• li77i n fy, M + —
J J

= PydLx= e''
^ \

For an indefinite multiplical a constant factor must be added; e.g.

n+l

Pj^xdLx

^ e

P{crx)'^^ =. c . srx.

For definite multiplicals the constant disappears; we have to take

into consideration the following rnles:

3 2 3

PydLx ::^ PydLx ^
PydLx

(7)
1 I 2

PydLx :=y2lll./p^dLy (//)
-I'l 3/i' '^'i yi

^ 21. A rational is determined by two points : the director exponent

X=:ztg(p follows out of:

y

If now [x^y^^ is a point out of which the rational distance (9) is

measured, then holds

cos? X s"'f V V'^^^ VvA
1/ - := V/ ^ =. 9, and - . - = ^{Q).

For the ratio of two such distances on the line we tind :

5*
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\^ — — \^ — — — — (>i.2

This can also be represented br a definite raultiplical, of which

the indefinite fonn is:

5 = e- ='-"<.[(. *^')-(-^-)]-

For the rational this becomes:

2

2 l^^l-i-.-^Lr o,

9i

It is obvious that we can give to S the name of rational length

of arc. It represents therefore for an arbitrary curve the limit of

the product of the rational distances taken from point to point ; where

thus V^P*. continually changes into the following form:

2 2

112
For a line parallel to the A'-axis this has the simplest form, viz.

:

jr.

The multiplical mentioned in §20 then becomes ify= y, (constant):

Thir- represents the rational area of the rectangle determined by

the at)0ve mentioned coordinates. For the rational trapezium bounded

by yj , y, and a rational we have

PydU^ll^XXy^y^^ll^y^
X,

when y, is the mean proportional. We can also take tliat multi-

plical as a power of a ratio of area, when we write

:

Also for an arbitrary curve that multiplical will be called the

rational area: it is entirely determined by the limiting coordinates.

§ 22. From tiic notion "rational area" is deduced that of "rational

angle" already mentioned in § 8;. In fig. 8 the rational Ji^ determines

with MA and the logarithmic circle a sector whose rational area is

going to be calculated. The multiplical extended over ABDM is
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P
1 _ 2 K)_

c/Z,Jt

= \^ fAy).h(r),«2

y,
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]t is easj to see that the miiltiplical over MBF is:

P (BMF) = P {BMC) : P (FMC) = 1^'-^ = i^mo

The rational angle comprised between two rational radii through

J/ is the second power of the rational area of the figure enclosed

by the radii and the logarithmic circle with radius e and centre

M. For the rational area of a logarithmic circle holds:

' (r) -

For rational length of chord and circumference we find

:

r, u and r
^~

Bj two rationals of centre sectors are cut out of concentric

logarithmic circles whose rational areae form with the second

gradations of the radii a logarithmic proportion. Such figures are in

rational sense congruent.

§ 23. Besides the rational circle functions the rational hyperbolic

functions are of importance. Just as in difference geometry they

appear in the simplest way by the consideration of areae of the

logarithmic equilateral hyperbola with equation :

%r):%) = ^(«).

Side by side with the current notation of the ordinary functions

we can write:

chLu=z ^iu -\-
; sh Lu rrr W u |.

If a is again the parameter the area of a sector is given bv
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J^ = a* L \/u or " = e'*'

In connection with ihis hold- the detinition for the "rational

fnnclions" :

c/ir H =: ^'''^'' ^([/e) " ; shr u =: t"'''^-" =:{[/e) " elc.

By the snbstitulion

w := a, chr u ; y = a, s/ir u

the rational area of TPA (fig. 9j is determined.

(J \ La J

Now the numerator of the 2"^ member again represents the rational

area of PMA so that the denominator is that quantity for PMT.
The argument of the function is therefore determined by the rational

area of sector MPTf^. Simpler are the relations for n =z e ; then

^ 1 .r

e

" '

" IJ

out of which a^ain the following relations are formed:

u

Development of series furnishes

00 2p\ 3D (2/:;— 1;

1 1

^ 24. If the raultiplicai is calculated for the logarithmic equilate-

ral hyperbola in the equation on the asymptotes, then these functions

appear again.

x.i^='{a) ;
PydLx=-—r-(a)',
a La

a = e leads to a new form for the logiirithm :

e e

If this shortened bv Fj) is introduced as argument, then

chr Px = l^'Vi/ ; shr Pj =
//

from which ensue easily the properties ; as i.a. :

chr P/ = '{chr P,) . '{shr P^).

The above mentioned curve forms a part of the elementary curves

in the roottield. The general equation of these "gradation curves" is:
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In tLe supposition I > 1 we find

ot >+i y >+i

1 1

So that we find, calling the multiplicals for short P^ and Fy-.

Py
!
P^ = e'.

The gradation curves divide the root field in such a way that the

mutual root of the rational areae measured along tiie curve has a

constant value.

§ 25. An equation, in which besides the variables also rational

radices or the rationals of the functions appear, is called a rational

equation. In some cases equations can be solved in which besides

tlie above mentioned quantities still differential coefficients appear.

I. Required is the curve for which the rational subtangent is

constant. The equation runs :

y\\yRy^:=a.

In succession we write

:

'>'x \a = i'!i\y

P{e\aYLx— p{e\yY^y

x,{e\a = L[c,y)

y =. e^\'^\c

This represents the logarithmic curve of arbitrary order.

II. To find the curve for which the rational radix is proportional

to the differential coefficient. Out of the condition :

follows as answer

dy
\^Ry=p .^

dx

y = e^^ : cp and ^ = — a*.

P
The last answer is the singular solution and those which by

means of an integrating power can be reduced to such. Fartheron

the rationalisation under the multiplicative sign for which it is easy

to compose the formula.

^ 26. Some of the above mentioned formulae can be extended,

as i.a. the 3''^ formula of § 17.

1 ("/^)

WR 1 {u^)= {/ n \yR{up)ft
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If the sum passes into an iiitegi-al, this fordiula becomes

li/dx

./,...=

From the preceding we can gather that in all respects the (ield

of difference with the corresponding functions represents the loga-

rithm of the tield of difference with the corresponding rational

functions. This can be carried further consistently as regards angles

and areae. By means of a simple "transformator" we pass fi-oin one

field to another, thus we arrive by substitution of

,v = e^; y z=z e^ and a = e^

in the equation of the logarithmic hyperbola

w,y=z"{a) ; XF = ^4%

at that of the ordinary hyperbola.

Also ambiguous fields can be considered; i. a. the "semi-rational

field", in which the absciss ascends with differences, whilst the

ordinate changes by ratios. Thus the consideration of the semimulti-

plical

:

\

has led me to the equation

:

p
Urn (p : X^p /) = (?;

00

one thing as well as the other in connection with the "geometrical

-

arith metrical series".

§ 27. The rational in fig. 8 brought through a point M'{a,b)

equidistant with MB, for which we write M'B'
\ \

\MB, has as equation :

y ( ^ x y X

a

If a logarithmic circle is drawn having M' as centre, r as

radius, then the rational area of the sector, described by M'B' and

M'X'{!\\MX,) proves to be:

f y ^

hence the rational angle is

tan'^^ r e'.

This is as large as the one between MB and MC, the equation

of MB being

y I

x = e'.

So we can also see , that

:
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if namely M'F'\\\MF and the separation by means of the commas

indicates the rational angle. In one formula we write

?/', : u\ = Mj : Mj.

(These angles must not be confounded with those of the tangents).

Three rationals determine a rational triangle the sides of which

are the rational distances of the points of intersection. These shall

be represented as follows

:

,. = P.,P,=/t|-^J.^-l..<c.

By interchange of the letters the value is reversed.

Thus holds:

P^^F^ r.--(P, ,P,)-i,

likewise

P,P= 1.

If the angles are indicated by u^, u, and u^ and if equidistant

rationals are drawn through the vertices, e.g. Pj , Q IP^ , P^ ,

As these are completed by it^ to a rational stretched angle, we
find that:

II, u, u.
1 2 t

e\

Fig. 10.

A rational right angle is the root out of a rational stretched angle.

If A, and A, are the director exponents of two rationals, then iiolds

for the rational angle formed by these:

tru-={ e'". le'^i)
\
e . { e'-i

, e^ ) ;

so that the condition for a rational angle becomes:

1 + A, ;., = 0.
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^ 28. To get a good insiglil in the sigiiilicance of tlic field of

ratio it is important to name some more theorems out of rational

planimetry.

The rational area of triangle 1\ , P, , J\ is given in -.

1 (//^- 2 ,ILi 2 - t'Aj.

P{m,.v'-i) . P{m^,vz) : P{m^.vh) .

3 1 3

After a few reductions we iind tlie following symmetrical form:

A = PXPXP=./(.,^).(.,^).(..,^

In case P^ coincides with J/ (1,1) the form becomes:

If three points lie on one rational, then its value becomes one,

as is easy to see.

For the rational area P^ of the rational parallellograuT (fig. 10)

holds :

12 42 2431 12 42
P.^P.P: P. P= P. P. P. P=(P: P) : {P: P)

31 34 124 3 34 31
1

ill which for short for the multiplicals one letter is taken, e.g. P
3

for area {P^, P.^, x^, x^). Out of the equidistance of the sides follows

immediately :

X, : X, = X, : X, ; y,:y,= y, : y, ;

so that two opposite rational sides are equal

:

The analogon of the theorem of Pythagoras can be deduced in

the simplest way out of the equation of the logarithmic circle. For

a rational rectangular triangle placed arbitrarily we have but to

apply revolution about the axis (see § 15;. Thus we find also easily

the rational area of a triangle, which is the root out of the mutual

power of a i-ational side and the rational height let down out of

the third vertex on to it. The considerations of the rational vector-

analysis lead in a shorter manner than the ways indicated here to

the results required.

A word or two must still be said about polar coordinates. The

equation of the rational becomes

:

u

when Q is the rational distance 3/(1,1) to the point of the line and
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u the corresponding rational angle, whilst q^ and u^ relate to the

perpendicular-rational out of M.

For the rational area of a logarithmic circle sector we find:

The rational, i.e. the multiplical over an infinitesimal sector of a

logarithmic circle is therefore:

Applied to the triangle M, Pj, P^ mentioned in § 28 we find that

multiplical integration furnishes, when P^, P., P, is a right line:

l^^Q,), tr u^ = l^'iQ,), {i>,
1
Q,) = V^Q ,93, .

§ 29. Fig. 11 can give us a good idea of two equal skew ratios.

If Pi and P, are points of a rational, we then find two points with

equal rational distance on an equidistant rational by transferring

successively the abscissae and ordinates or reversely. So here is

X, : .r^ = A-3 : .», ; y^ :y^ = y^\ i/^,
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by way of points a fig-iire wliich is rational congruent with a given

figure. Rational congrnence is of course originated l>y means of

potential augmenting of the ratios. If in fig. 11 the ratio of the

abscissae is equal to that of the ordinates we have ordinary congruence;

the points C and J) then coincide with 0.

§ 30. In case two of the just mentioned four points coincide,

the points are "corrational" ; the middle point is then situated mean
proportionally. A more general relation for corrational points is

B^ X Q'' = ^'^+^ or (P : R)' = {R : Q)''
;

R divides the rational distance P,Q logarithmical proportionally

according to :

By drawijig liie root the logarithms of the rational weights {a, h

and aArh) can be varied so that a-\-h-^\. In fig. 11 the points

P form the vertices of a rational parallelogram of which Pp satis-

fying :

f;- = F, X P. = P,x P.

is the centre ; this point is the geometrical mean of the diagonals.

If now the point ratio is called the ^'freerational vector", then the

rational distance F^, F^=: F^^^i must be regarded as "bound rational

vector" (§ 27;.

In the field of difference a point ratio has no significance, the

product of points only when the exponents are missing. It will

therefore be right to furnish the rational product with a multipli-

cative sign. By ascending to the rootfield the mutual root of two

points, having no importance for the field of ratio, will represent a

free vector. The product of two free vectors is again a free vector;

this can then be regarded as a resultant of the two. This is easy

to see when we move one of the vectors until one end coincides

with one of the ends of the other vector.

§ 31. It is easy to see the following theorems.

II. The product of point and free vector is a point.

III. The mutual power of a point with a free vector is a bound

vector:

F,.-^ = F,.F,:F,,P, = P^.P.•

That for three points of a rational holds simultaneously :

y = y and P,..P.=P,J\
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can be seen by bringing the members of the first equation with P,

in mutual power; we then find:

P3,P, = 1:P,,P, = P,,P,.

IV. The mutnal power of two free vectors is called "bivector."

This is connected with the rational area of the rational triangle

enclosed by the vectors made to coincide in a point, and the vector

connecting the ends:

V. A bivector is represented by the product of 3 bound ^^ectors.

Simultaneously we tind again for a rational triangle

A=:(P,,P,)X(P.,A)X(P3,A) and ^X^X^ = 1.

VI. A bivector is equal to the product of two equal, equidistant

bound vectors with reciprocal values (fig'. 10).

j^, J?
=g, p.) : (^, p.) =

(
J, n) X (P., P.)= (P„ f.) X(P. p.)-'

.

VII. The mutual power of point and bivector is a bound triangle;

at the same time the mutual power of a free vector with a bound one

VIII. The product of a bound vector with a bivector is again a

bound vector:

(A.^.)X TT'TT =A'^^-

IX. The product of two bound vectors with the same origin is

again a bound vector.

X. Each point in the field of ratio can be replaced by the

product of three points, each provided with an exponent representing

the logarithm of the weight. This can be seen in different ways:

P=r jE;,«. X E,o^ X E,oz
; a, + a, + a, = 1.

We might replace e" by g, we then find

:

g, = {P,,E,,E,)
1
(^,,^,,^3) etc.

The weights (having the character of numbers), are logarithmically

proportional to the rational areae of the 0[)posite triangles. If F is

the centre of gravity of the fundamental triangle, then the w^eights

are mutually equal to \^e.

§ 32. We must then still mention the difference which must be

made between the outer and the inner power of two rational vectors,

of which the latter is always a scalar. It is natural to take in the
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fLirtlier considerations ? as base vector; for continuous change the

ends form the logarithmic circle. If then still the mutually [)eri)endicular

vectors ^^ and '^,, are introduced we can wiite for a free vector:

corresponding to the previously mentioned equation :

For the outer power, which is, indeed, a bivector, holds:

'{"x) = '{ey) — 1 : (ejc, e,j) = {e,j e^)-^ [= e)

or reversely, according to the choice of the positive sense of revolution,

which is evident from the determination of the niultiplical

:

(7,, 7^) = P e^^^ = Ivf = e ; (7,. Z) = P e'^Ut =
[

y] ' = i .

1

"

e
^ e

When introducing the rational angles we arrive for the outer

power and the inner respectively at the following equations:

- - u^ - - u.

Of this important applications can be made.

§ 33. In the plane the mode of reckoning with complex powers

is not inferior to the one with vectors. To determine the situation

of a point in the field of ratio we can use

:

f Lu

xy z=i o^-O " ^ o.
'I
—

J

= (), e^y-^

from which ensues

:

X = Q. cr u
; 3/ =: Qi sr u.

The multiplication of two directed areae (or vectors) mentioned

in § 8 leads to the rational cosinus formula

:

9o = ^ '((>l) •'((?.) •f(>l.?2'^^|]^J

the mutual power to the analogon of de Moivre's formula:

From this can again be deduced

"{cr u . sr^ ii) = cr (u") . 5;'= (u"),

besides

w^hich can again serve for the deduction of rational goniometric

relations and for the development in series of product.
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Anatomy. — „Contribution to the hwivhdge of the development of

the vertebral column of man". By Prof. Dr. E. W. Rosenberg.

(Communicated at the meeting of March 30, 1912).

The investigation, about which I wish to make a conununit-ation,

was in the first place made by me with the intention, to test

bv new material my view regarding the existence of processes of

transformation, in the vertebral column of man, because this view,

though it has been affirmed by several investigators, has been

repeatedly contradicted, also of late years.

Furthermore I wished to make my investigation owing to a plan,

communicated by me a long time ago, to utilize the work in the

preparation-room for a purely scientific purpose ^).

In view of both intentions it was necessary to obtain a knowledge

as complete and exact as possible, of the differences in form and

composition, that the \ertebral column of full-grown man can

show, and moreover in such a way, that always the whole ^•erte-

bral column and not only a part of it is exainined. Neither was it

allowed to make a choice among the objects that w^ere at disposal,

whereby preference was given to rare or more interesting observa-

tions ; all the available vertebral columns, provided that they were

complete, were to be used for the investigation. But on account of

the anthropological side of the scientific work in the preparation-

room, I had to put aside the vertebral columns of anonymous per-

sons and of persons belonging to other nations than the Dutch.

Consequently my investigation regards the vertebral columns of

born Dutchmen.

On account of the small number of corpses that were at my
disposal at Utrecht, I was obliged to collect during a period of

time, running from the autumn of J 888 to the end of 1899, in

order to get 100 vertebral columns that satisfied the requirements.

In the period from 1900 till the present day a second hundred

has not yet been obtained.

In the treatment of the vertebral columns I have not followed

the usual method of preparation by which maceration is applied,

because small parts are easily lost when is followed this method and
because in adjusting again the bones of a \ertebral column, isolated

by maceration, arbitrariness and inaccuracy cannot be avoided.

1) E. RosENRERG, Einc vergleichende Beurtheilung der verschiedenen Richtungen
in der Anatomic des Menschen. Antriltsvorksung, gehallen in Utrecht d. 28.

Sept. 1S88. Leipzig l!i89, p. 48—47.
E. Rosenberg, Ueber wissenschaflliche Verwerthung der Arbeit im Praeparirsaai.

Morpholog. Jahrbuch, Bd. XXII, p. 561—589. 1895.
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I liave preservrd the objects in alfoliol, and prepaml iheni nivself

wilh knife and pincette, by which operation the bones remained
connected by natural Hganients. The preparations are placed in alco-

hol and a number of the drawings have been copied at an eidari^e-

inent of Vs ^)-

If one can agree to the view that transfonnation-processes take

place in the vertebral column, the examined 100 vertebral columns
cau be divided, on account of certain peculiarities of these j)roces-

ses, into two groups.

One group contains 80 specimens, the other 20. These figures

indicate already, that the first mentioned group is the more import-

ant one. This be therefore discussed first.

Not one of the 80 \ertebral columns is perfectly identical with

another.

Most points of difference are little deviations in form, which how-
ever morphologically are not without signification. If one leaves these

aside, and pTiys only attention to differences that are so great, that

they can influence the formula of the vertebral colunm, one sees,

that in the group of 80 vertebral columns ten dijerent forms are

represented, which can be indicated by formulas. These are the

formulas If to [Id and lie to lllb of the subjoined list ; vide

page 82.

As an explanation of these formulas it be pointed out, that the

vertebrae are indicated by figures, denoting their place in the column.

The counting staits from the atlas as the first \ertebra.

The vertebrae in different vertebral coluniiis thai are ijidicaled

by the same figure, are morphologically equivalent, because it has

appeared, that in case of transformations of vertebral columns no

vertebra falls out of the series, or is newly formed in the series

between vertebrae, that exist already.

According to their form the \ertebrae are taken in groups — the

regions of the vertebral column — and the \ertebrae in each region

are indicated by letters corresponding with the names of the regions.

The vertebrae of the cervical region are indicated by cv. In the

normal vertebral column this region contains the first vertebra u[)

to the 7''' included.

The vertebrae of the dorsal region ai-e indicated by (/. There are

12, conseciuently the 8''' up to the 19'''' included. They are charac-

terized by the fact, that each vertel)ra is provided with one pair of

ribs movably united to it.

ij These drawings were demonstrated at the meeting ; tliey will be published

on another occasion.

6

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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The vertebrae of the lumbal region are indicated by /. There are

5 of them, consequently the 20''' up to the 2-4''' vertebra included.

Their peculiarity is, that reduced ribs are completely coalesced with

the transverse processes, consequently projecting parts are formed

u'liich are called processus laterales.

The vertebrae of the sacral region are indicated by s. There are

5 of them, consequently the 25^'' up to the 29''' vertebra inclusive;

they have processus laterales of the same morphological value as the

lumbal vertebrae. But the sacral vertebrae have these processus fused

together at the lateral extremities on either side of the body. This

occasions the formation of the pais latei'alis sacri, with which the

o;irdle of the lower extremitv articulates. The bodies of these verte-

brae fuse likewise logelher at the formation of the os sacrum.

The vertebrae of the caudal region are indicated by cd. There

LIST OF FORMULAS OF THE VERTEBRAL COLUMN.

IV
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are 4 of them, eonseqnciillj the 30"' up to ilic 33"i iiichuled. They
are characterized by a very reduced form.

On the boundaries between the regions vertebrae may be IoidkI

showing the pecuhaiities of vertebrae of two regions.

Between the doi-sal region and the himbal region a vertebra may
occur, bearing on one side of the body a small rib and on the other

a processus lateralis. Such a vertebra is called dorsolumbal verU-bm
and indicated in the formula by dl.

Between the last typical lumbal vertebra and the first sacral vertebia

a vertebra may exist, touching either on the right or the left with

its thickened processus lateralis the pars lateralis of the sacrum or

uniting with it. This is a lumbosacral vertebra indicated by h.

Between the sacrum and the tirst caudal vertebra a vertebra may
exist, not showing on one or on either side the connection- with the

pars lateralis, yet being united with the body of the preceding

vertebra. This intermediate form is called a sacrocaudal vertebra

and is indicated in the formula by scd.

Now the ten forms of the vertebral column that are represented

in the group of 80 specimens can be regarded more closely.

One of these forms is the "normal vertebral column" : it has the

formula ///.

The nine others differ among each other and with regard to the

normal vertebral column especially in that part thai contains the distal

part of the dorsal region with the sternum and the arcus costarum

and further all following regions in a distal dii-ection.

In the cervical region likewise differences are to be detected, they

are however not so great, as to influence the formula. Though these

differences are by no means without signification, I shall not discuss

the cervical region, in order not to take up too much time, and

I shall likewise pass over in silence the arcus costarum and

confine myself to that part of the vertebral column that begins at

the 18''' vertebra; this is in alt specimens the 11^'' dorsal vertebra.

By many authors the different forms of the vertebral column

occurring beside the so called normal vertebral column, are in a

certain respect contrasted- with the latter.

They are looked upon as variations or varieties or fluctuating

modifications that are a result of the variability of the organism.

These deviating forms are conse(iuently regarded as oscillations,

surrounding a constant form, representing the central point — i.e.

the normal vertebral column — either at equal distances or in an

irregular manner.

6*
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In ray opinion tliis view which of late years has still been defended

e.g. by DwiGHT '), Bardeen '), Fischel ^) is not vei-y satisfying.

In opposition to this view I wish to hold another, at which one

arrives when making nse of the notions of comparati\e anatomy

and certain results of embryology.

If we cast a look at the above ten formulas, we are struck by

the difference in the number of vertebrae as regards both the whole

vertebral column and the praesacral and the dorsal part.

In a vertebral column of the formula // 35 vertebrae are extant

in toto, among which are 25 praesacral and 13 dorsal ones.

On the contrary we find in a vertebral column of the formula ///Z>

in toto 33 vertebrae, 23 of which are praesacral and 12 dorsal.

Now comparative anatomy teaches, that if we leave out of consi-

deration the stages oi- the vertebral column, which form the beginning

of the phylogenesis of this organ, a comparatixely greater number

of vertebrae characterizes a more primitive state. Consequently a

vertebral column of the formula If is more primitive than a column

answering to the formula lllh.

And as embryological investigation^) has shown us, it is true, that

a lumbal vertebra can be transformed into a sacral \ertebra, but

the opposite process has not been demonstrated, and further, because

the study of the development of the vertebral column of man has

proved, that a little rib can fuse with the transverse process of a

vertebra, and consequently can contribute to the formation of a

.processus lateralis, but never has anything been observed, which

1) Tu. DwiGHT, Description uf the Human Spines showing Numerical Variation

in the Warren Museum of the Harvard Medical School. Memoirs of the Boston

Society of Natural History vol 5. N. 7. 1901 p. '231 -31±
Th DwiGUT, Numerical Variation in the Human Spine, with a Statement con-

cerning Priority. Analom. Anzeiger. Bd. XXVIII p. 33-40; 96—102. 1906.

'") Ch. R. Bardeen. Numerical vertebral Variation in the human Adult and

Embryo. Anatom. Anzeiger. Bd XXV lf04 p. 497—519.

Ch. R. Bardeen, Studies of the development of the human skeleton. With 13 pi.

American Journ of Anatomy. Vol IV N. 3 p. 265—302 PI. 1 —Xill. 1905.

Compare likewise the chapter written by Bardee.n: "Die Entwicklung des Skeletts

und des Bindegewebes" in the llandbuch der Enlwicklungsgeschichte des Menschen,

herausgegeben von F. Keibel und F. P. Mall. Bd. 1 Leipzig 1910 p. 326,

p. 300-362.

•'•) A. Fischel, Unteisuchungen Qber die Wirbelsaule und den Brustkorb des

Menschen. Anatom. Hefte. Herausgegeben von F. Merkel und R. Bonnet. Bd.

XXXi p. 459-588. M. Tf. 51—60. 1906.

*) Regarding the observations to be taken into consideration here, vide : E. Rosenberg,

Bcmrrkungen uber den Modus des Zustandekommens der Regionen an der Wir-
belsaule des Menschen Morpholog. Jahrbuch Bd. XXXVI H. 4 p. 609—659. 1907.
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might prove tluit a \erlcl)ra williuut any rihs is lieiiig- piXKidcil

with the latter in the course of ontogenesis, so, in view of these

facts, a vertebral column of the formula // is more primitive than

others that have fewer praesacral vertebrae and fewer dorsal vertebrae.

Consecpieiitly we may take the vertebral column //as our starting-

point when considering the above mentioned 10 formulas.

If now in a vertebral column of this form the 35''" vertebra is

completely reduced, the result is a vertebral column of the formula //

which, otherwise, with regard to the composition of the regions,

corresponds with the vertebral column If. When comparing the

illustrations, however, one can see that in the vertebral column //

the 13''' pair of ribs consists of smaller bones and that the processus

lateralis of the 25''' vertebra are thicker, and that they are likewise

nearer to the pars latei'alis sacri.

These are but little dilferences of form, but they are forerunners

of greater ones.

This is already seen in the specimen, representing the formula /A/.

Here the 25''i vertebra is a lumbosacral vertebra.

This state of things becomes intelligible, when we consider, that

the sacrum is formed, because the girdle of the lower extremitie.s

rests on the vertebral column and that therefore a Jiumber of vertebrae

fuse. Further one must pay attention to the fact that the girdle of

the extremity, (being- the ossa coxae), is not connected with the

whole extent of the pars lateralis but only with a {)roximal part of

it. This fact shows, that the pars lateralis did not come into existence

at once in its whole extent, but developed successively, and the part

of the pars lateralis that in a given vertebral column is in connection

with the ossa coxae, has been formed later or is younger, than the

part lying more distaliy; this part was previously connected with

these bones, but lost this connection because the girdle of the extremity

was displaced in a proximal direction.

At first sight this view seems to be a very hypothetical one, i)ut

it can be proved.

Let us suppose that the girdle of the extremity in a vertebral

column of the formula fl be removed only a little in a proximal

direction, then the 25''' vertebra is more strongly influenced by the

ossa coxae. The more intense functional requirements cause a stronger

de\'elopment of the processus laterales, which can soon increase so

much, that on one side of the body the thickened processus lateralis

touches the pars lateralis and unites with it. In this way the

25*'' vertebra can become a lumbosacral vertebra.

This has been the case with the vertebral column Ila, where the
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thickened processus lateralis is already connected with the right hand

OS coxae. Moreover the vertebral column Ila shows, that the 13''' pair

of ribs is still more reduced; thev are still only little pieces of bone

which are however movably united with the processus transversi.

In the vertebral column ITc we see, that the 25^^ vertebra is on

both sides of the body attached to the pars lateralis and has coji-

sequentlv become the first sacral vertebra. And as in the distal part

of the vertebral column no important modification has taken place,

we find now a sacrum consisting of six vertebrae. At the same time

at the 20'^ vertebra on one side the rib has fused with the vertebra,

on tlie other side the rib has remained extant. Consequently the

vertebra has become a dorsolumbal vertebra. Now there are only

4 lumbal vertebrae extant, as is likewise the case in lla.

The next form, TId, develops, wdien, on both sides of the body,

at the 20^'! vertebra rudimentary ribs have disappeared as independ-

ent parts. This vertebra has now become the first lumbal vertebra;

there are again 5 lumbal vertebrae, and in the presacral part the

arrangement has taken place that characterizes the normal vertebral

column. In the sacrum there are however still 6 vertebrae to be found.

In \'ertebral columns of the form He the praesacral part is con-

form to that of lid. At the distal extremity of the sacrum, however,

now peculiarities can be observed, showijig that the 30''' vertebra

is loosened from the sacrum. In the specimen represented the pars

lateralis is interrupted between the 29"' and the 30'^ vertebra on

the right side of the body, in other specimens this is the case on the

other side or on both sides; in these cases the 30"^ vertebra is only

connected with the sacrum by its body. In all these cases the 30'''

vertebra has become a sacrocaudal vertebra.

If now the 3i)"^ vertebra is separated from the sacrum also with

regard to the body, then a vertebral column is formed that is indi.

cated by the formula 77/. This has a sacrum composed again of 5

vertebrae. l)ut now of course 5 caudal vertebrae are extant, because,

as already in the form //, the 34''' vertebra still closes the series.

The consequence of a complete reduction of the 34''' \ertebra is

a vertebral colunm of the noi-mal form; the formula is indicated by

///, which has been done for good reasons.

If we compare namely the formula /// with (he formula //, it

appears, that the dorsohnnbal boundary, the lumbosacral boundary,

and the sacrocaudal boundary have all three been displaced one

vcrtcl)ra in a proximal direction, and that at the end of the vertebral

column one vertebra has disappeared.

It is not for the first time that in the so-called normal vertebral
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column displacement of the boundaries of the above-mentioned regions

has caused the existence of 5 lumbal, 5 sacral and 4 caudal vertebrae

but, as can be shown with great probability, it i>> for the third time

in the course of the phylogenetical development of the human ver-

tebral column. In vertebral columns of the formula // it is the

second time that such an arrangement has taken place. This follows

from observations in a vertebral coliiinn, in which, in so far as at

present the history of the human vertebral column is known to us,

for the first time groups of 5 lumbal, 5 sacral, and 4 caudal ver-

tebrae have appeared. These observations will be cited afterwards.

This induced me, to divide the formulas into groups indicated by

figures. This facilitates the general survey and gives, as will after-

wards prove, still another advantage.

Now we have still to look at the formulas Ifla and Hlh.
From the formula II hi it appears, that now the 24^'^ vertebra

has obtained a lumbrosacral form. And the illustration shows, that

the 12''' pair of ribs is a little shorter than in the vertebral column

[I I. This points to a beginning reduction of the mentioned pair of ribs.

The form llla is evidently analogous to the form [fa and, like

this, the vertebral column IIFa shows that a removal in a proximal

direction of the girdle of the extremity occasions a modification in

the composition of the regions, and that the formation of a lumbo-

sacral vertebra is again the first act in the progress of the trans,

formation-process.

The formula Illb and the sketched specimen represent a further

advancement of the process. The 24''" vertebra has now become the

first sacral vertebra, we can, however, easily conclude from the form

of this vertebra that from a lumbal vertebra it has been transformed

to a sacral vertebra. Of course there are now again (i sacral vertebrae,

as in the case of the sacra of Ffc and ITd. In xertebral columns

of the form lilb we see distinctly, that the 12''' pair of ribs has

been reduced still more ; in one of the specimens it is almost as

little as the 13^'' pair of the vertebral column //.

If we take now^ a survey of the ten forms of the vertebral column

just discussed, we may, in my opinion, assert that the view as if

nine of these forms should only be insignificant oscillations of the

organisation, sun-ounding as variations or varieties a constant form

— the normal vertebral column — in an irregular way, does not

explain the stated facts in a satisfactory manner. On the contrary

these facts confirm the view I have defended long since.

It is so clear, that the discussed forms of the vertebral column

are pai-ts or links of a moi'ithological succession or chain ^^morpho-
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lo'^'ische Reilie) that when desci-ibin,ti- the forms I could hardly help

assigning a share in this description to the part of the j»hylogenetical

development that is to be inferred from this chain.

Because the separate forms can be joined together freely and in

a definite direction to a morphological succession, it is clear, that

there is no contrast between a normal form of the vertebral column

and varieties. All these ten forms are principally of equal value;

they are representatives of stages of development, following each

other successively.

The so-called normal \ertebral column is the form that is at

present numerically predominant.

Vertebral columns representing the formulas //to ///' are retarded

forms that have stopped at different stages, preceding stage III.

And of course forms with a formula as ITTa or Illb must be

regarded as forms of a higher development than the normal vertebral

column, having the value of future forms.

It seems to me that this view is more satisfying than the other

and at the same time admits of the possibility of a certain appli-

cation, which the other does not allow.

The application, I mean, becomes evident, when we pay attention

to the fact, that the stages of development hitherto stated distinguish

themselves, with only one exception, by only one phenomenon of

transformation that can be indicated in the formula. The distance

between each other of these stages of development is consequentl}'

in a morphological sense the same.

This is the case with the stages //' to 11a and lie to Ulb.
If however we compare the forms Ila and Tic, we see that in

the latter two phenomena of transformation are present, namely

a transformation of the 25''' vertebra into a first sacral vertebra,

and of the 20'^' vertebra into a dorsolumbal vertebra.

The distance between these two forms is consequently greater

than between the others. This suggests the supposition, that between

the stages [hi and I Ic a stage might exist, characterized by "the

fact that the 25''' vertebra has already become a sacral vertebra,

whilst the 20''' vertebra has still remained the last dorsal vertebra.

To this answers a formula lib, which I have inserted into the

series provisionally as an hypothetical one. I have in vain looked for

such a form among the 100 vertebral colunxns under consideration.

When studying the specimens, which I am collecting for the second

hundred, I iiave however found the designated form of the vertebral

column and even three times.

The foi-mula I lb is therefore no longer an hypothetical one.
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The confinnation of one dediiclioii of such a nature causes iis

to construe others from tlie observations we liave made.

Xow that the series of formulas from If to lllh shows no longer

an hiatus, it is possible, proceedin*:: from the extremities of the series,

to follow to a certain degree the process of transformation forward

and backward, and to indicate the stages by hypothetical formulas.

The formula 1 1Ih is analogical to the formula Uh, and in analogy

to the formula lie we can add to the formula Hlh a formula U [c,

indicating that the last dorsal vertebra of lllh, the 19''' of the

series, has become a dorsolumbal vertebra.

When, by reduction of the rib still existing i)\\ one side of the

19-'' vertebra, this becomes a first lumbal vertebra, then we have

the form [lid, in wliicli, as in Illh and HI'-, a Siicrum consisting

of 6 vertebrae must be extant.

Xow we can imagine, that the 29^'' vertebra becomes a sacrocaudal

vertebra and thus the formula IHe is given.

And when jiow this 29^'' vertebra has passed into the series of

the caudal vertebrae, the result is a vertebral column having the

formula ////, which, as the formulas /// and If, is characterized by

the existence of 5 caudal vertebrae, the last, however, is now the

SS'"^ of the series.

The reduction of this SS"^ vertebra gives a formula / I", an anologon

to formula ///, and now once more the dorsolumbal boundary, the

lumbosacral boundary and the sacrocaudal boundary have been

displaced one vertebra in a proximal direction, and at the distal

extremity one vertebra has disappeared. Consequently for the fourth

time successive groups of 5 lumbal, 5 sacral, and 4 caudal vertebrae

would be extant.

I have not hesitated to mention these conclusions, because formula

/ 1" may indeed not be considered to be a hyj>othetical one. A verte-

bral column of this composition has been described more particularly

by Tknchin[ in Parma, who however adheres to the then already

refuted doctrine of excalation. and supposes, that the 12''' dorsal

vertebra with its ribs is entirely missing. A similar vertebral column

has also been observed and briefly described by Bianxhi ') in Siena.

Whether this process whill continue further, cannot be said with

certainty ; it might be possible.

1) L Tenchixi, Mancanza delia doilicesiina vertebra dorsale e delle due ullime

coste etc. L'Ateneo Medico Parmense, Amio 1. Fuse. 2 p. 5^7—132. Parma 1887.

2) S. BiANCHi, Sulla frequenza delle anomalie numeriche verlebrali nello sch«letro

dei normal; e degli alienati. Alti delta R. Accad. del Fisiocrilici in Siena. Ser. IV,

vol VII Fas^c. 1—2. p. 29, osservazione V. Siena 1895.
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Now, pmceediDg from Ihe actiiallj observed form If, one might

cast a look into a comparatively ancient period of the history of

the vertebral column.

If in analogy of the formulas llf to II one were to construe

succeeding formulas to the formula //', the first in succession would

be a formula, denoting the 31^^^ vertebra as a sacrocaudal vertebra: le.

The latter must be preceded by a form of the vertebral column

in which the 31^* vertebra is the last and moreover the sixth sacral

vertebra: /(/. Here the 1\^'^ vertebra must be the first lumbal vertebra

as in the formulas lie to le.

Inasmuch as now a first lumbal vertebra is developed from a

last dorsal vertebra, after it has passed through the stage of a

dorsolumbal vertebra, the next following more primitive form must

possess the 21"' vertebra as dorsolumbal vertebra, as is indicated in

the formula Ic.

And this must have been developed from a form in which the

21^^ vertebra is the last and moreover the 14'^^' dorsal vertebra, which

characterizes the formula Ih. In this formula the 26*^^' vertebra is the

first of a sacrum, consisting of 6 vertebrae. A first sacral vertebra,

however, develops from a last lumbal vei'tebra, after it has been

lumbosacral vertebra.

Consequently we can imagine a formula, showing the 26"M'ertebra

as lumbosacral vertebra, in which at the same time 14 dorsal vertebrae

and 4 lumbal vertebrae are extant, besides a sacrum, consisting of

five vertebrae. This is indicated in the formula la.

And if now we go one step more backward, then it must be

possible to find a vertebral column in which the 26'^'^ vertebra is

the last and moreover the 5"' lumbal vertebra, then a sacrum of 5

vertebrae must follow and 4 caudal vertebrae must succeed to this,

the last of which is the 35"' vertebra of the series. This gives the

formula [.

With regard to the formulas le to la I must admit, that they

are purely hypothetical; with regard to formula /, how^ever, I

should wish to cite an observation, answering almost entirely to this

formula.

First I must, however, briefiy fix the attention to a peculiarity,

occurring in vertebral columns standing on the ten stages mentioned.

If a special stage is represented by more than one specimen we
see in these specimens differences that have a morphological signification.

As an example I wish to cite the stage 11 hi., which is represented

by three vertebral columns.

One glance at the illustrations is sufficient to see that these three
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specimens form a morphological proorcssioii, (Icmoiisdaliiig a l)cj'iii!iijig

of (he i-ediiction of the 12''' pair of ribs.

At the same time it is very clear that these three s[)ecimeMs cannot
be directly derived the one from the other, that conseqnently they

do not form what might l)e called a descensional succession.

This shows the 24^1' vertebra. In specimen 1 the contact with the

sacrum has been formed on the rijlit side of the body, in the two
other specimens oii the left side. These three specimens consequently

belong at least to two successions that have diverged, be it only in

a slight degree.

And if in the specimens 2 and 3 we carefully examine the |)ars

lateralis, then it appears from observations, which we cannot enter

into particulars upon here, that the specimen 3 which, with regard

to the twelfth pair of ribs, is higher developed than the specimen 2,

is, with regard to the facies auricularis, more primitive than the

specimen 2. Thus, likewise between these two specimens, there exists

a slight divergence of development. All three specimens are conse-

quently the extremities of three independent progressions of develop-

ment, though they may be only very short.

As a second and last example the two specimens representing the

stage [llh may serve.

We see that the reduction of the 12''' pair of ribs has reached a

higher degree; in the specimen 2 these ribs are already so little

that they look mnch like much reduced IS'i^ ribs. Together with

the specimens of the stage Ilia these two specimens exhibit, in the

most convincing manner, the gradual reduction of the 12''' pair of ribs.

The 24"' N'ertebra is in the stage Illb first sacral vertebra, and

it is obvious that, in specimen 1, it is transformed in a slighter

degree than in specimen 2.

With regard to these points (I leave other points out of discussion)

specimen 2 is doubtless the higher developed one. That this specimen

does not after all directly continue the line of development of spe-

cimen 1, but deviates from it divergently, appears from the position

of the facies auricularis, which in specimen 2 is a less transformed

one than in specimen 1. This is likewise seen, when considering

the 30''' vertebra. In specimen 2 this vertebra has still cornua coc-

cygea, whereas these have already almost completely disappeared in

specimen J. This points likewise to divergent development.

Thk divergency of development is- slioivn by all specimens belonguhj

to ami stage. It is however so slight that the specimens remain un-

mistakably within the boundaries of the separate stages.

It is however of importance to ascertain this divergency, because
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it enables us to interpret the vertebral columns in the second, smaller

group.

One need only suppose, that the divergency of the direction of

development increases more or less, then forms must originate that

do no longer fit in the frame of the separate stages, but are con-

nected with every stage as accessor'/ forms, as they might be called.

These forms remain by local, relative retardation or by local

acceleration of the transformation, either below the stage, to which

they belong, or they are a little more developed. But always they

diverge from the direction that leads from one special stage to the

other, and thereby they form, as it were, side-branches, which are

howe\er very short, because the several accessory forms are, as a

rule, only represented by one single specimen.

The second group contains 20 vertebral columns, and these represent

17 different forms that can be denoted by formnlas.

Only as one single example I wish to cite an accessory form,

belonging to stage II. In this stage the 20^'^ vertebra is the 13^''

dorsal vertebra; if this vertebra through comparatively too rapid

transformation becomes a first lumbal vertebra, whilst the other parts

of the vertebral column remain unaltered, then a vertebral column

has been formed with 6 lumbal vertebrae. And we see that this

column has not followed the lino of development leading to stage 7/a,

because to this stage only 4 luuibal vertebrae belong. It has followed

a side-path that leads away from the main-route and soon ends.

Let me mention a second example.

In the list of foruiulas stage IJIb is followed by a hypothetical

stage flic, in which the 19^'' vertebra is a dorsplurabal vertebra.

I have now found a verteltral column, belonging to the second group,

in which the 19-'' vertebra has this form. To the left exists a pro-

cessus lateralis and to the right a rudimentary 12'^' rib, which is

about to fuse with the vertebra.

Further we find 4 lumbal vertebrae and a sacrum, consisting of

6 vertebrae, the 24'^' tothe29''>, as must be the case in a stage ///e.

In so far e\erything agrees with what is indicated in the hypothe-

tical formula. But the vertebral column I am dealing with, has only

3 caudal vertebrae and not 4, as the formula requires, the 32"^^

vertebra is the last.

Consequently I cannot regai-d this vertebral column as a repre-

sentative of a stage Fflc : l»ut it may be conceived as an accessory

form to such a stage. By acceleration of the transformation at the

distal eiul the 33"' vertebra has been reduced comparatively too early.

It seems to me that this observation makes it very probable that
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it will be possible, to liiid the stage ///r, wliidi for the |)resoiit is

still hypothetical.

Principally in the same way the probability of the existence of

the most primitive stage [ can be shown.

This appears from observations I was allowed to make on a ver-

tebral colnmn in the anatomical institnte of Leiden. ^)

On acconnt of the existence of articnlar planes on the 20^'' and

the 21*^ vertebra it is certain tiuit these vertebrae were provided

with movable ribs that were missing in the preparation.

So here 14 dorsal vertebrae are to be found as formula 1

requires. Further we see 5 lumbal vertebrae, the 26''' vertebi-a is

the last lumbal one, then follows a sacrum, consisting of the 27''' to the

3j[st vertebra, as the formula indicates. Tlic caudal verlebi-ae of the

preparation are defective, so that we cannot know whether the 35'''

vertebra was the last. The 32"'^ and the 33''' vertebrae are extant

in the preparation, they have however a sacrocaudal form.

Consequently this vertebral column does not answer entirely to

forniula /, it is a little more primitive and' may be regarded as an

accessory form to a stage /.

The examples cited show that the accessory foi-ms can likewise

be explained, if we admit the view, that the various forms are not

irregular varieties, but the consequences of special [)rocesses of devel-

opment.

Having this view, we need no longer explain the existence of the

various forms by the so called variability. This does indeed not give

an explanation at all, neither does it make us understand that the

great majority of the vertebral columns forms a morphological

progression.

The observations I have made, become however intelligible, if we

consider that when a species, consisting of many individuals, is in a

state of phylogenetical develo[)ment, it would be highly improbable,

that ail the individuals should be transformed with exactly the same

rapidity.

If there is, however, a difference of rapidity or intensity of the

transformation, then it is evident, that, at a given period, in indivi-

duals living at the same time, very dilferent stages of the process

of development of the whole species will be represented by groups

of the individuals.

And this is what we have seen.

At the same time it is clear now, why the great majority of the

1 E RosENBF.RG. Ueber eine primitive Form der Wirbelsiiule des Menschen

Morphol. .lahrbuch Bd XXVII, H. 1. p. 1-118, Tf. T—V. 1899.
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individuals form a continuous progression of stages of development.

If we suivev the whole progression, we can observe that the

difference, existing between the most primitive stage and the highest,

is o-reater than the differences in the composition of the vertebral

columns not only in some species, but even in several genera of

Primates.

Consequently it is not an unimportant part of the history of the

human vertebral column that tiie formulas allow us to survey.

Three dorsal vertebrae have successively become proximal lumbal

vertebrae, three distal lumbal vertebrae have the one after the other

been lodged in the proximal part of the sacrum, and from the distal

extremity of it gradually three vertebrae have passed into the caudal

region, which has lost three vertebrae at the extremity.

The diminution of the number of praesacral vertebrae does,

however, not necessarily involve a shortening of the trunk ; by

measurements we can come to the conclusion, that in the higher

stages the bodies of the vertebrae become higher and this occasions

a compensation.

In the sternum and the arcus costarum, too, analogous modifications

take place.

All these observations justify the notion, that in the region of the

trunk an important transformation is svorking ; the processes in the

vertebral column can certaiidy not take place, if the parts of the

body, surrounding this extensive organ, do not participate in the

transformation.

The knowledge of these processes must consequently exercise an

influence on the descriptions which systematical and topographical

anatomy give of the composition of the trunk. Both branches of

science pay too little attention to the transformation of the organism,

I cannot enter into further details on this subject now ; in con-

clusion I wibh only to point out in a few words the importance of

the series of formulas with regard to anthropology.

This becomes apparent when we consider, how the vertebral columns

are arranged by the series of the stages.

The result appears froni a graphical representation "').

On horizontal lines, answering to the stages, the specimens belonging

to each stage are indicated by dots.

At the end of each line the accessory forms are indicated by marks,

placed either a little lower or a little higher, further is denoted, what

characterizes each accessory form.

The rows of the representatives of each stage have been placed

') This will be published in another communication.
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symmetrically in relation to a line, indicating the route or i-onrse

that is followed by tlie li-anstornuition of the species. If we consider

this representation, it is in the tirst place remarkable that the so-called

normal vertebral column has not the absolute majority, but only a

relative one. There are in the stage 1 fl 26 vertebral columns

Further the attention is drawn by the fact that the stages //< and

///" contain a rather great Jiumber of specimens.

In the stage He the 30'' vertebra is a sacrocaudal vertebra. The

loosening of this vertebra from the sacrum is morjihologically a com-

plicated process ; it is therefore clear that it is not so soon finished,

and that consequently a rather great number of individuals are at

the same time in stage Lie. There are 23 of them.

In stage Iff 5 caudal vertebrae are extant, the last is the 34'''

vertebra. This must be reduced, then the stage /// is attained. The

reduction of this vertebra is morphologically a comparatively simple

process, consequently there are fewer specimens found in this stage

than in stage He. This reduction, however, is physiologically of little

importance; this may be a reason of retardation of the process, so

that after all as many as 14 individuals have stopped in this stage.

It stands to reason that the more primitive and the most modified

forms are found only in small numbers in the relative stages.

As the series of the formulas allows of an arrangement of the

examined vertebral columns, this series gets the value of a scale or

standard by which we can ascertain the degree of development,

reached by the examined organ for evei-y group of men that can

anthropologically be distinguished.

It is true the number of 100 vertebral columns is not sufficient

to pronounce a decisive opinion in an anthropological regard.

But in a methodological regard the result we have obtained is, in

my opinion, sufficient to confirm the conviction, that. i»y this method,

when many individuals are examined, it is possible to fix for every

nation the degree of development, attained with regard to the organ

examii^ed or to other organs, provided that for each a series of

stages be established.

So I am of opinion that it would be worth while applying this

method of investigation to races of men that in anthropological

regard stand widely apart from each other.

This might be done, if in pieparal ion-rooms of various countries,

ju'ovided with the reiiuired number of corpses, the same investigations

w^ere made.

It is very likely that rather diffeient ariangements of individuals

by the scale of the formulas would be found, and that it would
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by indicating the differences in the character and the intensity of

the processes of transfoi-mation.

And if the vertebral column should be chosen for such an inves-

tigation, an opinion about the degree of organisation attained would

certainly not rest on too narrow a basis, as the vertebral column is

in contact with many organs that surround it, and actively or

passively participate in its transformation.

Physics. — "On rapour-pn'ssure lines of hinary syMems until imdeJy

direrqent values of the vapour-pressures of the components."

(In connection with experiments of Mr. Katz). By Prof. Ph.

KoHNSTAMM. (Oommuuicated by Prof, van dek Waals).

§ 1. General character of the vapour-pressure lines derived from

the differential quotients. The theory of the />,.t-lines of binary mixtures

was developed by van dkk Waals in Yerslagen Kon. Ak. \'. Wet.

(3) 8 p. 409 and These Proc. Ill p. 163 (See also Cont. II p. 120

et seq.) on the supposition that the cpiantity jiVj occurring there may'

Clr

be represented by ^
, and so is only dependent on the critical

temperature of the mixture taken as homogeneous. Van der Waals

showed later on that a further ap[)roximation may be obtained by

the introduction of the quantity pc, the vapour-pressure of llie

mixture taken as homogeneous. Then

:

dlpc

while :

ax

Pk -KT
In a recently ])ublished paper') 1 showed that a number of

particularities of the vapour-pressure lines follow from these equations.

Since then Mr. Katz's investigations *) and the results communicated

obtained was 'f., li. It was menlioiied duriug the discussion at the Conseil Solvay,

Nov. 1911 llial Professor Kamkulingu Onnes and myself liad undertaken an inves-

tigation of y^„ by Kundt's melliod for hydrogen at temperatures down to that of

liquid hydrogen, but this investigation has not yet been completed.

1) Zschr. f phys. Ch. 75 p. 527.

-') These Proc. Vol. XIII p 958.
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ill a {)ai)er l)v Mr. Timmkkmans and myself ' have drawn niv

atlention to some other conclusions from the fonnidae derived

I.e. particnhirly with regard to system^ the components of whicli

diifer much in vapour pressure. I sliall deal witli this in the followin"-

pages.

Let us tirst give the formula? which we >hall want. A /y,./',-line

will ascend or descend with increase of d\ according as — is

dx
positive or negative. Let us call the substance with the larger value

of />"the second component [jj = 1 , and put

:

b,,-b, b-b,, T T

ax Jx=(.* "^l

The question whether the ^;,.7;i-line is concave or convex downward
d'lpc d^p

at the border, depends on the sign of in this wav that—
dx'^

"

dx^^

dHpc
will have the same sign as —- for a line that ascends from the

dx'-

border, or if it descends so long as .^^^ ]> Vs -^i I'esp. 1—•''2^2(1—
'^'i)-

If .'•a<C Vs^i resp. 1

—

X., <^ \ 3
(1— ,rj, the vapour-pressure line is convex

d^lpc d'^lpc

when • is negative, and concave when is positive. Also the
dx^ dx^

stability or unstability of the licjuid phases depends on this quantity.

We are, namelr, on the verge of stability when :

d'lpc

So we are certain to be in the stable region everywhere where

d'lpc d^lpc

,

1
. 1

is positive; if on the other hand has a large negative value,
c?.r- dx'^

then 'for not too small value of xil—X), we shall be in the nnstable

region, i.e. unmixhig will take place. Expressed in the quantities

defined just now we find for the required value at the two borders

:

S) These Proc. Vol. XIII p. 865.

froccediDgs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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cPh

1^'^JHp^\ ^ _ /_ i 2 4. 8^-M- 8^- -^ + 2k^-lk (4 i 8.,)

d'b

+ 4//(;-4/^F4-8^M-2/;'— 2—2— (3)

I

-
I

Al W 2 rf^
H ^8/r^ 2-2 — ...... (4)

Now we arrive at a surprising result when we apply this formula

to systems whose molecules differ much in size. If e.g. 6^ is = 100 6^,

jj,gi^
_Ii becomes = 22.4 according to the well-known formula of

LoRENTZ; SO ^ = 21,4 and A =z 0.776. If we further suppose /!• = 20,

so that Ti:.^= 4.Ti.-^, pi,^_= — pi,^, and m^ = -m,, equations (1) and
Zo 4

(2) become:

^'^ = - ^ {kl-22A) + 2 (A-/—43.8) .... (la)
dw J c=o ''^1

So we lind /:=1.04 for the value of / which make^

equal to for a temperature vi,=:^ and the supposition /'=:7;

/ dlPr \
for smaller values of / I is then positive at this temperature,

for larger values negative. Equation (2a) shows farther that for

values of /<^4 the /;,.i'-line ends descending for the second com-

dp
ponent. So — has the same sign on both sides for /=1.05. But

dx

between a region of non-raiscibility will be found. For with the

values mentioned equation (3) passes into:

(—^) = — 14
j
4525— 3504 /| + 80/— 1600 /•' + 4237 . {'6a)

\ dx- Jx—o

With a value of / in the neighbourhood of 1 the lefthand member

becomes of liie order 10—^; so the curve is at first concave down-



ward, l)iit already for a value of ./• of the order O.OOOl unstahlc

states are reached. On the other hand ecjuation f4; passes into:

['J^J T,~
''^'~ ^•^^'' "^ 0.1104 /| -( i}.-2 I — u.ol n I- O.oHl (4a)

and so this \alne becomes (with / about 1, of the order + 20. So
on the righthand side the />,.i'-line will be concave downward, and
we shall have to get very far from the border before meeting witli

a region of unmixing.

If we put /y, = 1000/; instead of A,= 100/;, we gel the equations:

dip, \ -If
-^]=-^il^l-l^i<i)^2{kl-3Sl) (IM
ax Jx~o ?«i

^ '

<np,\_ 2/Y.^ ^^.^
l'\ .,/^„,,,,^ ,

/

'x=l..;.=. .n^-'^'-J -V''''-'J^' ••••• (^^)

^) = ~ — (217800 + 2/;^— 1324/l-)+ 4/^—4/U- + 2y(;-}-2150oU. r6b)

and if we now suppose /j = 63, so that again Ti,„=z -ITk, , all our

conclusions remain of force, and the peculiarities which we pointed

out (insolubility on the side of the small molecule etc.) are still more

jn-onounced. And also values of— considerably smaller than 100 still

yield the same results.

Summarising them we must say that for the systems considered

with a value of about 1= 1 the /^j./'i-line begins at the side of the

small molecules slightly ascending concave downward, that, however,

already w^th exceedingly small concentration a region of unmixing

is reached, which lies very asymmetrically in the lefthand side of

the figure, and that the i),j;^-\ine after having left this region of

unmixing, continually descending and finally convex downward reaches

the line for the second component.

§ 2. The experimental results of Mr. K.\tz.

Now it is xery remarkable, that this course entirely agrees with

that of the vapour-pressure lines determined by Mr. K.\tz for the

majority of "swelling" bodies, those with limited imbibition- power.

Here too on the side of water an exceedingly small line (generally

so small that it cannot even be determined experimentally) is found

for the solution of the swelling substance in water, and on the other

7*
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side of tliis very asymmetrically situated region of unmixing just

such a line as was described just now.

Xo doubt we are not justified in concluding from this agreement

that (lie substances to which Mr. Katz's figures refer, satisfy all the

conditions that we had to put in order to be able to arrive at our

conclusions ; to apply the law of corresponding states to casein and

haemoglobin must certainly be called a very bold generalisation,

even apart from (he olher suppositions on which our formulae are

founded. Still I liiought this agreement striking enough to justify a

closer investigation for the solution of the cpiestion in how far the

experimental particularities found by Mr. Katz would have to be

expected in virtue of the simplest theory for a mixture of two per-

fectly normal components, when the ratio between the size of the

molecules, ^'-Ib^, becomes very great. Mr. Katz was so kind as to

summarize the results of his measurements for me as follows :

1. If we draw the water-vapour tension of the swelling substance

as function of the molecular percentage (van der Waai.s's /;, .>'-curve),

w^e get a line which (cf. fig. 1, which represents the line for inulin

in jiroper proportions ^))

:

(I. lies for not very small values of x (pure water) under the

value which the vapour tension would have if van 't Hoff's law

pz^p^ (1 — x) held for all concentrations.

b. begins almost horizontally for x about 1, and does not begin

to rise abruptly until past .c = '/a-

c. turns its convex side downward for x about 1, then gets a

point of inflection (for smaller x), and finally turns its concave side

downward for very small value of x.

d. presents an oxcentrically situated region of unmixing for very

small X, so excentrically as has not been observed anywhere else as

yet. Pretty well pure water .i- = 0.00001 coexists with w; = 0.002 or

0.006. The lines for casein (albumen) and inulin (polysaccharide) may
serve as an exami)le. For both substances the minimum molecular

weights have been taken (casein = 4000, inulin = 1800) in all these

calculations. If higher values are used, the above-mentioned properties

are even more pronounced.

1) \\\ this figure of ^h•. Katz the component with the smaller molecule (water),

has, however, been llioiiglit on the right hand, whereas in the text it has been
assumed, where the contrary has not been expressly stated, that tlie molecular
weight increases from left to right.
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2. The heat of mixing (generation of heat when 1 gr. of dry

substance absorbs / gr. of water) is strongly positive, and is very

well rendered by a hyperbola:

AiW
B-^i

3. The volume contraction c by the mixing (in cm', when 1 gr.

of dry substance absorbs i gr. of water) is strongly positive, and fol-

lows a line which closely resembles a hyperbola.

c

4. W we compute —; for small i's (Ji)n. i= 0), we find that this

quotient is of the same order of magnitude for the most different

swelling substances viz. between 10 and '25y<^10—*, and that this

quotient is of the same order of magnitude as for mixtures of sul-

phuric acid, phosphoric acid, and glycerin with water.

The analogy of the latter substances with the swelling substances

is the more striking, because they present all the properties described

under 1 {a, b, and c), under 2 and under 3 exactly as for the swelling

substances. There is only one dilFerence : they are miscible in all

proportions, w^iereas some swelling bodies exhibit the charactei'istically

excentric region of unmixing described under 1 d. Other swelling

substances have an unlimited power of imbibition, but behave for

the rest as described above. So this difference will not be essential.

Limited or unlimited miscibility, it seems, may depend on small

factors, as closely allied substances may belong to different tyjies. Fui-ther

quantitatively there exists this difference that for the swelling sub-

stances the vapour pressure line begins to ascend much less steeply,

the lines for the volume contraction and for the heat of mixing on

the other hand much more steeply than in the usual case. We may
express the latter also in this way that for swelling substances the

quantity b in the equation of the hyperbola for the volume contrac-

ai
tion c = -

—

_
is remarkably small, just as the quanlilv 7i in the for-

-{ I

mula of the heat of mixing.

^ 3. The integral equation of the vapour pressure line. Let us

begin our investigation with the vapour presstire lines, To investigate

whether they agree with the experimentally determined ones also

with respect to the peculiarities not yet treated in § 1, it is easier

to use the integral relation between /; and a; instead of the differential
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relation used there. We tiiid for this '), when the vapour pressure

of the second component may be neglected which is certainly the

case heie

:

So everywhere, where the exponent of e is positive, the vapour
pressure line lies below the straight line which would represent the

vapour pressure when the law of van 't Hoff held for all concen-

trations. When this exponent is negative the real vapour pressure

lies -lielow this straight line. If we now apply van der Waat.s"s formula

for p., and if we assume as above h^z=100b^, ^>,, = 22,4 6,
a., = 100 a^, a,^ = 20 a, we get: y = 10-* for j: = 0.5 and y = 0.25

for ..?; = 0.2. So we really see the same coui-se as gi\ en under a, 6,

and c ';. But on th-se suppositions the region of unmixing is not so

narrow as is required in d. For y becomes =2.5 for .r = O.J,

and as for absolutely stable states the vapour pressure in the mixture

cannot be greater than the sum of the vapour pressures of the com-
ponents '

, we must be in the region of unmixing already here.

If. however, we take >i^ = 1000a^ and a., = 25 a,, we get

y = 0.1 for .!• = 0.1 aii.l 7 = 1.22 for ./ = O.oi. If -*
is still greater

than lUt). we may even tind much narrower regions of unmixing.

Thus e.g, // =: 0.95 for ./ =1 0.01 with — ^ 1000 cind the correspond-

ing — = 166, while '/^ is put z= 10000 /7, and //.^ =: 105 '/.. That

there exists still a region of unmixing, however, appears from the

value y^l,04 for .i-^ 0.001. U a^^ is taken somewhat greater still,

the region of unmixing disappears.

^) Compare the second volume of the Lehrbuch der Thermodynamik. which will

shortly appear, p. 178.

-) That a point of inflection must occur follows from the fact that the vapour-

pressure line is turned convex downward at first, and then concave downward in

the region of unmixing, as it has a maximum there. No general rule can, however,

be derived as to whether this point of inflection will still lie in the absolutely

stable, or in the matastable region. In virtue of the very slight breadth of the

plait, however, which leads us to expect that we are already quite close to the

maximum of the vapour-pressure line on the verge of unmixing it may be consi-

dered as exceedingly probable that the point of inflection still falls in the absolutely

stable region.

») Gf. the footnote p. 111.
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We shall presently return to these results, but we may now

already state that with suitable values of a^, and n^ really vapour

pressure lines are obtained which perfectly agree in type with the

experimentally determined ones. It deserves notice that this result is

in the first place the consequence ot the great value which ——
ax

assumes accordino- to our suppositions (great value of ~ and validity

of LoRENTz's formula for h^^). If we take b as linear function of ,r,

as is often permissible for small values of - nothing remains of these

results. The obtained vapour-pressure lines are namely characterised

by this that ii'x is strongly positive for values of ,r near I, which

leads to the strongly convex p.v-Wwe, whereas near x = (I'x is

strono-lv negative, which cii'cumstance gives rise to the region of

unmixing. If, however, we take b as linearly dependent on .r, change

of sign of i-i"x becomes impossible^). This quantity must have the same

sign throughout the whole breadth of the figure; then we can have

unmixing with negative value of ,m".,, but then the vapour pressui'e

line ends also concave downwards on the side of the slight vapour

pressures. This is accompanied by an extension of the region of

unmixing over the full width of the figure as in the Cfise of mei-cury-

water. When the vapour-pressure line ends concave downward,

however, on the side of the small vapour pressures, (I'x must be

positive, and then unmixing is impossible. And this holds whatever

values one may choose for a.^ and a^^_. Only for very large values of

d'b— as they follow from the formula ot Lorentz for great values of

— a region of unmixing can occur in a px-Vme which is convex on

the other side. Whether this region of unmixing then occurs, and how-

wide it will be, will depend on the a's, and more particularly on

the ratio of — . We have seen this already in the foregoing discus-

sion, and we shall find confirmed in what follows that only a very

small change of this quantity is required to make a mixture with

an exceedingly narrow region of unmixing on the side of the small

molecule pass into a system that is miscible over its full breadth.

This is in accordance with Mr. Katz's remark "limited or unlimited

miscibility, it seems, may depend on small factors, as closely allied

1) Cont. 11, p. 15:2.
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substances may belong to dillerent types"'. Of course it would be

entirely premature now that we are still altogether ignorant about

the causes that govern the value of the rpiantitv '-- even for the

best knosvn systems, to pronoimce an opinion about the question why
for some systems the value is such that a veiy narrow region of

unmixing appears, whereas for others there exists complete miscibililv.

Even quite apart from the fact that it does indeed follow from what
precedes and what follows that the experimental pecnliarilies found

by Mr. K.\tz can all appear for perfectly normal substances, but

that it does not follow by any means, of course, that not all kinds

of other circumstances might be found for the systems investigated

by him, which do not affect the general character of the lines, but

might have a very considerable influence on the numerical values

of the quantities to be calculated. For this reason I have abstained

from endeavours to find the Jiumerical \alues of a's and f/s, and

ha\e confined myself to the general course of the investigated lines.

§ 4. The volume-contraction. Further on we >liall return to the

vapour-pressure lines, but for a I'eason which will soon become clear,

we shall first speak about the volume contraction. According to

Mr. Katz it may be represented by a hyperbola:

ai

~
b \-i

in wliich c is the contraction in cnv' when 1 gr. of di-y substance

absorbs / gr. of water. ^\ hat does the theory of the norr/ial mixtures

teach us about this quantity r If we may assume that the tempera-

ture has been chosen so low ihat we may put the limiting volume

h for the liquid volume, the increase of volume Lr in consequence

of the mixing of .l/j 1—.v; gr. of water and J/^ ./ gr. of dry sub-

stance becomes :

Lv= h,— h,{\-o^-h^n-=-,:{\-,^){b,-\-b,-2h,^ . . (5)

From this we must derive the relation between c and /. Now
evidently :

follows from the definitions, c and Lv taken for the same concentration.

If we further mix 1 gr. of dry substance and / gr. of water resp.

M^ with J/., i gr., the number of molecules are evidently in the

ratio J :
— I so :
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1 M.

M,

and

1 +
(6)

MJ

So equation (5) becomes :

I

,(/., +^'.-2^,)
M, + ^.^

so really a liyperbola.

Also the second above mentioned peculiarity of (he c,i-lines that

the quantify h in the equation of the hyperbola becomes much

smaller than is usually the case, is found contirmed here. For

— is found tor this quantitv.
M,

The heat of midng. Mr. Katz has already pointed out'), that the

hyjierbola found by him is in accordance with a formula given by

VAN DER Waals iu the Theorie Moleculaire. But this formula was

derived on the supposition of linear dependence of 6 on a' (/>i-f~*^3=26i.J

and we saw already tliat both the experimental vapour pressure and

volume contraction lines and the theory exclude this supposition in

onr case. If we, however, again assume the supposition, on which

the said formula of van der Waals is also founded, that viz. the

potential energy of a mixture may be represented by '-, we find

for the increase of the potential energy or the absorbed quantity of

heat when M.^n: gr. of di-y substance is mixed with M^ {!—,t) gr,

of water :

A = ^^\2a,-j^ 4 «. r^ -2a,, - a, - 4f-^k + ^ - 2^,) (7)

Between A and the quantity IF used l\v Mr. Katz the relation

]r= — —— exists again, and of course, equation (6) holds again.

So it appears that we do not get a hyperbola for ]V, but a curve

of higher degree than the second.

In how far this involves a deviation from the experimental data,

we shall examine presently ; first we must see what conclusion may

be derived from the limiting ratio — for very small values of i

V 1. c. p. 970.
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Hotennined by Mr. Katz, so values of ,»• wliich arc iicaHv eciiia! to 1

.

With siieli values of .i- the terius multiplied bv (/>, -|- h^ — 26, j now
predominate on the leflhand side; so we lind for the ro(piircd rati(» :

^ _ 6, 6^

If this expression is to be independent of the order of mag.iitude

of h.,, we must conclude that in general a increases propoi-tionaltv

with //- for increasino: values of h. so that -^ remains of the same

order of magnitude.

Also with a proportional to A the coefficients — would remain
A r

equal, ihey all being zero then. This supposition does not call for

any further discussion, also because the critical lem[)erature rapidlv

rises for all known bodies with great increase of 6, whereas the

critical pressure remains of the same order of magnitude.

§ 5. Supposition that — i< of the same order of magnitude for

the components. So we should have to conclude from this that we
have assumed the increase of a for certain increase of h too small

in § 1 and 3. And now the question should be solved whether what

was found above for the vapour-pressure line continues to hold also

with the now supposed great increase of o. For this purpose I once

more examined the course of the \apour-pressure line with the aid

of the above formula, no^v on the suppositions bo_ =z 100 h^,

b,, = 2'2Ab, a^ = 10000a,. For a,, = loO we find then that the

region of unmixing has quite disappeared ; with a^., = 140 on the

other hand we find ?/ = 1.03 for .i' = 0.01. So if we take .r slightly

higher, we shall lind exactly the required width of the region of

b.
unmixing alreadv with — = 100. So all Mr. Katz's results mentioned

under 1, 3, and 4 can be derixed from our theory.

So it finally remains the question in how far the result under

2 is incompatible with the simplest theory developed here. If we

take the last mentioned example, viz. 6, = 100 //j, 6,, =22.4 A,,

r/.^ = 10000 77, and a^^ = 1^0 a^, we (ind for the heat of mixing the

expression -.

.1= —^—^(136 2 -f o563.8.^-) (7a)

bx
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Ai
This is in conflict with the hyperbolical line W^= , for this

leads to an expression of the form :

A = ^ ^
(8)

For a course from ,i' = to .v =z 1 equations of these two types

can certainly not perfectly accurately agree ; it is, howeyer, the

question in how far they deyiate within the region in which the

observations lie {.v =z OA to ,?; = 0.4). If no^y for ,i=0.1, 0.2,

0.3, 0.4 we calculate the yalue of the expression ^

.
^

136.2 + 5563.8.t-

and if \ye diyide the result by the yalue for ,i' =: 0.4, we tind :

0.7342, 0.8223, 0.9110 and 1.0000

these yalues do not ascend linearly, but they differ from the purely

linearly ascending ones :

0.7336, 0.8223, 0.9110, 0.9997

everywhere less than IVoc ^^i® experimental errors certainly amount-

ing to a few percentages. So it is clear that the discrepancies which

exist between a formula of the type (7) and of the type (8), are

much too small in the considered region to allow of an experimental

decision. We must conclude that a formula of type (7) represents

the experimental data as well as a formula of type (8) ^). Farther

reaching conclusions are of course excluded, as we already remarked

') Perhaps we may go still further and say that in the general case a formula

as (7) represents the experimental relations better than (8). For according to the

latter formula the total heat of mixing W and also the differential heat of mixing

dW
—r must always letain the same sign, while en the other hand for certain values

of the o's and lis a reversal of sign is possible according to formula (7). And this

change ol sign -of —rr^, which can never take place for a hyperbolical formula,
di

seems indeed to appear in reality in some cases e.g. for inulin, as appears from

the subjoined table.

/
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above, by tlie absence oC accurate mimerical values of all the h'a,

b's, and even the molecular weights.

So suminariziiig we must sav that (ill the experimentally toun<l

particularities can appear exactly in the same way tor mixtures of

perfectly normal substances which behave according to the sim-

plest theory.

§ 6. Di'viation from the law of v.\n 't Hoff even in case of
extreme cUhUion. There is another i)articularity in connection with the

absence or presence of unmixing, to which it may be desirable to

draw attention. I mean departures from the well-known vajjour-

pressure formula of van 't Hoff for extreme dilutions

dp _ ^

This formula, which ma}' be expressed geo-

metrically by saying that the vapour-pressure

line ') in its limiting direction points to the

opposite angle (direction AB in tigure 3), is

considered of general validity for systems

whose components differ widely in volatility.

And indeed if we understand by this latter

A'.,

condition that — = 0, at the limiting value,
Fig. 3.

from a hyperbola that the property mentioned in the last lines of § !2 can be

cal.

20-
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—
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Fig. 2.

proved in a simple way for the volume contraction, but not for the heat of mixing.

^) Of course the total vapour-pressure line is meant here. For the partial vapour
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i e. ihat the ratio of the concentration of the second component in

the vapour and in the liquid is veiy small, this rule can be pej-fectlj

ricrorouslj derived for the limiting value purely thermodynamically

in the wellknown way. Purely thermodynamicall}^ because we have

then only to do with the logarithmic part of the thermodynamic

functions, and need not know anything more about the system. But

this definition of "difference in volatility" is not the only possible

one, and not the only one that naturally suggests itself. We might

as well, perhaps better, understand by this idea, that one pure

component has a very much lower vapour-pressure than the other

at a definite temperature. And these two detinitions by no means

always coincide. Let us e. g. take a system for which the equations

1—4 hold. On the supposition /= 7 and 1\.^= 4:1\ it follows that

the quantity p^/p^ is of the order 10 -^^ at a temperature of ^/^7\.

So there seems, indeed, to be exery reason to say that the second

component is much less volatile than the first. Yet by no means

Urn. — = 0. On the conlrarv, if we put /:='i, it follows from the

al)Ove that the />i.ri-line begins ascending, so ^i\'^.i\; in the begin-

ning the second component is present in the vapour in greater

quantity than in the liquid, and van 't Hoff's law by no means holds

any longer even for the extremest dilutions. Exactly the same thing

^. .
applies for other values of — . bo we must supplement the condition

*i

for the validity of van 't Hoff's law also for the extremest dilutions

as follows, that the components differ greatly in vapour-pressure,

and that there be no region of unmiving in the neighbourhood.

For if this were not the case we should already soon get a ^'apour

in which the partial pressure of the second component would be

greater than the total pressure of the component at the chosen

temperature, and this is not possible for absolutely stable slates^).

So where the rule of van 't Hcff does not hold with great difference

in vapour pressure, this will be in the closest connection with this

pressure lines on the side of their component it always holds that they point to

tlie opposite angle witli their initial direction, as immediately follows by ditTerentia-

tion of the equation on p. 103.

') We used tliis thesis already ibove to conclude to the existence of unmixing. It

may be proved as follows. It follows from the differential equations of the two
partial vapour-pressure lines (Gont. II, p. 1G3) that they will possess a maximum
or a minimum only on the borders of the stable and unstable region. So if there

is no unmixing, the partial vapour-pressure line of the first component is always

descending, that of the second always ascending. If there is a region of unmixing,
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that the liquid phase becomes unstable and unmixing appears already

at very slight concentrations. So we shall have to expect that

VAN 't Hoff's law does hold for substances with unlimited inihilntion

power. And our formulae prove in harmony with this. As we namelv
saw it is required e.g. in the case A, = 100 h^ and / not tar from

1 that — does not lie far below 35. Then, however, we find for

dlfc .'
.,

-— about — 3S0, and so lim ' of the oi-der 10— '^". On tiie oth^r
dx 'I'

I

hand for substances with limited imbibition power van 't Hoff's law

mai/ hold, but this is by no means necessary, or even probable, and

we shall undoubtedly have to take this circumstance into account

in attempts to derive the molecular weight of these substances from

the properties of their solutions.

^ 7. Other systems ir'itk (jreat cUference in vapour pressure of the

components. I already pointed out the possibility of such departures

from VAN "t Hoff's rule in an earlier communication published in

These Proceedings, mentioned in the beginning of this paper. What
was said there, will* ha\e been made sufticiently clear by the foregoing

discussion. So I shall only add a few calculations here for systems

as the one discussed there (aniline or nitrobenzene with isopentane

or hexane). These systems agree in so far with the systems discussed

in the foregoing that there exists a very large difference in vapour

pressure between the two components, though not nearly so great

as in the cases examined by Mr. Katz, where the second component

nowhere shows a measurable vapour pressure. But for the rest the

dilfei-ence is great : whereas in the systems discussed up to now tlie

I'atio — reaches verv g-reat values, the ratio here is not far froml,
b.

Fisr. 4.

the partial vapour pressure of a component in

the maximum can of course considerably rise

above the value for the component itself (see

fig. 4), but then this is always in the melastable

or unstable region. For the partial vapour pressures

must be the same in the two coexisting liquid

phases. So the point A must lie on the same

level as J5, and as both between A and C, and

between B and D the partial vapour pressure line

can only be ascending, the partial vapour pressure

must be smaller than DE throughout the region

of the absolute stable mixtures.
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and the -ub^tance with the greater vapour pressure lias here even

the greater molecule. Instead of in the righihand half of the general

isobaric figure of van der Waai.s Ave are now in the lefiband part.

Accordingly the unmixing found here must not be ascribed to the

<ame cause, the high value of — , but (so long as we assume that

we have not to do with abnormal systems, and \\itli the systems

mentioned we may do so to all probability) to a smaller value of /

than generally occurs.

Let us take as an example the system aniline-hexane. //, is here

O.OOtDlJS. -=0.007S-49, so 6, = 1,284, and — = 1,136 follows

from the formula of Lorentz, so A = 0,1153, and --^ = 0,017.

Further a, = 0,04928 and .7. = 0,05282, so /.• = 0,9659. If we sub-

stitute these values in the equations 2) and (4j, we get

:

^dlpc\ ^ __:j^ (0,8847 -L0350-r 2(0,7694-1,035/). (2c)

and

'^'^ =- ^(3,31-3,19/) - 4 11/- 4,29 P -f 0,22. (4c)

fdr-ipr\ 2
So we get \^= — 1.2 for / = 1 with r zzz 7 and rn. z= —

(Ti: hexane = 235° and the temperature of the upper mixing point

= 68°,9). So we have not to expect unmixing, at least in the

neighbourhood of the bordei-, nor for greater concentrations,

d'lpc dHpc
because —— must at least be — 4 to make l-f-.? 1—.r

c

dx^
'

' dx^

dip,

negative. In agreement with the complete miscibility— =z 2,62, and so
d

1-jr, 1

^tt: y and accordingh van t Hoff s law is fulfilled
1 JTi 10

with pi-etty close approximation. As soon, howe\er, as / becomes

dlpc
smaller, this is changed. For /=i 0.9 we get — ^ 0.66, and so

dx
1— j: 1

J>~r, and the lowering of the vapour pressure of the second
1—.tj 1

^11
component by addition of the first will therefore amount to only

half of what van 't Hoffs rule would require. But as ^ has the
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value — 4,08 already now, we see clearly thai there is a re^'ion of

unmixing at hand, and it will already have appeared with sunie

decrease of temperature. For /=(),85 finally -- has already got the
dx

fdlpc \
negative sign ( - = — 0,3 1 at the chosen temperature; so the

\apour-pressure line does not descend tVom the side of the njost

volatile component, bnt ascends ; there is a maximum vapoui- pres-

(Plpc
sure. But then the value of has fallen to almost — G, and we

may expect that even for not very great concentrations umnixing
will take place.

The calculations given here, will, I hope, have sufliciently eluci-

dated the thesis which I pronounced in the cited paper that van 't

Hoff's rule need not hold, even as a limiting law, for systems whose
components differ very much in vapour-pressure, when viz. these

substances do not mix in all proportions, or at least a region of

unmixing is close at hand. They also set forth again 'j, how much
greater the influeiice is of slight deviations in the value of / fi-om

unitv, than in those of ~ or — and that such deviations are able to

modify the course of phenomena entirely, so that certainly only a

small pai't of all the possible cases is observed when we start from

the supposition that the relation /=! should be always rigorously

fulfilled. On the other hand they also show that in all the systems

known to us, we ha\e 1o do with values of / which are conlaincd

within narrow limits, and that we have not a single indication to

think values possible for the value of / of the same order as

undoublerny occur for — and also for ~ .

h, a.

Mathematics. — "0?z hoping coefficients'' hx DyA..¥.. ].\\\\o\:\\?.\{.

(Communicated l)y Prof. D. J. Kokteweg.)

(Communicated in the meeting of February 24, 191:2).

Let us suppose in Sp^ two non-intersecting simple closed curves

/ti and k^ furnished with a sense of circuit. Then k^ possesses with

respect to k^ a looping coefficient answering to the intuitive noiiou

i) Cf. tlie paper in the Zsch. f. phys. Ch. 75 cited in the beginning of lliis

treatise.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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of the number of times that l\ circvhtes aronnd k.„ and generally

defined as — X ^lie variation corresponding to a circuit of l\ of the

solid angle projecting k, out of a variable point of /c\.

A first objection to this definition is, that without further agreement

it can be ai)plied only to special categories of simple closed curves.

For, as soon as e.g. a simple closed curve k intersects of a sheaf s

all the ravs contained in a certain finite solid angle, the solid angle

projecting k out of the vertex of s, has no more a definite value.

A second objection to the definition is, that it cannot be generalized

to a notion of ''looping coefficient in Spn of a two-sided closed Sph

with respect to a two-sided closed Spn-k-i not intersected by Sph-"

In the following we shall give a definition for which these two

objections have been annulled.

§ 1-

On each of the two curves l\ and k^ we constrnct a scale of

measurement^), and we consider the set R of pairs of points consisting

of a point of Ji\ and a point of l\. A part of R determined by an

element") of >(, and an element of /, we shall call n parallelo-

element. It appears as a continuous one-one image of a parallelogram.

Eacli of these image parallelograms can be divided into four triangles

with a common vertex inside the parallelogram and with their bases

in the sides of the parallelogram. Accordingly we can divide each

pa'alleloelement of 7^ into fonr two-dimensional elements, and with

this we attain that the whole set R is divided into two-dimensional

elements which by their mode of being joined cause 7^ to appear

as a closed two-dimensional space. ^)

Let /) be a paralleloelement of R, d^ resp. d., the corresponding

element of Ii\ resp. k^, /I, resp. B^ the negative resp. positive end-

point of d^, A„ resp. B^ the negative resp. positive endpoint of <:/.,,

we then define the row of pairs of points {A^A-^), {A.,B^), (B^B^^ as

a positive indicatrix of the partitional simplex *) of p determined by

those pairs of points, and with the aid of it we fix the positive

indicatrix of the fonr elements of 7? belonging to />
'"). In this way

we determine of all elements of R the positive indicatrix, where for

1) Malhem. Annalen 71, p. 98—100.

2) ibid., p. 97.

3) ibid., p. 98.

*) ibid., p. 100.

») ibid., p. 101.
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two arbiliary elements having- a side in connnon tlio^e indicatiLccs

satisfy the relation prescribed for tivo-sided spaces ^).

So A' is a closed two-sided hiw-d'unensional space.

Tiie set of the vector directions of >S'/>, forms likewise a closed

two-sided two-dimensional space (of the connection of the sphere)

which we shall represent by B. The positive indicatrix of the spheres

of Spz i'^^^^ ^'^'••'i it ^^ f'*^ same time the positive indicatrix of Ji) we
determine by regarding them as boundary of their inner domain ").

If we conjugate to each pair of points consisting of a point of

X\ and a point of X^ the direction of the vector connecting the two
points, we determine a continuous one-one representation a of It on

B. To this representation belongs a finite integer c independent of

the mode of measurement of R, and therefore also of the mode of

measurement of k^ and k^, which is called the degree of the rei)re-

sentation, and possesses the property that the image of 7^ covers

positively each partitional domain of B in toto c times 'j.

It is this degree of representation which we define as the looping

coefficient of k^ loith respect to /•.,

.

By exchange of k-^ and k^ we find that on one hand the indicatj-ix

of R changes its sign, but on the other hand each image point on

B is replaced by its opposite point. So the looping coefficient of /;,

with respect to k^ is equal to the looping coefficient of k^ with respect

to k^

.

We shall now show that for rectifiablc curves the looping cocHi-

cient of k^ with respect to k^ can be expressed by the formula

:

4.tJ
Vol. 2yrod. {ds,,ds,,r~'^) (1)

This integral namely can be interpreted for rectifiable curves as

follows: We construct in k^ resp. k., a simplicial division'') z^^ resp.

z.y To this corresponds a simplicial division ;: of R, whose base

simplexes ^) are determined in connection with the base arcs "j of

1) ibid., p. 101.

2) ibid., p. 108.

3) ibid., p. 106.

*) ibid., p. 101.

5) That here the base simplexes are found by division of a paralleloelement,

not as 1. c. by division of an elemenl, has of course no influence on our reasoning.

Moreover, after Hadamard (comp. J. Tannery, "Introduction a la theorie des

fonclions d'uuc variable", Vol. II, p. 463) a simplicial division of the parallelo-

clements can be subdivided to a simplicial division of the elements.

^) i. 0, one-dimensional base simplexes.
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/• and /., in the same way as we have determined above the elements

of R in connection with the elements of k^ and k^. Each base arc

of -, resp. ^3 we replace by the corresponding "chord", i. e. by the

straight line seginejit with the same endpoints. Let y.^ be the chord

corresponding to the base arc [i^ of k^, x.^ the chord corresponding

to the base arc ^, of k^, r the distance of their midpoints, then

y. and ;r., regarded as vectors determine together with a vector of

size ;""- in tiie direction of the straight line connecting their mid-

points, a certain volume product. Of the volume products appearing

in this way for the diflerent pairs (>«i,
JJ.,) we take the sum S; our

1

inteo-ral is to be i-egarded as — X the limit of S for infinite con-

densation of ^i and *,.

Let us on the other hand represent each pair of [)oints consisting

of a point of a chord of h^ and a point of a chord of k^, by the

endpoint of a \ector with fixed origin 0, and having the size and

direction of the vector connecting the corresponding pair of points.

Then for infinite condensation of z^ and 2^, the ratio of the element

of S corresponding to k^ and jt^ to the value of the solid angle

projecting out of the parallelogram representing the chords v.^

and y..,, approaches indefinitely to unity, and so does the ratio of the

element of S corresponding to x^ and y..^ to the part *of B covered

for the simplicial approximation ^) of « corresponding to z, by the

'base parallelogram" resulting from ,?! and ,?,.

As farthermore on account of the reclifiability of /.-, and k.^ the

sum of the absolute values of the elements of S for infinite con-

S
densation of z, and j., cannot exceed a certain finite value, —

4rr

converges indeed to the looping coefficient defined as the degree of

the lepresentation a.

On the other hand for rectifiable curves holds also the definition

of the looping coefficient as a variation of a solid angle mentioned

in the beginning, and we easily see also this definition to be equivalent

to the expression (1).

§ 2.

Ijct now in S^t^ be given a two-sided closed A-dimensional space

(>, and a iwo-sided closed («—A —l)-dimensional space (?. not cutting

(,',, each pi'ovided with a positive indicatrix. We make ^^ as well

1) Malhem. Aunaleu 7], p. 102.
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of a point of o, and a point of q^. A |)art of /i delerinined by an

element of o, and an element of o, we shall call a (rtralleloeh'.nicnt.

It appears as a continiions one-one image of a (/<, n —It— [)-siini)lotope ').

Let. us call a division of a simplotope rr into simplexes witli one
common \'ertex inside rr, whilst the remaining vertices lie in the

boundary of .t, a "canonic division", then we can bring about such

a canonic division l)y liist executing it for the two-dimensional limits,

then for each three-dimensional limit by projecting the divisions of

its two-dimensional limits out of an arbitrary inner point, then for

each four-dimensional limit by projecting the divisions of its three-

dimensional limits out of an arbitrary inner point, and so on.

Accordingly we can divide the paralleloelements of R into [n—i)-

dimensional elements in such a wav, that bv their mode of bein"-

joined they cause R to appear as a closed {n—l)-(Iiinen.mnal space.

Let p be a paralleloelement of R, d^ resp. (/, the corresponding

element of o. resp. q^, A^A\ .... A^^''^ a positive indicatrix of d^

,

A.iA\ .... AJ'^-^-^' a positive indicatrix of d^, we then define the

row of pairs of points (A,A.;^, {A\A^), .... (Ji^J,), {A,(''jA\}, ....

(.4i^'').'J,'>-^-'^) as a positive indicatrix of the partitional simplex of

p determined by those pairs of points, and with the aid of it we
tix the positive indicatrix of the elements of R belonging to p. In

this way we determine of all elements of R the positive indicati-ix,

where for two arbitrary elements having an («—2)-dimensiojjal limit

in common these indicatrices satisfy the relation prescribed for

two-sided spaces.

So R is a closed two-sided {n—lydimensional space.

The set of the vector directions of Spn forms likewise a closed

two-sided {n—l)-dimensional space (of the connection of the {n—1)-

dimensional sphere) which we shall represent by B. The positive

indicatrix of the spheres of Spn (and with it at the same time the

positive indicatrix of B; we determine by regarding them as boundary

of their inner domain.

If we conjugate to each pair of points consisting of a point of Oi

and a point of o, the direction of the vector connecting the two

1) ibid., p. 98—100.

-) Let in Spn—v be given a plane /^-dimensional space v and a plane («

—

h—D-

dimensional space w. Let .S'r be a simplex in v, S,c a simplex in w. The set of

those points of Rn—i which in the direction of w project themselves on v in .Sr

and in the direction of v project themselves on w in Su;, form by definition an

(h, n—h— V-simplotope. Of a simplotope the limiting spaces of any number of

dimensions are likewise simplotopes. (Gorap. P. H. Schoute, "Mehrdimensionale

Geometrie", Vol. II, p. 45).
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points, we determine a continuous one-one representation a of R on

B. To tills representation l:)elongs a finite integer c independent of

tlie mode of measurement of 7?, and tlierefore also of the mode of

measurement of ^i and q^, which is called the degree of the repre-

sentation, and has the property that the image of /? covers positively

each partitional domain of B in toto c times.

It is this degree of representation which we define as the looping

coefficient of q^ with respect to q^.

Exchange of Qi and q^ has only this consequence that the indi-

catrix of R changes its sign in some cases, and that each image point

on B is re})laced by its opposite point. So the looping coefficient of

(>! with respect to q^ and the looping coef/icient of q^ with respect

to (?! are either equal or opposite.

We shall now show that if o, and o, are evaluable, i. e. if they

have a definite finite A-dimensional resp. {n—h—l)-dimensional volume,

the looping coefficient of Oi with respect to q, can be expressed by

the formula :

—
I

Vol. prod, {di^, di,, r^->') (2)

where /„ represents the («—l)-dimensional volume of an (n— 1)-

dimensional sphere described with a radius 1 in the Euclidean Sp^-

If namely Oj and q, are evaluable, this integral can be inter-

preted as follow^s: We construct in q^ resp. q^ a simplicial division

r, resp. z^. To this corresponds a simplicial division z of R, whose

'base simiilexes are determined in connection with the base sim-

plexes of 9i imd q., in the same way as we ha\e determined

above the elements of R in connection with the elements of q^ and

O5. PJach bas3 simplex of z^ resp. z^ we replace by the plane simplex

with the same vertices. Let Kj be the plane simplex corresponding

to the base simplex ,'ij of Oi, y..^ the plane simplex corresponding to

the base simplex [j^ of q.^, r the distance of their centres of gravity,

then Xj and x^, the former -i-egarded as an A-dimensional, the second

as an {n—A— l)-dimensional vector, determine together with a line-

\ector of size ?•'-" in the direction of ihe straight line connecting

their i^entres of gravity, a certain volume product ^). Of the volume

1) The sign of this volume product we determine as follows : Afler having

formed in tlie manner described above out of {— 1)''X the positive indicatrix of x^

and the positive indicalrix of ; , an indicatrix of a simplotope s parallel to x^ and

xr, we add to the latter indicatrix the endpoint of a linevector described out of a

point of s iu the direction of the straight line connecting the centres of gravity of

Ko and j«|. Tlie sign of Ihc ^^dimensional indicatrix found in this way determines

he sign of our volume ixoduct.
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pi'oiliicts appearing in this wav for llie (liHereiit pairs (x,,xj wc

lake the sum S, our iulegi-al is to be i-egardcd as X ll»e liniit of
fC,i

S for intiuite coudeusalion of c, and :.,

.

Let us on the other liaud represent each pair of points consisting

of a point of a ph\ne simplex determined by -, and a point of a

plane simplex determined by z^, by the endpoint of a vector with

fixed origin 0, and having the size and direction of the vector cdu-

necling the corresponding pair of points. Then for infinite condensation

of jj and z., the ratio of the element of -S' con-esponding to x, and -z?^

to the value of the solid angle projecting out of (> the simjdotope repre-

senting the simplexes Xj and x., , approaches indefiniteh' to unity, and

so does the ratio of the element of S corresponding to x^ and x„ to

the part of B, filled for the simplicial approximation of a corre-

sponding to z, by the "base simplotope" resulting from
,:?i

ond ,-?„.

As farthermore on account of the evaluability of q^ and q.^ the

sum of the absolute values of the elements of ;S' for intiuite conden-

S
sation of z^ and z^ cannot exceed a certain finite value, — conver-

ges indeed to the looping coefficient defined as the degree of the

representation <(.

§ 3.

Let us now consider in Spn two sets of points i^\ and //^ which

have no point in common and are successively a continuous one-

one image of an A-dimensional two-sided closed space q^ and of an

y7i
—h— l)-dimensional t\vo-sided closed space q^, then for these all

the considerations of the former § remain of force. Let farthermore

Q^" be a second continuous one-one image of q^, and let qJ' be a

second continuous one-one image of q^, then there exists a quantity

li with the property that if the distance of two corresponding

points of Q,' and o/' as well as the distance of two corresi)onding

points of Q^' aud 9," is smaller than i], the looping coefficient of

9,' with respect to qJ' is equal to the looping coefficient of f>,' with

respect to q^'.

From this ensues that in Sp^, the looping coefficient of an A-dimen-

sional tAvo-sided closed space q, with respect to an (?j—/<—l)-dimen-

sional two-sided closed space f>, not intersecting q, is equal to the

value of the integral

—
j Vol. prod, {di^ , di^ , r^-")
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for an arbitrary simpUcial appmrimation') a (o,) of o^ and an

arbitrary simplicial approximation a (oj of q^.

Let /vj and K^ be in Sf), two spheres lying outside each other,

«(oJ a simplicial image of Oi Iving inside K^, «(o,) a simplicial

image of q., lying inside K^. The looping coefficient of r<oJ with

respect to «(o,) is then zero; for, by transferring K^ with r(oJ

outside 7^1 to intinily, we can \aiy this looping coefficient only

continuously, thus not at all.

We can now transform « (oJ continuously into a(o^) by causing

the base points') of « (oj to describe continuous paths, and we can

choose for these base point paths such broken lines that in none of

the intermediary positions of <f (i^) an (A— l)-dimensional element limit of

a(Qi) has a point in common with « (o,,), neither an [n—h— 2)-

dimensional element limit of « (o,) has a point in common with ^^ (9,),

whilst those intermediary positions of ^(oj which correspond to the

angles of the base point paths, ha-e no point in common with a (o J.

Then for this variation of « (oj the looping coefficient of a (pj

with respect to a (oj increases by a unit as often as an element

^1 of a (Oj) is traversed by an element ij^ of a (oj posltivdii, i.e. in

such a way that the volume product of e^^ , r]^, and the direction of

motion of the traversing point is positive according to the above

delinition.

If on the other hand we understand by 7ia (oj resp. nn (oj a two-

sided {n—A)-dimensional net fragment'^), limited by a{().^ resp. «(oJ

and crossing a (oj only in a finite number of points, belonging neither

to an {li— l)-dimensional base limit of a(o,), nor to an inner (;z

—

h—1)-

dimensional base limit of na (o^) resp. na {q^), whilst such a crossing

is called positive, if in the crossing point the ;i-dimensional indicatrix

composed of (—1)^ X the positive indicatrix of r? (oj and the positive

indicatrix of na (oj resp. na (oj is positive, then for the above-

mentioned variation of (( (oj the algebraical sum of the number of

positive and the number of negative crossings of a (oj and ?2« (9,)

increases likewise by a unit each time that a (oj is traversed by

« (^J positively.

From this ensues that the looping coefficient of Q•^ ivith respect to

Q^ can also be defined as the algebraical sum at\a{o^), na{(y,)] of the

number of positive and the number of negative crossings of an arbitrary

simplicial approximation a{Q^) of q^^ and an arbitrary {n—h)-dimen-

1) Malhem. Antialen 71, p. 102 and p. 316.

^) ibid., p. 317.

3) ibid., p. 316.
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sional net fragment na {o.^, limited bi/ an arbltrart/ .ilmpllclal a/)/nv.ii-

mntlon a (o^) of q^ .

That this algebraical sum is unequivocally (ielormiiicd 1»\ o, and

Q^, can also be shown by a direct proof.

If, namely, we have two different net fragments nn (oj and
n'a{Q^), limited by the same simplicial ai)proximation r( (oj, and if

we represent the net fragment obtained out of n'a{o^) by inversion

of the indicati-ix, by n"a [o,^, then na (o^) and n"a (q^) form together

a t/ro-s/ded closed net^), so that (-o \a {q^), na (q.^) -\- n"a (q^)] must be

equal to zero, thus a> \a (^J, n'a {<y^)\ =^ co \a (q^), na (^Jj.

If farthermore we have two different simplicial ap|)roximations

n (oj and a' (Oj) corresponding to one and the same mode of

measurement of (>i , two different simplicial approximations a (o,)

and a' (oj corresponding to one and the same mode of measurement

of o^ , J^nd two tw^o-sided net fragments na {o.^ and na' (q.^), which,

leaving their rims out of consideration, have the same base points,

then for continuous transformation of a (q^) into a (()i) we have:

to \a' (<?i), 7ia (o;j| — CO \a (o J, na (o,)|,

and for continous transformation of a' (q^) into a ((>J

:

(o \a' (oJ, na' (o,)| = to \a' (o^), na ((>,)|.

If finally we have tw^o different modes of measurement n^ and

li\ \vith corresponding indicatrices of o^, and two different modes of

measurement j/^ and [i
.^

with corresponding indicatrices of (>.,, then

on account of the theorem, that a continuous one-one correspondence

between two closed spaces possesses the degree ± 1 ''), there exists

a simplicial approximation «'(9,) corresponding to n\, covering a

simplicial approximation a{Q^) corresponding to n^ with the degree

one, and a simplicial approximation a {q^) corresponding to ;»',, covering

a simplicial approximation aio^) corresponding to [i.^ with the degree

one, from wdiich ensues immediately :

to \a' (9,), na' {q,)\ = o) \a {q,), na (^J|,

with which the proof that the abovementioned algebraical sum

depends excluMvely on q^ and q.^, is completed.

In close connection with the looping coefiicient is the notion of

enlaced spaces recently introduced by Lkbksgle '). Two spaces enlaced

1) ibid., p. 316.

2) ibid., p. 324 and p. 598.

3) G. R., 21 mars 1911.
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according to Lebesgue, possess in our terminology with respect to each

other an odd looping coefficient. But to justify his definition Lebesgue

has neglected to prove that the being enlaced or not of two spaces is

independent of the manner in which they are measured, which

property is established only by the above reasonings.

The developments joined by Le^besgue to his definition can mean-
while be made entirely rigorous by replacing the notion '"enlaced"

by : ''enlaced for a definite mode of measurement."

(June 25, 1912).
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Microbiology. — "Mutation in Penicillium glaucum and Aspergillus

nic/er under the action of knoivn factors .'' Bj H. J. Waterman.

(Communicated by Prof. M. W. B£IJERI^X'K).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1912).

A. Penicillium glaucum.

In solutions of p- and 7?i-oxybenzoic acid a spontaneous growth

of mould had developed at the air. From this material, which

floated on the liquid, a pure culture of Penicilliwn glaucum was

obtained by isolation on malt agar, which culture was used in the

biochemical investigations described by Prof. Boeseken and Waterman.^)

It looked quite normally green and had the peculiar "mould smell".

The culture was transferred some times in the course of a year;

mostly to protocatechetic acid, and a few times also to />-oxybenzoic

acid as sole carbon food.

After about a year, white, jelly-like spots were observed in a great

number of the films floating in ERLENMEUER-flasks of 200 cc. Seen

under the microscope these spots proved to have produced but few

spores, whereas the mycelium and hyphae were normally developed.

The phenomenon became still more prominent if considerable quan-

tities of other substances retarding the growth, such as salicylic and

trichloracrylic acid were added to the />oxybenzoic acid.

TABLE I.

50 cc. tapwater, 0,05 % NH4CI, 0,05 0/0 KH.PO4, 0,02 °'o MgS04; ?- 20-21°.

Nr
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It was supposed that tlie observed alteration in tlie mould film

might be explained by mutation, which was proved true by the

biological method. By isolation on malt gelatin two forms could be

obtained from these cultures. One of these was very lightly coloured

in consequence of the small number of sj)ores. This form will be

indicated as '-the mutant". The other had preserved the dark green

colour and had evidently remained identic with the original culture.

The difference between the two forms was vsry marked.

So it cannot be doubted, that at prolonged cultivation in presence

of /;-oxybenzoic acid mutation does indeed take place. With proto-

catechetic acid as carbon food the same was observed. Furthermore,

Table 1 shows that salicylic acid and trichloracrylic acid promote

this process.

In the floating mould layer the extent of the mutant was greatest

in those flasks where the said antiseptica were most concentrated.

At a continued cultivation on malt agar the thus obtained mutant,

which in all the said cases seemed the same, remained constant.

If the mutant and the original form were again transferred to a

2>oxybenzoic acid solution with the anorganic food named in the

table, they also preserved their properties.

Under the microscope the mutant produced considerably fewer spores

than the primitive form ^) and its mycelium had a greater tenacity,

which was repeatedly stated.

There was besides a peculiar difference in smell, as the original

form gave out the well-known "mould odour", which the mutant

did not.

The growth of the mutant on pai-a-oxybenzoic acid was considerably

slower than that of the primitive form.

In the laboratory a third form oi Fejiicilliiwi glmtciim was [iresent,

distinguished from the original form of my experiments by darker

green spores and which served for the subsequent experiments.

It was first cultivated during four days on />-oxybenzoic acid

where the growth was very slow ; it was then transferred to a

new flask with the same medium, and now the growth was much
accelerated, which proved that in these few days accommodation

to the para-oxy benzoic acid had taken place. Furthermore it was

observed that also here, after a prolonged cultivation on /;-oxybenzoic

acid mutation occurred. Substances such as tetrachloi'-propionamid

/'CHCl,CCl2C=0 \andpentachlor-propionamid/CCl,—COl,—C=0 Y
V >^^hJ (, nnhJ

1) Whether the difference in the number of spores was accompanied by a

ditference in intensity of colour is not settled as yet.

9*
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likewise compounds which retard the growth, again favoured the

mutation, so that this process seems rather general.

The smaller number of spores and the less rapid growth evidently

lead to explain the properties of this mutant by a loss of character-

istics or gens. ^)

B. Aspergillus niger.

We started for this investigation from a pnre culture of the la-

boratory collection, which was first cnltivated some time on a 2 Vo

succinic acid solution. In several inoculations in ERLENMEUER-flasks

with different cultnre media, a considerable alteration of this black

mould occurred.

Using a 2 "/„ solution of galactose it was observed that in this

medium, beside the primitive form with black spores, a brown and.

a \vhite one appeared, which three forms may be called I, II,

and III.

On a 27o rhamnose solution of for the rest the same composition

(tapwater, 0,057o NH.CI, 0,057o KH,PO„ 0,027„ MgSOj the black

and the brown forms (1) and (II) were distinctly present, the white

foiiu (111) wanting. A tube, to which beside the food consisting of

0.3 7o /^-oxybenzoic acid, 9 mgr. (per 50 c.c.) dichloracrylic acid

CHniCCl—0=0 ^ had been added, showed after about a month
CI \OHJ

a quite brown mould layer. Later experiments proved that in nutrient

solutions with 2 7o glucose as source of carbon, under the influence

of 1 7o boric acid likewise mutation occurs.

The three forms from the galactose solution were isolated on

ntalt agar; II and III distinctly gave fewer spores than I, and III

fewer than 11, They were transfei'red to media of tapwater-agar to

which beside 0,05% NH, NO, and 0,05 7„ KH, P0„ 2 7^ galactose

was added. On this plate the appearance of the mutants was different

from that on the malt agar. From this galactose plate I, II, and III

were again transferred to malt agar; the latter ciiltures were used

for the examination of the plastic aequivalent of the carbon, where-

nnlo we return below.

It was clear under the microscope that besides a smaller quantity

of spores, there was also a decrease of colour intensity of these

spoi-es in II and HI, which had become brown instead of black.

The question whether 111 might also be obtained without any spores

1) Compare M. W. Beijerinck, Mutation bei Mikroben, Folia Mici'obiologica,

1912, p. 5.
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at all must be answered negatively, as is shown by the subsequent

experiments.

By starling every time from a single spore, cultures were obtained

which remained identic to the material used for the sowing. If the

mycelium, carefully separated from the sjmrcs was separately sown,
no ditTerence appeared between the ])roduct oi)tained from it and
that from the spores.

Possibly form II is the same as the brown form obtained some
months ago by Frl. Schiemann ^) under the action of kaliumbichromate.

In earlier experiments on the metabolism of Aspergillus n'Kfer

irregularities had been found, which then could not be accounted

for, but which can now be explained by the observed mutations.

In the said experiments it was determined what percentage of the

assimilated quantity of carbon was at a given moment bound in the

body of the mould and what percentage was excreted as carbonic

acid by respiration or otherwise. The first percentage may be called

'Aplastic acquivak'ni" of (he carbon, in accordance with the term

used in researches on the luminous bacteria by Professor Beijerinck -)

whereas the percentage of the carbon which at a given moment is

respirated will be called "respiration aequivalenf.

On a 0,3 "/n paraoxybenzoic acid solution (anorg. food : tapwatcr,

0,05 Vo NH, CI, 0,05 7„ KH,PO„ 0,02 7„MgSO,; t = 32-33°C.)

was found after 45 days a plastic aequivalent of the carbon of 34 7o-

In other cultures likewise on para-oxy benzoic acid and obtained

by inoculation with the said culture, whose plastic aequivalent was

34 7o> this number amounted after 27—28 days respectively to 20
and 16 7,.

As this low^ering of the plastic aequivalent under the influence of

the p-oxybenzoic acid might possibly be ascribed to the above mentioned

mutation the question arose: Do forms I, II, and III quantitatively

difFer considerably in their metabolism?

The experiments resumed in Table II prove that this is really

the case.

The ditTerences are, as we see, enormous and they sufficiently

explain the described irregularities.

By this method we are thus enabled to conclude to mutation even

then when visible external diiferences between the cultures are

wanting.

Likewise as for the mutation of Penicillium glaucum we see in

1) Ber. d. Deulsch. Bot. Gesell. 1912 Heft 2, 28 Marz. •

2) Aliment photogene et plastique. Archives Neerlandaises, T. 24, p. 1 1891.
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TABLE II.

200 cc. ERLENMEiJER-flasks of Jenaglass with "50 cc. tapwater, in which 0.05% NH^Cl

0,05 o'o KH. P0„ 0,02% MgSO^ and 150 mgr. para-oxybenzoic acid,

temperature about 32°— 33°.
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Anatomy. — ''On tlte external nose of Primates" . By G P. Frets.

(Communicated by Prof. Dr. L. Bolk;.

The distinction of monkeys into Pialyrrhini and Catarrliini is

of ancient date and generally adopted. It seems to be Htllc known
by whom this distinction has first been made, in the .systematical

works at least the name is not mentioned. The object of the present

communication is to premise the description of this classification, as

it has been given by Buffon and E. Geoffroy St. Hilatre and

amended by Is. Geoffroy St. Hilaire, and to test by this formnlar-

ization the result of an investigation I have made.

About 1765 BuFFON was the first to use the external nose as a

systematic characteristic for the classification of monkeys, which

coincides with their geographical dispersion over the two continents ^j.

He writes-.-) "les singes de I'ancien continent ont la oloison des

narines etroite, et ces memes narines sont ouveries au-dessous du

nez comme celles de I'homme" and "les singes du nouveau monde
ont tous la cloison des narines fort epaisse, les narines onvertes sur

les cotes du nez et non pas en dessous."

In 1812 Et. Geoffroy St. Hilaire') divides the monkeys in his

Tableau des Quadrumanes into catarrhinins, catharrini or monkeys

of the Old World and piatyrrhinins, plathyrrhini or American monkeys.

He borrows Buffon's description and adds to it, that with catarrhine

monkeys the nose-bones dissolve before the shedding of the teeth

(p. 86) whilst with platyrrhines the suture between these bones

disappears only at i\ later age. Later French authors sometimes

bring out still more distinctly that the characteristic has been derived

from the external nose. So Desmarest ""j writes : "les singes catarrhinins

ou singes de I'ancien monde (ont les) narines rapprocliees I'une de

I'autre" and "les singes piatyrrhinins ou singes du nouveau continent

(ont les) narines ecartees Tune de I'autre". In the same way G. Clvier

(ed. 1829 I p. 99)F. Cuvier'), deBlaitsville"), P. Gewais'), Brocac«).

1) Compare Is. G. St. Hilaire, Mem. du Museum, T. 17, p 129; J 828.

2) Buffon, Oeuvres completes; ed. 1837 IV, 2, p. 687, 1,

3) E. G. St. Hilaire, Annales du Museum, T. 19, 1812.

*) Desmaeest, Mammologie 1, Parlie, p. 80, Paris.

^) G St. Hilaire el F. Cuviee, Hist. Nat. des Mammiferes, T. 1, Paris 1824.

^j DE Blainville, Osteograpliie des Mammiferes, T. ], p. G, Paris 1839—64.

'^) P. Gervais, Hist. nat. des Mammiferes, p. 8 and p. 113, Paris 1854.

s) Brocac, L'Ordre des Primates, Mem. d'Anlhropologie, T. Ill, p. 11, 1877.
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Likewise Schi.egel^). Less exact descriptions are given by Giebel'),

Glaus =>), and M. Weber*).

In order to preclude incorrect representations, it is necessary to

premise that the cla&sitication of monkeys into Catarrhini and Platyr-

rhini is based on external distinctive features namely" on the distance

and the location of the nostrils. Catarrhini or monkeys of the Old

World are monkeys with small distantia internarina and nostrils

turned downward, Platyrj-hini or monkeys of the New World have

a large distantia internarina and nostrils turned sideways.

Isidore Geopfroy St. Hieairk *) takes the classitication of Buffon

and of his father as point of issue for his investigations. He comes

however to the conclusion that the distinction of monkeys according

to their external nose, without more, does not coincide with their

geographical dispersion over the two continents. According to him

Eriodes, Lagothrix and Nyctipithecus, all of them American monkeys,

agree, with regard to their nostrils, almost entirely with the monkeys

of the Old World ; on the other hand Semnopithccus and especially

Miopithecus come very near up to the monkeys of the New World.

Is. G. St. Hilaire therefore proposes the following compromise : "II

est permis de conserver a ces caracteres toute leur generalite, a la

condition d'en modifier I'expression, la cloison internasale etant tou-

jours mince on mediocrement epaisse jamais large chez les Singes

de I'Ancien Monde, a cpielque tribu qu'ils appartiennent; large ou

mediocrement epaisse, jamais mince chez les Singes americains.

I have controlled this view by a great number of individuals,

in my opinion it is not correct ; when examining many monkeys,

we see that the external nose of Platyrrhini with "la cloison inter-

nasale mediocrement epaisse" can always be distinguished from

Catarrhini with a similar distantia internarina. It is true that it is

difficult to express this ditference in a single sentence.

Let us first pass under review the shape of the external nose of

typical representatives of the two groups. The different species of

Cebus have all a large distantia internarina and nostrils turned side-

ways; between these lies a superficial fossa internarina. The nostrils

are rather wide oval, the oral part is the wider; from above and

medial the processus naviculares of the maxilloturdinale penetrate

1) H. ScHLEGEL, Museum d'Histoire naturelle, p. 3 and 4, Leyden 1876.

2) GiEBEL, Die Saugeliere, 1859, S. 1025.

») Glaus. Lehrbiich der Zoologie, 3 Aufl. II, S. 1199, 1876.

•*) M. Weber, Die Saugetiere, Jena 1904, p. 771 and 776.

6) Is. G. St. Hilaire, Extr. d'Archives du Museum d'Hist. nat. T. 2, p. 6 and

p. 39, Paris.
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into them. Consequently the opening of llie nose is kidney -shai)ed,

with the convexity to the outside. Tlie cartilaginous nose consists of

the two cai'tilagines alares cand the carlilago triangularis. The caitilago

alaris is a rather broad, shell-shaped cartiUige bkide, surrounding the

nostril at the top, medially and orally. The dorsal, lateral angle of

the cartilago alaris is continued in the processus navicularis. If we
prepare the median parietis of the carlt. alares separately aud sj)read

them out, we can follow the downward extremity of the cartilago

triangularis that is continued in the foremost edge of the septum.

The septum does not protrude free from between the cartt. alares. The
proportions of Chrysothrix aud Hapalc are exactly like those of Cebus.

The form and composition of the cartilaginous nose of Plathyrrhini

can easily be derived from its form in the embryo. There it is the

uninterrupted continuation of the internal nose, its frontal ter-mination.

The septum is gradually transformed into two cartilaginous blades,

which at the top medially and orally limit the nostrils. In older

foetal stages both the cartt. alares and the cartilago triangularis take

their origin from these blades.

The slight prominence of the nose of Platyrrhini (Desmahest) is

caused by a slight protuberance of the region of each nostril separately.

By their boundary the nostrils are more independent aud wider

open than those of Catarrhines; the cartt. alares are thicker. There

is a sharp oral boundary of the nostril with regard to the upper-lip.

The external nose of Catharrini, as e.g. of Macacus, M, sinicus,

M. rhesus is characterized by a small distantia internarina and down-

ward directed nostrils. Instead of a fossa internarina a sulcus

interalaris is often found here. The nostrils are in the direction of the

lips not separated from these. They lie at the distal end of the cartt.

alares and are enclosed by the latter only medially and not at the

inferior side; therefore there is, between the two nostrils, a free

duplicature of the skin, a septum mobile, that extends more or less on

the upper-lip and forms here a slight protuberance. In the septum

mobile a projecting part of the cartilago alaris, crus medi ale, extends;

I found this likewise in microscopic preparations of the full-grown

nose. The I'egion of the cartt. alares is often a little arched, as if

it were inflated. The nostrils are narrow oval and long, the two

rims almost touch each other, also on account of the thinness and

flabbiness of the cartt. alares. Medially the beginning of the processus

navicularis arches into the opening of the nose from the maxillotur-

binale, which originates from the upper part of the cartt. alares.

The cartt. alares are narrower and less curved than those of Platyr-

rhini; they run pretty well parallel. The sulcus supraseptalis
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terminates in the cartilage triangularis. If one prepares the cartt.

alares separately, and spreads them out, one sees that the cartilago

triangularis extends between them as front edge of the septum nasi

and protrudes a little to the front. Cercopitheci of which I examined

several specimens are of exactly the same structure as these described

Macacus.

If now types with a distantia internarina "mediocrement epaisse"

are compared with these two types, one sees that the American

monkey always represents the platyi-rhine type, the monkey of the

Old World always the cathyrrine type. Is. Geoffkoy St. Hilaire

mentions Semnopitltecus and Miopitecus (talapoin) as monkeys of the

Old World with a rather large distantia internarina. In Semnopithecus

namely in a specimen of Lophopithecus mehlophos (s. Semnophitecus

melalophos) I found the greatest distantia internarina of monkeys of

the Old World. In the mentioned Lophopithecus this distance was

0.6 cm., over against 0.55 cm. in an A teles, to be mentioned

by-and-by. Yet one recognizes by the prominence of the whole nose,

by the absence of the separation of the iiostrils with regard to the

upper-lip, by their regular narrow oval shape the catarrhine nose. On the

other hand the nose of an examined Ateles grisescens wiihsuWdiiSinWdL

internarina of 0.55 cm., with the sharply limited nostrils opening

spontaneously indicates the^ platyrrhine monkey. The physiognomy

of jSJyctlpithecus triuirgatus, likewise mentioned by Is. Geoffkoy

St. Hilaire, is greatly different from that of the other Platyrrhini.

The animal has a prominent nose and nostrils directed downward

and sideways. A fossa internarina lies on the inferior part of the

nose. The distance between the upper part of the nose and the rim

of the upperlip is short. The nostrils have for the rest the sharp

limitation of Platyrrhini.

Willi the prepared nose the distinction of the two forms is also

always possible. With Semnopithecus the nostrils do not lie — as

with Macacus — any longer on the oral but on the lateral extremity

of the cartt. alares, they are however not enclosed in a labial direction,

but a little cms mediale extends into the septum mobile. The cartilago

alaris of Platyrrhini is stronger and more curved than that of

Calarrhini.

The shape of the nose in the different tribes of Platyrrhini is

little divergent. Oidy Nyctipithecus forms an exception. With Ateles

the distantia internarina seems to vary considerably. So Is. G. St.

Hilaire mentions Lagothrix Hnmholdti, belonging to the same family,

as a specimen with rather small distantia internaria ; it was not the

case with the specimen that I examined. Of Catarrhini some species
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have a more or less one-sidedlj specialized nose. So with Ci/nocephnlis

(C. porcarins. hamadryas, sphinx, mormon) the nostrils are to the front,

they lie at the oial extremity of the cartt. alares ; these have a cms
mediale. A detailed description of Scmnopithecus nasicus has been
given by Wiedersheim'). With Oolobus (Cursinns, C. Pennanti, C. Kirkii)

the prominent part of the medial rim of the nostril, which extends
inwardly into the processus navicularis of the maxilloturbinale, is

strongly developed
;
the nose is flabby, the medial rim covers almost

the nose-opening. With a Colobus nrsinus the distantia intcrnarina

was "rather large", 0.55 cm. Of Catarrhini the external nose of

SemnopithecLis is least differentiated.

With Cebus the distantia internarina varies between 1,2 and 1,4

cm. ; with Ateles betw^een 0,55 (Ateles grisescens) and 1,15 cm.
;

with Macaciis betw^een 0,15 and 0,3 (1 specimen 0,4) cm. ; with

CercopithecLis between 0,3 and 0,4 cm. ; with Semnopithecus between

0,3 and 0,55 (liOphopithecus melanophos 0,6 cm.).

Anthropoides are catarrhini like man. In the opening of the nose

no Processus navicularis protrudes. Hylohates has entirely the nose

of Catarrhini. The form of the nostrils is lengthened oval, the

medial side however regularly curved ; as no processus navicularis

penetrates into the opening of the nose; the nostrils are not limited

with regard to the upperlip. The flabby cartt. alares possess a

crus mediale, which extends into the septum mobile. In two young
specimens of Simla satyrus I found in the angle cartilago triangularis

a small cartilaginous piece, a cartilago sesamoidea (of the human
anatomy). There is here a vestige of a wing of the nose, the latter

does not contain any cartilage. The oval nostrils lie in the plane of

the face. The external nose of a specimen of a new born human
being which I examined, agrees very much with that of a young

Chimpanzee ; in the latter the nostrils are likewise turned somewhat

downward and to the front. In the new-born and young human
beings the cartilago alaris extends still very regularly into the crus

mediale. Onlj in the full-grown individual the crus mediale passes

with a sharp deflection, angulus pinnalis, into the remaining part of

the cart, alaris, crus laterale. Cartt. alares minores lie in the lateral

continuation of the cartilago alaris fmajor). The wing of the nose

does not contain any cartilage. Cartt. sesaraoideae lie as with Orang

between cart, alaris and cart, triangularis.

For Is. Geoffroy St. Hilaire the result of his comparative examin-

ation — consequently his conclusion, that the gulf between Catar-

i) Zeitschr. f. Morph. und Anthropol. Bd. Ill S. 300.
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rhini and Platyrrhini was almost entirely bridged over both by some

Catarrhini and some Platyrrhini with a middling distantia inter-

narina— was a support for his transformistical conception of the natural

development. This was incorrect, as, I suppose, I have shown : the

external nose of the monkeys of the Old World always differs from

the nose of those of the New World. This fact can be connected

Avith a supposed common descent, if we admit that in a mutation

period of the ancestors, the two forms of the nose came into existence.

Anatomy. — ''On the Jacohson's organ of Primates''. By G. P.

Fkets. (Communicated by Prof. Dr. L. Boi.k).

When examining okler stages of develoj)ment of some platyrrhine

monkeys, Ckrysothric, Cebus, Ateles(?) and Mycetes I always found

a well developed Jacobson's organ. In some of these foetuses I

ascertained the innervation by olfactoriusfibres. In embryos of 40 mm.
of Macacus ci/?ionwh/i(s and Semnopithecus maurus no Jacobson's organ

is extant, but a well-developed basal cartilage, of which (he Jacobson's

cartilage forms a part. Very young embryos of catarrhine monkeys
have always a Jacobson's organ. I made microscopic sections through

the regions of the nose of two fullgrown specimens of Cebus Jiypoleucus.

A well developed Jacobson's organ was extani ^) (Fig. 1). It terminates

in the ductus nasopalatinus. A nerve-bundle (Fig. 1 n. J. o) is in

connection with the mucous membrane. I ascertained in series of

older embryos, as I said before, that the nerve for the Jacobson's

organ belongs to the olfactorius, and consequently I am of opinion

that I may admit, that the nerve found in the full-grown animal is

an olfactorius-bundle. The nerve nasopalatinus of the second branch

of the trigeminus runs through the canalis nasopalatinus and in a

groove between the processus palatinus of the maxilla and the lateral

part of the Jacobson's cartilage (Fig. 1, n.np.). A lamina praeductalis

can be distinguished at the basal cartilage — before the ductus

nasopalatinus — , continuations of which extend to the interior and
to the front. Tlie continuation to the interior and medially is the

Jacobson's cartilage.

Of Catarrhini I examined microscopic sections of the nasal region

of a young Macacus rhesus and a Semnoijitkecus entelhis. In both I

find a well developed basal cartilage ; the Jacobson's organ however
is missing. In Macacus rhesus, of which I examined a hardly inter-

rupted series, a groove separates itself on both sides of the ductus

1) Herzfeld found a Jacobson's organ in Hapale.
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nasopalatinus, which can be followed to a distance of 36 sections of

25 II. and lies nearly on the spot of the entrance of the Jacobson's

Fig. 1.

Gebus liypoleucus. Full-grown. Enlarged 25 X's- J. o. = Jacobson's organ;

>?. J". 0. = nerve for the organ; •/. A*. = Jacobson's cartilage; ??. )?79. = Nerv.

nasopalatinus ; S. n. = Septum nasi ; n. s. = mucous membrane of the

medial parietis of the nose-cavity; gf. s. = mucous membrane of the palate

V = Vomer; m = maxilla : V = Veins.

organ into the ductus nasopalatinus of Platyrrhini. This groove may
be a rudiment of the Jacobson's organ ; in embryos of Catarrh ines

with young cartilage skeleton howe\ er, the Jacobson's organ, which

is then still extant, lies more dorsal.

All the mentioned foetuses of Platyrrhini possess likewise a small

lamina terininalis dividing the hindmost part of the nose-cavity into

a reduced regio olfactoria and a regio respiratoria.

The lamina terminalis is found in all mammals with a well devel-

oped olfactoria organ. It separates in the hindmost part of the

nose-cavity from its lateral parietis, divides the nose-cavity into two

parts situated the one above the other, and fuses with the vomer.
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The independent regio olfactoria, formed in this waj, which contains

the olfactoria-conchae, terminates at the end blind against the frontal

part of the praesphenoid.

In an almost fullgrown specimen of Ateles ater I found likewise

an independent regio olfactoria, half a centimeter deep ; it is also

extant botli in a mnseumpi-eparafion of Cebus fatuellus (Fig. 2) and

in a specimen of Hapale jacchus which I prepared myself.

OX

'ml'

Fis. 2.

Cebus fatuellus. Museum-preparation 1906. N. 3. Frontal dish from the

hindmost part of the nose-cavity, seen from behind. Enlarged ^/^ X V4-

I. cr. = lamina cribrosa ; G = palata ; U = lamina terminalis ; v. r. = its

free rim to the front ; r.o. — regio olfactoria ; r. r. = regio respiratoria

;

mt = maxilloturbinale ; cm. = concha media; f.c.a. = fossa cerebri anterior;

S. fr. = sinus frontalis, s.m = sinus maxillaris ;o.f.^= os frontale •,o.z.=

OS zygomaticum ; m = maxilla.

Among Catarrhini embryos of Semnopitheciis do not show a vestige

of lamina terminalis. Neither does an embryo of 47 mm. of J/acacw5

cynomolgus do so ; in younger Macacus-embryos I fonnd sometimes

a very little independent regio olfactoria. Nor has a young specimen

of Semnopitliecus entellus a vestige of lamina terminalis ; a young

animal with a shedding dental system of Macacus sinicus possesses

on the frontal parietis of the praesphenoid a little protuberance, a

last remainder of the lamina terminalis.

So we see, that in Platyrrhini a Jacobson's organ is extant

and a reduced independent regio olfactoria, whilst in Catarrhines

both are missing. Consequently the question presents itself whether

this fact can give any information about the signification of the

Jacobson's organ. By cauterisation of the organ of a cat and
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some rabbits v. Mihalcovics ') has tried to discover tlie function

;

the animals continued to live in the same way. Here, willi the

monkeys, nature has made the experiment: Plathyrrini have a
Jaoobson's organ, Catarrhini miss it. No communication is known
to me tiiat, e. g. in taking their food, Platyrrliini behave differently

from Catarrhini. In the latter a compensation-apparatus for the

missing Jacobson's organ might e.xist. The hypothesis about the

signification of the Jacobson's organ, most generally defended, is that

it might be of use as a smelling organ in the mouth by tasting

food (vide e.g. Weber 'j p. 153). If this hypothesis were correct,

it would be possible to indicate in Catarrhini the compensation

apparatus. In makrosmatical mammals the regio olfactoria is separated

from the regio respiratoria by the lamina lerminalis. This is not the

case with Catarrhini ; here the cavity of the mouth is -in much
better connection with the olfactory region by means of the lamina

terminalis, consequently a separate organ of smell communicating

with the month cavity through the canales incisivi is not so much
required, and therefore the loss of the Jacobson's organ might

be compensated by the disappearance of the secluded independent

regio olfactoria.

Herzfeld ') however communicates a fact which is very unfavoura-

ble to the above mentioned hypothesis. According to this author

horse, ass, giraffe, and camel possess a Jacobson's organ, but no duc-

tus incisivus communicating with the mouth-cavity. It is likewise

known, that among Cliiropteres the Jacobson's organ is often missing,

— this holds e. g. for Pteropus (Herzfeld, Zuckerkandl *) — whilst

the preparation of this animal shows that it possesses a capacious

independent regio olfactoria.

In virtue of these facts I am of opinion that in the simultaneous

disappeanxnce of the Jacobson's organ and the independent regio

olfactoria in Catarrhini, and the continued existence of both in a

reduced form in Platyrrhini, we must see a parallel phenomenon,

an indication of the general reductioji of the olfactory organ.

1) V. V. Mihalcovics. Anatomische Hefte. XI Band, S. 78, 1898.

2) M. Webee. Die Saugetiere, 1904.

3) P. Herzfeld, Zoologische Jahrbiicher, 3 Bd., S. 551.

*) E. ZucKERKANDL. Sltzungsberichte. Wien. Bd. 117. Math. phys. Gl.
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Physics. — "The magneto-optic KEHR-eJfect in ferromagnetic com-

pounds and metals." III. By Pierre Martin of Geneva. Com-
munication from the BosscHA-Laboratorj). (Communicated bj

Prof. H. DU Bois).

The purpose of the following work was the extension of the

investigations of Loria ') on the magneto-optical properties of the

newlj obtained ferromagnetic compounds and alloys. I limited myself

to the determination of the dispersion of different manganese and

iron compounds, and to a repetition of the measurements for the

case of the three chief metals. The literature has been fully discussed

by LoRiA so that it is not necessary to introduce it here ; his experi-

mental arrangement has been again adopted, for a description of

which I may therefore refer to his publication. The direct vision

monochroraator, with high illuminating power, was subjected to a

new calibration. Throughout, pole end-pieces (V) with rectangular

bore were used, the profile of which (2,5 X '^ mm-) was nearly

always exceeded by the size of the mirrors : the latter were irregu-

larly shaped and fixed by means of plaster of Paris.

As a simple relation between the optical constants and the disper-

sion curve was sought for in vain by Loria, 1 have not on this

occasion determined the former. In general, for my specimens the

extinction was good and consequently the ellipticity only very slight;

considering the very small rotations in most cases, its determination

appeared as yet scarcely possible of execution although certainly to

be desired.

Materials investigated.

Manganese compounds. "Mn 65, Sn 35" = Mn^Sn, and "Mn 35,

Sb 65" =i Mn Sb nearly, were very kindly given to me for investigation

by Prof. Tammann. The relations between the amounts of the metals

combined together correspond, according to Honda, to the most

ferromagnetic compound or alloy respectively "). Besides these, I

investigated a specimen of Mn Sb and Mn B from Prof. Wedekinj)

and also Mn Bi from Dr. Hilpert. The metal manganese was found

inactive by Loria.

Iron compounds. A piece of a carbon alloy consisting substantially

of cementite (Fe, C) was kindly prepared for me by Dr. Hilpert.

For normal pyrrhotine (Fe. Sg) I am indebted to Prof. P. Weiss of

Ziirich. In addition to these compact magnetic pyrite and amorphous

^) Stanislaw Loria. These Proceedings Vol. 12, p. 835 and Vol. 14, p. 970.

3) KoTARo Honda. Ann. der Phys. 32, p. 1003, 1910.
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iron sulphide from llie luboraloi'}' collection were iiivestif^aled. A

piece of cerium-iron was also subjected to oliservniion.

}f('tals. For electrolytic iron and also for |)ure cobalt and nickel I

am again indebted to Prof. Wr,iss '), who has investigated their

saturation values of magnetisation.

The dispersion of the KKiiii-efrect in the nielal> has l>een moreover

previously deterinined by du Bois *).

I beg here to express my best thanks to those gentlemen who
have assisted uje by suj)plying the materials.

In the following tables are given : /^, the wave-length of t lie observed

light in nn. A, the double rotation as observed in mm. on the scale

after reversal of the current, s, tlie simple i-otation in minutes, ±fff,

the mean error in minutes and percent respectively. X the numl)er

of readings taken for each direction of the current.

Manganese compounhs.

Manganese boricle ') (Mn B). In this case, my attempts to observe

any rotation gave but negative results. Although the material was

porous and on that account the raij-ror not very bright I was able

to convince myself that if a rotation existed it was less than 0,3'.

Manganese-tin. (Mn 65,- Sn 35 =: Mn^ Sn). The dispersion cni-\e

here remains entirely in the region of negative values (Fig. 1). The

1*^0 ',;')

Fis;. 1.

curve, which in the violet falls rather steeply, reaches a numerical

minimum in the blue and then gradually rises again. The rotation

always remains of a small order as one would ex[)ect from con-

sidering the small magnetisability of the material.

Two mirrors on the same piece, obtained by grinding at right

angles to one another, gave results in good agreement as is shown

by tables J and 2.

') P. Weiss, Journ. de Physique (4), 9, p. 373, 1910.

2) H. Lu Bois, Wied. Ann. 39, p. 25, 1890. Phil. Mag. (5) 29 p. 253, 1890.

^) E. Wedekind. Zeitsdii-. fiir Physik. Chcmie 66, p. 611, 1909.

10

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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^=/0)

TABLE 1.

Mn^Sn. (saturated) Tammann

N
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iimiiericallv liigliest point in ilio Itlue-i^reen and then Ceil steeply in

the green piissing throngii a miniinuni at ahont 580 /j»i ; it (hen

slowly increased again as it approaeiied the led (Fig. 2).

TABLE 3.

=/{') A/n56 (saturated) Tammann

A^
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Mangane.^e-hlsmathide^) (MnBi). The rotation, which was negative at

both ends of the spectrum (Fig 3), reached a positive maximum at

530fi.u. Points of inversion were found at 468 /j/i and 617 ft/i.

AUhough the mirror was not very bright I was yet able to measure

the rotation fairly accurately in spite of its small amount.

7^= 1(30 wo

TABLE 5.

=-=/(')
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strong negative rotation iuiving a numerical maxinuun in the violet

and indicating a decrease towards the ultra-violet. It falls steeply in

the blue regioji until the green or yellow-green is i-eached and then

increases again towards the red. The carhon atom of the carbide

accordingly produces a considerable change in the dispersion cui-vc,

compared with that of pui-e iron (table 12). Four of the curves are

represented in fig. 4 and tab. 6 to 9. The two other places gave a

smaller rotation. A consideration of the etched figures on the surlace

show that a l)etter agreement for such a complicated structure can

jiardl}' be expected. On this account the investigation of alloys appears

altogether more difficult than in the case of well defined compounds.

I|30 1,50

= /(')

TABLE 6.

Iron carbide (saturated) HiLPERT

A^
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TABLE 7.

A' ;(y/^) Zl (mm) -:(min.) + 0=

0,10 = 0,40

0,05 = 0,2 „

0,07 = 0,3 „

0,05 = 02 „

0,02 = 0,1,,

0,02 = 0,1,,

0,04 = 0,2 „

A^ ) (,««) L (mm) s (min.)

TABLE 9.

+

25
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Normal Pyrrhotine (Fe.S, = (FeS). Fe.S,, from Morro Vclho, brazil,.

The piece, with which I made my measurements was polisijeil, in

the first case, parallel to the magnetic plane ami in the second case

in a plane normal to this aiid to the direction of easiest magnetisation ').

The first mirror, as was to be expected, showed no rotation whatsoe\er.

On the second surface however a positive rotation of (he or«ler

of one miiuite was to be observed for the whole region of the

spectrum. Even at the ends of the spectrum no indication of an

inflection in the dispersion curve could be found : (perhaps a trace

of an increase in the violet). I repeated tiie same measurements

thereupon more accurately, the slit of the monoehromator l)eing

widened, using a brighter yellow and blue illiimiuatiou. The field here

amounted to at least 12 kgs.

TABLE 10.

£=/{') Normal Pyrrhotine (saturated) Weiss

A^
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no effect ; this was irregular and moreover parallel to the magnetic plane.

In the present work, as in the case of pyrrhotine, a .mirror was

oiitained by grinding, normal to the above. It gave a small positive

rotation of some tenths of a minute.

Amorphous iron sulphide (Fe S). This substance, which is not ferro-

magnetic, was also investigated by du Bois 1. c. in 1889! The same

mirror now also gave a negative result. Should a rotation exist, it

must be smaller than 0,3'.

Cerium-iron. The dispersion in the case of pyropliorous cerium-

iron of unknown composition exhibited nothing exceptional. The

rotation increased a little on passing from violet to red. The material

was not quite saturated.

'- =/(>)

TABLE 11.

Cerium-iron (nearly saturated)

N
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Metals.

Iron (electrolytic). The dispersion curve remains throughout in the

negative region, numerically increasing from violet to red with an

indication of a minimum in the ultraviolet. The iron investigated by

DU Bois, loc. cit., showed a dispersion of a similar but more marked

character. The material was not saturated.

Cobalt. The curve showed a flat numerical minimum in the blue-

green near 530 mi. Otherwise there is nothing parlirular to be

noticed. In the case of the impure cobalt investigated by DU Bois the

minimum was even less marked.

^=/(>)

TABLE 13.

Cobalt (unsaturated) Weiss

A^
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Physics. — "The effect of temperature and transverse magnetisation

on the resistance of graphite." Bj Datid E. Roberts. (Com-

municated by Prof. H. E. J. G. du Bois).

The investigations of GruiNmach and Wkidert'), Patterson') and

otiiers on the effect of transxerse magnetisation on electrical resistance

show that paramagnetic and diamagnetic metals exhibit an increase

of resistance when magnetised, while the three ferromagnetic metals,

at least in sufficiently strong transverse fields, show a decrease.

Although as yet no simple relation may be given between the order

of magnitude of this effect and the corresponding magnetic suscep-

tibility, it may be noticed that the effect increases in the ratio of

one to a hundred as we pass from paramagnetic tantalium to dia-

magnetic cadmium and suddenly again a thousandfold as we pass on

to bismuth. This element, as is well known, possesses rather a high

diamagnetic specific susceptibility (— 1,40.10-^). Soon after Morris

Owen') found Ceylon graphite to show the highest value 3 et observed,

Di'. W. J. DE Haas was led, by analogy, to anticipate that graphite

might exhibit a variation of resistance of an even higher order when

magnetised and suggested to me to search for the effect. The

preliminary experiments *) performed with powdered graphite pressed

into a thin plate, with irregularly shaped pieces and with ordinary

pencils amply satisfied expectation and justified an extended investi-

gation of the phenomenon.

Well defined crystals of graphite are exceedingly rare and could

not be procured ; the ordinary material occurs in lamellar agglome-

rations, cleavable with great ease along surfaces parallel to t lie base

of the hexagonal system. From a chemical point of view the structure

is possibly very complicated; graphite is generally considered, above

372°, the most stable of the three allotropic carbon modifications.

The conductivity for heat of this substance has lately been studied

by KoENiGSBERGER and Weiss ^). The resistivity as formerly determined

by several observers ") is as follows

:

1) L. Grunmach and F. Weidekt, Ann, der Phys. 22 p. 141, 1907.

2) J Patterson, Phil. Mag. (6) 3 p. 643, 1902.

>) Morris Owen, Yersl. Afd. Naluiuk. 20 p. 673, 1911. Ann. dcr Physik. 37

p. 657, 19112.

•^) When magnetised transversely in a field of 20 kilogauss, the compressed

powdeied Ceylon graphite gave an increase in resistance of 52 % ; an irregularly

shaped piece gave 219"Vo; H^ and 5B pencils by A. W. Faber gave only 3'Vo

increase.

5) J. Koeningsberger and J. Weiss, Ann. der Physik. 35 p. 27, 1911. Verb. d.

Deutsch. physik. Ges. 14 p. 9, 1912.

0) See Ilandb. dcr Anorg. Chemie 3 (2 Abtl.) p. 54, 1909.
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Graphite from Ceylon at 0° 12.10—^ ohm per cm^

„ Siberia „ „
j

J1.10-* „

„ Greenland „ 15^
I 4.10-* „

The best of my samples gave a resistivity as small as 0,5.10-*,

i.e. roughly about half that of mercury (0,96.10-^ at 18°): tiiis in-

creased with rise of temperature by about 0,001 per degi-ee. The
resistivity of amorphous carbon has always been found to be much
larger and is well-known to decrease with rise of temperature; the

coefficient diminishes, however, as the transformation into the graphitic

modification proceeds^), although it has never been observed to

change its sign.

With regard to the effect of magnetisation Patterson 1. c. found

the resistance of a glow-lamp filament to increase by 0,027 percent

in a transverse field of 25 kilogauss. According to Clay -) the resis-

tivity of such a filament decreases by 24 "/„ on heating from — 255°

to 0°. Laws ') has investigated the effect for transverse magnetisation

of glow-lamp filaments, pencils and graphite without finding it to

be of a high order. He found, at ordinary temperatures, the increase

of resistance of the graphite in a field of 11 kilogauss to be about

1 7o of the resistance when outside the field, while at the temperatui-e

of liquid air the effect was increased threefold. Within this small

range the increase of resistance was found proportional to the square

of the field and between the temperatures 18° and —186° in\ersely

proportional to the absolute temperature. As will be seen these results

are not in agreement with those found in the present research.

Experimental arrangement.

The specimens most used in this in\estigation were prepared from

the same Ceylon graphite as that used by Owen in his researches

on its thermo-magnetic properties; a chemical analysis has not yet

been made. Short rectangular pieces '7—10 ram. long, 1—2 mm.
wide and 0,1—0,5 mm. thick) were obtained by careful cleavage

and those selected for investigation which appeared of most pro-

nounced and uniform crystalline structure. For the determination of

the effect of transverse magnetisation they were, in general, supported

in the magnetic field so that the cleavage planes w^ere perpendicular

to the field i. e. the crystallic axis was parallel to the lines of force.

On supporting the pieces freely in a magnetic field it was observed

1) See Handb der Physik 4 p. 380, 1905. G. Wiedemann, Elektrizitat, 1 p. 539,

1885.

-) J. Clay. Dissert., Leiden 1908.

3) S. G. Laws. Phil. Mag. (6) 19, p. 691, 1910 ; his graphite was obtained from

the Morgan Grucible Co., London.
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that thej moved so that the crystallic axis set itself perpendicular

to the field, this axis thus coinciding with the direction of maxinnm
diamagnetic specific susceptibilitv, which according to Owen may
reach — 15 millionths.

The magnetic field of the latest large type model of the du Bois

half-ring electromagnet was used. To obtain the higher fields at

ordinary temperatures special prism-shaped pole end-pieces were

used — 13 mm. long and 1,2 mm. wide. — With these end-pieces

(0,7 mm. apart) and a pair of extra polar coils a field of 50 kilogauss

could be easily attained. For observations at low and high temperatures

the same arrangement was used as that adopted by du Bois and

Wills in conjunction with the large type electromagnet ^). The

magnetic fields were measured by means of an exploring coil and a

ballistic galvanometer") in the usual way. It was assumed provision-

ally that the fields were appreciably the same at all the tempera-

tures used for a given current through the electromagnet.

The resistance of the graphite specimens, both in and out of the

field, was determined by a potentiometer method'), being compared

directl}' with known resistances (0,1—1,0 ohm). The current through

the graphite during a series of measurements was varied between

2 and 0,5 milliamperes according to its resistance. In order to

eliminate thermo-electric junction effects the cui-rent in the main

circuit as well as the potentiometer connections were successively

reversed. The changes of resistance involved being considerable it

was found necessary to adjust the sensitiveness of the potentiometer

arrangement during a single series of readings; this was initially

sufficient to detect differences of Vioooo ohm. Small irregular variations

in the resistance of a particular specimen were observed after it was

subjected to the action of magnetic fields or to widely different

tenjperatures. This change, how^ever, amounted in general to less

than 17o- Through the kindness of Dr. Hoffmann the resistance of

specimen G. 15 — that used in the experiments at different tempera-

tures — was re-determined at 18° in the Phys. Techn. Reichsanstalt

by means of Diesselhorst's "compensation apparatus" *) and a

differential galvanometer; good agreement was found. Some of

the preliminary measurements had been made with Wheatstone's

bridge method and, when repeated potentiometrically, practically the

same results were obtained.

1) H DU BoTs. Ztschr. fur Instr.kunde 31, p. 362, 1911.

~) H. DU Bois. The magnetic circuit in theory and practice, p. 300, London 1896.

3) F. KoHLRAuscH, Prakt. Physik. 11 Aufluge p. 422, 1910.

*) H. DiEssELHORST, ZcUschr. fur Instr.kunde. 26 pp 173, 297, 1906; 28 pp. 1,

38, 1908.
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Experiments at ordinary temperature [IS*^].

About twenty specimens of Ceylou graphite were investigated,

which all gave variations of resistance of a high order, the increase

of resistance in a field of 20 kiloganss varying however between
300 and oOOV^ of the resistance in zero field. Considering the

difTiculty of obtaining specimens of graphite of definite crystalline

structure an<l having regard to the impurities occurring in the natural

substance these variations in the magnitude of the efiect are not

surprizing. About five specimens, which gave a variation of resistance

of greatest order were investigated mo'-e particularly; by analogy

with the well-known behaviour of more or less pure bismuth ^) the

assumption appeared justifiable that these were more likely to be

pure and perhaps of more uniform crystalline structure. Some of the

specimens were supported free between thin mica or glass plates;

when imbedded in sodium silicate, collodion or Canada balsam allowed

afterwards to solidify they did not experience any change in the

magnitude of their increase of resistance in the magnetic field, thus

eliminating any doubts that the effects were due to bodily strains

in the graphite. In the final experiments at different temperatures

the graphite pieces were supported by fine flexible wires between

thin mica plates so as to avoid any strain due to possible expansion

or contraction. The specim.ens could be mounted with their connections

so that the total thickness amounted to less than 0.7 mm, thus

enabling them to be examined in fields up to 50 kiloganss. Some of

5«f >/

V
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the isothermal curves obtained for different specimens, at 18°, with

the cleavage plane normal to the field, are shown in Fig. 1.

Attempts to identify the ciir\es with such equations as

-r=- + iD + c.r3M- ...

failed ; it w.£is found however that all the curves obtained at ordinary

temperatures could, well within experimental errors, be represented

by the formula

^.=«.+^'^" <^'

where R„ resistance at 0° for ^ = 0,

B, „ „ 0° for Sp = 0,

R\ „ ,,
0° in transverse field .^.

A,7i Constants.

Owing to the difficulty of determining the dimensions of the

specimens it is unfortunately impossible to give their absolute resistivity

with any exactitude.

From equation (1) we have, taking logarithms

R'—R
, ,

log =: loQ A -\- n Log S^

Rq

which can be represented by a straight line, the coordinates being

Ioc/(R'—R)R, and log ^.

The values of Jog{R'—R)R, and % -C\ corresponding to the

curves shown in fig. 1, when plotted were found to lie on straight

lines practically parallel to one another, indicating that n is the

same constant for each of these specimens. In the case of specimen

G. 15 — the one which gave an increase of the greatest order —
equation (1) did not hold as well as for the other specimens although

the mean value of n was the same for this as for the others.

TABLE 1.

Isothermals at 18°

Specimen R.

G. 4

G. 10

G. 11

0.0430 ohm.

0.0792 „

0.0162 „

G. 12
i

0.0430

G. 15 0.0316

R'lRQ = RlR,,-^A^n

1.01 +0.0171 P^l.745

1.01 +0. 0205 r?l.745

1.004 + 0.0162 i;?1.745

1.014 + 0.0188 i;>1.74^

1.02 + 0.0214 l[^1.^45
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The values of .4 and n obtained for the different specimens are

given in Table 1. For each specimen « = 'i.74"^).

A specimen was also prepared for investigation from anothei piece

of Ceylon graphite out of the laboratory collection. This graphite

very easily split up along its cleavage surfaces but pieces of uniform

structure of suital)le form were difficult to obtain. The best piece

I could prepare gave an increase of resistance of only 182''/o in a

field of 20 kiloganss, the resistance out of the field being 0.0427 Ohm.
A piece of graphite from Himbnluwa Ceylon), which was investi-

gated, on the other hand, gave quite different results. The upper

side of this graphite possessed a quite smooth and polished surface

underneath which however it appeared to l)e of a fine granular

structure. A thin piece of this upper layer was remoAed and the

variation of its resistance found when transversely magnetised. An
increase of resistance of 220""„ was observed in a field of 20 Kgs,

the resistance out of the field being 0.0786 ohm. A thin piece removed

from the under side of the same material, and having a high natural

polish on both of its cleavage surfaces gave the anomalous results.

Its resistance outside the field was several hundred ohms and diminished

very rapidly with increase of temperature. In a magnetic field however

no change in its resistance could be observed, while rough experi-

ments indicated that it was apparently paramagnetic ; no test for the

presence of ferroginous impurities was made.

Specimen G 12 was also tested with its cleavage plane parallel

to a transverse field, the crystallic axis being therefore at right

angles to the lines of force. In a field of 26 kgs the value R' R^

was found to be only 1,15 while for the usual position this ratio

is I'cither more than 6. This evidently proves the necessity for very

accurate adjustment of the angle between the crystallic and field

axes -) ; an analogous question is known to arise in the behaviour

of nickel and other ferromagnetic wires.

EXPERDIENTS AT LOW AND HIGH TEMPERATURES.

Observations were taken at temperatures of — 179^, 0°, +18°,

+ 95° and +179°, the field being varied from to 40 kiloganss.

^) Withia the experimental errors the exponent may also be n = ^^ 3 = 1,732

or n = 7/4.

-) The effect of longitudinal magnetisation was also observed. The increase of

resistance involved was found to be independent of the direction of the current

and of the same order as that observed in this last described position. Experiments

are in progress to study the etlect in both these cases at different temperatures.
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The method of measurement was the same as at 18°; the deter-

minations afforded no difficulty, the resistances being quite steady.

At the lower and higher temperatures thermo-electric effects were

sometimes evident but by successive reversals these were eliminated.

It was incidentally observed that these thermo-electric effects — when

occurring at the connections of the graphite and therefore within the

magnetic field — were also influenced by the field ^). Thus in one case

the thermo-electric effect was increased fourfold by a field of 38 kgs. For

all the specimens examined (with the exception of the piece from

Himbuluwa) the resistance of the graphite out of the field was found

to increase with the temperature, the coefficient of increase of resi-

stance being of the order 0,001 per degree. The ordinary temperature

curve i^ = funct. {6) for -^ = is given in Fig. 2 for G15. Very

ReS/STAKCB R /v 0//,'t

t,(i36

TBM?eKATV/.Eff

'^

Fig. 2.

nearly the same type of curve was obtained in the case of specimen

Gil. It is interesting to compare this with the curves obtained by

Kamerlingh Onnes and Nernst "). The temperature during a series

of readings, the graphite being in the field, was determined as

follows. Before commencing, the current required to be sent in the

reverse direction through the magnet to reduce the residual field to

zero, was determined. Then, to measure the temperature, the graphite

1) These effects are being subjected to further detailed investigation.

2) H. Kamerlingh Onnes, Vcrsl. Afd. Nat. 19. p. 1187, 1911. W. Nernst, Sitz.

Ber. Berl. Akad. p. 30G, 1911.
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l>eing in position, this reverse current was set up and the resistance

of the graphite found. The temperature of tlie graphite was then

(Ie(hieed from the temperature curve (-0 = 0) Cv^. 2. Owing to the

diflic'ulty of exactly getting rid of the residual field without setting

up a Held in the opposite direction, and on account of the small

change of resistance with temperature, this method of determining

the temperature does not seem to be susceptible of great accuracy.

The isothermals at low and high temperatures were determined for

Gil and G 15. Except for the difference in the magnitude of the

changes of resistance concerned similar results were found. The

results obtained with specimen G 15 are shown as isothermal curves

(fig. 3) from which the so-called isopedic curves (.•> = constant) may

TO Z^. ^Jm^

FiK. 3.

easily be deduced. As will be seen, the increase of resistance is

much greater at low temperatures. At the temperature of liquid air

the increase is 9300 V^ for a field of 38,8 kgs, the increase at 18°

being 1250"/,.

The isothermal curves for the lower temperatures cannot be re-

presented by an equation of the form (1); at higher temperatures

this seems to be the case, although more accurate measurements

appear desirable.

11

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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Physics. — "Translation series in line-spectral By T. van Lohuizen.

(Communicated by Prof. P. Zeeman).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1912).

In my preceeding communication I told already how I had suc-

ceeded in discovering series in the spectra of Tin and Antimony by

making use of a model which was the result of a spectral formula

found bv me empirically, which formula was based on the fundamen-

tal thought: "Every series in a line-spectrum of whatever element

can be represented by one and the same curve when the frequen-

cies are considered as function of the parameter, and the curve

refers every time to another system of axes."

I will now show how this fundamental thought may be serviceable

to arrange the series of systems of the different elements in better

order. It is true that some order has already been brought in the

great material of observation ') by the discovery' of numerous

series by Rydberg, Kayser and Runge and others, and recently

particularly by the "Kombinationsprinzip", discovered by Ritz, but

it is exactly this great number of series and combinations that

threatens to destroy the order and bring confusion. If we consult,

e, g. a treatise by Dunz ') which was recently published, we

find there a great quantity of material of obser\'ation arranged

according to Ritz's spectral formula and the "Kombinationsprinzip",

but it appears already very soon that specially for the numerous

combinations the order leaves a good deal to be desired. It is impossible

to have a survey of the matter. That this way of arrangement is

not the only one, is shown by Mogendorff 'j in his communication

on "Summational and differential vibrations in line-spectra", in which

most of the combinations are indicated as summational and differential

vibrations. Though the system is by no means lucid here either,

yet we will for a moment retain the idea of differential vibrations.

Already before Paschen ^) had about the same idea wiien he says:

"Die Linien eiiies Seriensystems sind darstellbar durch eine Anzahl

von Termen, deren Differenzen die Wellenzahlen (bzw. Schwingungs-

zahlen) existierender Linien geben."

The first thought of this sentence is already found in Rydberg,

where he takes the asymptote of the principal series as a special

1) These Proc. p. 31.

-) Cf. Kayser, Handbuch dcr Spectroscopie Bd. V and Exner and Haschek, Die

Speklren der Elemeute bei normalem Druck.

3) Unsere Kenntnisse von den Seriengesetzen der Linienspektra.

») Pioc. Royal Acad. Anisl. Nov. 25, 1911.

5) Jahrbuch dei- Radioaktivilal und Elektronik Bd. 8, Heft 1.
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value of the fraction which occurs in the formula of (lie 2"'' sub-

ordinate series. Lorentz ") too holds the same idea in his theory on

the ZEEMAN-ellecr, where he sa^-s : "In connection with this, it should

also be noticed that, in Rydberg's formulae, every frequency is

presented as the dilFerence between two fundamental ones". A more

independent meaning is assigned to these fractions l»y Hicks"), who
gives them tlie name of "sequences''.

He distinguishes viz. four kinds of them :

1. Principal [P) sequence.

2. Sharp {S) sequence.

3. Diffuse (D) sequence.

4. Fundamental {F) sequence.

In agreement with tlie theory given by Ritz") Hicks expresses himself

as follows ^) :

"It appears, that, whatever the kinetic configuration may be, which

is the source of the vibrations, the light periods depend on the differ-

ence of frequency of two systems each with distinguishing train

of frequences".

In DuNZ ') we find the values of these systems calculated and

indicated as inp, )ns, md, and mLp, in w^hich we recognize Hicks's

sequences, and about which we may notice that when we confine

ourselves to one component, all the series and combinations are

formed from these four "sequences"

.

In the following manner this system may at once be reduced to

order, so that it is easy to survey

:

All the series and combinations may be graphically represented

by one and the same curve, which is subjected to four different

rotations with regard to the original system of axes. All the series

that are represented by curves of equal rotation, belong together

and differ only in asymptote. They may be changed into each othei-

by a translation of the curve parallel to the y-axis. We shall there-

fore call them Translation series. The asymptotes may be found

from a ciu-ve with the same or with another rotation. So every

spectral line is determined by its number on the curve and by the

asymptote of this curve.

Before entering into a fuller explanation by means of the annexed

plate, I should first point out the necessity of the introduction of

1) Theory of Electrons etc. p. 128.

') Phil. Trans. 210 A 1911 p. 57 et seq.

3) Magnetische Atomfelder und Serieuspektren Ann. d. Phys. 25. 1908 p. 660 et seq.

^) 1. c. p. 96.

5) 1. c.

11*
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an all-incliiding notation. Tliis necessity already appears on a cursory

examination of the notations used by Paschen (Ritz's notation),

Hicks (a modified Rydberg notation), and Mogendorff (in the cited

communication), while, as we saw above all three entertain

about the same idea about the differential action. Let us now try

to bring unity in this by considering the thought they have all in

common, viz. that in accordance with Ritz's theory ^) on the magnetic

atomic fields, every spectral line is brought about by the difference

of TWO actions.

So in the notation of every spectral line it should be expressed,

with what member of what two series (sequences) it is related. For

the designation of these series the nomenclature introduced by Hicks*)

is the most convenient, because the notations mp, ms etc. exist al-

ready also with Ritz's formula.

So we distinguish

:

1. Principal series or Px (r = 1 . 2 . 3 . . .)

2. Sharp series or Sx (.u =r 1 . 2 . 3 . . .)

3. Diffuse series or Dx (^ = 1.2.3...)

4. Fundamental series or Fx (.r = 1 . 2 . 3 . . .)

The form of these series is somewhat different for the different

spectral formulae, but yet there is close agreement. The numerators

are the same for all three, (Ritz, Mogendorff-Hicks, and mine),

viz. the universal constant 109f>75,0. The roots from the denomina-

tors are threeterms. The first term of it is the parameter {m or x),

the second a constant [a, p, s, d or n), the coeflicient of the third

term being denoted by {b, .t, j, cf or y). Let us now also bring

agreement in this, and in imitation of Ritz introduce different, but

corresponding symbols for the different series, so for the constant

terms resp. p, s, d, and /, and for the last coefficients resp. jr, o, (f,

and ff.

Then the meaning of Px, Sx etc. will be according to the formulae

of Ritz, {R), of Mogendorff-Hicks (MR), and according to my
formula {L) : (see table p. J 59),

A' may be put here: 1.2.3... The notation, as Ritz introduced

it for the 2"'^ subordinate series (1,5; 2,5; 3,5;...) should be dis-

carded. It makes the matter difficult to survey. Though for some

metals we do get the impression that we have to do with x -f- 0,5 -J-

a certain fraction, this is by no means the case for all, and I

entirely concur with the conclusion of Hicks '), who has inquired

into this matter more closely :

1) 1. c.

-") 1. c.
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R MH

Px =

Sx

Dx =

Fx =

109675.0 109675.0 109675.0

109675.0 i 109675.0 109675.0

109675.0 • 109675.0 109675.0

109675.0 , 109675.0 109675.0

(x+/+i:.; (-+/+tTi
^^+^+^yf

"Also it shows concliLsively that such difference cannot be 0,5,

a supposition, which has suggested the idea tliat tlie P and S are

similar series, P with even numbers and .S' with odd".

About the Fx we may remark that / differs very little from a

whole number, and that </ becomes practically equal to zero. So

the denominators differ very little from 3*, 4^ etc.

After we have ascertained this, the designation of every spectral

line is self-evident. We must, namely express in the designation,

of what two terms of what two series its frequency is the dif-

ference. So the second line of the principal series is represented

by *Si

—

Pn, the whole principal series by S-^
—Pd'. So we njay omit

the sign — for simplicity, and write S^ P^ resp. S.^ Pd\

A priori the following series are possible:

I III IV

Pz Px
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As asymptotes are known up to now P^ and S^, which both also

occur in the Natrium system, which has been drawn on the adjoined

plate. To the Sharp series, as we shall call all the series belonging

to column II, the same thing applies. They too form a translation

group, in which Pi, P^, and P3, occur as asymptotes, with all three

of which we meet again also for the Natrium. The translation group

of the Diffuse series, which all belong to column III has as asymp-

totes: Pj, Pj, P3, Si, and S., the four first-mentioned of which occur

in the Na-spectrum. Column IV contains the Fundamental series, which

have as asymptotes P,, S„ D„ 7), and F,. Only P^, D^ and F,

occur in the Natrium spectrum.

In case one should object to the names of Diffuse and Sharp

Series, because not all the lines of all the diffuse series are diffuse,

and not all those of all the sharp series are sharp, we may also

simply speak of D- resp. >S-series. In this connection I will quote

an expression of Hicks ^)

:

"Regarded from this point of view, w^e may look upon P as

standing for positive, D for difference and S for semi".

To make clear the connection between the old and the new names,

this table may serve: (see p. 161),

If a series is composed of several components, they may be

distinguished by accents, e.g. P^Dx, P^Dx, P^"Dx. In this it is

worthy of note that the different components of the iS-, D-, and P-

series resp. belong to the same translation group. Only for the P-

series it is slightly different. There the asymptote remains the same,

but the curve for the two components has a somewhat different

position. So S^Px, which denotes the 2'"^ component of the principal

series, belongs to the same translation group as P^' P.i', which group

however, differs somewhat from that of the P-series. They occur

both also for Natrium, but have been omitted on the plate for

clearness' sake.

If we examine this plate, we notice first of aW, \.\mt all the recorded

curves ivere drawn of the same pattern curve, which consists of a

thick brass plate, into which according to my data the curve:

109675.0
y ——-,

—
X

has been incited in an exceedingly careful way, so that .i'= l is repre-

sented by a distance of 4 cm., while y^ 10' A—' (A expressed in A.U.)

has been taken so that 1 m.m. " corresponds to a frequency 100.

The other sides of the templet constitute the two axes of the system, on

which the curve has been drawn. Both sides are provided with a

1) 1. c. p. 96.
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New
appellation

Symbol Old appellation or symbol M

Principal
series

(P-series)

Py Px Comb •-)
: 2p — 2>p; Ip — 4p; 2p — op; 2p — 6p; etc.

5| Px Principal series.

Sharp
I Pi Sx ' 2nd Subordinate series,

series P.^ Sx Comb: 3p—\.os; 3p — 2.5s; 3/) — 3.5s.

(S-series) P^ Sx Comb : 4p — 2.5s ; 4p — 3.5s.

Diffuse

series

(D-series)

Pj Dx 1st Subordinate series.

Pn Dx Comb: 3p - 4d; 3p — 5d; 3p — 6d.

Ps Dx C' mb : 4p — \d ; 4p — M.

Sy Dx Comb: \.bs—3d; X.bs — Ad; \.bs — 5d; 1.5s — 6c/.

5 Dx Comb: 3.5s — 3c?.

I

Py Fx Comb : Ip—'np; 2p — b:p; 2p — ^Lp

5i Fx Comb: 1,5s — 6 '/>.

Dy Fx Bergmann series.

D, Fx Comb: Ad— 4 :p; 4d— b : p.

I
N N N

F- Fx Comb: = 4:p: i^,~ -,.
1 " o -^

' 5' 6-

Fundamental

series

(F-series)

vernier one of which corresponds with a division in mm. on a brass

ruler 1 m. long (to be used along the t/-axis), and the other with

a division in 0/1 .i- (=: 4 mm.) on a rectangle also of brass for the

asymptotes. Everything has been executed with the vtniost care in the

B'actory of Scientific Instruments, P. J. Kipp and Sons, J. W. Giltay

succ. Delft.

On the plate we find a system of axes OXYZ, and the YOZ-
plane is turned over to the left. Here the curves:

y = />, y = Pz. y = Sz and y = Dz
have been drawn.

All the i^-curves and i^-asymptotes have been indicated by

p p
"

5 3 5> '-'
J 3 3, /J ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, . _ .

3 3 3 3
-*--' J> 3) -Lr ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, . . . .

1) Cf. Dunz. I.e.

-) This series was called third subordinate series by Saunders before. Proc.

Amer. Acad. 40. p. 439, 1804.
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The four mentioned curves are all four the same, but each in

another position. For ^= 1.2.3 the curve y=iPz, yields the values

Pi, P., Pg, which indicate three P-asymptotes ( ) in the

I^OA'-plane. In the same way the »Si-asymptote ( ), the D^-

asymtote ( ) and the Pj-asymptote ( ) is obtained. In

other spectra D^jS^ Qtc. can also appear as asymptotes. We now

find the following curves in the J'OA'-plane, in which I have now
once more given the meaning in the new and the old nomenclature.

y = S^Px Principal series with ,Si-asymptote. Principal series.

y = P^Sx Sharp

y=P^Dx Diffuse

y=P^Px Principal

y =z P^Fx Fundamental

y = P^Sx Sharp

y = P^Dx Difluse

y = PsSx Sharp

y = P,Dx Diffuse

y = D^Fx Fundamental

y = F^Fx Fundamental

p.
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//VOX-plane. All the series witli casymptotes P^SJ)^ tlieii get into

the plane z = 1, those with asymptotes P,, Z), etc. in the plane

2 = 2 etc.

By means of this plate we can now easily demonstrate, how the

whole system may be built up, when only some spectral lines are

known.

Let us suppose e.g. that 3 lines of the P series with *Si asymptote

aSi Px or Principal series have been observed, then the curve V= S^ Px
can be drawn in the }^OA'-plane and the curve )' =: P; in the VOZ-
plane. The latter yields for z= 1 the asyuiptotes I\, P^, P,, which

may be drawn in the I'OA'-plane. S^^ and P^ being known, the ,S'

series with P^ asymptote (P^ Sx or 2"^ subordinate series) is given

for the greater part (i.e. without the rotation). If one more line is

known of this series, the curve Y= P^ Sx is perfectly determined,

ahd so also the curve Y z= P^ Sx and Y=zP^Sx. If we now draw
the curve Y= Sx in the }"0^-plane, the former yields at once the

asymptotes S^ , -S, etc.

If one line is known of a Ditfuse series, e.g. that with Pj as v rap-

tote (Pi Dx or 1^' subordinate series), then the curve Y =z P^ Dj.

may be drawn in its main features (so without rotation), and it is

perfectly determined by a second line. So all the D series are known,

and all the D asymptotes may be found by drawing the curve

Y =: D: m the FOZ-plane. Now all the asymptotes of the Funda-

mental series are known, so they may all be drawn luithout it being

necessary that one knows one line of it by observation. So the whole

system of series is known through six lines, provided only one com-

ponent be used, as has been expressly stated. We draw attention to

the fact, that this is possible only by the idea of unity, by which

we are guided :

For all the series the curve by which they may be denoted in

the indicated way, is the same.

Besides the easy sun'ey of the whole system of series and the

well-arranged whole, which we owe to this way of considering

the matter, our plate can teach us several things more.

It shows us in what region there are still lines w^anting in the

spectrum, and where endeavours to find new lines have a great

chance of success.

Reversely, if new lines have been found from the experiments

in a certain spectriil region we can by marking their frequencies

on the Z-axis and by drawing lines //A'-axis, determine the points

of intersection of these lines and the traced curves, and see which

of these points of intersection then coincide with the lines .c = 1 . 2 . 3 .
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etc. We know then at once to what series thej belong, and so what

place they occupy in the whole system. If a meeting as discussed

above should not take place for a line, we should consider that the

line may belong to a series for which no other member has been

found as yet for tltat element. Then (he whole system of asymptotes

(P,, P,..., S, ,S,...B,,D,... F,,F,...) should be drawn, after

which the templet should be made to run successively along these

asymptotes, in which way it is easy to find to what asymptote the

considered line belongs. From the A'-translation, which the templet

then has, one can derive at once to wliat translation group the series

belongs. In this way our pattern curve can be very serviceable in

detecting and arranging new lines.

I should like to draw attention to another point. When we draw

the systems of series for the different elements (I have, of course,

only been able to select one for the adjoined plate), all kinds of

different types are found. Gradual changes take place when we

proceed from one element to another in the same column of the

table of Mendelejeff, and also when we pass on to the other columns,

the occurring changes in the type are very great. 1 hope to publish

the results of a more extensive study on these changes later on.

1 will make some remarks about this already here. On the

annexed plate we find e.g. the asymptote >Si of the P series lying

above the P^ asymptote of the S and D series. We also see that

Si Pi is 2^os. and P^ S^ neg. for .^' r= 1. The absolute value of the two

ordinates is the same.

We find the same behaviour in the systems for the other alkali-

metals, and also H, He, and 0. If we compare this with a diagram

of the Thallium system or some other heavy metal, we observe

exactly the reverse. Now the S^ asymptote of the P series lies zmr/^7'

the J\ and P/ asymptotes of the two components of the .S and D
series. Moreover S^ P^ and S^ P/ are now negative and 7\ S^ and

P/ >Si are the same, but positive. I will not enter just now into

other points of difference between the two types. I will only draw

attention to the following points:

As appears from the diagram, the negative freciuencies naturally

occur here. So, as we are here almost compelled by the principle

of continuity, to assume negative frequencies, I consider the objections,

entertained by Mogexdorff ^) against formulae with negative frequen-

cies, entirely unfounded.

In the same way the objection that Mogenuorff -) advances to the

^) Thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam, p. 39.

^) loc. cit. p. 39.
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formula of Ritz lliat (lie snceessioii of tlic lines is irregular, is quile

removed by the introduction of the negative frequencies and the

continuity obtained through it.

Further our plale of tlie Natrium system throws lighl on the so-

called summational and differential sei-ies, discussed by Mogkndorff ').

We find two /^-series in the spectrum of Na, viz. P^ P,c and S^ Rr.

The corresponding terms of (lie two series show the constant dif!e-

rence of frequency S^ P^, \\hicli also represents the fi-equency of

the first term of the P sei-ies with S^ asymptote.

According to ModKNDORFF ') the series P, Pc is now a differential

series of S^ P.v and S^ P^, or as we may briefly write:

S, Px—S, P, = P, Px. .

Such a relation can also be easily shown between other trans-

lation series e. g.

P, Dx—P, P^ = P, Dx.

Here it are the two D series : P^ Db and P^ Dx, of which the

correspojiding terms show^ the constant difference in frequency which

exists betw^een their asymptotes, viz. P^ P^, which is also the 2"^^

term of P, Px ; according to Mogendorff the 1'^' line of the diffe-

rential sei'ies. As appears from the plate, however, (the observed

lines are indicated by 0). this line has not yet been observed, though

it (A 7510) lies in a region very well accessible to observation. So

it will probably have a very slight intensity. That this line would

give rise to a whole series of diff'erential vibrations, seems, indeed,

somewhat strange to me. From the asymptotes of one Translation

group we can write all kinds of constant differences of frequency,

for which a line is often to be found then. In this way we can

indicate the members of one Translation group in all kinds of ways

as summational and diff'erential series. So we get simply here

RiTz's "Kombinationsprinzip",. in somewhat modified form, for which

Paschen ^) has already given a scheme for the Potassium spectrum,

according to which scheme Dunz ^) has calculated the systems of

series for different elements. These systems, however, share the

drawback of Mogendorff's system of being confusing and difficult

to survey, which drawback is entirely removed by the introduction

of the Translation series.

') Summational and differential vibrations in line spectra. Proc. Kon. Akad.

V. Wet. Amsterdam. 25 November 1911 p. 470.

2) 1. c. p. 474.

3) Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitat und Elektronik Bd 8 p. 174. 1911.

^) 1. c. p. 39.
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Chemistry, — "Determinations of the vapour tension of nitrogen

ietroxide". By Dr. F. E. C. Scheffer and J. P. Treub. (Com-

municated by Prof. J. D. Van der Waals).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1912).

1. In a previous treatise ^) we communicated the results of an

inquiry into the vapour tensions of nitrogen tetroxide. In these deter-

minations we made use of a method which iiad been applied before

by different investigators (Ladenburg, Ramsay and Young, Bodenstein,

Johnson and Jackson) in measurements of vapour tensions of substances

whicli could not be brought into contact with mercury. Of the forms

of the manometer proposed by the said investigators we chose that

described by Jackson, because this manometer can be very easily

constructed, and the accuracy which w^e wanted to reach, can be

easily obtained by means of this apparatus. Moreover by means of

this manometer it seemed possible to us to devise a method to determine

the vapour pressures of substances attacking mercury up to the

critical ])ressure. As a sequel to the determinations to three atmos-

pheres given in the preceding [)aper, we shall give a description here

of this method for higher pressure, and state the results which make

the vapour tension line of the nitrogen tetroxide up to the critical

temperature known to us.

2. Critical temperature. Before entering upon the description of

the vapour tension determinations at higher pressure, we will first

mention a determination of the critical temperature, which we did

not carry out with the measurements of the vapour tension, but in

another way independent of these. A thickwalled tube of combustion

glass provided with a capillary constriction was connected by means

of a ground glass junction with the reservoir with nitrogen tetroxide.

After the tube had been evacuated by means of the GAEDE-pump (with

cooling of the nitrogen tetroxide with a carbonic acid alcohol mixture),

and die connection with the pump had been melted off, the tube

was filled by the liquid being distilled over, so that the liquid took

up a volume that was somewhat smaller than half that of the tube.

Then the latter was melted off at the capillary constriction, and

heated in a bath of paraffin oil.

The liquid, which is almost colourless in the neighbourhood of

1) These Proc. Vol. 14, p. 536.
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the melting-point, and has a yellow brownish colour at the (eni-

peratnre of the room, becomes darker with rise of temperature; at

about 50° it is already (hwk brown, and the transparency diminishes

gradually with ascending temperature. The vapour which has a

lighter colour at equal temperature on account of its slighter density,

also gets darker with increasing temperature, so that above 100° the

meniscus between liquid and vai)our can hardh" be distinguished.

Hence the critical phenomenon of this darkbrown liquid and vapour

has not been directly observed. The only value of the critical

temperature recorded in the literature, has, accordingly, not been

determined by an optical, but by another way.

For the determination of the critical temperature Nadejdine ^) made
use of a very ingenious method, which, however, has not yielded

accurate results. A tube was provided with a balance-knife in the

middle so that it could execute regular oscillations round the state

of equilibrium. If now the tube is filled with nitrogen tetroxide,

regular oscillations are impossible, the tube inclines to the side where

the liquid is. With rise of temperature above the critical however,

the tube fills homogeneously, and gets in equilibrium. The tempera-

ture, at which this setting in of the equilibrium takes place, was
considered to be the critical temperature; it amounted to 171,2° C.

We have, however, succeeded in observing the critical phenomenon
directly optically. With incident and transmitted light there is nothing

to be observed of the critical phenomenon in our tubes of about

3 mm. bore (thickness of the wall 3 mm.). Even the use of an arc

lamp did not bring a change. When, however, we threw the light

on the tube (in a bath of paraffin oil), and directed our eye so

that the light that was reflected on the inner wall of the tube, could

reach our eye, we could clearly distinguish the demarcation between

liquid and vapour. In one of ths tubes we saw the meniscus quickly

shift to one of the extremities on rise of temperature, and disappear

suddenly. In another tnbe, the volume of which pretty well agreed

with the critical volume of the filling, the line of demarcation dis-

appeared suddenly about in the middle of the tube. Both tubes

yielded 158,2° C. for the temperature at which the demarcation

between liquid and vapour disappeared. We have repeatedly carried

out these determinations independently of each other; the obtained

values agreed within 0,2"^. So the critical temperature amounts to

158,2°, and accordingly differs considerably from the value given by

Nadejdine.

1) Beibl. 9, 721 (1885).
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3. The vapour tension determinations. The apparatus used by us

for the vapour tension determinations, is represented in fig. 1. The

manometer, which is fused

r

V_7

FiR. 1.

into the tube A, differs from

the one described in our

previous communication onlj

in this that it is more elon-

gated and smaller; the length

of the curved part amounts

to three or four cm., while

the tube A has an external

diameter of 10 mm. and a

length of 22 or 23 cm. The

entire apparatus serving for

the measurements has a length

of about 28 cm. after the

constriction at E has been

melted off. On the outer tube A two marks have been made, so that the

end of the needle is just between the two marks when the internal and

external pressure is the same. The manometer can resist an excess of

pressure of one atmosphere, and can therefore be evacuated ; then the

end of the needle reaches the inner wall of ^4 in some of the apparatus

used by us. The sensitivity reached with this shape of apparatus

varies between Vso ^^^^ Vio atmosphere.

Before the apparatus was filled the reservoir C with the

nitrogen tetroxide was cooled by means of a mixture of carbonic

acid-alcohol, and e\'acuated by means of a GAEDE-pump through D.
Then the constriction D was melted off", and a quantity of nitrogen

tetroxide was distilled over through the L'-tube with phosphorus-

pentoxide into B; for this purpose a cilindrical vessel was placed

round the tube A by means of a cork, which ^•essel could be filled

with alcohol cooled by carbonic acid. When a sufficient quantity of

liquid was distilled over, the apparatus was separated from the filling

apparatus by melting off at E, after the nitrogen tetroxide in B and

C had been brought to — 80°.

We have applied two different methods for the determination of

vapour tensions.

a. For our first determinations we made use of the arrangement

indicated in Fig. 2(2. The apparatus AB was slid into athickwalled

combustion tube, so that it rested on the constriction at C with a

copper spiral, which is not drawn in the figure. At the lower end

of the combustion tube a combustion capillary i) of 3 mm. bore
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and witli a wall of 3 mm. thickness was fused to the apparatus,

which was cemented into a mounting for Caillktet experiments.

Tlie upper end of the combustion tube was fused to by means

of an oxygen gas thime. After evacuation with a water-jet pump
the combustion tube was filled with a glycerin-water mixture, and

screwed into a CAn.T.ETFT-pressure-cylindre filled with the same

liquid. Then a cilindrical glass jacket was put round the combustion

tube by means of a ndiber stopper prepared for high temperatures,

in which jacket different liquids were electrically heated under varying

pressure till they boiled (by means of the heating wire wrapped

;;.A
;

round the tube and drawn in tig. 2a). The i-ubber stopper was

protected against the action of the boiling liquid by a layer of mercury.

The condensation ring of the boiling liquid was always raised to

above the extremity of the combustion tube, the temperature was
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read on an Anschtitzthermometer (which had been compared with a

normal thermometer) the mercnry bulb of which was at a level with

the nitrogen tetroxide.

For the determination of tiie pressure this was regulated by means

of a CAiLLETET-pump iu such a' way that the needle was exactly

between the marks on the tube A, and read on a Schaffer and

BuDENBERG metal manometer gauged by means of a pressure-balance.

The liquids which we have used for heating, were successively

alcohol, toluene, xylol, and aniline ; the bumping was prevented by

a stream of air-bnbbles, which ^vere sucked in through the tube

that passed through the stopper.

The results obtained by this method, will be described in § 4.

The experiments arranged in this wa}' always finished up with an

explosion ; the highest pressure we reached was 67 atmospheres.

The critical pressure, however, lying highei', we were obliged to

have recourse to another method for the determination of the higher

vapour-tensions.

b. In our further experiments we abandoned the use of a com-

bustion tube, and replaced it by a copper tube. In this we had first

of all to face the difliculty to arrange it in such a way that the

reading of the position of the manometer needle was possible. For

this purpose near the end of the tube two transverse tubes were

adjusted, which could be closed by means of perforated screws, one

of which (E) has been drawn in fig. 2b. The hole through these

screws was closed with a glass plate, which was pressed to the tube

by the screw. To make this arrangement tight at high pressure was

at first attended with great difficulties. We tried to reach this by

screwing the glass plates to the tube between rings of leather; it

was, however, impossible to get a sufficient closure in this way.

Then we pressed the plates between plaster of Paris, and betw^een

copper, made soft by being made red-hot, always, however, with a

negative result. After these futile attempts we cemented the plates in

loose steel mountings, and screwed these mountings with copper plates

into the tube. As cement we tried fii-st a mixture of soluble glass,

zinc oxide, and magnesium oxide ; once we succeeded in this way to

obtain a sufticient closure up to 100 atmospheres, generally, however,

the soluble glass showed cracks, which allowed the liquid in the copper

tube to get through on increase of pressure. At last we succeeded

in cementing the glass plates into the steel mounting by means of

an enamel obtained by melting from natrium- and potassium car-

bonate, silicium oxide, and lead oxide. By heating with a Tecluburner

this enamel melted, and entirely filled the narrow opening between
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glass and steel, and continued to close after it had been cooled, up

to a pressure of 150 atmospheres.

Now the apparatus AB was slid into the tube; it rested on the

constriction C bv means of a loose f!;lass tube that tightly lilted in

the copper tube; the length of this tube was chosen so that the end

of the manometer needle was exactly between the two glass plates

in the holes in the screws, so that it was possible to read the

position with an incandescent lamp placed behind it. The narrow

copper tube D, which formed the connection \\ith the Cailletet-

pump, was fastened to the lower end of the copper tube by means
of a screw. Now the tube was quite filled with the glycerin water

solution, and closed at the top with a screw.

So in this way we had obtained an arrangement which could

resist pressures of about 150 atmospheres. It only remained to us

to find a method to heat this copper 'tube to varying temperatures.

We have tried to use an oil- bath for the heating, and to place

the tube in the bath in such a way that the end iji which the glass

plates were, projected above the bath. This was required for the

accurate reading of the needle, and to have at the same time an

opportunity to clean the glass panes when in course of time the

screw^s began to leak a little in consequence of the increase of tem-

perature. This method of heating, however, appeaj-ed to give un-

reliable results in spite of different modifications. It appeared that

the part that projected above the liquid caused a loss of heat,

so that the temperature of the nitrogen tetroxide remained lower

than the temperature in the oil-bath, so that at a definite tempera-

ture always too low pressures were found compared with the

results according to the method a.

At last we were more successful with another quite different

method of heating. The copper tube was quite surrounded by
two tightly fitting spirals of hard lead. Through both these

spirals an oil-stream was passed, so that the two streams ran in

opposite directions; one stream flowed spirally round the tube from

below upwards, the other in the opposite direction. The oil-stream

was obtained by means of a rotating pump worked by an electro-

motor, which pressed the oil from a pan heated by two Tecluburners

through the spirals. The tube and the heating-spirals surrounding it

were first enveloped with thick asbestos cord, and then with a

thick layer of cotton waste to prevent emission of heat as much as

possible; the inlet and exit tubes were isolated in the same wav.
The temperature was read on an Anschiitz thermometer, which

was placed between the spirals and the tube and of which the part

12
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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of tlie sccale that was to be read, was placed behind an opening in

the isolation material. Besides this thermometer opening only two

small apertures were made in the isolation lajer, through which

the two small panes remained visible.

4. Results. The results obtained bj the methods described in the

preceding paragraph, have been collected in Table I. They have

been made with five apparatus; the determinations in the neighbour-

hood of the critical temperature have been carried out with an

apparatus wiiich was about half filled with liquid at the ordinary

temperature, and the volume of which was therefore somewhat

smaller than the critical volume. From our determinations at the

temperatures in the immediate neighbourhood of Tk we have deter-

mined the critical pressure graphically. The extrapolation that is

required for it, can certainfy be executed within the error of one

atmosphere. Yet we think that we must consider the critical pressure

accurate up to two atmospheres. We have namely no perfect certainty

that the observations at the highest temperatures refer to the hetero-

geneous equilibrium. The possibility cannot be entirely excluded that

these observations represent a line in the homogeneous liquid region,

though these determinations yield a practically continuously progressing

curve uiih those at lower temperatures ; if this should be the case,

the deviation from the real vapour-tension curve is so slight, that

the accurate value of the critial pressure could only be found by

means of an extrapolation fornmla, drawn up from observations at

lower temperature. In this, however, we also meet with difficulties,

as then the extrapolation would have to take place over a greater

range of temperature; we return to this extrapolation in a following

paragraph. So we find 100 atmospheres for the critical pressure, in

which we must consider a maximum deviation of two atmospheres

possible. It will, moreover, be difficult to reach a greater accuracy,

as it will not be possible to observe the critical pressure at the

same time with the measurement of the pressure without complicating

the arrangement considerably. Besides this would give rise to new
experimenlal difficulties, because the critical phenomenon in itself

is so very difficult to observe. A manometer which was filled for

about two thirds with liquid, presented a sudden deviation from

the vapour tension line at about 140^ ; the pressure rose abnormally

rapidly (aboTit 6 atm. per degree) with slight rise of temperature,

nuich more rapidly than the vapour tension line, even in the neigh-

bourhood of ihe critical circumstances. So this apparatus is quite

filled ^vith liquid at 140°, and the abnormal rise of pressure was
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TABLE

Method Method

54.25
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It will be clear from llie table and the conesponding graphical

representation (fig. 3) that there is sufficient harmony between the

results obtained by the two methods of observation.

60 80 100 120 140 160 7

Fig. 3.

By way of control of the pressure measurements we have exposed

one of onr manometer tubes, after being opened, in the copper tube

to the same pressures and temperatures as occurred in our deter-

minations. Then it appeared that in none of the observations a

correction was required for a change of the zero position.

5. As for the nitrogen tetroxide we have to do with a substance

which is in dissociation, for which the values of I he degree of the

dissociation appreciably vary both in the liquid state and in the

vapour state corresponding with it — for the vapour we already

gave some values for the degree of dissociation in our preceding

communication — it seemed desirable to calculate the value of/ from

VAN DER Waals's empirical equation with the aid of our observations.

If for this purpose in the equation :

T
-log-z=f——

Pk ^
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-we substitute the values pk = 100 and Tk = 158.2 + 273 = 431.2,

our observations yield values of / varying with the temperature, as

will be clear from the subjoined table II.

TABLE II.

t
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succeeded in getting quantitalive data about the homogeneous equi.

librium by a coloriraetric method, which data accord well with the

determinations from the vapour densities. As the colour of the liquid

and the vapour gets darker and darker towards the critical temperature,

the degree of dissociation will probably be great at Ti-.

In order to get a criterion about the degree of the dissociation

we have calculated the values of a and b from the equation of

state (as the result of a discussion of one of us with prof, van der

Waals). By substitution of 7^. = 431.2 and Pa; = 100, we find:

27 Tk'

64.273^ Pk
— 0,0105 and

1 Tk
b = ^=0,00197.

8.27dPk

Jf to get an approximative estimation we now consider the b as

an additive quantity, we can calculate the theoretical b for NO^
resp. N^Oi from the tables of the ^-values, and compare them with

the values found above.

From the values for nitrogen and oxygen we find in this way
for XO, and X.O, resp, 0,00226 and 0,00452.

Calculation with the aid of the data about nitrogen oxide and

oxygen, resp. nitrogen mon-oxide and oxygen, yields for XO^ and

X\0, 0,00186 and 0,00372, resp. 0;002o6 and 0,00400.

So we draw the conclusion from these values, that the fluid phase

for the critical circumstances consists for by far the greater part of

split molecules.

7. The complex behaviour of the nitrogen tetroxide leads us to

expect an intricate equation for the PT-\me. Caloric data, which

can be of use to us to find the vapour tension equation, are not

sufficiently known. For this we must of course know the heat of

evaporation and the specific lieats along the border-line. The specific

heats which are known, refer to unsaturate vapours as far as the

vapour state is concerned. Accordingly they would have to be corrected

in accordance with the change of the degree of dissociation with the

pressure. The heat of dissociation in the homogeneous vapour is

known pretty accurately, and so this correction might be applied

at those temperatures for which the degree of dissociation in the

saturate vapour is known (see preceding communication Table IV).

The specific heat of the liquid is almost quite unknown. So even if

the heat of evaporation at one temperature were known with sufficient

accuracy, the unknown dependence of the specific heats on the
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temperature would yet render the drawing up of a formula by the

aid of the caloric data impossible.

We will ou\y calculate the value of the lieat of evaporation from

our \apour-teiisioji determinations by the aid of the equation of

Clapeykon, which can only be applied for low pressures, because

the specific volumes along the border line are unknown at higher

pressure. From tlie equation :

dT Vg,,- Vi

we find, neglecting Vi with respect to Vg„s and applying the law

of BoYLE-GaY-LuSSAC :

PV= (1 +.r) RT,

in which x represents the degree of dissociation

(1 4- x) RT'- dP
Q P dT

dP
In order to calculate — we have represented our determinations

dT ^

at low pressure by an empirical formula. By the aid of the data:

t=z - 23,pz=z70m.J/. ;^=:1],0, p = 463 m..!/; «= 48.7. » = 2478 m J/.

from our former communication w^e dci'ive the vtilues n = 1325.6
,

b ^ 3.354 , c = ^ 0.8950 for the constants a, h, and c in the equation

:

a
logp =z — — -j- ft log 2' -|- c

This equation lepresents our observations of the preceding com-

munication very well. It may be remarked here in passing that this

expression can represent the observations at higher pi-essure eveu up

to about 120"' and 36 atmospheres. At higher pressures the curve

calculated from the equation deviates slightly towards lower pressure;

in the immediate neighbourhood of T/- the deviations become greater;

still even at Tk the deviation amounts only to about three atmospheres.

It is remarkable that this formula drawn up from observations below

3 atmospheres, is able to represent the vapour-tension line of this

complicated substance so accurately.

If we now differentiate the obtained expression we fiud :

1 dp 1325.6 3.354
0,4343 - -^ = h 0.4343

,pdT T' ^ T

which yields after substitution

:

1325 6
Q — i\j^x)R-\- 3.354 (1 -f x\ RT,

0.4343^ T- ; -r \ ^ )
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If in this expression we substitute the values 7?= 1,985, ^= 21,2,

and x = OAb, which two last refer to the boiling point, we find for

the heat of evaporation at the boiling-point:

9200 calories.

The experimental determinations of Berthelot and Ogier ^) appre-

ciably differ from this value. From a luimber of values which differ

prettv considerably from each other, which, however, all of them

lie lower than the above mentioned one, they consider 8600 calories

the most probable. We, however, think that we have to prefer our

calculation, the more so as the determinations which have served

for our calculation, just lie in the temperature region over which

Ramsay and Young's investigation extended, and the determinations

of the latter do not practically differ from ours.

In conclusion we wish to avail ourselves of this opportunity to

express our thanks to Prof. S.mits for his advice in the experimental

difficulties experienced by us, and for the interest shown by him in

our work.

Anorg. Chem. Laboratory of the

L'niversity of Amsterdam.

Physics. — '-Electric double refraction in some artfcial clouds and

vapours." (Third part). By Prof. P. Zeeman and C. M. Hoogenboom.

18. The results obtained with the sal-ammoniac fog might be

explained by postulating the existence of two varieties of sal-ammoniac

crystals. This hypothesis was put forward in § 17. In the textbooks

on crystallography, which were at the disposition of the autlnrs,

nothing however, relating to dimorphism of sal-ammoniac could be

found. This seemed rather unfavourable to the proposed explanation.

We are much indebted therefore to Dr. F. E. C. Scheffer, who

gave us some references to the chemical-cry stallographical literature,

from which it appears that the dimorphism of sal-ammoniac is a

well-known fact (see v. Groth, Chemische Kristallographie. Band I.

S. 167. 1906).

Stas ^) while sublimating NH^Cl had observed a phenomenon closely

resembling the transformation of polymorphous substances; he did

not try however an explanation and it seems that he did not think

of dimorphism.

1) Ann. de Ch. et de Ph. (5) 30 39S (1883).

-) Stas. Unlersucliungen iiber die chemischen Proporlionen u.s.w. deulsch von

Aronsiein. S. 54. Leipzig 1867.
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Lkiimann ') was Ihc first to suggest that the ammonium salts are

dimorphous and he tried to prove it by experiments on crystallization

of solutions, containing simultaneously two or three of the three

halogenous ammonium salts. His result was: "dass hier ein sehr

eigenthlimlicher Fall von Dimorphic vorliegt, insofern an/Amehmen

ist, dass alle drei Korper in je zwei Moditicationen krystallisiren, und

zwar beide regular, beide in Wiirfeln, nur insofern unterschieden,

als die der niedrigeren Temperatur entsprechende ^Modification in

salmiakahnlichen Skeletten, die der li(")Iieren entsprechende in scharf-

kantigen vollkommenen Krystallcn auftritt."

For our purpose it was of particular interest to know whether

the two modifications of sal-ammoniac appear also after sublimation.

As will be proved below (see § 19) all the phenomena which we
described (§14, 15, 16) can be obtained with sublimated sal-ammoniac

also; the transition of one modification to the other one might then

be accompanied with a change of the sign of the electric double

refraction.

In this connection an investigation of Gossner ") merits our atten-

tion. GossNER among other things repeats an experiment of Stas

and we may be permitted to gi\e here his description :

"Im Gegensatze zu Lehmann halt Retgers ') die Dimorphie der

Ammoniumhalogenide nicht fiir bewiesen. Stas's Beobachtungen ent-

sprechen zwar ganz den Vorgiingen, die bei polymorphen Umwand-
lungen zu beobachten sind, doch erklart Stas selbst die Erscheinung

nicht durcli Dimorphie. Nachdem mancherlei Krystallisationsversuche

zur Entscheidung der Frage ob der Salmiak diraorph ware ohne

Resultat verliefen, wurde der Versucli von Stas in ahnlicherweise

wiederholt. In ein 2.8 c.M. weites Glasrohr von 70 c.M. Lange

das am einem Ende verschlossen war, wurde ein ca. 15 cM. lange

Schicht Salmiak gebracht, der durch Sublimiren vollstandiggetrocknet

und gereinigt war. Die Schicht war nach dera ofFenen Ende zu mit

Glaswolle abgeschlossen, da die Beobachtung ergeben hatte, dass beim

Sublimiren im Vacuum feste Salmiakteilchen mitgerissen wurden.

Das vordere offene Ende wurde in eine enge Rohre ausgezogen, mit

der Saugpumpe in Verbinding gesetzt. Der leere Theil der Rohre wurde

dann unter fortwahrendem Saugen circa zwei Stunden lang schwach

erhitzt um alle Salmiak Keime daraus zu vertreiben. Als sodann bei

1) Zeitschr. f. Krystallographie 10. 321. 1885.

2) GossNEE, Zeitschr. fur Krystallographie u. Mincralogie herausgegeben von

Groth. 38. 128. 1903.

3) Arzruni, Die Beziehuug zwischen Krystallform u. s. w. ; in Graham-Otto's

Lehrbuch der Ghemie 1898. 1 (3). 321. 3 Aufl.
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einem Drucke von 15 mm. die Salmiakschicht langsam erwarmt wnrde,

sublimirte ^H^ CI in den leeren Raum iind setzte sieh in winzigen

lebhaft glanzenden Krystallclien, die alhnahlich zu einem dicken

Ringe sich vermehrten, an den Glaswanden ab. Die Krjstallchen

erwiesen sich im parallelen polarisirten Lichte als einfachbrechend.

Doch war eino genauere Beobachtung iiber Krystallform und Aiis-

bildung nicht moglich. Bei Unterbrechung des Yersiiehes begann

plotzlich der Ring vom kalteren Ende aus sich zu triiben und

uiidurchsichtig zu werden. Die Grenze zwischen der triiben und der

sehr lebhaft glanzenden nrspriinglichen Partie schritt langsain auf

Kosten der letzteren weiter und war dabei scharf zu verfolgen,

genau wie bei der Umwandlung eines charakteristisch diraorphen

Korpers. Dabei entstanden zahlreiche Risse in der ganzen Masse.

Der Vorgang war mit einer bedeulenden Volumenanderung ver-

bunden, was sich durch ein lebhaftes Knistern iiusserte, ahnlich wie

wenn ein ziemlich starkwandiges Glasrohr zerspringt. Leider war es

nicht moglich Krvstallchen iangere Zeit zu erhalten. Meist traten die

eben beschriebenen umwandlungsartigen Erscheinungen schon wahrend

des Versuches ein. Immer aber trat die Umwandlung wahrend des

Abkiihlens ein. Es war deswegen eine physikalische und kr3'stallo-

graphische Untersuchung des ersten Sublimationsproductes nicht mog-

lich. Doch besteht zwischen den tvpischen Umwandlungserscheinungen

und den bei diesen Yersuchen beobachteten Erscheinungen, wie schon

erwahnt eine vollkommene x-\ehnlichkeit. Es ist daher der Schluss

sehr wahrscheinlich gemacht, dass wir es hier mit einer polymorphen

Umw^andlung zu thun haben und dass das Chloraramonium in zwei

Modificationen existirt."

We have verified these results. Jt appeared, however, that it wa^s

uimecessarj to produce a vacuum.

After having observed once the transition, experimenting according

to Stas' precepts, we had no difficulty in obtaining the i)henomenon

at atuiospheric pressure also. We made use of a tube of 2 cm. width

and of 30 cm. length ; the tube being closed at one end and charged

with some sal-ammoniac purified by previous sublimation. It is to be

recommended to give a preliminary heating to the place where the sal-

ammoniac is to be solidified again, in order to decrease the velocity

of transition. This procedure also applies to the evacuated tube.

19. Our observations on electric double refraction were conti-

nued with the same optical arrangement, described above, but with

sal-ammoniac fogs prepared by two methods, differing from the ones

used above.
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a. A current of nir was passed successive!} through bottles with

a NH3 sohition and with a H CI sohition. The tubes did not reach

below the surfaces of the solutions.

The fog, originating in the H CI bottle, was introduced into the

basin with the exterior condenser plates (see ^ 10). It was rather

difficult to regulate the density, so that the field of view was obscured

nearly immediately. The fog was [)aitly precipitated after the inter-

ception of the air current and the dark band (^ 3) became visible;

the establishment of the field (+ 9000 volts) made the band jump

upwards.

In this case we were unable to observe a downward motion of

the band.

In the present experiment the rotation of the plane of polarization

(see §11), i.e. the dichroism was very small, so that it was difficult

at first to determine the sign of the rotation. It proved to be, how-

ever, the same as the one formerly observed.

In other experiments with the same kind of fog larger rotations

were observed.

b. Dried air was passed over heated, previously sublimated sal-

ammoniac and then introduced into the basin with exterior con-

denser plates.

The air current and the heating of the sal-ammoniac being well

regulated the throwing on of the electric field caused a downward
displacement of the band, accompanied with a rotation of the plane

of polarization. After stoppage of the air current, the band after a

while exhibited the upward displacement. In some experiments the

downward displacement could not be observed, and only a rotation

was seen. This especially happened, if the density of the fog was

initially very great so that the field of view became dark. After

partial precipitation of the fog the throwing on of the field caused

an upward displacement of the dark band.

20. The results now obtained and those recorded in the former

parts of this paper clearly point to the existence of two modifica-

tions of sal-ammoniac, the one which is originated first exhibiting

a positive, the second modification a negative electric double refraction.

That we may speak of a "direction" of change of the sal-ammo-

niac modifications is shown by the fact that the positive double

refraction is always obser\ed in the first place, and only afterwards

the negative refraction ; we never observed with a gixen fog first

an upward and then a dow^nward motion of the band.
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In some cases the phenomena were only incompletely visible, but

this can be always explained.

The downward motion of the band sometimes happened to be

absent. This is the case if the air current is very slow. The tran-

sition of one modification to the other has already taken place before

the introduction of the fog into the condenser.

The upward motion of the band will be imperceptible, if before

the entire transition of the fog, tiie precipitation has been such that

the effect becomes too small to be observable.

21. We have tested also a hypothesis, communicated privately

to us by a friend, and which would afford a possibility of explaining

the observed phenomena, discarding the assumption of two sal-

ammoniac modifications.

The orientation of a crystal depends upon the surrounding medium

and may change with it.

Would it not be possible that in the case of positive double

refraction the gas surrounding the particles is different from that

present in die case of negative double refraction? For instance hy-

drochloric acid or ammonia gas in the first case, in the second

air with traces only of the mentioned gases. If then the dielectric

constant of the environment is not much different from that of the

particles, a new orientation might ensue, which would explain the

phenomena.

Indeed all the preparations which . we used allow of an initial

excess of either NHg or HCl ; in the experiment with sublimation

(^ 19) an excess of one of the constituents might be due to the

difference of the velocities of diffusion of the two gases. But in

this last experiment air must be abundantly present. In order to

look for a possible influence of the surrounding medium, the experi-

ment of § 19 was arranged somewhat differently. A current of air

was passed over a solution of NH3 , the gases then were dried, and

afterwards introduced into the tube, which contained the hot sal-

ammoniac and lastly into the space with the condenser plates.

The excess of NH3 in the gas delivered from the apparatus was easily

shown. The phenomena were the same as those described in § 196).

A similar experiment was tried with HCl in excess. The phenomena
remained the same. It is preferable to use instead of air passing over

a solution of HCl, a current of pure hydrochloric acid, obtained by

dropping sulphuric acid into hydrochloric acid.

22. We have also established the fiict that NH3 or HCl gas in the
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sublimation tube (§ :I8) does not prevent the transition of one modifi-

cation of sal-ammoniac to the other one.

23. From the experiments of §^ 21 and 22 we may conclude,

that the observed change of sign of the electric double refraction

cannot be explained by a change of orientation of the particles

constituting the fog.

24. It seemed interesting to investigate the behaviour of a fog

obtained by blowing finely powdered, not very recently sublimated

sal-ammoniac into the observation tube, the analogon of the experiment

described in § 8 with glass and different tartaric acid salts. The
displacement of the dark band ought to be now upward. We could

confirm this expectation.

25. Recently Prof. Voigt has been occupied with Laxgevin's theory.

He kindly communicated to us a result, which admits of experimental

verification '). From the orientation hypothesis Voigt deduces, that

an absorbing substance must change its power of absorption for

natural light.

We have sought for an action of this kind using the sal-ammoniac

cloud and we think we have discovered it. The nicols and the glass

bar of our arrangement were remoxed. Between the lamp and the

lens one or more plates of ground glass were introduced in order

to diminish the superfluous intensity of the source of light. A dense

sal-ammoniac fog was blown through the observation tube, the field

of \iew becoming of a red hue. Initially the establishing of the field

gave no change; after interruption of the air current it caused a

brightening of the field of view, later this became darker under the

influence of the electric forces.

The first brightening apparently is due to the precipatation of

particles on the condenser plates ; if the field is made zero again

nothing happens. During the later phase very probably an electro-

optic eff'ect is observed. The field of view changes from pale yellow,

to more red hues. This effect could be observed again and again when

the field was put on and off.

26. In the last part of our investigation we will investigate whether

1) Since the above was written Voigt's paper, Ueber elektrische und maguetische

Doppelbrechung. I. was published in Gottinger Nachrichten 1912.
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it is possible to determine by the electro-optic method a transition

temperature of the two modifications of the sal-ammoniac fogs, which

we have discovered. Other examples will be tried also.

{To be continued).

Chemistry. — ''On critical end-points in ternary systems. II. By

Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

In two previous communications I already discussed some parti-

cularities which may occur in ternary systems obtained by the

addition to a system of the type ether-anthraquinone of a third

substance which presents critical end-points neither with anthraquinone,

nor with ether ^). An example of this w^as naphtaline-ether-anthra-

quinone, which was examined by Dr. Ada Prins *).

Though some more cases were afterwards theoretically examined

by me, the publication was postponed not to anticipate too much

on the experimental investigation, which was greatly delayed by

want of time.

Now however just recently we have met with the very welcome

circumstance that the petrographer-mineralogist Ntggli not only has

seen that the phenomena which are found for the said systems, are

of fundamental significance for petrography and particularly for the

chemistry of the magna, but that moreover he has had the courage

to enter upon an investigation of this territory, which is so compar-

atively difficult to explore ').

In virtue of this it seemed desirable to publish our results already

now, the more so as I may cherish the hope fo facilitate the experi-

mental study of others somewhat in this way.

Having discussed one of the possible types pretty fully in my last

communication on this subject, a more general discussion of the

classification of the different cases which might be distinguished for

ternary systems with critical end-points may suffice here.

l"' Case. In the first place I will mention the case that critical

end-points occur for only one of the three binary systems ; this case

was discussed by me before, and tested by an example by Dr. Ada Prins.

If vve call the components A, B, and C, and if critical end-points

occur only in the system A— C, we know that the ternary system

1) These Proc. 25 Sept. 1909. 182.

, 24 Sept. 1910. 342.

2) These Proc. 24 Sepl. 1910, 353.

^) Zcitschr. f. Anorg. clicin. 75. (1912).
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Fig. r

will possess a critical end-point

curve p(/, which projected on the

concentration triangle can have a

shape as indicated in fig. 1 by

the curve pq, the temperature of

which rises in the direction indi-

cated by the arrows.

If in the same triangle we draw

tlie projection of the eutectic vapour

_^i \ (^ and liquid lines, along which the

/ temperature also rises in the direc-

tion indicated by the arrows, we
see that in the case considered here none of the eutectic lines comes

into contact with the critical end-point curve pq.
2'"' Case. In the second place we shall suppose that in two of

the binary systems critical end-

points occur, but in such a way

that in the symbol for the critical

end-point S -|- (G=L), the solid

phase S is the same in the two

binary systems. Let the component

C be here this solid phase, then

we get the following simple pro-

jection on the supposition that the

system AB does not possess either

a minimum or a maximum critical

temperature.
Fig. 2.

Let us consider the case thai B possesses a much higher critical

temperature than A, then the temperature of the critical end-point

p' will probably be higher than that of /), and hence the temperature

will continually rise from p to p' . In this case the temperature along

the q-Yme may rise from q' to q, but the reverse is also very Well

possible; the former has been assumed in the figure. If the system

AB had a minimum critical temperature, the critical end-point lines

might get a greater distance, and in the case of a maximum critical

temperature depressions can occur which may even give rise to a

closed portion, so that a region is formed where no critical end-points

occur any more.

3'"^ case. The phenomena become much more interesting when the

critical end-point curve comes in contact with a eutectic line. This

case may be found when in two of the three binary systems critical

end-points occur, but so that the solid substance aS' in the symbol
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of the critical end-point S + (G=L) is different in tlie two binary

systems.

So we suppose now that in the two binary systems AB and AC
critical end-points occur, in sucii a way that the critical phenomenon

appears by the side of solid B in the system AB, and by the side

of solid C in the system AC. A meeting of a eutectic line with a

critical end-point curve of course means this that the critical pheno-

menon occurs at the temperature of the meeting by the side of

two solid substances, and so it is clear that' a eutectic line must

always meet two critical end-point curves simultaneously, namely the

critical end-point curves which belong to the solid substances to

which the eutectic line refers.

Let us now assume for the sake of simplicity that the melting-

point figure of the system BC possesses a eutectec point. We can

then state at once that by the side of the conglomerate of solid

B -\- solid C critical phenomena can appear only when the eutectic

temperature of the system BC lies above the critical temperature of

the component A, and the greater this difference is the greater will

be the chance that the case in question can be realized.

/7 To get a better insight into the

peculiarities of such a system it

is necessary to make use of a

ternary V, X-figure, as was used

by me before.

This V, A-figure is pretty simple

so that it is possible to give at

once the projection of the principal

lines of equilibrium on the V, X-

plane of the binary system B— C.

Below the eutectic temperature

the T^,A"-figure of the system B,C
consists of two lines ac and be,

which indicate the mol. volumes

and the concentrations of the

vapours, which can coexist with solid B resp. solid C.

Now it is of importance to show what equilibria would appear

when as we proceed along the isotherm ac resp. be the deposition

of solid C resp. of solid B did not take place.

This case I examined before in the p, .t'-section for another {)urpose,

and the sections discussed then quite agreed with the V, A'-fig. of

the system B, C drawn above').

>) These Proc. 30 Dec. 1905. 568.
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If on compression the deposition of solid C failed to appear in

tiie vapour coexisting with solid B, the solnbility-isotherni acijj^

shows that in this case a metastable thi-ee-j>hase equilibrium between

vapour, li(jui(l, and solid B might occur, the coexisting phases of

which are indicated by the points </,, /,, and d.

The figure also shows that if the vapour that coexists with solid

C could be compressed without solid B being formed, a metastable

three-phase equilibrium l)etween vapour, liquid, and solid c might

appear, indicated by the points g^, J^, and e.

If we now think the third component A added, and placed in

the third angle of the base of the trilateral pi-ism, and if we assume

that the chosen temperature lies above that of the tirst critical end-

points in the systems AB and AC, it is possible that the stable

ternary V, A'-figure simply consists of two isothermal solubility

surfaces which intersect along a line which originates in the point c.

Along this ternary solubility isotherm solid 5 -}- solid 6'-|- vapour

coexist. Now it is clear that a two-sheet liquid-vapour surface extends

within the said solubility surfaces, which begins on the binodal vapour

and liquid line in the plane for BC. The two sheets of this liquid-

vapour-surface will continuously merge into each other in space,

and this continuous transition takes place on the critical isotherm,

the projection of which on the 5C-plane is indicated by the line kk^.

When the said liquid-vapour-surface lies entirely inside the two

isothermal solubility surfaces, no critical phenomena can occur in

stable condition, and in this case no particularities occur. Now we
know that at temperatures lower than those assumed here stable

liquid equilibria must occur, and this must also happen when we
raise the temperature, and in this way approach the eutectic tempe-

rature of the system B— C. With decrease of temperature we shall

see liquid appear as stable phase, because then the liquid-vapour-

surface extends more quickly in space than the solubility surfaces.

The consequence of this is that at a certain temperature the three-

phase solubility isotherm for Sb + Sc + ^^ just touches the liquid-

vapour-surface. So at this moment 813 -|- So + L -|- G must be able

to coexist for the first time, from which follows that this contact

must take place in a point of the critical isotherm of the li(iuid-

vapour surface so that liquid and vapour are identical there, and a

critical phenomenon makes its appearance.

In connection with this the following things may be remarked.

Starting from the pairs of points g.,, L. and f/,, 4 two continuous

curves pass over the liquid -vapour-surface, the former of which

indicates the vapours and liquids coexisting with solid B, and the

13

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.



latter of which contains the vapours and liquids which can be in

equilibrium with solid C.

If the liquid-vapour-surface touches the solubilit}' isotherm of

Sj3 -|_ Sc , it is clear that also the lines starting from the nodes (/.,,/,

and CL 4 must touch, which accordingly takes place on the critical

isotherm.

If we now think the temperature still a little lower, the just

mentioned contact will change into an intersection, and so two points

of intersection will occur, one of which indicates the vapour phase,

and the other the liquid phase of the four phase equilibrium

Sb + Sc + L + G.

The intersection of these lines, which are indicated in projection

by g^g^Pxhh and ^j^^p, /^ /s, means of course that the liquid-

vapour surface intersects the solubility surfaces, in consequence of

which the liquid-vapour equilibria get partly into the stable region.

These stable liquid-vapour equilibria lie within the two intersecting

lines g^Pih and -giP^h- The first intersection line, which refers to

the liquid and vapour phases which coexist with solid B, possesses

a critical end-point in p^, and the second intersection line, which

indicates the liquid and vapour phases wiiich can be in equilibrium

with solid C, possesses a critical end-point in i\. The points g^ and

/j, denote, as was already said, the vapour and liquid coexisting

with Sb + Sc , and so it is evident that through these two points

the line must pass which has its origin in C, and indicates

the coexistence of a fluid phase with a conglomerate of Sb

and Sc .

If we lower the temperature still more, the points g^ and I^, and

also p.^ and p^ mo\'e more and more apart, whereas on rise of tem-

perature they draw nearer and nearer together, and coincide in the

double critical end-point, for which the symbol is Sb+ Sc + (L^G).

At temperatures above this double criticcd end-point there will exist

only fluid phases or coexistence between fluid phases with solid B
resp. with solid C, or with the two solid substances at the same

time. It is, however, clear that as was already observed, liquid will

have to appear again in the ternarj^ system before the eutectic tem-

perature of the system B—C is reached, and so w^e see that when at

lower temperature a double critical end-point has appeared, a second

double critical end-point will occur at higher temperature, so that then

at rise of temperature a repetition will take place of what lias happened

at lower temperature, but in the rexersed order. So after the second

double critical "end-point has appeared, the stable part of the liquid-

vapour-siirface will continually increase in extent. To this is added
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Fis. 4.

another particularity in the system

B—C at the teiiiperature of the

eutectie point, viz. that the vapour-

points C(/.jgf and r/^ coincide just

as tlic li(|ui(l points /,, /j, and /,.

Now that this projection lias

been briefly discussed, it is very

easy to project the indicated spacial

lines on the concentration triang-le,

as has been done in fig. 4.

We see from this figure that

the two continuous vapour-liquid

lines of the two three-phase equilibria S3 + L -|- G and Sq -\^L-{-G,

indicated by the letters ffsg^lhh I'ssp. (hO^PiK intersect in two

points g^ and l^, where four-phase equilibrium prevails, and where

accordingly also the fluid line of the three-phase equilibrium Sb+ ^c+ F

runs, which is denoted by the symbols cg^l^. It is further note-

worthy that the liquid branches of the three-phase equilibria

Sb + L + Gr and Sq -f- L + G are cut by the critical isotherm kk^,

so that p^ and p^ are two critical end-points.

If we start from a temperature lying a little above that of the

first critical end-points in the sj^stems B—A and C—A, we know
that on rise of temperature not only the critical end-points p^ and

P2, but also the vapour point g^ and the liquid point /^ of the four

phase equilibrium Sb + Sc + 1^ + G will approach each other till

they coincide in the double critical end-point. As g^ is a point of

the ternary eutectie vapour-line and l^ a point of the ternary eutectie

liquid-line it follows from what precedes that these two ternary eutectie

lines will have to pass continuously into each other in the double critical

end-point. In the first double critical end-point P the continuous

eutectie line possesses in conse-

quence a tempeiriture maximum.

At higher temperature the second

double critical end-point Q occurs,

and from this temperature the liquid

and vapour points of the second

continuous part of the eutectie line

recede more and more from each

other, so that the second double

critical end-point is at the same

time the temperature minimum
of the second continuous part of

13*
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the eutectic line. If we represent this in a diagram, i. e. if we

draw the projection of the /:*5'-lines and that of the eutectic lines in

the concentration triangle, we get fig. 5, in which the arrows again

indicate the direction in which the temperature rises.

It is clear, that it is also possible that the two continous p g'-lines

do not intersect. In this case there are no double critical ^nd-points,

and so the eutectic lines proceed undisturbed up to the ternary

eutectic point.

4/// case. In the fourth case w^e might suppose that each of the

binary systems presents critical end-points. To realize this case we

shall have to choose three substances, the critical temperatures of

which lie apart as far as possible, so that in each binary system the

triple point of one component lies far above the critical temperature

of the other. If then double critical endpoints occur, we get a com-

bination of fig. 2 and fig. 5.

Dth Case. It is elear that the appearance of mixed crystals in the

system B—C does not bring about

any change in the foregoing con-

siderations, when this system has

a eutectic point; if this is not the

case, modifications appear which

are most considerable when the

components B and C are miscible

in all proportions, as in the system

SOj+HgBr,—HgJ,. examined by

NiGGLi^). The projection of the criti-

cal end-point lines runs then as is

schematically represented in fig. 6.

Now it should be pointed out, however, that when the melting-

point line of the system B—C has a very marked minimum, a

closed portion can be formed in the middle of the figure, so that no critical

endpoints occur there then. If on the other hand the said continuous

melting-point line has a very marked maximum, the special case might

be found that though no critical endpoints occur in the binary systems

A—B and A— C, they do occur in the ternary system. We can

imagine that this case arises from the ordinary case fig. 6 by the

points 2>i and q^, and also i\ and q^ approaching each other and

coinciding, in consequence of which the two critical end-point lines

merge continuously into one another. If then this continuous curve

contracts still further, we have obtained a closed critical end-point

curve, which lies quite inside the concentration triangle.

^) NiGGLi, The projection.

Ficr. 6.
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^th Case. If a binary compound appears as a solid phase,

different cases may be distingnislicd, the most interesting of which

I will discuss here. In the first place we shall suppose that the com-

ponents B and C do not give critical end-points either with A, nor

with the compound BC, but that this compound gives critical end-

points only with the most volatile component .•=!. It is clear that when

this case occui-s, the triple point temperature of the compound BC
will probably lie far above that of the components B and C

If we draw the projection of

the vapour and the liquid line of

the three-phase equilibria S^c + ^^

-j- G and that of the critical iso-

therm on the concentration triangle

corresponding to a temperature

lying above the critical tem-

perature of A and a little above

the highest eutectic temperature

of the system B— C, Fig. 7. is

Fig. 7.

seen from A, as it is supposed

here that the compound ^Cis less

volatile than the components B
and C When the liquid vapour

surface in the ternary v-^i'-figure

recedes more on rise of tempera-

ture than the surface of nodes for

the liquids and vapour coexisting

with solid BC, the critical isotherm

will touch this surface of nodes

at a given temperature ; then the

formed.

The isotherm Ic^^k^ is convex

3

Fig. 8.

liquid and the vapour line of this surface of nodes merge continuously

into each other. At a still somewhat higher temperature a closed

portion is formed in the surface of nodes, in consequence of

which two ternary critical end-points have appeared, as fig. 8 shows.

If we think the temperature as gradually rising, the critical end-

points will recede from each other in the beginning, and they will

also move towards the plane BC, but before the triple point tem-

perature of the compound has been reached the points p^ and p^

will approach each other, and they will coincide, because when we
approach the triple point temperature, the surface of nodes of the

liquids and vapours that coexist with solid BC will have to con-
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(raCt more rapidly than the liquid-

vapour surface, for this surface of

nodes entirely disappears at the

triple point temperature of BC.

So if we draw the ternary critical

end-point line in this case, we get

a closed curve, as is drawn in

fig. 9 with a temperature mini-

mum and maximum.

If critical end-points occur also

in one of the binary systems AB
or AC or in both, other cases may occur, but they are easy to

derive from what precedes. If also ternary compounds are included

in our considerations, the cases get somewhat more complicated, as

I hope to show on a following occasion.

Anorg. chemical laboratory

Amsterdam, June 27 1912. of the University.

Fig. 9.

Astronomy. — "Researches on the orbit of the periodic comet

Holmes and on the perturbations of its elliptic inotion". V.

By Dr. H. J. Zwiers. (Communicated by Prof. E. F. van de

Sande Bakhuyzen).

In January 1906 I communicated to this Academy the most probable

elements I had derived for the return of the comet Holmes in 1906—
07. In a later paper, November 1906, I discussed the then known

three photographic observations of the comet by Prof. Max Wolf
at Heidelberg, and from these derived corrections to the mean longitude,

to the inclination and to the longitude of the ascending node of the

orbit. The elements obtained were

:

Epoch 1906 January 16.0 M. T. Greenw.

31, = 351°47'36".838

fi = 517".447665

%a = 0.5574268

q = 24°20'25".55

/ = 20 49 .62 1

rr = 346 2 31 .63 1906.0

Sh = 331 44 37 .85 )

These elements left the following errors —C in the three observed

places

:
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1906 Aug. 28.55 La = -\- 0^095 L(f= — 0".33

Sept. 25.51 = + .099 = + 1 .26

Oct. 10.35 =— .177 = — 1.15

So the obtained elements very satisfactorily represented the obser-

vations, and might therefore be adopted for the apparition in 1906,

until by a rigorous calculation of the perturbations this apparition

may be exactly combined with' the previous ones.

On December 7, however, Prof. Wolf succeeded in taking another

observation, this time with the great reflector of 28 inches aperture.

It was, however, exceedingly difficult to obtain trustworthy measure-

ments from this last plate. First of all the image of the comet was not

sharply defined; "das Bild ist verwaschen, aber deutlich", Prof. Wolf
wrote already on Dec. 8. A much greater difficulty arose owing to

a peculiarity of the photographic star images, especially on plates

taken with reflectors of this shape. The following quotation from a

letter of Prof. Wolf of 1906 Dec. 27 may serve to characterize the

phenomenon, indicated by him with the name "Verzeichnung".

"Die relative Verzeichnung, ein von mir eingeluhrtes Wort, ist

"der grosste Feind und wichtigste Fehler der photogr. Positions-

"bestimmungen. Sie besteht darin, das filr jede Sternhelligkeit der zu

"messende (Mittel-)punkt des entstehenden Sternscheibchens an anderer

"Stelle des Scheibchens zu suchen ist. Also z. B. liegt beim Reflektor

"der geometrische Mittelpunkt eines Sternes ^^^^' Grosse in der Niihe

"des Gesichtsfeldrandes um mehrere Bogenminuten, soviel ich bis

"jetzt schatzen kann, von dem Punkt entfernt, aj-if den man die

"Position eines schwachen Objektes (Cometen) beziehen muss. Fiir

"jede Sterngrosse andert sich dies, ebenso fiir jeden Radius ab

"optischem Centrum, also R =f{r,77i). Bei Brashear b ist die rel.

"Verzeichnung erst in 6° radius merkbar. Bei Brashear a schon in

"3°—4°r. Beim Reflector schon in 10'—20';-."

On the 18^^^ of Dec. Prof. Wolf wrote to me:

"Aus A. G. Cambr. 1572 und 1584 erhalte ich fur den Kometen

«i906.o
3h38'«50^41

rf.906.o+ 51°16'52".7 1906 Dez. 7 7^8"".! MZ. Kgst.

Grosse 16.

"Ob die relative Verzeichnung ganz richtig eliminiert ist, weiss

"ich aber nicht. Ich bringe es auch vorerst nicht heraus. Mir

"scheint deshalb, dass das Gewicht dieser Beobachtung etwas

"geringer ist, als das der ersten Beobachtungen."

With the scarcity of the material this observation too demanded
the necessary attention but after what has been said above I need
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hardly mention that I commenced tlie calculations for it with little

hope of success.

For the reduction to apparent place I found

:

in a: +5^112 in J: + 9."75

and as correction for parallax :

in «: — 0^24:7
^

in d -. + 0".72

The observed apparent place thus becomes:

1906 Dec. 7.273046 : a = 3>'38 " 55^275 d=: + 51°17'3".17

Time of aberration : 0.01 1 279 day.

This observation has further been treated in exactiv the same way

as the three preceding ones in my communication of Nov. 1906.

As starting-elements I again adopted those given in my paper of

January 1906, p. 677, after increasing .17 with 50". 1 obtained as

differences Obs.— Comp.

:

1906 Dec. 7.27 : A a — -{- 1^065 A rf= + 15".53

For the derivation of the differential quotients of « and d with

respect to i\J, i and ^ the computed places were then derived 1. with

AJ7 = + 40" (instead of +50"); 2. with A/ = + JO"; 3. with

L£l = -\- 10". Thus this fourth place yielded the two following

equations of condition

:

Fi-om«: +0.2288 AJ/— 0.0372 A/— 0.0114 Ai^ = + 1^.065

From d: + 0.426 AJ/+ 1.374 A/ + 0.033 AcTl = + 15".53.

The first equation was again multiplied by 15 cos d and just as

AcTi)
before was introduced as unknown quantity instead of Ail;,;

moreover 1 gave half weight to both equations. Thus I obtained 2

new equations, in addition to the former six, given in my paper

Researches IV (Nov. 1906):

from the R. A.

:

0.18128 AM + 9.39236, Li + 9.87872,,^ = 0.84917

from the declination :

9.47889 AJ/+ 9.98747 A/ + 9.36799^ = 1.04067^ ^
10

in which all co-efticients are logarithmic.

From the total of 8 e(pu\tio]is of condition there follow the normal

equations

:
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• + 12.3229 AM — 0.47796 Li — 4.9039^ = — 17.461

— 0.47796 „ 4- 5.1423 „ - 2.3300 „ = + 58.562

— 4.9039 „ —2.3300 „ +4.4680 „ = — 26.733.

These give the following values for the coiTectioiis of the elements:

AJ/ = — 2".6793

A/=-h 9 .29

A^ = — 40 .78

By means of substitution in the cfiuations of condition we find

that these corrections leave the following ei-rors — C in tlie obser-

vations :

1 906 Aug. 28.55 A« = — 0^190 Arf= — O'Ml

Sept. 25.51 —0.207 -f .72

Oct. 10.35 —0.510 —2 .26

Dec. 7.27 + 1 .559 + 5 .25

The now found corrections of the elements do not differ considerably

from those determined before, but a comparison of the remaining

errors shows that the introduction of the uncertain fourth place in

the calculation cannot be said to have improved matters. Therefore

I continue to regard the elements given at the beginning of this

paper and agreeing absolutely with those from the "Proceedings" of

Nov. 1906, as the most accurate for the present moment.

For the a|)proaching return of the comet I have kept these ele-

ments unaltered since there was no time to calculate the pertur-

bations. I have only reduced the elements /, rr and cfl to the ecliptic

and the aequinox of 1912.0. So the employed elements are:

Epoch 1912 June 15.0 M. T. Greenw.

J/ = 328°25'19".269

fi = 517".447665

T=rl913 January 20.695 M. T. Gr.

%«=: 0.557427

(p= 24°20'25".6

i = 20 49 3 .3 1

.T = 346 7 32 .9 1912.0

ca = 331 4942 .1 '

According to these elements circumstances are not quite so favour-

able this time. The perihelion passage occurs shortly before the con-
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junction with the sun so that the comet is tlien at a great distance

from the earth and its place in the heavens is moreover not far from

the sun. The circumstances are more favourable at the opposition in

1912, although the comet tiien remains invisible for our northern

regions owing to its considerable southern declination. In order to

calculate an ephemeris for that opposition I have first derived the

following expressions for the heliocentric co ordinates :

X =3 [9.99 3799] sin {v + 77°42'i8".3)

y z= [9.87 6101] si?i (v — 20 52 48 .5)

2 =z [9.83 2770] sill (v — 1 43 55 .6)

The rectangular soUir co-ordinates ha\e been taken from the

Nautical Ahnanac and reduced to the mean aequinox of the beginning

of the year.

The resulting mean places of the comet were reduced to the

aequinox of tiie date by means of the constants /, g, G of the

Naut. Aim.

The folio \ving table gives the apparent places of the comet for

Greenwich mean noon ; column H gives the theoretical brightness

1

according to H = . It mav be remembered, that the value of//

for the time of the photographs by Wolf in 1906 varied between

0.032 and 0.038.
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Apparent places of tl.e comet from 1912 June 15 to 1913 .Ian.

for Qh mean time at Greenwich.

June 15
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1912/13
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Variations of « and rf for altered times of perihelion passage
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Mathematics. — "Tlte scale of regularity of poJytopes'\ By Dr.

E. L. Elte pleppe]). (Communicated by Prof. P. H. Schoite).

In my dissertation^) it was my aim to determine the semiregular

polytopes, 1. e. the polytopes analogous to the semiregular polyhedra.

So this investigation had to be based on a definition of the notion

'•semiregular polytope". Now ordinarily a semiregular polyhedron is

defined as follows : "A semiregular polyhedron has either congruent

(or symmetric) vertices and regular faces or congi-uent faces and

regular vertices. So there are two kinds of semiregular polyhedra

which we will call with Catalan ") "semiregular of the first kind"

and "semiregular of the second kind" ; those of the first kind are

enumerated in the following table. For any of these polyhedra this

table gives the numbers of vertices, edges, faces and indicates which

faces pass through each vertex and which couples of faces pass

through each kind of edges. Here pn denotes a regular polygon

with n \ertices.

Notation
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Tlie seniiregiilar i)oivlO()es of (lie second kind are the polar-reci-

procal figures of those given in the table with respect to a concentric

sphere.

The definition of semiregular polyhedron given above had to be

modified in order to make it applicable to polydimensional spaces.

We say that a polyhedron possesses a "characteristic of regularity",

if either all the vertices, or all the edges, or all the faces are equal

to each other. Equality of vertices signifies that the polyanMes
formed by the edges concurring in each vertex are congruent (or

synmietric); equality of faces consists in the congruencv of the

limiting polygons. But the equality of edges includes two different

parts which can present themselves each for itself: equality in length

of the edges and equality of the angles of position of the faces

through the edges. So all the polyhedra of the table have' edges of

the same length Out — with exception of the numbers 6 and 7

more than one kind of angles of position, wdiilst quite the i-everse

presents itself with the corresponding polyhedra of the second kind.

If the equality of edges is realized only partially — as in the case

of the polyhedra of the table — we speak of a "half characteristic"

so that these polyhedra admit 1| characteristics. By bringing this

result in connection with the circumstance that a polyhedron can

admit 3 characteristics, the epitheton "semiregular" obtains a literary

signification. As the polyhedra N". 6 and W. 7 of the table possess

both the half characteristics of the edges, these polyhedra must be

called "^/g-regular" according to our system.

We remark that the characteristics of a semiregular polyhedron

of one of the tw^o kinds are lacking in the corresponding polyhedron

of the other. Moreover thnt we are obliged to observe a quite

determinate order of succession in counting the characteristics of a

polyhedron of defined kind and, beginning at the commencement, to

count successive characteristics only, i. e. in the case of polyhedra

of the tirst kind to lake into account successively equality of vertices,

equality in length of edges, equality of angles of position round

edges, equality of faces, and reversely in the case of polyhedra of

the second kind. If this order of succession was not observed e. g.

with respect to the two half characteristics of the edges a beam
with different length, breadth, and height would appear as a semi-

regular polyhedron of the first kind on account of equality of ver-

tices and angles of position, whilst a double pyramid formed by the

superposition of two faces of two equal regular tetratredra would

appear as a semiregular polyhedron of the second kind, to which

enunciations fundamental objections can be raised.
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Now the definition of "degree of regularity" extended to higher

spaces runs as follows:

"The degree of regularity of an ?^dimensional polytope is a fraction

with n as numerator and the number p of the successive charac-

teristics of regularity as denominator, this number p being counted

in the case of a polytope of the first kind from the vertex end, in

the case of a poly type of the second kind from the end of the limiting

n—1-dimensional polytope."

In my dissertation 1 have confined myself to polytopes of the

first kind, the degree of regularity of which is \ at least. For the

methods employed in unearthing these polytopes I must refer to

that memoir.

In discussing my dissertation my promotor Dr. P. H. Schoute

remarked that if all the fractions representing possible degrees of

regularity of an ?2-dimensional polytope are reduced to the denomi-

nator 2n the numerators 1 and 2n—1 will be lacking, on account

of the fact that the first and the last characteristic ha\'e not been

subdivided into two hahes ; so in this sense my scale contains

something superfluous.

Indeed the classification of the polyhedra according to my scale

is indicated in the diagram12 3 4 5

6 6 6 6 6

/ P 1—5, 6,7 R
8—15

where the numbers 1—5, 8—15 at tlie midpoint and 6,7 at the

right designate the polyhedra bearing these numbers in the table,

whilst / and R stand for quite irregular and regular polyhedra and

P either for the beam or for the double pyramid mentioned above,

according to the scale corresponding either to polyhedra of the first

or to polyhedra of the second kind. Indeed the points of division

1 5— and — are unoccupied and in >S'„ the analogous characteristic
6 6

1

property presents itself with respect to the points of division —

_,
%n—\

and .

2n

It goes without saying that we can take away the superfluity

hidicated (of the two j)oints of division adjacent on either side to

the extremities) eitlter by counting each of the two extreme charact-
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eristics, tliat of the vertices and that of the limiting 7z— I -dimensional

poljtopes, for half a characteristic, or— what conies to the same—

-

l)v counting each of the two extreme characteristics and each of the

two halves of the remaining intermediate characteristics for one. So

the scale relating to our space passes into12 3

T "4 7 ^

/ P 1—5, 6,7 R
8-15

where the numbers and the letters have the same meaning as above.

PAn ?i-dimensional poly tope of the degree of regularitv — according
n

to the scale given in my dissertation will be qualified, for '^^p^n — 1,

p—\
bv the degree of regularity according to the wqw scale, whilst

n—

1

this degree would acquire the same value for both scales in the

cases ^; =: and p = n, i.e. for entirely irregular and for regular

poly topes. For in the cases 1 ^p^n — 1 a poly tope loses in the

first of the two possibilities indicated by (j^VA^^?' and o;' a half characte-

ristic, whilst the total number of available characteristics diminishes

by a half at either side which changes the denominator ;i into ?i— 1.

In this paper I wish to take position with respect to the modifi-

cation of my scale due to Dr. Schoute. Thereby I will have occasion

to point out three different moments.

1. Besides for- entirely irregular and for regulai" polytopes the

two scales coincide with respect to semiregular polytopes proper.

For the supposition

gives

1. e.

So, if we arrange the polytopes of space *S., in three groups, for

which the degree of regularity is successively smaller than a half,

equal to a half and larger than a half the modification proposed

brings no alteration in these groups. Otherwise : in passing to the

new scale the polytopes with a degree of regularity equal to a half

14

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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do not stir, whilst — if we use scales of the same length — the

others execute a movement enlarging their distance from the centre.

So the polytopes with a degree of regularity of at least a half

found bv me present themselves quite as well if we use the new

scale; so in this respect I have not the least objection to accept this

new scale. ^)

2. However one may not flatter oneself with the hope, that the

new" scale shall not contain superfluous points of division with respect

to either of the two kinds of polytopes considered for itself. In space

S^ already we find with respect to the polytopes of the first kind

in this new scale, agreeing with the old one for ji = 3, the point

5
of division — unoccupied. For we have

6
^12 3 4 5_____ 1

6 6 6 Q 6

where / and R have the same meaning as before, whilst P represents

a rectangular parallelotope with edges of four different lengths and

<?j/S(5), ^3'S(5), ce^ S{o) indicate three polytopes deduced from the

regular simplex S (5) of S^ in the notation given by Mrs. A. Boole

Stott ^).

3, As the new scale contains no unoccupied points of division in

the case ?i= 3 only, it would not be worth while to substitute it

for mine, which has the advantage of treating all the groups of

limiting elements — vertices, edges, faces, etc. and the limits with

the highest number of dimensions — on the same footing, if it did

not possess a second advantage, in my opinion of great importance.

We will treat this somewhat in detail.

In the determination of the semiregular polytopes of the first kind

I consider of any polytope the corresponding "vertex polytope" ').

In general the vertices of the latter are those vertices of the former

joined by edges to a vertex of tliis original polytope. In an appendix

to my dissertation I state the rale, that a polytope with edges of

^) Dr. ScHOUTE requests me to communicate that the primitive idea of this new

scale for Sn presented itself to liira in an intercourse with V. Zernike, candidate

in mathematics and physics at the University of Amsterdam.

2) "Geometrical deduction of semiregular from regular polytopes and space

fillings", Vcrh. Kun. Akad.v.Wetenschappen^ Amsterdam, 1st series. Vol. XI, n". 1.

3j Nut to be confounded with the polytope of vertex import of Mrs. A. Boole Stott.
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the same length *j admits one characteristic of regularity more than

its vertex poly tope, i.e. if the latter is ?i-(iimensional and admits the'

p
degree of regularity -, the former must admit the degree of regularity

n

p-\-l
. In this rule the indicated modification of the scale evidently

n+ 1
''

does not bring any alteration. If we build up an ?i-|-l-dimensional

polytope by starting from a given ?^-dimensional vertex polytope,

the ?i-[-l-dimensional polytope will possess all the characteristics of

regularity of the ??-dimensional one, each of these adapted to limiting

elements of one dimension higher, and moreover it obtains at the

beginning of the series two new halves of characteristics, i.e. equal

vertices and edges of the same length. Finally the denominator like-

wise increases by unity, the new polytope admitting one dimension

more than its vertex polytope.

In my dissertation I had to point out an exception to this rule,

presenting itself in the case j^ = 0, i.e. when the vertex polytope

li 1
is irregular. For in that case — passes into instead of .

n 71 -\-

1

?i -f 1

So the vertex polytope of the semiregular polyhedra of the table

— i.e. "the vertex polygon" here — is an isosceles triangle for the

numbers 1—5 and 14, an isosceles trapezium for 8, 9, 15, a scalene

triangle for 10, 11, a symmetric pentagon for 12, 13 and therefore

U
the degree of regularity — of the vertex polygon has to lead to —^ = ^

in the cases enumerated. This exception now disappears by intro-

duction of the new scale of Dr. Schoute; for according to this scale

1
— passes into - in these cases.

On account of the latter important advantage of the new scale

over the old one I wish to accept the first. Therefore I insert

finally a second table in which the polydimensional polytopes with

a degree of regularity equal to or surpassing ^ are enumerated with

addition of their degree of regularity according to the new scale.

The superscripts Sn represent the number of the ?i-dimensional

limits of the polytope. The character of these limits is indicated by

notations, the meaning of which is partially clear by itself or by

the first table of this paper. Moreover we may state the meaning

of the following symbols :

1) The latter has been supposed tacitly on p. 129.

14*
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T . . . ,, tetrahedron,

C ,, liexahedron (cube),

,, uc'taliedron,

C5.

.

,, foiirdiineiisional (ive-cell,

Ci9 „ ,, sixteen-cell,

Cj^ ,, ,, twinty four-cell,

S„ ,, ^/dimensional simplex,

Cr„ „ ,, cross poly tope.

The cases in which we have to deal with a halt chaiacteristic

are also indicated in this table. So e.g. the first poly tope of the table

is limited by. equilateral triangles of two different kinds, [)resenting

themselves in the numbers 10 and 20.

Meppel, June, 1912.

Chemistry. — ''Cuntribution to the hioivledye 0/ the direct nitration

of ali[jhiitic imino compounds''. By Prof. A. P. N. Franchimont

and Dr. J. V. Dubsky.

lii the .January meeting 1907 I had the honour to give a survey

of the action of absolute nitric acid on saturated heterocyclic com-

pounds whose ring consists of C and N atoms. This originated in

the fact observed and described by Dr. Do.nk, that the so-called

H
glycocollanhi/dride H.jC— X—CO, in which the gi'oup NH is placed

I

I

OC—N-CH,
H

between CO and CH,, nitrated with difficulty, with much more difficulty

than I had expected because a number of other heterocyclic com-

pounds with rings of five or six atoms in which the group JsH is

placed in the same manner may be readily nitrated with absolute

nitric acid at the ordinary temperature. This was not the case here;

only a treatment of the ni'rate with acetic anhydride or, as 1 showed

with Dr. Friedmax.x, of the glycocoll anhydride with acetic anhydride

and nitric acid gave a mono- and a dinitroderivative.

CH,

I

H
With the so-called alanine anhvdride HC—N—CO and with the

I I

OC—N—CH
H

I

CH,
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H
a-amino-isobutyric anhydride (CHJ.C—N—CO Friedmann and I

I I

OC—N-CCCHJ,
H

found something similar, with tnis understanding, however, that the

nitration always took place with more difficulty, which can be attributed

to sterical influence.

At the same meeting, I also called attention to the fact previously

noticed by me that the group NH placed in a ring between two

groups CO cannot be nitrated with absolute nitric acid, neither when

it is placed between two saturated hydrocarbon groups. The expec-

tation that one of the eleven isomers of the so-called glycocoll anhy-

dride which Dr. Jomgkees had prepared for me, namely iminodia-

H
cetic imide — H,C—N—CH, in which one NH-group is placed between

I I

OC—N—CO
H

two CO-groups and the other one between two CH„-groups, would

not be capable of direct nitration by absolute nitric acid, was not

realised in so far that it appeared indeed to give a nitroderivative

but with some properties differing from those observed up to the

present with nitramines and nitramides, so that it was questionable

whether the nitrogroup is attached to the nitrogen or to the carbon.

Owing to the peculiar properties of the nitroderivative the chance

of answering that question in a direct manner, for instance by

reduction to hydrazine, was but a very slight one.

Moreover, the starting material, the imide, is obtained with diffi-

culty and then only in small yield so that a great economy is

necessary in the research. Two indirect ways could, however, be

pursued, namely by starting from substances in which either the

hydrogen at the N, or that at the C is replaced by other groups

and to test these compounds RN(CH,—CO),NH and HN(C(R),—CO),NH

as to their behaviour on nitration.

The last way is undoubtedly the best although even there

we may meet with difficulties, for instance a difficult nitration owing

to sterical hindrance as has already been demonstrated by me

and Fbiedmann.

Of the first process a few examples will be given here, namely

acetyl and methyl derivatives, which, however, do not justify a

final conclusion. The surmise that the NO,-group is placed at the N

can be supported somewhat by the results of the nitration of the
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acyclic compounds from which the imide is derived, sucli as imiiio-

diacetonitrile, iminodiacetic acid, its ester and imide. This at the

same time also furnishes a contribution to onr knowledge of the

nitration of acyclic imiuo compounds from which it is again evident

that the nitration of one XM-group placed between two CH,-grouj)S

(residues of saturated hydrocarbons) depends also on other consti-

tuents attached to these hydrocarbon residues.

The results obtained are as follows :

Iminodiaceioniirile HN(CH,CN)2 yields with ordinary nitric acid a

nitrate in beautiful glittering needles which melt at 138—140° with

decomposition. The formula was determined by analysis and titration

of the nitric acid. It is readily soluble in cold water, soluble in hot

methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol and benzene. On slowly cooling a hot

alcoholic solution it yields very beautiful crystals. If this .nitrate is

dissolved in absolute nitric acid (which is accompanied by a slight

evolution of heal) and the acid is allowed to evaporate in vacuo

over lime, the residue when triturated with absolute alcohol gives

a crystal-paste which, after being dried and recrj^stallised from dry

benzene, forms splendid snow-white needles melting at 100—101°.

Their analysis points to the nitro-derivate N02N(0H2CN)2 nitro-hni-

nodiacetonitrile. It gives the reaction of the nitramines with zinc and

an acetic acid solution of «-naphtylamine. On warming with water

decomposition sets in.

Iminodiacetic acid W&iGE.S.'^.^)^ gives a nitrate already described

in 1865 by Heintz. When this nitrate is dissolved in absolute nitric

acid and evaporated in vacuo over lime it is recovered unchanged.

It is insoluble in ether, benzene and acetic ether. If, however, the nitric

acid solution is heated to boiling a nitroderivative NO^X^CH^CO^H),

nitroiminodiacetic acid is formed, which is left behind after evaporation

of the nitric acid in vacuo over lime. It is soluble in methyl and ethyl

alcohol in acetone and acetic ether, also in cold water. Crj-stallised

from acetic ether it forms broad, flat needles mutually joined like a

fan. Its melting, or rather decomposition point appears to lie at

about 153°. Its aqueous solution is strongly acid and gives the above

nitraraine reaction. A neutral potassium salt was prepared which

readily crystallises on addition of absolute alcohol to the watery solution;

it is decomposed at about 195° with explosion. The acid potassium

salt which is not easily soluble in alcohol and yields beautiful crystals

was also prepared. From the ethyl ester of iminodiacetic acid described

bj Mr. JoNGKEES there was also prepared a nitrate, which is very little

soluble in alcohol and crystallises in silky needles, which melt at
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^98—199°. Bj treating this nitrate, in the manner described, with

absolute nitric acid in the cold 4t is recovered unchanged but if the

solution is heated to boiling the nitroderivative N02X(CH,C02CH3)3

is formed which is not, or but little, soluble in cold water so that

it may be precipitated by pouring the nitric acid solution into cold

water. From acetic ether, in which it is soluble, it is obtained in

silky delicate scales which melt at 63°. 5.

Iminodiacetamide HiS'(CH2—CONHJ.^ gave with one niol. ofNOjH

a nitrate which was obtained from the aqueous solution, by addition

of absolute alcohol, in beautiful lusti-ous leaflets which melt at 206°

with decomposition. If this nitrate is placed in absolute nitric acid,

an evolution of gas takes place after a short time, as in the case

of all amides of N^O ; when this has ceased, or has been accelerated

by warming, the nitro-iminodiacetic acid is obtained.

Iminodiacetlmide HN(CH2CO}2NH, which was made according to

the directions of Jomgkees, also gave compounds with acids. We
prepared : (1) the HCl compound in lustrous, beautiful crystals which

are decomposed on heating above 180°; (2) the KOjH-compound, also

white crystals with a strong lustre, which when heated above 180°,

aie decomposed and turn a bluish-green. Both compounds contain

one mol. of acid.

When iminodiacetimide or its nitrate is dissolved in absolute nitric

acid and the solution evaporated in vacuo over lime a crystal-cake

is obtained which may be recrystallised from boiling dry chloroform

in which it is very little soluble. It then forms beautiful colourless

needles which have the empirical compositipn of a mononitroderivative.

This nitroiminodiacetiniide N02N(CH5CO)NH spontaneously turns a

dark blue, especially in not quite dry air and its aqueous solution

on warming first turns green, then blue and deposits an almost

black amorphous substance soluble only in strong sulphuric acid

with an indigo-blue colour.
'

In order to render it more probable still that the nitro-group

is attached to the nitrogen situated between the CHj-groups, the

acetijUminodiacetimide CH3CON(CH2CO),NH was prepared first of all

by subliming in vacuo acetyliminodiacetamide, which according to

JoNGKEES decomposes at 203°. On recrystall ising the sublimate from

methylalcohol splendid small crystals were obtained which melt at

167—168° and according to analysis, have the empirical composition

of acetyliminodiacetimide. They are insoluble in benzene, petroleum

ether and acetic ether. The same substance was prepared by boiling

iminodiacetimide with acetic anhydride. This acetyl derivative was
dissolved in absolute nitric acid and the solution evaporated in vacuo
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over limo. The residual ciyslalliiie mass, after being i-ecrystallised

from methyl alcohol, proved to consist mainly of unchanged acetyl

derivative. The mother liquor, however, exhibited colour phenomena
which may raise a suspicion that a small fraction of the acetyl group

has been replaced by the nitro-group.

Finally, also a few derivatives of inethi/Iiminodiacetic acid

CH3N(CH,C(),H%_ were made, in which the hydrogen atom of the NH-,
group which is placed between 2 CH, has been replaced by methyl. First

of all the diamide by acting on the methyl esler of the .said acid

for some time, with NH, in methyl alcoholic solution. This diamide

CHjN(CH3C0NHj, forms beautiful, large crystals melting at 162

—

163°; it is readily soluble in cold water, methyl- and ethyl alcohol,

ver}' little so in acetic ether, acetone, ether, petroleum ether, chloro-

form and benzene. It was recrystallised from boiling methyl alcohol.

From the diamide the imide was prepared by sublimation under

a pressure of 17—18 m.m. at 200—220°. The methyliininodiacetimide

CH3N(CH,C0),NH thus obtained was tirst recrystaHised from boiling

acetic ether in which the amide is practically insoluble, then from

boiling acetone and finally from a little boiling methyl alcohol. It

then forms white, glittering crystals which melt at J 06°. This imide

gives crystallised compounds with one mol. of HCl or NO,H. The

first is decomposed by heating above 235°; the second by heating

above 130°; treated with absolute nitric acid an oxidation seems to

take place slowiy at the ordinary temperature, at least after being

some time in \acuo over lime a decidedly strong evolution of red

fumes took place and from the residual swollen mass no well-defined

product could, as yet, be isolated.

Although the question as to the position of the nitro-grouj) in

nitroiminodiacetimide is not j'et quite solved, as this position will

be determined fully only then wdien the analogous isobutyric acid

derivative HX(C(CH3)2CO)2KH has also been tested as to its behaviour

on nitration, yet it has been rendered very probable by the results

obtained, the publication of which was rendered desirable owing to

to the departure of Dr. Dubskt.

The direct nitration capacity of the above acyclic aliphatic amino-

compounds, also the differences in the readiness of this nitration

point to a connection with what has been found in the case of

aromatic N-compounds where the nitration capacity, or otherwise

the formation of nitramines by direct nitration, has been first shown

by VAN ROMBURGH.

This connection is quite in harmony with what I have demonstrated
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previously as to the direct nitration capacity of aliphatic carbon

compounds, by nitrating malonic acid and its esters, methylene-

tricarboxylic ester etc. from which it follows that the direct nitration

capacity is caused by the adjacency of so-called negative groups of

definite strength.

In this manner w^ere also discovered the aliphatic nitramines and

nitramides, by nitrating the amides wherein occurs also a negative

group and it now appears that an aliphatic secondary amine (dime-

thylamine) may also undergo direct nitration when in the alkyl

groups are present the group CN or CO,H, so distinctly negative

groups.

I, therefore, put lo myself the question whether the phenyl or

nitrophenyl-group would also be able to give the same result as

CN or COjH. This, however, does not seem to be the case, for

dibenzylamine HN(CH2CgH.)5 yielded only dinitrodibenzylainine nitrate,

but no nitramine on boiling with absolute nitric acid.

The ready nitration capacity of irainodiacetonitrile and of imino-

diacetic acid and its derivatives is striking especially when we com-

pare it with that of other substances as shown in the subjoined list.

CH3 . NH . CH3 not CN . CH2 . NH . CH2 . CN readily

CH3 . NH . CO . CH3 readily CO.H . CH2 . NH . CH2 . CO2H readily

CH3 . CO . NH . COCH3 readily CO2.CH3.CH2. NH.CH2.C02,CH3 readily

CH3 . NH
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of carbon dclerniinations of llic mould tluil formed on a dclinite

organic compound used as exclusive carbon nutriment, while at t!ie

same time the amount of unatlaol<od substance in the nutrient base

was determined. Tiie further particulars of this research will be

communicated by him elsewhere, when the significance of the survey

thus obtained of the course of the plastic equivalent or assimillatloyi

quotient of the carbon'^) will also be explained: here we will call

attention to some observations on the growth of Aspenjillus niyer

and Penicllliuin ijlaiicum on the tai-taric acids.

Aspergillus nicjer grew hardly at all on /-tai'faric acid, but very

well on the fZ-acid, so that a 27o solution of the latter provided

with the necessary inorganic nutriment was, after the lapse of six days

used up by the mould. A 4''/o solution of uvic acid provided with

0.15% NH^NO,, 0.15% KH.PO, and 0.06% MgSO, and inocu-

lated in the usual manner with Aspergillus niger and cultivated at

33°—34° gave after six days a maximum /-rotation ; this then

began to decrease slowly, showing that the /-tartaric acid also gets

consumed.

This maximum rotation observed with the saccharimeter of Schmidt

and Haensch for white light in a 20 cm. tube, amounted to — 1°,0

corresponding with a solution of about l,27o /-tartaric acid.

As a 47o solution of uvic acid can only give at most a 1.887o

solution of /-tartaric (on account of the disappearance of the c/-acid

and the water of crystallisation of the uvic acid) this maximum
rotation corresponds with a yield of fully 607o-

In order to isolate the /-tartaric acid the liquid after removal of

the tilm of mould, was precipitated with lead acetate. The precipi-

tate, after being washed was decomposed with hydrogen sulphide

and the filtrate evaporated.

From 4 grams of uvic acid was obtained 0.8989 gram of 1-tai'taric

acid=:567„.

The acid crystallises readily.

0.100 gram consumed 8,6 cc. of baryta water of which 4.66

were equivalent to 0.100 gram of salicylic acid : Mol. Weight =
149.3 (calculated J 50)

0.2719 gram was dissolved in 50 cc. Polarisation in a 40 cm.

tube = — 0°.8, that is, for a solution in a 20 cm. tube = — 1°,5,

while a 2 7o solution of pure <:/-acid gave -}- l.°6.

As a part of the /-acid is consumed and as this is connected with

1) Compare Waterman, Mutation with PenicilUiim glaucum etc. These Proc.

29 June 1912, p. 124.
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the increase of the mould material, it is desirable not to subject -)

laro-e quantities of uvic acid to this operation all at once., but to

distribute it into a number of small llasks (containing not more than

50 cc). Operating in this manner we prepared fi'ora 40 grams of

uvic acid, distributed into 20 flasks, nearly 9 grams of pure /-tar-

taric acid.

The question, which is more of a biological than of a chemical

nature, how the /-tartaric acid is decomposed, could be answered

bj the determination of the above quoted assimilation quotient of

the carbon, in tiiat sense that it takes part, in the same degree as

the cZ-acid, in the construction of the organism. This could not be

proved in a direct manner, because the pure /-acid promoted the

growth of the inoculating material too slowly, but it could be

determined from the values obtained in the growth on uvic acid

compared with that of (/-tartaric acid.

The /-acid is evidently attacked only a little slower. If we mix

c/-acid with uvic acid this will not much affect the absolute con-

sumption of the /-acid because the total amount of mould material

formed in the same time will be appro.vimately the same. As, howe-

ver, we can only subject to the operation a solution not exceeding

6 7o. tlie quantity of /-tartaric acid is smaller from the commence-

ment and the yield will have to be low. If, for instance, we mix

IV2 gram of (/-tartaric acid with Vs gi'H" of uvic acid, practically

no /-acid will be left when all the f/-acid has disappeared.

These e.x:periments with Aspergillus were carried out in conjunction

with others, because we had noticed that Penicillium glauciun,

which was used for many of our observations exhibited towards

the tartaric acids a but little pronounced power of selection. This

\vill be seen at once from the subjoined table.

The three acids behave nearly similar in regard to a same Penicil-

lium culture; only during the first days the growth on the /-acid

is somewhat less than on the two others.

It seems remarkable that, in consequence of the great concentra-

tion of the hydrogen ions, the retardation which in a 2 "
„ solution

of /- and (/-acid is very plainly perceptible after six days ') does not

set in at all with the anti-acid. This is quite in harmony with the

smaller dissociation constant of this acid ') owning to which, in a

^) When using larger flasks, the surface in regard to the capacity is as a rule

more unfavourable than when small flasks are used, so that the aeration becomes

insufficient.

~) BoESEKEN and Waterman. These Proc. 30 March 191iJ, p. 111-2.

s) BiscHOFF and W^lden. Ber. D. Gh. G. 22, 1819 (1889).
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TABLE I.

Development of Penicillmm ylaucum in 50 cc. tapwater, pro-

vided with 0.05 7„ NH^Cl, 0.05 V„ KFI, P(\ and 0.02 7„ Mg SO,

r=2i°.
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organism used by us has been anotlier form than that employed by

Pasteuk in his classic experiment and the continued investigations

of one of us ^) (H. J. Waterman) have exactly demonstrated that the

phenomena of growth are dependent in a high degree on the variation.

Delft. Laboratory, Org. Cliem. Teclm. High School.

Chemistry. — ''On a method for a more exact determination of

the position of the hydroxyl groups in the polyoxyconipounds"

.

(4^1^ Communication on the configuration of the ring systems).'^)

By Prof. J. BoESEKEN. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

The investigations as to the action of the polycompounds on the

conductivity of boric acid were started to furnish a contribution to

our knowledge as to the situation of the carbon atoms, and the

groups attached thereto, in benzene.

This object has been attained to a certain extent, but, in addition,

the measurements have also taught us something about the position

of the hydroxyl groups in the saturated polyvalent alcohols.

The influence of polyoxycompounds and boric acid on each other

has been known for a long time.

So, for instance, the increase of the acidic properties of boric acid

by means of glycerol was made use of in the titration of that acid

and, reversely, the large increase in rotation exerted by boric acid

on mannitol went to demonstrate that this polyatomic alcohol was

indeed optically-active '). These few empirical data were very con-

siderably added lo by G. Magnanini ^) ; at the same time an experi-

mental foundation was given to the surmise that these phenomena

might be due to the formation of compounds.

He demonstrated that mannitol strongly increased the electric con-

ductivity power of boric acid and that, although to a less extent,

this was also the case with oxj'-acids such as tartaric acid, salicylic

acid, lactic acid, glycerine acid, gallic acid, mandelic acid and gly-

collic acid. He thus proved tlie formation of complex ions, conse-

quently of a chemical combination between the two components.

Van 't HofF ^), on account of these investigations, was of opinion

1) H. J. Waterman. These Proc. 29 June 1912, p. 124.

2) Recueil 30, 392 ; 31, 80 and 86.

3) ViGNON. Ann. Cliim. Phys. 5e S. II 433. (1874).

4) Gazz. chim. 20, 428; 21, II, 134, 215. Zeitschr. phys. Chem. 6.58.

'') Lagcrung dor Atome im Raume. 3e Ed. p. 90.
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that a compound can only then be formed wiien the conditions are

favourable for the formation of a 5-ring (and eventually ofa6-ring).

A substance like mannitol might then unite readily with one or more

mols. of boric acid, because the position of the hydroxyl groups would

favour the formation of 5- or 6-rings.

In the case of a hexatomic alcohol like mannitol, the conditions

for the ring formation are, however, probably favourable, because

to each carbon group is attached a hydroxyl group and because of

the very great probability that two of these with the two carbon

atoms attached thereto, are situated at the same side and in the same

plane ; and this especially because it is a saturated non-cyclic substance.

It occurred to me that a further study of the influence of these

compounds on boric acid might become of more importance still, if

the more simple alcohols were chosen for that purpose.

Now, with the polyoxyderivatives of benzene the conditions are

exceedingly simple.

When in the benzene derivatives the six carbon atoms with the

groups attached thereto, are situated in one plane, the or^Aodioxy-

compounds only (eventually also the cr^/woxyacids have a configu-

ration that offers the best chances for the formation of the said

cyclic systems.

In fact, the measurements carried out b}^ myself and A. van

RossEM (I.e.) have shown that of the polyoxyderivatives of benzene

only the (??';/ic>compounds exert a very great positive influence on the

conductivity of boric acid.

The specific conductivity of V2 '^^ol- solution of this acid at 25°

is increased :

by \/, mol. pyrocatechol from 25.7X10"^ to 553.2X10-6
„ V, „ pyrogallol 608.9 X 10-e

» V32 M pyrocatechol 116 X 10-^

„ V,, „ pyrogallol 131 X 10-6

„ V3, „ 1.2-dioxynaphtiilene 112 X 10-6

(measured by Mr. J. D. Ruys)

on the other hand, the meta- and /Mraderivatives exerted an insigni-

ficant negative influence. The spec, conductivity was lowered :

by V, mol. resorcinol from 25.7 X 10-6 to 25.0 X 10-6

„ Va >> hydroquinone 24.3 X 10—6

,. Vs „ phloroglucinol 24.8 X 10-6

GalHc acid and protocatechuic acid also suffer a considerably larger

increase in conductivity by addition of boric acid than would agree

with this acid's own conductivity.
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V's raol. protocatechuic acid had at 25° a specitic

conductivity = 703.1 X lO-e

V, mol. boric acid = 25.7 XlO-^
Found a conductivity of tiie mixture = 847.7 X 10-6

Increase = 118.9 X 1Q~^

\/8 mol. of gallic acid had at 25° a spec, conductivity= 750.7 X 10 - ^

7, „ of boric acid = 25.7 X 10-^

Found for the mixture = 917.6 X 10-^

Increase — 141.2 X 1Q~^

From this influence on the conductivity we may conclude that

with the polyoxybenzene derivatives an important reaction only then

takes place when the hydroxyl groups are situated in the ortho-

positions in regard to each other,

Of a specific aromatic influence there can be no question because

it would then be difficult to understand why resorcinol, hydroquinone

and phloroglucinol do not exert an increasing action whereas mannitol,

pentaerythrol and glycerol do increase the conductivity (Magnanini,

BoESEKEN ani van Rossem 1. c).

We are constrained, as stated above, to look for the cause in the

favourable situation of tlie hydroxyl groups in regard to the boric

acid molecule.

Now, the peculiar property of pyrocatechol and other orthodioxy-

(and also of amido-oxy and diamido-) compounds of benzene and

other ring systems to readily absorb another atom and to form with

this, as a rule, very stable compounds has been known for a long time.

This is attributed to the exceedingly ready 5-ring formation, there-

fore to the favourable position of the ortho-placed groups.

Without troubling, provisionally, about the configuration of the

compounds formed between boric acid and the polyoxyderivatives,

we may take it as very probable that an analogous cause determines

their origin.

The importance of demonstrating the influence of the polyoxy-

compounds on the conductivity of boric acid is not i-elated to the

fact itself but lies in the sensitiveness of the method and its simple

application.

It enables us to announce the formation of compounds without

having to isolate the same and even more : from the degree of

infiuence we can draw important conclusions as to the position of the

hydroxyl groups in the original polyoxycompound.

If, for instance, we find that the increase of the specific conductivity

at 25° caused by :
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7^ n. glycol on 7j ii. hojic acid = 4.9 X JO"

^

V, 11. glycerol „ := 8.7 X 10-«

V, 11. pentaei-ytlu'ol „ = 231.2 X iO-*^

\/, n. pyroccatecliol „ = 514.1 X lO-'^

V, 11. dulcitol „ = 717 X 10-0

we may conclude therefrom that in ]>entaerythrol, at least two of

the hydroxy 1 groups are situated rather favourably, but not by a

long way so as in the case of pyrocatechol ; that in dulcitol more

than one pair of hydroxyl groups exert an influence on the boric

acid; that in glycol, they are very unfavourably situated and that

they are also unfavourably situated in glycerol although three of

them are present. This is shown in a still more striking manner

when we compare the trivalent pyrogallol with glycerol at a some-

what greater concentration of the alcohol

:

1 n. pyrogallol on \/, n. boric acid rr: 911.3 X 10-^

1 n. glycerol = 12.9 X 10"^

In the determination of the influence exerted on the conductivity

we possess a very ,simi)le and sensitive method to get some infor-

mation as to the situation of the hydroxyl groups in regard to each

other without strongly attacking the molecule and so disturbing the

existing equilibrium.

In consequence of the preceding we submit the following suppositions:

1. If the hydroxyl groups, as in pyrogallol or in pyrocatechol, are

situated in the same plane and at the same side of the carbon atoms

to which they are attached and if there is no entering atom as in

the case of resorcinol, hydrochinone or phloroglucinol, the influence

is very great.

2. This influence becomes less when the OH-groups are leaving

this favourable position.

The simple glycols as yet investigated by us: aethylene glycol,

pinacone, propanediol 1,3, butanediol 1,4^), do not increase the

conductivity of boric acid.

We surmise that the hydroxyl groups in these molecules repel

each other and then, in consequence of the mobility of the saturated

molecule, get situated as far as possible from each other, still in the

same plane but at the opposite side of the carbon atoms to which

they are attached.

We will see whether a more extensive experimental material

confirms these suppositions.

^) Butanediol (1.4) can be prepared very readily by reduction of succinicdiethyl

ester according to the directions given by Harries for the preparation of methyl

(2) butanediol (1.4) from pyrotartaricdiethyl ester.

15

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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The influence of glycerol is certainly in harmony \vi(li these views.

As we have slated this influence is very slight; two of the OH-groups

are therefore, most likely, not situated so favourably as in pyrocatechol.

But still they are not situated so unfavourably as in the simple

glycols and this cannot be otherwise, for even when the three OH-

groups repel each other as far as possible the situation of these

groups viewed two by two must still be more fa\ourable than in

the said bivalent alcohols.

The fact that on the other hand the positioJi of the hydroxy 1 groups

in pyrocatechol and in dioxynaphtalene is so particularly favourable

musi be attributed to the ring-system of the benzene, which forces

them to remain in the plane of the ring and at the same, or outer, side.

The fact that, according to Magnanini's measurements, the «-oxy-

acids and salicylic acid affect the conductivity of boric acid positively,

points to a position of the hydroxyl groups, in regard to each other,

which is more favourable than in the glycols. This is very com-

prehensible when we consider that the OH-group of the «-carbon'

atom finds at the other side of the acid OH-group of the carboxyl

group an oxygen atom, and not the hydrogen atoms of the glycols.

If the number of hydroxyl groups in saturated compounds is greater

than two, it is obvious that the chances of a favourable position

increase and in harmony therewith we tind that erythrol exerts a

stronger influence on the conductivity of boric acid than glycerol

and that the action of mannitol and dulcitol is more important still.

For V2 ™ol. of the alcohols on V's "lol- of boric acid was found:

Glycerol Erythrol Mannitol Dulcitol

8.7 64.1 685 7J7

In the case of these saturated polyalcohols it is, at the present,

still somewhat difficult to point out the most probable position of

the hydroxyl groups by means of a determination of the influence

exerted on the conductivity.

This is much more easy in the case of cyclic systems where the

mobility of the molecule has been lessened to a considerable extent

by the closing of the ring thus causing the position of the groups

to become much more defined. We have already made use of this

propeity in criticising the action of the polyoxycompounds of benzene;

but the action of sucrose is also that which may be expected from

this molecule.
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The influence of snorose on (he eoii(ltuti\ ilv of boric acid is very

trifling, and reversely, also that of boric acid on tiie rotatory jiower

of sucrose.

The change of
1

iV
34.2
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One of tlieiii, represented by (I) must, in consequence of the

favourable position of the hydroxvl groups {a) and [b), influence tlie

conductivity more forcibly than the other one and because in aqueous

solution they are converted into each other up to a definite equili-

brium, tiie conductivity must decrease until this equilibrium-mixture

is attained.

In the other represented by II the conductixity must increase

until the same limit value is attained.

The preliminary measurements executed by Mr. C. E. Klamer now

have led to the result :

1. That «-dextrose had, at 25°, a considerable positive influence

on the conductivity.

2. That this decreased slowly so as to attain a deflnite limit

value after 24 hours.

3. That the positive influence of ^i-dectrose (up to the present

not obtained in a perfectly pure condition) was much slighter than

that of «-dextrose.

4. That it kept on increasing slowly to finally reach nearly, but

not quite, the same limit value as in the case of the «-dextrose.

After repeated recrystallisations the conductivity of a 6.5°; „ solution

of ^-dextrose at 25° was on an average 5X6~^' of a IS'/o solution

TX^^^""' ^^^^^^ 0^ ^ 6.5"^ solution of ,j-dextrose obtained by reery

-

stallisation from pyridine 10X^0 '\ presumably it still contained

a little pyridine.

The increase of the conductivitv caused bv a

6.5 7„ ^-dextrose solution on 2^
', 7„ H3BO, = 42 X ^0-^

falling to 35 X 10-6

The increase of the conductivitv caused bv a

-J5 7„«-dextrose solution on 2\'/\ H3BO3 = 106 X 10~^

falling to 90 X JO-c

The increase of the conductivitv caused bv a

6.5 7„ .i-dextrose solution on 27//„ H3BO3 = 20X10-6
rising to 29X1^^

Without anticipating the result of the tinal measurements with

the sugars we may safely conclude that this method which, of course,

is capable of extension in many directions can give us further data

as to the more delicate structui-e of the molecules.

In other respects also, the formation of complex compounds of

boric acid with organic polyoxycompounds is of great importance.

We know that boric acid is used as an antiseptic; this is based

on the retarding action which this substance exerts on the growth

of moidds.
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According to the researches of H. J. Waterman and myself

described in these Proc. (30 Dec. 1911 and 30 March 1912)

i-etardation is usually associated with a strong solubility in fat or

with a- too large concentration of hydrogen ions.

Now, boric acid is much more readily soluble in water than in

olive oil and is moreover an exceedingly feel»!e acid so that these

two properties cannot, therefore, explain to us why boric acid so

very much retards the growth of peniclUium (jlaucum as we have

indeed observed.

The formation of compounds with the polyalcohols which play

such an important role in the living beings, compounds which can,

moreover, be much more sti'ongly acid than boric acid itself, offers

a very simple explanation of the powerful action of this apparently

so innocuous substance.

Under the influence of the development of the chemistry of the

colloids, the origin of physiological processes has been perhaps

searched for a little too much in purely physical phenomena: diffu-

sion, change in surface tension, discharge of negative-charged colloids

by positive ions and reversely, etc. Undoubtedly, all these actions

play an exceedingly important role, i)ut in many cases a chemical

phenomenon is involved; it is like this with boric acid and so it

will be, presumably, with the toxic action of many metals fl further

refer to a communication from H. J. Waterman and myself in the

"F'olia microbiologica").

The question whether the strong action of some of the hydroxyl

compounds is associated with an easy ring formation, as surmised

by VAN 't Hoff, has, as yet, been discussed by me only casually.

Last year. Fox and Gauge (Trans. Chem. Soc. 1911, 1075) have

succeeded in isolating mannitoborie acid and in preparing some of

its salts, but as it appears from tlie analytical figures that there is

present one molecule of water in excess of that required for the

5-ring closure, the configuration still remains uncertain.

As pyrocatechol causes a very strong increase of the conductivity

I have endeavoured to obtain pyrocatecho-boric acid. Although we
have not succeeded in doing so, we have yet managed to prepare

a series of readily crystallizable complex salts some of which are

characterised by a very slight solubility, so that they may, presumably,

serve for the quantitative separation of boric acid.

A full description of these salts, also of the experiments mentioned

above, which have been carried out mainly by Mrs. N. H. Siewerts

VAN Reesema, C. E. Klamer and J. D. Ruys, will be given later.

Delfty May 1912. Ory. Chem. Lab. Techn. High School.
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Geology. — O. A. F. Moi-engraaff -. "On recent crustal movements

in the island of Timor and their hearing on the geological

history of the East-Indian archipelago^

The occurrence of elevated coralreefs on the ishinds of the eastern

portion of the East-Indian archipelago, amongst others on the island

of Timor, has attracted the attention of many scientists, because it

proves that in a geological sense not long ago, these islands have

been considerably raised above the level of the sea.

The Timor-expedition ^) particularly studied these elevated reefs

and their results may throw some light on the question of the

character and correlations of the recent crustal movements in the

East-Indian archipelago.

The following brief remarks, therefore, are intended as introduction

to the history of these reefs.

The strata of the island of Timor were greatly folded at a time,

which is known to be post-eocene and pre-pliocene, but which cannot

at present be more precisely defined. Among these strata besides schists

of unknown age various formations ranging from the Permian to the

Eocene are represented, the whole of which will be here indicated by

the name of the Perm-Eocene-series or simply as the older formations.

This period of folding and tilting was most probably followed by

a period of prolonged and considerable denudation, because it is

observed that a later-tertiary formation of neogene age is found

resting unconformably on the much denuded (peneplainized) older

formations. The oldest strata of these neogene deposits consist of pure

Globigerina-limestone, a pelagic sediment devoid of the elements of

terrigenous origin, which must have been formed in an open sea

far distant from the land.")

From the time of deposition of the Globigerina-limestone important

crustal movements had set in, which resulted in the forming of basins

(graben), in which the soil was deposited slowly but continuously

and thus filled up these true depressions ^).

^-) Messrs. H. A. Brouwer, F. A H. Weckherlin de Marez Oyens and the

author as leader, formed the Timor-expedition, daring which geologiral explora-

tions were made in the eastern lialf of the Netherlands-Timor in the years 1910—1912.

-) I am not inclined to regard this formation as a deep sea deposit, although

it must have been formed in the open sea far from the land, but believe, that it

may have deposited under simihir conditions as the white clialk of Europe, to

which tliis late-tertiary Glohigerina deposit bears petrologicaliy a '•emarkable resem-

blance.

^) Only the most important of those graben or depressions, which have been

of such vital importance in the development of the later-tertiary deposits, are

mentioned in this pa})cr.

As the (Jcrman terms "gral)en'" and ''horslen'" are frequently used in this paper,
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Beyond the "graben", in the adjoining "horsten", a slow nphcaval

of the- land took place, in consequence of wiiich the sea became

shallower thus causing the growth of coralreefs upon the Globigerina-

limestone. Foraminifera are found abundantly in these reefs whose
preliminary determination points to a probable miocene age, although

such an assumption must be confu-med by further palaeontological

examination. Sometimes small pebbles are found in these reefs and

in places they pass into littoral conglomerates. It appears that coj'al-

reefs have been formed continuously during the long period of slow

upheaval of these "horsten". So in proportion to their age so they occur

at different levels, the oldest or first formed lying in the highest

level, those which are younger gi-adually somewhat lower. These reefs

therefore form together a slowly sloping more or less terraced co\ering

or coating of coral-limestone. The entire thickness of thfs neogene

formation from beyond the basins does not exceed 60 Meters.

Inside the "graben" where the neogene beds attain a much greater

thickness, elements of terrigenous origin make their appearance in

the upper portion of the Globigerina deposit and gradually it passes

Fig. 1. Sketclimap showing llie area covered by the later-terliary

deposits in Middle-Timor. Scale 1 : 2.560.000

it may be as well to explain that in case adjoining strips of land are allccted by

antagonistic movements and are separated one from the other by faults, the down-

thrown strips or blocks are called "graben", whereas the uplhrown strips or blocks

are called "horsten".
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into a sandy limestone, or even into a grit with calcareous cement.

Thus the influence of land gradually increases and the higher strata

consisting of marly claystones and marly sandstones are observed to

contain numerous shells of the zone of shallow water which are

regarded as of pliocene age ')

The above-mentioned basins or "graben" trend in a direction

approximately parallel to the longitudinal axis of the island of Timor

(fig. 1). In a portion of Middle-Timor, as e. g. between Kapan and

Niki-Niki, one single undivided "graben" exists which might be

termed the median neogene basin, although generally, the structure

of the "graben" is more complicated being subdivided by ridges

("horsten") or islands of older formations, wdiich are elongated as

well in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the island. Thus in

the eastern portion of Middle-Timor the later-tertiary basin is divided

by the Mandeo-mountains into two troughs, the Talau-Insana-basin and

the Benain-basin ^), while the latter more to the West again is sub-

divided by a narrow ridge of older formations into a northern Benain-

Noilmoeti-basin and a southern Noil Lioe-basin. Faults of considerable

character occur at the walls of the "graben", which by their influence

have caused the younger tertiary strata in the basin to become suddenly

curved and bent upwards near the edges. In many places a crush-

breccia is found between the older formations and the tertiary strata

thus indicating the position of these marginal or lateral faults.

During the formation of these "graben" by the slow subsidence

of their deposits they remained always fairly well filled up with an

accumulation of late tertiary sediments, from the character of which

it may be gathered that the sea, although having occupied those

basins, never attained a great depth.

These late-tertiary strata besides being tilted near the walls of the

"graben", also show in places slight disturbances. The entire thickness

of this formation in the "graben" is unknown although in my
opinion in the Benain-basin it may safely be estimated at more than

500 metres.

True littoral formations such as conglomerates, oysterbanks, coral-

reefs, etc. lie directly upon these pliocene deposits, and their thickness

is at least 200 metres in the central axis of the lai-ger or Benain-

1) The pliocene age of these deposits is proved by Martin, who has examined

the fauna of the marls of Fnlumonu in the Talau-basin, wliich is identical with

the fauna of the fossiliferous strata in the basin of the Benain. K. Martin. Tertiaer

von Timor. Beilrage zur Geologic Ost-Asiens and Australiens. Serie I, Band III,

p. 305. Leiden 1883—1887.

2) These two basins are united again West of the Mandeo-Mountains.
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"graben". One of the coral reefs in the I^eiiain-hasin (fig. 2) is of

great thickness (70 Meters) and of considerable extension, being con-

sequently an element of importance in the configuration of the land-

620

Scale. 1

Fig. 2. Section across a portion of the Benain-basin in Middle-Timor.

1. Claystone and marl with shells, Pliocene.

2. Marls and sandy marls, containing in places marine organisms.

3. Conglomerate.

4. Sandy marl with Placunna.

5. Goralreefs, late-Pliocene or Pleistocene.

6. Oysterbanks.

14.000. Altitudes in Metres above sealcvel.

scape ; on these coralreefs is again deposited a succession of layers

of sandstone, conglomerates, oysterbanks, etc., all significant of a

littoral origin. From their considerable thickness we must infer that

these deposits were formed during a period of slow subsidence, which

must have occurred at the end of the pliocene or at the beginning

of the pleistocene age.

These reefs and other littoral deposits although getting thinner

towards the edges (walls) of the basins, are not always confined to

the "graben", but in places they spread over a great area in Middle-

Timor and o\'erlap the older formations from which they are often

separated by a well develojjed coarse basal conglomerate ; conse-

quently they are also found resting unconformably upon the Globi-

gerina-deposits where the latter are locally tilted at the edges of the

"graben". It is obvious that tlie.se coralreefs of late-pliocene or

early-pleistocene age hav^e been formed outside the "graben" in close

proximity, although generally at a somewhat lower level, to the

above-mentioned older reefs of probable miocene and pliocene age.

It was not proved possible to discriminate in the field between these

reef's of different ages, with certainty, but probably a future exami-

nation of the Foraminifera contained in them may lead to more

accurate results.

In the "graben" there is no break in the succession or unconfor-

mity visible between the pliocene strata and the overlying reefs and
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littoral deposits ; and there eaii be no doubt that the last mentioned

reefs both inside and outside the "graben" all belong to one and

the same continuous formation, the connection of which has only

been interrupted bj later erosion.

During and just after the formation of these coralreefs a great

portion of Middle-Timor must have been covered by a sea full of

coral-islands and reefs. The higher mountain-groups ^Moetis, Lakaan,

Mandeo etc.) emerged as islands from this sea, and the conglome-

rates, formed simultaneously with and posterior to the coralreefs,

prove that the islands must have been steep and high and that the

running water must have transported a considerable amount of debris

from them towards the surrounding sea.

It may be accepted that the majority of the big coralreefs were

thus formed in late pliocene or early pleistocene times as they overlie

and clearly therefore indicate a younger age than the marls with

pliocene shells.

Fui'ther, as these reefs 'were already formed, a general upheaval

of the island of Timor took place which possibly still continues.

This upheaval, however, was not equally strong everywhere, conse-

quently the elevated coralreefs are no longer found in a horizontal

position but feebly sloping.

It appears that the upheaval of the central portion of the island

has been from the beginning somewhat stronger than that of the

southern and northern coastal regions.

In fact the reefs of the Diroen-ridge south of the Lakaan near the

central axis of the island occur now at an altitude of 1283 Meters,

about 680 Meters higher thaji those on the hills of the north coast

at Babilo. The big reef also of the Gempol-cliff in the central portion

of the island not far from Kapan has an altitude of 1250 Meters

above sealevel, whereas in the southern mountainranges near Niki-

Niki the highest altitude at which coralreefs are found is only

750 Meters.

Moreover, the upheaval of the land has been stronger at the edges

of the basins ("graben") than in the basins themselves. Consequently

the coralreefs which rest on the pliocene strata in the "graben" are

no longer found in their original horizontal plane of deposition, but

assume a feebly basin- or trough-shaped position and are besides

split up into blocks of slightly difterent altitudes. It may be that this

latter circumstance is caused by compression and the squeezing out

of the soft and more or less plastic pliocene strata underlying the

heavy compact coral limestones, although it might just as well be

suggested that it is caused by a feeble continuation of the crustal
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movements wliicli had been present to aceoniil for (lie formation of the

pliocene "graben" and "horsten".')

During the prolonged period of recent upheaval the running waters

were obliged to cut their courses with strong and increasing gradients.

Narrow deep valleys, often true gullies (canons) were formed which

are characteristic of the topography of the greater part of the island.

Numerous terraces are found along the courses of the rivers as well in

connection with those rivers which have developed their systems within

the late-tertiary basins, as also with those, where the systems lay entirely

outside of the basins. This proves that the entire island of Timor took

part in the recent upheaval, although not everywhere to the same extent.

This unequal or differential upheaval of the land has caused the

rivers w^hich flow within the tertiary basins to generally transverse,

somewhere in their course, one or more of the strong layers of reef-

limestone, at those places where those are comparatively little elevated.

Tlius the Benain has, in the central portion of the Benain-basin near

the native village Neke, at an altitude of 296 M. cut a narrow deep

gorge of more than two miles in length through a thick stratum of

coral limestone. In one portion of this gorge the running water

undermined a portion of the coral limestone, and thus formed over

the current, which is very deep and strong a natural arch or bridge

which is now a much frequented road of communication.

') My conclusions difler slightly from those of Verbeek (R. D. M. Verbeek,

Molukkenverslag. Geologische verkenningstochten in het oostelijk gedeelte van den

Ned. O.-I. Arcliipel. Jaarb. van het Mijnwezen XXXVII. Batavia 1908). According

to Verbeek the coralreefs of the Talau-basin are of different age, and were all

formed during the gradual upheaval of tlie land as fringing reefs, which are now
found to be the older because of their liigher level above the sea (I.e. p. 777).

The highest, those of the Diroen-ridge at an altitude of 1283 M. above sealevel^

are regarded as of miocene age, those of Lahoeroes at an altitude of 569 M. of

somewhat later date, and the lowermost, those of Fatoe Lamintoetoe al an altitude

of 300 M. of pliocene age. These corah-eefs diverge the older they are proportionally

more from their original horizontal position ; thus the oldest show a dip of 8°,

those which are at a lower level of 5°40', whereas those which occur still further

below dip only 3°50 (1. c. p. 357 and p. 778).

Although admilting that outside of the "graben", coralreefs of probably miocene

age are found and that these ancient reefs occupy the highest levels now, I am
of opinion that the majority of tlie elevated reefs i. e. the bulk of Ihose which

occur within the area of the "graben" including the Talau-basin, and also a part

of those which are situated beyond the limits of the "graben", were formed before

the commencement of the latest period of emergence (upheaval) of llie island of

Timor and consequently must be of the same late-pliocene or early-pleistocene

age ; and the above mentioned, feebly synclinal and somewhat disturbed and frac-

tured position of the reefs, which spread ronlinuously over large distances within

the "graben", would be an explanation for the fact that these reefs are found

al present in different altitudes, decreasing towards the central axes of the "graben".
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In the same way tlie Talan-river just below its confluence with

the Baukama at an altitude of 245 M. ^) above sea-level, has cut a

gorge which at present is 55 M. deep, across a high bank of coral

limestone.

Theoretically one might expect, that during this prolonged period

of upheaval, which possibly is still in progress, a series of fringing

reefs had been formed all round the area of elevation. The current

opinion is, of course, that the elevated coralreefs of Timor were

formed in such a way from miocene times until now, during a

continuous movement of upheaval of the land ^). The fact is, however,

that not a trace of elevated fringing reefs is found along the

north western and southeastern coast, where the island of Timor

adjoins the eastern continuation of the deep depression of the Savoe-

sea and the equally deep depression of the Timor-sea. The western-

most portion of the island, on the contrary, where it borders the

shallow water which separates it from the island of Rotti, is covered

with elevated fringing reefs.

If we look for an explanation of this remarkable fact, it is of

importance to bear in mind that the island of Timor appears to be

suddenly truncated and broken off by faults just along the north-

western and southeastern coasts which border deep basins of the sea

coming up close to the shore.

The late-tertiary or early-quaternary reefs and littoral deposits which

form the uppermost portion of the neogene series of the Talau-basin,

on the mountain-ridge of the northcoast for instance near Babilo,

abruptly terminate with their full thickness in a steep cliff, facing

the sea at an altitude of about 610 Meters. Evidently the strata

once extended much further towards the North, but afterwards

became detached. Between this point and the actual coast no trace

of elevated coralreefs is found, whereas at the beach in the surf

small reefs of living corals are abundant. This circumstance as well

as the fact that along the north coast the hills rise with an un-

commonly steep slope from the sea, tends to prove that the island

of Timor is broken off tow^ards the North. More convincing evidence

still, is afforded by the south coast, where in the district of Amanatan

the parallel ridges of the Amanoeban-mountainchain, which is mainly

composed of Jurassic strata striking OlON-WIOS (a direction differing

about 12'' from the general trend of the coast line), follow each other

abruptly abutting against the coast and terminating in high cliffs.

1) Verbeek, in his description of the tertiary basin of the Talau-river, also

mentions this gorge i. c. p. 348.

2) R. D. M. Verbeek, 1, c. p. 777.
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The sea deepens suddenly all along this coast and no ti-ace of islands

or shoals are found which inij>ht be reganled as the submarine

continuation of those ridges. All observations made ah)ng this coast

give support to the opinion that the island terminates here against

a fault facing the Timor-sea.

I thiidv it quite possible that the faults which thus terminate the

island of Timor both towards the North and the South have been

the cause of the absence of elevated reefs along those coasts of ui)heaval.

If we accept the existence of these breaks, the question arises:

What has been detached towards the North and the South? Clearly

it must be the sunken blocks of land which are found in the deep

basins of the Timor-sea and the Savoe-sea.

To the North of the island of Timor the eastern continuation of

the Savoe-sea has a depth of 3255 M. near the island of Kambing;

to the South the dep<h of the Timor-sea is 3109 M. and this con-

siderable depth is found much nearer to the coast of Timor than to

the Sahul-bank which forms part of the continent of Australia.

Not only Timor, however, is thus bordered at both sides b}^ deep

sea-basins, but it is a coincidence which holds good for the majority,

if not for all of the islands of the eastern portion of the archipelago,

consequently, the origin of the deep sea-basins and the elevation of

the islands in the eastern portion of the archipelago may be regarded

as a simultaneous process between which a genatic connection must

have existed.

The genesis of adjoining sunken and tilted blocks must be the

result of one and the same crustal movement, which in my opinion

would be the cause of a process of folding at great depths.

If the question were raised as to what might be seeji at the earth's

surface if an area were folded by crustal movement at a certain

depth, I should be inclined to reply that its appearance would be

similar to what obtains at present in the eastern |)ortion of the Indian

archipelago^). It is a well known fact that the folding of rock-strata

is only possible under high pressure; it may therefore be inferred

that folding can only originate at certain depths below the earth's

surface. At the surface, in the zone of fracture, where the rocks

cannot be plicated, the phenomena of deeply seated thrust and folding

would be indicated by the presence of "graben" and "hoi'sten", the

former corresponding to ihe troughs, the lattei- to the saddles of

the deeply seated folds. Generally speaking every range of tilted

1) Abendanon has arrived at a somewhat similar conclusion, in his analysis of

the topography of the island of Celebes. E. (J. Abendanon, Celebes en Halmaheira,

Tijds. K. Ned. Aardr. Genootsch. 2, XXVIi. p. 1149, Leiden 1910.
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blocks, or islands in our case, as well as ever}' range of sunken

blocks, or deep sea basins in our case, must indicate the position

and the trend of the major folds, which are in mode' of formation

at a certain depth ; thus the character of the deeply seated folds

would be found reflected in the surface topography.

But then one has to take into account also, the submarine topo-

graphy ') and fortunate!}' the excellent deep sea chart of the Siboga-

expedition enables us to do this *).

The most salient feature on this nuip is the striking difference

which exists between the western portion (the Java-sea and its

surroundings), and the eastern portion (the Molucca-sea). The latter

exhibits a complicated topography and great variations both in the

depth of the sea and in the heights of the numerous islands, which

generally emerge boldly from the sea; whereas the western area

shows a slight and very uniform depth of the sea and smooth out-

lines of land which rises with a vei-y gentle slope from the coast ').

1) hi my opinion it is imperative to study the submarine topography, because the

part of the surface of the earth hidden beneath the sea in this archipelago is so

much greater llian that of the islands. This itself is a favourable circumstance,

because it tends to prove, that the basins until now were comparatively little

filled up by products of erosion brought from the land, and consequently the

surface topography originated by the recent crustal movements has been fairly

well preserved at the bottom of the sea. The upraised islands of course are

smaller and less high now than they would have been, were it not that the

erosion had from the start counteracted the results of the upheaval. In or near

large continents the chances for the preservation of a salient topography are

much smaller, because the original features would have been much sooner oblite-

rated by the effects of erosion and sedimentation. Thus in a portion of Northern

Germany and the Netherlands, geologically not long since, crustal movements

formed a surface topography, certainly not less complicated than that of the East-

Indian archipelago, in which the levelling processes have been so powerful, that

its original topographical details has become obliterated, with the result that at

present only a trace of them can be seen at the surface ; indeed we have to

imagine the quaternary and a portion of the tertiary deposits removed to be able

to realize the complexity of this topography.

2) G. A. F. Tydeman. Hydrographic results of the Siboga-expedition. Chart 1.

Part III of M. Weber. Siboga-Expeditie. Leiden 1903.

Soundings which have been made in the archipelago since the results of the

Siboga-expedition were published, have proved, that the submarine topography is

still more complicated than that shown on the chart. Very probably, the most

important result of the researches of the Siboga-expedition i. e. the existence of

a strikingly complicated submarine topography in the eastern parts of the East-

Indian archipelago, will be more accentuated by future researches.

3) Verbeek has already drawn attention to this striking difference between the

western and the eastern portion of the archipelago and he pleads a causal origi-

nation for the presence of the deep sea-basins and the islands with elevated
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Tliis western porlion with llic lr;iii(|iiil lopoi^raiiliv l>olli of llic hiiid

aiul the sea-bottom, has not taken pari in the more recent enistal

movements ; since the npheaval which raised tlie iniocenc sandstone

formation in Central-Boi-nco lo a level of more than 10(10 M. above

the sea, no movements of the soil have been recorded there, probably

with the exception of the area immediately bordering tiie Street of

Macassar. In the eastern portion of the archipelago, where a com-

plicated topography of the land and the sea bottom prevails, deep

sea-basins have been formed by subsidence; and, dnring the same

time, ranges of islands have been elevated above the sea, caused by

antagonistic movements which are probably still in course of progress.

It thus appears that in the latest (/eo/o(/ical period the crustal move-

ments, in the geosynclinal or movable area between the Australian

and the Asiatic continent, have been confined to the portion, immediately

adjoinina the Australian continent, i.e. between Borneo and Australia.

In tropical regions generally, a coating of coral-limestone is formed

along an elevated coast, as long as there are no causes to counteract

or annihilate the results of the growth of successive fringiirg reefs

during the period of upheaval.

This easily recognisable coating of coral-limestone (series of fringing

reefs in different levels one above the other) in tropical regions,

alFords an excellent criterion from which may be judged whether a

coast has been elevated in proportion to the level of the sea.

Now in the entire western portion of the archipelago with its

undisturbed topography i.e. the land surrounding the Java-sea where,

according to my opinion, no movements of the land in relation to

the level of the sea have taken place in the latest geological time,

raised coralreefs have not been recorded ^).

In the eastern portion of the archipelago with its complicated

topography, where crustal movements have occurred, elevated coral-

reefs are found on the great majority of the islands.

/ believe, th.ai yenerally speakiny it may be accepted, that where

coralreefs (I.e. p. 817). Veebeek, however, believes in an indirect cause for such

a phenomenon. In his opinion ihe uplieavai of the islands took place only after

the deep sea-basins had already been formed, by the subsidence of landmasses
;

pressure exercised by the sunken blocks caused later folding at a great depth, as

well as the upheaval of the islands (I.e. p. 816). in my opinion, however, the

causal origin was of a direct nature ; the subsidence of tiie deep sea-basins

and the elevation of the islands took place at the same time, and both anta-

gonistic movements were the results of one and the same phenomenon of thrust

and folding at a certain depth.

') Java, especially the southern coast, would have been subjected again to the

crustal movements, which had occurred at the border between the Indian Ocean

and the East-Indian archipelago.
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a deep sea chart shows a complicated topograph)/ the adjoining

coasbi must show signs of upheaval {in tropical regions, as a rule,

elevated coralreefs), and luhere thi^ is not the case one must e.epect

no evidence of importance in favour of the upheaval of the adjoining

coasts.

If my suggestion is correct that folding at a certain depth is the

cause of the simultaneous origin of both deep sea-basins and the

elevation of the islands, the following phenomena would result:

1. The elevated islands would be grouped in rows, for they are

nothing but tlie elevated though fractured strips of land on top of

the saddles of the deeply seated folds. The trend of the rows of

islands would indicate the line of strike of such folds, examples of

which may be seen in the rows at Soemba-Timor-Timorlaut-Kei-

Ceram-Buru : as also at Soembawa-Flores-Wetter etc.

2. The deep sea-basins would be elongated in one direction more

or less exactly parallel to the adjoining rows of islands, because

they are formed on top of the troughs of the deeply seated folds.

For example I may quote the case of the Savoe-sea, the depth near

the islajid Kambing, the Timor-sea, the Weber-deplh, etc.

3. Near the surface, in the zone of fracture, one would also expect

to find faults, which had broken the connection in the sides of the

folds. Such faults would exist between the deep sea-basins and the

elevated ishxiids; and where the faults had repeatedly cut away the

land at the coast, the development of elevated fringing coralreefs

would ha\e heen hampered. This has taken place both at the north

and the south coast of the island of Timor, and also at the islands

of Moa and Leti.

4. All the islands of one row would be elevated, but the upheaval

would have been very unequal, as can be observed if the islands

are compared one with the other, or if an examination be made of

different portions of one island. This is indeed the case in all the

elevated islands, as can be principally deduced from the desriptions

in Verbeek's Molukken-verslag.

5. There is no reason why faults should occur between adjoining

islands belonging to one and the same elevated range (saddle of a deeply

seated fold), which would hamper the development of elevated

coralreefs. It is possible that this circumstance might explain why,

at the western extiemity of Timor, elevated fringing coralreefs

appear to be so well developed.

6. Where the deeply seated fold, shows sudden bends or curves,
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or wliere two systems of folds interfere') exceptions to the abo\e

mentioned rules and complicated cases may be expected. The deep

sea chart of the Siboga shows good examples of this fact.

Zoology. — ''On the Freshiuater Fishes of Timor and Babher." By

Max Weber and L. F. de Beaufort.

The Timor Expedition, under leadership of Prof. G. A. F. Molen-

GRAAFF, returned to Holland with extraordinarily rich mineralogicai,

palaeontological and geological collections and its leader has already

communicated some important preliminary results, which are of great

importance, not only to our knowledge of Timor, but also to the

geological history of the whole indo australian archipelago. As they

throw new light on the youngest phases in the development of tlie

archipelago, they are of special importance to the zoogeographer too.

Therefore it is a memorable fact, that Prof. Molengraaff consented

to our request to make a collection of freshwater fishes, when

time and circumstances permitted, as thus important light is thrown

on at any rate the younger phases of the evolution of the indo-

australian archipelago.

We are glad to seize this opportunity to thank him as well as

his collaborator Mr. F. A. H. Weckherlin de Marez Oyens for the

collection of well preserved specimens of fish, brought together by

the lastnamed in different rivers of Timor and the island of Babber.

As far as we know, Babber was — ichthyologically — a terra

incognita. The following fishes were collected by Mr. Weckherlin

DE Marez Oyens in the rivers (Jer), which are mentioned next to

the name of the fishes.

Anguilla mauritiana Benn. Jer Lawi, 7 Km. above mouth. Jer

Toilila near Tepa, 500 M. above mouth.

Caranx carangus Bl. Jer Lawi, 7 Km. above mouth.

Gymnapistus niger C. V. Jer Lawi, 7 Km. above mouth.

Eleotris gyrinoides Blkr. Jer Toilila near Tepa, 500 M. above

mouth. Jer Lawi, 7 Km. above mouth.

^) The East-Indian archipelago is situated in tlie area of junction of two systems

of folding of the earth's crust, the alpine and circumpacific system, vide E. Haug.

Les geosynclinaux et les aires contineutales. Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de France.

1900. 3. Ser. Vol. 28 p. 635. Whereas E. Haug refers in this areato an "embran-

chement" of the two systems, Sarasin goes further and speaks of an actual conflict

:

"Ich habe nocli immer den Eindruck, dasz es sich im malayischen Archipel um
einen Konflikt zwischen den Kettensystemen der Tethys und denen der pazifischen

Umrahmung handle '. P. Sarasin. Zur Tektonik von Celebes. Monatsberichte der

deutschen Geol. Ges. 1912. p. 215.

16

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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Ekotris {CuUiis) fusca Bl. Jer Toilila near Tepa, 500 M. above niontli.

Eleotris {Belobranchus) heJohranchu.s' C. V. Jer r^awi, 7 Km. above

mouth.

Gobius spec. Jer Toilila near Tepa 500 M. above mouth.

Sicyopterus inicrurus Blkr. Jer Lawi, 7 Km. above mouth. Jer

Toilila near Tepa, 500 M. above mouth.

Sicyopterus cynocephalus C. V. Jer Lawi 7 Km. above mouth.

On the fishfauna of Timor Bleekek ^) wrote 7 papers between the

years J 852 and 1863. There is not much to be learned from them

for our purpose, however. Any exact account of the localities

where they were taken, is lacking. Doubtless by far the greater

part was captured in the litoral waters of Kupang and Atapupu. The

following 7 only are specially recorded from a river near Deli:

Megalops indicus C. V. =r Megalops cyprinoides Brouss.

Anguilla australis Richards.

Atherina lacunosa Forst. = Atherina Forskali Rtjpp.

Mugil hrachysoma C. V. = Mugil sundanensis Bt.kr.

Acanthurus matoides C. V.

Caranx forsteri C. V.

Eleotris Hoedtii Blkr.

The locality and the nature of the fishes make it probable, that

they were caught not far from the mouth of the river.

In 1894 the first named of us *) published a more extensive list of the

fishes of Timor, chiefly due to Prof. A. Wichmann, who was kind

enough, during his stay in Timor in the spring of 1889, to collect

the following fishes in the river Koinino and other small streamlets

in the neighbourhood of Kupang, as well as in the river near Atapupu.

Mugil {Bleekeri Gthr.?) river Koinino.

Kuhlia marginata C. V. river Koinino.

Ambnssis buroensis Blkr. river near Kupang.

Ambassis bntjanensis Blkr. river Koinino.

Therapon jarbua Forsk. river near Kupang.

Caranx hippos L. river near Kupang.

Eleotris hoedti Blkr. river near Atapupu.

Eleotris fusca Bl. Schn. river near Atapupu.

Gobius celebius C. V. rivers near Kupang.

Gobius melanocephalus Blkr. i-iver Koinino.

Sicyopterus Wichmanni M. Web. near Kupang.

1) Nat. Tijdschr. Ned. Indie III, 1852. p. 159-174. Ibid. VI, 1854. p. 203-214.

Ibid. XIII, 1857. p. 387-390. Ibid. XVII, 1858 p. 129-140. Ibid. XX, 1859. p. 442—

445. Ibid. XXII, 1861, p. 247-261. Ned. Tijdschr. Dieik. I. 1863, p. 262—276.

-) Max Weber. Zool. Ergebnisse einer Raise in Niederl -Indien. Ill, 1894. p '438.
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Tlicu Dr. H. TEN Kate collected a few freshwater fishes, which

have been published b^- Dr. C. L. Reuvens ^). These are

:

Anguilla hengaJm.^l'^ (Gri'ay) Gthr. =r An<iinlhi mauvitiann Benn.

from a lake near Baun.

Anabas scandens Dald. near Amarassi and from lake Nefko near

Oikaliti.

Lastly Mr. H. A. Lorentz was kind enough to collect in August

1909, when passing Knpang on his way to New Guinea, the following

fishes from the river Koinino :

Eleotris (Belobranchus) behbranchus C. V.

Gob ills celeb ills C. V.

Gobiiis meJanoceplialus Blkr.

The great value of the tishmaterial collected hy tlie Timor expedition

lies in the fact, that it comes from the interior of Timor, far away
from the sea, and from altitudes \'arying betiveen 200 and 900 M.

It gives a picture of the fishfauna in the upper course of the rivers,

while the previously known material came from the lower course

of the rivers. The collection consists of the species mentioned below,

from the following localities

:

1. Mota Berluli, District Djenilu, Belu, J Km. above mouth.

2. Noil Enfut {=: Noil Mauden) between Wikmurak and Oi

Lollo, District Insana, area of the river Noil Benain, about 200 M.

above sea.

3. Area of the river Mota Talau, from streamlet without name near

camp Naitimu, Belu, about 250 M. above sea.

4. Noil Bidjeli (= Noil Noni», near camp Bidjeli, upper area

of the river of Noil Benain, District Mollo, about 350 M. above sea.

5. Noil Aplaal {=: Noil Besi), near camp Aplaal, District Miomaffo,

about 500 M. above sea,

6. Noil Besi near path from Fatu Seinaan to Bonleo, about 900 M.

above sea.

7. River Bele, near the source of the river Noil Tuke, District

Amanzebang, about 700 M. above sea.

Anyiiilla mauritiana Benn., Noil Besi, River Bele.

Anguilla celebesensis Kaup, River Bele.

Aplocheilus celebensis M. Web., Area of the i-iver Mota Talau.

Mugil spec. Mota Berluli.

Aeschrichthys GoJdiei Macleay, Noil Bidjeli.

Kuhlia marginatd C. V., Noil Bidjeli, Noil Aplaal.

^) G. L. Reuvens. Fresh and brackish water fishes from Sumba, Flores, Groot-

Baslaard, Timor, Samaoe antl Rolti. Notes Leyden Museum XVI 1895, p. 154.

16*
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Distribution outside

Timor.

Megalops cyprinoides Brouss.

Anguilia celebesensis Kaup

Anguilla mauritiana Benn.

Anguilia australis Richards.

Aplocheilus celebensis M. Web.

Atherina Forskali Rupp.

Mugil spec. juv.

Mugil (Bleekeri Gthr.?).

Mugil sundanensis Bleeker

Aeschrichthys Goldiei Macleay

Anabas scandens Dald.

Kuhlia rupestris C.V.

Kuhlia marginata C.V.

Toxotes jaculator Pall.

Ambassis buroensis Bleeker

Ambassis batjanensis Bleeker

Lutjanus fuscescens C.V.

Therapon jarbua Forsk.

Therapon cancellatus C.V.

Acanthuriis matoides C.V.

Caranx forsteri C.V.

Eleotris Hoedti Bleeker

Eleotris belobranchus C.V.

Eleotris fusca Bl. Schn.

Eleotris gyrinoides Bleeker

Gobius celebius C.V.

Gobius melanocephaliis Bleeker

Sicyopterus Wichmanni M. Web.
Sicyopterus cynocephalus C.V.
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Indopacific.

Eastern part of indo-
australian Archipelago to

Westpacific islands.

From East Africa to

Westpacific islands.

From India to Australia
and New-Zeeland.

Celebes.

From Red Sea to West-
pacific islands.

Banka, Aru-islands.

Indo-australian Archi-
pelago.

South New Guinea,
Philippines.

From Ceylon through
indo-australian Archipel.
to Halmahera and Batjan ?

From East Africa to

Westpacific islands.

Indo-australian Archipel.
to Westpacific islands.

Indo-australian Archipel.

Indo-australian Archipel.

Indo-australian Archipel.

Indo-australian Archi-
pelago to Westpacific
islands and China.

Indo-pacific.

Indo-australian Archipel.

Indo-pacific.

Indo-pacific.

Brackish and freshwater
from India to Westpacific.

Brackish and freshwater
of Indo-australian Archip.

Brackish and freshwater
of Indopacific.

Brackish and freshwater
of Sumatra and Celebes.

Seas and rivers of Indo-
australian archipelago.

Seas and rivers of India
and Indo-australian Archi-
pelago.

Flores.

Indo-Australian Archipel.
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Kuhlia rupestris Lacep., Noil Aplaal.

Lutjamis fuscescens C. V., Mota Herkili.

Therapon cancellatus C. V., Noil Aphuil.

Ekotri'i (Op/iiocara) Hoedti Blkr., Mota Beriiili.

Eleotris gyrinoides Blkr., Mota Berliili, Noil Enfiit.

Gobius celehius C. V., Mota Berluli.

Gobius melanocephalus Blkr., Mota Berluli, Noil Eiifiit.

Sicyopterus cynocephalus C. V. Noil Enfut, Noil Besi.

The zoogeographical importance of all the species hitherto known
from the freshwater of Timor will be more prononnced in a table

in which is mentioned at the same time whether the species are known
to inhabit the sea, in which case it is proved that salt water does

not constitnte a barrier against their distribution. Furthermore the

distribution of the mentioned species is noted in our table.

From this table the following may be deduced -.

1. Contrary to expectation Timor misses every australian or paj)uan

element in its freshwater fishfauna. We mean by that the Melanoi'ie-

iiiidae, which are only known from Australia, New Guinea, Waigeu

and the Aru islands and which are still represented on lastnamed

islands hy Pseudomugil and Rkombatractus, and further such forms as

JSfeosilurus , Eleotris aniensis M. Web., E. Mertoni M. Web., E. nioyurnda

Richards, which are also found on the Aru islands.

2. On the other hand a few fishes: Anabas scanden.s Dald. and

ApJocheilus cehbensis M. Web., occurring in the freshwater fauna of

Timor, are forms which are entirely lacking in the freshwater of

the australian or papuan region.

3. The most striking fact however is, that 15 of the 28 enumerated

species occur as well in the sea, temporarily (Anguillidae) or perma-

nently, and 6 of them also in brackish water. The 7 remaining are

hitherto onl}' known from freshw^ater. From these 7 Aeschrlclitliys

Goldiei Macl., Kuhlia nipestrisG. V., Sicyopterus Wichmanni^l. Web.

and Sicyopterus cynocephalus C. V. are closely related to forms for

which salt water, or at least brackish water does not form a hindrance

in their dispersion.

In other w^ords the freshwater fishfauna of Timor has a marine

character, it is almost totally composed of immigrants from the sea.

This very remarkable phenomenon can be explained by what the

geological history of Timor teaches, as conceived by Molengraaff.

To us the following is of importance.

Timor was covered by sea during a very great part of the pleisto-

ceen. The high mountains however (Mutis, Lakaan etc.) projected

above the sea. They must have been comparatively high at that time
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too, as the water, running in torrents from their sides, carried down

much gravel. It was evidently a landformation not very apt to lodge

a freshwater fauna of any importance. It is difficult to ascertain

whether elements of this fauna still survive in the present fauna.

This might possibly be the case with Aplocheilus celebensis M. Web.

and Anabas scandens Dald., which form a special element in the present

fauna. One of these, Aplocheilus belongs to the family Poecilidae,

se\'eral genera of which are known from the early tertiary ; and

Anabas scandens has a very wide range of distribution, from the

continent of Asia to the eastern part of the indo australian archipelago.

The recent tishfauna only came to full development when Timor was

raised to its present level in post pleistoceen times. This very young

land developed a system of rivers, which could only be populated

by such fishes, as are not^ hindered by salt water in their distribution,

Timor, when rising, was surrounded by sea. The ichth} ological

material tends to prove that this was originally a shallow sea, possibly

surrounding other greater or smaller islands in the neighbourhood,

as, for several elements of the freshwaterfauna of Timor, a deep sea

with a high salinity would form an unsurmountable barrier. Such

a sea could only have been formed after the immigration in the

freshwater was accomplished for the greater part.

We are of ophiion that this is in accordance with the views

of MoLENGRAAFF, who thinks that the formation of the deep seas

along the north and south coast of Timor took place in connection

with the final upheaval of the island, and that this has been the

latest event.

Physics. — ''On the Deduction of the Equation of State from Boltz-

mann'.« Entropy Principle." By Dr. W. H. Keesom. Supplement

No. 24(T to the Communications from the Physical Laboratory

at Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1912).

§1. Introduction. Since the two great advances made by van

UER Waai,s in deducing his equation and in developing the theory

of corresponding states therefrom, the theoretical investigation of the

equation of state for a single component substance has been developed

in vaiious directions, particularly by van der Waals himself; these

developments have cleared up and enriched our knowledge of various

circumstances which influence the equation of state, and which had
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been left out of account in the first deduction of the equation. For

example, we may refer in particular to t!ie recent researches of

VAN DER VVaals ou the influence of apparent association. On the

other hand, there has been collected much valuable experimental

material, which has already, on various occasions, been compared
with the results obtained from theoretical assumptions. In the mean-

time, while these researches are being continued, it seems desirable

and opportune to undeitake a systematic investigation of the equation

of state over a region in which not only reliable experimental data

can be obtained, and are in fact already accessible in part, but

which also permits of a rigorous theoretical investigation.

Kamkrlingh Onnes ') has started to systematically collect, arrange

and incorporate into his empirical equation the experimental results

already accessible over the whole region which has been already

investigated for the equation of state. Amongst other effects of this

empirical equation is that it makes it easy to compare different

substances from the point of view of the principle of similaritv,

and in this respect it has already led to a number of valuable

conclusions. For a general review of these conclusions we may refer

to an article on the equation of state \vhich is to appear in the

Encyklopiidie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften and is now passing

through the press; we shall refer to this paper as Suppl. N". 23.

In investigating the most suitable expression for the equation of

state preference was finally given (cf. Coram. N". 71 § 3) to a series

of increasing powers of v-^ (omitting the odd powers above 2

and closing the series with v~^). With a small deviation from the

notations of Comms. N". 71 and 74 we may write the equation in

the form

t B C D E F]
pv = A\l^- + ~ + --r--^-\ . . . . (1)

I
V I' V* v' u"

)

(cf. Suppl. N«. 23).

The form of this equation shows that, from an experimental point

of view, the method most immediately indicated for proceeding to

obtain correspondence bet^veen theory and experiment is to successively

determining, both theoretically and experimentally, the various

virial-coefficients A, B, C etc., over a temperature region as extensive

as possible for substances for which one would expect it necessary to

make the least complicated assumptions regarding molecular structure

>) H. Kamerlingh OxMnes, Gomm. No. 71 (June 1901), No. 74, Arch. Neerl. (2)

6 (1901), p. 874.
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and molecular action. This is especially the case with the first

coefficients A, B and C, as their values can be experimentally

obtained with pretty high accuracy quite independently of any

special assumptions which may be made regarding subsequent terms;

while, from the theoretical point of view, the means are at hand

for deducing these virial-coeflicieiits from various special assumptions

regarding the structure and action of the molecules^).

- With regard to the tirst virial-coefficient A we may remark that

one may wTite

A=RT (2)

(R is the gas constant, T the temperature on the Kelvin scale) for

non-associative substances over the whole temperature region hitherto

investigated. With regard to the question as to whether such sub-

stances would exhibit another law of dependence upon temperature

in another region (e.g. at the lowest possible temperatures) we may

refer the reader to Suppl. N°. 23.

Both the present and the following paper aim at making a

beginning with the deduction of the second virial-coeflicient, B,

from certain special assumptions, having in view its completion in

subsequent papers by a compaiison with results obtained from

experiment.

In his Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics Gibbs deve-

loped methods which in principle enable us to deal with any mole-

cular-kinetic problem concerning the equation of state, as long as we

limit ourselves by the assumption tliat the mutual actions of the

molecules conform to the HAMiLTONian equations. Ornstein *) adapted

this method to the deduction of the equation of state and applied it.

^

In Suppl. N^ 23 the method indicated by Boltzmann in his Gastheo-

rie II § 61 and based immediately upon the Boltzmann entropy

principle is developed in general terms. This method, too, seems

suitable for the solution of all problems concerning the equation of

state of systems in which the mutual actions of the molecules con-

form to the HAMiLTONian equations. It has been shown by Lorentz ')

1) In this connection it must be remembered that, as noticed in § 1 of Coram.

No. 74, the virial-coefficients in the polynomial (1) differ from those of the corres-

ponding infinite series in which all the positive powers of r~i are present. The

more attention must be paid to this point, the higher the coefficients concerned;

it will be quite appreciable with C on account of the absence of the v-^ term in

(1), while D in (1) can no longer be regarded as approximating to the coefficient

of f- * in the infinite series vcf. Coram. N'. 74 § 1".

2) L. S. Ornstein. Diss. Leiden 1908.

3) H. A. Lorentz. Physik. Z. S. U (1910), p. 1257.
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that it leads to the same results as the Gibbs method of the canonical

ensemble. Although the two methods can therefore be regarded in

principle as equivalent, the Boltzmann method seems to possess certain

advantages over the other, e.g. its terminology can be more directly

applied to the physical conception. ')

As Suppl. N". 23 is not yet published we may here give a short

general account of this method, which forms the basis of the sub-

sequent developments.

^ 2. General formulation of the method of obtaining/ the equation

of state o/ a single component substance from the Boltzmann entropy

principle. In the general formulation of the method we shall follow

Boltzmann, Gastheorie II. § 36, and determine the momentary state

(Planck's micro-state-)) of a system of molecules whose motions,

under the influence of their mutual forces, can be regarded as

determined by Hamilton's equations ') in terms of a finite number
of generalised coordinates and the corresponding momenta for each

molecule. We shall define a micro-comphrion *) as a state in which,

for instance, the coordinates qi • qs and the momenta Pi . . ps of

the first molecule lie between the limits qn and qn -\- clqu, qa and

q-ii + dq-2i ... q,i and q,i + dqsi,p\i and pu -|- dpu, p-n and p.^i -f- dp2t, ...psi

and />^.;- -|- dp^ii , those of the second molecule between qy and

qij-{-dqij etc.

In this, the micro-ditferenrials ^) dqu etc. must so be chosen that

the specified distribution of molecules according to generalised coordi-

nates and momenta is sufTicient to fix the energy of each molecule

in the micro-complexion as lying between definite limits which, in the

problem under consideration, may be regarded as coincident, and

also to enable one to ascertain if possible special conditions (e.g.

mutual impenetrability, in the case of molecules supposed rigid) have

been fidfilled. We assume that dq^^^ ... = dq^i =^ dq^j = ... dq^s,

dq.,^=:..., dp^^=i ... dp^: ^ dp^j =^ dp^s etc. or, at least, that the

^) And also in tins that by this method the most probable distribution of molecules

according to definite coordinates or momenta is at the same time determined, and

also an expression is found for the Boltzmann if-funclion for the particular case

under consideration.

-) M. Planck. Acht Vorlesungen p. 47 sqq

^) In the application to collisions between molecules which are regarded as rigid

bodies we shall, if necessary, regard the collision as a continuous motion subject to

very great accelerations.

*) Derived from Boltzmann's ''Kompiexion''. Gonip. L. Boltzmann. VVien Sitz.-

Ber. 76 (1877), p. 373 ; Wiss. Abh. 2, p. 164.

^) M. Planck. Acht Vorlesungen, p. 59.
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different elements of the 2A'-diraensional space involving the coordinates

p and the momenta q (the micro-elements) are of the same size.

We consider now, in general, states of the system of molecules

which are defined by certain conditions — formulated in detail for

each special problem — in snch a way that the number of mole-

cules or of groups of molecules is determinate for which e.g. certain

coordinates, mutual distances or orientations of the molecules, their

momenta or their relative velocities lie between limits previously

assigned. The formulation of these special conditions and the choice of

limits must so be made that the supposed numbers of molecules etc., are

sufficient to determine, in so far as the particular problem under

discussion is concerned, the state of the system as seen by a macro-

observer at the particular moment for which those numbers are given.

In this we are in no case concerned with the individuality of the

molecules (we assume throughout that we are dealing with a single

component substance). The limits to which we referred must, moreover,

be so chosen that the macro-state thus determined can be realised

from a \ery large number of different micro-complexions.The assemblage

of these micro-complexions we shall call a group macro-complexion^).

As a foundation for further development we shall now assume

that all micro-complexiojis represent cases of equal probability "). From

this it follows immediately that the prohabiUty, TF, of the occurrence

of any group macro-complexion is proportional to, or, if we care to

neglect an arbitrary factor, is equal to the number of micro-com-

plexions contained in the group macro-complexion *).

In many cases it will facilitate the calculation of this number to

first obtain the number of micro-complexions contained in an individual

1) For constructing a clear molecular kinetic iulerpretaiion of a definite macro-

state, in particular regarding the number of the different micro-states by which it

can be realised, we regard here as in the Gibbs method at any particular moment

an assemblage (ensemble) of systems, independent of each other identical as regards

number, structure and actions of their component particles and as regards their

exterior coordinates, each of these systems forming a definite micro-complexion

realising that macro-state. Gf. Boltzmasx, Wiss. Abh. 1, p. 2.59; 3, p. 122;

Maxwell, Sclent, pap. 2, p. 713. [Note added in the translation.]

2) In the present paper we shall not justify this assumption, which, in so far

as it affects the choice of micro-elements, is founded upon Liouville's theorem,

but for it we may refer to the writings of Boltzmann, Planck (e.g. Acht Vor-

lesungen, p ."16), and others. (Gompare also Art. IV 32 by P. and T. Ehrenfest
in the Math. Encykl., particularly note 170).

^) In order to conform to the common definition of probability as a fraction

between and 1 in value we should have to divide by the assumed value of the

constant total number of micro-complexions possible, which would have to include

all possible values of energy and volume which occur in our considerations. This

constant is of no importance in any of our considerations, so we shall omit it.
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macro-comple.non. The definition of the latter complexion follows

fronfi that of the group macro-complexion b}' taking account of the

individuality of the molecules. The number of micro-complexions in

the individual macro-complexion has to be separately determined for

each special problem, and this, multiplied by the number of individual

macro-complexions contained in the group macro-complexion gives

the number of micro-corn plexious contained in the group macro-com-

plexion. The number of individual macro-complexions contained in

the group macro-complexion, which is readily obtained from the

theory of permutations, we shall call the pennutabilUy index of the

macro-complexion ^).

From the value thus obtained for the probability of a group macro-

complexion one can ascertain which group macro-complexion is the

most probable in a self-contained system of molecules of given energy

and volume. According to Boltzmann the distribution of molecules

according to the coordinates etc. determining it, obtained for this

macro-complexion, corresponds macroscopically to a state of equilibrium

of the system of molecules.

Boltzmann's entropy principle can now be formulated in such a

way that the entropies of different macroscopically determined states

are, if we omit an arbitrary additive constant, proportional to the

logarithms of the probabilities of the different group macro-complexions

correspoiiding to those macTO-states. In this it is understood that these

macro-complexions are determined with the same limits (equal

elements of corresponding spaces) for the coordinates etc.

In the simple case, in which the same number of micro-complexions

is present in each of the individual macro-complexions, as in the

deduction of the equation of state for molecules whose dimensions

and mutual attractions are neglected *), the entropy is then simply

proportional to the permutability index of the macro-complexion.

In general we may write

5 = yl-p logc W. (3)

in which S represents the entropy, and ^-p = Rm/jST where Ru is

the molecular gas constant and X is the Avogadho number (i. e.

the number of molecules in the gram molecule). We then obtain for

the entropy in the state of equilibrium of a gas whose molecules are

regarded as having no dimensions and as exerting no mutually attractive

forces, a function of volume and temperature which agrees with the

thermodynamic expression for the entropy.

1) Differing slightly from L, Boltzmann, loc cit. p. 243 note 4.

2) Comp. M. Planck, Warmestrahlung, p. 140 sqq. ; Acht Vorlesungen, Vierte

Vorlesung.
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If, by introducing specical assumptions regarding the molecules and

their mutual forces, one calculates, in the manner here indicated,

the entropy S in the equilibrium condition for given energy U and

volume V, one obtains directly a fundamental equation of state from

which both the specific heats and the thermal equation of state can

be deduced.

§ 3. Deduction of the virial-coefjicient B for r'ujid, smooth spheres

of central symmetry and subject to van der Waals' forces of

attraction.

Although this problem has already been repeatedly treated, first

by VAN DER Waals himself in the deduction of his equation of state,

and since then, in particular, by Planck ') by a method which is

essentially the same as that here developed, we may yet utilise

this simple case as an introduction to our treatment of the succeeding

more complex cases. The description of these can then be shortened

by referring to corresponding detinitions and operations in the present

problem.

Determination of the macro-complexion

:

Two states which a macro-observer can distinguish as different

may be regarded as having their differences arise from the presence

in definite elements of volume of different numbers of molecules in

the two cases, and also from different distributions of speed in those

volume-elements. To determine a macro-complexion we therefore

take the three-dimensional spaces which are available for each

molecule with respect to its coordinates .i",y,^ and the velocities §,1^, $

of its centre, and divide them up into equal elements {dx^dy^dz^ =)

dt\, diu^ ... dvh, and {(l^^dn^d^i =) dw^, dw^ ... dwi

.

In this we make dv^ ... so great that each contains on the whole

a great number of molecules, and yet sufficiently small for the density

variations within those elements of volume to escape the notice of

the macro-observer ; the elements du\ . . . are also chosen so great

that to each corresponds a large number of molecules in dv, . . . and

yet so small that di, , dt\, , c/u^ . . . are small in comparison with the

mean speed.

The group macro-complexion is now determined by the conditions that

?^ll
unspecified molecules "are present" in c/y, dw^

i (4)

nti „ „ „ ,. ,, dvkdioi .

Determination of the micro-complexion :

As far as velocities ') are concerned, the micro-complexion can be

1) M. Planck, Berlin ^Sitz.-Ber. 32 (1908), p. 633.

2) As the velocities differ from the momenta only by a constant factor, we may
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determined from the same elements of tlie proper space as the macro-

complexion. With regard to the distribution of the molecules throughout

the space we must distinguish between various elements of volume,

which are supposed small in comparison with the dimensions of a

molecule, for, in ascertaining if a certain micro-complexion occurs in

the macro-complexion determined by (4), it is of importance to know
if the centre of any particular molecule lies within or without

the distance sphere of any other molecule. Hence we divide

the volume-elements of the macro-complexion into smaller volume-

elements, thus

dv^ into X equal volume-elements duj^^ . . . duiu

dv, „ „ „ „ f/a>2i . . . f/coox

etc.

A micro-complexion is now determined by specifying for each mole-

cule in which of the elements r/u> and (///; it is present at the par-

ticular moment under consideration (understanding that a molecule

is present in the micro-volume-eJement dco, when its centre of mass

is there).

W is now the number of micro-complexions thus determined present

in the macro-complexion given by .•A); in this we must remember that

all micro-complexions are excluded in which the distance separating

the centres of any two molecules is smaller than the diameter of a

molecule.

For the perrautabiliiy index of the macro-complexion we obtain

njnj nu.

As we shall have to deal only with such macro-complexions as

correspond to states of equilibrium or to states ditfering but little

therefrom, it follows from the conditions laid down regarding the

magnitude of dv and die, that for each element dvidwj of the 6-

dimensional space in which, for any specified state, molecules may
be present, the number n,j will be large. We shall, in the mean-

time, be obliged to compare macro-complexions whose total volumes r

are not the same ^), for instance in the development of the thermal

equation of state. This can be done if. in the determination of the

macro-complexion, we also take account of volume-elements lying

in this case use equal elements in ilie velocity diagram for determining micro-

complexions of equal probability

1) When, as in the present instance, we consider states in which the substance

is not split up into diCferent phases, we shall indicate the volume etc. by small

letters v . u , s , which, when referred to 1 gram of the substance can then be

regarded as specTic quantities.
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outside the volume v. A similar remark holds regarding the energy

u. The conditions represented by (4) must then be so understood that

the number of molecules in each of these outlying elements of the

6-dimensionaI space is zero, and for each of these elements the

figure 1 must be put in the denominator of the permutability index.

We have still to calculate the number of micro-complexions contained

in the individual macro-complexion: this is determined by specifying that

n^. specified molecules are present in ch\dw^

\
(5)

iiki „ „ ,, ,, ,, dvLclwi.

These micro-complexions differ only in the different dispositions of the

n^ = n^^ -f- ... 7iii molecules in the volume-element di\ etc. The diffe-

rent volume-elements are here to be regarded as independent of each

other. We then obtain the total number of micro-complexions by cal-

culating the number of different ways in which the Wj molecules

can be placed in the volume t/r,, the same then for dv, etc., and

by then multiplying these numbers together.

Let us first put the first of the Ji^ molecules in dh\. For this there

are x places available. For the second molecule there are then left

\ —.ta* t

I 3
X |l i places available. Of these there is a comparatively small

di\ '

number for which the distance between the centres of molecules

is such that the distance spheres of the two molecules partially

overlap. In placing the third and succeeding molecules we shall omit

these cases, for bringing them into the calculation w^ould introduce

terms of the second order of small quantities compared with the

principal terms of W, and would have no effect upon the value of

the virial-coeffu'ient B. The influence of these terms would have to

be more closely investigated only in the determination of C and

succeeding coefficients. The number of places available for the third

I

4 1

molecule can then be written y. 11— 2. \. Proceeding in this

fashion we obtain

4
, I —.TO"

x"^ n 1 - e

(=1 ' di\

different dispositions of the 7i^ molecules in di\. Doing the same for

dv^ etc., we obtain the number of micro-complexions in the individual

macro-complexion.
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After imilliplyiii^^ by flie permutiibility index, a little reduction

in which use is made of Stuiling's formula, gives with sufticient

approximation

4

O 2

%eTF— — ^ 2 «,j /()(/,,«,, — -^-J- (6)
do (Iw H dv^ ,/,, 2

In this, terms have been omitted which remain constant when Ji

is constant and the division into elements remains the same. ^ and ^
dr die

indicate summations taken o\ er all the elements dv and (hv. Use has

also been made of the fact that the elements civ are all of the same size.

The expression which one obtains for Boltzmann's //-function by

reversing the sign of (6), agrees to the degree of approximation

here given, with the expression given by Ornstein ') for this case.

State of equilibrium :

This is determined by the condition that for constant v and u,

W is a maximum. The condition v r= const, is fulfilled by varying

only the values of n^^ , etc. which occur in (6), and keeping

n^^ -\- . . .nki^=^ n constant. With regard to the condition ?< = const,

the assumption that the molecules behave as if they were rigid

smooth spheres, of central symmetry (so that their density is constant

or only a function of the distance from the centre, and therefore

their mass centres and their geometrical centres coincide) enables us

to disregard angular speeds about axes through their mass centres.

To enable us to find an expression for the potential energy we
shall assume that the macro-volunie-elements are great in comparison

with the sphere of action of a molecule. With reference to the

potential energy we shall, in conformity with the assumptions under-

lying the VAN DER Waals attractive forces, further assume that, in

states of equilibrium and in states closely approximating thereto,

each sphere of action can be regarded as being uniformly tilled

with the number of molecules which that sphere would contain if

the molecules were uniformly spread over the whole macro -volume

element. In making this assumption cover even the molecules which

lie near the boundaries of the volume-element we neglect the influence

of capillary forces. Galling the potential energy of n molecules

uniformly spread over the volume v, , with a^ constant, we may
v

write the whole potential energy contained in the element di\ as

Own/

n'^dv.
The condition for the eneruv then becomes

1) L. S. Ornstei.n. Diss. 1908, p. 60.
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tiz= :E 2 n^^ ?/„., — JS" --—- = const., .... (7)

dv cU- dc n rfr,

in which iiu-, — -m (§i' + ^h' + ?i') represents the kinetic energy of

translation of a molecule whose velocity lies in (hi\ .

The condition for a maximum, in conjunction with [7) and

n =^ const. ^) gives

4
J

— /o(7e "n — «i —3 ^' "»i - -^-r~ + %6- f = 0, . (8)

in which h and c are constants. A few reductions lead to

n

V

and (9y

the well known conditions for equilibrium: macroscopically uniform

distribution throughout the space, and Maxwelt/s distribution of

velocities with the same constant h for each maci'O-volunie-element.

This constant h can be found by obtaining an expression for the

energy u

(10)
3 71 Ou-

" ~" 2" I V

From (6) and (9) we obtain for the state of equilibrium

3 1/^4

in whicli u,^ represents the total kinetic energy, and certain constants

are omitted. In conjunction with (3) this gives

3 1 A-,, n 4
s = /;p n loQe V — — /p n locic h-{-kp h u^. — — 71 -— .to . . (11)

J, u V O

On eliminating It between this equation and (10) one obtains a

fundamental equation of state expressing u as a function of s and

i\ or i^ as a function of u and v, which Planck calls the canonical

equation of state. On keeping v constant and differentiating (10) and

fbu\
(11) with respect to h, since 7'=l-—

J

one easily obtains

kp k

1) ll will be seen that in the case of the most probable distribution the total

momentum and the total moment of momentum vanish for each macro-volume-

element. If one wished to evaluate the entropy for states in which these magni-

tudes were not zero one should have to introduce here suitable conditions to allow

for them.
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from wl)ieli with (11) it follows that

s n 3 w a,v 1 n 4
x!^= u - j^-- = - locf, V + — — logji ^ n—.TO".

A-,, /( li I h V 2 hv 3

Using (12) and the relation l\, = li n, in which li is the gas con-

stant for the qiicintily under consideration, this equation is trans-

formed into

xl^= -RTlofjeV-—RTlog,T— —-^—b^, . . (\:\)

1 4
in which h.y has been written for— n. —- n;a' and a linear function

of 7' has been omitted.

3
From this equation one obtains the value — R for the specific

heat at constant volume, wdiile the thermal equation of state becomes

Hence (cf. § 1)

/> =—! + —
V V V

B = h^.-~ (14)RT ^ ^

§ -4. The virial-coefficient B for rigid ellipsoids of revolution subject

to VAN DER Waals attractive forces.

Determination of the macro-complexion.

We shall first assume that in collision between two ellipsoids the

speed of rotation around the axis of revolution can also vary. To

make sure that Hamilton's equations are sufficient to determine the

mutual action of two such ellipsoids (cf. also p. 243 note 3) we
shall make it essential that the surfaces of the colliding bodies which

we are considering can never exert other than normal forces upon

each other at their point of contact. We shall, however, assume that

it is found on closer investigation that the surfaces of the ellipsoids

are not perfect surfaces of revolution but show, it may be, a uni-

versal wave-formation ; but in the meantime we shall assume that

deviations from the true shape of an ellipsoid of revolution are so

small that they may be altogether neglected except in so far as they

give rise to a moment around the "axis of revolution" during colli-

sion. Hence in formulating the condition that the energy has a given

value, we shall also have to allow for the speed of rotation around the

axis of revolution. To express that condition, then, it is desirable to

determine the macro-complexion as was done in ^ 3 and also

with respect to the speeds of rotation around the three axes of

17

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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inertia, p,-, qv, '\; i'l wliicli /;,• represents the speed of rotation around

the axis of revolution.

The group macro-complexion is now determined by specifying that

?2j„ nnspecitied molecules are present in dv.^ da\ dw,i

?i,ii ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, clu^ ,, ,, etc. . . (l&J

in which du\-. represents an element of the space involving the

coordinates ^;,, (/,, and r,-; these elements are also assumed (o be equal.

Determination of the micro-

complexion :

For this it is necessary to spe-

cify the position of the ellipsoid.

To do this choose a fixed system

of axes XYZ, and through the

origin draw a line OA parallel

to the axis of revolution ; we shall

determine the position of the ellip-

soid by the angles AZX= rf,

AOZ = 6 and the angle x

between the plane AOZ and a
Fig. i.

fixed meridian plane of the ellipsoid (Fig. 1).

Angular momenta: We may represent the kinetic energy of rota-

tion, Lx, by the formula

L,= \A,pJ^ -\-\B,{q,'-\-r,'). (16)

in which .4^ = the moment of inertia about the axis of revolution, and

B^ =: ,, ,, „ ,, ,, an equatorial axis.

We shall choose the equatorial axis to which q, refers, OB, in

the plane AOZ, OC perpendicular to OA and OB in such a

direction that a rotatioji from A towards B seen from C is in the

same direction as a rotation from A' towards F seen from Z.

It is seen that

p, =z <p cosS -\- 1

q^ z= rp sin 6 (17)

r, — — 6

in which the dots represent dilferentiation with respect to the time.

If we call the angular momenta with reference to
(f), 6, -/, <p, 6, */

respectively, we then obtain

(p =z Ai- cos 6 . pi- -\- Br sin . q^

d = -Brr., (18)

in which p,,qy, and r,- have the values given in (17).

Instead of determining the micro-complexion by dfp dO c// dq dO d%

we shall introduce a slight modification. From (18) we find
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dip dd d'f^ =. A
I- Bt* sin dpi- dq^ di\,

if we stipulate that tlie sign of equality in this and similar expres-

sions means (hat in the integral the expression on the left may be

replaced by that on the right with the proper modification of the

limits of integration.

Let us further write do for an element of the surface of the S[)here

of unit radius, by points on which we can indicate the direction of

the axis of revolution of the ellipsoid ; we then obtain

do
drr dd = .

'
ibi 6

Hence

dp dd dy^ d(f dO d/^ = A^ B^^ do d'l dp. dqy dr^-.

We shall therefore obtain micro-elements of equal probability (cf.

p. 246 note 2) if we measure equal do)s, equal div's, equal r/o's,

equal c/x's and equal dwy's, and combine them.

If each molecule is assigned to a particular micro-element, then

the micro-complexion is completely determined.

The number of individual macro-complexions in the g^roup macro-

complexion is

n!

n,,,!n,,,! . ..

(compare what was said concerning the corresponding expression in § 3).

The number of micro-complexions in the individual macro-complexion

is determined as follows :

The various volume-elements dv are again independent of each

other (cf. §3). Let us consider the ;<, ^molecules in dv^. To each

molecule we ascribe its proper speed of translation c, »j, ? and speed

of rotation qj^-, ^,-, i\ determined by (15). We then "place" tlie first

molecule in one of the v elements r//, then in one of the x ele-

ments c/co and lastly in one of the n elements do. This can be done

in v-iiv different ways.

We now dispose of the second

molecule. For this we have still v

elements (// at our disposal, but

for the other coordinates there

are fewer places available than

was the case with the first mole-

cule. Outwards along the normal

to each point of the first ellipsoid

mark off a distance a (equal to

half the major axis) (Fig. 2), then

each (/w outside the surface thus

17-
Fig. 2.
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obtained is a possible position for the centre of the second ellipsoid,

and in any of those positions all orientations of the axis of revo-

lution of this ellipsoid are possible. Calling iv- the volume enclosed

by the outer distance surface thus obtained, then the above volume-

elements give rise to v.^iv
1 1 - possibilities.

Along the normal to each point of the ellipsoid mark off a distance

h (equal to half the minor axis), we thus obtain a surface within which

no centre of another molecule can lie. We shall call this the inner

distance surface, and designate by v\ the volume which it encloses.

In the shell enclosed between these two distance surfaces the centre

of the second ellipsoid can be placed, but then all ii orientations do

are not possible, but only a portion of them, which can be deter-

mined in the following fashion (Fig. 3). Let A be the first ellipsoid

which we shall regard as immovable. Let /"* be a point of the shell

determined by the coordinates relative to A: x in the direction of the

Fig. 3.

axis of revolution, y in the direction perpendicular to it. Now place

the second ellipsoid with its centre at P, and, keeping its centre

fixed, allow it to roll on the surface of A; during this rolling the

point of contact R describes a trace on the surface of A. We can

write for the solid angle of the cone which is described during the

rolling by the semi-axis of revolution, PQ, 2 Jii) if the ellipsoid is

prolate, 2.t (1^—-(>) if oblate, in which (> is a function of x and y;
there are then ft (J

—

{>) orientations do possible for the ellipsoid

B with its centre fixed at P. Altogether we shall have xftr 1——
cases, where

/?= I'i +
I
(jdo)

the integration being taken throughout the shell.

(19)
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^ may be regarded as the mass obtained faking the volume con-

tained within tlie inner distance surface as liavintj; unit density,

and adding to it the sum of the volume-elements contained within

the shell between the two surfaces, each multiplied by its own
density (>.

1—2 ^
ways if one takes no account of the complication introduced l»v the

approach of three molecules (cf. § 3). Finally we get

n! < = »!-! 1
/JW= (x/aO" // n 1 — t
—

«!„/ . . da t^\ I
di\

Omitting constants this gives

lor/, w= — 2 2 :£ ??i,j lofi, ?}^^^ — :s ~-~.
d du- du-^. do ^ di\

Subsequent treatment of this problem differs from that given in

§ 3 only in so far as the energy condition, under the same assump-

tion as was there made regarding the potential energy, must now
be written

dc dw clw
.

— 2 = const: (20)
da n^dv^

The result then follows that the specific heat at constant volume

for these rigid (hut not smooth) ellip^soids is 3/i, whde as regards

the thermal equation of slate equalioji (14) gives tlie value of B if

we substitute

n3

*"=Y <-i)

As far then as concerns the term with the virial-coefficient B,

we find the samo equation of state as for rigid spheres ^), only with

the ellipsoids, b,y is not such a simple function of the volume of

the molecules as with rigid spheres.

We shall now introduce the assumption that the ellipsoids are

perfectly smooth, so that the velocities of rotation around the axis

of revolution undergo no change on collision. We shall also assume

that the attractive forces cause no modification in these angular

speeds. In that case it is not necessary to allow for the value of

1) This may be regarded as a particular case of the general proposition indicated

by BoLTZMANN (Gastheorie 11 § 61), for molecules which behave as solid bodies

of shape other than spherical.
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p, in the equation for the constant energy; hence we shall also

take no account of p^- in the determination of the macro-complexion.

The group macro-complexion is then specified thus:

Will unspecified molecules are present in dv^ dic^{dqy dr^)^

?Zi,s >j '> " " " " " ®^c. . . (22)

in which {dq^ dr^^i represents one of the different elements (supposed

equal) of the space involving the coordinates q, and ?•,. The equation

for given energy then becomes

^^ ^^n !^ "^ (?x^ -1- ^i' + ?:') + h B, (7,1' + n,^)! - 2 ~- = const.

do ^* ^^'1

As far as the thermal equation of state is concerned the result is

the same as that obtained for rough ellipsoids, but the specific heat

5

at constant volume is different, viz. - R, for smooth ellipsoids.

Physics. — 0)1 the deduction from Boltzmann'5 entropy principle

of the second virial-coef/icient for material particles (in the

limit rigid spheres of central symmetri/) tvhich exert central

forces upon each other and for rigid spheres of central sym-

metry containing an electric doublet at their centre. By Dr. W. H.

Keesom. Supplement N°. 24* to the Communications from the

Physical Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H.

Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 26, 1912).

§5') The deduction of die second virial-coefjicient, B, for material

points {in the limit rigid spheres of central symmetry) ivhich exert

central forces upon each other.

In this section we shall deduce the equation of state, as far

as the second virial-coefficient, B, is concerned (cf. § 1), for a

system of molecules which act upon each other as if they were

material particles (in the position of the centres, which are also the

centres of gravity of those molecules) and with forces which are

given invariable functions of the distance. All mutual actions other

than that just described will be excluded. The case in which the

spheres can be regarded as rigid spheres of central symmetry (§ 3)

exerting centi-al attractive or repulsive forces upon each other which

are a function of the distances between their centres, will be treated

as a limiting case.

^) To facilitate reference to Suppl. N'. 24a sections, equations and diagrams

in the present paper are numbered as continuations of those in Suppl. N". 24a,
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This problem has ah-eady been discussed bv Boltzmann ') and by

Reinganum'), botli of wliom applied Boltzmann's distribution law to

the deduction of the pressure from the equation of the virial, and

by Oknstein'), who used Gibbs's methods of statistical mechanics. In

this § our treatment of the problem will be based upon the Boltzmann

entropy principle, and at the same time we shall obtain an expression

for the Bor,TZMAiNN //-funotion for this case, while the Boltzmann

distribution law for this case will also result. In § (5 we shall

conclude with a discussion of a sj'stem of rigid molecules of central

symmetry, each with an electric doublet at its centre.

The reader is referred to Suppl. W. 24a, § 2 and 3 for a general

exposition of the method which forms the basis of the present inves-

tigation, and for an application of this method to rigid spheres of

central symmetry exerting van der Waals attractive forces upon

each other.

In the case now under discussion the macro-complexion must first

be determined as in § 3 by the conditions laid down in (4). In order

to be in a position, however, to write down the energy equation

for the present problem it is necessary to know how many pairs

there are amongst those molecules, the distances between whose

centres lie between certain definite limits. We shall assume that we
have to differentiate only between molecules within whose sphere of

influence are no other molecules and those within whose sphere of

influence one other molecule is present; that is, that molecules which

have two or more other molecules wilhin their sphere of influence

are of such infiequent occurrence in those states of the molecular

system which we shall consider, that we may entirely neglect their

influence. This supposes that the force exerted by any molecule is

appreciable only over a flnite sphere of influence which is small

compared with the space in which the molecules are moving. We
assume that the elements, do, which are taken to determine the

macro-complexion (cf. § 3) are large compared with this sphere of

influence. We now divide the radius of the sphere of influence, t,

into a great number of equal elements di\, di\, etc., which are so

small that we may neglect the change in the potential energ}' of a

pair of molecules during a change equal to one of these elements

in the distance separating them. We shall subdivide the j^u molecules

contained in dv^ div^ into

1) L. Boltzmann. Wien Sitz.-Ber. l^a] 103 (1896), p. G95, Wiss. Abh. 3, p. 547.

In that paper the general result is also applied to the special case of repulsive

forces varying as Kr-'^ .

2) M. Reinganum. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 6 (1901), p. 533.

^) L. S. Ornstein. Diss. Leiden 1908, p. 70 sqq.
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7ina single molecules (with no other molecule \Adthin their sphere

of intluence)

?^ll4l molecules belonging to pairs which are separated by a distance

lying between /\ and )\-\-ch\,

?ii]„2 niolecules belonging to pairs separated by a distance Ijing

between i\ and r., + ch\, etc., (23)

the ?ii, molecules in di\ dii\ we shall subdivide into

?Zi2, single molecules etc.

The group micro-complexion is determined bv these numbers tiua

etc., when no account is taken of the individiialit}- of the molecules.

Determination of the micro-complexion

:

Each of the equal elements dv is divided into x equal volume-

elements f/to whose linear dimensions are still small in comparison

with the <:/>'! etc. which we have just introduced. Otherwise the deter-

mination of the micro-complexion is just the same as in § 3.

The number of individual macro-complexions in the group macro-

complexion is

n!

nnJ naiA wii'-2 •'
• • • "i2„-' • • •

The number of micro-complexions in the individual macro-complexion

is found in this way: x\ll the volume-elements <:/i\ etc. are independ-

ent of each other, so that we can obtain the total number of micro-

complexions by finding the number for each volume-element c/y, and

.multiplying these together. We shall first assign to each of the

"i = na, + ^*n-.i + ''ii62 + • . . -h '*i2« + (2^)

molecules in di\ its place in the micro-volume-elements c/ton ... <^/toi/,

and thereafter give it its proper speed as obtained in the determi-

nation of the individual macro-complexion. The latter operation will

not give rise to any change in the number of micro-complexions.

In di\ therefore we have got to place

n-^ specified molecules.

Of these:

n\a specified molecules are to be single

mil „ „ are to belong to pairs whose distance apart

lies between i\ and j\ -{- di\,

nu2 etc.,

where

nu — »ii« -\ nna + ) .^,.
} (-5)

^*lil =^ '^llJl 4" ^'I2il 4~ • • • I

The first of the n\a molecules gives rise to x possibilities according

to which of the y. elements dto it is placed in. When the first
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4

] 3
molecule has been placed there is a volume dv^ Jl

——-— I left

available for the second of the nu single molecules. The second mole-

4
i— .tt' i

cule, therefore, gives rise to the factor >« jl
( in the num-

ber of micro-complexions. The third of the nu molecules gives x

4I— rrr'
3

I — 2. —-

—

\ ; in this no account is taken of the fact that in a
a I',

number of micro-complexions the spheres of influence of the first two

molecules partially overlap, as these complications need only be

allowed for in the calculation of the C and subsequent virial-coeffi-

cients (cf. § 3). Proceeding in this fashion the n^ single molecules give

the factor

/ 4

x"!" n \\ — I

(=1
I

C?Uj

We must now place the ni,,i molecules which belong to pairs whose

distance apart lies between i\ and i\ -f- dr^. In order to see in how
many different ways this may be done we must first notice that one

of these molecules can go to form a pair whose distance apart lies

between the proper limits only in combination with another of the

same group (this does not strictly hold if the molecule in question

is placed on the boundaries of c/t'i ; if ^i is sufficiently great, however,

the effect of this* may be neglected). The n^x molecules can then

combine to form pairs in

2-(^)/
different ways. Let us take one of these combinations. Take one of

the pairs and place it; this is done by first assigning a place to one

of the pair. As it must be placed outside the sphere of intluenceof

any of the iiu single molecules already in position there are left

4— jtx^
3

1 — nu -——
I

di\

places available. Having placed the first molecule of the pair in
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question in one of these places there are, since the second of the

pair must come within a distance between i\ and i\ -\- ch\ of the

first,

places available. This is so at least for all those cases in which the

first molecule is placed within a distance not less than r-\-r, of

any of the ?Z]„ molecules already in position. When that distance is

not exceeded complications are introduced by the fact that a poi'tion

of the shell 4in7\^d)\ lies within the sphere of influence of that other

molecule. If we wished to confine ourselves strictly to cases in

which one molecule is acted upon at any time by no more than

one other molecule, then these portions of the shell which are over-

lapped by other spheres of influence ought not to be included in the

summation.

But cases in which these complications occur form but a small

fraction of the whole, both for this and for subsequent pairs of

4
n, . — jrT*

3
molecules, the order of magnitude being , which is very

di\

Ajir^^dr^
small. The terms y. give rise to terms in loge IF which are of the

di\

first order of small quantities, and which we shall have to take into

account. Subsequent terms, however, may be omitted, and in that

case we may also neglect the effects of the complication referred

to above. Likewise we shall for the same reason neglect corresponding

complications for subsequent pairs, of which the placing of the first

molecule already gives rise to a factor which we change in a corre-

sponding manner.

As the method here described gives all the positions possible, after

the 7iu single molecules have been disposed of, for the first pair of

molecules whose distance apart lies between 7\ and 7\ -j- d)\, the

placing of this pair gives rise to

4

3 \4:Ji7\^dr,
1 - nu

dv^ ] di\

possibilities. In this expression we shall introduce a factor 1— (??]„ -f- 1)

4

—-—
; these factors, too, of which there is one for each pair of mo-
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leciiles, do not influence terms of the first order of small qnantities.

By treating all the pairs of molecules contained in (/i\ in the same

way, and then all the [)airs of molecules in (li\ etc., we obtain for

the number of micro-complexions in the group macro-complexion

— jtt'

Tr=K" n n n-i
nnJ n\m ! • - ^\u' - • • do <= i I

^^i'

n
..

"'"•—(^^) (2«)

2 . "14

2

Retaining the principal and first order terms in the expression for

lege W, and abandoning higher orders of small quantities as well as

all terms which remain constant under all the considerations involved,

we obtain the expression

loqeW=i— n\ia log^ n\\a —n\ui looe niibl ...— 2 — h
do 2, dv.

do dr

—— loQe ni 61 r

—

\
T- tog, (27)

2
^

2 2 ^ V ^^'i

If the sign of this expression is changed, it becomes a form of the

BoLTZMAXN ^/-function for this case.

The state of equilibrium:

Let us write — ff{}\) for the potential energy as dependent upon

the mutual forces exerted by a pair of molecules at a distance j\

apart, and let us assume that for separating distances greater than

T the potential energy of a pair of molecules may be taken to

be =0; we may then write the energy condition in the form

ic = 2 ^n„?r,i — h S ^/lui qir,) = const. . . . (28)

do dw dr dr

(for the significance of iia-i cf. § 3).

The condition that logeW is a maximum together with this equation

(28), and the condition n=: const., and equations ^24) and (25) give

4— .it'
3— loOe Wiu — «i —;

^"^ifl + %e C :=
dl\

3 /4n;7'.*c?r,3 /^
—lege nuhi —n^ —- \- | loge n^i + 1 lege

\

-

di\ \ dv

— u^-l—h \y/{r,)\ f loge c =
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etc., in which c and h are constants. If we retain only the terras

of the rank of principal or first order terms in lotje W, we get, since

4
72i
— jtx^ is small compared with dv^:
o

4 1 \

, , ^ — ^'"itl Iniia=rcjl—«i —^

—

\e I

^^'i )

J

. . (30)

The constant c is determined by the condition that the total

number of molecules must he equal to n. Let us write c = c'rtzt\ =
= c'dly^ d^i^ ds^, and then summation (integration) of (30) with

respect to du\ gives

7^1,1= c'M— —^—^g''?C'-0.

\h7tij a I',

Summation with respect to )\ and addition of the value of riu

yields an expression for 7i^ which leads to the conclusion that the

distribution of the molecules in space in the state of equilibrium is

uniform in the macroscopic sense, c' is next determined by summation

with respect to di\. We then obtain

nui =: — 4 rr 7\- di\ e'^Wi) dt\ (31)
v

If we divide this by 2 it gives us, to a first approximation, the

number of pairs of molecules whose distance apart lies between }\

and
/'i -f- di\ in the state of equilibrium. This expression is in

agreement with that gi\en by Boltzjviann (p. 257 note 1) which was
also used by Reinganum (p. 257 note 2).

We find, moreover, that

nui^=~l--] 4.:tr,'dr,e-^"'r.i-r^^)^ dv.dic,, . . (32)

so that the velocity distribution is the same for molecules in each

other's neighbourhood as for single molecules.

For the number of single molecules we get

Una = -{ — )
1 P\e '"-1 dv^ dw^ , . . . (33)

V \2jrj t V

in which

P=z I e^'r^fH.-rr^ di' T . (34)
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if we replace summation witii respect to (//• by an integration.

To determine h we derive the total energy, u,

3/J 1 71-

in which
T

Q= |e''K')f;:(r) .4.Tr'(/r (36)

If we now calculate the expression for loge W from (27), allownig

for (33), (32) and (31), retaining only principal and first order

terms we get from (3) and (35) for the state of equilibrium

3 1 n' /4 \
nkr In V — - nA-p In h + kp hi kr — I - rrr' — P

) (37)

On elimination of h by means of (35) this equation yields what Planxk

calls the canonical equation of state. And just as in § 3, noting

dP
that P and Q are related to each other by the equation Q=.—

dh

we now recover equation (12) from (35) and (37), a result to be

expected and consequently affording a desirable control.

Introducing the temperature T as defined by (12) and also the

gas constant R (cf. § 3) we obtain

3 RT n /4 \
xpz=—RTlogeV RTlogeT-] .-l-jtr'—P] . (38)

The specific heat at constant volume yy is now found to be

dependent upon the volume. Putting v = oo in the expression for yy we
obtain the specific heat at constant volume in the Avogadro state')

r.A = ^'. R
For the thermal equation of state we obtain

RT\ B\
P = —\'^+-l (39)

V [ V \

with the second virial coeflicient

B—^n\\\—e^ri'A'i:tr^dr (40)

1

in which A may be replaced by y-z,^)-

1) Gf. Suppl. N". 28, Nr. 39a.

2) This result agrees with that given by Ornsteix, Thesis for the Doctorate, p. 73.
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Bv introducing for q{r) a definite function which vanishes for

r ]> r, or, at least approximates to zero with sufficient rapidity as r

increases, we should obtain from (40) the value of the virial-coef-

ficient B for that particular law of force. The case mentioned in

the beginning of this section of molecules which can be regarded

as rigid spheres of central symmetry exerting upon each other

central attractive forces ^) which are a function of the distances

between their centres, can be obtained from this result by allowing

(f {r) to approximate to — x for r less than a (d =: diameter of a

molecule'. We then get

B — — n e^-^ — cxo^^h
j

«''?:'")
(f (/•) . — ar' Jr- , . . (41)

in which v = ff (a), so that — r represents the potential energy of

a pair of molecules which are in contact.

In this expression for B the first term represents the collision

virial which, as first shown by Reinganum, becomes, on account of

the attractive forces, e''-' times gi-eater than the value found in § 3

;

the second term represents the attraction virial, and is negative since

cf' (r) is negative for attraction.

c

For 7- (r) = —
^), in which q is greater than 3, and for which

r9

V =z— , this becomes

2 3
I q

—

3

2. 2q—6 6! 6q — 6
)

which gives, on replacing h bv —-, a series of ascending powers

of T-K

§ 6. The nnal-coefjicient B for rigid smooth molecules of central

symmetry, having at their cemres an electric doublet of constant

moment.

In this section we shall regard the molecules as rigid smooth

1) These formulae also hold for repulsive forces and for forces which are for

certain distances attractive, for others repulsive.

8) The force which two molecules exert upon each other as a whole is then

proportional to r-(?+l). On the supposition of forces operating according to the

above law between the volume elements of spherical molecules supposed homo-

geneous the resultant could not be regarded as a function /•-? (.with q constant)

of the distance between the centres.
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spheres of central symmetry, eacli having at its centre an electric

doublet ; we shall assume that th^ distance between the two poles

of the doublet is negligible compared with the dimensions of

the molecule, while the moment of the doublet is nevertheless so

large that it must be allowed for by introducing terms into the

equation of state to represent the mutual action between the doublets.

In all considerations introduced into the present section we shall

regard the moment of the doublet as constant. A model of a mole-

cule which, in so far as its external action is concerned, could be

regarded as approximating closely to such a doublet, would be o-iven

by a non-conducting sphere with a uniform distribution of positive

electricity (or with the charge distributed in concentric shells, each of

constant density) in which there is an immovable electron at a very

small distance from the centre (the centre coinciding with the centre

of gravity). The terminology of this section, however, will be chosen

with reference to the supposition of two poles infinitely close to

each other electric doublet) at the centre of the sphere. External

action will be calculated as if only electrostatic forces were invol-

ved. In this supposition the mutual action of two molecules mav
be treated as being governed by the Hamilton equations. The
assumption would have to be more closely verified in the further

development of the theory of the action of a model such as the one

just described.

Van der Waals Jr. ^) has considered such a system as the one

here described, and calculated the mean attraction between two
molecules when these have assumed orientations with respect to the

axes of the doublets which are in accord with the condition for heat

equilibrium ; he showed that the law of decrease of this attraction with

increasing distance must be more rapid than r-^.

The object of the present section is to deduce the A'irial-coetficient

B by the method indicated in § 2.

The group macro-complexion is first determined by (22) as in the

treatment for smooth ellipsoids in § 4.

In order to be able to evaluate the potential energy it is necessary

to subdivide the n^ molecules present in the volume-element clv^

into ?iu single molecules (cf. § 5), and n^ molecules which belong

to molecular pairs, and exert forces upon each other of such magni-

tude that they must be allowed for iji the determination of B. We
shall once more assume that cases in which one molecule is acted

upon by more than one other molecule with forces sufficiently

1) J. D. VAN DER Waals Jr., These Proceedings June, Oct. 1908, March 1912.
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large to influence the result are of such rare occurrence that they

may be neglected altogether. In so far as the fact that the field of

a doublet does actually extend to infinity introduces difliculties into

the treatment, we shall, where necessary, conceive that the field is

annihilated at distances greater than r = oc so that we may regard

T as the radius of the sphere of influence of the doublet.

The — pairs we shall have to separate into various groups. We

shall determine a definite pair of molecules in the following way

:

1 by the distance r between the centres,

2 by the angles 0^ and <9„, which the axes of the doublets make

with the line joining their centres. In this we shall choose the direc-

tion of a line joining the centres of two molecules as positive for

the first molecule when it goes towards the other, and as positive

direction of the axis of the doublet the direction towards the positive

pole. The angle concerned will be taken as lying between and jt
;

3 by the angle ^ between the two planes each of which con-

tains the axis of one of the doublets and the line joining their centres.

a

Fig. 4.

Values lying between and 2.t will be given to this angle. We
can specify the angle (f

uniquely for any pair of doublets in the

following svay : Let AA' and BB' (fig. 4) represent the pair of

doublets, A and B being the centres of the molecules, and A' and

B' being in the positive direction along the axes of the doublets.

Let us now take up our position either at A or B, say at A, and

project AA' and BB' upon a plane passing through ^ and perpen-

dicular to AB ; the angle ff is then that angle through which the

projection of BB' must turn in the positive direction as seen from

^4 in order to coincide with the projection of AA'

.

The number of pairs of molecules which "are present" in a

definite element of the space determined by the coordinates r, 6^,

6^, tp, that is to say, the number of molecule pairs with a definite

"space freedom {dr dS^ dO^ ^^f)^ ^^'® ^\vc^\\ indicate by putting the
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number corresponding to this freedom immediately after the index b

The group macro-complexion is then determined as follows :

in di\ c/u\ {dq,- d}\)^ ''there are" iium single molecules

iimhi molecules belong-

ing to pairs of molecules with

the freedom i(lr dS^dS^dq)^, etc.

(43)

Determination of the micro-complexion :

For this as in the treatment of smooth ellipsoids at the conclusion

of § 4 we subdivide the respective spaces into equal f/a>'s, equal dies,

equal do'?,, equal cZ/'s, equal dp^-s and equal {dq^ f/rr)'s. If these are

determined for the position of each molecule, we have then a.definite

micro-complexion. We may refer to § 4 for the proof that the micro-

complexions thus determined represent cases of equal probability.

The number of individual macro-complexions in the group macro-

complexion is

n!

nn\a- niiiii !

The number of micro-complexions in the individual macro-complexion

:

To determine tiiis the macro-volume-elements are again to be

considered as independent of each other. Let -k represent the number

of equal micro-volume-elements c/wu ... in di\, n the number of

equal elements of surface of the unit radius sphere, points on whose

surface give the directions of the axes of the doublets, r the number

of equal elements c// (•/ = the angle representing the rotation of the

molecule around the axis of the doublet), and r' the number of equal

elements dpr (pr= the speed of rotation around the axis of the doublet).

We shall first ascribe to each molecule its dco, its do, its f/x, and

its dpr for each micro-complexion ; we shall then give it its d/v and

its dqr di\- as specified by (43;. The latter is then without infiuence

upon the number of micro-complexions.

In di\ we have to place Ji^ specified molecules :

n,=n,,, -\-7i,,, + ... + n,,,-\- (44)

Of these n^ specified molecules are single

Uui „ ,, belong to pairs with the freedom

: (dr d(9, de, dq\

if «ia= "ilia + «ii;« . • nizxx + • • •

The placing of the 7Zi, molecules for the approximation here

i8
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.

(45)
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employed cf. § 5; gives rise to

-'I.-1 ] r^'
iyjivv'f^'^ n 1 1 — e

^1 ' dv^

possibilities.

Let us now place the 7iu\ molecules. Again we may remark that

one of these molecules can go to form a pair only with another

molecule of the same group. These pairs can be formed in

"lii •

2 ^r^ 1/

different ways (cf. § 5),

- Let us consider the first pair of molecules in one of these com-

binations in particular. For the first molecule there are

)
— ^"^

I

X 1 — nu—— yivv'

places available in the proper space (cf. § 3). When the first molecule

has thus been placed and given a definite orientation, there are on

account of the freedoms dS^ dr

2.T?'^ sin 6^d6^dr
n

di\

places in space available for the second molecule. On account of

the freedoms d6M<f there are

sm S^dd^dcf sin d^dd^dcp

do 4nr

orientations possible for this second molecule for each of its positions

in space.

/ and 2'>v in addition give rise to the factor vv' . We thus obtain

on the whole

{y.[ivv')- j
1

—

111,

3 \ r" sin 6^ sin 6^ dr dd^ dd^ dip

i\
)

2 dv,

possibilities for this pair of molecules, to which we affix the factor
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4
— rrr'
3

1— («i« + l)^— , as was done in §5. Doing this in turn lor tlic

other pairs of molecules, we finally obtain

4
1 1

— TT

W = {y,iivvy — 77 77 1 - /

nnia! nimi! . . . ^h <= ! dv,

^ui! fr^ si7i 6, sin 6^ dr dO , dO^ d({\ .,

77 "^ -^- l—L '
, . . (40)

where 77 indicates that the product must be taken for all freedoms

(elements in a corresponding space) determined by r, 6^, 0^ and <f

respectively. The notation of this expression has been simplitied by

omitting the index which is used to indicate the special freedom

{dr dS ^ do ^ d'f) except in the notation referring to the number of

molecules. From (46) we obtain (cf. § 5 for the omission of terms)

4— nx*
7 TTr J 7 V-.^l' ^
logc H' = — «iii., ionenxua — ^iiui %e n niu • • • • — ^ — h

dn 2 dv.

+ ^ ^
do r^i^a?

'nu\ ni!,i ni,,i fr" sin 6^ sin 6^drd6,dd^drf
log^nia 1 Tri-og,

2 •- 2 2 " V 2d
(^7)

Changing the sign we obtain an expression for the Boltzmann

^-function for this system.

The equilibrium state

:

The energy condition gives

u = ^ ^ (;t nia + '^11141 + • • •) "ifll -\- ^ 2 nui uu = cotist. (48)
do dw do rOi6.2f

where

wwii = k^ (Si' + nx' + ^i') + h ^r (gi-r + 'vr) represents the kinetic

and Ua =— {2 cos ^ cos ^ -\~ sin ^ sin ^ cos rf) the potential energy
?'

m is the mass of a molecule, Br the moment of inertia around an

axis perpendicular to the axis of the doublet, and iUq the moment

of the doublet. From the condition for a maximum value oiloge W,

together with the conditions (48) and n = const, and the equations

18*
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(44) and (45) the deduction of the distribution in the state of equi-

librium and the calculation of the entropy are mutatis mutandis made

as in § 5. We shall give only the following results :

The number of pairs of molecules with freedoms dr, dO^, dO^, d(p

is obtained from

n^ —hu r^ sin 6 , sin 6Ardd ,'d6A(p ,,^,
nui = -e """^ '-

^ L^^Jldv,. . . (49)
v

on division by 2.

From

^ni»=- Tt) TT-^ o
dv,dtv,dg,,dry, (oO)

it follows that the distribution of the velocities (including q^ and n)

is independent of the position of the molecules relative to each other.

We also find that

in which

n fhmVhhBr
(

n )

—
/"'^ii

, ,^,,= -\7r\ TT-^ -^r dv,dw,dqr,drr,, . (51)
V \2jrJ 2jr

(
v \

T 7T a lirr

'—hu

P=\i( ( ie
""

r' sin 0, sin ^drdO^dO^d(f , . . . (52)

7

where the summation with respect to r, 0^, 6^, (f has been replaced

by a corresponding integration.

Macroscopically the distribution throughout space is uniform.

Elimination of h from

s =: nk^ In V n kF In h -f ki' h u -{- -kp — P — A;p— . — jtt'
2 2 V 2v S

and } (53)

hn '^ n^ ^

2h 2 V

in which

T TT TT 2:r

'—hu

J

gives the canonical equation of state.

From (53) we again obtain T = -—-

.

The specific heat at constant volume in the Avogadro state, v^a,
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becomes - R, in agreement \vitli the circumstance tliat both r/,. and

)\, but not p^, participate in tlie heat equilibrium in consequence of

the torques exerted by the doublets upon each otlier.

For the thermal equation of state we again get (39), witii B now
equal to

^^l'' Q'''"'"^
''

(55)

in which

P' = i (((((e "'^ —1) r' sin 0, sin ^drdO^dO^d(f . . (556)

T

P' is convergent for t =z cc, so that as far as (55) is concerned

the assumption is no longer necessary that the field of the doublet

is annihilated at distances greater than t (the same is true for

(53) if P' is introduced in the expression for s).

In order to evaluate the integral P' we shall write 2 cos 6^ =
g cos i|? and sin 6^=^ g sin ip (5^ ^ 0, <[ t|? <[ :r), so that

2 cos 6^ cos 0^ 4" *"* ^1 ^"* ^2 cos cp ^= g {cos ^ cos 8^ -\- sin \p sin 6^ cos ff).

In the plane containing the line

BA and the axis of the doublet at

A draw an angle CBE= \p, and

introduce the angles BBD = d^ and

^ CED = (f'
as the new independent

variables instead of 0^ and (f
^). The

integration with respect to f/' gives 2jr.

Fig. 5. Integration with respect to & can

also be done with ease. Let us then substitute g as independent

variable instead of 0^ and we get

in which

G

P' = :t fr' dr . (r,

2 r dg=—= I (e'^9—g-c?—
cI/3Jl/o»—1

2cg),

^) This comes to the same thing as introducing the angle between the axis of

the doublet B and the field at that point caused by the action of the doublet A.

Gf. Van dp:r Waals Jr. These Proceedings June 1908.
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if c is here = ——. We can, in a wav similar to that used by van der

Waals Jr. in solving the integral developed in his paper, evaluate G
in terms of a series by expanding e'^o —e '^^ into a series of ascending

powers of g. The proof of convergence can be gi\en in the same

way as by van der Waals Jr.

If we write

v=-^ (57)

for the potential energy of two molecules in contact with the axes

of their doublets parallel and at the same time perpendicular to the

line joining their centres and if we take as our upper limit t = oo

we obtain 14(1 11
iJ=-,..-..«'jl--,,,,(/af --,,,, (/a.)<-^

11 11 ) i

qAhvY qAhvY. . . , \

(58)

in which

1 A- 1

T-

1
-. 3 =2
311 24
-.3 + 1 .-.3^ = —
3 ' 5 5

or

1 1 1 464
(7-=:l 4-3. --3-1-3.-. 3- + 1.-. 3='==
^^ ^ 3 ' 5 ^ 7 351111
^, =r 1 + 4 . - . 3 + 6 . - . 3^ + 4 . - . 3' + 1 . - . 3^ g^c

14 11 1 29
)

i? =3 - « . - rroO 1 - - {hif - - {hvy - ^— (/af ... , (59)
O

1

in which h should be replaced bv —-^ if B is to be obtained as a

function of T. We now obtain a series containing only the even

powers of T—^ (cf. § 5).

Just as in § 5 we can now separate the terms which represent

the collision virial and the attraction virial in B.

Should the law of dependence of B upon temperature for a dia-

tomic substance in the region for which y^A= Vs ^^ ^) ^^ found expe-

1) In Communication N^. 109a § 7 (March '09) the dependence of B upon tem-

perature is given for hydrogen as deduced from the isotherms of Kamerlixgh
Onnes and Braak. With regard to the specific heal, however, we must remark

that measurements made by Eucken, Berlin Silz.^Bcr., Fcbr. 1912, p. 141, of the
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rimentally to agree witli that deduced from (59) one could get a

fair conception of the molecule which would at least give this law

of dependence upon temperature by calculating v from the tempe-

rature of the Boyle point (if within the specified region) and ^ from

the terms in the expression for B which are independent of T, and

then Die, the moment of the doublet; from tiiis one could, for in-

stance, calculate the distance of the electron from the centre in the

case of the molecular representation indicated at the beginning of this

section. Further discussion of experimental results, however, must

be postponed till a later paper.

Physics. — Isotherms of monatomic substances and of their binary

mixtures. XII I. The empirical reduced equation of state for

argon. By Prof. H. Kamerlingh O^^NES and Dr. C. A. Crommelin.

Comm. N". 128 from the physical laboratory at Leiden.

In a previous paper ^) we indicated the desirability of obtaining

from the mean reduced empirical equation of state for a number of

normal substances which we have called Yll. 1.*), a mean reduced

empirical group-equation applicable to the monatomic substances. As

a first step in that direction we now give a special reduced empi-

rical equation for argon which we shall call VII. A. 3. and which

embraces data obtained from observations made in both vapour and

gaseous states. ')

In previous communications similar special equations have been

published, viz. one for carbon dioxide *) in gas, vapour, and liquid

states, and one for hydrogen ^) which embraced all available obser-

vations on the gaseous state. The important part as convenient sum-

maries of all available experimental data played by such special

increase of temperature undergone by a quantity of gas contained under high

pressure on tlie addiUon of a measured quantity of heat showed that even at

200° K. y^,^ is for hydrogen considerably below "'o-R, while at 60° K. the value

obtained was "'/o R. It was mentioned during the discussion at the Gonseil Solvay,

Nov. 1911, that Professor Kamerlingh On.nes and myself had undertaken an inves-

tigation of y,,^ by Kundt's method for hydrogen at temperatures down to that of

liquid hydrogen, but this investigation has not yet been completed.

1) Proc. March 1911. Comm. N*^. 120a.

2j Suppl. N'. 19 p. 18.

') Proc. Dec. 1910, Comm. N". 11S& and G. A. Crommelin, Ttiesis for the doc-

torate, Leiden, 1910.

*) Arch, neerl. (2). 6. 874. 1901, Comm. N'. 74.

5) Proc. April 1909, Comm. N'. 109a.
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equations in all sorts of therinodjnaraical calculations concerning the

particular substance within the limited range through which the

equation holds, makes it essential to obtain the best possible agree-

ment between the equation and the results yielded by experiment.

As the form VII. 1. was chosen for this equation with a view toils

relationship to other investigations concerning the equation of state,

it was fortunate that, for the comparativelv small region of tempe-

rature covered by the argon observations, there were still the same

number of coefficients available for the equation as had been found

required to give good average agreement over the whole region

covered by the equation of state for various different substances.

In the paper ^) which contained the isotherm determinations for

argon we have already given preliminary values for the individual

virial coefTicients Aa , Ba , etc. of the equation

Ba Ca
^

Ba
,

Ba
,

Fa
-1 ^ ^.1 ^A ^^ ^.l 'U

as directly calculated from the observations for each individual isotherm.

The reduced virial coefficients ^, ^, etc. have now been calculated

from the virial coetlticients Ba , CI4 etc. as functions of the reduced

temperature t, Avhich comes to the same as the evaluation of the

constants in the equations

^=iv + .\ + ^^ + ^: + M^^
(^

g=^c,t+ c, +- +- + -
1 -r . -r

^
-r

j3
-r

^, etc.

By this the coefficients ai-e adjusted to the observations with respect

to both temperature and density.

We may here give a short resume of the manner in which these

calculations were carried out.

As in the present instance the final terms of the polynomial

Ba
2)va^=Aa-{ \- etc. exert but a slight influence and therefore

VA

can ~be calculated only approximately from the observations, it was

'^) Proc. Dec. 1910. Comm. W\ llSb and G. A. Grommelin, Thesis for the

doctorate, Leiden 1910.

2) Proc. June 1901, Gomm. N'\ 71 and Arch, neerl. (2) 6. 874 1901, Gomm.
m 74.

As can be seen a 5th term has been added to the equations there given. For

tlie formulae connecting Bj^ and $B, C ^ and (S, etc., reference may be made to the

former paper. In the present paper we shall use chietly the reduced viria! coeffi-

cients wliich are to be preferred for llie adjustment of the values of the coefficients.
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best to begin with the adjustment of these terms. Tlie fairly great

changes which these terms as a rule undergo, have but a slight

influence upon the \alues of the initial coeflicients, while, on the

other hand, small changes made in the initial coelTicients in tiie

process of adjustment occasion appreciable alterations in the coeflicients

of the iinal terms, and so the adjustment of the vahies of the final

coetlticients would become more difficuh tiian it is as a rule at small

densities.

In the case of argon the coeflicients *£" and i^ need not be taken

into account, for their values have been adopted from YII. l.^j and

consecpiently they have already been adjusted to the observations.

Our calculations therefore began with the adjustment of 2), which,

as a glance at the xalues of Da already published ') will clearly

show, had to be done in a somewhat arbitrary manner. Some of

these Da's have been taken from VII. J. The values of Da at the

lower temperatures, which were very irregular, were now plotted,

while for J = 6 the Da value from YII. J was included. In this

way values of Da or D were graphically smoothed, and then the

deviations of these smoothed values from VII. 1. were represented

as functions of the reduced temperature by a linear equation

At) = Ab^t + Ab,

(in which

At) = t)u — t)vii.i.

Abj = bi.a— bl.VII.l.

Ab, = b2.a— bQ.viI.l)

In this way bj^ and ^o.a were calculated as functions of the redu-

ced temperature, while f>3.a, ^4.., and bs.^ were taken from VII. 1.

The values of t) adjusted in this way were then converted into

Da and w^ere used in the first place to get an idea of the mag-

nitude of the corrections to be applied to the values of ^ and S so

as to give the best possible agreement with the observations. When
this was done we could then proceed to the adjustment proper of

the values of Ba and Ca , or rather of S and (i according to the

formulae (I).

As can be seen from what follows, this process yielded values of

the coefficients which, especially as regards the ^ coeiTicient, did not

differ much from those of VII. 1. while, at the same time, a compa-

rison with the experimental data of the reduced equation of state

1) Suppl. NO. 19 p. 18.

2) Proc. Dec. 1910, Comm. N^. 1186.
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thus obtained gave thoroughly satisfactory results. The results of all

these calculations viz. the coefficients t\, b^, bg, b^, i\, c^, c, etc., of the

equation VII. A. 3., the virial coefficients obtained from these, and

finally, the comparison of VII. A. 3. with the experimental data

are given in the following tables.

The figures italicised in the tables are those which have been

taken from VII. I.

TABLE I. Coefficients of the equation VIII. A. 3.
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TABLE III. Comparison of equation VII. A. 3 with observation.

^^
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The accompanying diagrams exhibit the reduced coefficients ^5 and

Q. as functions of the reduced temperature t within the region of

observation for argon, that is, from t = 2, to t = 0.8. The curves

drawn through the circles refer to the special argon equation VII. A. 3,

those through the triangles to the mean reduced equation VII. 1. and

those through the squares to the special equation for carbon dioxide,

V. S. J .
^)

As the experimental data at present employed are very limited in

scope we must, in the meantime, be somewhat chary of drawing

conclusions as to the mutual actions of molecules when they come

within each other's immediate neighbourhood from a comparison of

VII. A. 3. with the equations for the other substances shown in our

diagrams. In the case of the 35 coefficient the absence of data at

small values of f is specially fell'), while as far as ^ and the special

argon equation are concerned it is the absence of data towards the

side of high densities. Equation VII. A. 3 can, therefore, be regarded

only as a first step towards the formation of the empirical equation

of state for argon.

•i-iiOO

+J5C

e'aiS0YLm..A.3. BcOi7I.Si oVII.l

+lSO

*100

*^So

+100

+ 50

t
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t
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selves as far as these deviations are concerned according to the more

or less complicated structure of their molecules. The curves for Xll. 1

in the region of reduced temperature to which the diagrams refer

are obtained chiefly from isopentane and ethei-, substances which

have very complex molecules; after these come, in the order given,

carbon dioxide, with an undoubtedly less complex molecule, and

finally argon. Clearly, just as was the case \vith the deviations which

were encountered in a previous paper ^), one must look for the

explanation of this in a real or apparent compressibility which

diminishes in magnitude as the molecule becomes less complex in

shape or structure, or in a characteristic beha^ioL^r of the attraction

potential determined by this peculiarity.

We hope to present further communications shortly giving results

of calculations of various therraodynamical quantities which may be

made from the equation now given within the limited region for

which it holds.

1) Proc. July 1911. Comm. N'^ 1216.

(September 2, 1912).
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Physiology. — ''Comparative researches on young and old erytkro-

cytes." ') By J. Snapper. (Communicated by Prof. H. J.

Haimburger.)

(Gommunicated in the meeting of June 29, 1912).

1. Introduction.

Of late years various investigations have been carried out with a

view to ascertain if there are differences between newly formed red

blood-corpuscles and those which have already circulated for some

time. For this purpose the blood was examined of animals which

had been made anaemic in some way or other. Since the loss of

blood must be made up for by fresh red blood-corpuscles, we may
depend upon it that tlie differences existing between the blood before

and after the artificial anaemia was effected, are caused by the new

forination of fresh red blood-corpuscles.

According to recent^) investigations there is- a difference between

new red corpuscles, formed after bleeding, and those formed after

blood has been lost by injections w4th blood poisons. This difference

manifested itself especially when the capacity of resistance of the

blood-corpuscles was tested by means of hypotonic salt-solutions.

Whilst the blood-corpuscles of an animal which had been made

anaemic by poison-injections resisted the hypotonic salt-solution better

than the blood-corpuscles of a normal animal, this was said not to

be the case with those animals of which the anaemia had been

caused by bleeding.

There are indeed reasons to assume that the regeneration after

poison-injections will be stronger than after bleedings. Yet it is im-

probable that the young red blood-corpuscles formed after bleeding,

should not be distinguished in the same way from the old erythro-

cytes — though it may be in a slighter degree — as those formed

after poison-injections. These slighter differences too, may be of im-

portance, however. x4s we know, the anaemia eflected by injections

of poison causes the number of blood-corpuscles to decrease so

strongly that sometimes only 16 7o ^^ tlie original number are left.

It is not improbable that after such an extreme loss of blood the

regeneration may be an abnormal one. On the other hand the pro-

perties of new red blood-corpuscles, formed after a smaller loss of

blood will bear a greater resemblance to the properties of young

red blood-corpuscles formed under physiological conditions.

1) A more detailed account of these investigations will be published elsewhere.

2) Itami and Pratt, Biochem. Zeitschrift, Bd. 18.

Sattler, Folia Haemal, 1910.
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In order to discover these minuter dififerences it was necessary to

subtilize the method. For this purpose the following considerations

were held in view. In the experiments mentioned above only the

maximum and minimum capacity of resistance of the young erythro-

cytes had been determined.

The determination of this capacity is, as is generally known,
based on the following facts.

When red blood-corpuscles are suspended in a salt-solution with

an osmotic pressure less than 0,9 % XaCl, they absorb water which

causes them to swell. The lower the osmotic pressure of the salt-

solution, the more water they will absorb. At last they burst and

the haemoglobin, contained in them, enters the solution. The lower

the osmotic pressure of the medium in which they can only just

maintain themselves, the greater the capacity of resistance of the

red blood-corpuscles. Seeing that not all the blood-corpuscles have

the same capacity of resistance the minimum capacity of resistance

of the blood is expressed by the most concentrated Na Cl-solution

which already causes haemolysis. In this solution the weakest blood-

corpuscles lose their haemoglobin. The maximum capacity of resiitance

of the blood is determined by the Na Cl-solution in w^hich the hae-

molysis is complete, aud which cannot be resisted even by the

strongest blood-corpuscles. Onjy these two salt-sohitiom have been

determined in the above-mentioned investigations: as to the degree of
haemolysis caused by the intermediate solutions every detail is wanting.

By determining this degree we succeeded in discovering some
qualities by which blood-corpuscles, newly formed after blood has been

lost, are distinguished from the other, remaining ones. It was also

found possible to study the mechanism of the regeneration more

closely. The experimental method may be described as follows.

2. Experimental method.

The blood experimented upon was always that of rabbits. It was
obtained by a slight cut in the ear and defibrinated by being beaten

with 2 glass rods. A series of centrifugating tubes was filled with

5 cm' NaCl-solution in progressive concentrations, the difference

between two successive concentrations being 0.02 %• To these 5 cm'
0.1 cm' of blood was added and the mixture was shaken thoroughly.

Then the solutions were left exposed to the tempei-ature of the room
for a few hours; subsequently they were centrifugated. In the tube

where red blood-corpuscles no longer settle at the bottom, the haemo-

lysis is complete. In the other tubes, where blood-corpuscles have

19*
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remained intact, less haemoglobin has been dissolved. The degree of

haemolysis in these tubes is expressed by the proportion betioeen the

haemoglobin concentration in these tubes and the haemoglobin concen-

tration of the tube with complete haemolysis. These proportions can

be easily calculated by making use of the colori metrical method

first suggested by Arrhenius ^). Thus a series of values is obtained

expressing which percentage of the complete haemolysis is caused

by each salt-concentration. (Table A). The progress of this haemolysis

may be expressed by a curve, the absciss of which is formed by

the NaCl-concentrations and the ordinate by the degrees of haemo-

lysis effected by each concentration. (Fig. 1).

Haemolysis

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0A9% 0.51% 0.53% 0.55% 0.57%

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of Table A.

0.59% 0.61% 0.63% NaCI

sol,

TABLE A. Denoting the haemolysis caused by each

NaCl concentration.

0.63 "o NaCI solution caused 9% haemolysis

0.61 »

0.59 »

0.57 .

0.55 .

0.53 »

0.51 »

0.49 »

9 »

9 »

42 »

55 >

73 »

91 >

100 »

3. The capacity of resistance of old and new erythrocytes

against diluted salt-solutions.

The blood of an animal which has been made anaemic by bleeding,

may be examined in the same way as that of a normal animal.

') Arrhenius and Madsen, Zeitschr. fiir Physikal. Chemie 1903.
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After every bleeding the degree of liaemolysis, caused by the

different salt-solutions, is determined. (Table B). When we also

represent these values graphically, the curve after every venesection

is found to ha\e moved in the direction of the lower concentrations.

(P'ig. 2). In the normal animal 80 7^ is set free at a concentration of

0.49 7o NaCl. After one venesection the same solution causes 66 7„
of haemolysis and after 2 venesections only 25 "

„ . In other words

whilst only 20"/^ of the blood-corpuscles of the normal animal could

resist a NaCl-solution of 0.49 7,, the composition of the blood is

changed to such an extent after two venesections, that 75 7, of the

blood corpuscles can still bear this concentration. Moreover, the

haemolysis was complete in the case of the normal animal at

0.47 7o NaCl. After two bleedings the same 0.47 '/, NaCi solution

caused an haemolysis of 40 "'^ only. Hence there were in the blood

of the anaemic animal 100 7„ — 40 7„ = 60 7,^ blood corpuscles

which could withstand a less concentrated salt-solution than the most

resistant blood-corpuscles of the normal animal. These 60 7o are,

therefore, blood corpuscles which were not met with in the non-

anaemic animal. Thev have been newlv formed after the bleeding;

they are the new blood-corpuscles which are to replace the lost ones.

Also the young hlood-corpuscles, formed after a venesection, have an
increased capacity of resistance ^).

^) About the quantity of hnemoglobin new erythrocytes contain, more particulars

might be discovered by counting the number of erythrocytes which remain in

every concentration. If we compare this with the quantity of haemoglobin set free,

then it may be decided whe'lier the old erythrocytes contain more or less haemo-

globin than the new ones. If for instance the old, that is to say the blood corpuscles

with smaller resistance contained more haemoglobin, then in the more concentrated

solutions more haemoglobin would proportionately be set free than in the less

concentrated ones. Generally speaking, however, the values are found to agree

very well.

It is impossible to settle this question conclusively, the method of counting, as

suggested by Zeiss-Thoma, allowing of no closer determination than with an error

of 5%. This causes deviations in the agreement of the values.

By means of the haematokril-melhod it can be determined whether there are

any differences between the volumes of old and new erythrocytes. For this purpose

the volume of ihe cells, left after each concentration, was compared with the

number of erythrocytes left. Though here too, the values were found to agree, the

method employed in counting gave rise again to important inaccuracies

Besides, an equal average volume of new and old blood corpuscles would be

the more remarkable since according to unpublished investigations of this institute

made by Hamburger and Kooy, the diameter of new blood corpuscles is greater

than that of old ones.

It would follow from this that new and old erythrocytes differ in shape.
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Haemol,

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50% .

W)% .

30% •

20%

10% I

\

041% O.W% 0,'j5% 0A7% 0,W% 0,51% 0.53% 0.55% 0.57% NaCI

sol.

1st Bleeding 26-111-1912. 2nd Bleeding l-IV-1912. — 3rd Bleeding 3-IV-1912.

Fig. 2. graphical representation of Table B.

TABLE B, denoting the haemolysis caused by each NaCl-concentration in the

normal and the anaemic animal.

I T
1

1st Venesection 2nd Venesection ' 3rd Venesection

At 0.57 pCt. NaCl

0.55 „

0.53 „

0.51 „

0.49 „ „

0.47 „ „

0.45 „

0.43 „

0.41 „

12 pCt.

18 „

42 „

67 „

80 „

100 „

12 pCt.

15 „

19 „

37 „

66 „

75 „

84 „

91 „

100 „

10 pCt. f
(/)

25

40

67

90

100

n
3
o

o*
a-

5-^

3

4. Neio erythrocytes are built up from old ones.

The values and curves of fig. 2 may also be viewed in another

way. On the first day, for instance, a solution of 0.57 7o NaCl causes

12 7„ haemolysis, whilst at 0.55 7„ NaCl 18 "/, of the erythrocytes

had disappeared. Hence there were then 18 7o — 12 7o = 6 7o hlood-

corpuscles which were just unable to withstand a solution of 0.55 7o

NaCl. For 6 7„ of the blood corpuscles 0.55 '/, NaCl is just the

minimum concentration they can bear.
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Thus it can be established for every concentration, which percentage

of the bloodcorpuscles lose their liaemoglobin in one particular solution,

whilst they could withstand a solution which was 0.02 7o stronger.

If, therefore, we analyse in this manner the values obtained with

the anaemic animal every day, then we shall find for which percentage

of the erythrocytes every salt-solution represents the minimum con-

centration. (See Table C). The 3 series of values obtained, may be

expressed again in curves (Fig. 3). There ai-e always one or two

salt-concentrations representing for the greater number of erythrocytes

the minimum concentration they can bear. On the first day these

maxima are found at 0.53 7o ^^^ 0.51 "/o NaOl, on the second day

at 0.49 7, NaCl, and on the third day at 0.45 7„ and 0.43 "/„ NaCl.

These maxima too move in the direction of the less concentrated

solutions.

30%
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de(M-ease on the otiicr, run so exactly parallel, lluit we are at once

tempted to trace a connection between them.

Moreover the weaker ones are found to decrease much more

strongly than can be explained l»y mere loss of blood oidy. If no

regeneration were to take place, the proportion between the \\eaker

and the stronger blood-corpuscles would not be modified at all. At

the regeneration, therefoi-e, the number of weaker bloodcorpuscles

must become relati\ely smaller since it is just the new bloodcorpuscles

which have a great capacity of resistance. Even if the entire loss of

blood had been made up for, this strong decrease of the weaker

ones cannot be explained. The rabbit weighed 2000 grammes, con-

tained, therefore, "Ao, X 2000 = 160 gr. of blood. Afrer 2 bleedings

of 15 ccM. (tliat is about 20 "/„ of the whole) of the 80 •/, erythro-

cytes which are destroyed at 0.49 7^ NaCl only 25 7o are found

back. These weaker bloodcorpuscles decrease, therefore, nuicli more

strongly than can be explained by loss of blood only : they must be

used in some way or other. Since, moreover, the increase of the

stronger bloodcorpuscles runs parallel to the decrease of the weaker

ones, we may with a great amount of probability assume that the

young red bloodcorpu.scle.s are Jndlt up out of the weaker ones.

Now it can also be explained why the young blood corpuscles

develop a greater capacity of resistance as more blood is withdrawn.

The weaker bloodcorpuscles decreasing very strongly after every

bleeding, the old bloodcorpuscles, which in the anaemic animal serve

to build up the new ones, are already much stronger than the old

bloodcorpuscles which are disintegrated in the normal animal for

this purpose. As the material out of which they are built up gi-ows

stronger and stronger, the young blood-corpuscles are stronger too

after each venesection.

This also supplies us with one of die chief causes of die diference

hetiveen erythrocytes, formed after bleeding, and those formed after

poison-injections.

Owing to the abnormally strong decrease of the number of blood-

corpuscles after poison-injections, the newly formed cells could not

but become very strong — much stronger than after a few bleedings.

5. Also in the blood the regeneration greatly surpasses the loss.

Finally a conclusion may be arrived at as regards the degree of

the regeneration. After 2 venesections about 20 7^ of the blood

of the rabbit had been withdrawn. At the third bleeding 60 7„

bloodcorpuscles were found with a greater capacity of resistance
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than the strongest of the normal animal. After 207o blood has

been withdrawn at least 607o new cells are formed. In this case too,

the rule of Weigert, applicable in general pathology, holds good : ^At"

regeneration surpasses the loss by far. Only with regard to blood

it cannot be deduced from the number of bloodcorpuscles, because

for each new bloodcorpuscle an old one has to be disintegrated.

Hence the absolute number of bloodcorpuscles per m.M\ can increase

but slowly.

Yet this strong regeneration of the blood-corpuscles too, has probable

a beneficial effect upon the oi-ganism. Though there is no difference

as regards size or haemoglobin-percentage, Morawjtz has pointed

out the fact that while blood in normal circumstances can bind

chemically hardly any oxygen, the anaemic blood consumes rather

large quantities of O, ^). Hence the new blood-corpuscles differ

qualitatively from the old ones, which appears besides from their

increased capacity of resistance.

6. Effect of the serum on haemolysis.

a. The serum is replaced by O-O^/g NaCl.

Before drawing the conclusions, mentioned above, it ivas necessary

to determine the eject which the serum has upon haemolysis. Mostly

we read that the serum contains substances which impede haemolysis ^),

for when the blood-corpuscles have been washed with 0.97o NaCl-

solution, their capacity of resistance has decreased. If these substances

were really present, it might have a considerable effect upon the

capacity of resistance of anaemic blood. In antiemic blood there is

relatively more serum than in normal blood : the greater quantity

of serum would impede haemolysis more strongly, and this might

give an impression of a greater capacity of resistance.

It is indeed found that the capacity of resistance of the blood is

lessened u-hen it is ivashed loith 0.97o ^<-iCl. (See Fig. 4).

b. The s-erum is replaced by 47o glucose.

That this is not due, however, t€ the effect of the serum having

disappeared, but probably to osmotic changes, follows from the fact

that washing with an isotonic glucose solution (4:7o) does not modify

the capacity of resistance (See Fig. 4).

1) MoRAwiTz, Archiv f. exper. Pathol, u. Pharmacol. Bd 60.

2) Gros. Ztschr. f. exper. Pathol, u. Pharmacol. Bd. 62.

Sattler I.e.
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Seeing that glucose cannot enter the blood-corpuscles, no ions can

leave them. A. solution leaving intact the osmotic equilibrium does

not modify the capacity of resistance. Hence the removal of the

serum by washing the blood-corpuscles need not alter the capacity

of resistance.

The serum contains, therefore, no substances lohich impede haemolysis:

Haemolysis

LUO%

90%
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7. In the osmotic disturbance , caused by loashing ivith 0.9 "/o N^ciCl,

the ions of Ca play a prominent part.

This disturbance of the osmotic equilibrium of the blood-corpuscles,

caused by washing with 0.9 7o NaCl, is not effected if we wash

with 0.9 7„ NaCl + 0.1 7^ CaCl,. What was pointed out before in

the case of leucocytes, viz, the importance of ions of Ca^), is also

found to apply to the erythrocytes. Though only traces of Ca are

found in the erythrocytes, yet their capacity of resistance is con-

siderably' modified if osmose causes these few ions to disappear.

Haem. 100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

30%

20%

10%

TABLE E.

0.ii3% 0.^5% 0A7% 0.49% 0.51% 0.53% 0.55% 0,57% 0.59% NaCI

opi.—^-^— Blood which has not been washed, Blood washed with 0,9% NaCI

Blood washed with 0,9% NaCI +0.1% CaCL^.

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of Table E.

Blood which has been washed with a 0.9 pCt. NaCl-solution has a
decreased capacity of resistance.

Blood which has been washed with a 0.9 pCt. NaCI -f 0.1 pCt. CaCl^-
solution has Jio decreased capacity of resistance.

'di J u- u u J ot J u .
Blood washed

Blood which had Blood washed
^itj^ 9 ct. NaCI

not been washed with 0.9 pCt. NaCI _i_oi pCt CaCl.-.

At 0.59
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Conver.seJy t/w capacity of re.^stance does not chani/e if the Ca i'i

prevented form leaving the blood-corpuscles tliouyh all the other metal-

ions should disappear.

8. Also loa^'hed new erythrocytes have a areater capacity oj

resistance than ivashed old erythrocytes.

x*\t any rate the objection to the rcsuhs of the examination of

anaemic blood is removed : the fact that anaemic blood contains

more serum than normal blood can have no elTcct upon the capacity

Haem. 100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

M%

30%

20%

10%

0.W% 0.45% 0.47% 0.49% 0.51% 0.53% 0.55% 0.57% 0.59%

^^— Washed blood of the normal animal.

Washed b!o3d of the same animal at the 3rd Venesectioni

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of Table F.

TABLE F. Denoting the course of haemolysis in the normal and

the anaemic animal after the blood-corpuscles have been washed

with 0.9 pCt. NaCl.
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of resistance as the serum contains no substances whicli impede

haemolysis.

Moreover it may be observed that aho the luashed blood-corim.scles

of an anaemic animal possess a greater capacity of resistance than

the luashecl blood-corpuscles of the same animal in a normal condition.

See Table F and Fig. 6.

Summary.

The colorimetrical determination of the haemolysis, (Arrhenius)

caused by diluted NaCl-solutions, suggests a means to compare the

qualities of blood-corpuscles, differing as regards their capacity of

resistance.

With the aid of this experimental method the following results

were obtained.

1. New erythrocytes resist diluted NaCl-solutions better than old ones.

2. It must be assumed tiiat new red blood-corpuscles are built up

out of the old ones.

3. After venesections tiie regeneration greatly surpasses the loss.

(Rule of Weigert).

4. Washing the blood-corpuscles with a NaCl-solution of 0,9 7o

renders them less capable of resisting diluted NaCl-solutions.

5. The conclusion drawn from this by several workers that this

phenomenon is caused by the removal of unknown substances, found

in the serum, which substances impede haemolysis, is incorrect.

Experiments have shovv^n that if a 4% glucose-solution is used

instead of a NaCl-solution 0,9 7o» this decrease in capacity of resis-

tance does not manifest itself.

6. The phenomenon, mentioned sub 4, should rather be viewed

in the light of an osmotic disturbance, the principal factor of which

is the loss of Ca, suffered by the blood-corpuscles. Indeed the capacity

of resistance is not modified if 0,1% CaCl, is added to the NaCl-solution.

7. New erythrocytes, washed with NaCl-solution 0,9 7o . h^^'© a

greater capacity of resistance than old ones which have been treated

in the same way.

May 1912. Groningen, Physiological Laboratory.
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Physics. — "Isotherms of diatomic gases and of their bin<in/

mixtures. X. Control measurements ivith the volumenometer of

the compressibility of hydrogen at 20° C. Hv W. .I.dkHaas.

Communication N". 127a from the Physical Laboratory at lieiden.

(Coniraunicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in llie meeting of April 2G, 1912).

X. The compressibility of hydrogen at 20° C.

§ 1. Introduction. In Communication IX. "Control measurements

with the Aolumenometer", (Comm. N°. 121a, Proc. May J 911) a

discussion based upon expei-imental data was given of the degree of

accuracy attainable in determinations with the volumenometer. A
determination of the compressibility of hydrogen at ordinary tem-

perature has now given an additional desirable test of the accuracy

with which the various experimental conditions in their mutual

relationships have been fulfilled.

The investigation is based upon the Leiden measurements of the

compressibility of hydrogen at pressures up to 60 atni. The accurate

piezometers (Comm. N". 50) and the sectional open manometer (Comm.

N", 44) specially designed by Kamerlingh Onnes for that investigation

rendered a very high accuracy attainable in those measurements.

Considering this degree of accuracy, we may therefore take Schalk-

wijk's measurements with those apparatus at 20° C. to be quite

accurate, and ascribe tiie small difference between his formula and

that deduced from Amagat's results to a lower degree of accui-acy

in one or other of Amagat's measurements (perhaps in his determination

of the normal volume, which can be done more accurately by

Kamerlingh Onnes's method). This conclusion is also supported by

the fact that Schalkwijk's formula is confirmed by the results obtained

by Kamerlingh Onnes and Hyndman (Comm. X". 78).

We may therefore write at 20° C.

pvA = 1.07258 + 0,000667 dA + 0,00000099 dA'

in which p is the pressure, va the volume in terms of the normal

volume and dA is the reciprocal of va- On account of the small

densities which occur in measurements made with the volumenometer

(in which r/j is at the most 1.1) the c/,i^ term may be neglected.

The compressibility at 20° C. is then given by
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pvjl z= Aa + Ba dA

in which yl^ =z 1.07258 [ (I)

Ba =0.000667

Again, on account of the small densities at which the volumeno-

meter is used, the second of the terras on the right of the sign of

equality plays but a small part in the result; it varies from 7.10—

^

of pvA at density 1.1 to 1.10—* of pvA at density 0.15. The nuestion

to be investigated in the proposed test was if compressibility deter-

minations with the volumenometer could give values of /n^i to within

2.10-4.

As appears from the table at the end of § 3 giving pvA as obtained

from experiment and cIa as calculated, the accuracy attained in the

compressibility determinations is as a rule somewhat greater than

that which w^e desired. (Comm. No. 121, § 1). To show more clearly

the nature of the remaining deviations, values of Ba determined by

formula (I) have also been calculated from the volumenometer results

by themselves; in doing this, of course, a sufficiently good approxi-

mation can be obtained only at the highest densities.

^ 2. Summary of the experimental methods. To get as good an

idea as possible of the reliabilit}^ of the volumenometer determinations

of compressibility at temperatures between — 252° C. and — 259° C.

the compressibility was first measured at ordinary temperature within

the same pressure limits as would be chosen or were to be expected

at the lower temperatures. Measurements were made with two

distinct quantities of distilled hydrogen. For the tirst series a pressure

of half an atmosphere was chosen as the starting point, and it was

desired to ascend to a pressure of 1.1 atm. while in the second

series the limits chosen were 0.16 atm. to 0.5 atm. The apparatus

was filled in the usual way (cf. Comm. No. 94/) after repeated

evacuations and washings with hydrogen.

For the determination at higher pressures measurements were

made in the neck m^ (see Plate I, Comm. No. 117) and pressures

were obtained from the manometer ©5— 6>. and the barometer

6c—Of). In this an artificial constant pressure practically equal to

the barometric pressure was maintained in the manner usually

adopted in the Leiden Laboratory by means of the ice pot R. To

eliminate changes due to temperature fluctuations the four menisci

to be obserxed were read twice in reverse order. Measurements were

then made in the necks m^ and m^ (PI. I loc. cit.). To do this the

tap /. was closed, and, keeping k^ closed, communication was esta-

blished with a mercury pump through k^^, k^^. After careful evacu-
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ation the pressures of the volumes close to tiie necks m, and m^
were measured, using the manometer as an indicator. For this two
of the telescopes of the large Societe Genevoise cathetometer were
focussed upon tlie menisci in the volumenometer and manometer,
and the heights were read eacii time from the standard metre S.

In an identical fashion measurements were made with a smaller

quantity of gas in the necks m^, m^, and m^.

For further experimental conditions and precautions reference may
be made to Comm. No. 121, § 4 and 3 and also to my dissertation,

which is to be published shortly.

§ 3. Calculation and values of pv±

The final value of the gas density for each of the two series of

measurements, each with its own definite quantity of gas, was
obtained by means of equation (D from the observed final pressure

after the application of the correction necessary for the small differ-

ence between 20^ C and the temperature at which the measurements

were made. The pressure coefficient used was 0,0036627 (Comm.
N". 60). On account of the smallness of the temperature difference

for which a correction has to be applied no correction is needed for

the dependence of this pressure coefficient upon the pressure. The
observed volumes va for each measurement follow from the va 's

obtained from the final density and from the ratio of the volumes

in each series measured at 20^ C. to the final volume. Table 1 gives

TABLE I. H.. Values of pv^j
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From this it is evident that an accui'acy of one in four thousand

to one in fi\e tliousand is attained at the lower pressures, while in

the series of measurements made at higher pressures the accuracy

reached is greater than one in ten thousand.

§ 4. CaknJaiion of Ba • From the former of the two series con-

tained in Table I (pressures varying from 1.1 to 0.46) Ba can be

calculated. Instead of ^.loco= 0,00067 it gives

5^200 = 0,00074 so that 0—C = 0,00007,

in which only the fourth decimal is significant. In the second series

the percentage error expected in Ba is too great to allow of a

calculation of Ba itself. Only under more favourable circumstances

could one count upon an accuracy of one in ten thousand or more

in the values of pi'A ; the error in pvA becomes greater at smaller

pressures ; in Ba it is magnified four or five times and at small

densities the utmost value of the whole term BacIa for that series

is 0,00026. In the meantime it may be remarked that a comparison

of the positive differences found here between observation and cal-

culation (-|-0,0013) with the corresponding positive difference in the

first series seems to indicate a possible systematic error which makes

its presence specially felt at the lower pressures ^).

In order to be able to compare the results obtained with others

which just had in view the determination of the compressibility at

ordinary temperature we must reduce the results to a common basis.

Take first the measurements made by Leduc ^) at 16° C. and at

pressures varying from 1 to 1.5 atmospheres. From the numbers

which he obtains from his experiments after the incorporation of

other data for the compressibility at 0° C. we find to correspond

with his result

^^200 = 0,0007 and therefore 0—C = 0,0000.

The figure last given does not necessarily lead to the conclusion

that the Leiden determinations with the volumenometer are the less

accurate. The degree of accuracy of Leduc's results is indicated by

the fact that he goes only to the fourth decimal place (for CO,

Chappuis^) and Leduc differ by 0,0002). And the pressures used by

liEDic in this determination, \yhich is accurate to 1 in 10000 were

very much more favourable (the smallest density was twice as great

as that of the first series of Table I) than those which are expe-

^) Possibly a small constant error arising from a change in the correction for

the capillary depression since the control measurement of Gomm. N*^. 121a.

-) A. Leduc, Recherches sur les gaz. 1898.
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rienced in experiments al liquid hydrogen temperatures and at wliich

my measurements had to be made.

Determinations made by Chapplis ') and by Rayi.eigh, in each case

wiih apparatus designed to attain a higher degree of accuracy than

tiiat of the Leiden volumenometer, also aflford a basis of comparison.

Chapplis measured compressibilities at 0° C. between 1.4 and 1.8

atmospheres. His results give Bao = 0,00058, from wliich, using the

figure given by Kamerlingh Onnes and Braak -) for the difference

between -6.4100° and Baqo we get

j5.12go = 0,00064 and 0—C = —0,00003.

The values deduced from the iwo single observations distant by

about half the pressure difference from each other, in which the

errors are increased, differ by 0,0001.

Finally, Lord Rayleigh's ') measurements were made with an appa-

ratus specially designed to give an accurate comparison between pvA

at half an atmosphere and its value at double that pressure. From
them we get jB^io.; = 0,00054 from which, using again the Kamerlingh

Onnes—Braak result just given, we obtain

Ba-2oo = 0,00057 and 0—C = —0,00010.

So that comparison between the results now given with those

yielded by these different researches shows a satisfactory agreement.

In the proposed determination of Ba at hydrogen temperatures

circumstances will be much more favourable than at ordinary tem-

perature, for BacIa will then be 15 to 20 times greater at the same

pressure. We may regard the value obtained for Ba in this way at

—252^ C. as accurate to within 2°/^, and to within 10 7, at —259° C.

Physics. — "Isotherm.^ of diatomic gases and of their binary

mixtures. XI. On determinations with the volumenometer of
the compressibility of gases under small pressures and at low

temperatures" By W. J. de Haas. Communication N". 127''

from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicated by

Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes\

(Communicated in the meeting of May :25, 1912).

§ 1. Criticism of the pressure equilibrium between the piezometer

and the volumefiometer. In the investigation of the compressibility

of hydrogen vapour with which a subsequent paper by Prof. Kamer-

1) P. Ghappuis, Nouvelles etudes sur le thermometre a gaz.

2) Gomm. no. 1006, These Proceedings Dec. '07.

») Lord Rayleiqh, Proc. Roy. Soc. 73 (1904). Ztsch. phys. Ghem. 52 (1905).

20*
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LiNGH Onnes and myself will deal, the volumenometer described in

the previous Communication was used to measure the quantity of

hydrogen contained under different pressures in a reservoir — the

piezometer reservoir — which was immersed in liquid hydrogen and

connected with the volumenometer by a capillary and tap. The

pressure of the gas in the piezometer reservoir was then given for

each measurement b}' the pressure of the gas in the volumenometer

in pressure equilibrium with it. It was shown in Communications

N°. 121« (Proc. May J 911) and NM27« (These Proc. p. 295) that the

accuracy with which the pressure, volume and temperature of the

quantity of gas contained in the volumenometer could be determined

was sufficient to allow of the evaluation of the virial coefficients B
at low temperatures for hydrogen vapour from determinations of

the compressibility of that vapour. More particular attention must

no\v be bestowed upon the question of pressure equilibrium between

the volumenometer and the piezometer.

Ill the course of the above experiments it was repeatedly necessary

to adjust the mercury in the volumenometer to one of the lower

necks (for instance, v/z,, m^, or m^. Cf. Comm. N". 117, PI. I, Proc.

Febr. 1911). The quantity of gas contained in the volumenometer

was in those cases alwaj^s less (though not many times) than that in

the piezometer of 110 cc. capacity and at a temperature of —252°

to — 258° C, so that the gas in the piezometer was of a density

from 12 to 20 times greater than that in the volumenometer. On each

side of the capillary, therefore, which had to be long on account

of the construction of the cryostat and narrow on account of the

uncertainty of the volume correction to be applied for it, there are

relatively large quantities of gas. On account of friction in the

capillary, pressure equilibrium will be but slowly attained. A preli-

minary experiment had shown the desirability of a means to decide

from the measurements themselves when exactly this pressure equi-

librium had been attained. In order therefore to obtain the necessary

data for this, the behaviour of the pressure in the volumenometer

was systematically observed during the final experiments upon the

compressibility of hydrogen vapour at low temperatures (June 23

and 24, July 8, 14, and 18, 1911) on each occasion on which the

meniscus was adjusted to one of the necks m^, m^, m^, m^ — this

of course only after satisfying the experimental conditions to be fulfilled

for equilibrium (regulation of cryostat and of volumenometer thermo-

stat, constancy of I'oom temperature). At intervals, as a rule every

5 minutes, the difference between the levels of the mercury in the

, manometer and iji the volumenometer was read and corrected, from
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tables prepared beforehand, for changes occurring during the measure-
ment in the quantities determining the corrections (such as change
in the temperatures of the volumenometer, the piezometer, the dead-

space, change in the capillary depression, etc.)-

In this way the actual change in the difference between tiie pres-

sure and the equilibrium pressure was known at all stages of the

measurement. During the measurements a curve was drawn with

this pressure difference as ordinate and time as abscissa, and tl^e

observation was regarded as at an end as soon as the plotted points

began to fluctuate about a line drawn parallel to the abscissa axis.

The accompanying diagram (unit ordinate representing 0.1 mm.
mercury) is taken from the above investigation and refers to the

adjustment of the pressure equilibrium on July 18, 191 j, an occasion

on which circumstances were particulai-ly unfavourable. The observed

pressure differences, increased by a certain fixed quantity, are re-

presented by circles. At the end of § 3 we shall return to this diagram.
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The influence of gravity upon the tras is left out of account in

the calcnlation, as is also the pressure difference which Kntdsen's

researches show must exist. If necessary both corrections may be

applied to the observed pressure at which equilibrium is attained ^).

The influence of slipping along the walls of the capillary is also

left out of account, while the \olume of the capillary has been regarded

as negligible compared with that of the reservoir and of the volu-

menometer. It is also assumed that the speed may be regarded as to

remain the same over a short period of time, and that the speed is

small (far below the critical;; further that the temperature, J", and the

pressure, p, may be regarded as uniform over any cross-section,

so that if X is the length and y and z two axes at right angles to

it and to each other, p is independent of y and -; and, finally, that

the speeds v and iv in the directions of y and z may be taken to

be zero. A flow is therefore assumed such that in a tube at constant

temperature throughout and for a substance whose density is inde-

pendent of the pressure Poiseolle's law should hold, and such as

ma\ be regarded as subject to this law over any element of length,

civ, of the capillary when the values of the pressure gradient, the

densitv q and the viscosity r^ at that particular place are inserted.

Working out the equations of motion subject to the given assump-

tions") at once leiids to the result ' -

dm rt (J dp—= -R'-J- (1)
dt 8 1] dx ' ^

where m is the mass of the gas contained in the reservoir, and hence

dill
1 1 T • • r 1— the mass ^vhlch tlows per unit time across anv section ot the

dt

capillary.

We assume i\ to be independent of the pressure so that i]=zf{T),

and for / T , we take Sutherlanu's formula

C

C V 273

T

1) As a general rule, however, both corrections may be neglected. For the

lowest pressure occurring in the course of the experiments for which this cal-

culation was made the K^"UDSEK correction Just reached that limit at which the

calculations by Kamerlingh Oxxes for the capillaries of his hydrogen and helium

thermometers show it would Legin to be appreciable.

2) Cf. 0. E. Meyer, Pogg. Ann. 127. p. 253. 353.
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In which C is a constant. As an approximation for vapours we nmy
write p =: aQ -{- /xy in which a and b are functions of T. These

and all other quantities occurring in the present calcnlatioii were

expressed in absolute measure (tiie C. G. S. system was chosen). If

T be given as a function of ,r, equation (1) can at once be integrated.

As a further simplification for this integration we shall regard h

as negligible on account of the smallness of Oq^ compared with ao.

If the pressure difference between the ends of the capillary is small,

deviations from Boyle's law ma}', to the same extent, be allowed

for. F'or fiu-ther information on this point I may refer to my disser-

tation.

It ma}^ be further remarked that we may differentiate between

three different portions of the capillar}'. The first part projects above

the cryostat, and has throughout its whole length the same tempe-

rature, that of its surroundings (room temperature); for the pressure

at tiie upper end of this portion we shall write p^ and for the

pressure at the lower end p^. In the second part of the capillary

the temperature changes fi-oni the room temperature to that of the

cryostat bath. The pressure at the upper end of this part is />,, and

for the pressure at the lower end we sliall write p^. The third

portion of the capillary is wholly within the cryostat bath, and over

its whole length has the temperature of the bath, p.^ is the pressure

at ths upper end, and we shall write p^ for the pressure at the

lower end.

With the object above indicated of not only calculating for the

])articular case discussed in § 3, but also of obtaining simple formulae

ai)plicable to analogous cases I have endeavoured to find a simple

form for the function expressing the temperature of the middle j)orliou

in terms of the length; in order that four terms in this woidd

suffice I have imagined a sudden change in the temperature at the

junction of the second and third portions of the capillary, in other

words I assume that at that point the temperature changes rapidly

over a length which is large compared with the diameter of the

capillary but is still small compared with its length.

The calculation is therefore made for a temperature distribution

other than that which actually exists, but, as will he seen, the

difference between the two cases does not affect the result.

The temperature distribution over that portion of the capillary in

which the temperature is variable is thus represented by

a = q Jr IxT -{- m,T' -\- n,r (2)

In the experiment further discussed in § 3 the temperature change
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at the surface of the bath would be one of from T^='2(i° K. to T'i=15°K

With a = aj,

C
1 H

273 8 d7n

, and A = —— -—, . . . .

|/273 :rtIV dt
(3)

(1) now gives

for the first portion

and for the third portion

while the substitution of

A =

A = 1

v^(/V

•ii,n,i

gn'es

in which

'nC"-

P.

tg'a +

T = C tff a .

. p,^ = 4.4a, hu C- [{Ft)

C{2m—d7iC)

{Ft)A

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

tg'et -f (/

5

2mC + 3«C-)

tq^a tfj a

3 ^ 1
(8)

so that p.^ and j^j can be expressed in terms of p^^ and p^. From

(4), (5), (7) it is seen that for a case such as that discussed in § 3

for which T, = 15°K. and T, = 295°K,^;, does not differ appreciably

from p.^, so that one need not be very particular about the lower

limit in the integral of (7) and (8), and the small juraj) in the tempe-

rature is of no influence within the limits of accuracy desired; this

indeed is obvious if one considers that the gas flows about

20 times more slowly in the cold portion while the viscosity is also

about as many times smaller.

With the temperature function now obtained for tlie interchange

of pressure in a gas of known C, >io and a, through a capillary of

radius R, and for a given temperature disti-ibution, we obtain

dm. 3tR*

in which ???. is the mass of gas in the volumenometer, and

K= L,u {Ft -Ft,) + MnX T, + ^n^KT,

where the (luantities L, M and K follow at once from (4), (5) and (7).

The first member of the exi)ression for A" refers to the portion of

the capillary in which the fall of temperature occurs, and the second
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and third luciiibers to tliose portions in wliicli the temperature is

nniform.

W we further write

Px—"J\ Ph=«i?'4— • • . . (10)

in wdiich i\ represents tiie vokiine at the lower temperature, i\ that

at ordinary temperature, and /// the total mass, and then integrate

(9) we obtain, with the omission of an integration constant

('"-'".) + 777— ^^» ^j^,

% ^^--=-.V^ • • •
(11)')

T,2\m " l\v, 4K14 / \ 4 1

[m— 7?i.,) w..

The case discussed in § 3 and graplied in fig. 1 gives an example

of the curves given by tliis equation.

§ 3. Application to a special case. Deductions.

From measurements made during the experiment of 18''' July 1911

temperatures were to be taken as

—258'C. for 10 cm. in the liquid bath

—228°
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while, as was already remarked, the temperature jump assumed to

take place at the surface of the liquid has no influence upon the

result. We also find

m = 0,017, r, = 110, v, = 1035.

The line drawn in fig. 1 has been calculated from these data.

The observed pressures, indicated by circles, agree well with the

results of calculation.

Between half-past four and the more liquid gas was admitted into

the eryostat. The readings during which the resulting pressure inter-

change was stopped by means of a valve are not marked in the

fio-ure. A 'slight temperature fluctuation occasioned by the refilling

is clearly seen in the diagram. A small pressure increase at 5i'5"^

dies down about six o'clock quite in accordance with the calculated

curve. (See 3''27'". At this point the temperature also increased).

As can be seen, it took more than an hour for the last 1.8 m.m.

pressure ditference to die down to 0.02 m.m. (the whole pressure

was 5 cm.).

The calculations show that the assumed distribution of temperature

along the capillary is, in the main, correct. It gives a very welcome

estimate of the time requisite for the last appreciable interchange

of gas.

To establish pressure equilibrium as rapidly as possible in such

experiments it is necessary that

:

1. as little of the capillary as possible should project above the

eryostat, and that the stem within the eryostat should be kept as

cold as possible;

2. the upper part of the capillary should be wider than the lower,

as is the case, for instance, in the helium thermometer of Kameklingh

Onxes, or better still, the connecting capillary should be gradually

narrowed. (In fig. 5 Comm. Suppl. N°. 216 ^) compare the tube which, in

the experiments by K.amerlingh Oxnes on the attainment of the lowest

possible temperatures, had to carry off helium \aporised under a

pressure of 0.2 mm. with the least possible reduction of pressure;

the dimensions of this tube were calculated according to the principles

of ^ 2).

(To be continued).

1) Bericht iiber den II. Internalionalen Kaltekongres, Wien, October 1910, Bd. II,
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Physics. — ''On the Hall fprt und the chani/e in the resistance

in a magnetic fiehl at low temperatures. I. Measurements on

t/ie V{\i.\.-e[rect and the change in the resistance of metals and
alloi/s in a magnetic field at the boiling point of hydrogen

and at lower temperatures''. By II. Kamerlingh Onnes and

Bengt Beckman. Communication N". 129 ^ from tlie Pliysit-al

Laboratoiy at Leiden.

(Communicated in the meeting of Juno 29, 1912).

§ 1. Introduction. An investigation of the Hall eliect and of the

change of resistance produced bv a magnetic field was carried out

by VAN EvERDiNGEN at Leiden some time ago down to liquid air tem-

peratures ^), but the fundamental importance of these phenomena in the

theory of electrical conduction has long made it desirable to extend

this investigation to the much lower temperatures which have been

freely available sijice the successful development of methods of

obtaining accurate series of observations at liquid hydrogen tempe-

ratures. The problem, however, has been forced aside by other

researches which could not be delayed, until the study of it and of

allied problems for various metals at the lowest possible temperatures

has been rendered essential to the further development of the theory

of electrons by the discovery of the fact that the resistance of

pure mercury disappears at liquid helium temperatures. We ha\'e

therefore been occupied for some time with various aspects of

the investigation of these problems at hydrogen temperatures, and,

while we propose to continue this investigation systematicall}' and,

if possible, to make some measurements on the more important points

at those temperatures which are obtainable with liquid helium, we give

in the present paper some results which have already been obtained,

and which may be considered to be themselves of some importance.

The investigation has been extended by one of us (B. Beckman)

with tiie same experimental material to temperatures obtainable with

liquid ethylene, liquid oxygen, and liquid nitrogen, and these results

will be discussed in a later paper.

We wish to record our heartiest thanks to Mrs. A. Beckman for

her assistance in the course of the measurements.

1) The results for bismuth (and antimony) given in the dissertations of Lebret
(Leiden 1895) and van Everdingen (Leiden 1897) and in Communications Nos. 19,

26, 37, 40, 53, 58, 61 have been conlirmed by Blake, Ann. d. Physik. 28, 449,

1909 and LowxDS, Ann. d, Physik 9, 677, 1902. Lownds investigated rods cut

in different directions from bismuth crystals, and extended his investigation for one

direction down to liquid air temperatures. He found that with the crystalline axis

perpendicular to the field the H.\ll coellicient is negative at liigher temperatures,

while as the temperature is lowered it vanishes and then becomes positive.
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I. Bismuth.

§ 2. Change in the resistance of a wire of electrolytic bismuth.

This part of the investigation was made with a wire of electrolytic

bismuth provided bj Hartmann and Braun 0,3 mm. thick, and iden-

tically the same as that used by Kamerlingh Onnes and Clay in

their determination of the change of resistance (Oomm. N". 99). The

KoHLRAUSCH method of overlapping shunts was used. At ordinary

temperature and at the boiling point of hydrogen the main current

was 4 milliamps, but at — 259° C. it had to be reduced to 0.1 a

0.2 milliamps on account of the eifect of heating upon the resistance.

In the following Table w' represents the value of the resistance in

ohms in a magnetic field of strength H, ict is the resistance with

no field on, and w„ is the resistance at 0° C. with no field.

We may notice that we have not obtained the maximum in the

isopedals observed by Blake. It will be seen from the forthcoming

paper on the change of resistance with magnetic field at liquid air

temperatures that Blake's bismuth wires which showed the maximum

exhibited a smaller change in the resistance than ours and were

therefore probably not so pure. It is possible that as the purity in-

creases the maximum in the isopedals is displaced towards the lower

temperatures.

TABLE I.
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The general character of the isotherms is also conserved at hydrogen

temperatures ; the field at which the resistance begins to increase

practically proportionally to the Held itself is about J 2000 gauss just

as at liquid air temperatures. The gradual transformation from the

change at small fields to the practically linear change in strong fields

takes place in the same way at each temperature.

§ 3. The WxiA^-etfeci and the increase of resistance for plates of
compressed electrolytic bismuth. Experimental method.

The method adopted was that developed and applied by Lebrkt and

VAN EverdIngen in their dissertations (see Suppl. N". 2) ; in it all

disturbing influences are eliminated. A diagram is given in Plate 3

of the Supplement quoted, and for all matters concerning the arran-

gements for measuring we may refer to Chapter I of that paper.

Circular plates were used to which were soldered with Wood's alloy

the primary and Hall electrodes as well as two auxiliary electrodes

(placed on the diameter in the direction of the main current). All

were point electrodes ^).

Choosing our notation to correspond with that of the Supplement

quoted let us write e for the potential difference between the Hall

electrodes, / for the main current and d for the thickness of the

plate. The Hall constant R is given by

ed
R=—

.

HI
Let us also write Rg for the resistance of the secondary circuit outside

the plate, r for the resistance of the shunt of the compensating

circuit, q for a constant determined by the differential galvanometer

employed, and R^ for the resistance determined by

1 _ 1 / 1 1

Ed~^\RA^RB
in which Ri and Rb are magnitudes obtained from the resistances

of the compensating circuit with reversal of the main current when

the field commutator stands in each experiment in the positions A
and B respectively ; we then obtain

Rs
R= rdq .

^ HRd

The change in the resistance was also measured as well as the

Hall effect.

At ordinary temperature the bismuth plates showed no asymmetry

1) Van Everdingen has solved the problem theoretically for point electrodes with

circular plates.
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in the HALL-eifect, but thej showed it very clearly and sometimes

very strongly at hydrogen temperatures, giving considerable differences

between Ra and Ub In the following tables twice the asymmetry

is given by the side of the mean HALL-constant; for the method of

evaluating the asymmetry we may again refer to Chapter I of Suppl.

N". 2. k\\ quantities except w are expressed in C.G.S.

The current in the main circuit w^as 7= 0.15 amp. A Wiedemann

galvanometer was used. The bath of liquid gas in the magnetic field

was obtained in a silvered vacuum vessel by the method of Coram.

W. 114.

§ 4. Results of the measurements.

Bipi, BipU, Bipin, represent three plates of 10 mm. diameter pre-

pared from the same Hartmann and Braun electrolytic bismuth.

Bipi was compressed from a thin rod in a steel mould. i?z],j/ and

Bipin were prepared by first grinding the bismuth to a fine powder

in an agate mortar and then compressing in the same mould as Bi^i.

In the preparation of Bi^uj, which was otherwise the same as that

of Bi/,1 and Bif,u, the grinding operation took place in an atmosphere

of carbon dioxide.
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the ratio of the resistance at hydrogen temperature to the zero

resistance is less for the disc than for the wire Bidi, so

disc

for ^=11090 at r= 20.3 42.

wire

in'
_z=J9.7 —

In the case of Bi^ji both the negative temperature coefficient and

the smallness of the change of resistance with magnetic field indicate

the presence of impurities.



§ fi. Hai.i. I'ji'i'c/ for (ioJd. The |»laio Aii^.i was pi-epareil iVoiii m

dutch 10 11.-coin ; this was clissolvcMl in a(|iia ro^iia. |>i-cci[»ilaic<| hv SO,,

melted in a porcelain cincible and rolled between steel rollers. Dnrin;^

the last operation and afterward;? it was treated with various adds.

P'rom the decrease with temperature of the resistance with no magnetic

field see Table V) it is seen that ihis plate was made of purer gold

than that which composed the wiie Au^ of Connn. N". 99, whicli

gave "^2=.2c/"V=27.3 ^^ ^^'^^"^^ '^"'' ^^''^^ known to contain 0,03 "/„

impurity.

(/ was 0,101 mm., / approximately i.2 amp., and /?, = 0,0 to

0,7 ohms.

We found :
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silver for wliich we are indebted to the Master of the Rovul Mint,

Dr. C. HoiTSEMA. The silver wa*s found to be practically the same

as that of the wire Agj of Conim. N". 99, which had 0,18 Vo

impurity, and for which /'•j=20 '^"7=2:3 = ^'^^^^^ (^^- ^'-'r "^ Table).

The thickness of the plate, r/ == 0,09H mm.

^ 8. Hall e/ect for elecirolijtic Copper. The electrolytic copper

was supplied by Felten and Guillaume; f/ was in this case 0,057 mm.

We found :

TABLE VII. 1

The Hall effect for Copper Cu.j.
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The plate was annealed antl was kept from contact willi the liquid

iiydiouen in the l)alh l)y n c(t;it ofcellidoid dissolved in aniyl acetate.

l>_v inimersiiiL!; the same jihitc iinpi-otected in the hath, so that it

absorbed a larjj;e (jnantity of hydrogen it was lonnd that the occlusion

of hydrogen constantly diminished the IIai,i, coeflicient, as is evident

from a comparison of the following data with those of Table VIII.

It was observed that the change of resistance with temperature

diminished at the same time. We found :

at 7'= 20" K.

then „ 7'= 290"

and again „ 7'= 1 4".

5

„ 7'= 20".

3

tinally
, „ 7=290°

A^= 12,0.1.0-*

R^ 6,3.10-4

R= 9,4.10-4

R = 10,4.10-'

//• = 5,3.10-^ Ohm.

/r = J07. 10-5

//•= 6,9.10-5

/r = 109. 10-5

§ 10. Summary of results dealing with the change in the Haij.

coefficient for various metals. In the two subsequent Tables we give

ligures for the change in the Hall coefficient when the temperature

sinks to hydrogen temperatures and in the region of liquid hydrogen

temperatures; R is the mean value taken from the previous tables

at each definite temperature for each substance.
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The change of the Hall coefficient on cooling to the temperature

Rt=
of liquid air has been found by Smith ') to be

1.03 for All, 1.095 for Ag, and 1.205 for Cu.

It seems to be of great importance that tlie change in the Hall

coefficient for Ag and An takes place chiefly below —190° C. and

becomes practically constant again in the i-egion of liquid hydrogen

temperatures. This is also seen to be the case for palladium on

comparison of the results of experiments by Bengt Beck^lvn upon

palladium at liquid air temperature, which are not in agreement

with those given by Smith, and which will be published in the forth-

coming paper by Bengt Beckman. In connection with the different

behaviour for copper, for which Beckman has already found an

increase in liquid air although smaller than that given by Smith, the

question arises if this cannot be accounted for principally by the

influence of impurity. Experiments which we ha\e already under-

taken upon alloys — in ^ 12 we give one set of results — will

enable us to decide the point.

§ Jl. Change of resistance of Ati^j, Pil/j/, Cu^j, in a magnetic

field.

From the measurements with these plates only approximate results

can be obtained for this change on account of the smallness of the

change in the already very small resistance. In the following table

results which were obtained in fields of from 10000 to 11000 gauss

are reduced to a standard field of 10 kilogauss.
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III. AUoy.^.

§ 12. Gold-Silver. On account of tlie nsnally great influence of

admi.xture upon the H.\ll effect and upon the magnetic ciiange of

resistance it was thought desirable to investigate various kinds of

alloy's. We are already in a position to communicate details of the

behaviour of one solid solution, viz. an alloy formed by fusing 2"/,,

by volume of silver with gold. The exact analysis we shall publish

later, d was here 0,073 mm.

TABLE XII.

HALL-effect for a gold alloy
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Postscript.

[V. Bismuth crystals.

§ 13. l^kUre§'ect in bismuth crystals. We were not very successful

with some of our measurements upon the rods cut in various direc-

tions from a crj^stal which had been formerlj^ used by van Evekdingen

in his researches, and we had therefore meant (o postpone the com-

munication of our results until we had obtained a complete series

of determinations for various positions of the axis
;
just as we go to

press, however, the important paper by J. Becquerel in the Comptes

Rendus for 24th June 1912 reaches us, so that we now publish the

result which we had already obtained for the case treated by Lownds;

it is given in the following Table.

TABLE XIII.

HALL-effect in a Bismuth crystal with the axis perpendicular to the field.
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Physics. — "(Jn the Hai.l efect and the chan(/e in the resistance

in a niai/netic field at low temperatures. II. The H\u.-effect

and the resistance increase for hiiiauth in a nuKim'tic field at,

and heloir, the boilinij point of h>idroijen\ Bv II. K amerlingh

Onnes ami Ben(;t Beckman. ('oiiimuiiicatioii N". ['IW iVom tliu

Physical Laltoi-atory at Leiden.

\ . Linear r<triation in stron</ fields.

^ 14 '). Linear variation of the Halt, effectfor bismuth in .<tronii l^'-l^l-'*'-

a. As was suggested bv J. Becquerel -^, the fact that tlu- Hall cllect

for bismiitli in strong fields can be represented bv a linear function

of the field strength niav be regarded as resulting fi-om the compo-

sition of the efiect from two separate components. (3ne of these is

proportional to the tiekl and was found bv us (see Comni. X^ 129^?

§ 4) to l)e alwa\s negative for plates of compressed electrolytic

bismuth. The second approaches a limiting value, and, with our

plates, was found to be constant at hydrogen teui[)eratures, in fields

greater than 3 kilogauss.

That is to say, the law of linear dependence upon the field is

rigidly obeyed by the first component of Becquerel, witliin the limits

of experimental error in fields greater than 3 kilogauss. As an

example we give in Table XIV values calculated from

PJI—a'H^b' (3)

in wliicli a'=r.54:.3 and J' = 42.10'

(with both "/' and // in absolute units), and alongside these we put

values for T = 20°.3 K. taken from Table III.

The linear form is found to be just as rigidly obeyed in the

experiments made by Bengt Beckman upon the same experimental

material at the temperature of Ii(iuid air; for an account of these

experiments we may refer to § o of the Communication X". V60a.

It is noteworthy that, in the case of the second component, satura-

tion is most easily attained at low temperatures. In this respect this

component is analogous to the magnetization of a ferromagnetic sub-

stance. Tilt' liueai- dependence of the first component upon the field

strength recalls the behaviour of diamagnetic polarisation. In the

region of very low tem|»eratures the veiy rapid variation of ^/' with

the temperature can be represented by a simple empirical formula

which was obtained by compounding t!ie data given by Beckman for

liquid air tem|)erature fsee Communication X°. 130<'/). From this it

was found that

1) The sections of this paper are numbered in continuation of those of Gomm.
No i29rt.

2) C. R. 154, 1795, 1912.
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the case of tlie axis perpendicular to the field, the |)()sitive effect

must be much weaker at ordinary temperatme than the nej^ative,

and begins to be apjireciable onl.v at verj low temperatures. What
we have found for the case of the axis perpendicular to the field

is analogous to what Bkcqlkkki. obtained wiih the axis |)arallel to

the tield.

With our crystalline rod placed ni a (k-tinite position the value

of the tield at which the second component attains saturation at

hydrogen temperatures is the same as that at which a plate con-

sisting of crystals of various orientations for instance, a plate of

compressed electrolytic bismuth; i-eaches satui-ation. That is to say, on
going down to hydrogen temperatures, the saturation field appears

to be independent of the orientation.

§ 15. Linear variation of the increa.ie of resi.'itance of hi.imuth

ill stronc/ fiekh.

In § 2 we remarked that in strong fields the resistance varied

directly as the field. For fields of 12000 gauss upwards we find

— zzzaH^Jj (
I

)

(cf. fig. J of the Conuniiiiiration X''. 130^/ by BknctT Beckman, where

the values of <i and // \ary ureatly with [)eri)liarities of the bismuth

employed (wire or various [)iates made from compressed electrolvtic

l)ismuth\

It is worth iKjting that the coetlicient a of the linear variation

of resistance, and the eoetlicient a' of the linear variation of the

Hali, effect can, for temperatures below that of liquid air, be repre-

sented by the same functions of the temperatme, so that we may write

a = a^-^1' \ (2)

This is found to be the case when we use the \alues gi\cn by

Bengt Bkckman for the temperature of li(|ui(l air (see sections 2 and

3 of the Communication X". ISO/'/) in conjunction with those con-

tained in Taldes I, II, and ill. If we remember that the values of

ii and ,3' can differ greatly for the different plates,

(for Bi,,! ,3 = 0,023 and ,i' = 0,023

„ ^/^,y;,i = 0,014 ,, ,r = 0,00(5

„ J3i,,j .i = 0.027

it is evident that we can as yet give no answer to the question

as to whether the \alue> of ,j and ,S' are the same or not for pure

bisuHith, and the agreement in the case of />V^/can (pute well be

accidental.

The constant A, which is very small at ordinary tenq)erature,

becomes large and negati\e al hydrogen leuq»eratures.
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Physics. '^Magnetic Researches. VI. On paramagnetism at loio

tetni)eratiires'\ By H. Kamerlingh Onnes and E. Oosterhuis :

Communication n". 129'^ from the Physical Laboratory at

Leiden.

(Gommunicatetl in the meeting of Juue 29, 1912).

§ 1. fntroduction. In tlie present experiments which form a conti-

nuation of those discussed by Kamerlingh Onnes and Perrier in Comm.

N^^ 122=^ and 124=^ we have again measured the attraction exerted by a

non-homogeneous Held upon a long cylinder of the experimental sub-

stance. Unless where we state otherwise, the experimental substance

was finely powdered and contained in a glass tube just as was done

in the researches referred to. In the present experiments, however,

we adopted a device which had only been tried a few times in the

former series, and, in order to eliminate the effect of the glass, the tube

was taken twice as long as the part of it which contained the

powder, so that the two halves were the same except that one was

evacuated and the other held the powder
;
the evacuated part was

separated from the other l)y a jilug of cotton wool which was placed

in our experiments at about the centre of the field of our Weiss

electro-magnet. We now balanced the attraction by gravity, and

instead of allowing the tube to be drawn down by the attraction

of the field and to lie raised to its zero position electromagneticalh^

the tube was now dra\vn up by the action of the field and was

brought down again to its zero position by weights. The moditied

form of the apparatus allowed much greater forces to be measured

without involving any considerable alteration : we shall return to its

description whenever a detailed account is given of the apparatus

used in the former experiments.

§ 2. Aiihgdrous Ferrous-sulphate. Comm.' No. 124a stated that

it was intended to investigiite this substance at temperatures available

with licpiid nitrogen, so as to tix more definitely the temperature at

which / attains its maximum value, which lay according to the

experiments then made between 143° K. and 20° K. While this

particular investigation was our principal aim, at the same time we

repeated the measurements previously obtained at other temperatures.

Tiie salt was dried by heating for some time in vacuo to 280'^ C.

special care being taken with this operation. We obtained the

following results: (see table 1, p. 323).

If we compare these with the results given in Comm. No. 124a

for ferrous-sulphate which was practically anhydrous we see that a

small admixtui-e of water diminishes the value of /, and that to a
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TABLE I

Anhydrous ferrous-sulphate I.

x.lO« T.IO^ Limits of H Bath

290^.2 K
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(he specimen used bv Kamehlingh O^nes and Perrier). For this not

quite anhydrous ferrous-sulphate III we found the data given in table II

(p. 323).

§ 3. Di'i'iation.s from Cl'rie'a' law. In previous Communications

an attempt was made to establish a law oilier than Curie's (which

from Table I does not hold for anhydrous ferrous sulphate) to

represent empirically the variation of x with temperature
; for this was

given the law y^y/T= const., which did quite well indeed represent

the various observations then under consideration. The analogy of

phenomena exhibited by ferric sulphate, which lead one to believe

that this substance exhibits ferromagnetisni at low temperatures,

suggested to us to express x~^ as a function of the temperature,

and we found that the formula x{T-{-A') = C , which has also been

used by Weiss and Foex ^) *) was worth trying with positive values

of A' and C. As long as we keep abo\e — 208° C. this formula is

quite satisfactory for the representation of the deviations from Curie's

law at low temperatures found by Kamerlingh Onises and Perrier

and by us up to the present; we shall give several instances of this

in § 7. The variation of x ^3 a function of the temperature can then

be expressed for ferrous sulphates of different degrees of dryness b}^

ascribing different values to A'. Below the maximum x~* remains

still linear, at least to a first approximation, but the constant, C",

which replaces the Curie constant in that region, is negative, as is

also L", the constant which replaces A'.

The results obtained for ferrous sulphates I, II, and III are shown

1) Starting with the idea of corresponding states for para- and ferro-magnetic

substances, we were led to the formula x (^~l~ A'J = C by an attempt to deter-

mine the absolute temperature of the possible Curie point with the help of

experimental data in the suspected region of the "magnetisme sollicite". We found

negative, wliich brought to our minds the notion of the inverse field by which

VoiGT has tried to explain certain peculiarities of the Zeeman effect as shown by sails

of the rare earths. It was only after we liad represented tlie deviations from Curie's

law shown by paramagnetic substances at low temperatures by means of this

molecular diamagnetic field that we noticed that Weiss and Foiix had in the same

way represented the behaviour of -, -iron and the nickel alloys above the Curie

point Weiss and Koiix show that there is no prima facie cause why the Weiss
molecular field could not occur with the opposite sign. It speaks well for the

reasonableness of the hypothesis that we should be led to it for entirely dilTerent

i^ubstances and under circimistances in wliich the quantity — , fundamental in

paramagnetism, is so much greater than in the experiments made by Weiss and Koex.

-) After this communication was printed in dutch, we received the dissertation

of A. l^HKCss, Zurich 1012, in which there is found also a negative molecular

field fur the alloys of Fe with less than 16'",, Co. [Note added in the translation.]
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gra|)liioall,v in Fig. 1. C iiiid (" arc seen to be practically equal
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Fig. ].

for the different degrees of dryness, while L' (31° for ferrous sul-

phate Ij and L" differ and increase in magnitude with the quantity

of moisture present in the salt.' The difference between the values

of C and C" for different degrees of dryness is so small that it

practically coincides with the limits of accuracy of the observations.

On the present representation the temperature at which / attains its

^) For crystallized ferrous sulphate the line, according to Table I', Gcmni. ]22a

of Kamerlixgh Oxxes and Perkier, is passing almost through the origin, a' being

2° only. So, interposition of a small number of water molecules seems to increase

l\ of a great number to reduce it to a very small value.. (Note added in the

translation).
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niiiximnm \";iliio is f^iven l>v the poiiil ol" iiitorsectioii of llie two

lines, wliit'li are determined l»y the constants C and L' , in tiie tirst

disturbed paramagnetic state (we siiall designate that state normal

in which the Clrik law holds), and bv the constants C" and L"
in the second disturbed paramagnetic state. The temperature of the

maximum therefore alters with the quantity of moisture contained

in the salt. It lies just above the boiling point of hydrogen, so that

a new arrangement of the experiment is necessary l)efore the correctness

of this deduction can be tested and at the same time an investigation

made as to whether the formula given holds good up to the maximum

or not. That this is probal)ly so is corroborated by tiie fact that on

cooling ferrous sulphate I down to 20'^ K. / would increase continuously

until it began to fluctuate about its mean tinal value, while on

cooling ferrous sulphate III */ clearly overstepped its maximum value

before the temperature of the bath was reached, just as is to be

expected from the diagram.

§ 4. Anlujdwus ferric .mlpluite down to — 208'' C. Anhydrous

ferric sidphate was also investigated at the same time as the ferrous

sulphate to ascertain any possible influence of the valency of the

iron atom, and to see if x for fei-ric sulphate also reached a maximum
value. Down to the temperatures available with liquid nitrogen and

in that temperature region we found perfectly regular behaviour

corresponding to what we have termed the first disturbed paramag-

netic state. We found :

TABLE III.

Anhydrous ferric sulphate I above — 208°C.
;
^'= 31.

x.l06i^-^^+^;)f i Limits of// Bath

2890.8 K
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tlio (liffereiico l)ef\voen tlie niolociihii- siiscc|t(il)ility of aiilivdrons

ferric sulphate and that of ferrous sulphate I is only about 37o-

We may note that L is ilie same for hotii aiihydi-oiis ferrous

and ferric sulpliates.

For the beiiavionr of ferric sul[)hate at iiydrogen temperatures we
may refer to \ 8.

§ 5. Mangane.-ic cliIori<h'. Manganese chloride was used which

had been freed from water as far as possjlde: it was not possible

to make it quite anhydrous. As Ccin be seen from the following

table it obeys Curie's law exactly at temperatures above — 208° C;
values are also given for hydrogen temperatures for which the law

no longer holds.
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and pERKir.R wow snpj)leinented by those iiicliKled in table V (p. 327)

wliicli furtlier confirm the validity of Curif/s hiw and the absence

of saturation phenomena.

This result, on account of the large number of magnetons present

in gadolinium sulphate and ; f the resulting large value of the a of

Langkvin at this low temperature is of importance to Langevin's

theory, according to which saturation phenomena are here still outside

the limits of experimental accuracy.

§ 7. Summari/ of the deviations from Curie'*- laiv. We here append

the representation of the experiments of Ka-MKRLingh Onnes and Pekrier

on dysprosium oxide (Comm. N". 122'') by the formula / (7'-f ^')=C

TABLE VI.

Dysprosium oxide
represented by the formula

x.lO^ x.(r+^').10«

288°.5 K
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with L! and C positive. Over the whole of this region it shows

therefore a disturbance of the lirst kind, wiiicli is to be ascribed

to the occurrence of a Weiss molecular field of opposite sign.

Down to —208° C, and perhaps lower, manganese chloride is

normal. At hydrogen temperatures it deviates in a manner which

may to a first approximation be represented by •/( T -j- A') := C, or,

in other words, the disturbance throughout this region is of the first

kind. Crystallised ferrous sulphate behaves in exactly the same way.

(Comm. XM22'').

Both anhydrous ferrous sulphate I and ferrous sulphate not quite

anhydrous (see § 3) show a disturbance of the first kind down to

— 208° C. and probably to about — 250° C. ; at hydrogen tempe-

ratures I hey show a disturbance of the second kind (both A" and

C negative,.

At low temperatures down to — 208° C. anhydrous ferric sulphate

exhibits the same disturbance of the first kind as anhydrous ferrous

sulphate. At hydrogen temperatures it exhibits the deviations which

are discussed in the following section.

h 8. Ferric sulphate at hydrogen temperatures. For the first time

in the course of our observations we here found a dependence of

the susceptibility upon the magnetic field which leads one to presume

the existence at these temperatures of ferromagnetism in a substance

which at ordinary temperatures is paramagnetic. We must in the

meantime confine ourselves to this general remark. Accurate data

giving magnetisation as a function of the field at diff'erent tempera-

tures cannot be immediately deduced from the attractive force exerted

upon a long cylinder in a non-homogeneous field, as long as / remains

an unknown function of H. The investigation has therefore in the

first place been continued with a cylinder of short length (a disc)

of ferric sulphate placed in a certain part of the field at which

both H and -— are known.
QX

We must refer to a subsequent paper for the results obtained and

for the deductions which mav be drawn from them.

22

Proceedings Royal Acad. Ainsterdanu Vol. XV.
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Physics. — "A theori/ of polar armatures." By H. du Bois. (Com-

munication from the Bosscha-Laboratory).

A well-known partial theory for truncated cones was given by

Stefan and applied to the isthmus-method by Sir Alfred Evving. As

a first approximation the magnetisation of the poles is everywhere

assumed parallel to the .r-axis (Fig. 1) and thus polar elements have

to be dealt with on the terminal surfaces only.

Now the magnetic field due to coils of various shapes has been

thoroughly investigated in every detail by various authors, whereas

that produced by ferromagnetic pole-pieces is only known for parti-

cular points in a few special cases. I believe it is now useful to

develop a more general and complete theory for arbitrary points

in the field, regard being also paid to protruding frontal surfaces,

such as I have been using since 1889 (see fig. 1).

Considering the increasing introduction of prismatic pole-pieces,

e. g. for string-galvanometers and other applications, I have also

calculated equations for these, generally exhibiting a formal analogy

with the conic formulae. Instead of a meridian section. Fig. 1 in

this case represents a normal section, the generatrices being directed

normally to the plane of figure and parallel to the ^r-axis.

For the determination of attraction or repulsion the first derivatives

of the field with respect to the coordinates have to be considered

;

e. g. for gradient-methods in measuring weak para- or diamagnetic

susceptibilities and also for extraction-magnets, such as those used

in ophtalmologic surgery and in ore-separators.

Besides the intensity of the field its topography, especially its

more or less uniform distribution appears more and more important

in quantitative work and ought to be investigated. Here the second

derivatives of the field also come in.

The following equations may occasionally serve as well for certain
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electrostatic problems showing the same geometrical coiitiguratioii,

on account of the well-known general analogies. The details and

proofs are to be gi\'en elsewhere.

Round armatures. Considering in the first phice surfaces of

revolution, more especially cones, the coincident vertices of which

both lie in A, the field in this point is known to be

B
Sy = Jp -f ^ = 4.-T J sin vers ,? + Arr j sin'' « cos a loq —- . . (7)

b

The notation sufficiently appears fi'om Fig. 1. Both terms are

generally of the same order practically; the first corresponds to the

truncated frontal planes, the second to the conic surfaces; the latter

shows a maximum for « =r /^77Z~^V/2 = 54°44'.

In order to judt>e of the field's uniformity we now consider the

second derivatives, which are related to one another by Laplace's

equation and the symmetry of the case. The d'-component, ^^x, of

the field is everywhere meant, though the index x is mostly omitted

for simplification. For the centre ^1, where the tirst derivatives

evidently vanish, the following values are found

d*^, d'Jli), c)M3, ^sin''3cos^3 ^-Zsin\Uos3—^ — — 2 —— =—2 —- z= 4.T 3 = 4.T J ~ (1)

Now the term pj always shows a minimum in the centre A,

when passing along the longitudinal a?-axis, corresponding to a

maximum along the equatorial transverse axes, because the numerator

sin^ ^ cos ',? remains positive for < ^3 < n-/2 ; in particular this is

a maximum, and accordingly the non-uniformity is greatest, for

/3=/a?z-il^V3 = 39°14'.

The term -O., behaves exactly in the opposite way, its second

derivative vanishing for that same angle. This w^ell-known result also

follows from the general formula, which I now find, viz:

2 —^ =-2 —^ = 4.T 3 . - si7i' a cos a (5 cos' «-3) — - -— (2)
dx'

"
dif dz' 2 \b' B'

As B^ b this expression evidently is ± for a ^ cos-'^ 1/ Vs = 39°14:';

accordingly .^^ shows a longitudinal minimum and transverse maximum

for smaller semi-angles, whereas for larger ones the reverse holds,

so as to make the field weaker on the axis than in its lateral

surroundings. Finallv for the total field

r = 4,T J
/ 6'Y

2 sin* ^cos^ -}- sin* a cos a (5 cos^ «-3)
I

1 ~ -^ I

22*

(3)
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Equalizing tlie contents of the square brackets to zero gives a

relation between « and t?.
In most practical cases ///^' may be

nedected and we find

e. g. for
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2t

.^j (y)=J sin^ ((COS a I iW\ 2
b -|- 0/— 26 CO.? 6^) sm" « cos 6

{l-sin^(icos'0)\/i,^_2bysin\(cos6+y'si777t

(7)

B -\- (y — 2Bcos6f) siri" a cos 6

(1 - sin^ acos^ 6) \/b' — 2 By si?i^ a cos <9 + ?/" sin^ a

B — y sin- a cos d + l/^'-' ~ 2 By sin^ a cos d + v" dn ^a
-\-log ——— "

y/
h — y sin^ a cos d -\- l/ft' — 2 by sht" a cos d + y^ siri' «

b — y sin' a cos — l/j^ — 2 by sin^ a cos -\- y^Jhi^a'

B— y sin^ a cos & — \/b' — 2 By siyi" a cos 6 ^y' si?i' «.

If the point considered neither lies on the .r-axis nor on the

T/-axis the equation for J^ ''^'^
!/) becomes more complicated still.

^y applying i^) to pole-shoes having parallel frontal planes onlj'

the field for any axial point is easily found ; after integration and

division by the polar distance the mean value is found to be

^=4.Tjfi^i^-iL/i+-;V
• • • (8)

z a

As a matter of fact the uniformity in such cases is generally

rather satisfactory. It may even be improved within a larger range

by hollowing out the front surfaces. If a spherical zone be considered

of radius R, perforated in its centre; if the visual angle of the

periphery be 2/, that of the aperture 2/' as seen from the sphere's

centre, then at a distance .v from the latter the field is

J3 = 2.Trj \x'— 2R' -t{2R' - a;')Rc cosd^R\v" sin' <9/^=v

• • (9)
'^^'

I

±V^.i''-\-R'—2xRcosO

The sign depends upon whether the point considered lies on the

concave or convex side (./-• <^ i^ or > R). By (9) the field in any

axial point of a centered pair of spherical zones may be calculated,

the interferric space having the shape of a biconvex, biconcave or

concave-convex lense ; without aperture w^e have y' = 0. The formula

for d'^S^/dx" becomes rather complicated; this derivative vanishes for

concentric concave hemispheres, foi' which we find after considerable

simplification

^P = y3, (10)

independent of x, i. e. a perfectly uniform field, a result following

moreover from known properties. The same holds more generally for

a spheroidal cavity in the midst of a ferromagnetic medium, rigidly

magnetised parallel to the axis of symmetry; we then have
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Sp = 4.t3

1—m' 1 —
\/\.

cos
—

1

(11)

here in denotes the ratio of the axis of revolution to a transverse

axis of the spheroid; such a case might be approximately realized if

the necessity arose.

The attraction exerted upon a small body in an axial point is pro-

portional to d.^/dx in case of saturation, or to ip . d^/dx if a magnetisation

proportional to the field be induced in it. It may therefore be found

by differentiation of the expressions (4), (5) or (9), though this gene-

rally becomes rather intricate.

Prismatic armatures. If we denote the length at right angles to

the normal section (Fig. 1) by 2c, then we have for c= x, i e.

practically for prisms of sufficient length, if the inclined planes have

one mutual bisectrix through A
B

Sy := ^j 4- S;>^ = 8 Ji? + 8 J sin a cos a log - . .

For shorter prisms the first term becomes

a V a b'+ c'

{!*)

(^M)

and the second term

J^j = 8 J sin a cos a
B

B'

log

1 -I-

c sin a

b
1 +

B'

c sin It

(Z*,2)

The subtractive term in brackets vanishes for c = x ; tlien evidently

d.p,/da vanishes for « = 45°, which is the most favoui-able angle

in this case, giving the strongest field ; for shorter prisms however

« > 45°.

The uniformity along the 2-axis is complete for prisms of sufficient

length, i.e. d*Jpx/ds^ =r 0; for this case we find

dMp, _ a V;), __ g , sin 2^ cos '
I? _ g

:. ^'in' /? sin 2^ ^^^

dx' ~ dy' ~ ^ a'
~ ^^

b'
(1*)

This expression remains positive and passes through a maximum
for ^= ta?i~^ [/\/ ^ = 30° , the non- uniformity consequently being

greatest for this angle.

The term >^j again behaves inversely, its second deri\'ati\e vani-

shing for this same angle ; in fact cos 3« then vanishes in the formula
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a^;' i?'
• (2*)

<
As B^b this expression is ± for « > 30"^. For the total lieid

we finally have

aM-p,+-f)j ^^^ 1

bx-"

sill* .i sin 23 4- ^''««' « '-""•? 3« | 1 —
B'

. (3*)

Equalizing the bracketed terms to zero gives a relation between

a and ^; neglecting b^/B^ we tind

e.g. for a = 30° 45" 48^ ' 50^46' 54^44' • 60"

the value: ^ — 90° 82"38' 79"59' 77°9' 72"26' '
60"'

as corresponding sets. For « =i 60° we obtain the same value for,?,

i. e. non-protruding frontal rectangles.

In excentric axial points at a distance ;/; from the centre .4 the

value of the first term is

a^— P— x'

That of the second term for one pair of inclined planes

m

.^j(.r) = 2 J sifi « cos a
B' — 'IB.r sin a cos a -\- x^ iin* a

log _ .
; -f

b' — 2bx sin a cos a -{- .r* sin^ a

b — X sin a cos a B — x sin a cos a
-\- 2 U; a tan—^- _^ tan~^ -_

—

(o*)

By means of (4*; and (5*) the total field may be calculated for

any axial point, whether the 4 inclined planes intersect in one line

or not ; only in the former case do they form an "optimum-surface"

with regard io A.

For excentric points on an equatorial axis of y we find as the

first term, for c = x
2ab

a' — b° -\- if

and as the second term for two pairs of inclined planes

^j(!/) = 2 J sin a cos a

(6*)

B- 4- 2By sin^ a + y^ sin* a
log ,. . _ —

: r-r-.— X
6* -\- 2by sin" a -\- _y' sin"" a

B' — 2Bu ain^ a 4- v' sin* a / .y siji* a -\- b

X —; ^^
r 2 to a tan-^^ h

b' — 2by sin* a -)- y* sin* a \ y ^^^^ " '^os a

y tin* a — b y sin* a -\-

B

y sin* a — B
-j- ian~^^—; tan"^ : tan~^

('*)

y sin a cos a y sin a cos a y sin « cos a yj

The distribution of the field is thereby completely determined ; in
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the symmetric equatorial plane it is everywhere directed parallel to

the i'-axis. The most general case of any arbitrary point in the

field leads to an expression for S^^(i',y^, capable of integration but

more complicated still than (7*). By differentiation dSp^/dy may also

be obtained, though this also turns out rather intricate. In much the

same way the distribution of -C^ along the ^-axis may be calculated

for prisms of finite length and the integrals.

f .ri,(.),/~ and J Sf,{z)dz

~i -1

may be computed, of which the latter is of importance e. g. in the

study of transverse magnetic birefringency. The case of an air-space

shaped like a cylindric lens is of less practical importance and

may here be omitted.

Physiology. — ''Influence of some inorganic mlts on the action oj

the lipase of the pancreas." (By Prof. Dr. C. A. Pekej.harikg.)

Hydrolytic fat-splitting by the lipase of the pancreas, the only

enzyme that will be considered here, may be aided by a number

of inorganic salts as well as by bile acids. It does not follow however

that this action is always due to the same cause, to the process of

activating the enzyme.

It has been proved by Rachford as early as 1891 that bile aids

the action of the lipase of the pancreas especially on account of the

presence of bile salts. The fat-splitting power of rabbit's pancreatic

juice was increased by the addition of a solution of glycocholate of

soda nearly as much as by the addition of bile '). According to the

researches of more recent investigators, especially Terroine *), it is

highly probable, that the action of bile acids is based on a direct

influence on the enzyme, so that here we might speak of an "activator"

in the real sense of the word. The fact that various electrolytes also

aid the hydrolysis of fat by the lipase, has been demonstrated by

PoTTEViN ') and more in detail by Terroine ") ; afterwards also

by MiNAMi ^). However, the mode of action of the electrolytes is still

unknown, as has been clearly pointed out by Terrotne. The investi-

gators I mentioned used for their experiments pancreatic juice or a

1) Journ. of Physiol. Vol. XII. p. 88.

2) Biochera. Zeitschr. Bd. XXIII. S. 457.

8) Gompt. rend. Acad. d. Sciences, T. GXXXVI, p. 767.

4) I. c. S. 440.

6) Bioch. Zeitschr. Bd. XXXIX, S. 392.
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glycerin extract of tlie pancreas, liquids containing, besides lipase, a

great quantity of other substances, chiefly proteins, and moreover

some electrolytes. Terroine has tried to remove the electrolytes from

the pancreatic juice by dialysis, but this did not bring him nearer to

his end, the dialysis causing the juice to lose its lipolytic activitv.

Rosenheim has discovered ^), that this was not due to deleterious

action on the enzyme by the dialysis, nor to the diffusion of the

lipase through the wall of the diiilyser, but to the removal of a co-

enzyme tliat readily diffuses, iluit withstands boiling and is soluble

in alcohol.

If the diiFiisate is evaporated and again added to the contents of

the dialyser, its fat-splitting power is as great as before. The co-enzyme

can *be separated from the lipase not only by dialysis but also, as

Rosenheim demonstrated, by diluting the glycerin extract of the

pancreas with water, the result being a precipitate containing the

enzyme, while the co-enzyme is left behind in solution.

Rosenheim's suggestions induced me to use for my experiments

lipase prepared in the following way

:

Fresh pig's pancreas was minced up, then mixed with about twice

its weight of glycerin and percolated after 24 hours. By filtration

through a compressed pulp of lilterpaper a solution can be obtained

that is only slightly opalescent, whose lypolitic power however is far

inferior to the original extract. Besides it yields after dilution with

w^ater a much smaller quantity of precipitate containing lipase. In

preparing the enzyme I therefore used the extract only percolated

through fine linen. This extract is highly opalescent, but little or no

precipitate settles even after standing long. Part of this, mostly 30 cc.

was mixed with ten times its quantity of distilled water. The liquid

is very milky; however a satisfactory precipitate is not always

obtained.

To this effect a very faintly acid reaction, by addition of a few

drops of diluted acetic acid, is required so as to colour sensitive

blue litmuspaper faintly red. A stronger acid reaction would also

cause a rather considerable amount of trypsin and trypsinogen to be

precipitated. Next day the perfectly clear liquid is cautiously de-

canted off from the residue and exchanged for 300 cc. of water ; if

necessary the water is acidulated with a few drops of acetic acid.

After precipitation the decantation is repeated. The remaining fluid

together with the precipitate is put on hardened paper in a Bcchner

filter and filtered off under pressure. The precipitate is repeatedly

') Proc. Physiol, Soc. Febr. 19, 1910, Journ. of Physiol, Vol. XL.
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washed in distilled water on the fdter. It is then a greyish white

mass whichy after being thoroughly deprived of the superfluous water,

can be easily removed from the tilter and is now sutYiciently free

from electrolytes. After incineration the substance dried at 110^ C.

0.-J521 grm. yielded 0.0004 gr. of ash

and 0.2761 grm. yielded O.OOiO gr. of ash.

The solution of this ash in boiling hydrochloric acid was yellow,

which colour disappeared on dilution with water. This solution

got vividly red with potassium sulphocyanate and did not give any

calcium reaction. It was evident therefore, that the ash was chiefly

composed of iron phosphate, which was not present before but only

formed during incineration.

The matter precipitated by dilution of the glycerin extract with

water is soluble in highly dilute alkali. However, it also dissolves in

glycerin without alkali. To effect this the precipitate, taken from the

filter, was rubbed up in a mortar with pure glycerin. The solution

gets clouded, nevertheless practically homogeneous. It preserves its acti-

vity also after standing for a longtime. Filtration makes it quite clear

again, but deprives it of much of its activity. That is why I nsed

the unfdtered solution. To dissolve the precipitate from 30 cc. of

pancreatic extract, 20 cc. of glycerin was nsed, after which process

the concentration of the enzyme — considering the inevitable loss of

matter — was about equal to that of the original extract. The

proteolytic and the amylolytic enzymes have been all but eliminated

by the washing. The glycerin solution hardly^ attacks boiled starch

and fibrin, not even after addition of some calcium chloride. It

contains however a considerable amount of lipase. Still, the action

of the enzyme is ext;-emely weak without the addition of other

substances.

As Rosenheim detected, its activity is raised by mixing with the

washwater (concentrated by evaporation), which has been separated

from the precipitate, also when the evaporation occurs at a high

temperature. Whereas in this respect Rosenheim's statements were

fully confirmed by my experiments, I have been able to prove that,

contrary to Rosenheim's results, the power to aid the lipolysis is not

lost through combustion. It is necessary, however, to dissolve the ash

with a small quantity of boiling hydrochloric acid. When mixed

with the neutralized solution, the glycerin solution of the enzyme

(which further on I shall call only "lipase") evinces intense lipolysis.

It is especially (though not exclusively) the calcium present in the

ash that increases the activity of the enzyme. The bearing of very
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small (iiKintities of lime salt on tlie lipoljsis is not hard to (est:

Some drops of commercial olive oil are mixed with highly diluted

soda and a few drops of lipase. After thoroiij2,li intermixture bv which

the enzyme, left in solution by the weak alkali, is ecpially disti-ibuted

in the tluid, and after addition of a little phenolphthalein, equal

portions of the emulsion are put in two tubes, after which to the

one calcium is added, for instance 1 drop of CaCl.^ 1 7o ^o 5 cc.

of the tluid. The red colonr will disappear, at least will get much
fainter. Subsequenlly the tluid is made as red again as that of the

other tube by cautious addition of sodium carbonate. When both

tubes are heated to the temperature of the body, it will be seen that

the one with calcium soon loses its red colonr while its acidity is

gradually increasing, whereas the colonr of the other hardJy changes

or does not do so at all, in an hour's time. The reaction should be

made very slightly alkaline, becanse the enzyme, especially at the

temperature of the body is soon destroyed by alkali.

It thus appeared that, in order to confer activity on the almost

inactive lipase, the only salt in it being a little sodiumcarbonate,

we do not want the addition of the mixture of substances dissolved

in water from the pancreatic extract, but that calcium chloride will

do for the pnrpose.

For a more exact investigation of the lipolysis 1 proceeded as

follows: 3 to 4 cc. of the lipase was mixed with about donble the

quantity of a 0.2 7o solution of Na./'Oj and on addition of ten drops

of phenolphthalein diluted with water to 200 cc. This slightly opa-

lescent fluid of reddish coloration was equally distributed among
four bottles of 150 cc. capacity each; to each bottle 1 cc. of neutral

olive oil was added, the oil being liberated from fatty acids by

shaking np the ether solution with sodium hydrate. Beforehand the

bottles were furnished with the substance whose action on the lipase

was the object of our research. When OH-ions were fixed by the

investigated matter, the pink colour was equalized in all the bottles

by means of Na^COj. Hereupon the well-corked bottles were put

in the thermostat at 38° C. and turned slowly round an horizontal axis

mostly for 6 hours, so as to ensure a constant regular intermixture

of their contents. After 50 cc. of 92 "/o alcohol had been added to each

n
bottle, the amount of acid was determined bv titration with - NaHO.

4

It now invariably appeared, that some acid had also been set free

in the bottles containing only lipase, some sodium carbonate, water

and oil. The quantity varied in different preparations of the enzyme,

but was the same in each preparation on different days. It can hardly
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be supposed that the lipoljsis, in this case, depended on bacteria and not

on the lipase of the pancreas. It came forth also when 10 cc. of

toluol was added to the fluid and it was arrested without toluol

even when the quantity of acid was extremely small. The greatest

amount of acid was in a great number of experiments found to be

still less than V.^^ normal. Suhngen ') found that the activity of the

lipase of bacteria can be destroyed only by V^o n lactic acid.

Rosenheim holds that the fact that the lipase of the pancreas remains

active even without addition of co-enzyme, is to be ascribed to its

not being sufficiently purified. Considering that electrolytes had been

all but completely removed from the lipase prepared by me, and

again that the electrolytes of the paiicreas (more especially the cal-

cium salts) are alone sufficient to aid the activity of the lipase, I

have tried to find another plausible explanation.

Since several observers have demonstrated that lipase, including that

of the pancreas, is able not only to split fat but also to synthetize

fat from fatty acid and glycerin, we may be justified in supposing

that the action of this enzyme consists in favouring an equilibrium

reaction, a supposition borne up by Dietz's') laborious investigations.

Now, when the lipase decomposes oil in presence of calcium, salt,

it is very remarkable that, while the bottles are being turned round

in the thermostat, a considerable amount of calcium soap is carried

out of solution, partly as a solid precipitate lining the wall of the

bottle, partly as gelatinous lumps in the liquid. It is therefore per-

missible to conclude, that fat-splitting is stopped as soon as a small

quantity of fatty acid has been separated; again, that in consequence

of this the lipolysis in the salt-free solution is indeed not wanting,

but that it soon ceases; and finall}^ that the action of the calcium

salt results in separating the fatty acid in insoluble condition, as it

is set free.

The following experiments will illustrate the infiuence of CaCl,.

Every bottle contained 1 cc. of lipase in 50 cc. of water with

phenolphlhalein and just enough soda to evolve a very light pink

colour of the fiuid. After six hours' shaking in the thermostat at

38"^ C. the following results were arrived at by titration :

I without addition 0.2 cc. - NaHO
4

with 2 cc. CaCl, 1% 1.5 „

II without addition 0.6 „ „

M Folia microbiologica. I, p. 199.

2; Zeitsclir. f. Physiol. Gheni. Bd. Lll, S. 279.
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with 10 mgr. CaCI, 1.1 cc. -- NaHO
4

25 1 4

III without addition 0.9

with 10 mgr. CaCl, 2.0

IV without addition 0.6

with 100 mgr. CaCl, 1.6

„ 200 „ „ 1.7

„ 400 ,, „ 2.2

I was not astonisiied to tind, that the lipolysis did not increase

in the same degree as the amount of lime salt, nor that it did not

increase regularl}^ since the quantitv of fat contained in the gelat-

inous deposit of calcium soap varies and in virtue of this a varying

quantity of fat is abstracted from the influence of the enzyme. The
precipitate also comprises free fatty acid, as it appeared necessary

during titration to shake the fluid well. Thereby the tough calcium-

soap \vas crumbling away and passed into coarse flakes collecting,

after standing a short time, on the surface of the alcoholic fluid.

When the calcium soap was broken up, alkali disappeared as was

evident from the disappearance of the red colour.

That Ca CI, had indeed been decomposed by the fatty acid, may
also be concluded from the greater amount of H-ions in the fluid,

the determination of which I owe to Dr. Ringer.

A solution of 4 cc. of lipase with a little sodium carbonate in

400 cc, was distributed in 4 bottles, and 1 cc. of neutral oil was

added to each bottle. After digestion for 6 hours 50 cc. was pipetted

off from each bottle to determine the H'-concentration. The remaining

50 cc. containing about all the calcium soap was titrated.

a without addition, 0.6 cc, - NaHO, c// 8.1 X 10"^
4

with 10 mgr. CaCl, 1.0 „ „ ch 6.6 X lO"'

r 95 \ 4

d „ 50 „ „ 1.6 „ „ CH 2.6 X 10-6

The apparatus only allowed to work with three H-electrodes at

a time, so that no H'-determination was made of c.

Though the greater part of the titratable acid wa? left in the

bottles, acidity, increasing with the amount of CaCl, , was distinctly

noticeable in the fluid pipetted from b and d. Thus the fluid contained

a strongly dissociated acid, which in this case was sure to be hydro-

chloric acid.
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The lipolysis is also aided by lime salts that are verv difficiiU to

dissolve.

4 ce. of lipase, after addition of 6 cc. of Na^CO, 0.2 V^, diluted

with water to 200 cc, is distributed in 4 bottles. To a only 1 cc. of

neutral oil was added. To h moreover, 2 cc, of CaClj 17o . to c

2 cc. of CaClj 17o as well as 3 cc. of an equivalent solution of

K^CjO^ and to d the centrifugalised washed precipitate obtained by

mixing 2 cc. of CaClj 17o ^^'ith 3 cc. of the same solution of calcium

oxalate. After digestion for six hours I found

:

a
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drive off the carbonic acid. Consequently the h'polysis could proceed

again for the very reason, that by expelling the carbonic acid the

equilibrium in the fluid was disturbed. Fatty acid could now be

precipitated again through presence of the excess of calcium carbonate.

As regards the action of calcium salts my results are not quite

the same as those of TERRorxE, who found no or hardly any increase

of the lipolysis by calcium chloride. The nature of Terroine's ex-

periments however differed from mine. This experimenter made use

of dog's pancreatic juice of which 5 cc. was digested with 5 cc. of

olive oil. This mixture, even without any addition, contained lime,

and besides other electrolytes, a large quantity of colloid substances

and comparatively little water, whereas for my researches the lipase,

as much as possible freed from the other constituents of the pan-

creatic extract, especially from the electrolytes, was dissolved in

glycerin and strongly diluted with water. This method enabled me
to study the action of the electrolytes all the better.

Indeed, Terroine found the lipolysis increased after addition of

magnesium- and barium chloride. This supports the belief that the

action of the enzyme is promoted by precipitation of the liberated

fatty acid. In this respect my results agreed with Terroine's as may
appear from the following instances

:

Again 4 cc. of lipase was dissolved with a little sodium carbonate

in water to a volume of 200 cc. and divided into four equal portions

of 50 cc. To three of them equivalent quantities of CaOlj, BaCl, or

MgCl, were added. The faint pink colour which disappeared, returned

after the addition of some soda.

After six hours' digestion I used

:

n
I without addition 0.6 cc. - NaHO

4

with JOO mgr. CaCl, 1.4 „

„ 220 „ BaCl, 1.3 .,

„ :185 „ MgCl, 2.7 „

II without addition 0.5 ,, „

with 200 mgr. CaCl, 2.0 „

„ 440 „ BaCl, 1.6 „

„ 370 „ MgCl, 3.7 „

III without addition 0.5 ,, ,,

with 100 mgr. CaCl, 0.9 „

„ 220 „ BaCl, 1.1 „

„ 185 „ MgCl, 2.5 „
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The magnesium soap which was formed, was not so tough and

gelatinous as the calcium and the barium soap and could therefore

not take up so much of the oil. Consequently less oil was protected

against the action of the enzyme. I think the more powerful action

of the magnesium chloride is owing to this fact.

As known, sodium salts also aid the lipolysis. Here also, I think,

the action is caused by the separation of fatty acid from the fluid,

as insoluble soap. Sodium oleate is precipitated by solutions of different

sodium salts of sufficient concentration, whereas in very weak

salt solutions as well as in water they dissolve with opalescence.

In order to arrive at an approximate estimation as to the degree of

solubility, I made a solution of sodium oleate by dissolving pure

oleic acid in alcohol and adding to it sufficient sodium hydrate to

produce distinct alkaline reaction. Several mixtures were made of

5 drops of this solution with 20 cc. of salt solutions varying in

strength. This mixture was at once filtered. The filtrate was found

to be less cloudy according as the precipitation had been more

complete.

NaCl 47„ filtrate cle-r

27o „ slightly opalescent

NaBr 67„ „ clear

47'o ,, slightly opalescent

27o » cloudy

Nal l.Q>'l, „ clear

3.87„ „ cloudy

NaF 37o „ clear.

1.57o .'
cloudy

CaCl, 0.27o „ clear

0.17o . „ clear

„ 0.057„ „ very cloudy

MgCl, 0.47„ „ clear

0.27« „ clear

0.1 7„ „ clear

KCl 47„ „ cloudy

27o „ very cloudy

By these researches the positive bearing of these salts (except

that of Nal and NaF) on the lipolysis was ascertained. KCl, which

does not precipitate soap by far so well as sodium salts, also exerted

much less influence upon the lipolysis. The experiments were made

in the usual way. Every time 50 cc. of a lipase and oil mixture,

with or without addition of salt was digested for 6 hours and sub-

sequently titrated. I used;
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I wiIIkuiI addilioii (I.S cc NailO
4

with 2 grin. NaCI 2.4

'' -t " » -l.H I [[

„ t^ „ „ 4.4 „

II without addition ...... 0.8 ,,

witli 2 o-i-m. KCl 0.5 „

„ ^ ,^ 1.3 „

<">
,, ,, 2.0

,,

III without addition 0.5
,,

with 2 erm. NaCl 1.3 ,

t) ., NaBr 1.6 ,,

,. 7.6 „ Nal 0.9 „ .

lY without addition 0.5
,,

with 3 grni. XaCI 2.3 ,,

., 9 „ NaBr 3.5 „ ][

„ 11.4,, Nal 0.8 „

When the fluid eontained Xal it got slightly vellow during digestion.

That the lipolvsis was verv insignificant everv time was no donht

owing to the liberation of iodine. Xal*', indeed, aided fat-splitting in

some degree, bat much less than XaCl and XaBr.

The above experiments led to the conclusion, that the electrolytes

under investigation did not aid the lipolvsis by conferring activity

on the enzyra? itself, but by neutralizing one of the products of the

splitting, viz. fatty acids.

1 have tried to test this also in another manner. An activator of

the lipase, in the real sen.se of the word, may be expected to exert

its infhience as well in the synthesis of fat from fatty acid and

glycerin as in fat splitting. vSuch indeed is the case with respect to

bile acids as Hamsik has demonstrated '). If however the action of

electrolytes consists onlv in the precipitation of soap, they cann(tt

promote the synthesis, a counteraction is rather to be expected.

I proceeded as follows -.

Glycerin was digested with oleic acid and lipase in the thermostat

at 38° C, while being shaken slowly but incessantly. Toluol was

added because the experiments generally lasted 24 hours or even

longer. Originally I tried to determine the acidity of the fluid at the

beginning of the experiment, by titrating a measured portion of it

directly after mixing.

However, serious errors ensued, because of the impossibility to

=) Zeitschr. f. Physiol. Ghem. Bd. LXV, S. 232.

23
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keep tlie llnid well iiiiKed during the pipetting even after shaking

it thoroughly. Therefore mixtures of oleic acid and glycerin of the

same composition as those that were to be digested, were prepared

separately and immediately after the acidity was determined by

titration. These samples were taken in duplicate in order lo discover

eventual errors in the measuring of the oleic acid.

In every experiment I used: 10 cc. of glycerin, 2 cc. of oleic

acid, 2 cc. of lipase and 3 cc. of toluol with or without addition

of salt. The following are some of the results obtained :

cc. - NaHO

Addition Immediately. After 24 liours. After 48 hours.

1 23.9
I. ..... 17.2 13.9

(
23.

b

200 mgr. CaCl., 28.1 23.4

II. \^l 18 19.5

JOO mgr. CaCl., 23.3 23.0

Addition. Immediately. After 24 hours

III. If."!,
16.9

10 mgr. CaCI., 19.3

30 "„
„ 20.4

50 „ „ 22.1

IV. \^'^l
17.2

I
23.

b

10 mgr. BrCl, 18.8

50 „ „ 22.0

100 „ „ 23.7

It is evident therefore thai the synthesis was not increased. It was

even strongly inhibited, just the reverse result as was obtained after

addition of bile salts, jji^eparod from oxbile aflei- Plattnkh's method.

11.
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It cjiiiiiol he <l(»iil»lc(l llicrel'iu'c, thai with rruiard lo the acli\ il\ of

the Ii|»aso calcium-, bariiiiii-, iiiauncsimii- ,u\(\ soda sails phn a |iarl

totally liiHerent tVoni llial of hilc acids. It seems to mo that from

the above liie conclusion may be drawn, that the said salts separate

fatty acid from the solntion as soaj), and for that reason increase the

fat-split I i Hi!,' power of the (Miz,yme.

Geology.—"On rhi/nli/y of f/i,' /^'A/yy/x Ishimlsy \\\ Prof. A.Wkhmann.

The Pelapis Islands rise between the Westcoast of P>orneo and the

Karimata Islands abont 1°I7'S. 1()9°1()' E. and consist, besides a

few^ small islets, of the fonr hi^h uninhabited and not easily

accessible islands I^t Pelapis Tiang Balei, also called Pelapis Hangns,

or Pelapis Ajer Tiris, 2'"' Pelapis Rambai or Pelapis Ajer Masin,

3"^ Pelapis denting and 4''' Pelapis Tekik ^). They reach a height of

359 m. -). Their total surface amounts to abont 13 km'.

The group of islands was visited in 1854 by the mining-engineer

R. EvEKWi.TN, wdio communicates the following particulars abont their

geological condition.

"In the Pelapis or Melapis Islands both neptunian and plutonic

formations are found. The former are clay-rocks which are so much
metamorphosed by granite and a rock analogous to syenite that it

is often difllcnlt to recognize its original character. In these islands

plutonic rocks contain a snuill (piantity of magnetic iron-ore and

hematite')."

The Mineralogical and Geological Institution at Utrecht received in

1895 among others through the kindness of the Royal Physical Society

(Kon. Natuurk. Vereeniging at Balavia) as a present a specimen of

the metamorphosed clay-rocks collected by Evf;inviJN *)."

1) J. P. J. Barth. Overzicht der afdeellng Soekadana. Verhandel. Batav. Genoot-

schap van K. en W. L. 2. Batavia 1897, p. 61.

-) M. C. VAN DooRN. Verslag omtrent de opname van Slraal Karimata. Mcdod.

belr. het Zeewezen XXlit. 2, 's-Gravenhage 1882, p 12. — Gids voor het bevaren

van Straat Kaiimata. Batavia 1884, p. 31.

,''') Onderzoek. naar linerts in de landscliappen Soekadana, Simpang en Malan en

naar antimoniumerts op de Karimata-eilanden. Naluurk Tijdschr. Ned. Ind. IX.

Batavia 1855, p. 63. Reprinted with map in the -Jaarhoek van hot Mijnwozpn

N.O. Indie. Amsterdam 1879. 1, p. 64.

*) As EvERWiJN" mentions nowhere (not even on the label) on which island he

lias collected the above-mentioned rock, we give here a statement ol' the geological

condition of llie islands according lo his map

:

23*
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It appeared immediately that the above-mentioned specimen has

nofliing to do with clav-shite, but is a genuine eruptive-rock showing

excellent piperno-stvuQtm'e. The dark brownish-red faint colour of the

chief mass seems to have given rise to Evekwijn's error. Characteristic

are the numerous lens- or disk-shaped "Schlieren" ending in a point,

which, being arranged more or less parallel, contrast sharply with

the groundmass. The specimen is distinguished from the typical

|)iperjio by the much more intimate connection between ".Schlieren"

and groundmass, and by its infeiior porosity.

The analysis of the rock (I), for which I am indebted to Prof.

Dr. M. DiTTRif'H of Heidelberg gave ihc following result:

I II

SiO' 67,37 69,04

TiO' 0,69 —
AlH)' 12,53

Fe' 0^ 6,37

FeO 0,49 —
Mn trace —
CaO trace 0,74

MgO 0,97 ti-ace

K^O 10,01 9,74

Na=0 0,03 2,34

CO- trace —
urx \

'iiider 110° . . 0,56, ...
,

,. ^

.

HO loss ol incandesc. 0,94
I
over 110 . . l,do

100,38 99,89

From this analysis it appears that i\mong all the rocks that have

hitherto been found in the Indian Archipelago, the above-mentioned

eruj)tive i-ock is richest in potash. From the — alas incomplete —
analysis U communicated at the same tlme'j appears further its

17,09

Pelapis Tiang Balei gianite and iu the N.W. part clay-rocks

Pelapis Genting ,, ,, ,, ,, N. ,, „

Pelapis Rambai ,, „ „ „ N.E. „ ,,

Pelapis Tekik (Pelapis Tukang Kliiwar) ,, ,, „ ,, N.W. Iialf ,,

Pelapis Suka ,,

Pulu Dua and Pulu Bulak clay-rocks.

This does not imply, of course, that all that was called by Evf.uwun clay-slale,

sh uld be classed with the iliyolitic rocks.

') Carl von Hauer. Rliyolilh aus dem Eisenbachor Thai. Vorhandl. k. k. geolog.

Reichsanst. Wien. 1868, p. 386.
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close affinity with llie rlivolile of EiskM{.\( ii near Vicliave in

Hiingarv.

According- to the method of W. Cross, .1. 1*. Iddin^s, i.. \'. Piksson

and H. S. Washington'-) the caicuhition of llic niincralogical com-

position gave the following result:
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lOO ^iai7 7 ^subraim- I. Lebachose.
NcvO 0.03^ 1

Although the canalysis points to a rather high percentage of quartz

the SiO' percentage is rather low for a rhyolite, it approaches already

more that of trachytes. With regard to this fact and taking into

consideration the high percentage of FeM)^, the specific weight is

very high for a rhyolite namely 2.623.

It cannot be said that there is a similarity of any significance

between the real mineralogical composition and the one calculated

from the analysis. For this too few individuals have separated from

the magma. So we discover under the microscope only a very slight

quaulitv of more or less rectangular sanidine-plafes, besides very few

lath-shaped plagioclases, and likewise very rarely some augite-crystals.

The groundmass is amorphous, chiefly microfelsitic. On the spots where

It has become crystalline no distinguishable constituents occur. Occa-

sionally spherulitic formations are detected. It is however very rich

in ore-particles, by far the greater quantity of these should be classed

with hematite, though they are only exce[)tionally plate-shaped. As

a rule one discerns only black and irregularly shaped particles, and

it is these that accumulate in the "Schlieren" and make them appear

black at first sight. Besides this difference which has already come

off at the differentiation of the magma the main mass of the rock

does not vary in the least from the "Schlieren'.'. E. Kai.kowsky when

examining the genuine piperno which in a mineralogical and che-

mical respect differs so much from the rock originating from the

Pelapis Islands, had already come to the same result.')

"Wer k(>nute an der Laveunatur des sonderbaren Piperno zweifeln?"

once exclaimed Leop. von Buch.") He was mistaken, for at all events

during the last decenniums objections have been made against this

view. Besides A. Scacchi^'), Likii df,ll'Ekba'), P. Franco '), especially

1) Ueber den Pipefnu. Zeitsclii-. d. Deulschen geulog. Gesellsch. XXX. Berlin

1878, p. 673.

^) Geognost. Beobachlungeii auf Keisen. II. Berlin 1809, p. 200, repi'lnled in

Gesammclle Werke 1. Berlin 1867, biz. 459.

'') This was rilill his opinion in 18i9. Afterwards lit; regai'ded the piperno as a

inetamoipliosed volcanic eonglomerato (A. Scacghi. La regione vulcanica tluorifera

della Campania. Alti Ace. Sc. fis. o. Mat. (2) II. Napoli 18,:8, No. ii p. 103).

") Uonsiderazioni snila gcncsi del Piperno. Atti Accad. ^5c. lis. e Mat. (2) V. Napoli

1893. N'. 3. 1 18911 p. 1— !22, reprinted in Giornale di Mineralog'a, Gristallografia e

Petrografia III. Milano 1892, p. 23-54.

•) 11 piperno. Boll. Soc. Naluralisti. Napoli 1901 p. 34—52 (Geol. Gentralbl.

VII. Berlin 1905—6, p. 98).
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H. .T. Johnston-Lavis, wiio vorv oinplialicallv cuiilended tbr.thc tiiia-

chartu'ter of the pipenio, and who alteiiipted to irive a peculiar

strength to his argunieii! itv writing:

"All geologists who have attempted to cxphiin these iiri/ic/'/ni/

"peouliai- characters, have utterly tailed to do so, and had I space

"to enuuierate many minor ones, the dilKiculty would be still greater.

"Unfortunately, most of these inchisioiis lia\c been jumped at, as

"the result of that useful in>lruuicnt though unfortunate misleader

"of geology, the microscoi)e, which has caused investigators to forget

"that it is only one means to an end, and tliat field investigation is

"of far greater importance.""-

On account of the a\ersion which Jounston-Lavis has to the

microscope it will bo impossible to cou\ince him of the difference

between a piperno and a pipernoid tufa. Hut we point out the fact,

that it was exactly the "field-geologists"' who, as yet, not knowing

anything of the ap[)lication of "that useful instrument" to the domain

of petrography, have ascertained that |)iperno was an eruptive rock.

Besides Lkop. von Blxh we need only mention SciPio Bkei.slak -),

H. Abich ^), .). RoTM, G. GuiscARUi'). it is likewise a fact known

long since that a tufa may obtain a pipernoid structure in the way

surmised by Johnston-Lavis, but the investigators knew, also without

the hel[) of the microscope, how to distiiiguish such like I'ocks from

real piperno.'}

The rhyolite of tlie Pelapis Islands is a stronger evidence of the

fact that the piperno-structure is not connccteil with a tufa-formation

as the porosity of the main mass of the rock is as insignificant as

that of the "Schlieren" wdiose form has as little resemblance to that

of volcanic ejections.

1) Notes on the Pipernoid Structure of Igneous Rocks- Natural Science III. London-

New-York 1893, p. 219.

-) Voyages physiques et lythologiques dans la Campanie. II. Paris An. IX (1801)

p. 42—47.— Institutions geologiques. III. Milan 1818, pp. 154— 156.

^) Ueber die Natur und den Zusannneuhang der vulkanisciien BikUingeu. Braunschw.

1841, p. 39.

*) II piperno. Rendic. Accad. Sc. fis. e Mat. VI. Napoli 1867, p. 221— 226.

') J. Ruth, Der Vesuv und die Umgebung von Nenpel. Berlin 1857, p. 512. —
G. VOM Rath. Mineralogischgeognostisci:e Fragmenle aiis Italien. Zeilschr. d.

Deutschen geolog. Gesellsch. XVIll, 1866, p. 638—684.
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Mathematics. "Con.tinaoa.s one-one fnins/oruift'ons of surfaces in

theniselves\ (5''' coinmniiication ') ). By Prof. L. E. .). Bkouwkh.

In Crelle's Journal, vol. 127, p. 186 Prof. P. Bohl has enun-

ciated without proof the following theoi-em proved b} nie (as a

particular case of a more general theorem) in vol. 71 of the Mathe-

matische Annalen (compare there page 114) :

'• Werden die Punkte ein.er Kugeloberflriclie wieder in Funkte der

lia<ieloherfl(iclie iiherrjefiihrt nnd ;/eschieht diese reherfulirung durc/i

stetiqe Bewec/ung, mek/ie den Mittelpunki nicht bendirt, so kehrt

mindestens ein Punkt in seine fr'dliere Lage zur'nck. Unter einev stetigen

Beioequna ist hier eine Benrngung versianden, hei welcker die recht-

nnnkliqen Koordinaten stetige Fnnktionen der Zeit und der Anfings-

werte sind.''

Now 1 shall show here in the first place that the theorem enun-

ciated and proN'ed in the first communication on this subject '), i. e.

that each continuous one-one transformation with invariant indicatrix

of a sphere in itself possesses at least one invariant point, may be

considered as a particular case of the quoted theorem of Bohl ').

To that end I shall establish the following theorem :

''Ang continuous one-one transformation a loith invariant indicatrix

of a s-p/uwe in itself can be transformed hg a continuous inodifcation^)

into identity" ').

In order to prove this pioperty we choose in the sphere two

opposite points P^ and 7^, determining a net of circles of longitude

and latitude and passing by a into (^i and Q., . By means of a

continuous series r of conform transformations of the sphere in

itself we can transform Q^ and Q^ into P^ and P^. Let c be an

arbitrary circle of latitude, described in such a sense that P^ pos-

sesses with respect to c the order ^) -|- 1, and c' the image of c for

iir, then P^ possesses also with respect to c' the order -|- 1.

1) Compare these Pioceediugs XI, p. 788; XII, p. •28ij ; Xlll, p. 7G7 ; XIV,

p 300 (190'J— 1911).

-) These Proceedings XI (1909), j). 797.

''') This I indicated already shortly Mathem. Ann. 71 (1911), p. 3:25, lootuote *).

^) Under a conlinuoLis moditication of a nnivalenl continuous transformation we

understand in the lullowing always the construction of a continuous series of uni-

valent continuous transformations, i. e. a series of transformations depending in

sucli a manner on a parameter, lliat tlie position of an arbitrary point is a con-

tinuous function of its initial position and the parameter.

'') Tliat this theorem wants a proof is sliown by tlio tact that e.g. for a torus it

does not hold.

") Compare e. g. J. Tannkkv, "Introduction a la theorie des fonctiona d'une

iKiriable", vol. II, p. i38.
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Let P W an ail»itiarv [loiiit coiiicidiiitr iieilliei' with l\ nor willi

P^ and passinj^ hv ar into A^ and let Q be the point corresponding

in latitude with P and in longitude with R. Then by transforming the

dillerent points A' continuously and unilbrndy along circles of longitude

into the corresponding points () we define a continuous series o of

univalent continuous transformations of the sphere in itself with the

property that of none of the points /? the i»ath passes through P^ov P^.

So an arbitrary ('ur\o '' is transformed by o into a curve <:"
, with

respect to which 1\ [M)ssesses likewise tiie order -[- J, so that c"

covers the corresponding circle of latitude c with the def/ree^) -\- 'I.

From this ensues that ;in arc of a circle of latitude connecting

an arbitrary i)oinf /'' wiili the corresponding point Q defines une-

quivocally for any [Mutit P an arc of circle of latitude P(J whose

variation with P is uniformly continuous, so that it is possible to

construct a continuous series (>' of univalent continuous transformations

of the sphere in itself, transforming each j)oint Q into the corre-

sponding point P, and thereby the transformation rfto into identity.

But then t^^' is the looked out for continuous series of triinsfor-

mations, transforming c. into identity.

We shall say that two tian>formations hidony to the .same class.

if they can be transformed continuously into each other. We then

can state the theorem proved just now in the following form :

Theorem 1. All continuou.i one-one truns/or)nations irith invariant

imlicatrix of a .i/t/iprf in itself helony to the same class.

As the continuous one-one transformation.-^ with inxariant indicatrix

form a special case of the univalent continuous transformations of

degree -|- i 'j, the question arises whether perhaps theorem 1 is a

special case of the more general property that all the univalent

continuous transfonnati(»n- of the same degree of a sphere in itself

belong to the same class. We shall see that this is indeed the case;

we shall namely show that any iinivaleju continuous representation

of degree zero of a sphei-e /( on a sphere li can be transformed by

continuous modification into a representation of .»< in a single point

of ii', and that any uiuvalent continuous representation of degree

n ^ of a sphere ii on a sphere (i can be transformed by continuous

modification into a canonical re[)resentation of de'iree n, i. e. into a

representation for which n— 1 non intersecting simple closed curves

of It are each representeil in a single point of ,'/', whilst the n

1) Mathem. Ann. 71 (lOllj. p. 106.

2) Mathem. Ann. 71 (191 Ij, p. 100 ana 324.
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domains determined by tliese curves dre each submitted to a

continuous one-one representation on /t', and that either all with

f]eo-iee +1 or all with degree — 1. By means of an indefinitely

small niodilication a canonical representation can be transformed

into a simply ramitied Riemann representation, i.e. into a represen-

tation which in the sense of analysis situs is identical to a simply

ramitied representation of a Riemann surface with n sheets and of

genus zero on the complex plane. That all simply ramified Riemann

representations belong to the same class, follows, according to a

remark made by Klein ^), out of a known theorem of Lukoth—Clebsch.

In order to transform an arbitrarily given univalent continuous

representation tc of (i on (i into a representation in a single point, resp.

into a canonical representation, we first modify it continuously

into a slmpUclal approximation'^) a', to which we have imparted,

bv means of eventual subdivisions of the corresponding simplicial

divisions of n and /t', the property that any base triangle of

H covers in n' either a single base triangle, or a single base side,

or a single base point: we then investigate the possibility of finding

two base triangles of ;t, one positively and the other negatively

represented, allowing that we pass from the one to the other by

transversing exclusively l)ase sides of n not represented in a single

point. If this be the case, \.i will possess a positively represented

base triangle t^ and a negatively represented one t,, both i*epresented

in the same fundamental triangle t' of ,u', allowing us to pass from

the one to the other by transversing exclusivel\' such base sides of

H, as are represented in the same side s^ of t' . The base triangles

/,, /g, . . . , tn-\ of II crossed on this way leading from t^ to tn are

then also represented entirely in .Sj.

Let s.^ and .v, be the other two sides of /'
; by a continuous modi-

tication of «' and a suitable farther subdivision of t^, t^, . . .,t„—i,t„,

we can generate a representation «" for which all the triangles

t^, t.,, . . ., tn—\ , l-u iii"e represented entirely in .v._, and .v.,, and which

|)0ssesses ^till the same property as c' , viz. that any base triangle

of ;/ covers in »<' either a single base triangle, or a single base side,

or a single base point.

In the same manner as we trausfornied n' into a", we transform

it' if possible inio «'", and we continue this [)rocess until after a

1) Compare: "Ucber liiemann's Theorieder algebra ischen Funktioneniind ihrer

Integrale'\ Leipzig, 1882.

2) Malliem. Ann. 71 (I'Jll), p. 102.
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allowing a siiohlike nioditicalion.

We now eonstrnot on »t all those polygons tbrnied hv base sides

belonging to h'p whioli ai-e represented by cp^^ in a .sinyle po/'/tt.

These polygons divide /< into a tinite nnniber of domains ^/., </,,.. .,///,.

Each domain </,, which by (( /'. i> not represented nowhere dense,

admits the property that there is no polygon lying entirely within it

or partly within it and partly on its boundai-y, which is represented

by (vi'^ in a single point \. Any two base triangles belonging to the

same domain y, can be connected within </, by a path transversing

only base sides not represented in a single point, so that oftheltaso

triangles of g-, either no one is represented negatively or no one

positi\ely.

As each coherent part of the boundary of '/> is represented on n'

by 4 single point, ii' is covered by the image of //, with a certain

decree which wo will suppose to be positive. Then tiiere are no

negative imago triangles, but there aro in general singular image

triangles with two coinciding vertices.

By considering each coherent part y.,- of the boundary of y, as a

single point 1\- , //. is transformed into a sphere sfh, and we can

deduce a simplicial (li\i>ioii of xyy, from tlio simpliciai division of y.

belonging to di'., by bisecting all those base sides of </> which touch

the boundary but do not lie in the boundary, dividing by means of

the.se bisecting points each ba.se trianule one side of which lies in the

boundary, into a triangle and a tiapeziuui to i)e considered as a

base triangle of sp,, and dividing those of the remaining base tri-

angles of which sides have been bi.sected, into new base triangles

corresponding to those bisecting points. The simplicial representation

u^^") of </v on n' is then at the same lime a simplicial representation

of .v//, on »<', whilst by suitable suh(li\isi()n> of the simplicial divisions

1) For, as this property holds for polygons formed by base sides, any base

triangle ot g. possesses at most one base side represented in a single point.

Therefore each broken line, lying in a single base triangle and not in a single

base side, which is represented in a single point, must necessarily lie entirely in

a straight line segment connecting two points of the circumference not coinciding

with vertices. So a polygon represented in a single point must either consist ex-

clusively of base sides, or it can transverse only such base sides as are represented

in one and the same base side of ix'. In the latter case however the series of the

base triangles of u crossed in this way would have to be represented in that

selfsame base side of (i', so that each of the two limiting polygons of this series

(of which at most one can be illusory) would be a polygon formed by base sides

and represented in a single point of u.
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of su, and >/ we ran effectuate that any base triang-le of sp., covers

ill ii' either a single base triangle, or a single base side.

By choosing one of the base sides of sp. represented by «("^ in

a single point, and considering it as a single i)oint and accordingly

the two base triangles adjacent to it as line segments, .sp., passes

into an other sphere sp,' represented likewise simplicially by cIp\

In the same way we deduce from sp,' an other sphere spj' if this

be possible, and we continue this process until after a tinite number

of steps we obtain a sphere sp-J'') no more possessing for «0'^ any

singular image triangle.

Let ns denote by B and D the two base points of .s-yy./'"-'-

identified for 67)./'") and by a and c the two base triangles of

,s79,('«-') contracted into line segments for 6'p.;"0. Then the triangles

a and c have either only the side BB in common, or moreover a

second side, which we may assume to contain the vertex B.

In the first case we represent the third vertex of a, resp. c, by

A, resp. C, and the domain covered by a and c together, by d.

At least one of the base i)oints B and D, say D, does not coincide

with a point P,- . We then connect in spj'"-^') outside d the points

A and C by an arc of simple curve ^3 situated in the vicinity of

(he broken line AJ)C, and we represent the domain included

between [3 and the broken line ADC, by (/'. By means of a

continuous series of continuous one-one transformations leaving the

points of [i invariant and transforming each point of AB and BC
into points coinciding with it on sp,("'), we can reduce the domain

(I J^ (/' with its boundary continuously into the domain d' with its

boundary. If we rei)resent by «J"'^ an arbitrary univalent continuous

representation of sp.J'") on n' , then to the continuous reduction of

,/ -^ (/' to (/' corresponds a continuous series of univalent continuous

representations of .y///''—'^ on 67>./'") transforming the representation

obtained by the identification of B and 1), into a continuous one-one

correspondence ,n<(m^\ i» which the points P,r correspond to them-

selves, thus also a continuous series of univalent continuous repre-

sentations of .s"/;./'"— ') on ii', leaving invariant the images of the

points B,r , and transforming a^'") considered as a representation ot

sp,("^-^^ on f<',
into that representation «/'«-'> of sp./'"—^' on n'

,

which follows from <(,'"" by means of w«m - ; •

In the second case we represent the third vertex of ^Mind c by 7'^,

choose on the side OF of a, the side OF of c, and the common

side BF successively three such points .1, C, and G, as in passing

from .N'/y/'"— '
' to sp./"'> are brought to coincidence, connect A within a

reclilinearly with /> and (/, C within r rectilinearly with B and G,
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aijd apply the operation of (lie first case to tlic pairs of l'iiii(iaiiiciilal

Iriangles ABD and C/i/). AV Y/ and /•VV/; /},[(; and IWfr
suceessivel}' ^).

By applying this opei'ation snecessively to.v/>v''^ .v/>v''~'V--, ^'/'''v and

SI)', we experience that the representation di') of .v//, on ii' can be

transformed by a continnons modilieation leaving the images of the

points I\r invariant, into a representation «/, of .sp., on (i' , which

follows from «(/') by means of a continnons one-one correspondence

between sp./'-) and s^p-,. As sp./~''^' can be divided into elements each

of which is submitted for diO to a one-one representation of degree

-|- 1 on a base triangle of ft', it is clear that sp., can be divided into

elements each of which is submitted for «/; to a one-one representation

of degree -{- 1 on a base triangle of ii'. The representation «/, of

^7;, on ft' is therefore a Riemann representation, and eventually it

may be transformed by an indefinitely small modification leaving

the images of the points Pvr invariant, into a simply ramified

Kiemann representation.

By executing this process of modification for all the values of r for

which it is applicable we arri\e at a representation «e being for

any of the spheres sp^, sp^, . . . , spf. either a simply ramified, positive

or negative Riemann representation, or a representation nowhere dense.

In each domain </., we approximate the boundary parts 7,7 by

simple closed cur\es x.r not intersecting each other. Each x,- includes

with the corresponding y.,- a domain </U , and the x,- situated in the

same domain g-, include together a domain g'-,. The domains //'vr be-

longing to the same r form together a domain g"z. By means of a

continuous series of univalent continuous representations of </> on

sp; we can transform identity into a representation which for

g'y with the exclusion of its boundaries is a continuous one-one

representation on sp.j, whilst y.,- and //U are represented in I\- . By

doing this for all values of r we transform «g into a representation

«/ being for each of the domains g'-, and g"- after contraction of its

rims into points either a simplj' ramified, positive or negative Riemann

representation, or a representation nowhere dense.

The domains g'-, and g"r, which will be represented henceforth

V 9i' SiiJ • • -j^u' ^1'® determined on ft by a finite number of simple

closed curves not intersecting each othei'.

1) If we dropped the condilion of the invariancy of the images of the points

Pv7 (introduced only for the sake of clearness), this second case migli' have been

treated of course in the same manner as the first.
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\\v rlioose ini urbitrai'v (loinaiii (\,, and suppose in the first place

tliat cj is fur tlie spliere o. into wliirii o-, is tmiisfornied by contrac-

tion of its rinis into points, a sini[)l^^ ramified Rieniann representation.

We tlien draw on n' a system of ramification sections belonging to

this representation and coiresponding to a system of simple closed

"ramification cnr\es" on o,. By first leaving the ramification sections

on ii' invariant and \arying eventnally continnonsly the ramification

curves on o, in such a manner that after that they contain no more a

point corresponding to a rim of >v,
, and then lea\ ing the ranufication

curves on o. invariant and contracting the ramification sections

on II continuously into points, we can transform the representation

of o. on li determined by c/ continuously into a canonical rei»resentation.

During this continuous modification the points representing the rims

of ^Iv varv also in general. Let i- be such a rim and iv,- the residual

domaiii of )], on »< determined I)y /\. We then can follow the con-

tinuous variation of the image [)oint of /\ by a continuous series of

continuous one-one ti'ansformations of //' in itself lo which corresponds

a continuous modification of the representation of 9,^ on ji' determined

by «,. By applying this modification to the representations of all the

residual domains of ^v. we generate a representation a'l of »/ on ft'

into which c.i can be transformed continuously, and which is a

canonical representation for 6,.

In the second place w^e suppose ai to be for (7v a representation

nowhere dense. Then we can modify the representation of <>> on li

determined by «/ into a representation in a single point. The varia-

tion of the image points of the rims of <\, implied by this modifica-

tion, can be followed once more in the way described above by a

continuous modification of the representation of the residual domains

of 0,, furnishing us with a representation «'/ of ,« on ii into which

ici can be transformed coiitiiiuousiy, and which represents a. in a

single point.

By executing this opei'atiou for all values of r successively, we

get a representation « '' of «t on »<', into which o/ can be trans-

formed continuously, and which represents each of the domains

*!,, 9a, • . • ^^^ either afiei- coiuraction of ilie rims into j)oints canoni-

cally, or in a single point. The sphere (i is now divided by a finite

number of non intersecting simjile closed curx es into a finite number

of domains f/,, d.,, . . . ., </„. in such a way that for r/ each of these

domains is submitted either after contraction of the rims into points

i<» :i eoulinuous one-one re|)resentation, or to a representation in a

single point. Thus the degree of these represejitations is 0, -}- i, or
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— 1, according to wliich wo (li--tiiigiiisli (lomaiiis of the (irsl, llic

second, and the third kind.

If for the repi-eseiitcilion c- , whirh may l»e denoted hencefocth

by nf, all aoniains </, are of the tirst kind, we liave attained our

aim ; for tlien we have transformed n continuously into a represen-

tation of n in a single point of ii' . So we furtiier confine ourselves

to the case that among the d, there are domains of the second or of

the third kind, and we will suppose that there occur moreover

domains of the (irst kind. Then there is certainly a domain dr, of

the first kind adjacent to a domain d-- of the second or third

kind. The domain formed by dy and d-- together, may be mdicated by

dr,b, the sphere deduced from dr^ by contraction of its rims into

points, by d;^. We then can modify the univalent continuous repre-

sentation of (ir- on ii' determined l)y o.,- continuously into a conti-

nuous one-one representation of 6,~ on ix' . The \ariation of the

image points of those rims of d,-- which originate from dr, necessarily

implied by this modification, can once more be followed in the man-

ner described above by a continuous modification of the representa-

tion determined by «/ of those residual domains of (/,> which origi-

nate from dr., furnishing us wdth a representation «'/ distinguishing

itself thereby from «/• that a domain of the first kind and a domain

of the second (resp. third) kind have been united into a single

domain of the second (resp. third^ kind.

By repeating this operation as many times as possible we arri\e

after a finite number of steps at a representation «^.'\ distinguishing

itself therel)y from a/ that all the domains of the lirst kind have

been absorbed by domains of the second and of the third kind.

If there are for the representation «(f), which may be denoted

henceforth by «f/ domains of the second as well as of the third kind,

we consider a domain d- of the second kind separated by a simple

closed curve /-; from a domain d, of the third kind, and we i-epre-

sent the domain formed by d- and d: together, by d-^, and the

sphere deduced from d-z by contraction of its rims into points, by

<^-p. Moreover we represent by 7^, the image point of /-; for «,^, by

P, the opposite point of I\ on ;«', and we modify the representa-

tion of rl-; determined by a,! into a i-epresentation of rf-^ in the

single point P.^, by diminishing the polar distances measured from l\

continuous!}' and propoi-lionally to each other to .zero. The variation

of the image points of the rims of (/-; necessarily implied by this
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modi ficiil ion, can l)c followed Im the manner desci-ibed tibove by a

continuous niodilication of tlie representation of the residual domains

of d-, determined by a,,, furnishing us with a rei)resentatiou «,/ dis-

tino-nishing itself thereby from a^j that a domain of the second and

one of the third kind have been united into a single domain of the

fu'st kind : this donuiiu however, if it does not occupy the whole

si)here n, can be absorbed in the manner described above by an

adjacent domain of the second or of the third kind, l)y which pi-ocess

«, ' passes continuously into a representation n',,, distingnishing itself

thereby from a,, that a domain of the second and one of the third

kind have been absorbed together by a domain of the second resp.

of the third kind.

Bv repeating this operation as many times as possible we arrive

after a finite number of steps at a representation «(?) for which the

domains d, are either all of the second or all of the third kind. So

this representation is a canonical one, and w^e haxe pro\'ed :

Theorem 2. All univalent continuous transformations of the same

de(/ree of a sphere in itself helong to the same class.

A proof of the inverse theorem has been given Mathem. Ann. 71,

p. 105.

In carrying out the ideas sketched in the second communication

on this subject') I experienced that in some points of the course of

demonstration indicated there, still a tacit part is played by the

Schoentliesian theory of domain boundaries criticized by me '),

so thai the theorems 1 and 2 formulated p. 295 and likewise the

"general translation theorem'" founded upon them and enunciated

without proof Mathem. Ann. 69, p. 178 and 179, cannot be considered

as proved'), and a (piestion of the highest importance is still to be

decided here.

The "plane translation theorem" stated at the end of the second

communication (|). 297) and likewise Mathem. Ami. 69, p. 179 aiui

180, has meanwhile been proved rigorously by an other method.")

1) These Proceedings Xll (1909), p. 286—297.

^1 Ccmpaie Mathem. Ann. 08 (1910), p. 422—434.

*) Already the properly of p 288 that the transformation domain conslrucled

in the way indicated there determines at most two residual domains, vanishes for

some domains incompatible with the Schoenfliesian tlieory.

+) Compare Mathem. Ann. 72 (1912), p. 37— 54.
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Chemistry. — "Kvteii.non of the theory of al/otro//'/. 3fo)io(roj)i/

and enantiotropy for Uquids." Bv Prof. A. Smits. (Comimi-

cated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

Fig. 1 X.

The extension meant above concerns the case tliat the pseudo-

binary system exhibits the phenomenon of unmixing in the liquid state.

Let the C,,?'-line be schematically represented

by f]g. 1 at the temperature and pressure at

which the phenomenon of unmixing takes

place. Then in the first place it is noteworthy

that /j and /, are the coexisting liquid phases

of the pseudo-binary system, and that more-

over there exist two minimum points Ly

and Zj representing the liquid phases which

may be formed when the system gets in

internal equilibrium, and consequently be-

haves as a unary substance.

The two liquid phases are not miscible,

and \vhen they are brought into contact

the metastable liquid Z, will pass into the

stable liquid phase L^, so that this operation means the same thing

as seeding the metastable liquid. As fig. 1 shows the metastable

unary liquid point L^ lies inside, and the stable unary liquid point

L^ outside the region of incomplete mis-

cibility, and now it is of importance to

examine what happens when we move

toward such a temperature that the critical

phenomenon of mixing occurs in the pseudo-

binary system. The coexisting phases /^ and

/j have drawn nearer and nearer to each other,

and finally coincided in the critical mixing-

point, and the C,.r-line has then changed into a

curve with only one minimum, as fig. 2 shows.

It is now, however, of importance for

our purpose to consider the way in w^hich

the s^i'-line has changed its form from that

of lig. 1 to that of fig. 2.

It is known that before the points /, and /^ coincide, the maximum
24

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV,

?

Fi?. 2 X.
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M vanishes in consequence of the coin-

cidence of this point with the minimum

Zi, at which moment a point of intlection

appears with horizontal tangent. At this

moment the possibility of the existence

of a metastable unary liquid ceases, so

that this condition has already become

impossible before the critical mixing point

has been reached in the pseudo-system.

This consideration is in itself already'

sufficient to indicate in a ?'.*?-diagram the

situation of the liquid lines in the unary

system with respect to those in the pseudo-

binary one. If we assume that the pseudo-

system, just as the system nicotine-ivater,

presents an upper and a lower critical

Fig. 3 X. mixing point, tig. 3. is formed.

The closed line PP, indicates the coexisting liquid phases in the

pseudo-binary system. Outside the region enclosed within this conti-

nuous curve, runs the line M\, on which the stable internal liquid

equilibria are found, and inside this region lie the metastable internal

liquid equilibria on the line l:\ k^ k' ^). in the points k\ and k' this line

passes continuously into the locus of the maximum points 31 of

the C-,?>lines, and as in these i)0ints (
—

)
= 0, just as for the stable

and metastable unary equilibria, but ^ . <Ct>, we mav call the
\0x Jpj-

locus of the maximum points M the line of the unstable internal

equilibria.

The theory of allotropy attributes the phenomena of monotropy

and enantiotropy to the occurrence of different kinds of molecules

of one substance, and says that when there exist two or more solid

states of a substance, the differences in properties are owing to the

situation of the internal equilibrium which will be different in the

two solid states.

Now we saw just now that when a substance occurs in two

different liquid states, this phenomenon must also be ascribed by the

theory to the existence of two different internal equilibria between

different kinds of molecules of the same substance. So according to

1) Ttie lines of the inlernal cquilibiia have here a very peculiar shape, which is

depeialeiil on the phenomenon of unmixing. 1 shall return to this subject later on.
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this new view tliere is no essential difference between the oceiu'-

renee of different solid and different li(|iiid phases of one subslance

and as in the case considered here we have two lif|nid phases, one

of wliich is always stable with respect to the otiier, we are justi-

fied in speaking here of the phenomenon of monotrojuj for a Ii(/iud.

Now it is of importance to examine what will take place when
the region of incomplete miscibilitj comes into contact with one of

the melting-point lines of the pseudo-binary system.

Beforehand I will, however, remark that Dr. Schoevers '), who
undertook the same problem at Bakhuis Roo/ki300m's instigation, but

took no notice of the ^-.r-lines, could only draw by chance a line

for the stable unary liquid equilibrium, as shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 4 X, Fig 5 X.

If we suppose that the region of incomplete miscibility comes in

contact with the melting-point line of the component with the higher

melting-point, we get the T, .t-figure 5.

Now it is of importance to determine tiie continuity between the

two pieces ed and cb of the interrupted melting-point line of the

pseudo-component B, and also the continuity which is connected with

it, between the mixed crystal lines ef and jnf. Now it is the

question where the liquid lines of the unary system will meet those

1) Thesis for the doctorate.

24*
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of the pseiido-binarv sjstera. In the first place we see that the

stable unary liquid line meets the raelting-poiut line of the pseudo-

system in L, so that there a total solidification will take place, at

least if pli£nomena of retardation fail to appear.

The solid states, which are in internal equilibrium below this

temperature, and so belong likewise to the unary system, lie on

the line SS^. It is further noteworthy that one of the two meta-

stable parts of the melting-point line of the pseudo-component B,

intersects the raetastable liquid line of the unary system in L'

.

At the temperature of this point of intersection an intersection

must also take place of the metastable produced parts of the mixed

crystal line mf and of the line for the solid internal equilibrium S^S,

which intersection is denoted by the point S'

.

It follows from this that when the metastable unary liquid is

cooled down, and no retardation takes place, at L' total solidifica-

tion to the metastable unary solid phase S' will set in, which,

however, becomes stable at S. So what is remarkable about this,

is that the metastable point of sodification lies higher than the stable

one, and this is due to this that here there is no monotropy in the

solid state but monotropy in the liquid state, in consequence of

which we get the reverse of what we are accustomed to, as is

immediately clear, when we draw the P, T-fig. Our T, A^-fig. 5,

however, re\eals more. We see namely from it that when the

metastable part of the region of incomplete miscibility extends far

enough below the eutectic point of the pseudo-system, the metastable

unary liquid line can also be cut by the metastable prolongation

of the melting-point line of the pseudo-component A, so that the

possibility also exists that in L" total solidification of the metastable

unary liquid to the metastable unary solid substance S" sets in,

which solid phase will then follow the line S"<Si' at lower tempe-

ratures. So one of the peculiarities of this case consists in this that

the metastable unary liquid possesses two metastable points of solidi-

fication, and that when this liquid is not converted to a stable one,

it can solidify to a solid substance which is at first metastable and

at lower temperatures stable when it is first heated above a definite

temperature, and then cooled down. If the temperature is not raised

so high, the metastable unary liquid solidifies to another solid

substance, which remains metastable, at least when no transition

equilibrium occurs in the solid state.

Now it should, however, be pointed out that the two mentioned

points of solidification of the metastable unary liquid need not neces-

sarily exibt. The upper point of solidification may be absent, in con-
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sequence of tlie partially metastable, partially unstable middle portion

of the melting-point line of the pseudo-component H n(» longer

intersecting the nietastable unary liquid line, bnt running i-onnd this

curve. And (he lower point of soliditication may be absent, when the

same curve lies entirely above the metastable prolongation i)f the

melting-point line of the pseudo-component A.

When the question is considered in what way in case of litpiid

monoti'opy, the metastable {)hase can be obtained from the stable

one, one arrives at the conclusion that this will have to take place

by rapid condensation of the vapour, which in concentration is nearer

the metastable than the stable liquid.

Whether substances have already been found which belong to the

above-described type, is still open to doubt, though in the Hterature

statements are found, which might lead us to suppose so.

As is known, it was believed for a long time that the pseudo-

system of sulphur had to possess a region of unmixing, because it

was thought that some phenomena observed in the investigation

furnished indubitable indications in this direction. This view was

iirst pronounced by Bakhlis Roozeboom, and supported by Kkuyt,

on the ground of his own observations ^). After S.nuth c.s. ') had

made it probable that the quasi-unmixing was to be ascribed to a

difference of temperature, T succeeded last year in conjunctioji with

Dr. DE Leeuw') in ascertaining with perfect certainty that the phenome-

non in question has nothing to do with a phenomenon of unmixing,

and is really brought about by a difference of temperature, which

gives rise to a quasi-unmixing when lubes with more than a (;ertain

inner diameter are used.

Moreover it appeared that the point of soliditication of states of

sulphur fixed at higher temperatures could not give support to the

old view, so that, not a single reliable experimental datum is now
known that speaks in favour of the existence of a region of incom-

plete miscibilit}^ in the pseudo-system.

That the shape of the line for the stable unary liquid equilibrium

resembles that of the line kL in Fig. 5, is of course, of not the

slightest importance, for also when the pseudo system possesses no

region of incomplete miscibility in the liquid state, the said line can

have such a shape. Besides, the s^'stem sulphur, as I already stated,

is at least pseudo-ternary, which view is in harmony with the

1) Z. f. phys. Ghem. 64, 513 (1908).

-J « « . ,57, 685 (1907).

3) These Proc. Oct. 1911, p. 461.
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results of the inTCstigations of RoTE>iJANz ^) and Aten ^). In a more

complicated case, in which a line of equilibrium is the resultant of

three or more lines of equilibrium a line of equilibrium with a

clearly marked point of inflection will of course exceedingl}- easily

arise, as is, indeed, the case for the aldehydes ^).

Fis. 6.

X
Fig. 7.

'2. I.et us suppose in the second place that above the temperature

of the three-phase equilibrium Sb-{- L^-\- L^ the ^-.I'-line of tig. 1

1) Z. phys. f. Ghem. 62, 609 (1908).

~) See Versl. Kon. Ak. 28 Sept. 1912, p. 396. This paper will shortly appear
in These Proceedings

3) Z. r. phys. Ghem. 77, 269 (1911).
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changes in such a way (ha( the ininiiuinn i)()int /">, gels liigher than

L„ so that a change of stabilit}- takes place. Under tliese circmii-

stances we get what I discussed before for the solid phase. At the

moment that the minimnm [)()ints lie at the same height, the niuuy
liquid phase will suddenly be changed into one of ditferent concen-

tration, if no retardation takes place.

So in this case we have enantiotropy for a liquid or a li(piid

with a point of transition.

The (?\.iOp-f]g. of the pseudo-binary and unary system can then

have the form as indicated in tig. 6, when the equilibria with solid

substance are omitted.

We see from this that the two stable unary liquid lines kL^ and

L^k^ are continuously connected with each other by a partially

metastable, partially unstable middle portion, and that in accordance

with the theory of allotropy the equilibrium between the two phases

Zj and jL.j is perfectly comparable with the e(piilibi'itim between

two solid phases at the temperature of transition.

If we now examine what may happen when the region of incom-
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plete miseibility in the pseiido system comes in contact with one of

the melting-point lines, we may distinguish different cases. In his

Thesis for the Doctorate Schoevers gives the following figure 7,

adding that when on loss of heat the phase x has been entirely

converted to ij, the ordinaiy phenomena will occur at lower tempe-

ratures.

By ordinary phenomena Schoevers understands the deposition of

one of the two components in pure state. The theoiy of allotropy,

however, says that from the liquid which is in internal equilibrium,

a solid substance will deposit, which is also in internal equilibrium,

so that this solid phase will contain the two pseudo-components. If

we express this in a drawing, we may get among others tig. 8,

which is at once clear without any further elucidation. It is, however,

necessary to point out that it is also possible that the line for the

internal liquid equilibrium L.^LL'L" does not intersect the stable

part of the melting-point line of the pseudo-component B, but that

of the pseudo-component A. Besides it is possible that coming from

higher temperatures the line for the internal liquid equilibrium does

not meet the region of incomplete miseibility for the first time on

//

^ _ ^
73/" /

y-

h/ r

'/

/

X
Fig. 9.
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the riglithand side, bill on (lie leflliand side, in wliich case fi^-. 9

gives one of the possible situations. The region of incomplete niisci-

bility lies too high here to give the second lower nietastable unary

point of solidification.

All these 7',.r-figures can be accurately determined by means of

the ?-.r-lines, which has been omitted here for want of space.

It may tinally be remarked that the phenomenon of enantiolropv

for liquids has never been observed as yet, but the possibility of

this phenomenon is beyond all doubt.

Anonj. chein. lahoratorf/ of the University.

Amsterdam, Sept. 20, 1912.

Chemistry. — " The application of the theory of allotropy to the

system sulphur''. II. By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by

Prof. A. F. Holleman).

In a preceding communication ^) I already pointed out that the

theory of allotropy requires that the system sulphur must be consi-

dered to be at least pseudo-ternary.

On that occasion a 7Vi'-tlgure was projected by me, which as I

stated already then, had still to undergo a simplification by the

omission of the region of incomplete miscibility '). But the figure

had to be modified also in another respect, for in the meantime

Smith and Carson^) had determined the melting-point line of a third

crystallised moditication of the sulphur, the so-called soufre nacre

(mother-of-pearl sulphur), which had been discovered by Gp^rnez *).

To keep the representation as simple as possible for the present,

the modification required to insert this third crystallised condition of

sulphur into our figure, has been accomplished by assuming in the

pseudo binary system Sr— 6'j/ and Sm—S,j^) above the eutectic point

a discontinuity in the monoclinic mixed crystals. In consequence of this

the line for the internal liquid equilibrium in the plane for the pseudo-

binary system >S/?—aSj/ meets the stable melting-point line of one kind

of monoclinic mixed crystals in 4, and the metastable branch of the

melting-point line of the other kind of monoclinic mixed crystals in

/„, the same line of equilibrium cutting the metastable part of the

1) These Proc. XIV 263.

2)
„ „ XIV 461.

3) Zeitschr. f. phys. Ghem. 77, 661 (1912).

4) Journ. de phys. 3, 76 (1884).

5) By Sr, Sm, Sy. the pseudocomponents are meant here.
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melting-point line of the rhombic mixed crystals in I,. If we have

once premised this in the plane for Sr-\-Sm, we find the ternary

T,.r-fio-ure in the same way as was explained in my first communi-

cation on this subject, if viz. the fact is allowed for that the transi-

// ^ A

tion point is lowered by the third component, which follows from the

experiments carried out by Dr. de Lp^euw at my request *).

1) See Versl. Kon. Ak. 28 Sept. 1912, p. 488. This paper will shortly appear

in These Proceetlings.
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Tn this 7',.r-fignre L and S deiiole the ooexis;(ing phases at the

iinarj point of soHdilicalioii of (he iiionoclinlc sidphiir, and in the

same way the points L" and S" indicate the coexisting- phases at

the unary point of solidilication of (he nionocHnic sou/re nacn', L'

and S' referring to the nnary poin( of solidi(ica(ion of rhombic sul-

phur, and S, and S.^ to the coexisting solid phases at the unary

point of transition.

In conclusion 1 will emphaticall;/ point out (hat it is very well

possible that in many respects the real 7',,i'-figure of the system sul-

phur deviates from the diagram given here. The system sulphur may
be pseudo-quaternary, or even s(ill more complicated. Moreover it is

very well possible, indeed it is even probable, that in the pseudo-

binary systems no entectic points occur etc., but, however strange

this may seem, this is just now of minor importance.

At present the only end in view can be this to find a means to

express the fundamental thought, that we meet here with a system

that is composed of more than two kinds of molecules, and of which

not only the nnary \apour- and liquid phases, but also the unary

solid phases are states in which these different kinds of molecules

are in equilibrium. Starting from this idea the figure given here was

drawn up, which will probably appear to be able for the present to

account satisfactorily for the observed phenomena.

Amsterdam, Sept. 25 19J2. Anorg. cliem. lab. of the University

Chemistry. — ''The inverse occurrence of solid phases in the system

iron-carbon." By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof.

A. F. HOLLEMAN.)

Through an investigation made by Ruff ^) concerning the comple-

tion of the T,x-figure of the system iron-carbon I came to the con-

clusion some time ago that stable carbides probably occur in this

system*). Shortly after there appeared an abstract of a preliminary

investigation by Wittorf '), written in Russian, which seemed to

confirm this surmise. When what seems very probable to me, the

results of Wittorf are correct, we meet in the system iron-carbon

with a pecularity, as I demonstrated before, which has been met

with up to now only in the system ceriumsulphate-water. This

peculiarity consists in the inverse occurrence of solid phases. One of

1) Metallurgie 458. 497 (1911).

2) Z..f. Eiektr. Chem. 18, 362 (1912).

5) Russ. phys. chem. Ges. 43, 1613 (1911). Compt. rend 1912, 1091.
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the phases which shows this phenomenon in the S3^stem iron-carbon,

is graphite. Graphite is the second component, and when there was

no deviation from the ordinaiy state of tilings the succession of the

solid' phases, which coexist with the saturated solid and liquid solu-

tions, would be such that the carbon content continually increased

in one direction. Stcirting at the ordinary temperature we tind, how-

ever, this that first graphite, and then carbides are formed, which

latter however will finally have to give way before the graphite

again.

Now it would follow from the preliminary investigations of Wittokf,

when namely the equilibria examined by him are stable, that twice

such an inverse deposition takes place in the system iron-carhon,

for with rise of temperature he found this succession

:

C-Fe,C—FeC—Fe^ C—Fe,C ?

from which it appears that a solid phas3 with a hii/her percentage

of iron succeeds not only 6', but also Fe C
This phenomenon of inverse occurrence of solid phases is still so

strange to us that it is expedient theoretically to enter a little more

deeply into this matter.

To throw the peculiar element into strong relief, I shall discuss

the phenomenon led by the same example as I used as an illustra-

tion in the Zeitschr. f. Elektrochemie. So I shall suppose for a

moment that the succession of the solid phases which coexist with

saturated liquid solutions with rise of temperature, is this

:

C— FeC — FeC, — C.

If we now suppose that the situation of the lines for the three-

phase equilibrium with one of these solid phase, so for S -f L -|- G,

is as has been represented in lig. J, the easiest way to find the

situation of the other three-phase lines is to prolong the two three-

/>

Fig. 1.

phase lines be and dc mefastable through the point of intersection

c, till we meet the metastable middle portion of the three-phase

line for (J + L -|- G in (j resp. /.
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Let us at (irst only consider tlie two three-phase lines for C+L-fG
and FeC + L + G, w liicli are once more drawn separately in fig. 2.

Then it is noteworthy that h and
<i are two quadruple points, where

vapour, liquid, graphite and the carbide FeC coexist. There is.

Fig. 2.

however, a difference between these two ([uadruple points, and the

most essential difference is this that whereas in the fii'St quadruple

point h with supply of" heat graphite with the vapour and the liquid

phase is converted to FeC, in the second quadruple point the very

reverse takes place.

If the case supposed here actually existed, we might account for

it in the following wav. The simplest supposition we can make is

that along the three-phase line for C + L -J- G the concentration of

FeC' in the vapour and in the liquid phase continually increases

from a to b, because the carbon concentration increases, and because

besides we probably have here the endotherraic process:

C + Fe^ FeC — a cal.

In consequence of the shifting of the above mentioned equilibrium

to the right, the liquid and the vapour phases in the quadruple

point b have just become saturate with FeC, and they are still just

saturate with graphite. With an infinitely small rise of the tempe-

rature the two phases, which are still supi)Osed to be in contact

with graphite, become supersaturate with regard to FeC, and un-

saturate with regard to graphite, from which follows that on supply

of heat graphite will dissolve and FeC deposit in the quadruple

point /;, till all the graphite is gone.

So the symbol for the conversion, which takes place in the qua-

druple point b on supply of heat is as follows.-

C -[- Fe^ FeC in the homogeneous gas-

f \ and liquid phases. .... (1) .

C FeC
solid solid
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It is clear that if the reverse happens in tlie qnadniple point g,

the condition mnst have become different in so far tiiat the homo-

geneous gaseons resp. liquid phases, which were before saturate with

reo-ard to FeC and unsaturate with regard to 0, must be saturate

again in q with respect to both the solid phases, and infinitely little

above the temi)erature of the quadruple point g the gaseous and

liquid phases in contact with solid FeC must become unsaturate with

respect to FeC, and supersaturate with respect to graphite, so that

solid FeC is dissolved, and graphite is deposited, till all the carbide

is gone.

So in the quadruple point g ^ve get for the transformation on

supply of heat the symbol

C _^ Fe «— FeC in the homogeneous gas-

I \ and liquid phases. .... (2)

C FeC

solid solid

So the transformation given here must be endothermic in the

direction of the arrows. We have to call attention to the fact that

we assumed for shortness'sake that the formation of FeC in the

coexisting gas and liquid phases is endothermic along the three phase

line for C -[- L -|- Gl ' from a to b. Now, however, we know only

with certainty that the total transformation (1) is attended with

absorption of heat.

When in the process of condensation resp. solidification of FeC

from the coexisting phases more heat was developed tlian was absorbed

in the process of evaporation resp. melting of graphite ^), the process

in the homogeneous phases would undoubtedly be endot/wnnic, but

in the opposite case the total transformation (1) could be endothermic,

whei-eas the reaction in the homogeneous gas and liquid phases was

exothermic. But in this case we should have to inquire how it is

possible that the gas and liquid phases, which were unsaturate with

respect to FeC on the three-phase lines between the points a and b,

have become saturate with respect to this compound at J>. This is

easy to see. We must namel}' considei- two influences here which

can displace the equilibrium : in the first place the temperature, and

in the second place the concentration of the reacting components.

Oji rise of temperature in the absence of graphite the equilibrium

in the homogeneous gas and liquid phases wonld shift to the left,

but in the presence of gra})hite just the reverse would take place,

when namely the increase of f>olubility of graphite predominates over

^) The lieut of mixing inckuled.
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.the influence of the tenipcraiui-e on the liomogeneoiis eciiuHhriiiin on

rise of temperature.

Thus we may not conclude from tiie circumstance that the trans-

formation (2), which refers to the second quadruple point // is endo-

thermic, that the conversion in (he homogeneous phase proceeds

endothermically in the direction of the arrow.

If we make the same supposition as we did jnst now, viz. this

that in the process of evaporation resp. melting of FeC more heat

is absorbed than is developed bv the process of condensation resp.

solidification of graphite, the total heat of transfoi-mation (2) might

be endothermic, also when the homogeneous pi-ocess in the direction

.of the arrow was exothermic.

In the opposite case, however, the reaction in the homogeneous

phases in the direction of the arrow would certainly be endothermic.

Thus we come to the conclusion that the case of inverse depo-

sition of solid phases supposed here is possible, when the conversion :

C -I- Fe^ Fe C

taking place in the homogeneous phases between the points g and h

has become less gveathj endotliermic or exothermic.

As is known, a change in the heat-effect with the temperature is

a phenomenon of general occurrence, which owes its origin to the

circumstance that the specific heat is a function of the temperature.

Repeatedly great changes of the heat of reaction with the temperature

have been observed, so much so that a reversal of the sign of the

heat took place, from which accordingly follows, that the possibility

of the here supposed case was to be expected on the ground of our

present knowledge.

Now we shall proceed to the discussion of the other three-phase

lines, which likewise start from the two quadruple points b and g.

In the first place a three phase line for C -|- Fe C -)- G still starts

from the point b. To determine the direction of this curve we may
make use again of Van der Waals' theory of binary mixtures.

If we denote grai)hite by Sj and carbide by S,,, the following

relation follows from the theory mentioned for the three-phase line

for C + Fe C -I- G :

T
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heat-effect and the change of volume, which attends the transfor-

mation (1). If we first consider the denominator, we see that Vg^g

and F.,,y are both negative and differ little. And as further a's^
—

—
'^V > '^'ss

— ^g^ ^^® s^® immediately that the denominator will be

positive.

About the numerator we know that it is negative in b, so that

dp
it follows from the sign of numerator and denominator, tliat 1 —

dT

is negative, and that the three-phase pressure will descend with

rise of temperature, at least in the neighbourhood of b.

With a view to the further discussion it is desirable to examine

the numerator somewhat more closely. W,^^ and W^,^^ are the quan-

tities of heat which are de\eloped when a gr. mol. of S^ resp. S^

evaporates in art infinitely large quantily of the coexisting vapour

phase. We can divide both quantities into two others, viz. into a

molecular heat of evaporation and a molecular differential heat of

mixing e.g.

The heat of evaporation (ir^j^) is negative. If now we further

assume that the formation of FeC is endothermic at b, so

C -f Fe -»FC - a Cal,

which is more probable, the heat of mixing W^j
^

will also be nega-

tive, so that ir,^,^ is also negative then.

For Ws^ we may write:

The molecular heat of evaporation ( Ws^g) is again negative. The

differential heat of mixing Wg ,, will consist almost exclusively in

the heat effect of the conversion

:

Fe C^ Fe -\~ C + a Cal

which as has been indicated here, is positive at b, so that Wg g

can be also positive, and Ws.,g negative or e\'en positive. So we see

from this how it is possible here that notwithstanding the fraction

—5 > 1 the quantity Wsio predominates in equation (I), so that

the numerator is negative.

It is now clear that when on rise of temperature the heat of

formation of FeC becomes smaller negative in the gas phase, and
finally passing through zero, assumes a positive value, the negative
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value of IF.,,, will continually decrease, and that of IF.,^ will in-

ciease. From this it follows that the numerator which is at tirst

negative, will likewise pass through zero and become positive. This

ha[)pens before the second quadruple point <j has been reached, for

in that [)oint the numerator must be positive already. So we arrive

dp
at the conclusion that T - for the three-phase line S^ -\- S^ -^ G

a 1

starting from h is negative, then passes through zero, and has a

positi\e value in g, so that the said three-phase line, which joins

the two quadruple points b and tj, possesses a minimum pressure,

as is indicated in fig. 3.

P

7^

Fi?. 3.

The considerations given here may be directly applied to the

fourth three-phase line of the mentioned two quadruple points, viz.

to that for S^ -\- 6', -f L. The equation, which we want in this case,

is quite analogous with equation (1), and we need only substitute

the letter / for g to obtain the true relation, so

:

'dp\ _ ' X

XI
w.

1" •'I
s, J^i

(^/)

Xs^—Xl

The discussion of the numerator is perfectly identical with that

just given, but now the denominator requires further consideration.

We were convinced that Vs^,, and T"^,^ are negative, but about

the quantities Vgyi and ^^s.d ^^'e must make the following remarks.

The known increase of volume, which takes place in iron-carbon

mixtures on solidification leads us to expect that this property is to

be attributed to the presence of the component carbon, which behaves

probably in tlie same way as the substance water. In consequence

of this not only carbon, but also carbon-compounds will exhibit in-

crease of volume on solidification, specially when the compound

25

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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conlains comparatively much carbon, whereas compounds with a

smaller percentage of carbon will probably behave like iron.

If we now assume that Vs,i and Vs^i are both positive, then it

is possible that the denominator of equation (II) is negative, and the

dp
numerator also having a negative value at b, T i ~-\ will begin in

this case in b with a positive value. In the second quadruple point

(J
the numerator is positive, as I showed before, and consequently

T (
—

)
will be negative.

\dTjs,s,L

Reasoning in the same strain as before in the discussion of the

three-phase line for Sj -}- S, + G it follows that the three-phase line

fQi- s, + S. + L will possess a pressure maximum, as has been

schematically represented in fig. 4.

P

T
Fie. 4.

When on the other hand Ys^i is positive and Ys^i negative, the

denominator has a positive value, and 7(—;.) will consequently be
\dTJs,s,L

negative at b and positive at g, in consequence of which the F,T-

ligure becomes as it has been drawn in fig. 5.

/^

Fig. 5.

A metastable minimum cannot occur here, because the three-phase

lines for C -|- FeC -{- G and for C -f- FeC -\- L pass continuously
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into each otlior hv means of two cusps in the way indicated in

fig. 5'). Finally it may still be pointed out that it is possible that in

the last case the denominator passes through zero, which would

bring about a combination of the figures 4 and 5.

If we now apply the results obtained here to our original case

indicated in fig. 1, we arrive easily at the correct result, when we
omit in our thoughts first the three-phase line for FcC, -{- h -\- O,

and then that for FeC -{- Jj -{- G. We then get two intersecting

figures, in which we can easily distinguish the stable equilibria from

the metastable ones.

Fig. 6 gives the 7^,7'-projection for the case that we have twice

the same type as fig. 4. •

^7n^^

P

'TTU

T 6

Fig. 6.

The three-phase lines for C + Fe C + G and C + Fe C, + G
intersect in A, w^here a new quadruple point is formed, from which

two more three-phase lines start, viz. }ik for C + FeC -\- FeC^ and

he for FeC -j- FeC^ + G. The point k is the point of intersection

for the three-phase line hiriij for C + ^^^ + ^'^ ^"^^ ^f the three-

') Comp. the paper of Dr. Scheffer, These Proc. p. 389.

25^
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phase line fm^^d for C -j- FeC, + L, and so this lafter three-phase

line, which starts from the metastable quadruple point /, becomes

stable at l\ and then after having reached a maximum, it runs to

the quadruple point d. So the point h is also a quadruple point,

where besides the two mentioned three-phase lines, two others meet

viz. the three-phase line for FeC-|-FeC,-fL and that for C+FeC+FeC,.
It is clear that the situation could also have been such that the

three-phase line for C -\- FeC -\- L possessed a stable maximum, but

this does not give rise to essential modifications. If we examine a

combination of twice the type of fig. 5, the case is less remarkable.

Anorganic Chemical Laboratory

Amsterdam, September 8, 1912. of the University.

Physics. — "-On the system ether-water." Bj- Dr. F. E. C. Scheffer.

(Communicated by Prof. J. D. van der Waals).

1. In his Thesis for the doctorate (1912) Dr. Reeders described a

number of experiments which were undertaken with a view to the

experimental realisation of the phenomenon of double retrograde

condensation, which had been predicted by Prof, van der Waals.

Both the systems which were used for this investigation, carbonic acid

and urethane, resp. carbonic acid and nitrobenzene exhibited three-

phase pressures, which at the same temperature, were lower than

the vapour pressures of the carbonic acid. In neither of the systems

the direct observation of the said phenomenon has been possible. In

my opinion Dr. Reeders justly ascribes the failure of this observation

to the fact that the difference in volatility of the components of both

systems is so great that the vapour phase under three-phase pressure

practically consists of pure carbonic acid, and consequently the

(|unntity of the liquid layer, poor in carbonic acid, which is formed

(luring the retrogi'ade condensation, is so small that it escapes obser-

vation. The critical points of the upper layer lie for both systems

at .concentrations which are smallei- than 2 niol. percentages of the

least volatile substance, and hence the concentration which is to

present the double retrograde condensation contains still less of the

second component.

Wiien Dr. Reeders told ine his results a long time before the

publication of his Thesis for the Doctorate, it did not seem impossible

to mc that a system, in which the volatility of the components
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differs less, might offer a greater chance to the realisation of the

said phenomenon. Snch systems, however, are pretty rare. For

"normal" substances such a behaviour will probably seldom occur.

The system ether-water, on the other hand, which as a[)pears from

Kuenen's observations, possesses three-phase ecpiilibria wiiich extend

to the critical neighbourhood of the ethei', satisties the requirement

that the vapour under three-[)hase pressure contains an appreciable

quantity of the least volatile component, in casu the water, the

vapour tension of the water amounting to about 14 atms. at the

critical temperature of ether (critical pressure 3G atms.). That this

system differs from those used by Reeders in this that the three-

phase pressure lies higher than the pressure of saturation of the two

components at the same temperature need not interfere with the

appearance of the phenomenon. Therefore I carried out some expe-

riments about a year ago with a view of examining whether double

retrograde condensation can be observed in the system ether-water.

However, this system too appeared unsuitable for the observation.

It is true tliat the critical point of the upper layer lies at a concen-

tration of about 30 mol. 7o water,- and that it is therefore not so

one-sided as for the mentioned systems of carbonic acid, but an

altogether different difficulty prevents the observation, viz. the invi-

sibility of the lower layer for comparatively small quantities. So

after some futile attempts 1 discontinued the observations with this

system. Hence a direct observation of the phenomenon in question

has not succeeded as yet, and will, it seems to me, be always

attended with great experimental difficulties.

2. Of late attention has been drawn to the system ether-water

in consequence of an investigation by Prof. Van der Waals. In his

17th contribution to the theory of binary mixtures Van der Waai.s

discusses this system fully as an example of that series of systems

for w^hich under three-phase pressure the concentration of the vapour

phase lies betw^een that of the two coexisting liquids. As far as the

system ether-w^ater is concerned, this investigation led to a number

of conclusions, some of which could be experimentally tested througli

the investigations mentioned in § 1, as was already stated by Prof.

Van der Waals in the cited paper. As it was, however, of impor-

tance to examine this system more closely with a view to the

remaining conclusions, I have taken up again tlie interrupted in-

vestigation. In the following pages I intend to discuss the results

obtained for so far as they are necessary as a test of the above-

mentioned conclusions.
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3. Preparation of the midures, method of observation.

Commercial ether (Pharmacopoeia Neerlandica) was twice shaken

with strong sulphuric acid, and dried first on sodium sulphate, then

on sodium. It was preserved in this condition ; for the preparation

of every mixture part of this stock was distilled. As second component

distilled water was used. For the preparation of the mixtures use

Fig. 1.

was made of the apparatus represented in fig. 1. Each of the com-

ponents was weighed in a small thin-walled glass bulb provided

with a capillary stem, and put in the tubes A and B, which were

then fused to at their tops. The Cailletet test tube of combustion

glass ED was connected with the filling apparatus in reversed

position by means of a rubber tube surrounded by a mercury joint.

Near its end D the tube is widened to enlarge the volume, which

enabled us to perform the experiments with a comparatively large

quantity of substance. This was necessary, because exclusively concen-

trations on the ether side were examined for this investigation; if a

Cailletet tube of the ordinary shape had been used the quantity of

water used would have been too small for accurate observations.

The part of the apparatus represented in fig. i was connected

by means of the ghiss spiral M with two tubes with cocoa-nut

carbon, a Geissler tube, and a water-jet pump, which served to
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bring about a sufficient vacuum'). When the wliole a|jparatus liad

been exhausted, the bulb with water was broken by cooling with

carbonic acid alcohol, that with ether by heating, and the contents

of both were condensed in C and I) by means of liquid air. The
air dissolved in the liquid in the bulbs could then be removed by

the cocoa-nut carbon. Then the mercury which had been boiled in

vacuo was conveyed from G in small drops through the constriction

II into the Cailletet tube, which was then screwed into the pressure

cylindre in the known way after having been separated from the

filling apparatus at F.

Tn some experiments the stem of the bulb tilled with water was
put into the opening of the plug of cock K, and broken after the

evacuation of the apparatus by rotation of A'. This method of working

proved very convenient for the realisation of concentrations of definite

amount. Then there was no necessity for the bulb to be filled so

far with w^ater as is necessary for bursting in consequence of solidi-

fication and the weighing of a definite quantity of substance was

rendered a great deal easier thereby.

At last the Cailletet tube was surrounded with a jiicket, in which

nitrobenzene was electrically heated till it boiled under varying

pressures *j.

4. Discussio7i of the results.

In the cited paper the shape of the plaitpoint curve in its T,x-,

and its P, 7'-projection was examined by Prof. v.\n der Wa.\ls. It

then appeared that after some modification fig. 43 of the series of

contributions mentioned can account for the phenomena which appear

1) Gf. e.g. These Proc. XIII p. 831 and fig. I on p. 830.

2) To obtain constant temperatures I made use of a steam-jacket, which is

different from the one generally used. A wide tube is provided with a smaller one

on either side which are closed with rubber stoppers prepared for high tempera-

tures. On the constriction at the bottom rests an inner tube, which ends about

10 cm from the upper constriction. Tiie stopper on the bottom side has one

perforation for the Cailletet tube, which is entirely inside the inner lube, two for

the supply of the electric current, and an aperture through which a tube is put

for sucking up and letting out the boiling liquid. The heating is effected by means

of a nickeline wire adjusted in the inner tube and wound spirally. The boiling

liquid rises in the inner tube, condenses in the upper part of the outer tube, and

flows down in it. In the inner tube two branch apertures have been made close

to the bottom to keep the liquid at the same level inside and outside the inner

tube. A glass tube through the stopper at the upper end brings about the con-

nection with water jet pump, manometer, pressure regulator etc. If we proceed

in this way there is no difficulty whatever in keeping the temperature constant for

any length of time.
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in the system ether-watei- In fig. 43 the case has been drawn that

the three-phase line would just terminate at the minimum critical

temperature; in the 17^'' contribution, however, it is pointed out

that this end-point of the three-phase line, which we will designate

by the name of "critical endpoint" in our further considerations,

may occur both on the bi'anch ^4^2 and on the branch Q^Pcd-

Hence we shall have to distinguish three cases as regards the

relative situation of the critical end-point and the minimum critical

temperature, viz.

:

1. If the critical end-point lies on the branch AQ^, the critical

line in its 7-*, J'-projection will have the shape as has been drawn

in fig. 51 of the paper that has already been cited several times.

Then the minimum critical temperature is found in the metastable

region, and cannot be experimentally realized except by the appear-

ance of phenomena of retardation.

2. If the three-phase line terminates exactly in the point Q.^

(fig. 43), the minimum critical temperature would occur just on the

boundary of metastable and stable phases, and so it could be demon-

strated by experiment. The P, 7-projection for this case has been

represented in fig. 50.

3. If lastly the three-phase line terminates on the branch Q.Pcd,

the critical end-point lies on the righthand of the minimum critical

temperature. Accordingly the latter, if really present, will lie in the

stable region, and might be found experimentally. If, however, it is

not present, it might be imagined to lie outside the figure, and the

plaitpoint curve on the side of the ether would have to exhibit the

tendency to this minimum. At last as transition case we might still

suppose that the minimum critical temperature would just coincide

with the critical point of etlier, and that therefore it could just be

still demonstrated. As far as the P, 7'-projection is concerned, the

presence or absence of the minimum critical temperature would have

to manifest itself in a strong negative rise with vertical tangent,

resp. in a very strong positive rise on the ether side.

From the above-cited experiments by Kuenen it may be already

inferred that the system ether-water is a case as mentioned under

3. The critical temperature of the upper layer lies, namely, at

higher temperature than the critical temperature of pure ether. So

the critical end-point lies on the ascending branch in the 2\j:-pvo-

jection.

In the cited treatise case 3 has therefore been fidly examined,

and Prof, van der Waai.s arrives at the conclusion that it is jjossible

that the three-phase line before terminating on the critical line, first
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iiitei-sects it in ils P, 7"- projection. Witli regard to this last case again

three cases may be distingnishcd. We may, namely, imagine that the

tliree-pliase line without previous intersection terminates on the cri-

t'cal line, that intersection takes place before this end-point (see

tig. 48), and tliirdly that the intersection takes place exactly in the

end-point, i.e. that in the critical end-point the three-phase line touches

the critical line (fig. 49). This last case is again to be considered as

the transition case between the two first-mentioned ones.

5. To enable us to decide which of the possible cases discussed

in the preceding paragraph presents itself in the system ether-water,

the P, T-projections of the plaitpoint line and the three-pliase line

had to be experimentally determined. For it is possible to derive

from the situation of the plaitpoint line whether or no a minimum
critical temperature occurs (vertical tangent), and from the relative

situation of the said lines a conclusion may be drawn as to whether

or no an intersection occurs. So the determination of the P,T-

projections of the two lines might suffice; the three-phase line can

be determined by means of one mixture, provided it do not possess

a concentration that lies too much on one side. For the determina-

tion of the critical line the Tf. and Pi; found for diflerent mixtures

should be combined together to one line. So for every mixture

practically nothing but the critical phenomenon need be observed,

and of a single one the three-phase line in the neighbourhood of

the critical end-point.

However, 1 have not been satisfied with this. To obtain as much
certainty as possible 1 have observed part of the three- and two-

phase equilibria of every mixture. The great advantiige yielded by

these observations, is the following. If a mixture should contain a

slight quantity of admixtures, and the presence of air is the most

probable, this mixture W'Ould bring about an error in 2\ and Pk,

and so it might furnish a point which might cause the course of

the critical line to deviate from th e correct one. In the determina-

tion of the three-phase pressure, which must show the same value

for all the mixtures used, we have, however, a criterion of purity.

With none of the mixture, for which this test could be applied, a

deviation was found exceeding 0,1 atmosphere.

But besides this, the observation of the two-phase equilibria furnished

another advantage. We w^ant to decide, among others, wdiether inter-

section takes place between the three-phase line and the critical curve.

If we now put the case that this intersection really occurs, the part

of the critical line between the point of intersection in question and
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the critical end-point lies at higher pressure than the three-phase

line. So two-phase equilibria must be possible at these tempera-

tures between liquid rich in ether and vapour at pressures higher

than the three-phase pressure. If, therefore, only one point of end-

condensation of the ether layer was found to lie higher than the

three-phase pressure at the same temperature, tlie intersection would

have been proved. So we see that in the observation of the two-

phase equilibria we may find a second decision on the presence or

absence of the point of intei-section in question.

Now what concerns the observation of the two-phase equilibria

w^e have already seen in § 1, that the liquid which is rich in water

is sometimes not observable in the mixtures. This, however, does not

H
P

T
ibo

Fig. 2.

affect the decision in question. For every mixture I determined the

initial and the final condensations of tiie ether layer in the neigh-

bourhood of the critical temperature. If in one of the two a layer

is present, visible or invisible, which is rich in water, the pressure

must be the same as tlie three-phase pressure. Now it follows from
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the observations given in figure 2 and table I of pure ether of the three-

phase pressure determined with a mixture of about equal quantities by

weight, and of some ten mixtures of the concentration given in the

table, that not a single end-condensation of the ether layer can be

realized which took place at higher pressure than the three-phase

pressure. This shows us in an indirect way, what we also see directly

from the locus of the plaitpoints, that there is no intersection between

plait point line and three-phase line. The relative position of the two

lines is, however, such that we are here quite in the neighbourhood

of the above-mentioned transition case. The inclination of the two

lines in the critical end-point ditfers so little that we may practically

speak of contact here. In the 7^, 7 -projection the lines of the initial

and final condensation of the ether layer have been indicated by

the same numbers as the corresponding mixtures in the adjoined

table. M It is clear that the mixtures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 in the neigh-

bourhood of 160° have yielded the three-phase line as end-condensation.

In ascending order this was the case up to higher and higher

temperature. For the mixtures 1 to 5 the end-condensation pressure

was lower than the three-phase pressure over the whole range of

temperature; hence there was no question of the occurrence of

three-phase equilibria with these mixtures. The intersection of the

line of the end-condensations and the three-phase line must be looked

for here at lower temperature.

It is, moreover, clear, from figure 2 that the critical line at the

critical point A of the ether rapidly proceeds to higher pressure, as

Prof. VAN DER Waai.s anticipated. Whether the inclination is infinitely

great or very great in the direct neighbourhood of 71- of ether, could

not be ascertained. Also in this respect we may again speak of a

transition case foi- this system. For we cannot state with certainty

whether the minimum critical temperature lies in the figure or on

the axis, or whether it would lie just outside the figure. The last

seems, however, the most probable from the given observations.

When the plaitpoint line is considered in its other projections, it

appears that in the J',^-projection the inclination on the ether side

is very slight, almost zero, and that it continually increases up to

the critical end-point on increasing concentration. In the graphical

representation the 7^,c-projection appears to deviate very little from

a straight line.

1) In the table the critical data have been given in bold type, above them we

find the values of the end-, below them those of the begin-condensations of the

ether layer.
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If we finally consider the relative situation of tiie pliase.'^ on the

three-phase line, it appears from what precedes that the vapour phase

lies between the coexisting liquids up to the highest temperature,

that the vapour branch, however, closely approaches the branch of

the liquid ricii in ether already before the critical end-point. It is

in agreement with this that a P,./--section brought through the P,7U"-

siirface e.g. for the critical temperature of ether yields two cnrves

dP
which show decreasing values of — starting from the critical pressure

dx

of ether, tliat the intersection with the three-phase line, however,

appears just before the maximum pressure is reached, at which the

concentrations of liquid and vapour would become the same.

So in the system ether-water the minimum critical, temperature

predicted by Prof, van der Waals lies in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the axis, and the remarkable point of intersection at the

critical end-point.

I intend to repeat this investigation for another system hoping that

I shall be able to demonstrate both peculiarities experimentally when
the situation is a less one-sided one.

Anorg. Cliem. Laboratory of the University.

Amsterdam, Sept. 13 1912.

Chemistry. — ''On quadruple points and the continuities of the

three-phase lines." By Dr. F. E, C. Scheffer. (Communicated

by Prof. J. D. van der Waals).

1, In a previous paper ^) I examined the continuous connection of

the three-phase lines, which occur in Bvkhuis Roozeboom's spacial

figure on the most simple suppositions. It then appeared that the

three-phase lines Sa +Sb +L and Sa -|- Sb + Gr pass continuously

into each other, and that in the P, J'-projection this transition takes

place by means of a partly metastable, partly unstable curve with

two cusps, in both of which two three-phase branches touch. I have

now extended this investigation to the other quadruple points which

can occur in binary systems; I have, however, postponed the publi-

cation of it for a long time, because the phenomena which present

themselves in the most interesting case, are much more complicated

than in the above mentioned case, and a full description would

require a great many intricate figures. Without treating the cases

i; These Proc. 1910, p. 158.
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fullv I have, however, managed to give a survey of the phenomena

which in general present themselves in quadruple points. It seems

to me that the construction of the figures referring to a definite

case will not present any difficulties, if this survey is consulted.

In the first place I will assume in the following considerations

that continuity only takes place between liquid and gas phases. So

I preclude an eventually present continuity between solid and fluid.

If it should appear that van Laar's theory, which leads to this con-

tinuity, is valid, this transition will also have to be reckoned with

for a complete treatment. On the appearance of a quadruple point

S^ -|- S, -|- S, -f- S4 the four solid phases could then pass continuously

into each other. Until, howevei-, the existence of the continuity in

question shall have been experimentally realized, it seems better to

me not to take it into account to prevent our entering into an ela-

borate consideration of a great many cases which may appear later

on to be physically impossible.

In the second place I exclude a continuity between solid phases.

Their occurrence has indeed been ascertained, but until certainty

has been obtained as to how the crystallographic orientation in the

equation of state of the solid substance is to be taken into account,

it seems impossible to me to obtain certainty about the connection

of the three-phase lines in consequence of this continuity.

If we now consider that in a binary system unmixing in the

gaseous state has ne\er been found as yet, and never more than

two simultaneous liquid layers, it appears that in all six different

quadruple points can occur:

1. S, + S, + S, + S, 3. S, + S, + L, + L, 5. S, + S, + L + G

2. S, + S, + S3 + L 4. S, + S, + S3 + G 6. S + L, -f L, +G

In the quadruple points 1, 2, and 4 no continuities can appear

between the three-phase lines, in which liquid and gas phases par-

ticipate. Of the three cases 3, 5, and 6, whicli accordingly remain

for our consideration, the case 5 has already been fully examined

in the cited paper.

Case 3 only differs slightly from 5. In the quadruple point 3 the

the three-phase lines 81 + 83 + I-i, Sj + S, + L^, S, + L^ + L, and

S, + Li + L, occur, of which only the two first are in continuous

connection with each other. It is easy to see by the aid of the V,x-

projection, that this connection again takes place by means of an

unstable branch with two cusps in the P, 2 -projection, just as this
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was shown before for tlie case 5 witli regard to the three-phase

lines S, -f S, + L and S, + S, + G ').

If, however, we compare the three-phase lines S, -|- Li -f- L, and

S, + r^i -|- L, of case 3 with the corresponding lines Sj-j-L-j-G and

5, -f" ^^ ~h ^ of case 5, it is clear that in the latter case the two

lines terminate in the meUing-points of the two components, at least

if we have a case of the ordinary spacial figure. In case 3 on the

other hand, the hinodal li-ne of the two liquids can be an entirely

closed curve with two plaitpoints. Each of the three-phase lines

Si -f- Li -|- L, and S, -\- h^ -\- L.^ will then possess two ci-itical end-

points in the P, 7^-projection. Yet this difference between the cases

3 and 5 is not so great as one would be led to expect at first sight.

The occurrence of critical end-points is not confined to the case 3
;

also in case 5 it is possible that the three-phase lines Sj -|- L -j- G
and S, -f" L + G do not reach the melting-point, but come into con-

tact with a critical line. This case, which is pretty well the prevailing

one in case 3, has been shown by Smits for case 5 in the system

ether-anthraquinone.

2. The quadruple point S -\- L, -{- L^-\- G.

So we have seen that the quadruple points 3 and 5 give rise to

analogous phenomena ; the only remaining case 6, however, deviates

from what we discussed in many respects. Where in the quadruple

points 3 and 5 continuity is always only possible between two

phases we have three phases Lj, L, and G, in the quadruple point

6, which all three may pass continuously into each other. So the

phenomena become more complicated here, and it is already a priori

clear that the connection between the three-phase lines may take

place in different ways. What cases we have to distinguish for this

quadruple point can be easily derived from Prof, van der Waals'

investigations on unmixing. It is known that the critical line can

present very different shapes when a longitudinal plait exists on the

t|;-surface.

In the first place we may imagine that at low temperature solely

a transverse plait occurs on the i|?-surface, that on rise of tempera-

ture a longitudinal plait is formed (inside the transverse plait), that

on further rise of temperature it makes its way outside the transverse

plait, and that it afterwards again retreats inside the plait, and dis-

appears at a temperature which lies lower than the lowest critical

temperature of the transverse plait. This case, to which w^e shall

') Cf. also § a.
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refer as the first in our further considerations, yields a critical line,

which consists of two entirely detached portions, one of which, lying

at high temperature, presents the normal shape, and the other is in the

P,jr-projection a closed figure with two heterogeneous double plait-

points, which represents the locus of the critical points of the longi-

tudinal plait.

In the second place it is possible that the longitudinal plait, which

has got outside the transverse plait in the same way as above,

continues to exist far above the temperature at which the transverse

plait gets detached on one of the two sides. Then a transition takes

place at a certain temperature in the connection of the plaits ; the

longitudinal plait, which was entirely closed at low temperature,

then merges into a part of the transverse plait, while simultaneously

the portion of the transverse plait on the side of the component with

the lower critical temperature gets isolated, and retreats inside the

former at rise of temperature, and disappears. This case is referred

to as the second in what follows.

I have now examined the question what phenomena may appear,

when a tangent plane for solid-fluid is rolled over the t|?-surfaces in

question, and it has appeared to me that the behaviour in both cases

can be ascertained by a comparatively simple train of reasoning. In

these considerations 1 have confined myself to those cases, for which

only the components occur as solid substances.

3. The first case.

When we consider the case that was called the first in the pre-

ceding paragraph, we can get a survey of the phenomena by means

of figure 1. In this figure it has been assumed that (c//V<^/a-% is always

positive, in other words that we are in the lefthand part of the

isobaric figure. The longitudinal plait here possesses two critical

points P^ and P, where contact takes place with the spinodal line.

Further only the liquid biuodal line has been drawn of the transverse

plait ; the \apour branch, which lies at large volumes has been

omitted in the diagram ; it possesses a ridge, the two end-points of

which indicate the phases coexisting with A and B. About the rela-

tive situation of longitudinal and transverse plait we know that at

low temperature the longitudinal plait lies entirely inside the trans-

verse plait, at higher temperature the former passes the border of

the transverse plait, and at still higher temperature it retreats again

inside the latter. In this temperature range the transverse plait covers

the whole width of the figure, as we remain all the time below the

critical temperature of the components.
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We shall iK.w inuvuiiio lliai a laii.uciit plane lor solid-lhiid n.lU
over the if-sm-faco. ajid we choose as solid suhstaiice ihe tirsl coin-

Fig. 1.

poiient. At very low temperatui-e the cur\e which is described bv
the tcangeiit plane on the i|*-surface, will lie entirely on the riohl-

hand side of the ligure. So if will not come in contact with the
longitndinal plait, if it shonld be pi-esent already. This condition has
been represented by the iMir\ e a in figure 1 : it intersects the bino-

dal of the transverse plait, and this point of intersection indicates

the liquid of the three-phase equilibrinni S -)- J,^ -j- G (we denote
by L., the liquids lying on the righthand of the longitudinal plaitj.

Now on rise of temperature the possibility presents itself that the

binodal solid-fluid comes in contact with the longitudinal plait. If

this is the case contact will take place, and this can happen no-
where else than in the plaitpoint. This is ea.sy to .see, as in case of
contact in another point of the longitndinal plait a second liquid

wonld lia\e to coexi.^t with the solid substance, and .so no contact

but ijitersection wonld have to take place. This condition of contact

has been repre.sented by curve A. So the fluid phases coexistino- with
solid yield a line h, which pa.sses through the stable plaitpoint of
the longitudinal plait, and intersects the transverse plait in two
points, of which again only the liquid point has been indicated in fi". 1.

Then at higher temperatnre an intersection follows in four points.

Two points of intersection with the lojigitudinal and two with the

transverse plait then lie on the liiie solid-fluid; so at this tempera-
ture there are two stable three-phase equilibria S -f- L, -j- L., and

26
Proceedings Royal Acad. Atnslerdain. Vol. X\'.
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S -f- L, + G^ (linec); the equilibriimi L^ + L, + G is still metastable.

This condition continues to exist till the line for the tluid phases

coexisting with solid gets into contact with the liquid branch of the

transverse plait in A, and ihen also passes through the righthand

cusp in the vapour branch of the transverse plait (line d). This is

followed by a range of temperature, in which six points of inter-

section with the transverse plait, and still two with the longitudinal

one occur. At these temperatures ti\e tl)ree-i)liase equilibria then

appear in all. This range terminates at the temperature of the curve

f, where again contact with the liquid branch of the transverse

plait is found (in B), and the line for fluid bv the side of solid

passes through the lefthand cusj) of the vapour binodal curve. In

this temperature range we find the quadruple point, the beha\ iour

of which is given by the curve c Above this range of temperature

four points of intersection again occui-, till the temperature is raised

to that of g, where contact with the longitudinal plait takes place.

Then eight points of intersection again follow, six of which, however,

now lie on the longitudinal plait. This continues to be so till the

condition It is reached, above which again two intersections with

the longitudinal, and agaiji two with the transverse })lait take place

(curve /). ki last in k the temperature is reached at which contact

in the hidden plaitpoint P, takes place. At still higher tempei-ature

Fig. 2.

there is no longer contact of the lliiid line with the longitudinal

plait, and the latter will recede within the transverse plait.

After this discussion it will be easy to construct the /'*,T-projection

of the three-j)hase lines, which has l)een given in tig. 2. The tern-
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pci'iilm-es foi- wliicli llic iiilcrsrctidiis in li^. I wcw sliidii-d, lunc

been indicated in liii'.
'2 l»\ llic same letters. The tlii-ee-[)liase line

Lj -|- L.j -j- Ct I'etiiir.^ tliereloic I lie sluipe wliieli it luis when no

solid substance occiii-s: one pail has, however, liecome metastable

liere. Just as the line L, -(- L, -|- ( 1 the three-phase line S -f- 1^ + f^-

possesses two plait|)()ints, one of which is stable, and the other

metastable or nnstable. Besides the former possesses a ridge, which

lies entirely in the non-stable region, the ends of wiiich correspond

with the [)oints where the lines i/ and // of tig. 1 cnt the spinodal

cnrve. The two other three-phase lines S-|-Li-(-(Tf and .S -j- L.^ -|-

G

are continnonsly connected iw means of stich a ridge, the end-points

of wdiicli correspond with the points A and /J of tig. 1 . That really

ridgelike tignres occur here, with contact of excry time two branches

in the end-points is easy to see ; this will always be the case when
tw^o binodal lines tonch in a [)oint of the spinodal line (plaitpoints

excepted). If we choose the temperature very little different from that at

wdiich contact takes |)lace, then if the direction of the change of tempe-

rature has I)een correctly chosen, an intersection will appear of the bino-

dals; then \n the I", ./-figure there are two three-phase-triangles present,

the angular [)oints of which draw near to each other on approach of the

temperature of contact, and coincide when this temperature is reached.

If e. g. we have the intersection of a line lietween (/ and e with the

transverse plait in tig. J, then the two phases L, , the two phases

G, and the two solid phases will coincide at a lower temperature.

Now the value lor —^ for both the two three-phase equilibria is

given by the equation :

, noLi nsL,
dp xs— ^L^

dT XQ — XL,

xs— XL^

in which all the quantities of the second member i-efer to the three

coexisting phases. It is now clear that on approach of the temi)e-

rature of contact the two phases Lj , the two j)hases G, and the

two solid substances differ less and less in properties, and that at

the temperature at which contact takes place, the (juantities of the

second member refer to identical phases. For the two three-phase

dp
branches the value of — becomes exactlv the same at rhe tempe-

dl'

rature of contact, and so contact occurs.

26*
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h mav be further pointed out that the value of --; at this contact
a J

does not in general become infinitely great. This would be the case,

if in the point of contact also the condition :

. VG — ^L, _ VS — ^'L, __ ^
XQ — ^Z, f'S — ^'Z,

was satisfied.

It is easy to see from fig. 1 that this will not be the case in the

point A.

4. In §3 we assumed a very decided relative displacement of the

fluid line with respect to the longitudinal plait for the derivation of

fig. 2. It will be clear that the relative displacement of the said

binodal curves can also lake place in another way than that described

above. If we want to ascertain how great the number of possibilities

is that may occur, we should first of all bear in mind that our first

fdp\
assumption was, that — was positix e on the i|'-surface. Further

\dxj,

we took the first component as solid substance. If we now exclude

filp\
the ap|)earance of a line - = <^ it will be clear that we can

\dxj,

f''r\
survey all the cases if we lake — alwavs positive, and choose

\d.rj,

the two components as solid substances. For if — is Jiegative,

and the solid substance is the second component, we get the same

phenomena as in the case where I
—

1 is positive, and the first

comj»onent appears as solid phase.

fdp\
So if we keep — alwavs positive, the situation of the longitu-

\d.vj,

dinal ]ilait is always as indicated in figure 1. The differences between

I he cases which may occur, are accordingly caused by the fact that

both components can occui- as solid |»hase, and by the relative

displacement of the solid-fluid line with respect to the longitudinal

plait.

If we confine oursolxes lo the case that the first component is the

solid phase, we see a second possibility in figure J, if we suj>pose

dp
') Tlic transformeil denominalor of tlie above expression for -ttt,.

dJ
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tluit the line for solid-tluid leUiiiis its .shape a to higher temperatures,

and tliat then on rise of temperature a lonjritudinal plait arises on

the righthaiid of a, which })lait extends and overtakes the line for

solid-fluid. It is clear that then contact takes place in the unstable

plaitpoint P„ at low temperature, and thai with rising temperature

the intersections with tlie longitudinal plait may take place in reversed

order as has been described above. In tliis case in opposition to

fig. 2 the three-phase line Lj -\- L., -j- G is stable at temperatures

below the quadruple point, and at tempeiatui-es above it metastable,

and the stable part of S -(- L^ -f- Lj possesses a positive value for

—
. Tliis, however, does not afiect the connection Itetween the tliree-

dT
phase lines S -|- Lj -f- G and S -}- L, + G, and the two other three-

phase lines retain their critical points just as in fig. 2.

Finally we may assume that the line for solid-fluid forces its way

inside the longitudinal plait in the way represented in fig. 1 by the

line /;, and this line can again be di.spkced in two directions with

respect to the longitudinal plait, so that either the stable or 'he

metastable plaitpoint is situated at the lower temperature.

So we get in all four different quadruple points, when the solid

substance is the first component, and as many when the second

component appears as solid substance, so that we have to conclude

to eight different types of quadruple points, at least if we disregard

the appearance of ordinary pressure and temperature maxima, which

occur, if the situation of the three-phase points satisfies the conditions:

'i,
(/a ^'1 ^4 ^ '

resp. z= (J.

x^— x^ x^—x^ x.^—x^ x^—x^

I w^ll not enter into the further tieiitraent of these cases, because

for all these possibilities the result already obtained in § 3 always

remains intact that the two three-phase lines S -f- Li + G and

S -|- L^ -[- G are in continuous connection, and that on the two other

three-phase lines two critical [»oints occur. Nevertheless it seemed

desirable to me to give a survey of these possible cases, because

the appearance of these quadruple points will not be rare; they will

occur in almost any system where unmixing continues to exist below

the melting-points of the components.

^. The second ca.se.

In the second case we have supposed that the longitudinal plait

continues to exist to above the lower critical temperature of the

transver.se plait. So one of the components has then become critical,
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ainl at these leiiipeiatiiro oii!v the appcaraiK-e of the other coiiipo-

iicnt as solid phase is possible. So again supposing 1
—

1 to be posi-

tive, only the tirst component can ai)pear as solid substance because

then the second component will generally possess the lower critical

temperature. We know that in this case a transformation in the

connection of the plaits takes place, as is indicated in fig. 3. We
must Jiow suppose that at low temperatures the behaviour does not

differ from what \\ as discussed in §3 (lines a, A, and c of fig. 1),

that then, however, the transformation of fig. 3 makes its appearance.

If this takes place before the condition </ of figure 1 has l)een

reached, it is clear that the liquid points of the three-phase line

S -|- Lj -j- L.^ lie on the longitudinal piait at low temperature, but

that when the transformation takes place the branch on which L^

and L, lie gets into connection with the vapour branch. Hence on

rise of temperature the tiiree-phase line S -|- L, -|- L., merges conti-

nuously into S -|- L, -|- (t. Then the points L.^ aud (4 of the three-

phase line S -|- L., + ^^ which lie on the transverse plait at low

temi)erature, are both found on the closed portion in the trans-

formation; hence the three-phase line S -|- L, -|- (i terminates in the

hidden [)hiitpoint l\., w hcic the line foe tbiid by the side of solid

touches the closed poiiinn. Without uui- entering into any further

l)articnlari1ies, it will l>e clear in my opinion, that fig. 4 indicates

the /'//'-projection hohling for this case. That again a transition takes

place by means of au uns(al»lc ridge, can lie shown in perfectly

analogous way as in the transition described in § 3,
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Fig. 4.

6. It will l)e clear that the number of cases possible compared

with those of the tirst case of §3 and §4 will be smaller here, as

only one of the components can appear as solid substance, but that

on the other hand the transformation of the plaits gives rise to a

complication.

If we again take the case of § 5, the transformation can take

place before the state </ has been reached, as described above. If,

however, the temperature of (j is lower than that of the transfor-

mation, then just as before, the three-phase line S -j- L^ -(- L.^ con-

tinues to terminate in the hidden plaitpoint P.^, and so, though the

shape of the critical line is entirely different from that in § 3, we
have the same connection of the three-phase lines S -|- Lj -f- G and

S + ^^2 + G, and two critical points on S -f L^ -f- L., and Lj -|- L.^ -[- G.

In analogy with §4 we can also imagine that the longitudinal

plait makes its appearance and is transformed after the solid-tluid

line in the figure has been shifted .some distance lo the left, and

then overtakes the solid-tluid line. In this case we shall again have

to distinguish two cases, viz. that the transformation appears before

or after the state (j.

In the tirst case the three-phase line, which licgiiis in the unstable
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phiilpoiiit, Nvill terminate in the critical point J^^ of the transverse

plait, which has detached itself from the side, and a stable critical

end-point occurs with the properties described by Smits in the sysreiu

ether-anthraqninone. The three-phase line S -f- Lj -f G then merges

continuously into the three-phase line S -]- l^i + L^- If, however,

the transformation takes places after the state (/, the three-phase line

that has started from P., will pass into S -|- Li -[- T^^' ^^^^ terminate

in the stable plaitpoint P^. Then the three-phase lines S -f- Li + ^
and S -|- L2 + (^ i^i'c continuously coimected, and the latter ends

again in a critical end-point on the closed transverse plait, which

has detached itself.

Finally we should still take into account the possibility that the

line for tluid can possess the shape of line [) in fig. 1, and also for

this case we get four types of quadruple points, which, however,

differ only slightly from the preceding types.

All the possibilities, however, agree in this that either two critical

points occur on the three-phase lines S -)- Li -j- L._j and f.i -j- L, -J" ^'

and the continuous connection takes place between S-j-Lj-j-G and

S -\- \^., -\- G, or one of the three-phase lines S -|- L -|- tl is in

connection with S -|- Li -|- La, '^^^*^ tlie other three-phase line S -j- L.-f- Gr

possesses one or two critical points.

7. In the preceding paragraphs we have pretty completely

discussed the types which can possess quadruple points, in which the

components occur as solid phases. The occurrence of mixed crystals

and compounds does not give rise to essential modifications. All the

same different types should l)e distinguished for these cases ; this

follows, namely, already from the fact that with the discussed

quadruple i)oints the solid substances always possess either the

greatest or the smallest concentration, and so the possibility was

excluded tiiat the concentration of the solid substance lies between

that of the coexisting liquid and vapour phiises. To form an opinion

of these cases the most rational way would be to ha\e recourse to

the ip-surface ; this alone can give a complete insight into the pe^'u-

liarities that occur for a definite case. Generally, however, we can

avoid this course ;
but then the danger is great to assume possibi-

lities, which would apj)ear to be physically inq)ossible if the if'-surface

was consulted. To escape this danger, and to avoid on the other

hand the more laborious way via the if-surface, I will here draw

attention to a i-ule which gives a relation between the relative

situation of the three-phase lines and the coiu-entrations of the coexisting

phases.
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The simplest \va\ to stale this rule !> in my (i|iiiii(iii us follows.

TJte region that (iocs not possess inetdstable in'oloiujdtlons of thire-

phase lines in the P,T-projection is that of coe.nistences of phases of
consecutive concentration.

Perhaps the clearest way to set forth the meaning- will l)e hy

means of fig. 2.

If we pj'odnce the four stable three-phase lines throngh tlu-

qnadruple point, as has been done in tig. 2, it appears that no

metastable prolongations occur in the region between S -)- L, -|- L.

and Li -^ L, -\- G. The region in question indicates the coexistence

of S + I.j, \j^-\-\i.^ and L.^ -j- G. These coexistences refer every

time to two phases consecutive in concentration, i. e. if the four

phases are arranged according to their ,i'-values, the succession is

S Li Lj G. That this is really the case in fig. 2, is clear since it

has been assumed there that —
j

is positive, that by L, the lifpiids

were denoted which lie on the lefthand of the longitudinal plait, and

that the first component appears as solid substance.

8. To prove the rule in question we will indicate the phases

arranged according to their .r-values in the quadruple point, by 1,

2, 3, and 4, so disregarding altogether what state of agregation

the phases possess. The four three-pha.se lines 1 -|- 2 -|- 3, 1 -j- 2 -|- 4,

J-[-3-|-4 and 2 -[- 3 -|- 4 divide the space round the quadruple

point in the 7^, 7-projection into four parts, which every time indi-

cate pressures and temperatures of two-phase regions. We know
besides that evei'y three-phase line forms the boundary of three

two-phase regions, and so that on one side of the three-phase line

one, on the other side two regions occur, where every time a com-

bination of two of the three phases are in equilibrium. In the first

place it is now^ clear that none of the two-phase regions can have

an angle at the quadruple point which is greater than 180°. If this

were so we should be able to produce one of the bounding three-

phase lines through the qua<Iruple point. This metastable prolonga-

tion would then lie in the region where two of the three phases

could coexist in a stable way ; then, by the side of these two the

third could also occur stable on the three-phase line, which is

evidently impossible, because the prolongation represents metastable

states.

Every quadruple point which contains a two-phase region with

an angle that is larger than 180° is therefore impossible. If we take

this into account, the thesis in question can be simply derived. For

this purpose we first take the coexistence of the phases with the
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Fig. 5.

extreme ,j>values, so 1 and 4, then tlie two-phase region 1 -}- 4
will occupy all the available width in the spacial figure; this region

forms a space which has the full width of the four-phase line as

boundary. So with the same pressure and temperature no other

stable two-phase equilibrium is possible there. The two other two-

phase equilibria 1 -|- 2 and 2 -|- 4, which lie by the side of the

three-phase line 1 -j- 2 -^- 4, and the equilibria 1 -\- 3 and 3 -f- 4,

which lie by the side of the line 1 -1- 3 -j- 4, lie therefoi-e always

on the other side of the lines in question in the P,-T projection.

So in tig. 5 the situation of the region

I -L 4 determines that of the two three-

phase lines AO and BO, and at the same

time that of the regions 1 -]- 2, 2-1-4,

1 -j- 3, and 3 -)- 4. So it now remains to

decide what the situation is of the two

remaining three-phase lines. It is now easy

to see that the line OC lying on the right

must represent the coexistence of 1 -|- 2 -}- 3

and the line OD that of 2 + 3 + 4. The
line OC, namely, must bound on one side either the region 1

-f-

3

or the region 3 -[- 4. This can only take place by the three-phase

line 1 -|- 2 -f- 3, because in the other case besides 3 -|- 4, also the

region 2 -(- 3 would ha\e to lie on the same side of the three-

phase line, which can evidently not be the case. So now, the

situation of the phases is quite determined. So it appears that one

two-phase equilibrium occurs in the region A()B, two in the regions

BOC and DOA, and three in COD.
Now the angle AOB must contain the nietastable prolongations

of the two three-phase lines CO and DO. Suppose namely, that the pi-o-

longatiou of C() should fall in BOA, then the region 1 + 2 should

present an angle which is greater dan 180°; if the prolongation of

DO lay in C(JB, then tlie region 3 -|- 4 would possess an angle

greater than 18()\ So it has been proved that only such a situation

is possible that no prolongation falls in the angle COD. And this

proves the stated rule.

It will, moreover, be clcai- fi-oni the abo\e })roof, that the thesis

might also be stated as follows :

If the phases, arranged accordijig to their ,i'-values, arc expressed

by 1, 2, 3, and 4, the angle without metastable prolongations lies

between the thi-ee-phase lines I + 2 -}- 3 and 2 -}- 3 -j- 4.

y. The a])[)licali()n of this rule can naturally be twofold. At
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certain \aliies of tlie coMeentratioii it is easy to distiiijiuish, wliat

quadruple points can occur and what cannot. And in the second

place it furnishes a siin|)le means to read directly the consecutive

order of the concenti-ations from the observations of the three-phase

lines.

The former kind of a[)plicaii(»ns is of course far more numerous
than the second. There are, namely, only few cases as yet, in which

the situations of all four three-i)liase lines at the <juadruple point are

determined.

To elucidate the former kind of applications, 1 will iirietly examine

what the rule requires for some known quadruple points. The qua-

druple point of the ordinary spacial ligure, in which the succession

of the phases is Sj G L S^, has to fulfil the demand that the region

between Sj -[- Gl + L and G -f L -I- S., does not contain metastal)le

prolongations.

If we consider the quadru|)le point of two salt-hydrates by the

side of liquid and vapour, in which the order of the concentrations

is G L Hj Hj, the rule in question demands that no metastable pro-

longations occur between the three-phase lines G -f L + H^ and

L -[- H. -|- H.,. This rule both holds for the ordinary case that the

hydrate H^ rich in water is transformed into that which is poor in

water on rise of temperature and for the "inverse meltinii-points",

where the reverse takes place. For the former case the rule requires

among others that the prolongation of H.I. G lies at lowei- pi-essure

than the stable part of H^ L G, and reversely, whicli must really be

the case, as is known.

What type of quadi-uple points must be expected in the case of

an -inverse melting-poim"', will be discussed a little more fully here.

W we think the transformation of the two salt-hydrates to take

place in sUch a way that the one rich in water exists at higher

teraperatnre than that poor in water, then the (piadruple point will

have to satisfy besides the above-mentioned demand, also the con-

dition, that at temperatures below the (piadriq)le |)oint the three-

phase line G-j-L-j-H,, above it the line (7 -j- L -|- Hj is stable. If

we further consider that on the three-phase line L -{- II, -f- H, the

transfornialioH H -j-l.^lL occurs on isobaric >u|)|)Iy of heat, and

this will probably be acconqtanied with volume-contraction; that on

the three-[tliase line G -}- H^ -|- H.^ the transformation H., -)- G ^^ Hj

occurs on supply of heat, and that this is cei-tainly ticcompanied

with volume-contraction, then we know that j)robably both, but

certciinly the line G-j-H^-J-Hj possesses a negative value for — -.
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Fie. 6.

If we take this into account for both lines, then it will be clear

that this quadruple point will present the shape of tig. 6, where

the angle between L -|- H^ -|- H^ and

G -[- I^ + Hj does not contain metastable

prolongations. I shall postpone a discus-

sion of the further peculiarities which

appear for inverse melting-points, to a

later occasion. ^)

Another example, in which the rule

enables us to infer easily what quadruple

points are possible, we find among others

for a dissociating compound in solid

state by the side of the least volatile

component, liquid and vapour : then we know that this quadruple

point can occur on dilferent branches of the three-phase line :

compound + liquid + vapour.

Let us consider the case that the pressure continually decreases

from the first to the second component : then the quadruple point

can lie in the first place on the three-phase line so that neither

melting-point, nor maxinmm sublimation point appear stable. If this

is the case then the order of the phases is G L V S, in which V
denotes the solid compound, S the solid second component. The

angle without metastable prolongations lies therefore between G-j-L-j-V

and L -)- ^ + ^) '^^^^^ i" ^'^'^ ^'i6 coexistences G -\- L, L -|- V and

V 4- !5 occur according to tlie tiist formulation of the rule.

If, however, on the three-phase line of the compound the melting-

point occurs, but the maximum sublimation point does not occur,

the succession has become GVLS, so that just as in the preceding-

case we cannot meet with metastable prolongations in the angle

between G -]- V -|- L and V -)- L -}-S, and now^ find the coexistences

G-|-V, V-|-L and L -|- S between the two lines. As is known this

case is found among others when a salt-hydrate (before its transition

to the aidiydrous salt or to another hydrate) possesses a melting

point.

If tiie compound has both a melting-point and a maximum point of

sublimation, the order has become VGLS, and no metastable pro-

longation occurs in the angle between V -|- G -J- L and G -f- I^ + S,

where the coexistences V -f- G, G + L, and L -f S are found.

Led by these considerations we can easily construct the quadruple

points under discussion.

1) A similar type of (juadruple points we lind also hi the system Iron-carbon.

Smit«. Z. f. Eleklrochemie 18. 362 (1912).
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In ooiiehisioH one of the I'ew applications of llic second kind may

be briefly nienlioned liei-e.

In my lirst communication 'j conccining- the system liy(b'(jgen snl-

pliide-water 1 liave fully determined the situation of the (piadruple

point S (hydrate) by the side of two Ii([uids (Lj and L./) and gas (G)

with the three-[)hase lines terminating' there. If this rule had been

known to me already then, 1 could have directly inferred from the

tigiire of the cited communication that between the three-phase lines

S-T-L, 4~^^ '^'^'^^ ^ + T^)-hI^j "<^ metastable |)rolongations occur, that

there the coexistences

:

S + L, (angle < 180° between S + L, + G and S + L^ + L,)

L^ + Cr ,, „ „ S+ Li + (j and Lj -)- L, -[-Gj and

S+ L, „ „ „ S+L, + G and S+ L, + L,)

occur, and that therefore the order of the phases mnst be GLjSL.^, if

the mentioned coexistences are to take place between phases that

are consecutive in concentration. The gas of these phases containing

the greatest quantity of hydrogen snlphide, it is clear that the

hydrate contains less water than L^, and that therefore the liquid

Lj lies on the side of the water. From determinations which I

carried out later on, and which I have communicated in my second

paper ^) on this system it appears that this conclusion is really valid.

Anon/rmic Chemical Lalioratoni of the I 'nivirsittj.

AinMenlaiii, September 18, 1912.

Physics. — ''Isotherm.'^ of diatomic substances ancLof their binary

mixtures. XII. The compressibility of hy(h'oye7i vapour at, and

beloui, the boiling point.'' By H. Kamerlingh Onnks and W.
J. DK Haas. Communication N". V21r from the Physical Labo-

ratory at Leiden.

(Communicated in the meetings of May 25 and .June 29, 1912).

§ 1. Introduction. To the region covered by the investigations

whicli lia\e been made for many years past in the Leiden laboratory

upon the equation of state for hydrogen at low temperatures (for

the latest pai)er see Comm. N". lOOa, Proc. Dec. 1907) the present

Communication adds the region for hydrogen va[)OU]- lying between

—252° C. and —258° C. While the lowest reduced tempei-atnre

1) These Proc. January. 1911. p. 829.

2) These Proc. June. 19n. p. 195.
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attained in tlie nieasnreniciits of Kamerungh Onnks and Bkaak was

about t = 2.2, in onr present investigation we were able to calculate

the second virial coeflicient B for the further region from t = 0.7

to about t = 0.5 ; by this means, since interpolation between r == 0.7

and t =1 2.2 is not a matter of any difliculty, B becomes known

over a very exteiisive region of reduced temperature (from t z= 0.5

to t]>12). The second reduced virial coeflicient is therefore known

for a single substance over a much more extensive region of tempe-

rature than has hitherto ever l)een the case. This extension was

especially to be desired as, in the first {)lace, it allows a better

comparison from the point of view of the law of corresponding states

of B for hydrogen witli its value foi" various other substances,

aiid this will become of particular importance when the comparison

can be extended so as to embrace monatomic substances (a commu-
nicatioji by Kamkrlingh Onnes and Cro.m.meli?^ will shortly appear

dealing with the B foi- argon at low reduced temperatures). In the

second place it allows us to put to the test theoretical deductions

concerning B (for instance, the connection between the peculiarities

of B with the peculiarities of the specific heats and of viscosity, and

also of the dielectric constants and of peneti'ability by electrons).

This is all the more important as B is related to that state wdiich

according to Reinganum can be called the planetarii gas state in

which, in allowing for the influence of collisions between molecules,

only two molecules need be considered, as the possibility of the

proximity of others may be neglected.

From B, moreover, one can calculate the experimentally deter-

mined corrections of the hydrogen thermometer scale to the Avogadro-

scale, which liaNe hitherto been known only down to — 217° C,
down to the lowest temperatures which can be measured with the

hydrogen thermometer. (Cf. Corams. Nos. 101 1'; and lQ2h).

The uncertainty in the adjustment of a cry ostat bath to an accurate

definite temperature and in the measurement of that temperature is

much greater than that with which a temperatui-e, once steadied, can be

maintained constant. Since, now, imcertainty in the determination of

the temi)eratui'e is of great influence upon the values of B obtained

from the ol)sei-\'ed (^}Va , it was decided to proceed with isothermal

measurements so as to be as independent as possible of thermome-

trical measurements. A further advantage of constancy of temperature

in the compai-ison of values of /wa iit diffej-ent pressures lies in the

circumstance that the possible difference between the temperature

of the gas in the piezometer and that of the thermometer in the

bath is constant throughout. The advantages of isothermal measure-
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nienfs would lia\c l)een fai- greater for ns liad we not freqiiently

been obliged to aim at obtaining the same i-eading of the I'esistaiice

tliermometer instead of at the maintenance of a definite temperatnre.

The investigation was carried out at three temperatures, approxi-

mately ~-252°.6C., — 255°.5C. and — 257°.3 C. A lower tempera-

tnre than — 257°. 3 was not desirable as the smallest pressure to be

measured at this temperature had already sunk as low as 5 cm. and

further progress in this direction would have necessitated another

aj)paratus.

For each isotherm the densities were so chosen that the ratio of

the extreme densities was about two to one in each case. By this

means it was brought about that in the solution of Ba from the

two equations

pVA, =Aa + ^.1 fl\: 4- Ca dA^-

PVA,^Aa + BAdA,+ CAdA,'

the coefficient of Ba was approximately 1. In this solution Ca was

taken as a correction tei'm from the equation of state VII. 11^.3

(formula (16) Comm. N". 109^).

Finally, for practical reasons, it was necessary to remain as far

as possible away from the region of condensation, as a sudden fluc-

tuation of the temperature could quite well occasion condensation to

take place upon the walls of the piezometer, and particularly of the

capillary, and this, in view of the excessively slow liberation of

liquid and va)>our from the glass, would render the measurements

valueless.

The measurements wei*e made with a piezometer immersed in a

bath of liquid hydrogen and connected through a capillary with the

volumenometer studied in detail in Comm. N". 127a {See Fig, 1,

p. 407). The piezometer was first evacuated and a quantity of gas

measured in the volumenometer ; the valve between the two was

then opened. Pressure equilibrium was then allowed to establish

itself at the desired value, and then the pressure and the (puintity

of gas remaining in the \olumenometer were determined.

§ 2. Arrangement of e.vperinients. Aiu-iUani apparatus.

The experimental arrangements are shown in fig. ],p. 407'). One
portion of the apparatus had already been utilised in the investiga-

tion of the diameter for oxygen, and is described in Comm. N°. 117,

Proc. Febr. 1911. The left hand juirt of fig. 1, p. 407 is an impi-o-

') In the drawing some details of no importance are incorrfectly represented, viz:

llic ice ouglil to cover the bottle R, tiie air-trap Zl is in reality mucli smaller,

tlie satetyliibe Y.^ is of course not wholly filled witli mercury.
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vod copy of the Icfi hand pail of IM. I of ihal Cuiiiiiiiiiiicnlidii, lo

which we iiiav in ilir Ijisi |>laci' i-elVr. The im|ir()\e(l diagraiii

c'liibivu'cs the iii()(hlicatiuii> which weiv iiilrddiiced lalei-, and which
ai-e descrilied in Coinni. No. 121-/. Ich-ntical parts arc indicated hv

the same letters in tig. 1 and in Cnmiiis. Xds. 117 aii<l 121^/, parts

which have nndergone nutditicaiion are disting-iiislied l)\ accents,

while parts which are new (ir are now lettered for the llrst time

have new letters attached to lliein. We nun i-efcr to W. J. dk Haas's

thesis for further details concerning the water circtdalion, IT, whicdi,

supplied from the thermostat, keeps constant and nnifoi-m the tem-

perature of the volumenometer and of the manometer.

The volumenometer is connected to the auxiliarv reservoir /•''

through the taps /,\ and /,. This aUows one to add gas to the

measured quantity contained in ihe vohiinenonieter. or to temj)orai-ilv

abstract a measured quantity from the volumenometer. This was

essential in our experiments as the \olume of the piezometer, in

which the gas density was sometimes practically 20 times as great

as that ill the xolumenometer, was TIO c.c. aii<l that of the \olumeno-

meter was not more than 1250 c.c. Hence, if, foi' instance, the

volume is adjusted to the smallest volume in the volumenometer

(the neck m^ in the figure) at a pressure of one atmosphere, then

even when the volumenometer is completely filled (to the neck tn.

in the figure) the second equilibrium pressure of half an atmosphere,

which, according to § 1, i^ desirable in this case, is not yet attained.

The admission of gas from the volumenometer to F' and vice \ ersa

can be of use in another way, \ iz. in the transition to another tem-

perature and in the adjustment of pressure equilibrium. In the course

of our experiments, liow^e\er, we have not been able to make such

free use of the auxiliary reservoir as w-e should have liked. The

volumenometer can be evacuated through the vaUes k^,k^,l.\t ; and it

can be connected to the baroiueter and to the constant pressure

reservoir, R, (Comm. iSo. (30, PI. VIi through /i^, /l\, k^^, L, k-^^, {\.i.

When the volumenometer adjustments and the value of the pressure

permit of it, the valve /. may be closed and the j)ressure then deter-

mined from the manomeier J/ alone, the space above which is then

evacuated through /,. We may refer to Comm. No. I'lla by W. J.

DK Ha.vs for further details concerning the pressure measurement.

To ascertain when pressure e(piilibriiim has been attained we applied

the method already described in Comm. No. V21i(: the piessure in

the volumenometer was under constant obsei'\ation, and from the

curve expressing the pressure as a function of the time, we deduced,

during the observations, the time at which the pressure dillerence

27

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsteidara. Vol. XV.
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oi-iginallv exibtiiig between the \ olumenoiiieler iind the piezoiuetei'

had sunk to a value tliat was insignificant. The reliability of this

method is shown by the calculations published by W. J. de Haas

in Comm. No. 127a. For assistance i-endered in the application of

this method and for further help given in the course of this research

we should like to express our indebtedness to Mrs. de Haas-Lorentz.

Reading.s were taken with a very fuie Societe Genevoise catheto-

meier with three telescopes^), each with a micrometer eyepiece and

level. A scale with very accurate subdivisions (Comm. N". 60) was

used for the readings with the micrometei' eyepieces.

Communication between the volumenometer and the piezometer

(see the right hand jiortion of the diagram) was obtained through

the tap l\, the glass 7'-piece (closed on the other side by /.,) over

which a connecting tube is cemented, a copper capillary >/.-, (to give

a certain elasticity to the connections\ the steel taj)S k., k^, a steel

capillary v^ and a glass capillary /.,. The steel taps k.^, k^, k., were

})rovided with selected cork packing and aere kept for about half

an hour at a pressure of 50 atm. They closed perfectly. Connections

between steel and glass capillaries were also made with the greatest

care. This connection was made by means of a brass screw soldered

to the glass capillary, the capillary being very slightly rounded and

projecting about 74 'i^'^t- beyond the screw; this joint sustained a

high vacuum for a long time. The rounded end of the glass capillary

was covered with a packing ring made of librous plate, and could

be screwed with force into the brass nut soldered to the steel

capillary.

The diagram does not show^ the w^ool with which all the principal

parts of the apparatus were wrapped. The barometer was wrapped

with the gieatest care in wool, and was, moreover, surrounded by

a double layer of paper so as to eliminate all convection currents.

') Compare the similar adjusfmenls of Comm. No. 95e, Tabk' I.

The difference between the levels of the top and the edge of the meniscus and

between the top of the meniscus in one of the necks and the central line on a

screen (Cf. Comm No. 84, PI. II, Pioc. March 19i>3) can be obtained with suffk'icnt

accuracy and moie quickly from the calethomeler scale than with the standard

scale and level and iVie micrometer eyepiece. In the majority of cases it is sufficient

and much simpler still to estimate these differences of level from the standard scale

without focussing the micrometer upon the divisions of the standard scale at all.

For an error of lO'/,, in the ilelermiuation of tlie height of the meniscus leads to

an error of 1"/, in the capillary depression; antl an error of 1 mm. intheastima-

lion of the heiglil of a line on the screen induces an error of only IG or 17 mm'',

in the volume, which makes a dilTerence of only 1 in GO,0t)0 in the volume of

gas usually employed.
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Neitlier arc ihe iiimiei(»ii> iln'riiHtiiiclei-^ sliowii in llic (liauraiii wliicli

were siispriided along llie wIkjU' appai-alns.

Finally, the coinieLiions Z/„. //•,„ lead lu the livdi-<»gen reser-

voir Z,. To ilii- i-eservoir is altarlied a side tnlte with a \alve,

/J,\, llironuli whirh ihc whole apjiaraln- ran l»e tilled wiili hxdrouen

:

it is also |M'o\ided willi a piirifvinn diandioi- Zi/, throuLiii which the

ua^ passes on its wav to the nieasurinu ajt|iaraliis and (•onsi>tin<i of

a tnhe filled with «ilass wool siii-ronnded hv a I >k\\ ai{ tlasU coniaininji;

liqnid aii-. After the nieasui-einents the ua> ean he eollected in X^

throngh Zk^, Zi\„.

We may i-efer to Coiiinis. Nos. 83, 94r, 94^/. 94/. and J 21^/ for

descriptions of the thermostat, the water circnlation and the crvooenic

l)alli and anxiliary ap|)aralus.

§ 3. The /ii/droi/i'.n. The ajiparatns wa> lilled with di.siilled hydrogen

by means of the arrangement described in Comm. N". 94^, ^2: the

taj) Zi\(>>ee fig. J ) was ntilised foi- the repeated e\acnatioii> and washings

with hydrouen.

§ 4. T/it' tciiipfratart's. The thermostat snp[)lied the water circu-

lation, ir. with water at \ery uniform temperature. (See Comm.
N". 121.7,.

Stirring was continuous during the measurements. A theriuometer

divided into 2()-ths of a degree and calilirated by the Reichsaustalt

was attached to the stirrer of the volumenometer, the mean tempe-

rature being thus obtained. The iidlnence was studied beforehand of

fluctuations in the room temperature upou that of the water in the

jacket surrounding the volumenometer, and it was found sufficient

to keep it constant to within one deg. Cent. This was alwa^'S done.

(For further details see dissertation by W. J. de Haas). Every deter-

mination of the volumenometer temperature can then be regarded

as certain to witliiu 0°.02 C.

The temperature of the cryosfat was regulated in the usual way

;

great care was devoted to keeping it constant by Mr. (t. Hojst,

whom we u ish to thank for his assistance. It would take up too

much space here to gi\e all the curves of this temperature regulation,

but as an example we may state that in the determination of the

isotherm at — 255°.5 C, made on the 24''-of June, and on the 8^'' and
14'" of -Inly, 1911, the values of the dilferences at five points from

the first determination weie

0.005, 0.012, 0.010, 0.000 degrees Centigrade.

This corresponds to an uncertainty of 0.00004 in the value of />?-j •

27*
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The (em peril I lire of the bath was fiiniishod l»y the detenniiiatiuns

themselves. See § 6.

§ 5. CaUhration, Constants and calculation of corrections.

n. Pressures.

The corrections, and in particular the optical corrections, for the

a|)paratMS have already been discussed in part in Comm. N". 121a.

The pressures were always reduced to the normal atmosphere of

45° N. For this the value of the Leiden atmosphere, 75.9463'), was

used. The following corrections were applied to the pressures :

1. A temperature correction foi' the inequality between the tem-

])eratures of the mercury in the manometer and in the volumeno-

meter Comm. N". 121rt).

2. A correction for the standard meter which is i*99.91 mm. at

0°C. (Comm. K». 70).

3. An optical correction for the refraction of light by the glass

windows (Comm. N". 121^/) and by the manometer tube.

4. A correction for the capillary depression. These corrections

were tabulated for various widths of tube, being obtained from

Kelvin's graphical construction and from Lohnstkin's ^) formula.

5. A correction for Knudsen's transpiration pressure ^).

6. k correction, where necessary, for the pressure of the air

column between the lower barometer meniscus and the manometer

meniscus.

7. A correction for the aerostatical difference between the pressure

iu the volumenometer and that in the piezometer was neglected.

A discussion of the degree of accuracy attained in the determination

of the pressure has already been gi\en in Comm. N". l'2\.a.

h. Volumes.

Reference may be made to Comm. N". Vl\a for the calibration

of the volumenometer.

The volumes as measured were always corrected at their cali-

bi-ation temperature. This cori'eciiou was always \ery small.

k coi'rection tor the compi-essioii of (he glass vessels was applied

by means of the forniula

V '- E d

1) This value lias been calculaled with llie nu'uhei" fur the giavily at Lciticn

used in Comm. N'. 00, Sept. 1000, p. 304, and (;,„.nM = 98].():i."> ac.oidiiig lo

Suppl. iS'. 23, "Einlieilen" a. (Note added in the Iranslalion).

-) V. LoHNSTEiN. Anil. (!<•!• Physik (4) 33 (I'JK'), n". 2.

3j M. Kntdsen. Ann, .Itji' Piiysik (4) 31 (1910), n". 8.
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ill which /: = (>5(M) K.ii./iniu-., ii = \' ^, /t ^ 3.9 cm., ^/ =: 0.5 iinu.

(See Comni. N". 88).

Ill the Ccilculation of the volumes, the volumes of the mercury

menisci were taken from the tai)le given by Scheki- and Heusk ').

As regards the accuracy of the \olumes measured we may remark

that a variation of one degree in the temperature causes a change

of only 1 in 40000 in the volume. The correction for the compres-

1.8 . (fV
sion gives —^-^ tor -~ at the lowest pressure measured (5 cm.j.

If this correction is applied, the remaining uncertainty is certainly

less than Vi„„„„.

As regards the \olunie of the mercury menisci as, for instance,

in the case of 2 /i = 14.8 mm. where the volume is 179.4- mm^- for

a meniscus height of 1.6 mm., and 192.2 mm'', for a height of

1.7 mm., the error for heights lying between thcbe two values is

certainly not so great as 10 inm\ Tliis is certainly negligible in a

volume which would, at ordinary temperature, be at least 1200 cm\
seeing that the volume of the piezometer is 110cm'. and contains

gas of density from 12 to 20 times the normal. The same may be

said of the uncertainty in the volume of the dead space. Such

portions of this as were not separately calibrated with mercury

(steel and glass capillary, see dissertation dk Haas* were volunieno-

metrically calibrated. The total dead space was about 10 cnr\ An
error of 1 " \ in the calibration or of 3 degrees in the temperature

causes an uncertainty of 100 mm''. This is only 1 in 12000 of the

1200 cm-, just mentioned. The \olunie calibration, however, was

much more accurate, w^hile, as w^as stated above, the room lemjte-

rature was kept constant to within a degree.

These comments are also all applicable to the determinations of

Coram. W\ 121a.

The accuracy attained in the calibration of the piezometer was

greater than 1 in 10(_)00 (cf. dissertation de Haas). The volume was

corrected for the temperature of the cryostat by means of the formula

in which

1 + U'l -^ 4-^,1 — 1 nu -•'

^ ' luu -uou '
'

/i = 2343

k, = 272

(See Coram. N". 95/'>, § 1;. The error arising from this method can

only be very small.

Temperature corrections for the gas in the glass capillary were

1) K. ScHEEL and W. Heuse. Ann. d. Pliys. (4) 33 (1910), n". 2
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applied in the iiuimier published in C'oinni. N". 97^? §8. Fur this, the

temperature distrilnition cilong the stem was taken from C'omm.^'". i:)5(^

That this temperature distribution is approximately correct was

apparent, moreover, from the time it took pressure equilibrium to

be established. C'f. C'omm. X". 127.7.

Collecting all these, we may regard the volumes occupied by the

cooled gas as certain to within 1 in lUOOO. Allowing for what we

have alreadv stated regarding the pressure, but not taking temperii-

ture uncertainty iiiio account, we may expect an accuracy of 0,00002

in the />r i
's, or, at the highest pressure to within one iivetliousandth,

and at the lowest pressure, to within V2500''' of (he value of pi'A .

§ 6. Cidculatioii (ind Ih'sulU. The quantities of gas were always

expressed in terms of the normal volume. For this purpose equation

I of Comm. X". 127'/ was used:

pi;,i2oor= 1.07258 + 0.000667 cZjouor.

Using, whei-e necessary, an approximate temperature as a correc-

tion factor for the jMezometer, the measurements yielded values of

(7 1 ,
the deiisity of the gas in the piezometer under the observed

pressure. The temperature of the gas in the piezometer for each

series was obtained from the yuvi itself for that particular series.

For that purpose \alues of Ca hi

y-f 1 = AA -f i^.i'^i -r ('a^a'

were used in the calculation which were obtained for each (at first

approximate) lempei-ature from the special i-educed equation of state

for hydrogen VII . H., . 3 given in Comm. X". iO^a equation (16)

which was deduced from the observations of Kamerlingh Onnes and

Braak and adjusted to a temperature of — 217° C. .Ij and Ba
then follow from our observations and also //r^i at the same tem-

perature for the density of the gas in the hydrogen thermometer of

1100 mm. zoio pressure. From this with

(y>rj),, = {prA\ (1-0.0036627 r.)

we linally obtain the temperature on our hydrogen thermometer of

1100 mm. zero pressure.

The tenq>eratures obtained in this way yield a calibration on the

hydrogen scale tif the resistance thermometer whose readings serve

as a guide to the regulation of the tem[)erature of the bath. This

resistance thermon)cter was also calibrated with the hydrogen ther-

mometer independently. I'lii- two ralibrations iire not (|uite in agree-

ment. A subseipient |>aper by Kamerlinoii Onnrs and Holst will

relurn to the (pieslion of this difference.

We obtained ^where /.. is the tempei'ature on our hydrogen ther-

mometer of zero pressure 1100 mm.):
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experinients for some time to come, so tluit for the temperatures of

series I and 111 we have not been able to give such extensive sei-ies

of measurements iis in series 11.

From Table 1 we finally obtain Table II (see p. 415)

§ 7. Smoothed values of the virial coefficients, and corrections of

die international hi/drogen thermometer to die absolute scale.

-These corrections are to be determinea from the virial coeflicients

Z>.i by the method employed by Kamkrlingh Onnes and Braak in

C'omni. N". lOib. For this, however, it is desirable to use smoothed

\alaes. This was ti'ied by plotting log B as a function of log T.

Taking account of the accuracy of the various measurements there

seemed to be much to recommend the smoothing given in Table III

(in which the temperatures := T — 273.09 are given in Kelvin

degrees, Table IV' having been used for the calculation].

TABLE III.

Ho. Smoothed virial coefficients

B. for hydrogen vapour.
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Physics. — "On tin; .iccund virial cuc/ficient fur di-idoinic i/(isi'.s'\

By Dr. W. H. Kkesom. Supplement N". 25 to the Coninmiiicatioiis

from the Physical I.ahoratoiT at Leiden. (Commnnieated h}-

Prof. H. Kamkrt,in(;ii Onnksj.

§ 1. JiUruduction. S//iu>i>.s/s of tlie nioiw iiniKirtanl rrsiills. In

Supplements N". '14:<i (§ 1) and h (§ 6 , in vviiich the second \ irial

coefficient was deduced fi-oni different parlicidar assumptions concern-

ing the structure and action of the molecule, a comparison was
contemplated between the results then obtained and such experi-

mental data as are at i)resent available. The present papei- will

discuss some results obtained by carrying out such a comparison in

the case of di-atomic gases. The importance of such a comparison,

as well as of a comparison of the second virial coefticients for

various gases, especially for di- and nion-atomic gases, from the point

of view of the law of corresponding states, was emphasized in

(Wim. N". 111c, § 1 (these Proceedings p. 405). That such a comparison

can now be made with any fruitful result is due to the exlensi\e

series of accurate isothei-ni determinations made by Kameklingh O.nnks

and his collaboi'ators, Braak, Crommelin, and W. J. de Haas.

In the present investigation a beginning is made with the di-atomic

gases, esj)ecially with hydrogen, for these reasons : In the first place

the most immediately indicated simplified hypothesis that can be made

concerning the genesis of molecular attraction and can give any

hope of agreement with experimental results ^) is that first intro-

duced by Rkinganlm, which represents it as originating in the mutual

electrostatic action of doublets of constant moment immovably attached

to the molecules at their centres : this, together with the assumption

that the molecules collide as if they were rigid spheres of central

symmetry, leads to a value of the sj)ecific heat which agrees most

closely with that of the di-atomic gases dissociating with difficulty at

ordinary temperature : for these gases a law of dependence of B
upon the temperature quite definite, and therefore ready to be tested,

was deduced in Suppl. N°. 24/> §6 from the al)Ove assumptions. In

the second place, values of B for hydrogen are known over a much
more extensive temperature range than for any otlici- gas with the

') See M. Reinganum, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 38 (1912), p. G4<J lor the rejection of

the explanation of molecular alliaction by giavitalion, or (at least of the total

molecular attraction, cf. p. 429 note 2) by the magnetic action of series of mag-

netons assumed to be present in the molecules of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic

substances.
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exception of helium, but foi' helium values of B for temperatures

below the BoYLt point are still comparatively uncertain.

The most important results yielded hy the present investigation

can be summarised as follows. The experimental results concerning

the second virial coefficient for hydrogen above — 100° C. (the

observations reaching + 1^0° ^-^ ^^"^ consistent with the above

assnmptions of Suppl. N". 246 § 6 (rigid spheres with constant

doublets). Below — 100° C. hydrogen exhibits deviations from tliis

behaviour which finally become considerable. Below the Boylr point

(the corresponding region of observation is from — 180° C. to — 2.30° C.

for H.,) hydrogen is found to correspond with argon, and also with

helium in so far as the experimental data for helium at- present

available allow of any definite conclusion. It appears therefore that

between — 100° C. and — 230° C, as far as B is concerned the

thermal behaviour of lu/droqen also approaches that of a monatomic

substance and eventually becomes the same, as was found by Eucken^)

to be the case with its caloric behaviour. This conclusion is supported

by the results for the coefficient of viscosity.

It was also found that, as far as the second virial coefficient is

concerned, the thermal behaviour of oxygen between 0° and 200° C,

as deduced from Amagat's observations') corresponds with that of a

system of rigid spheres of central symmetry, each with a doublet of

constant moment at its centre.

For nitrogen, on the other hand, within the same temperature

region (0° to 200° C, Amagat's observations) important deviations

were found from the behaviour of rigid spheres of central structure

each with an electric doublet of constant moment at its centre. With

nitrogen in thai temperature i-egion, the dependence of B upon the

temperature corresponds to tliat deduced from the assumption that

the VAN DER Waai.s (|iiantities a^ and At^v t^-c constant (Suppl.

N". 24c/, § 3); but then, however, the values given by Bestelmeyek

and Valentinek for B tVom 81° to 85° K. differ greatly from this.

§ 2. Method. Logarithmic diagrams were employed for the com-

parison of the experimental values of B with those deduced in

Suppl. N". 24 from vai-ioiis assumptions (cf. Suppl. N". 23, Math.

Enc. \' JO, Xr. 33'/). For this purpose log 7iN was plotted as a

function of log T upon trans|)arent squared paper to a scale of

1 mm. =1 0,005. Here, following Suppl. N". 23, 7>x represents the

) A. EucKEN. Berlin Sitz. Ber., Fehr. H)l:2, p. Ul.

-) Cr. p. 428 note 1.
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sei'itiid \irial coeHicieiil when the ciiipii-ical i'<|ii;itiuiMir>tiUc is wiiitcii

in the f'onii

:

,
I Bs

,
Cs Dn A\r /\i

/>^'N = -»N- 1 + — +— +—+—+— . . . (1)
I i'N ''x' I's* I'X* vs \

while the stihj;erii)t x iiulicates that the volume is expressed in teiiiis

of the ii(n-mal volume as unit ef. Suppl. X". v.'i, Chapter on "Units").

Values of Bs were taken from the correspondinji' individual values

of B\ which were given in |)revious communications by Ka.mkklixgii

Onnes, and hv him in collaboration with Bkaak, with Ckom.melin, and

with W. .1. DK Haas. As we must rememl>er that the lattei- coellicients

B\ , belong to the empirical equation when written in the form of

equation (II) of Comm. X". 71 June 'OJ , and that the subscript

A has there a meaning quite different from that attach-ed to it in

Suppl. X'". 23, they will be iii the se([uel distinguished as a d •

The reduction is then made by means of the relationship

Ba:;

It was first examined foi- each of the ditferent gases if the tempe-

rature \ariation of B is in agreement with that deduced on the

assunqnion of rigid molecules (cf. Snppl. X". '24:a § 3 for spheres of

central structure, § 4 for ellipsoids, cf. also p. 255 note J of that

Suppl.) and van ukk Waals attractive forces. This assunqition gives

^-^-""•H'-^«7-r| '''

(cf. Sup[)l. X". 24'/ §3 equation 14),, where '/v\'x, ''nvx and A\x are

constants. For this investigation /', ^log(J

—

t, in which t= ^—

,

is now plotted as a function of log t on transparent sipuired paper

to the same scale as before. Hut log t is now taken as increasing;

in the opposite direction to that in which log T increases in the

previous diagrams.

For comparison with the assumption that the molecules of a gas

behave as if they were rigid molecules of central structure each

with an electric doublet of constant moment at its centre, eipiation

(59) of Suppl. N". 24A § (i was wj-itten in the form:

y^x = /nvNx 1 1 - ^ (/'^"^ - .. (/*'')' - .'—-^ i^'^r- • • •
!

• (4)
{

o { i) oOl2o
]

Here // and r have the same significance as in Suj)pl. X". 24//§H,

and />wNx is the factoi- which, for the units now emj)loyed, must

1 4
replace the hictor -— n .

~ rr<j' ot Suppl. X". 24A § H.
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7;; = log
1
1 - 1 {hvY - ^ (hry - J^ (hvy. . . .

j
. (5)

is now plotted as a function of log /n% where again log /a* is taken

increasing in the direction opposite to that in which log T increases

in the log^N, log^-graph. Where necessary in (5) terms up to and

inclnding {hvY'- were used in the calculation.

As in Suppl. X". 23 Xr. 38 (cf. note 399 of that SuppL, where

the argument of the logarithm is negative, the absolute value of the

logarithm is plotted, and the corresponding portion of tiie curve is

marked by {n).

To ascertain if the experimental values of Z)x correspond to one

or other of the equations {3} and (4\ is now the same as trying if the

corresponding log Bs , log I'-curve can be made to coincide as a wiiole

or in part with the corresponding 7^, log r, or T^, log Ar-curve by

moving it over the other, keeping the coordinate axes of the two

graphs constantly parallel ^).

§ 3. Hydrogen, a. The indixidual virial coeflicients for hydrogen

were taken from Comm. X''. lOOa Dec. '07 j table XXII and

from Comm. X". lOOh (Dec. 07) by Kamerlingh Onxes and Braak

^cf. Comm. X". 1016 (Dec. '07) table XXV for the reduction of the

temperatures to the Avogadko scale), and from Comm. X". 127c (these

Proceedings, tal)le IV by Kamerlingh Onnes and W. J. de Haas -).

b. On moving the log By, , log ^'-diagram for hydrogen oxer the

log 7i, log T-diagram, which I shall call in what follows the diagram

for aw and I>\^- constant, it was evident that it was not possible to

get them to coincide over any extensive temperature region (see

tig. 1). From this it is again cf. Suppl. X^'. 23 Xr. 44 for the

general case) evident thai constant values of a\\ and h\\ cannot be

used to represent even the planetary gas state (which, cf. Comm.
X". 127c, these Proceedings, § 1 by Kamerlingh Onnes and W. J. de

Haas, can be more closely detined as that state in which only the

/i-term is still of intluence in the equation of state) for hydrogen.

()\er a teniperature region of any appreciable extent.

One could now try to determi'^e values of a\\ and h^^ which on

the assumption that a\x and b^ are constant over anv limited region

') This method correspoDds to the \o%B, cZlog B/f/ log T-method of Suppl. N". !23

note 399.

-') The individual virial coethcients foi- hydfogeu calculated from the ob^iervations

of Amagat, and given in Comm. N'. 71, June "01, p. 143, do not agree .sufficiently

with those given by the Leiden measurements and are therefore unsuitable for

extending the temperature variation of J5n to higher temperatures.
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of temperature for tliese regions would give l»y eqiuilioii .3 values

of B in suflliciently good agreement with (lie exitcriniental values
;

this is done by so moving the curves wiiii respeel to each other

that the curve joining the experimental points touches the 7:\, log r-curve

within the limits of each particular region^). In tig. 1 the one curve

is moved over the other so as to give agreement at the r>oYi,K-p(»iiit -).

•^ &,o^o

In this the point log 7'== 2,0, log 7>x ^ 6,5— 10 coiiu-ided with

the point log t=i=0,024, 7'j=:9,4J2—10. From this in conjunction with

/1mooc=:.4aoc-i)=0,99942=') we tind .?wx = 0,473 . K)-"' and /nvx =
1) With these values of aw and ^w we could, as in Suppl. No. 23 Nr. 38,

for each temperature determine values of the critical reduction quantities for the

planetary gas state of the substance under investigation, if we choose as standard

for comparison a fictitious substance whose 0\v and />»\v are assumed to he constant

-^ One can easily see how the criterion of contact must be modified for this case.

S) In Gomm. No. 100Z>, Dec. '07, 0.99924 is printed by mistake (as is at once

seen from the value of Baoti^).
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1,224.10 '^; lliese values, therefore, on llie assmnption that these

magnitudes are constant, will give the closest possible agreement

with the experimental thermal equation of state, at least for the

planetarv gas state, at the particnlar temperature under consideration,

which is here found to he 106° K. '] '),

1) The values of uxs ami b\s given by Bkaak, Diss. Leiden 1908, p. 82 were

obtained by a method of calculation which is essentially the same as the hg B,

1 g Cmelhod of Suppl. No. 23, Nr. 38, applied to the ::ompnrison of hydrogen with

a fictitious standard with constant (/,v and ^\v. The difference between these and

the resulLs oblaineit by llie log B, d log B;d log 3-method here, show that

complete correspondence does not e.xist between liydrogen and the fictitious standard

with constant »\v and />\\ even over a limited temperature region, if one is not

confined to the planetary state.

-) The deduction of similar values of rtw and 6\v for other temperatures which

might be followed by the development of deviation functions as for instance

indicated in Suppl. >.o. -I'A, Kv. 38, was not made.
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c. Oil nioviiiu- tlie lop; lis, •«->;:• ^*-«lia.nr;ini for H , over llie l\,

log /<r-diagiam, wliicli 1 shall refer lu heiicefoilli as tjie (liau:ram

for constant doublets, it was found that coinparalively ;ioo<l coiiu-i-

denee was obtained at teui[)eratuies above the Boylk point, see

Fig. 2. At leuiperaiures below iln- IIovi.k |toint, diirerences, which

begin to be notieeable even at the point — 164*^ C still above the

Boyle point, become very marked, so that below a certain tempe-

rature not even local coincidence (contact between the two curves)

can be obtained.

If we look upon these differences at the lower temperatures as a

consequence of a deviation, which increases regularly towards those

teniperatnres, of the behavioui' of the H.,-molecules from that which

is assumed in the hypotheses from which the constant doublets

diagi'am is constructed, there is then reason for superposing the

diagrams in a manner slightly different from that shosvn in Fig. 2,

viz. so that the points indicating the highest 'observed temperatures

should lie upon the curve of constant <ioublets. The log 7jx, log ^'-dia-

gram does then, in fact, exhibit a deviation from the constant

doublets diagram, increasing regulai'ly towards the lower tempera-

tures, and already appreciable at — 139° C. At higher temperatures

as far as the observations extend, that is, up to 10(}° C., and taking

into account the accuracy with which B can be deduced from the

observations, we may say that as far as B is concerned tlie tlieruKil

behaviour of liydroyeii in the planetary gas state may be represented

by that of a system of riyid spheres of central structure, each with

an electric doublet of constant moment at its centre. The caloric

behavionr of H,, in which differences clearly occur earlier, is, to a

first approximation, consistent with this at the higher temperatures

of the region under consideration.

From this method of superposing the diagrams we may easily

deduce values of o, the diameter of a molecule, and of v, the

potential energy [v being for r=^y:] of two molecules in contact,

wlien the axes of the doublets are respectively parallel and perpen-

dicular to the line joining the centres of the molecules (cf. Sup|)l.

N°. 24/^ § H). On superposing them so that the H,-points for the

highest three temperatures fell upon the Hue for constant doublets.

then the point log Ac = 0,2, 7;\ = 9,7— 1(J coincided with the point

log T=: 2,075, log B}i = (i,540—10. From this, together with the \alue

/;p= 1,21 . lO-'c (Sui)pl. N". 23, note 174 taken from I'kkkin's

observations we obtain

v= 2,28 .
10-^-* [erg].

From this too, we get for four times the molecules own volume
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oil tlie assninplioiis liei'O made, expressed in terms of the normal

volnme ji>^ unit, 0\ys.j, = 0.()92 .
10—''. This vahie, which can also be

regarded as to be obtained by extrapolation to verv high temperatnres,

is markedly smaller than the valne obtained al)0ve on the assumption

that i(\y and A>v niay be regarded as constant over a small region of

temperature, and it is also much smaller than that giveji by Bkaak,

Diss. j). 82 and 83. We shall return to the variation of />\v with

the temperature when we come to consider the viscosity.

From '>wxx ^ve obtain the diameter of the molecule using the

relation

1 4
hsvs-.As„o,(-)y[^~^\.~.-rif (6)

In this ^yM = 22413 [cm^] ^) is the theoretical normal volume of

the gram molecule, and A"= 6,85.10"^^
-) is the Avogadko number.

We find

r7= 2,2J.10-Mcm.].

From the xalues of v and o ue further obtain the moment of

the doublet

m e = 4,9tD.10-i-' [electrostatic unit cm.].

Assuming that each iiole bear- a charge eijual to that of a single

electron, the distance between the poles should l)e 1,17.10~ •' cm."),

that is, about one twentieth of the diameter of a molecule; within

the interior of a molecule there is therefore plenty of room for such

a rloublct. At the temperatures here considered the mean speeds of

I'Otation assumed by the molecules are such that the electromagnetic

force exerted by the molecules upon each other need not be taken

into account, and this conlirms the assumption previously made

') Cf. Suppl. N'. 23, note 23, and "Einheiten" a.

-) Taken from Pkrrin's researches: cf. Suppl. N". 23, note 173.

•^> From the energy required to ionise the gas Rutherford and Mc Klixg,

Physik. ZS. 2 (1900). p .")3, obtained the same order of magnitude. So, too, did

Reinoanum, Physik. ZS. 2 dOOO), p. 241, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 10 (1903), p. 33-i,

and ioc. cit. p. 417 note 1, h-om the dependence of viscosity upon temperature

(cf. -5 ()). from the tensile strength of metals, and from the latent heats of vapori-

sation of liquids, while the same order of magnitude lor the moment of tlie mole-

cule was obtained by Debije, IMiysik. ZS. 13 (1912), p. 97, front the varialinn

willi l.iiiperalurc of I be dielectrie constants of certain liquids.
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(Suppl. N". 24/y § 6), lliat we need only allow for electrostatic forces/)

Consideration of the viscosity lends some support to the result

obtained above that hydrogen behaves at higher temperatures in the

planetary gas state as a system of hard spheres of central symmetry,
each with an electric doublet at its centre, but deviating considerably

therefrom at lower temperatures. On this point we may refer to § 6.

d. Comparison of the log B, log T-diagram for hydrogen with

that for argon aifords an important insight into the behaviour of H,
below the Boyle point which is closely related to the deviation

found in c for the H^ diagram from that for constant doublets'). The
individual virial coefficients for argon

were taken from Conjm. N". 1186
(Dec. 1910) by Kamerlingh Onnes and

Crommelin. From their measurements a

portion of the branch (/z) of the log B,

log T- curve lying below the Boyle

point is accurately known.

On superposing the log 5x , log T-

curve for hydrogen on that for argon

it is evident that the latter quite well

fits the corresponding part of the hy-

drogen curve, see Fig. 3 ').

From this it follows that, in so far

as the second virial coefficient of the

thermal equation of state is concerned,

the thermal behaviour of liydrogen from
— J80° C. to at least --236' C. (the

temperature for hydrogen which corre-

19 -

^,8 -

ZS-\0

ro
o
-9-

o

^^

ie 1.H a
Y\i

1) The length of the axis of a doublet may also be neglected in a first approx-

imation, as has always been done here. In a more accurate calculation, however,

this would have to be allowed for.

'^) The deviations from the law of corresponding states occurring in S and C for

hydrogen when compared with their values for other substances, such as oxygen,

nitrogen, carbon dioxide, ether and isopentane, for which, as well as for hydrogen

at very high reduced temperatures, the mean reduced equation VII. 1 (Suppl. N". 19,

p. 18) holds, first found definite expression in the special equation VII . H^ . 3

(Gomm. N'. 109a equ. (16)), which was introduced for this purpose; marked dilTe-

rences occur between the ^ and (£ of this special equation and those of the mean

equation VII. 1. The continuation of the inveshgation of the nature of these diffe-

rences which was commenced in Suppl. N\ 23, Nr. 38, was left to me by Prof.

Kamerlingh Onnes.

3) Then the point log 2' =2,4, log 5>^- = 7,:^— 10 for argon coincided with the

point log r== 1,869, log Bs^ = 6,908 for hydrogen.
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sponds to tlie lowest observed argon temperature) corresponds to

that of a monatomic substance ^)'^).

e. In Nr. 38 of Suppl. N". 23 hydrogen is compared with helium.

YvoxR fig. 15 of that Suppl. it is evident that from the Boyle [)oint

downwards good correspondence is obtained between He and H^ in

so far as anv conclusion is possible from the small number of helium

points which Avere available for the construction of that particular

branch of the log B, log !Z'-curve ^). To the figure just quoted we

may now add the helium point 4°,29 K. from Comm. X". 119

(March 191j) § 5, which, in that figure, comes above the argon-

hydrogeu line. A suitable dispUicement ^), however, of the helium

diagram brings this point (whose degree of accuracy, however, is

not so high as that of the points. forming the H^-A-curve), too, on

to the hydrogen-argon curve.

From fig. 16 of vSuppl. N°. 23 one can see further that, when

superposing the hydrogen and helium curves so that the branches

below the Boyj.e point coincide, those above the Boyle point deviate

markedly from each other, from the figure quoted and from the

table referring to it in note 399, that coincidence between the

branches above the Boyle point can be obtained only over a very

limited region "). So that at these higher temperatures appreciable

deviations from correspondence between He and H, exist.

1) The preliminary values of B-^ obtained for helium in the corresponding region

•do not conflict with the suspicion that this is the case down to much lower

temperatures (see e).

-) From the data given on p. 425 note 3 for the displacement necessary to

obtain coincidence between the A-curve and the Hj-curve, and from the value

Tk =.150.65 for argon (G. A. Crommelin, Comm. N^. 115, May J910), we can

calculate ^'kr H-: A ~ ^^^'^^ '^"^ ^^^^ critical reduction temperature for hydrogen

with respect to argon as standard for comparison (cf. Suppl. No. 23, Nr. ZSh).

Comparison with the critical temperature for hydrogen on the one side, with

^kr IT :X<,. 0.v~'^^ (Suppl. No. 23 note 899) on the other side leads to the con-

clusion that the virial coefficients for hydrogen and argon tiigher than the second

do not correspond perfectly, though the deviation from correspondence between

the two substances within the region of temperature under consideration is much
smaller than that between H^ and No or Oj.

3) The third virial coefficient, C, then corresponds as well (see fig. quoted). In

good agreement with this is the finding of a constant value for ^kr(He-Hi ^^

the points t^^ = — 253° and — 259°, which does not differ much from T^ jj^

(Suppl. No. 23 note 399).

*) In this there is no longer any notice taken of the correspondence between
the C coefficients, as is also the case in the other diagrams discussed in the

present paper.

°) Comparison with fig. 15 shows that the third virial coelficient, C, \\:Duld then

exhibit wide deviations from correspondence.
'^
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/. If we combine the results obtained in d and e with those given

in c we reach the conclusion that, as far as 2? is concerned, 6t?/^/rt';i

— 100° C. and — 'ISO"" C. tJie thermal heliaviour of hydrogen, which,

between —100=' C. and -f 100^ C. is that of a system of rigid

spheres of central slruclure each with an electric doublet of constant'

moment at its centre, and acting upon each other according to the

ordinary laws of mechanics and of the electromagnetic field, now
changes to that irhich characterises a nwuatoniic suhstance, and that

between — 180^ C. to at least — 230^ C. this behaviour is completely

followed ^). On this account we shall postpone further considerations

of the second virial coefficient for hydrogen in this region until

monatomic gases are discussed in a subsequent communication.

From the above it is accordingly evident that tlie thermal behaviour

of hydrogen exhibits a sirict parallelism with its caloric behaviour

as deduced from Ecckkn's measurements of the specific heat at constant

volume. As we suspect, in accordance with the theories ofXKRNST")

and Einstein '), that the decrease in the specific heat at lower

temperatures will find an explanation in the application of the

hypothesis of finite elements of action to the rotations of the mole-

cule, the parallelism here observed at once leads to the question

as to whether the explanation of the pecularities of the thermal

equation of state for hydrogen obtained in the present paper may
not profitably be sought in the same direction. For instance, one can

imagine that the hypothesis in question would lead to the assumption

that, on approaching one another, the molecules have not such

orientations and ai-e not so distributed with respect to their mutual

distances, as is required by the laws of statistical mechanics according

to ordinary dynamics and electrodynamics, and that therefore the

mean attraction would be smaller at lower temperatures^) than would

be the case if these laws were obeyed at these temperatures as well.

From the fact that B is negative at those temperatures at which the

di-atomic hydrogen begins to behave as a monatomic substance, and

that there is consequently some attraction still left which does not

decrease much more e\en with the temperature (cf. b)^ it follows

that the quantum hypothesis applied to this region would not have

1) The temperature regions here given are not to be regarded as sharply bounded,

still less are they to be considered as sharply defined by the observations at

present available.

2) W. Nernst. ZS. f. Ekktrochem. 17 (1911), p. S.65.

3) A. EiNSTELs. Discussions of the Solvay Congress, \ov. 1911.

*) A similar diminution of the attraction was assumed in Gomm. No. 119 in

order to explain the maximum observed in the density of helium.
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to lead to a large decrease of the whole of the attraction, but only

to that of a part of it. This, then, would again lead to the hypothesis

that at higher temperatures only part of the attraction is to be

ascribed to the mutual action of the doublets of constant moment,

another part being ascribed to a mutual action of the molecules

corresponding to the mutual attraction of raonatomic molecules (cf.

Suppl. N". 23 Xr. 34(7). The answer to the question as to whether

treatment on these lines would lead to a still better agreement with

observation than that obtained mc must, in the meantime, be postponed

till a later Communication.

§ 4. Oxygen ')" The individual virial coefficients for oxygen were

taken from Coram. N". 71, p. 143.

From Fig. 4 it is evident that the oxygen

points (oo) lie well upon the curve ( ) for

constant doublets, so that in this particular region

(0°—200° C), as far as B is concerned, and sub-

ject 10 the reserve of note 1, the behaviour of

oxygen may be regarded as that of a system

of rigid spheres of central structure each with

a doublet of constant moment at its centre. From

the following data concerning the superposition

of the diagrams (cf § 3c) we obtain the accom-

panying results : the point log T =z 2,6, log ^>^t =
,

,

.

= 6,5 — 10 for oxygen coincides with the point
o^iio^^v

j^g ^^ ^, ^ Q 204, /, = 9,628 — 10 on the curve

Fig. 4.
fQj. constant doublets, hence :

^iss-^^focjf

r = 7,71.!0-i^ 6wxx =0,745.10 2,27.10-8, me = 9,47.10-19.

On the assumption that each of the poles of the doublet bears

a charge equal to that carried by a single electron, the length

of its axis should consequently be one tenth of the diameter of the

molecule. The oxygen molecule should accordingly be about as large

as the hydrogen molecule, but the moment of its doublet should

be about twice as great as that of the hydrogen doublet.

§ 5. Nitrogen '). The individual virial coeffcients deduced from

1) The lack of agreement between the observations of Kamerlt.ngh Onnes and

Braak upon hydiogen and those of Amagat (cf. p. 420, note 2) shows how desi-

rable it is that new observations should extend our experimental data over a wider

range of temperature and give a control upon the values of B deduced from

Amagat's data for oxygen and nitrogen as well as for hydrogen, hi the meantime
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Amagat's observations eoveririG:

from Comm. No. 71, p. 143. F

and Vai.entiner ^) it is possible

At r = bl,01 weget /?.\ 71 =-
tbllo\vs.

^^
'<f^

o,x-

%-^N

!

!

' ^k
g^T

the rep-ioii (P tot 200° C. were taken

roiu the observations of Bkstklmeykh

to obtain still another value for 7ix.

-3,411.10-:', from which with (2) ^x

Comparison of the jiitrogen dia-

giam with the curve for constant

doublets and with the hydrogen

diagram shows that nitrogen devia-

tes markedly from the other two

especially in the neighbourhood of

tiie BoYLE-point ). Comparison with

the curve for a\^ and 6w constant

show^s that the four points taken

from Amagat's observations can be

brought into pretty close agreement

with the curve, while the point given

by Bestelmeyer and V'alentiner lies

then pretty far above it (see Fig. 5).

In Fig. 5 the point

log T = 0,004, ?\ = 9,731- 10

coincides with the point

log T = 2,5, log ^x = 7,05,

from which we get, for the region

covered by Amagat's observations

:

av^s = 2,44.10-3, i,^^ ^ 2,08.10-3.

Fig. 5,

^ 6. Coefficient of viscosity '). It seemed of importance to inves-

tigate whether the results obtained in § 3 find contirmation or not

in the manner in which the coefficient of viscosity \aries with the

temperature. The second column of the following Table, which, on

it appeared not quite devoid of interest to utilise the data at present available

for these two gases subject to such reserve as may be necessitated by future

control and extension, for comparing with the results of Suppl. N'^. 24,

1) A. Bestelmeyer and S. Valentixer. Ann. d. Phys. (4) 15 (1904), p. 72.

-) The different behaviours of X^ and 0, from the point of view of the law of

corresponding states was illustrated by the two corresponding Tables of Coram.

No. 71. The influence of the magnetic properties of oxygen will be investigated later.

3) An investigation of viscosity at low temperatures has been in progress at

Leiden for some time. Papers by Kamerlixgh O.nxes and Dorsman on the viscosity

of hydrogen and by Kamerlixgh Oxxes and S. Weber on helium will soon be

published.
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the theory of rigid spheres without attraction, should show the

tigure 1,000 at each temperature, gives results taken from the obser-

vations of Markowski^) and of Kopsch^); in column 3, bsv is the

3 i?7'
quantity which, multiplied by the factor -^ ,

gives the collision

virial; in accordance with the splitting indicated in vSuppl. N^ 24:b

§ 6 of the whole virial of the mutual forces between the molecules

into the collision virial and the attraction virial, bwoocj'bw i« cal-

culated from ')

bw=: -n.-.TO^ jl -i--g,M'+^,9A^'^r+l9A^nf---\ • (7)

(8)

(for (/j, q. . . . see Suppl. N^ 246 ^ 6), or14(1 1 29 1

2 3 \
^ 3^ ^ ^25^ ^ ^11025^ ^ (

Although the theory of viscosity, and, in particular, of the

influence of molecular attraction upon it, is not yet sufficiently

worked out to draw quite certain conclusions therefrom, yet comparison

of these two columns seems to show that the behaviour of hydrogen

above 0° C. is in pretty good agreement with that of a system of

rigid spheres of central structure each with an electric doublet of

t
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the viscosily of hydrogen at — 192°.7C. and that of argon at 0° C.

deviate from correspondence by only 67o (taking tlie coefficients of

similarity from § 3 r/), but that the viscosity of hydrogen from — 193° C.

upwards increases much more slowly with the temperature (corre-

sponding to a more ra[)id increase in the attraction in the case of

hydrogen within the region of transition) than corresponds to the

increase in the viscosity of argon. This confirms in some degree the

conclusions reached in § 3.

Contirmation would have been attained in a higher degree if

corresponding to § 4 agreement had been obtained between the

temperature variation of the viscosity of oxygen and />wo=c./''^w as

given by (8), using the value of v obtained in § 4. Tliis, however,

is not at all the case. That temperature variation can, -indeed, as

far as observations ^) go, be represented with the aid of bw~^ of

(8) but then we find r = 2,79 . lO-i-^ instead of the 7,71 . lO-'-*

deduced in § 4 from the coefficient B. Unless the agi'eement obtained

in ^ 4 is wholly fortuitous we must conclude from this that a

deviation from the temperature variation of the viscosity of oxygen

as deduced upon the assumption of rigid spheres each with a constant

doublet at its centre is occasioned by some circumstance whose

influence upon B vanishes, or is at least extremely small. As such,

for instance, one could regard deviations from sphericity in the

molecular shape.
•

—

1) By H. Maekowski. p. 430, note 1. (The observcations by E. Volker, Diss.

Halle 1910, on the coefficient of viscosity of Oo down to — 152^.52 C, which

came to my nolice only after the Dutch original of this paper was printed, join

those observations at 0^— 14°.65 G. Below 0° G. they show a deviation from 6\v^^

for constant doublets in the same sense as that exhibited by Hg. At — 40° G.

this deviation is already distinct and it finally becomes very marked. (Added in the

English translation).

ERRATA.
In the Proceedings of the meeting of June 29, 1912.

p. 258 I. 9 from the top : for micro-complexion read macro-com-

plexion,

p. 261 1. 1 ,, „ bottom : for M„,.j

—

h \^ff{r,)\ read h\iitc^— ^7'(''i)j.

p. 266 1. 5 ,, ,, top : for oo read t.

p. 271 I. 13 „ „ bottom : for ^BI) read UBB'.

(October 24, 1912).
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Biochemistry. ^ " 77//' (inftKjonhm hetweni citViUes and cahiiniisahs

in milkcurdUmi Inj rennet. A contrUmtion to tlie knoudedge

of the relation betineeii structure and biological action'. ' First

commniiicationV By J. R. K atz. (Communicated by Prof.

A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated in tlie meeting ot April 26, 1912).

Introduction.

A small quantity of" ueuti-al citrates prevents the coagulation of

blood; various salts which |)recipitate calcium as an insoluble com-

pound, e.g. oxalates and fluorides, have aii analogous aclion. The

peculiarity of the case is however that citrates do Jiot precipitate

diluted .solutions of calciumsalts, but remain entirely clear; notwith-

standing this, they have neutralized the effect of the calcium.

A similar antagonism l)etween citrates and calcium has been found

in various biochemical and pharmacological processes.

Citrates in small quantity prevent the curdling of milk by reniiet

;

various immunochemical reactions are prevented by citrates, as the

laking of red bloodcorpuscles by auimal heraolysines (eelserum

cobralecithide, normal conq)lement) : here also the action ot citrates

is prevented by the addition of calciumsalt ^).

Recently Prof. Hamburgkr has shown that the phagocytic power

of the leucocytes is inhibited Iw citrates and is reactivated by calcium-

salts and tiuxt fluorides and oxalates too prevent phagocytosis.

The pharmacological action of citrates shows the same antagonism

with calciumsalts, e.g. Janushke") has found that the paralysis of the

heart ajid the paralysis of the nervous system caused by intravenous

injection of citrates, is removed by injection of calcium. Busq and

Pachon ') showed, that there exists antagonism between the action

of citrates and calcium on the heartmuscle, and Mac Cali.um ")

observed that the purgative action of citrates is inhibited by addition

of calciumsalt.

It seems perfectly clear, that substances as fluorides and oxalates

which precipitate calcium as a nearly insoluble compound, are anta-

gonists of calcium, but how shall we explain, that citrates have the

same action, although they do not precipitate calciumsalt?

As this [)roperty of citrates is used more and more in hema-

'•) Gengou, Arch. Intern, de I'liysiologie 7 (190>).

3) Arch. f. Exper. Pathol, u. Pharmak. 61. p. 363—375.
3) G. R. 148 p. 575-578.

*) Americ. Journ. of Physiol. 10, p. 101 — 110.



tological aii<l iiiimiiiHM-li<'iiiical icaclioiis. it lia< drawn alleiilioii from

vai'ions sides. S\i?m\tvm thinks. i!iat its ai'lioii nii)::lil ho caused by

tlie diniinnlion of tlif nnudier of I'vec ealcinniions ; Airriir.s -') and
(xKNGor ') slioued, that citrales have an aniinoecniaiil aclion on linely

divided suspensions, aiul asl<»'<l vvhclhci- ihe l>i«»hii:ical action >hoidil

not ratliei- be atti-ilmted to the hitli-r. h'inally M. H. Kis( Mt;i{ 'j

pm\ed recently that citrates iidiihit to a hir^e extent the swelling

(imbibition) of proteids by acids and by alkalis and tliat some pliar-

maoologieal properties of these salts (e.g. their influence on glaucoma)

are related to this. Each of these theoric> i> supported by aninnber

of experiments; possii»ly all three contain a pait of the truth : under

these circumstances a choice between the dilferent explanations does

not seem possil)le as h^ng as the i)iological ai-tion of citrates has

not been more extensively analyseil.

A//<//i/si.'i of the biological action of citrates by coinpari.swi

K'ith tite action of si t list!tn ted citrates.

For such an analysis the finding of the active groups in the citrate-

molecule seems i)articularly adapted. For it seems rather improbable

that the different actions of the citrates are all caused by the same

groups. Then this i-esearcli will t>i\e an iiidii-aiion which actions can

i)e coi7ipared. which not.

In order to liud which are these groups, I have followed the

ordinary pharmacological method. A number of deiivatives of citricacid

were prepared in whi<'ii the probably active groups were changed

in dilferent ways. As all acids which precipitate calcium in the

manner of fluorides and oxalates iidiibit the curdling of milk, this

secondary complication should be excluded. On this account I have

made a control with all acid> examined in order to see if the

solution of the Jieutral salt of the acid used, precipitated a diluted

solution of calciumsalt. Only those, which did not were used for

the investigation. As solution of calciumsalt I chose a solution of

gypsum (saturated solution, diluted 1 -. 5 with distilled water).

OH COOH

Citric acid, COOH . CH., . C . CH., . COOH, contains 4 groups which

may be considered as the active ones: three carboxylgroups COOH
and one alcoholgroup OH. The hydroxylgroup can be made inactive

1) Atli della R. Acad, di Torino 36,. p. :^7—53; Memorie [2] 52, p. 218—257.

-) G. H. Soc. dc Biol. 36 (1%'1).

») 1. c.

*) Das Oedera.

29*
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bj acetylation ; of the carboxylgroiips one, two, or three can he

removed by preparing the mono-, di- and ti'i-amides, or mono-, di-

and tri-esters ^).

a. The ahoholgroup made inactive.

an^o, cooH

The acetjlcitric acid COOH . CH,—C—CH, . COOH
Anhydrous citric acid was boiled with acetjlchloride ac-

cording to Easteri'p:ld and Sell ^} ; the acetvlcitrie anhydride

formetl is })nritied by washing with acetylchlovide and dried

in the exsiccator above sodium hych-oxide. Immediately before

use, this substance was recrystallised with chloroform until

it had the exact melting-point. A weighed quantity of this

substance was dissolved in water of 50^ C, when the anhy-

dride changes into acetylcitric acid, and then was neutralized

with titrated sodium hydroxide solution. Three equivalents of

sodium hydroxide were used pro molecule acetyl-citric an-

hydride, as should be the case when no acetic acid is split

off. Such a solution is relatively very stable at ordinary

temperature and ojdy becomes acid after several weeks (by

breaking up into acetic acid and citric acid).

When the alcohol-group of citric acid is made inactive, the substance

has l)ecome comparable with other multi-basic aliphatical acids

without alcohol group. It therefore is interesting to compare some

of these acids with acetylcitric acid as t(j their action on milk-

curdling ").

For comparison were chosen :

COOH

nconitic arid COOH . CH._, C = CH . COOH
Purity controlled by melting })oint.

COOH COOH

isoa/li/iei'.tdracarhoiur arid COOH . OH., . C . CH.X'O0H.

The telra-etiiylester of this acid was prepared by conden-

sation of malonic ester with 2 molecules of monochlor-acetic-

b I am indebted to Dr. J. Blanksm.\ for his amiable advice in synthetical

difficiiUies.

2) Jomn. of tlie CJiem Soc. 61, p. 1003—1012.
''} In order to prevent secondary cnmplications 1 have for comparison chosen

aci<ls wbirh dilTer as Utile as possible in structure from Ilia orijiinal ones Acids

in which the carboxylgroups arc nearer to one another than in the citric acid-

molecule were excluded, because in such cases other pr(jpcrlies so often appear.
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ae'id ostor. This letia-cllivle^ter was sapoiiilied in ak'oliulie

soliilioii according (o tlie method of liiscnoKF ') ; addition of

BaCij precipitak'd the harimnsalt. Tiiis starchy looking salt

conld not he sucked drv ; it was |(iii'illeJ by repeated decan-

tation. The tree acid was prepared l»y adding rhc calcidated

• cjnantity of- sulphuric acid il was exti-acted with elhei' and

recrystallised with anhydrous ether until it had the rigiit

melting-point (this never was quite exact becanse of the

decompositioji on melting).

H (•()()!(

tricarJxilhjUr xrhl COOH . CH., . C. C'H, . COOH
l>. one ravhoA'ijhjroui) uKtdi' in<i<-tive.

OH r()XIL

Si/miDi^trioiI rifr/'r 7nrnu"(nn</>' COOH . CH, .C.CH, .('OOH.

To pure acetondicabonicacid-diethylester prussic acid was

added in statu nascendi : the cyanhydrine was saponified with

strong sulphuric-acid, after dilution of the H.^SO^ with ice

the diethylester of nionoaniide-citric acid was extracted with

chlorofoi'm. T\\]< was i)in'ilied l»y i)ressing between unglazed

porcelain plates, dissolving in chloroform and precipitating with

ligroine, nntil it had the required melting point and was

colourless.

To a weighed (piantity of this substance a small excess of

normal sodium hydroxide solution was added: after 24 hours only

the 2 estergrouf)s were saponified as was proxed by titration.

The amide is very resistant to diluted solutions of sodium

hydroxide at ordinary tem[)eratnre-).

Such a substituted citrate, in which one carf)oxylgroup has been

made inacti\e, was compared with some acids with two carboxyl-

groups and one or more hydroxy lgroH|)S. As such were chosen:

oil

the nmlic acid COOH . CH . CH^ . COOH
OH OH

the tartaric acid COOH . CH . CH . COOH
OH OH OH

the trio.nj,ilutarir aciil (
'( )( )11 . CH . CH . CH . COOH.

J) Lieb. Ann. 214, p. 61-07.
') ScHROETER, Berl. Ber. 38, p. 3199.
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Pine arabiiiofee, prepared from arabiiiose was oxydised at

35° C for 24 hours with 2^ parts of nitric acid (spec. grav.

1,2). The siipertliious HNO, was removed in the waterbath

and the residue dissolved in 25 parts of water. This liquid

was saturated at its boiling temperature with calciumcarbonate

and filtrated while hot. The calciumsalt separated on cooling.

The potassiumsalt was formed bv adding the calculated quantity

of potassiumcarbonate, decoloured with animal charcoal and

purified by recrystallisation. As the calciumsalt is soluble only

to a small extent, the acid could only be used in diluted

dilution^).

I'he nlcoholgroup and one cnrboxylgroup made inactive.

CH-0

C =:

The methylencitric acid C'OOH . C'H, . V . ('H, . CT)OH.

Methylencitric acid is formed by treatijig citric acid with

formaldehyde and separating from the unchanged citric acid.

I was presented with this substance in a very pure condition

(as neutral sodiumsalt) freshly prepared by the Pharmaceutical

Laboratory of the Elberfelder Farbenfabriken (Bayer)").

This conq)oun(l was compared with some other dibasic acids

without alcoholgroup

:

succinic acid C0( )H.(;H,.CH,C0L)H.

gJutaric acid C'OOH.CH,.CH,.CH,C()OH

pimilvnic acid COOH (CH^j^.COOH.

suberic acid COOH.(t !HJ,.COOH.

d. tiro or three carlioxyhjroups made inactive.

OH COOH

Si/mmetric citric acid dimethyJester rO()CH.,.CH,.C.CH,.COOCH3

100 gi'. of citric acid were dissolved in 500 gr. methyl-

alcohol and boiled for one hour after addition of 4 gr. H.^SO^;

this mixture was diluted with limewater, neutralized with

CaCO, and iillei-ed. The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo.

Afler addition of \\V\. the estej" crystallized and Wtis recry-

stallized IVom water. Melting-point (not veiy sharp) 125-127° C).

1) KiLTANT, Berl. tier. 2], p. 3007.

-) I am sincerely indebled lo the Elbi'ilflder l'\iil)enrabrilvoii Ibr this kindness.

') SciiUMETKit Hei-1. iJer. 35, p. 20SG.
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OH COOH

Citrodlamkh' (symmetric?) CONH,.CH,.C.( 'H,.( '< )NII.^,

The motlierli(|nor of tlie citramide (see belowj wivs acidified

with nitric acid and precipitated with alco/iol. The citrodiamide

is gained as a white crystalline j)owder ',. L'snally the

compound is mixed with its ammoniumsalt.

OH COOCH,

Citric acid trimethnleder . COOCH,.CH^.C.CH^.COOCH,.

One part of citric acid was dissolved in one part of methyl

alcohol and the solution saturated with HCl-gas. On cooling

the ester crystallized and was purified by reci-ystallizing from

methylalcohol. Purity controlled by melting-point.
'

OH CONH,

Citramidf COONH,.CH,.C.CH,.CONH,

Citric trimethylester was dissolved in 5 parts of strong ammonia
(spec. grav. 0.88); soon the citramide precipitated and was

recrystallizetl from water*).

Diethyleder of monoamide-citric acid

OH COXH.

C00C,H,.CH,C.C.HX'00C,H3

preparation described on page 437 : |)urity controlled l»y

melting-point.

The action of these substituted citrates was compared with the

action of other organic compounds, having none or only one car-

boxyl group, imt one or more hydro.xylgroups.

We choose for compai-ison :

CH OH
I

I

monoethjlesler of fartarir acid COOC.H. . CH . CH . COOH
preparation of Merck.

i.^oami/lalcoliol CH. .

\
CH, .CH, .('HOH

/
CH,

') When no crystals of this siibsl;ince art- obtainabh.', it may last months before

crystallization begins.

-) Behrmanx und Hufmann, Berl. Ber. 17, p. 26^4.
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(jh/'-ei-iiu-

eryihrite

mannite

(jlucose

CH.OH . OHOH . CH,OH

CH,OH . CH( )H . CHOH . CH.,OH

CH.OH . (CHOH), . CH.OH

CH,OH . (CHOH), . COH

Infiuence of sabstitated citrates on curdling by rennet.

It seemed iialaral to begin tlie investigation with that bioche-

mical or pharmacological process,, the nature of which seemed most

simple and bv which the smallest number of complicating circum-

stances might be expected.

To begin with, pharmacological actions may be excluded. For,

an intravenouslj injected substance only acts after having been

taken up by the tissues ; the really acting cojicentration therefore

is not onlv deterinined by the injected quantity (calculated pro kilo-

gram of body weight) but also by the partition-coefficient lissue-blood,

which is very different for different substances.

The same difficulty complicates the investigation of immunity

reactions ; here also the partition-coefficient leucocytes-serum or

erythrocytes-serum varies considerably for various substances.

Remains the coagulation of blood and milk-curdling by rennet.

Milkcurdling seems to be a so much sim|)ler process than blood-

curdling, the substances one has to work with, so much more

stable, that milkcurdling seems to be (lie natural [)rocess to begin

with. It is my intention to study later imniunochemical and ]»har-

macological processes with this method.

In order to find ihe inlluence of citrates on the curdling of milk,

I lirst observed how much the curdling-lime was lengthened after

additioii of increased (piantities of neulral citrate of sodium. I prepared

a ^

,„ normal solution of sodiumcitrate. to which 2 droi)s of litmus-

tincture were added and \vhich by addition of a few di-ops of tlilute

hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide were brought to the same

colour as distilled water with the same quantity of this indicator.

1 40 normal solution obtained in this way, was diluted to an 1/80

N, I/lOO N, J/200 N, 1/500 N and J/IOOO N. I convinced myself

that all these solutions i-emained neutral.

In order to determine the curdliiig-time, 10 cc. of raw milk were

pi|)etted into a test-tube, 2 cc. of distilled water, resp. a solution of

citrate .of dilferent strengtli, were added, the test-tube was closed

wiih a cork or a slo|)pcr of cotton-wool, well mixed aii<l placed in a

walerbath of 37° C until it had reached this temj>erature. Then

0.5 cc. (;f a solution of commercial rennet in distilled water (1 : 17)
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was added willi a iiipel. llic coiiUMil^ of llie tcsMiilie )|iii('klv rever-

sed several limes and a,i>ain |)iil into llie walerhalli. l»v can'fidlN'

moving- llie lesl-iid>e from time lo lime, llie iiKmieiil when the milk

Itecame tliiekiT, could Ik- (jl)sei'ved. When this change began, cni-d-

ling was very near. The test-tuhe then was taken out of the ualer-

balli and Ciirefuliy inclined, so that some of the coideiits slowly

moved along its walls, till at a certain momeiil lloccnies of ahout

\', m.m. suddeidy appeared in the nnik which adhered at its walls.

This ])oint was taken a.-> the cnrdling-poinl. As milk-curdling is

delayed by shaking and by cooling, care was taken to avoid all

unnecessary movement and cooling. With some practise it is easy

to reduce both laclors to a minimum and ihen the cuidliiiLi-iime can

be accurately determined. In ihe case of milk without citrate, the

curdling-tiine seldom varied more than 15 seconds (in d curdling-

time of 2\/^ minute) : usually the observations differed less. After

adding salts w liicli oidy gi\e a small delay, analogous ditfei'ences were

obtained : in the case of strongly delaying salts, the diHerences were

somewhat larger, but always agreed sufficiently. Every curdling-time

was determined in du[)lo or in triplo and the exact \alues found

by taking the average, (.'urdling-times of more than 2 hours cannot

be trusted because of the possibility of bacterial action.

It was found, that the kind of milk investigated on sidjsecpient

days with the same solution of i-eniiet ;1 :17) gave curdling-times

which \aried liltle. In order to make observations on flilferent days

as well compai-able as possible, the solution of rennet was always

taken somewhat more or less diluted till a curdling-time (^f 2 nnnules

J8 seconds exactly was obtained, this being the value on the lirst day.

The lengthening of curdling-time found when the milk contained

the (piaiitilies of citrate given below, is seen from the following

tigui'es :

O.OOOIHN di'lay l7s('-coiid> 0.002') X delay 2 ^^9 seconds

0.(HX)::;2 N „ o4 „ (I.OOiiOX „ 27 min. 27')

0.0(K)8 X „ 105 ,, ' 0.0040 N ,, .S4

O.OOK; N „ n>l O.OO.SO X ,, 9 hours.

These figures give the following curve (see |t. 442;.

Which is the best concentration to com[)are citi-ates with the

sid)stituted products': When the couceidration is sulliciently large

all salts inhibit milk-ciii-dliuLi'. Tlie characteristic of citrati'-action is

the fact that curdling is prexented in coiu'eiiiratioiis in which other

salts give a scarcely perce[)tible delay. In general therefore the

results of Ihe comparative iinestigation will be the more correct,
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the smaller the concentrations used. Oji the oilier hand the diflicult}"

of accurately determining very small lengthenings of curdling-time,

0.002 0.003

citrate-concentration

0.004

forms another limit. The best concentrations [)roved to he 'J/i25N

and 1/25 N : citi-ates in this concentration practically inhibit milk-

cnrdlijig, while indillereni salts as sodium chloride, sodium formiate

among others show none or very little intlnence.

In order to find the iiilluence of salt on milk-curdling, 1/80 gram-

molecule ') of the acid was ncutrabzed with titrated natron, with

addition oi' two drnps of litmustincture till the colour was the same

as distilled w^ater with the same quaiiliiy of indicator.

Then the volume was brought to 50 cc. with distilled water. In

this way a neutral solution was obtained, containing 7^ grammolecule

of neutral salt per liter. In the same way or by diluting the \/^ N.

solution
\/.^o N. solution of the neutral salts was obtained.

The curdli]ig-time was determined as described above : only 2 c-c.

of the salt was added instead of the 2 cc. of distilled water. After

1) Not 1/80 equivalent, Ijut 1 i>0 moleeulo ; tlieiefore of a tiiba5:ical aciil with

200
mol. weight ;200 sv. were dissolvetl.

80
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I luul liecii mixed and ln-oiiglil lo llie rijilil tciiiporaliirc. again

J
I'c. ot" diluted rennet was ailded. '

I found the following k'nglhcniiigs of cuiMllinn-iiiiH. ;

(I. TItt' Kjcohn/i/rodi) })in<h' niartivi'.

Acetyleiti-ie arid V,,., N 37,' 'I,, N 9^','

compared irifh

Aconitic iicid

Trieai'l)allylie acid

Isoaliylentetracarbouic acid

b. One Cavhoxyliiroup made inactive.

Symmetric citi-icacid-

monoamide '!,._, N i\'V V,. N fiv//

compared iritli

Malic acid

Tartaric acid

Trioxj'glutaric acid

c. The alcoholgroup and one carbo.i'ijhjronp made inactive

Methylencitric acid '

,,., N 0' ' '
\.^ N 7/

compared nut/t

Vi.s N
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When we considei- that the unchciiiged citrate both in W,, and

in \/25 N solution delays the enrdling more than 2 lionrs, it appears

from the above table, tliat the action of citrate is very nuu-h weakened

as soon as we substitute one of tlie active grou|>s of the citricacid-

molecule, that it totally stops as soon as we make 2 or 3 groups

inactive. In the case of tartaric salts we tind the same influence of

groups; when the alcoholgroups are made inactive (by acetylation)

or one of the carboxylgroups (by esterification), the inhibiting action

has disappeared (has fallen to the order of magnitude of all kinds

of indilferent substances as is shown by the following figures^.

When one gronp which is snbstituted, is an alcoholgroup, we-get

a delay of 37/ with au \/i,, N and of 97,' with 7,, N. It seems

verv remarkal)le that the comj)are(l 3-basic acids without alcohol-

group give a delay of tlie same order of magnitude, viz. 2i —3'

with 'I,,, N and 97,-97/ with ^;, X.

When, the one grouj) that has been substituted, is a carboxyl

group, we get a delay of 17/ with 7^,. K and of 67/ wilii \/,5 N.

while with the bibasic acids compared, with 2 carboxylgroups and

1 or moie alcoholgroups, these figures are 1— 1\ / with 7x25^ and

6—67/ with 7*5 ^- Here also we fuid a remarkable agreement.

When 2 or more of the active groups of the citrates are taken

away, the lengthening of cui'dUng-time diminishes to a ^1/ with

7j.^. X and ^
., a 1' / with ^/.,. X, figures which can be obtained

also with the compared substances but are in the same order of

nuiiiiiitude as with various indifferent salts. It is therefore better to

say, 1 thiidv, that when 1 or more groups arc taken away, the

characteristic action of citrate has quite disappeared.

We cau get a better insight into the relations here described, if

we calculate what would be tlie concentration of citrate, necessary

to give the same leugihening of curdling-time as a substituted citrate.

For according to the figures on page 441 this lengthening increases

much faster thau in proportioji to the concentration.

We find then that a lengthening of curdling-time

of 97., —97/ corresi)onds with a citrate-concentration of 0.0023 N.

„ 6—67/ » '= >. .> .. » 0.0021 X.

„ r „ „ „ „ „ „ 0.0003 X.

We can state therefore, that the characteristic citrate-action is

diminished to about 6",/„ of its original value, when one group has

been taken away and is dimiuished to about V \.. when two groups

are sid>stitutcd. We have found, that an analogous influence on the

curdling-time belongs to all salts which possess either three carboxyl-
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.i^T(»ii|)s and (iiic or iikho alcolioliii-oiijo. It is llic coiiiliiiiatioii in .»iio

molecule of these I wo liioups, wliieli eacii dclav (•nidliim-iiiiic to a

cei'laiii extent, which increases this power in the case of citrates so

strongly (np (o 1() times). It is remarkahle that the alcoholgronp is

as much necessary for the cilrale action, as the carboxyignmps.

Summer <>/ J911. JJel/t, Hi/;/it^nic Labonitorii of
fill' Ti'clniicd! f 'n/ri'isifi/.

Biochemistry. — "77/*/ /,iirs of surfaci'-<i(lsori)tlun (iml tlie potrntinl

of nioleculif (itti'dctlon." By J. R. Katz. (Comnninicatefl l>\-

Prof. J. D. V. D. W.\.\Ls). (Introduction).

(Communicatod in the meeling of June 1912).

E.ichi.-non of s,'roii(/(i)'i/ coni nl'Kuit'ion.^.

Surface-adsor[)tion or adiicsion plays an important part in biolo-

gical and biochemical processes, but very little is known of its laws.

Especially for the solving of some questions about swellinij;- (ind)ibi-

tion) it is desiral)le to study this ]»henomenon more closely. There-

fore I liaxi' made — although the subject really belongs more to

physics than to biochemistry — some researches which ai-e only

intended as a tirst introduction to the study of this subject.

The confusion which is still reigning here, comes, I think, foi' a

large part from the fact, that two diJFerent things again and again

are mixed up : suiTace-adhesion at substances which have some

other action on the adsorbed fluid (formation af a solid solution, swelling,

formation of a chemical compdund amoiiu (itliers and uucom|)licated

surface-adsorption. Among the authors who in the course of the

19tli century have studied sui-face-adsoi'ption, not a single one seems

to have carried through this distinction as far as might be wished.

A]id even the two latest investigators of this sul)ject, Tkoiton *} and

FRia'NULiCH "j, still treat the adsorption of water-vapour at glasswool

and the adsorption at cotton- or wooIlif)res, as the same phenome-

non : although glass does not take up watei- between its smallest

pai'ticies, whereas wool and cotton do this lo such an extent that

the dimensioiis of the libres become |)erce{)tibly larger (swelling).

Therefore 1 thiidv it above all necessary in the experimental

study of surface-adsor|)tion, to choose a solid which has no action

on the fluid studied. 1 choose water as the lluid to be investigated,

1) Proc. Roy Soc. 77 (1^00) en 79 (19U7).

~) Kapillarchemie.
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because of llic taeilitv willi wliieli its vapoui'-teiisioiis eaii l)e deter-

iiiiiied with (lie method to be explained below.

Dr. Day. Dii'eetor of the (reophysical I>alK)ratorv of the ('ai-neii;ie

Institutioii ill Washington, who has great experience of silicates, ad-

vised me to begin with synthetical qnartz and syntlietical anoi thite

(Calcinmahuniniiimsilicate) as adsorbent solids, becanse these sub-

stances, when in mass, certainly do not take up water as a solid

sohition and have verv little inclination to react chemically with

water. Dr. Day had the kindness to have both substances prepared

for me in the most |)ure condition and to have them powdered in

a motor-driven agate-mortyr as finely as is poss!l)le. The material

then was sieved throiiLih the finest metal sieve (<S0 meshes pro centi-

meter). In this way the surface of the solid was made as large as

possibly can lie attained ; in this way the best chance was obtained that

sufficiently large (piantities of adsorbed fluid could be obser\ed in

the case of a solid substance which agrees as well as possible with

the above requirement.

In order to get an iinpression how finely dixided the substances

were, I have suspended a weighed quantity in a known \olume of

water and have determined with the counting-apparatus for blood-

corpuscles of Thoma, how many microscopically visible particles

this suspension contained pro m.ni". In this way it was found, that

1 mgr. of quartz contains 14(1 million particles and 1 mgr. of

anorthite 120 million. Exti-aordinarily finely divided powdei's therefore !

I have determined for both substances the amount of water adsor-

bed as a function of the \apourteiision. Nine portions of this powder

of J to 2 '^v. each were carefully weighed in crystallizing dishes;

these were treated as described below, in order to bring them in

tiie same condition and then were placed above 9 dilTerent mixtures

of sulphuric acid and water, of which the vapourtension was known.

There they remained until constant weight. Ignition in a porcelain

crucible showed the amount of w^ater contained in the material used.

Controls showed, that the adsorption at the surfaces of the dishes

was too small, compared with the adsorption at the surface of the

powder, to have influence of importance.

Jnjiuenre of tlw pr^'I/Diinriri/ treatment of the povxler : the

<i(lsorl>ei} Idijer consistiiui of vapour or of jtuid.

Theoretically tliei'e exist two possibilities, when a vapour condenses

on the surface of a solid. Either it is condensed as vapour only, or

the layer of fluid is formed on the solid.
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Tliat iiidood diiri^ront ciii-ves ui'o ohlaiiiCMl in tlio ca^c of a solid

wliicli is (.'Ovei'Cfl with a tliiii lavor of tliiid or one lt\ wliicli llns

lavei' has lu'cii roiiioved Itv iiiloiisi\o dryiiiu'. is shown l»\ die oxpe-

rinients of I'l-onlon on the adsorplion of walcr at iila>s\vool '

. When
the glasswool had I»c(mi dried during- 70 hi>nrs at KiO" (J in vacuo

over pliosj)lioi-pentoxide so that we may presume that the adlieriui^

waterhiyer had been removed) eMr\es were oUtaiued as shown in

the subjoined figure. ';

!
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Tliis curve l)0«rins almost liorizontally ((he firsi one vertically 1) and

llien has its conrr.iitti helow ; with larger abscissae it has its conca-

vity below.
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and quantity of adsorbed fluid {i being the quantity of gr. of water,

absorbed by 1 gr. of dry powder).

QUARTZ
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curve can be obtained. When a layer of fluid covers the surface and

this is thick [enough for us to assign to it the properties of fluid

in mass, there exists a simple thermodj'namical relation ; at least

when there is a discontinous change in density of the layer of fluid

and of the coexisting vapour (which is allowed as a flrst approxi-

mationj and when we neglect the very small compressibility of

the water.

Then there exists for the vapourtension p, coexisting with fluid

water at a distance / from the solid wall, the relation:

RTln- =k
Po

where k is the potential of the attraction of the solid wall on a

distance /, p„ the maximumtension of water at the absolute tempera-

ture T, and R the constant of gases. ')

If the potential of molecular attraction were known, it would be

possible to predict how the vapourtension, which is in equilibrium

with a layer of fluid of the thickness /, depends on /. And be-

cause the quantity of adsorbed water / (in gr. of water pro 1 gr.

of dry powder) is related to the surface according to the formula

i

it would be known at the same time, how the quantity of adsor-

bed water depends on the vapourtension.

The potential function of Lord Rayleigh and Prof, van der Waals.

Prof, van der Waals proposed, that [ should see how far we

come with the potential function, which Lord Rayleigh and he had

adopted in course of their studies about capillarity. They assumed

') This relation is easily deduced from the general property (van der Waals—
Kohnstamm, Lehrbuch der Thermodynamik I, p. 197) according to which in a

system, subjected to the action of external forces, the total potential of a sub

stance possesses the same value through the entire system. When fx is the potential

of watervapour, /x' the density-potential of water in the point I (that means the value

which the potential of the water would have with the same density but without

external forces) and k the potential of the molecular forces at a distance I

at the solid wall, we have.

ii' + k = IX.

When the compressibility of water can be neglected, fi = i2r^Hpo, while

[M = RTln p. It follows from this, that

kzi^RTbi—.
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that the potential on a distance / from a plain surface (pro unit

of weight of adsorbed tluid) is represented by

k= — fe

where / is a large 'positive constant and /. is a number of tiie order

of magnitude of the diameter of one molecule.

This leads to the relation.

RTin- = - fe
'

or

RTln^-=z - fe

Discussion of this function gives a curve which begins about hori-

zontally, having its convexity below, then gets a point of intlection;

with a still larger / ir has its concavity downward, and finishes

about horizontally. So exactly what has been found experimentalh'.

On the relative values of the coefficients / and a it depends how

large the horizontal beginning will be. One could be in doubt

for a moment, whether the formula deduced for a plain surface is

valid for the particles of a powder. But as long as these particles

are large, compared with the molecular dimensions, an error is

made, which is not of importance. And how fine the powders of

Dr. Day may be, the diameter of the particles is always still large

compared with the diameter of a molecule.

Is it possible to determine from experiments on sui^face-adsorptioji

how the potential function of molecular forces

depends on distance"^

Finally an interesting question. We have seen, that the vapour-

tension /) and the potential of the molecular forces k (on a distance

/ from the glass-surface) are related to one another according to the

formula

k = RTln^-.
Po

If the theory of Prof, van der Waals is really a sufficient approxi-

mation, then it will be possible to calculate k from the measured

vapourtensions. So we get the relation between k and the adsorbed

quantity of water /. We should like to know the manner in which

30*
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k deppnds on distance. In order to calculate / from /, we must

know the total surface of the powder. It is impossible to measure

this accurately, but where an estimate is sufficient, we can trj to

calculate it from the number of particles pro mgr. as described on

page 446.

We then assume, that the particles are spheres of equal dimensions

and must know the specific gravity of the solids. In this way I have

found for the surface of 1 gr.

quartzpowder 3260 cm'

anorthitepovt'der 3150 cm'

In this way I have found for the relation l)etween potential and

distance the following numbers {k expressed in cal, pro mol. adsorbed

water) ^)

:

water -quartz {Si 0,) water- anortilite {CaAl silicate)

-k



—k
400
cal.

300

200

453

quartz

100

« / in 10 -" cm2

1.37 2.74

anorthite

4.42

400
cal.

300

200

100
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Correspondirg in order of magnitude with my figures.

There seems to exist no relation with the density of the solid.

But it seems that substances with many atoms in the molecule have

a larger radius.

iVlthough the results found may still need correction from the fact,

that the boundary of the waterlayer and the vapour is not so sharply

defined as has been supposed, and because the compressibility of

liquid water has been neglected, the results seem interesting enough

to call attention to them. Perhaps then some one more competent on

this subject, will deduce a less approximate theory. This theory will

also have to answer the question, what is the relation between the

maximum and the minimum in Trolton's curves with the maximum
and the minimum in the isotherm of van der Waals, and if the

supposition is right, that it is possible to calculate the maximum
and the minimum of the equation of state from the minimum and

maximum in Trouton's curves.

The importance of these investigations for the problem of swelling

(imbibition) will be treated later.

Meteorology. — ''The Correlation between Atmospheric Pressure and

Rainfall in the East-Indian Archipelago in connection ivith

the 3,5 yearly barometric 2}eriod'\ By Dr. C. Braak. (Com-

municated by Dr. van der Stok).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 29, 1912).

The regularity of the East-Indian climate renders it eminently fit

for clearly revealing weather variations of longer period. There the

interest in the weather of next day is quite subordinate to the question

whether the coming season will bring much or little rain and since

predictions for the immediate future are not Wiinted, full attention

can be paid to those for a more distant future. And this the more

so as the circumstances there promise a much better chance of

success for a prognosis of the seasons than elsewhere.

That the variations from one year to another are very considerable

and an investigation of their character and origin is important, may,

perhaps superfluously, be proved by the following summary : (p. 455)

One naturally looks for a relation between the oscillations in the

rainfall and the barometric changes of long period.

These variations of the atmospheric pressure are of the same

character over an area extending from British India over the Indian
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TOTAL RAINFALL IN M.M. IN THE MONTHS JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER

Wei
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Middle Java, 13 Madioen, Kediri, Blitar and Malang, 14 North coast

of East Java, 15 the Lesser Sunda Islands and Timor, 16 West

coast of South West Celebes, 17 East coast of South West Celebes,

18 South coast of North Celebes, 19 North coast of North Celebes,

20 Araahai, Banda, Ambon and Saparoea, 21 Wahai and Kajeli,

22 Ternate.

For our analysis the period 1883— 1908 was chosen.

For each group the deviations of the monthly means were calcu-

lated from the monthly means of all the years of observation,

including 1908. Since probably the oscillations in the rainfall have

a retardation of about two months with respect to those of the atmos-

pheric pressure ^), the barometric deviation for January, February

etc. was always compared with the rainfall for March, April etc.

Being only a small fraction of the total period, this shifting is indeed

of secondary importance, but still it has the advantage of eliminating

the pressure variations of short duration, which as a rule last a

month or less and probably are not without any influence on the

formation of rain.

In order to express mathematically the relation between rainfall

and atmospheric pressure, the correlation factors between them were

calculated for each group and for the twelve months. Denoting by

A'l A'j ^, . . . .r„ the deviations of the separate monthly averages from

the general monthly mean for the rainfall and by y^J/il/z- • -yn for

the atmospheric pressure, the correlation factors are represented by *)

:

The values of r have been collected in the following table.

From these data the following conclusions may be drawn:

An influence of the mountain ranges on the correlation cannot be

proved ivith certainty. For the Preanger district behaves in the same

way as the coast stations of Java and the stations of group 13,

lying between high volcanoes. Also the West and East coast of

.South-West Celebes (except in January, February, March, and

May), the South and North coast of Noith Celebes (except in

April) and the stations to the North (group 21) and to the South

(group 20) of the mountains of Ceram and Buru (except in February

and April) behave generally in a similar way ; besides, during

1) Gf. Natuurk. Tijdsch. voor Nederl. Indie, Vol. LXX, p. 110.

") Cf. R. H. Hooker: An elementary explanation of coirelation . .
. ,

Quarterly

Journal Royal Met. Soc. Vol. 34, p. 277, 1908 and the extract by Felix M. Ex.ner

in Meteorol. Zeitschr. June 1910, p. 263.
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CORRELATION FACTORS

Atmosph. pressure at Port-Darwin — Rainfall in the Archipelago.

o Jan.
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On the other hand we clearly perceive a variation of the corre-

lation loith the geographical longitude and latitude and ivith the

season. Leaving aside for the present the western part of the archi-

pelago north of the equator, we find in the remaining part in the

East monsoon with a few uiiimportant exceptions negati\e correla-

tion, increasing in amount from West to East. In the West monsoon

the negative sign still prevails in the East, in the West however the

positive sign appears almost without exception, so that there a surplus

of rain falls during the barometric maximum.

The explanation suggests itself that this change of sign of the

correlation depends on the wind, which has also opposite directions

in both monsoons. Now the relation bet^veen the barometric changes

and the force of the monsoons is such that during the maximum of

atmospheric pressure (caused by the relatively large amplitude of the

barometric oscillation over Australia) the wind is reinforced during

the East monsoon and weakened during the West monsoon, while

at the minimum the opposite occurs \). From this we conclude that

strengthening of the monsoon, either East or West, impedes the for-

mation of rain. This phenomenon must be partly ascribed to the

development of fewer local showers when a stronger wind prevails,

partly, especially in the East monsoon, but perhaps also in the West,

to the circumstance that the air, when it moves in a quicker current,

remains a shorter time above the sea.

The sti'onger negative correlation in the East would indicate that

here, besides the influence mentioned above, still another factor

makes itself felt, as well in the West as in the East monsoon.

Very likely we have here a more direct influence of the neighbour-

ing acti\e centre in North Australia, causing drought during the

mai'inmm by falling air-currents, rain during the minimum by rising

currents.

Though the variation of the correlation finds in this way a natural

explanation for the greater part of the Archipelago, the matter is

less simple for the remaining North-western part. There, as in Java,

the correlation is, generally speaking, opposite for both monsoons,

but it is negative when Java has a positive correlation and vice versa.

It is possible that the Barisan range, which in the northern part

of Sumatra lies straight across the path of the monsoon, makes its

influence felt. Also another explanation can however be given.

While during the maximum the influence of Australia increases

the pressure difference in other places, it is quite possible that here

i; Cf. Naluurk. Tijdscluift voor Ned. Indie, Vol. LXX, p. 105.
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ihe opposite occurs. The difference namelv of tlie l»arometric devia-

tions at Batavia and Singapore changes in an irregular manner and

points to a transitional region between these two phices, wliereas the

difference between the deviations at Port-Blair (Andaman Islands),

and those observed at Singapore, runs parallel with the barometric

deviations at Port-Darwin, although with a small correlation ('?*^0,15).

While the atmospheric pressure goes through its 3 to 5-yearly

cycle, during the maximum in the South, Middle and East air-

currents from the South would be superposed on the general flow

of the monsoon and in the North-East, although to a smaller extent,

from the North and currents from opposite directions during the

minimum. Between the two currents a rising or falling movement

should appear. The predominant positive correlation during the whole

year in the Padang Highlands and in group 8 (Pontianak and Sing-

kawangj, which are approximately situated on the border line, might

be a consequence of this vertical movement of the air. The corre-

lation factors in the North-western exceptional region are small

however, so that not much importance must be attached to these

speculations.

Nor can we expect much for this region in the way of predictions,

at any rate on the lines here de\eloped. Matters are quite dij^erent

for the remaining part of the Archipelago, where the correlation under-

goes regular changes and reaches fairly considerable values.

The great question thus remains how we can obtain sufficient cer-

tainty about coming changes in the atmospheric pressure. Very likely

we shall have to pay less attention than was done until now to the

sun and the changes occurring there, but we shall have to look

especially for a terrestrial cause and shall have to study the coope-

ration of metereological phenomena over the whole world.

For the temperature changes, observed in British India, the Archi-

pelago and Australia find a natural explanation from the fluctua-

tions in the general circulation of the atmosphere, accompanying the

barometric changes, ivhile it is difficult to bring them into relation

icith changes in the solar radiation, which surely would re\'eal

themselves in a direct manner in temperature changes.

These temperature changes are of a twofold nature:

1. In this tropical region, where long-period changes in the

atmospheric pressure are brought about not dynamically, but enti-

rely thermally, these must be accompanied by simultaneous tem-

perature changes of opposite sign in the air-column above the

spot of observation. In agreement with this we find e.g. from a

comparison of the changes in atmospheric pressure at the mountain
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station Kodaikanal (height 2340 m.) in the South of British India

witii those at the base-station Peryakalam (290 m.) that the average

temperature of the intermediate layer undergoes oscillations of about

0,7° C, opposite to the simultaneous barometric changes at the base-

station. The correlation factor between the two is r = 0,75. The

station Kadaikanal evidently still lies in the stratum in which these

temperature changes occur, for the temperature there changes in

the same way as in the layer underneath. The coi-relation factor

between the two temperature changes is r = 0,69.

With an amplitude of the atmospheric oscillation of 0,6 mm. at

sea-level and of the temperature oscillation of 0,7° C, the air-slratum

in which both changes would be in harmony would lie at about

1000 m. above the mountain station. The temperature changes are

in this case restricted to the condensation level.

The results of Eliot's investigations ^) w^ould show that this is a

general phenomenon. From a comparison of the barometric changes

at the mountain stations in British India with (hose of the stations

in the plains, he deduced that during the barometric maxima at

sea-level, an abnormally large quantity of air is found below the

level of the mountain stations and an abnormally small quantity

during the minima. The temperature changes that determine the

barometric pressure here occur in the lower 2000 tot 3000 metres

in the region where the heat of condensation plays an important part.

2. In the very lowest strata of the atmosphere the oscillation of

the temperature is of a different nature. Over the whole of the area

here considered the temperature of the stations in the plains follows

namely very regularly the identical barometric change with a lag

of about six months ^). This oscillation of the temperature must have

had a disturbing action on the observed barometric oscillation, since

the phase differs by about a year (i.e. more than 74 period) from

the value required for the formation of the barometric oscillation

(see 1). Still no disturbance is observed and the curves representing

the barometric oscillation and these temperature changes generally

show great similarity. This must probably be ascribed to the small

thickness of this layer, which consequently has to be considered as

a thin transition layer resting on the surface of the earth.

The temperature oscillations mentioned sub 1 and 2 are in com-

plete agreement with the following scheme of changes :

If we suppose the general circulation of the air to be subjected

to fluctuations in such a way that it is increased by the barometric

1) Indian Melereological Memoirs VI, p. 102.

2) Cf. Metercol. Zeitschrift loc. cit.
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minimum in India cand Australia and weakened by the maximum,
as must undouittedly be the case, tlic successive stages may be ima-

gined ^s follows. During the barometric minimum an increased

mixing takes place with the cool air from higher latitude together

with an increased supply of cold water. By these causes after the

barometric minimum a temperature minimum is developed in the

lower strata of the atmosphere. In the upper strata, however, by

the greater heat of condensation, resulting from the increased ascend-

ing motion of the air, a temperature maximum will develop simul-

taneously with the barometric minimum and this maximum will in

its turn determine and strengthen the barometric minimum. This

latter process will continue until the progressive sinking of the tem-

perature of the water and the air below, cause the condensation to

diminish and the atmospheric pressure to rise by a smaller supply

of water-vapoui- and greater density of the air and in this way the

following phase is prepared.

The energy required for keeping up this process is partly supplied

b}' the increa'=!ed heat of condensation during the barometric minimum
and may for another part be deiived from the interaction with the

active centres of higher latitude where the deviations, once started,

reinforce themselves, contrary to the tropical system of circulation

where they are self-regulating ^).

Weltevreden, May :iO, 1912.

Geology. — ''On Orh'itoids of Sumba" . By Dr. L. Rltten. (Com-

nuinicated by Prof. A. Wichmann).

(Communicated of the meeting of Sepiember 28, 1912).

From Professor Wichmann I received a short time ago a small

collection of specimens of rocks and fossils belonging to a collection

gathered by Mr. H. AVitkamp, geologist of the Bataafsche Petroleum-

Maatschappy in the southern part of the Island of Sumba.

1 beg to communicate here some particulars about the Orbitoids

found in this collection. In 5 of the samples sent to me I discovered

Orbitoids i.e. in 4 numbers (81, 114, 106 and 167) the subgenus

Orthophragmina, and in 1 number (105) the subgenus Lepidocyclina.

^) Gf. Metered. Zeitschr. loo. cit.
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Orthophragmina.

Previous findings in the Dutch East Indies.

The first Orthophragmina were described bv R. D. M. Yerbeek ^)

from South-East Borneo. A iew years afterwards his material was

investigated by Yon Fritsch'I, who determined 5 species. A short time

after K. Martin ') reported the existence of Orbitoids with Num-
mulites of the river Teweh in South Borneo, whilst Th. Posewitz

had collected in the neighbourhood of Muara Teweh analogous

Orthophragmina as Yerbeek had gathered in South-East Borneo ^).

In recent times H. Douville '") and Irene Provale °) have again

described Orthophragmina of South Borneo w^hilst the latter determined

moreover a series of Orthophragmina of Udju Halang on the Upper-

Makaham (Central Borneo) ').

Of West Borneo we know through Jennings ^), and R. B. Newton

and R. Holland 'j some findingplaces of Orthophragmina.

In Java Orbitoides with rectangrlar median chambers have been

found at the surface in the residences of Bagelen, of Djokjokarta

and of the Preanger^") Regencies, whilst also in a boring near

Ngembak (Recidency of Samarang) a few Ortliophragmina were

1) R. D. M. Yerbeek. Die Nummuliten des Borueo-Kalksleines. Neues Jahrbuch

fiir Mineralogie etc. 1871, pp. 1—11.

-) K. V. Kritsch. Einige eocane Foraminiferen von Borneo. Jaarboek van het

Mijnwezen in Ned.-Indie. 1S79. 1. p.p. 236—251.

') K. Martin. Neue Fundpunkte von Tertiitrgesteinen ini Indischen Archipel.

Samml. Geol. Reichsmuseums. Leiden. (1). 1. 1881-83, p.p. 131— 198.

*) Th. Posewitz. Das lertiare Hiigelland bei Teweh. Nat. Tiidschr. van Ned.-

Indie XLin. 1S84, pp. 169—175. — Th. Posewitz. Borneo. 1889. p.p. 383-384.
") H. Douville. Les Foraminiferes dans le tertiaire de Borneo. Bull. Soc. geol.

de France. (4). 5. 1905, p.p. 435—464.
'') I. Provale. Rivista italiana di Paleontologia. 15. 1909. p.p. 65—96.
") I. Provale. Rivista ilaliana di Paleontologia. 14. Perugia 1908, p.p. 55—80.
8) A. V. Jennings. Geological Magazine (3). 5. 1888. p p. 530—532.
^) R. B. Newton and P. Holland. Annals and Magazine of Natural History. (7).

3. 1899, p.p. 245-264.
10) R. D. M. Verbeek, Tijdschr. Ned. Aardr. Genootschap. 1, Amsterdam 1876,

p.p. 291 et seq.

K. Martin. Sainral. Geol. Reichsmuseums. Leiden. (1). 1. 1881— 83. p.p. 105— ISO.

R. D. M. Yerbeek. NaluurkundigTijdschrift vanNederl.-lndie. 51. 1892. p.p. 101 - 138,

R. D. M. Yerbeek et R. Fennema. Description geologique de Java et Madoura.
1896. Tome 2.

G. Schlumberger. Bull. Soc. geol. de France. (4). 3. 1903. p.p. 293 et seq.

H. Douville. Samml. des Geol. Reiclismus. Leiden. (1). 8. 1904-12. p.p. 279—294.
^') K. Martin. Samml. des Geol. Reiclismus. Leideu. (1). 3. 1887. p.p. 327 et seq.



For a short time past Ortliopliragmina of Nias^) are known,

whilst in the eastern part of our archipelaf^o they were found in

West Celebes"), West Timor, the new island near Ut, Great Kei,

Kilwair, Tofure, in New-Guinea eastward of the Etna Bay, Rend-

juwa ') and in West Burn ^).

With the great number of very often incompletely described species

of Orthophragmina that are known from the Dutch East- Indies, it

will often be difficult to decide with which species a special form

mnst be classed; fortunately this difficulty did not present itself with

regard to the Sumba material, as the Orthophragmina in question

belong to 2 wellknown species, 0. javana Verb, and 0. dispansa

Sow., as will appear from the description.

Orthophragmina javana Verbeek.

Syn. 0. papyracea Boubee, in von Fritsch 1879?

0. papyracea Boubee, var. javana in Verbeek. T. A.G.I.

0. papyracea Boubee, var. javana in Verbeek 1892 and 1896.

0. dispansa Sow. in Martin 1881 (partim).

0. javana Verbeek in Douville 1905.

0. javana Verbeek in Douville 1912.

Discocyclina discus Riitimeyer in Verbeek 1908. p. 304.

From the finding-place n". 105 I received 5 isolated Orthophragmina,

which, though they are very different in size (diam. 6, 12, 14, 24

and 27 mm.), cannot be separated from one another and must be

classed with one species.

The pretty well conserved fossils have the form of regular lenses,

showing either no central chamber at all or one which is but little

pronounced in its youth; most of them are symmetrically thickened

towards the centrum; the specimen of 27 mm. diameter had a

thickness of 6 mm. The surface of the fossils is somewhat disin-

tegrated, so that the fine-granular, dense, and very symmetrical

granulation cannot very well be seen. Three horizontal sections

were made, from which it appeared that the larger specimens of

24 and 27 mm. diameter were microspheric and the one of 12 mm.

1) H. Douville, Samml. des Geol. Reichsmuseums Leiden. (1). 8. 1904—12.

"p.p. 253—278.

2) H. Douville. I.e. 1905.

R. D. M. Verbeek. Molukkenverslag. Jaarb. van het Mijnw. Wetensch. Ged.

XXXVll. 1908, p.p. 54, 80, 81.

3) R. D. M. Verbeek. I.e. 1908. p.p. 398, 025, 613, 616, 255, 474, 754 en 804.

^) J. Wanner. Gentralbl. fur Mineralogic, Geologic und Palaontologie. 1910,

p. UO.
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diameter was megalospheric. With regard to the two tirst-nientioned

specimens I did not succeed in including the little embryonal chamber

into the preparation.

1. Megalospheric form.

The median plane is but little curved : the median chambers form

frequently incomplete circles round the very large embryonal cham-

bers, whose maximal and minimal diameters are 2500 ft and 1800 ft.

The parietis of the embryonal chamber is thin. The peripherical,

median chambers of the first round are larger than those situated

more outward

:

1st i-ound diameter of the chamber radiary 190 {j, tangentially 55—75 fi

more peripherically maxim, diameter radiary 150 ft, tangentially 60 (x.

2. Microspheric form.

In these large Orbitoids of exterior regular lensshape the median

plane shows a strong saddle-shaped curve, as in the median hori-

zontal section only narrow ligaments of median chambers running

hyperbolically have been struck (com p. Yerbeek and Fennema 1896.

PI. 10, Fig. 150). The radiary diameter of the median chambers increases

from the centre of the periphery, though constantly smaller chambers

are scattered among the larger ones. The normal dimensions of the

chambers are about:

At 2 mm. from the centre: radiary 45-75
f^, tangentially 35-55 ft.

Nearer to the periphery: ,, 135-190 ft, ,,
35-55 ft.

The grouping of the intermediate skeleton-columns to w^iich of

late, for a systematical purpose, Douville []. c, 1912) attaches such

a great value can distinctly be observed. Their thickness in tan-

gential diameter is 55—95 ft, it may be how^ever that rery near the

periphery they are a little thicker. As a rule columns are only sepa-

rated from each other by a single row of spacious lateral chambers.

Consequently the exterior habitus and structure of these Formani-

fera correspond very well with the forms described by Verbeek

(1896) as 0. papyracea var. javana and with those described by

Douville (1912) as 0. javana, only the megalospheric form of this

species was not yet known hitherto.

From the linding-place near Mount Madu (n". 81) I received

two Orbitoids (diam. 14 and 30 mm.) which correspond very

well with the former, and the larger of which was again micro-

spheric. 1 succeeded in including into the preparation the very

small embryonal chambers round which the lirst peripherical cham-
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bers are grouped in circles. The tangential diameter of these

first rounds of peripheric chambers is larger than the radiarv one

(comp. A'krhkkk 1^96, pi. 10 f. 157). The columns are here a little

thicker (100— 180 ;.<) than with the forms described above; they

show both in a transversal and in a longitudinal section a very

distinct, fibrous structure. The lumen of the lateral chambers is in

a vertical direction very wide and theii horizontal parietes are

very thin.

From the finding-place N°. 167 a I received likewise a specimen

of 0. javana.

Orthophragmina dispansa Sowerhy.

Syn. 0. dispansa Sow. in von Fritsch 1879?

0. dispansa Sow. in Verbeek 1892 and 1896.

0. dispansa Sow. in Martin 1881 (partim) and 1887.

0. dispansa Sow. in Douville 1912.

The rock N°. 16 is entirely filled up with Orbitoids which, by

disintregation, are partly laid bare, so that their exterior habitus

can be studied. The maximal diameter amounts to 9 mm, the height

to 3 mm. The fossils are considerably thickened in the centre,

whilst at the periphery they have an excessively thin edge. The

surface is strongly granulated ; the granulae however are not sym-

metrically divided over the whole surface. They are largest on the

central tubercle (100—190,a), towards the periphery they become

very small, but on the very thin edge again larger granulae are

perceptible.

Though in general the granulae are separated by a single row of

spacious lateral chambers, it often occurs that there are two rows

of chambers between them.

In sections only macrospheric individuals were found. Tiie dimi-

nutive size and the spacious lateral chambers make this form corre-

spond entirely to 0. dispansa Sow, as Douville described them a

short time ago (1912).

Rare specimens of Calcarina and little Nummuliles are found in

the limestone N". 238, together with these Orthophragmina, whilst

it is by no means impossible that still another very thin Orthophrag-

mina is met with: the material was however insufficient to decide

in this respect.

31

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIV.
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Lepidocyclina.

The brecciated rock ?s". 105 contains many but fragmentary

fossils, among which Lilhothamniura, Cjclocljpeus, Heterostegina,

and Lepidocychna can be recognized.

The individuals of the latter genus seem to reach a size of about

10 mm. ; the median chambers are spatulated to rhombic. It is

impossible specifically to determine them for want of orientated

sections, and isolated specimens.

Since Yf.rbkek's publication of 1892, nearly all authors on Indian

Orbitoids agree that Lepidocyclina and Orthophragmina never occur

together in one stratum, and that the latter are characteristic of

the Eocene, the former of the Upper-Oligocene and Miocene.

J. Provale (I. c. 1908) holds a different view, she describes

Orthophragmina and Lepidocyclina of Udju Halang in Central Borneo,

which are said to proceed from one stratum, whilst G. Osimo ^) has

mentioned rare Lepidocyclina of West Celebes (Donggala) that are

reported to occur with eocene Nummulites. These assertions should,

however, be accepted with some reserve.

In the first place at Udju Halang Lepidocyclina and Orthophrag-

mina are not found in one and the same rock (Provale 1. c. 1909

p. 75) '), so that it is likely that they occur in the proximity of

each other, but not in the same stratum.

The same possibility, however, exists for the findingplaces near

Donggala, the more so as Verbeek (1. c. 1908, p.p. 58, 59) ascertained

for the surroundings of Pangkadjene and Maros, northward from

Makassar the existence of eocene limestone with Orthophragmina,

and of oligo-miocene limestone with Lepidocyclina the one in the

proximity of the other.

For the present we may consecpiently certainly stick to the old

view that in India Orthophragmina characterizes Eocene, Lepido-

cyclina on the other hand the L^pper-Oligocene, so that from the

above we may make the conclusion that in Sumba both Eocene and

Miocene must be found. The limestone and marls of Sumba that are

known up to the present (Yerbeek 1. c. 1908) originated from tlie

northern part of the island and were usually very young; the older

ones were most likely classed with Miocene.

Buitenzorg, August 1912.

1) G. OsiMO. Rivisla italiana di Paleontologia. 14 Perugia 1908, p.p. 21—54.

-) I. Provale imlicales in tliis place the age of the Orthophragmina as eocene,

that of llic Lepidocyclina as oligocenc. (?)
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Chemistry. — "On the Quaternary system -. KCl— CuCI^—BaCU—
11, or By Prof. F. A. H. Schretnemakers and Miss W. C. de Baat.

(Communicated in tlie mceling of September 28, 1912).

In the previous articles ^) we already discussed the equilibria

occurring at 30° in the quaternary systems :

NaCl — CuCI, — BaCl, — H,0
and NH.Cl — CuCi, — BaCl, — h",0

In the first system no double salt is formed, in the second

occurs the double salt CuClj . 2 NH^Cl . 2 H.O. As in the system :

KCl — CuCl, — BaCI, — H,0

two double salts may appear, w^e have now investigated this system

also.

The two double salts are :

Di.2.2 = CuCl, .2KC1.2H,0
and Di.i =: CuCl, . KCl

.

The equilibria occurring have been investigated at 40° and 60°;

these temperatures have been chosen purposely because at the first

temperature (40°) only one of the double salts (Di.2.2) still occurs;

at the other temperature (60°) both double salts appear.

In the ternary system KCl — BaCl^ — H^O occur as solid sub-

stances, at 40° and 60° KCl and BaCl, . 2 H,0 so that the isotherms

also consist of two saturation lines.

The monoN'ariant (P) equilibria occurring in the ternary system

KCl — CuCi.^ — H/3 have been described previously by W. Meyer-

HOFFER^); the isotherm of 30° has been determined by H. Filippo').

From these investigations it follows that below 57°, in addition

to KCl and CUCI2.2H3O also occurs the double salt Di.2.2, between

57' and 92° the double salts Di.2.2 and Du and above 92° only the

double salt D).i.

The isotherm of 40° therefore consists of the saturation lines of:

KCl , CuCl,.2H./:) and Di.2.2, that of 60' of the saturation lines of

KCl , CuCl,.2H,0, D,.2.2 and Di.i.

The equilibria appearing in the quaternary system may be repre-

sented in space, in the w^ell known manner with the aid of a tetra-

hedron, whose four apexes indicate the four components : KCl, CuClj,

BaClj and water. In Figs. 1 and 2 is found a projection of the

1) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS aiicl Miss VV. G. DE Baat. Gliem. Weekbl. 1908.

2) W. Meyerhoffer. Z. f. Phys. Chera. 3 336 (1889).

, , , , 5 97 (1890).

*) H. FiLippo. Not yet published.

31*
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spacial representation on the side plane KCl—BaCl, -CuCl, of the

tetraliedron which projection may be easily deduced in the well

known manner from the j-epresentation in space ^).

Fig. 1 gives a schematic representation of the equilibria occur-

ring at 40°.

The equilibria occurring in the ternary system BaCl,—CuClj—
Water are represented by the curves ab and be situated on the

side plane Bad,—CuCl,—Water.

ab is the saturation line of the CnClj.2H20

be ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, BaCl2.2HjO

The solution b is saturated with both salts.

c.a^

Bit Ct,

Fi2. 1.

The e(|uilibria occurring in the ternary system : KCl—BaCl,—Water

ai-e represented by the curves cd and de situated on the side plane

:

KCl—BaCl,—Water.
ed is the saturation line of the BaCl2.2Hj,0

de „ ,, „ „ „ KCl.

The solution d is saturated with both salts.

The curves ef, fg and ga situated on the side plane KCl—CuCl,

—

Water represent tlie equilibria in the ternary system KCl—CuCI,

—

Water.

e / is the saturation line of the K CI.

f g „ „ ,> 5> „ Di.22.

g a „ „ „ „ „ Cu CI, .2 H, 0.

Hence the solubility" line of liie double salt I>i2.2= Cu CI, . 2 K CI .

2 Hj is limited in point / by the occurrence of solid K CI and in

point g by the occurrence of solid Cu Cl^ . 2 H, 0.

1) Z. f. Phys. Ghera. 65, 563 (1909).
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In the quaternary system occur solutions saturated wiili one, two
and three solid substances.

Those saturated with one solid substance only are represented by

a plane, the saturation plane of that substance.

Plane I or ah kg is the saturation plane of the Cu CI, . 2 H. 0.

>> n „ edlf „ „ „ „ „ ,, KCl.

„ III „ cbhid „ „ „ „ ,, „ iJaCi, .2H, 0.

J> ^* " J 9 '^ ^ " " " >J jj j> Di.2.2.

The intersecting lines of these saturation planes indicate the solu-

tions saturated with two solid substances; thus we find:

Curve bli is the saturation curve of CuCl,.2H,04-BaCl,.2H,0.

di „ „ „ „ „ KCl+BaCl,.2H,,0.

>j ^ ^ 5> 5> >» j> ,, I^Ci-}-Di 2.2.

ih „ „ „ „ „ Di.2.2+BaCl,.2H,0.

hg „ „ „ ., „ Di.2.2+CuCl,,2H,0.

The solutions saturated with three solid substances are i-epresen ted

by the points of intersection of the saturation planes;

Point h is the saturation point of CuCl,.2H,0-f-BaCL.2H,0+Di.2.2.

„ i „ „ „ „ „ KCl+BaCl,.2H,0-j-Di.2.2.

If we remember that the equilibria represented in Fig. 1 apply

only to one definite temperature T and to one definite pressure P,

we notice occurrence of the following equilibria:

A. Invariant (P. T.) equilibria {n Components in n phases)

1. binary: the point a, c and e;

2. ternary: ,, ,, b, d, /and g;
3. quaternary : ,, „ / and k.

B. Monovariant {P. T.) equilibria {ii Components in n—1 phases)

1. ternary: the Curves ab, be, cd, de, ef, fg and ga.

2. quaternary: the Curves bh, hi, id, ij and gli.

C. Divariant {F. T) equilibria {n Components in n—2 phases.

1. quaternary : the planes /, 11, III and / V.

The equilibria occurring at 60° are represented schematically in

fig. 2; this is distinguished from fig. 1 in so far that between

the saturation plane / and / V of fig. 1 another saturation plane V
has introduced itself so that the following saturation planes occur.

Plane /, or a b Ih, the saturation plane of CuClj 211,0

,, 11 ,, 6 (I Ij, ,, ,, ,, ,, iVL'l

„ III „ cblhid,,, ,, ,, ,, BaCl, 2H3O

,, / V „ fg h i, ,, „ ,, „ Di.2.2

>i y » 'J
1^ ^ ^ » » » » Di.i
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If we compare the figs 1 and 2 we notice tliat the equilibria in

the tw^o ternary systems CiiCl,—BaCl,—Water and KCl— BaCl^

—

Water, do not show appreciable differences at 40° and 60°, but that

these are observed in the ternary system CuCl,—KCl—Water and

in the quaternary system.

At 40° (Fig. 1) the isotlierm of the ternary system KCl

CuCl^—H,0 consists of:

ef, the saturation line of the KCl

fg, ,y » j> >> »> Di.2.2

and (/a, „ „ ,, „ ,, CuCL 2H,0

whereas this consists at 60°, (Fig. 2), of:

Fig. 2.

ef, the saturation line of the KCl

fg, „ ,> ,, ,, „ Dl.2.2

y'^f >> 5> )) j> j> 11

and ka, „ ,, „ „ „ CliC1,.2H,0

Whereas at 40"* only 5 quaternary saturation curves occur, seven

are found at 60°, namely.

Curve bl, the saturation curve of CuCl, . 2H,0 + BaCl, . 2H,0

(li, „

fh „

hi, „

hg, „

hi, „

kl, ,,

KCl + Bad, . 2H,0

KCl + Di.2.2

BaCl, . 2H,0 4- Di.2.2

D1.2.2 + D1.1

Di.i + BaCl, . 2H,0

Di.i + CuCl, . 2H,0.

The saturation curve gli of fig. 1 (at 40°) is, therefore replaced

in fig. 2 (at 60°) by the three saturation curves gh, hi and Ik.

At 40° (fig. 1) we find only two, at 60° (fig. 2) however, three

quaternary saturation points, namely

:
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Point /, the saturation point of KCl + RaCl, . 2H,0 + Di.2.2

„ h, „ „ „ „ Bad, . 211,0 + Di.2.2 + Di.i

„ /, „ „ „ „ BaCl,.2H,0 + CuCI,.2H,0 + D,.i

As tlie equilibria represented in fig. 2 only apply to one definite

temperature 7' and one definite pressure P, we lia\e at 60° the

following equilibria:

A. Invariant {P. T) equilibria.

J. binary: the point a, c and e.

2. ternary : ,, „ b, d, /, g and k.

3. quaternary : ,, ,, i, h and /.

B. Monovariant {P . T) equilibria.

1. ternary : the curves ab, be, cd, de, ef, fy, gk and ka.

2. quaternary : „ „ bl, U, Ih, gh, Id, fi and id

C. Divariant (P . T) equilibria.

1. quaternary : the planes I, II, III, IV and V.

It is evident that between the Figs. J and 2 there exist transi-

tion forms, which must occur between 40° and 60°. If w^e start

from fig. 2 and lower the temperature, the saturation surface Y gets

smaller until at 57° the points (/ and /( coincide. The saturation surface

then has a triangular form of which one apex rests against the side

plane W—CuCL—KCl of the tetrahedron. As in this apex the

saturation surfaces I, IV, and V meet, the equilibrium :

Cu CI2.2H2O + D,.2.2 + Di.i

occurs in the ternary system KCl — CuCl^ — Water at 57'.

On lowering the temperature still further the saturation surface V
becomes smaller still apd surrourided by the saturation surfaces I, III

and IV to finally disappear in a point within the tetrahedron, so

that the relations drawn in fig. 1 occur. The moment the saturation

surface V disappears, or rather that it becomes metastable, the

surfaces /, ///, I V, and V pass through one point so that only one

single point of the surface V represents a stable solution. This then

signifies that in the quaternary system occurs the ijivariant {P) equi-

librium :

BaCl2.2H20 + Cu CI2.2H2O -f Di.0.2 + Du + Solution.

This as deduced from the thermic determinations, happens at

+ 55l.7°.

Between the above 5 phases a phase reaction may take place at

55.7°, on increase, or decrease of heat.
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If, for the sake of brevity, we call Ba Cl2.2H20=: Ba2 and Cu CI2.

2H20 = Cu2, the reaction is then:

Ba2 + Cu2 + Di.2.2^ Di.i + Solution

Ba2 + Clio -f Di 1 + Sol.

Ba2 + Cn2 + Di.2.2 + '^ol.
, g^^ _^ D,.2+ Dn + Sol.

Ba2 + Cn2 + D,.2.2 + Dm
! Cus + Di.2.2+ Dm + Sol.

Hence, of the invariant [P) equilibrium two raonovariant (P)

proceed to lower and three to higher temperatures, or if we only

consider the systems in which a solution occurs, one to lower and

three to higher temperatures.

The system proceeding to lower temperatures : Ba2 + Cu2 +
D1.2.2+ sol. still exists at 40° and is represented in fig. 1 by the

point h. The system proceeding to higher temperatures: Cu2 -f- Di.2.2

_|_ Dj J
_|_ solution terminates at 57'', when the solution only still

contains the three components CuCb , KCl and water.

The other two systems proceeding to higher temperatures still

exist at fiO°; the solution of the system Ba2 -f Cu2 -f Du -f solution

is represented in fig. 2 by the point / and that of the system:

BaCl2 + Di.2.2 -T Di.i is indicated in fig. 2 by the point h.

Chemistry. — ''Tke system HgCl,—CuCk—H._Or By Prof. F.

A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS and J. C Thonus.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1912).

In order to ascertain whether or not the salts HgCl^ and CnClj

form a double salt, the isotherm of 35° was determined; the result

of this investigation is that, at 35° no double salt was found but

that the salts HgClj

each other.

Fig. 1.

and CuCl., . 2H„0 can exist l)v the side of

In fig. 1 , the experimentally

determined isotherm of 35° is

represented schematically ; the

apexes W, HgCl, and CuCl, rej^re-

sent the three components, and

the point Cu^ the hydrate CuCl,

.

2 H/J.

The isotherm consists of the

two branches ac and he; ac indi-

cates the solutions which are

saturated with the hydrate CuCl, .

2H,0, he those saturated with



HgCl,; the point of intersection c of the two saturation lines repre-

sents the solution saturated with CnCI, . 2HjO -j- HgCU.
The solubility curve he of the HgCl, lias a peculiar form ; for a

tangent may be drawn to it i^arallel to the side W . CuCl^. This

means, in our case, that the solubility of HgCl, first increases and

then decreases with an increased CuClj-content of the solution. From
the Fig. 1 it is shown that the solubility of HgCl, is much increased

by addition of CuCl. ; froui the table we see that the solubility of

HgCI^, which in pure water amounts to 8.51 "Z^, can increase to

fully 52 7„ by addition of CuCI,.

The isotherm represented schematically in fig. I can be drawn
with the aid of the determinations communicated in the table. As
not only the compositions of the liquids, but also those of the corre-

sponding "residues" have been determined, the composition of the

solid substance may be deduced therefrom. We find that the solu-

tions of branch ac are saturated with CuCl, . 2 H^O and those of

he with Ho-CL.

Compositions in O/o by weight at 35°.

of the solution
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One of us has previously deduced the rule ^) that the meta-

stable continuations of the branches ac and be must fall both

together either within or without ^ Cu, . c . HgCl,. Which case

occurs here is difficult to prove experimentally as both branches, in

the vicinity of point c practically coincide with the sides of the

angle Cu, . c . HgCl^. Moreover, the saturation line be of the HgOl,

exhibits a very peculiar form. The metastable continuation must, of

course, terminate somewhere on the side HgCl,—CuCl^ of the tri-

angle; from the course of the stable pai-t in the vicinity of c, it

appears, however, that this will not be possible without a point of

inflexion appearing somewhere on the metastable part or on the

stable part situated in the ^icinity of c.

Chemistry. — "lite system I'in-Iodine" . By Prof. W. Reinders

and S. DE Lange. (Communicated by Prof. Schreinemakers.)

(Gummunicated in the meeting of September 28, 1912).

1. Of tin and iodine two compounds are known, stannous and stannic

iodide. As regards the preparation and properties of these compounds

there exist in the literature different conflicting statements. By the

older investigators'), for instance, it is stated that on heating tin with

iodine, stannous iodide is formed. Henry''), how^ever finds a mixture

of SnI, and SnI, and Personne *) SnI, only. The melting point of

SnI, is given by Personne') as 145° (solidifying point 142"), by

Emich ") 143°. The boiling point according to Personne is at 295°,

Emich finds 341°. Henry, however, states that it sublimes at 180°.

Of Snl, the melting point is given both at 246 ^) and at a dull

red heat (Personne) and the boiling point both at 295° ') and at the

temperature of molten glass (Personne).

For the knowledge of the binary systems of a metal and a metal-

loid a renewed investigation was therefore desirable.

2. Snl^ was prepared in two ways, a. by treating granulated tin

for some days with a solution of iodine in carbon disulphide and

1) V. A. H. Schreinemakers, Die heler. Gleichg. von Bakhuis Roozeboom. III'. 208.

~) I. a. Berzelius, Traile de chimie; Rammelsberg, Pogg. Ann. 48, 169.

3) Phil. Trans. 135, 363 (1845).

*) Gompl. rendus. 54, 216 (1862).

•; 1. c.

6) Silzungsber. der K. Ak. v. W. Wien 113, 11^, 535 (l904)(Monatshefte 25, 907.

7) GoiiEN, Abcgg's Handbuch d. anorg. Gh. III. 2, 571.
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evaporating the solution obtained, b. by melting iodine wiili a small
excess of tin. The weighed out quantities were introduced in small

portions into a glass tube and if necessary, heated a little to start

the reaction : the tube was then sealed, heated for some time at

250°, then placed vertically and cooled slowly. The orange-red crv-

stalline mass obtained was then separated from the tin and the

bottom layer of crystals and reduced to a tine powder. Both methods
ga\e according to analysis, pure SnI, without any SnI, whatever.
Found: 18,95—18,99 7„ of Sn ; theory 18,99 7..

For the preparation of SnI, is recorded a. addition of SnCl.,-solu-

tion to Kl-solution ^) b. dissolution of tin in concentrated hydriodic

acid ^).

The tirst method seems the most simple one. It has the disadvantage

however, that in this reaction besides the red Snij, double salts

with KI may be formed also, whilst it is still uncertain whether

a protochloro-iodide (Henry), or mixed crystals with SnCl, are per-

haps obtained in addition. The first method was, therefore, aban-

doned and the second process used instead. The action of tin on HI
proceeds slowly and was carried out in a round bottomed flask

attached to a refluxcondenser. The red crystals obtained were dried

in a \acuuni desiccator, first for a few Aveeks over sticks of K(JH,

then for a few months over P^O^. Found 31,83 and 31,87 7, of

Sn; theory 31,92 7„.

Another mode of preparation will be mentioned presently.

3. The melting point of Snl^ wa- found 143, °5, therefore in agree-

ment with Emjch, who gives 143^.

The solidifying point determinations of I-Snl^-mixtures took place

in the usual manner by cooling in the apparatus van Eijk. In order

to prevent strong undercooling we constantly stirred with the ther-

mometer during the cooling.

The results are united in the subjoined table (p. 470) and

represented graphically in Fig. 1.

Hence we ha\e a simple melting point line with a eutecticum at

79°,6 and 60% by weight of SnI, (12,06 at. 7, Sn).

4. In the preparation of Sn I^, it had already been shown that

Sn I^ could be heated for a considerable time with Sn at 250^

without any perceptible reaction setting in with formation of Sn I,.

The possibility had, therefore, to be considered whether Sn and

1) BouLLAY, Ann. d. phys. et chira. (2) 34, 337 (1827); Personne, I.e.

*) Personne 1. c.
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Composition of the liquid

gr. Snl4 per
i

at. Sn per

lOOgr. Snl4 + I 100 at. Sn + I

Initial

Solidifying point
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The analysis of the Sn I, thus prepared gave 31.6 and 31.2 7„ of

tin instead of the theoretical quantity (31.9).

5. The melting point of Sn I, was determined by heating and

cooling in a small electric furnace consisting of a cylindric little pot

of porous earthenware, surrounded by a nickel heating wire and

placed in a similar larger pot w^hich was then fdled up with asbestos.

The melting point was found at 31 9"^—320".

The boiling point of Sn I^ was determined in a 25 cm. long hard

glass tube 3—4 cm. in diameter, the upper part of which w^as

thoroughly isolated by a thick layer of asbestos and could be heated

electrically by a nickel wire, whilst the lower part, which contained

the Sn I, was heated sti'ongly eitiier electrically or with the blow-

pipe. The temperature was measured with a standard Pt-PtRh

thermocouple.

The mean of many determinations was 720°.

6. Addition of Sn I^ or Sn had no perceptible influence on the

melting point of Sn Ij. These substances, when by the side of

Sn I4. form a second liquid phase, so that above 320° there are two

regions of decomposition, one between Sn I^ and Sn I^ and one be-

tween Sn I3 and Sn. The fused Sn I3 lies in a narrow region of

homogeneous mixing.

In order to determine the limits of these regions of decomposition,

Sn I2 and Sn I^ were heated in a narrow sealed tube and shaken for

an hour at 350° in an electric tube furnace. The apparatus was

then placed in a vertical position, the tube w^as removed and rapidly

cooled in a current of air. The solidified Sn I^ and Sn I^ layers w^ere

separated from each other, well scraped and then analysed.

The SnI, layer. The total tin content was 18.95 and 19.02, mean

18.99, which corresponds to pure Sn I^. The solubility of Sn I, in

Sn \^ is therefore, practically nil. This result was confirmed by

dissolving a portion of the upper layer in carbon disulphide and

after adding iodine, titrating the excess of the latter wnth sodium

thiosulphate; only 0,06 "/„ of Sn I., was thus found.

The Snl^ layer. The total tin content amounted to 31.2 and

30.9 7o, mean 31.1 "/„ ; Sn I, requires 31.9 »/„ of tin. This analysis

therefore points to a 6 % Sn I, content. This figure must probably

be considered as a maximum. During the fusion the Sn I^ penetrates

between the glass and the Sn I^ layer so that after cooling, this is

enveloped by a thin layer of Sn I^ which might be not completely

removed in some places. The fact that addition of Sn I^ does not
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perceptibly affect the melting point of Sn I, shows that the solubility

of Sn I^ in this layer is very trifling.

The Sn I^ lai/er saturated ivith Sn. Sn Ij, prepared by shaking

molten Sn I^ with Sn, did not differ in colour from that which had

been prepared by the net process and fused afterwards. A solubility

of Sn in Sn I, did not make itself conspicuous by a darker colour,

or as LoRENZ ^) describes it by a "Metallnebel". The analysis of

fused Sn I._. which had been heated with Sn for some time at

350^— 400^ and then poured off from the molten metal, also did not

differ perceptibly from that of pure Sn I^. The solubility of Sn in Sn I, is,

therefore, exceedingly small. This is in agreement with the determi-

nations of the solubility of Sn in Sn Ij by R. Lorenz *), who found

that at 629° this is only 0.13 •", more than at 400^ .so that, at

350°, it may be safely taken as practically nil.

7. The boiling point of Snl^ was determined at 340°; Emich has

stated it to be at 341°. These determinations therefore tally, and the

previous statement by Personne '295^) must be rejected as being

inaccurate.

8. The boiling points of mixtures of I

and Sn I^ were determined in the apparatus

drawn in Fig. 2. This consisted of a round-

bottomed flask A of + 100 cc capacity,

half way filled with the boiling mixture

and protected by an asbestos case in the

bottom of which a circular opening was

made. The boiling flask can then be heated

over the naked flame without danger of

superheating.

To the flask was sealed a vertical tube

surrounded by a jacket which was heated

up to 140° by xylene vapour from B. This

prevented the vapour from A from forming

a solid deposit in the tube ; it conden-

sed to liquid and was collected again in A.

C
ll'

If, after long boiling, the iodine vapour
"•"^ had diffused too much towards the upper

part of the apparatus, the heating of AFie

was suspended and all the iodine reentered the flask. The apparatus

1) R. Lorenz. Die Elektrolyse geschmolzener Salze.

-) R. Lorenz. Die Elektrolyse geschmolzener Salze II, 77.
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gave great satisfaction. Kot a trace of vapour was lost and by adding

every time weighed quantities of SnI, or I and starting from the

pure components or of a mixture of l^nown composition, a whole

series of determinations could be carried out.

The temperature was recorded bj means of a previously stand-

ardised thermo-couple of silver-constantan which was plunged into the

boiling liquid.

The results are united in the following table.

Composition of the liquid.

gr. SnI, per

100 gr. Snl,+I

10

20

30

40

50

60

10

75

80

85

90

95

100

at. Sn per

100 at. Sn+l

2.02

4.04

6.05

8.06

10.06

12.06

14.05

15.05

16.04

17.03

18.02

19.01

20.00

Boiling

point.

183

184

187

190

193

198

204

214

219.5

228

240

267

296

340

9. Finally, we endeavoured to determine the composition of the

saturated vapour wdiich coexists with the different Sn I^ — I mixtures.

For this purpose the liquid was heated to boiling in a 25 cm.

long circular tube surrounded at its upper end l)y a thick asbestos

jacket. In the vapour space was then placed a long suction tube

with a pipette-like enlargement of 1—2 c.c, capillarity drawn out

and bent upwards at the lower end. By means of this tube some

vapour close above the surface of the boiling liquid was withdrawn
;

this condensed for the greater part in the pipette and was then
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analysed. Althouiih these determinations have only a qualitative value,

we still think it worth while to coinniunicate the result.

Boiling
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Chemistry. — ''The diMrihution of dyeshiffs between tiro solvents.

Contrilmtion to the theory of dyeing:' By Prof. W. Reinders

and D. I.ely Jr. (Communicated by Prof. F. A. H. vSchreine-

MAKERS.)

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1912).

For the explanation of the absorption and retention of dyestiiffs

by fibres there exist three theories: the chemical theory, the theory

of solid solution, and the mechanical or adsorption theory.

According to the first theory ^) the colouring matter enters into a

chemical reaction with a constituent of the fibre with formation of

an insoluble product, which is retained in the tibre. This constituent

— according to Knecht, lanolinic acid in wool and sericinic acid in

silk — is supposed to have the character of an amphoteric electrolyte

and, therefore, to be capable of forming a salt with the base of the

basic dyestutfs as well as with the acid of the acid dyestutfs.

An important argument in favour of this theory is the observation

that when dyeing with basic dyestutfs there first occurs a dissociation

into base and acid, the former then being absorbed by the fibre and

the latter retained in the bath.

But it appears, however, that this dissociation also takes place in

the absorption of dyestutfs by cotton, by i)ure cellulose ') and by

inorganic matters such as glass, asbestos, silicates '), and carbon ^)

in which substances we surely cannot assume the presence of an

acid capable of foruiing a salt with the dissociated base.

Moreover, the occurrence of such a dissociation in the case of acid

dyestutfs is still doubtful '"), and it also does not take place with the

substantive colouring matters which are absorbed in their entirety.

The cheuiical method of explanation is here a complete failure.

We also might be led to expect that the amount of colouring

matter that can be absorbed by a certain tibre would be determined

by the quantity of acid or base in that tibre. Only so much colouring

matter ought to be taken up as is equivalent to this content in acid

or base and a furtiiei- addition of colouiiug mattei- to the bath should

not cause any further absorption of the dyestutf by the fibre. More-

1) Knecht. Berl. Ber. 21, 15."j6, 2804; 22, 1120 (1889). Suida, Sitzungsher. tier

K. Akad. d. Wiss. Wien. 113 11b, 725 (1904); Z. f. angew. Ghem. 1909, 2131.

-) Knecht, Farberzeitung 18, 22 (1893 94).

3) Georgievics, Farberzeitung 19, 9, 129, 188, 286 (1894/95\

^) Freundlich und Losev. Z. f. pliysik. Cliem. 59, 284 (1907); Losev, Inaug

Dissert. Leipzig 1907, p. 45.

") Losev, 1. c. p. G7.
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over, the forinatioii of llio iiisidiiMc procipitalo in llic lil)re could only

start when a cerlaiii c-oiiceiilratioii had been altaiiied in the balh.

Neither of (hese {phenomena have, however, Ween observed. The

absor|»tion of the dyestnfF increases i-egularly with its concentration in

the bath and there is no (jnestion of a discontinuity in this absorption.

The chemical theory is, therefore, an improbable one and is, in

fact, rejected by the majority of the investigators of dye absorptions.

The theory of the solid solution has been proposed first by ().

N. Witt ^) and was at first universally accepted. Witt, by a number

of examples has rendered it indeed plausii)le that the condition in

which the colouring matter is present in the fibre is perfectly com-

parable with that of a substance in solution, th;it there is an equi-

librium between the dyestull" in the fibi-e and in the aqueou.s solution

and that the changes in that equilibrium, caused l)y the addition of

another solvent such as alcohol, or of acids or salts, agree qualita-

tively, exactly with those in the equilibi-ium between two non-miscible

liquids in which a third substance is dissohi'd.

In the quantitative investigation as to the distribution of the

dyestiiff between the fibre and the bath, it has been found,

however, that this distribution does not take place according to

Henry's law, but that the adsor|)tion-formula —=^ac -" must be
tn

applied.

Mainly on account of this. Walker and Appleyard ') as well as

Schmidt ^), Freundlich and Losev *), Georgievics '), Pelet-Jolivet ")

and others conclude that Witt's theory cannot be correct and that

the colouration is, in the tirst instance, an adsorption phenomenon ').

Hence, a very high value is attached to this utterly empirical and

very elastic formula, which in Freundlich and Losev's determinations

1) Farberzeitung 1890/91, 1.

2j Journ. Ghem. Soc. 69, 1334 (1896).

») Zeilschr. f. physik. Ghem. 15, 56 (1894).

^) I.e. and Freundlich, Koll. Zeitsclu-. 3, -212 1908>

5) I.e.

^) L. Pelet-Jolivet, Die Theorie des Farbeprozesses, 1910.

7) According to Freundlich and Losev the fixation of the dye after its absorption,

takes place because the colouring matter was either dissolved in a colloidal slate

and then rendered insoluble by coagulation by the fibre (in the case of substantive

dyes), or was dissolved molecularly but converted in the fibre into an insoluble

or colloidal non-diffusing substance. As regards this last change the action of

another adsorbed substance (the mordant) or of the fibrous matter would, however,

have to be considered eventually.

Pelet-Jolivet also regards the fixation of the dye chiefly as a coagulation of

colloids,

32*
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had actually to be modified so as to agree with the figures obtained.

The question now arises whether this is really justified.

Is the compliance with this formula really such a certain criterion

for the presence of a surface condensation, or can we meet with a

similar relation in the distribution of a dyestutf ovei- two non-

miscible liquids?

Again, are the other properties of the dyed fibre iii harmony with

the adsorption theory r Is the colouring matter really present at the

surface only or must we assume that it has penetrated also in the

interior of the same ?

We will consider these questions successively.

How is the dyestuff" distributed in the fibre ?

Some years ago this question was fully discussed by Hugo

Fischer'), who has most strongly protested against the implicit belief

in internal surfaces in colloids. He calls attention to the fact that

with starch granules, for instance, the colouration is perfectly homo-

geneous and argues in detail and on several grounds that the assump-

tion that we are dealing with an adsorption is very improbable. He

points out that the appearance of tlie coloured granule as well as the

progressive change of the colouring process with a slowly acting dye

stuff such as congo-red makes altogether the impression that this colou-

ration is a phenomenon of solution and not a surface condensation.

SriDA ') in his investigations on the dye absorption of starch granules,

also states that they are coloured quite homogeneously. The fact that

when a dyestuff in the solid condition has a colour different to that

of its solution, the fibre always presents the colour of the latter and

not that of the former *) also shows that the dyestuff is present in a

condition which corresponds with solution.

In the case of several other phenomena which have been described

as adsorptions, a doubt now begins to arise whether this view is

really quite correct. Van Bemmei,en *) has already pointed out that

with the gels the line between ad- and a/;sorption is difficult to draw.

Davis ^) found that the amount of iodine taken up by carbon increases

with the time of action. The iodine diff'uses slowly towards the

interior of the carbon. Mc Bain") noticed the same in the absorption

1) Z. f. physik. Chem. 63, 480 (190S).

2) Sitzuiigsber. der K. Akad. d. Wiss. Wien 113 llr., 725 (1904).

S) 0. N Witt, I.e.

*) Z. f. Anorg. Chem. 23, 321 (1900).

5) Journ Chem. Soc. 91, IGGG (1907).

") Z. f. pliysik. Chem. 68, 171 (1909).
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of hydrogen by carbon and concbides (hat a portion is really a<lsi»rbed

and that another portion forms a solid solntion.

(teoh(;ikvics\), in his later iinestigations as to the absor|)tiun of

dilute aeids by wool, has also come to the conclusion that in many
cases adsorption and solid solution occui- together. Fi-om very dilute

solutiv»ns, acids as well as ditferent colouring matters with a constant

division factor are absorbed so that this absorption may be considered

as a true solid solution.

Adsorption and solution, therefore, go hand in hand and in most

cases it is difiicult to make out what part appertains to each of

these phenomena.

When the nature of the absorbing material causes the diffusion

towards the interior to take place with extreme difticulty, as iu the

case of carbon and silicates, the formation of a solution will take

place in the external layers of the substance only and one will get

the impression of dealing with a mere surface action or adsorption.

In some cases, however, it appears that the colouring matter has

})eiietrated further into the substance. Silicates coloured by fuchsine

and methylene blue exhibit a distinct pleochroism "), wdiich shows that

the dyestuff has distributed itself homogeneously into the silicate and

has not deposited merely on the surface.

Cases of true adsorption will occur when the substance is dissolved

in the colloidal state and does not dissolve molecularly in the absorp-

tion medium.. We may then expect either no absorption at all or a

complete absorption as colloidal solid solution, or else a complete

separation of the colloid at the border layer; this then constitutes

adsorption. Instances of this are found in the adsorption of colloidal

gold by carbon or by BaSO^ ^), of As^Sg-solution by carbon or by

BaSO^, of a very fine carbon suspension by paper ^) and also in the

dyeing of wool or cotton with some undoubtedly colloidal dye

solutions such as that of the blue acid ofcongo-red. This colouration

however, is not permanent and can be completely removed by washing").

How does a dyestuff distribute itself over two solvents?

In this direction but few determinations have been made. Only

in the case of picric acid the distribution between water and

1) Koll. Zeitsclir. 10, 31 (1912 >,

"} T. GoRNu, Tschennak's Mineralogische uud Petrograpliii-che Mitteilungen lUOG,

453.

3) L. Vanino, Berl. Ber 35, 662 (1902).

*) Spring, Beobachtungen iiber die Waschwirkung dcr Scifeu. Koll. Zeitsclir.

4, 161 (1909).

^) Pelet-Jolivet, Die Theorie des Farbeprozesses, p. 141
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various organic solvents such as amy! alcoliui, benzene, cliloroforni,

bronioforni and toluene has been investigated and it has been found

Alcohollayer

m

500 mgr/ L

aqueous layer

that on increasing the concentration an proportionally smaller part

remains in the aqueous layer ^). With methylene bhie, between

aniline and water, the division coefficient is constant ^).

We have now measured for a number of dyestuffs the distribution

between water and isobutyl alcohol (b.p. 106°). The determination

of the colouring matter was effected colorimetrically. The temperature

was 25^. The results are united in tables 1—19. The concentrations

are indicated therein in mgs. per litre.

From these tables and better still from the curves in tig. J it

appears that with all these colouring matters, the division coefticient

Cn— decreases with the increase in the concentration. If the adsorption

1 !u
1

relation c,, ^ «
'

' is applied we find that — varies from 0.3 (with

erythrosine ^-1) to 1 (alkali blue and crystal ponceau). In most cases,

however, this exponent increases with the rise of the concentration.

This result is surprising. As the investigations of recent years have

') W. Herz, Der Verleilungssalz, Sammlung fhem, unci chera.-teclm. Vorlriige

15 (lUO'J).

2) PeletJolivet, Revue gen. mat. col. 1909, 249.
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1. Methylencblue G. cone. (Basel).

(Basic dyestuff).
4. Methylencblue D (Basel).

Neutral.

Cw
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7. Fuchsine.
With 7 equivalents of HCl.

Cw
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13. Roccellin (Basel).

(Acid dye stuff).

16. QuinoUne yellow.

With 10 aequivalents of KOH.

Cw
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shown that different dvestuffs, particularly the basic and the acid ones,

are dissolved molecularlv in aqueous solution and, as shown by the

conductivity of those solutions, are fairly strongly dissociated electro-

lytically, whereas the dissoi-iation in alcoholic solution is but trifling,

we might expect that the transition into the alcohol layer would

increase with a rise of the concentration.

Tn order to explain this small exponent we can make different

suggestions

:

1. The molecular size of the colouring matter is greater in the

aqueous solution tlian iii the alcoholic one.

This view finds support in the determinations of Krafft ') on the

lowerino- of the freezing point in aqueous and alcoholic solution.

From these the following molecular weights are deduced:

in water in alcohol theoretical

Fuchsine 520—617 320-344 337

Methyl violet 804—870 403—421 408

Benzopurpurin 3000 — 724

Diamine blue 3430 — 999

Hence, the two first basic dyestuffs w^ould possess in water twice

as great a molecular weight as in alcohol. These determinations,

however, are not in harmony with the measurements of the con-

ductivitv power of most of the dyestuffs, dissolved as salts, which

is about equal to that of a strongly dissociated binary electrolyte.

2. The dyestuff (BS) in aqueous solution is partly dissociated

hydrolytically. By the alcohol the neutral 'molecules are strongly

absorbed, the ions are not. In the case of a basic dyestuff the mols.

BOH ana BS therefore pass into the alcohol layer.

The hydrolysis equilibrium can be written as

B- + H,0 ;± BOH + H-

hence

or also, because

f'BOH X t-'Ji ^ ^'i <^B

cnoii = Chi

To the ordinary electrolytic dissociation of the dye salt applies

the formula:

t'BZ f^\ CB X CZ' = ^'s <^]

>) Bell. Ber. 32. 1G08 (1899).
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If for the dye salt in the atiueoiis solution, we lake it for granted

that there is practically a complete dissociation, the concentration of

the dye in tlie a(iueons layer 6a- may be considered as equal to

c\i. If now we call the division coetlicients for the molecules BOH
and BS /•, and /., we obtain :

''a — ^'i CBoii -|- {• 'BZ = h\C'' — h\C' .

The first term will be of intluence particularly with small con-

centrations; the second will apply more in the case of increased

concentrations.

On applying the adsorption formula, — will, therefore, increase
n

with the rise of the concentration. It will start with a xalue <; 1

then become =1 and may subsequently rise to above 1. The line

indicating the dependence of the concentration in the alcohol layer

on that in the aqueous layer will at tirst turn its concave side down-
wards, then exhibit a point of inflexion and tinally turn its concave

side in an upward direction.

1

A similar variation of — has indeed been observed with a great
n

many dyestuffs even though with most of them no higher \ alues than

1 were obtained. Only with ••'patent bine'" \\n< \aliie was exceeded

1

and — rose to 1.3.
n

In agreement therewith it also appears that in the case of basic

dyestuffs, the transition into the alcohol layer is promoted by addition

of a base and in the ca.se of acid dyestuffs by addition of an acid cxnd

in such a manner that finally everything passes into the alcohol

layer (see Table 20;.

Reversely, however, by adding acid to a basic dyestuff, or a base

to an acid dyestuff, the transition thereof into the alcohol layer is not

diminished. Frequently, this even causes an increase in the concen-

tration of tiie alcohol layer.

This may be partly explained by the diminution in the hydrolysis,

and the increase in the concentration of the non-dissociated salts

caused thereby. From the changes in colour on increasing the

concentration of the acid added, it .seems, however, that the reactions

are often much more complicated.

Let us lake as an example crystal violet. This is a basic

dyestuff. Formula |(CH,), N . C«H.,|., C =r C\H, == N (CH,), CI. In a

neutral or faintly alkaline solution the colour is violet. On addi-

tion of acid the colour turns blue, then green and with still
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FABLE 20.

Name of dye.
Distribution in

neutral solution

Distribution in

acid solution

Distribution in

alkaline solution

Methylene blue

(basic dyestuff).

Crystal-violet

(basic dyestuff).

Chrysoidine
(basic dyestuff).

Fuchsine
(basic dyestuff).

"Neufuchsin"
(basic dyestuff).

Erythrosine
(acid dyestuff).

"IVasserblau bldu-

lick" I

(acid dyestuff).

Rose Bengale
(acid dyestuff).

Quinoline-yellow
(acid dyestuff).

Eosine
(acid dyestuff).

Roccellinc
(acid dyestuff).

Patent blue

(acid dyestuff").

Crystal-ponceau
(acid dyestuff).

Congo red
(substantive dyestuff).

Alkali blue 6 R.
Forms a colloidal

solution in water,
but little coloured,
reddish blue and
opalescent.

^'Indulin spritlos-

licit"

In water an almost
colourless colloidal

,

Both layers about
equally blue.

Much more in the

alcohol layer. Both
layers violet.

Alcohol layer dark
yellow to brown.
Bottom layer pale

yellow.

More in the alco-

hol layer. Both
layers red.

More in the alco-

hol layer. Both
layers red.

About equal dis-

tribution. Alcohol
layer more orange
like, the aqueous
layer more red.

Aboutequaldistri-

}

bution ; both layers

1
blue.

Equal distribution, i

Alcohol layeryello-

wish brown, aqueous
layer orange.

;

Equal distribution;

both layers yellow.

About equal dis-

tribution.

Both layers red.

Most in the alco-

hol ; both layers

blue.

Little in the alco-

hol layer ; aqueous
layers red.

Both layers red.

Alcohol layer dark
blue ; aqueous so-

lution colourless.

All with blue co-
lour in the alcohol
layer; aqueous layer
colourless.

Same as in neutral

solution.

More in the alco-

hol layer. This is

violet, the aqueous
layer green.

Same as in neutral

solution but the
colour is more
brownish.

Most in the alco-

hol layer. Colour
is much darker.

Most in the alco-

hol layer. Colour
red.

All in the alco-

hol layer. Colour
orange.

Much more in the

alcohol layer, blue.

All in the alcohol
layer; light brown.

Much more in the

alcoh. layer; yellow.

All in the alcohol
layer

;
yellow.

All in the alcohol

layer; red.

Upper layer dark-
er, aqueous layer

more greenish.

Much more in the

alcohol layer.

Blue deposit on
the plane of de-

marcation.

As in neutral so-

lution. Aqueous
layer somewhat
tinged.

Nearly all in the

alcohol layer, blue;
aqueous layer some
what tinged.

All in the upper
layer. The colour
slowly changes to

mauve.

All in the alcohol
layer. Colour violet.

All in the alcohol
layer. Colour dark
yellow.

The colour vanishes.

All dark brown in

the upper layer.

As in neutral solu-

tion.

All in the ale. layer.

Colour orange,after-

wards colourless.

Much more in the

alcohol layer; red.

Much more in the

alcoh. layer
;
yellow.

As in neutral solu-

tion.

Both layers red but
much darker than in

neutral solution.

All in the aqueous
layer. Dark blue.

Little in the alcohol

layer; aqueous layer

more brownish.

All in the alcohol

layer; red.

All in the alcohol

layer with slight

reddish colour.

All with violet co-

lour in the alcohol

layer ; aqueous layer

colourless.
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more acid yellow. From these solutions, however, it always passes

into the alcohol layer with a violet colour. The only explanation

we can give is this, that the dye adds an ll-ion to its 3-valent N-

atoms. These additive prodncts might then ite hlne, green, or yellow,

the non-dissociated salt, however, violet. In the alcohol layer the

H-ion concentration is much less than in the aipieous layer and so

these additive products are formed with more dilllicnlty. IJy a large

excess of HCl the upper layer turns green also. The green solutions

also regain their violet colour by strong dilution : the added hydrogen

ions are again split otf by dilution.

"Patent bine" e.vhibits a similar behaviour ; a very little acid causes

the concentration in the alcohol layer to increase, on addition of more

acid it agaiii decreases, while the atjuoous layer luni- first green

and afterwards yellow. When the atpieous layer is already yellow,

the alcohol layer is still green.

The intluence of acid and base was investigated quantitatively

with methylene blue, quinoline-yellow and fiichsine.

From table 1, 2 and 3; 6— 7; 14, 15 and 16 we notice that wdth a

large excess of acid or base the course of the division curve is quite

analogous to that in the neutral solution.

The intluence of increasing quantities of acid or base is shown in

the following table where in the first column is indicated the number

of equivalents of acid or base in solution with one equivalent of

colouring matter. The total quantity of dyestuif taken was always

the same.

TABLE 21.

Methylene blue D with c.^, c^jif^ <^a'- Civ

very much acid 130 140 1.08

8 eq. acid 140 120 0.86

4 „ „ 160 80 0.50

2 „ „ no 70 0.41

1 „ „ no 70 0.41

neutral 170 70 0.41

08 eq. KOH 170 70 0.41

2.6 „ „ 150 86 0.57

6.2 „ „ 128 160 1.25

10 „ „ 90 300 3.33
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If now we compare tlie distribution of dvestuffs between water

and alcoliol with that between water aii<i fibres or other absorbents

it appears that :

1. As in the case of the colour absorption by tibrous matters, the

1

so-called adsorption-equation in which << 1, also applies to the
?i

distribution between water and alcohol.

2. Addition of a base to the solution of basic dyestutfs and of an

acid to acid dvestuffs sti'ongiv promotes the absorption by librous

matter ') as well as the entiy into the alcohol layer.

3. Wool and silk dyed with basic dyestutfs in which the base only

has been retained are very readily decolourised by extraction with

alcohol. The solubilitv of the free base, which in water is slight, is

large in the fibre and also in the alcohol ").

4. According to Losev ') no dyestutf is absorbed by paper fibre from

a solution of crystal-violet when this substance is dissolved in butyl

alcohol, amy! alcohf)!, aniline, chloroform or anisaldehyde ; the

absorption is perceptible from a solution in nitrobenzene, anisol, ethyl

malonate or aniyl nitrite and strong from the aequeous solution.

If no\v, we observe the distribution of this dyestuff between water

and those solvents it appears that with the first group of solvents it

practically disappears from the aequeous layer and that with the

second group it distributes itself somewhat evenly over the two layers.

Nitrobenzene makes the only exception as it removes nearly all

the t\\c from water altliough, according to Losev, no colouring matter

is absorbed from it by paper.

This behaviour is now quite comprehensible if we look upon

dyeing as beijig tantamount to (/is.solviuij the colouring matter in

the fibre. For crystal-violet the fibre is a good solvent and water a

bad one; the organic solvents of the first group are good, those of

the second group are bad solvents. In the distribution of the dyestuff

over the fibre and the organic solvent, less dyestuif will be absorbed

in the fd)re and more will be retained in the solvent, according to the

jireater solubility of the dyestuff in the latter. The division coefficient

fibre ,.
, , , ,

fibre , org. solvent
wdl be the (piotient of that l)etween and

f?

org. solvent water water

5. Frel'ndi,ich and Losf,v have found that the order of adsorption

is independent of the nature of the adsorption medium. With cai'bon

1) See i.a. Pelet-Jolivet, Koll. Zeitsclir. 2, 2-25 (1908).

'*) Freundlich and Losev, loc. cit. p. 303.

*) Losev, Inaug. Dissert, p. 64.
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as well as willi silk, wool, cotton ami collulosc llic order of the

three following dyesliiirs was : crvstal-violct, "iienfiiclisur', patetil hliie.

The same order, however, is nolitrd in the dislrihntion of these

dyestnfTs between watei" and alrohol. Here again is shown the great

analogy between the absorption of the dyestulFin tibres and the transition

of the colouring matter into another solvent, which leads to the

assnmption that the absoi-bed dyestnff is present as a solid solution

in the libre.

We, therefore, conclude that the dye absorption in fibres is mainly

a plienomenon of solid solution and that the assumj)tion of a surface

adsorption is in many cases unnecessary and should, therefore, be

discarded.

Delft. Inora. Chem. Lah. Tt'chnical HIijIl 'School.

Mathematics. — "O/z loci, coiKji'iience.^ and focal .^ptoiu deduced

from a twisted cubic and a i/risted biquadratic curve". I.

By Prof. Hendrik de Vries.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28. 1912).

1. In the Proceedings of the Meeting of this Academy on Saturday

Sept. 30, 1911, p. 259, Mr. Jan de Vries has investigated the locus

of the points sending to three pairs of straight lines crossing each other

three complanar transversals, and in the Proceedings of the Meeting

of Nov. 25, 1911, p. 495, Mr. P. H. Schoute has made the same

investigation for the points sending to {)i + 2), pairs of straight

lines crossing each other {n-\-'2)., transversals lying on a cone of

order n. In the following pages one of the three pairs of lines will

be replaced by a twisted cubic, the two others by a (piartic curve

of the first kind. Through a point P one chord a of k'^ passes and

two chords h of k* pass; we ask after the locus of the points Pfor

which the line a and the two lines b lie in one plane.

We imagine a chord a of k\ Through an arbitrary [)oint J^ of

this chord pass two chords b^, />i*'
of k' and in the plane ab^ lies

one chord 6, which does not meet b^ on /;' itself, in a^i* one such-

like chord 6,*; if for convenience sake we call the points of inter-

section of b.^ and b^' with a both Q, then in this way to each point

P two points Q correspond. However, it is clear that to each

point Q also two points P correspond, so that on a a (2,2)

correspondence arises with four coincidences, and for these it is evident

that the triplet a -\- 2b is complanar. However, it is easy to see
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that tlie four coincidences coincide two i>y two; for, if we call one

of tlie two chords b through such a point b^, then (lie other is b^,

but if we call the latter h^^% then b^ ziz^ b^\ so that really the coin-

cidences coincide two by two. Furthermore it is easy to point out that

in general the two coincidences do not fall in the points of intersection

of a and Ir" ; for, both chords b through such a point will in general

not lie with a in one plane.

So out of these considerations follows that a intersects the demanded

locns outside /' in two more points ;
//' therefore we point out that

k^ is a nodal curve, then toe have proved tltat the demanded locus is

a surface i^" of order 6. Now through a poijit P of k"" pass two

chords b and hi the })lane through these lie two chords a ; so each

point of P is a nodal point for the surface.

2. We again determine the order of fi" by considering a chord

b^ of k\ Through a point F of b^ passes one a and in the plane

ab^ lies one b, ; if the latter intersects b^ in Q then to each point

P one point (i cori-esponds. Inversely through Q passes one b^,

but in the plane bj)^ lie three chords a ; so on b^ we find now a

(1,3) correspondence with four coincidences, and these do not coincide

two by two. For, through each coincidence passes one a and one b,

but of course these cannot be exchanged. Neither does a single

coincidence fall on k* ; for through a point of intersection P of b,

and k* passes one a and the line connecting the two remaining

points of intersection of plane ab^ and k^ does of course in general

not pass through P. So a chord of k* cuts i2^ outside k* in four

points more ; therefore k* is for £1^ a single curve.

This last i-esult has something unexpected, for if we regard k^ by

itself we arrive at quite a different result. Through a jioint P of k^

passes one a and in an arbitrary plane through this lie three chords

/; through P\ so that each point of k^ regarded by itself satisfies the

given question an infinite number of times; if however we also take

into consideration the points outside /', then we find according to

the above mentioned a surface ^2' for which ^Ms only a single curve.

That k* is just a single curve is made clearer by the following

consideration. The curve k* is the section of two quadratic surfaces

<I\, <I>.^, and the plane of the two chords b^,b,_ is at the same time

the plane through P and the line of intersection s of the two polar

planes -t^ .t,, of P with respect to <J>^ and 0, ; if now P falls exactly

on /', then .T,,rr.^ become tangential planes in P to 4\, *I\, so their

line of intersection s becomes the tangent t in P to k^ ; among all

the planes through P only those through t come into consideration,
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and as now the plane tlirongli / and tlie chord '/ llir<>ii<rli /^ is deter-

mined nneqniv()call\ . and as in this phme onlv two cliords h lie,

point P connts only unce.

'.\. Throngh k* pa?s tour (piadratie cones whose vertices we shall

call I\ .... J\. These vertices too behave themselves somewhat irreffularly

with respect to the (jncstion pnt originally, for an arbitrary plane

e.g. throngh the line // passing throngh 7', contains alwiiys two chords

h, SO that also the fonr vertices of the cones regaitled by themselves

satisfy the given question an infinite nnmber of times ; nevertheless

these pu'uiti are for ii" vnlji si)i(/le polnt.-i.

This can be proved most easily witii the aid of the edges of the

tetrahedron 1\....T.. Let us consider e.g. 7\ 7 ., and let us regard ^*

as the intersection of the two cones having 7', and 7'. as vertices. All

points P of T, 1\ have with respect to the first cone only one polar

plane rr^, viz. the plane 1\1\1\, and likewise with respect to the

second cone only one [lolar plane rr.. viz. J\T,7\; the line of inter-

section T^J\ is therefore th.: line .>• for all jioint^ /^of 7\ 7"^, or in other

words the planes Ps or POJ). for all points of 7', 7', form a pencil

of planes around the edge 7\7V The question is to find the points

P of T^T.. for which the chord rt of /." passing through P lies in

the plane Ps and to this end we have but to intersect each plane P.^^

by k', by means of which we find in each suchlike plane three

chords a forming altogether a scroll i^* of order four with k* as

a nodal curve and .y c\s a single directrix. For, through a point of •>• only

one chord a passes, whilst in a plane through < three of suchlike

chords are lying, and through a point of /l' evidently two chords a

pass intersecting .y. Now this scroll i^' intei-sects 7'i
7', in four points,

but to these T^ and T., themselves do not belong, because no reason

whatever can be given why of the three chords 'Z in the plane 7\7'j7'^

e.g. just one should pass through 7\ , so we find on 7\ 7', four points

of intersection besides the two vertices of the cones, and as the latter

of course likewise belong to the surface they count once on 7', 7",

and therefore likewise in general.

If we determine the points of intersection of £i* with the chord a

through 1\, then we find that the two points which this chord has

outside /t' in common with the surface ^ 1 coincide with 7'i. which

with a view to the preceding means that // touches the surface in 7\.

We endeavour also to acquire on this special chord a the "2,2)

correspondence of ^ J, which is eii-sily done and where we have but

this to remark, that in the plane ^,6, as well as in the plane b^*b,*

the four points of k* lie two by two on two lines through 7',. If
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now tlie point of intersection P of b^ and a is to coincide with the

point of intersection Q of b^ and a then the four points of k^ in the

plane abj)^ must form a complete quadrang:le with i^ and 7\ as two

of the three diagonal points, and this is only possible if the line J\P,

thus a, lies on a special cone of order two, which will in general

not be the case. In an arbitrary plane through 1\ lie namely four

points of k\ forming a complete quadrangle ; one of the three dia-

gonal points is 7\, the two other ones lie in T/I\l\ and evidently

describe here when the plane varies a conic through 2",, 7^,, 7",. If now

a happened to lie on the cone projecting this conic out of 1\, then

two coincidences of the (2,2) correspondence would lie on the conic

and the two others in T^ ; in everv other case howe\ er all four

coincidences must coincide in 7*,, and so a must touch the surface

ii" in T,.

4. We now proceed to determine the points of intersection of

^* with an entirely arbitrary line /. To that end w^e allow a point

P to travel along the line / and we investigate how often the chord

a passing through P lies in pltine Ps. According to § 3 the chords a

issuing from the points P of / form a scroll of order four with

nodal curve I" and single directrix /; the lines > belonging to the

points P oi 1 form a regulus and the planes Ps envelope a develo])-

able of class 8. If namely point P describes the line / then the two

polar planes -t^ and :t., of /-* with respect to ^I^^ and '/\ comp. § 2)

revolve around the two lines /^, /, conjugated to /i and crossing each

other in general: thus fht' line .< describes a regulus with l^and l^as

bearer^-.

Now the surface enveloped by the |)lanes Ps. We imagine an

arbitrary point () in space, we choose a point P on /, we determine

the corresponding line .n- and we tind the point of intersection Q of

the plane Os widi /: in this manner to each |)oint P one point Q
corresponds. If reversely we wish to know how many points P cor-

respond to Q, we draw the line connecting and Q and we
intersect it by the regulus of the lines .y just found; through each

of the two points of intersection passes one line .v whose corresponding

point /'* lies on /, so that to one point Q two points P correspond.

Between the points P and Q on / there exists a (1, 2) correspond-

ence; for the three coincidences the plane Ps passes through 0;
so the jtbmes Ps belotitjiiKj to the poi?ifs of <i line I envelope a

(lerelopable of class three.

We now add to the figure an arbitrary plane c. anil we determine

the section of this plane with the scroll of order four, formed by
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the chords ol" /•' resliiin- on /, as well as with ihc (lr\ clopahle Jiisl

found of chiss three; the fofiiier is a falioiial ciirxe of order four

with three iiO(h,^s in the points of intersection of c and /' and a

single point in the point of intersection of c and /, the second a

rational cnr\e of class W with a doid>le lan<>,enl.

Through an arhitrarv point of tiie curve of order four passes one

chord a. intersecting / in l\ and through I* passes one plane Ps,

so that in this way to each point of the curve k^ of order four one

tangent of the curve k^ of class three corresponds, whilst in the

same way we can see thai to a node of /" two different tangents

of k^ correspond. In the same easy way we can convince our-

selves that to each tangent of k\ one point of /,* corresponds and

to the double tangent two different ones; so the result is that there

exists a (1,1) correspondence between the points of ^^ and the tangents

of k^ ; the question now is how many coincidences this correspondence

possesses.

Let us take a point P on /('^ and let us determine the corresponding

tangent t of ^5 , cutting k* iji four points Q\ reversely through one

point Q pass three tangents t, and to each of these one point P
corresponds ; so between the points P and Q exists a (3, 4) corre-

spondence and, as the bearer is rational, the number of coincidences

is seven. One of these must necessarily be the point of intersection

of / and a: for, through this point takeji as point P of /, passes a

chord a and likewise a plane Ps cutting « of course according to a

line passing through /-*, however without it being necessary for a

to lie in the plane P.i. So we have here a coincidence in the plane

u to which no incidence of a into the plane Ps corresponds; if we

set this case apart six coincidences remain which are each the conse-

quence of a point of intersection of / and ii".

For the sake of completeness we add to the preceding that the

regulus of the riiys s belonging to the points P of / contains the

four vertices of the cones 7',
, . . . , 1\ (comp. § 3) ; for 1\ has as

polar plane with respect to *J\ as well as to '/», the [)laue T./I\l\,

so inversely the two polar planes of the point of intersection of / with

this plane pass through 1\ , and so does therefore their line of

intersection s.

The developable of the planes l\< is of class three, so through

each point P of / itself three planes Ps must pass; indeed two

rays v of the regulus cut / and to these two points P of / cor-

respond ; so through / pass two planes Ps and these must for

each point of / be added to the plane passing through that point

but not through /.

33*
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5. As we have seen before h^ is for the surface i2' a single curve,

/(.' a nodal curve, and the surface cannot contain other nodal curves

for, if a point is to be a double point, then thi-ough this point either

more than one chord a or more than two chords b must pass; the

former is only possible for the points of k\ the latter only for those

of Jc\ and these two curves we have already investigated. On the

other Jiand the surface contains a number of single lines crossing

each other, as many as twenty; the chords of P iiamcly form a

congruence of rays (1,3), those of k' one (2,6), and these congruences

have according to the theorem of Halphrn 1.2 -\- 3.6 = 20 rays in

common. Through a point P of such a ray passes one chord a, one

chord b coinciding with a and one chord h more; so it is a single

point for <2^ Two of these lines cannot possibly intersect each other

outside k\ for in that case two chords a would pass through one

point, which is impossible; it is not impossible for them to intersect

on k\ but this requires a peculiar situation of P and k' witli respect

to each other, which we will not presuppose.

An arbitrary plane tlirough one of the twenty lines cuts i2^

besides in this line still according to a curve of order the which

has with the line in common its two points of interseciion with k^

but not those with /,', because the latter are but single points for

the surface. However besides the two points of intersection on h^

the curve must have three points more in common with the line,

in which points the indicated |)lane must therefore touch the surface;

so the surface ii" [}0ssesses an infinite number of threefold tan-

gential planes, which are arranged in twenty pencils of planes, around

the twenty lilies of the surface as axes.

7.8.9
A surface of order 6 is determined by 1 =: 83 ponits or

in general single conditions; we shall investigate for how many

single conditions k'', k\ and the twenty lines of the surface count.

The curve k^ must be a nodal curve ; so we try to construct a surface

of order 6 having k^ as a nodal curve. In an arbitrary plane a we

assume eighteen })oints (piite arbitrarily : we determine the three

points of intersection of n with k'' , and we construct a plane curve

of order 6 having these last three points as double points and at

the same time containing the 18 points above mentioned; as a double

point counts for three single data and a curve of order 6 is deter-

mined by I . () . 9 = 27 points, we have in a just enough data to

deternnne the curve of oixler six.

In a second plane {i we assume arbitrarily only 12 points,

and we add to these the six points of intersection with the curve
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Ij'ing in «; then wc van also liiid in ,^ a curve of order (> wliicli

mnst lie on the surface. Finally in a third plane y we have now
of conrse to assume arbitrarily only (J points and then the surface

is determined; for every arbitrary fourth |)Iane cuts the three curves

lying in «,,?,/ together in 18 siugle points, and /.;" in three points

which mnst be double points, by which the section of the surface

to be constructed is determined. Besides /i"' we therefore want

18 -|- J-2 -|- 6 = 36 points to determine the surface; so the condition

that k^ is a nodal cnrre is ecpiivalent to 83 — 86 ^ 47 single conditions.

If /'^ is to lie on the surface of order six, then we have to take care

that it mnst have twenty-five points in common with the surface ; so

k^ as a double curve and /c' as a single curve ab.sorb 47 -|- 25 =r 72

single conditions, so thai l)ut 83 — 72=:11 conditions are left. Now
a common chord of /(' and k^ has with every surface of order six

passing twice through k/" and once throngh k* in its points of inter-

section with both cnrves exactly six points in common with this;

thus by distributing the eleven points which are left among eleven

of the twenty common chords, we can be sure that also these

eleven chords will come to lie on the snrface. However, we know
that on our surface 52" all the twenty common chords lie; so we
can state the following theorem: f^ie tiih'iifi/ coininoii chords of k^'

and k* I'ui on a snrface ^^ of order 6 passiiuj tnnce through Jc^ and

once throui/h k* ; it is the locus of edl die points of space for which

the triplet of chords a -\- 2h is coniplanar.

6. The first polar surface of an arbitrary point of space

with respect to 52" is a surface U^^ of order five passing once

through /;' ; the complete section witli £2\ which must be of order

thirty, breaks up into /'^ countetl twice and a residual section r^*

of order twenty-four, from which ensnes immediately that the apparent

circuit of 52" out of an arhitrarij point of space on an arbitrary phine

is a curve of order ttnenty-four.

The curve r"^ has as is easy to see twelve points in common

with k\ The second polar surface of 0, viz. a surface 77,' of order

four, does not contain /•', so it intersects it in twelve points : these

are the points which /.' and y'Miave in common. If namely we connect

O with an arbitrary point I* of r^\ then (
U^ is a tangent in P of

ii" ; now if P lies on /' then <dP touches in P one of the sheets

of 52" passing thi-ough /•'', but in consc([uence of this on the line

OF lie united in P three points of fi", and therefore two of 77^, and

one of Tly Each of these twelve points coiuits for three coinciding points

of intersection of i2" with its two polar surfaces; for, if we intersect
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J^^ -^ ,-''\ the section of 52' and 77,, bv /7„, then every point of inter-

section with /' counts for two, with r'' for one; therefore each of

the twelve points under discussion counts for three. As the complete

number of points of intersection of the three surfaces is 6.5.4^120,

outside F there are 120—3.12 = 84. It is welllvnown that the tan-

gents ill these points to r"* pass through U: thus the apparent circuit

of 52" possesses eiglity-four cusps.

To determine the class of i2- and with it of the circumscribed cone,

resp. the apparent circuit, we assume a second point 0' , and we

construct the tirst polar surface 77/; tliis, too, passes through i(-^ and

intersects the curve y-^ just found in 120 points of wiiich twelve

liowever lie on /% and count singly, becau.se r'^ is a shigle section

of ii' and 77,, and /;' is again a single curve of 77i ; so outside /,'

the three surfaces have 120 — 12 =: 108 points in common, so that

the chss of 52" amounts to 108.

By applying the Plucker formula r =z ti (n— 1) - 2d — 3k to the

apparent circuit, we find

2(f— n (u—1) — r — 3x = 24 . 23 — 108 - 3 . 84

or

d=96.

The projecting cone out of contains therefore 96 double edges,

the apparent circuit 96 nodal points.

The Plucker equation dualistically related :

II =: V (r— 1) — 2t — 3*,

applied to the apj)areiit circuit furnishes us with

2t + 3« = r (r— 1) — ,« = 108 . 107 — 24 = 1 ! 532,

whilst the third formula: i — x = 3 (r—,u) fnrnishes for i

» = 84 -f 3 (108—24) r= 336

:

so we find 2r = J J532 — 3 . 336 = 10524, or t = 5262.

iSIow however we have to remember that the planes through

and the twenty lines of i2- are threefold tangential planes of the

cone, that their traces are therefore threefold tangents of the apparent

circuit and that therefore they count together for sixty double tangents.

If we subtract these from the entire uumher ''y2Q'2, then for the ttppa-

rent circuit remain 5202 real double tangents completed hy 20 three-

fold ones.

A cus}) in the ap|)arent circuit is generated by a j)rincipal tangent

(a tangent with (•(tnlact in three points) of the surface passing through

(); these principal tangents form a congruence, of which according

to the above mentioned the first chai'acleristic (number of rays through

a point) is eighty-four. The second characteristic indicates the number
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of rays in a i)lane: in order to find tlii^; wo liave bnl to determine

the nnnibei- of iidlexions of a plane section of ii\ We have alreacJy

seen that tiiis phme section is of order and of class 24, and that it

contains 3 donhle poi»its, whilst the ninnlter of cnsps is ();fronitiiis

ensnes easily that the nninl)er of intlexions is 54, the nninhcr of

donble tangents J 92; the concjrumce of the inincl/xfl (rnu/ents of

ii" has therefore the characteristics 84 ami 54, those of the double

tangents 5202 and J 92.

7. Throngh each point P of i^^ i)asses a plane rr, in which are

situated one chord a of /•'' and two chords /; of k'' ; we wish to

study the surface which is enveloped by those planes rr. The class

of this surface can be detern)ii)ed in ditferent ways : we shall deduce

this number in the first i>lace by asking liow many planes rr pass

through a chord a of /'. Through the point of intersection A^ of

a with P passes one [dane rr which in general iiowever does

not pass throngh a, and the same holds for the second |)oint of inter-

section A^. Besides these two points a has still but 2 points »s'i, >S'j

in common with ^\ and through these passes a plane rr containing

a : for .S'l e.g. is a point of ^^ exactly for this reason that the

chord a lies with two chords h of /' in a plane rr. So to each

of the two points -S'l, -S'.^ a plajie rr through a corresponds.

However planes rr can also pass through a without it being

necessary for the point of intersection P of the triplet a -\- Ih to

lie exactly on a itself. If we make a plane a to rotate i-ound a, it

contains in each position 2 more chords a and 6 chords b, forming

a complete (piadrangle. The two chords a describe the two quadratic

cones by which P is projected out of the two points .4^ , A^ , the

diagonal points of the complete quadrangle describe a twisted curve

possessing in each plane « three points apart from the points lying

on a itself and which are nothing but -S'l , -S', ; so the diagonal points

foi-m a twisted curve l:^ of order 5 resting in 2 points *S'i , S.^ on a,

(and containing evidently the four \ertices 1\ , . . , 1\ , § 3). Let us

consider a point of intersection of this k" with one of the just men-

tioned quadratic cones, we then have evidently obtained a point of

i2^ and at the same time a plane rr through a. Now h' intersects

each cone in ten points, but among these are N; and -S', ; so outside

a lie only sixteen points of intersection and if we again add S^ and

>S'a , counted once, we then imd that the surface enveloped btj tlie planes

rr bearing a triplet a -\- lb is of class eighteen. We shall indicate

it by o,.

As easilv we can determine the class of i2^^ by means of a chord
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h of /•'. If it cuts k'^ in B^ , B^ , we must bear in mind that these

points according to § 2 are for the surface ii' single points only, from

which ensues that through those points only one plane jr passes

which comes in consideration if we make, as is done here, a point

F to describe the surface and if we ask after the surface to be

enveloped by the planes rr ; this one plane howexer does not pass

in general through b. Besides B^ , B^ h has with fi" four more

points S in common ;
through each of these evidently passes a plane

n containing h.

However, there are of course now again planes .t through b,

whilst point P lies outside b. A plane /i through b contains three

chords a and these describe when j? rotates round /; a scroll of

order four with /'' as a nodal curve and /; as a single directrix (§ 3).

The plane jj contains moreover 6 chords of h\ of which however

one coincides with b, so that one diagonal point lies on b and two

outside b. These describe when ^ rotates round b a twisted curve

of order four, resting in 7i,, B^ on b ; if namely /i touches k^ in

B^ or B„, it is easy to see that one of the two diagonal points lying

in general outside b coincides with the point of contact. This curve

of order four intersects the just mentioned scroll of order four in

sixteen points, to which however belong B^ and 7), as these lie in

b and therefore on the scroll too ; if we set these aside, because

they do not satisfy the question, fourteen are left, and these added

to the four points on b, which do satisfy the question, give us again

the iRimber 18.

We can also determine by the way followed here the eighteen

tangential planes of i^j^, through an entirely arbitrary line /. The

chords of k^ resting on / lie again on a surface of order four, and

the diagonal ])oints of the complete quadrangles in the planes A through

/ lie on a curve of order (ive resting in two points on /; for, the

chord a of /t' which we discussed above is fur /•" an arbitrary line,

so it contains as many diagonal points as in the general case. The

curve and the surface intersect each other now in twenty points,

but to these belong the two points of intersection of the curve

with /, which do not satisfy the question; so there are again

eighteen left.

8. An arbitrary plane through one of the twenty common chords

of /' and I,-^ contains beside this chord, representing an a as well

as a A, one chord /> more, cutting the other outside /', aiul therefore

it is a plane .t to be counted once; so through each of the twenty

chords pass an inlinile number of tangential |)lancs of ^-^s, from
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wliicli ensues that flw tir,'ii(ij connnoii cJinnls of k^ iiitd k'^ (ire siiujle

lines of fij,.

The ph\ne .t issuing tVom a poijit (.f k^ contains two chorcl> d

and so it counts twice as tangential plane of ii,,, wliilst reversely

it is easy to see that 52,, can have no other double tangential planes

than these: for, in such a [)lane must either lie two chords a,

which leads to the curxc /j', or more than two choi-ds /, which

is the case for the points of /', hut as for the latter only the plane

through the tangent and the chord ii comes into consideration (^ 2),

the last possibility disa|)j;ears and only the points of P are left.

The double tangential planes of iijg are therefore the planes .t

corresponding to the points ofk': they enrelope a developable L^ of class 9.

In oi'der to tind this number we look for all the double tangential

planes passing through an arbitrary point B^ of I*. Such a plane

then must contain a chord of k* passing tiirough B^ intersecting /(%

and it can thus be obtained for instance by intersecting k" by the

cubic cone projecting k^ out of Jj^. which furnishes 9 points ot

intersection, or inversely by intersecting/.* by the cubic cone projecting

k^ out of the vertex B^, which furnishes 12 points of intersection,

of which three however coincide with B^ and must be taken

apart. If now we call .4 such a point of intersection lying on /*

then really through this point i)asses one double tangential plane of

i2j3 containing point B^^ ; so the class of the developable is nine.

Through a point A of P pass likewise 9 tangential planes of A,;

for one of tliese |)oints .1 itself is the point from which start the

two chords b of /l^ in the eight other planes on the other hand

the chords b start from an other point: from this ensues that through

A pass altogether ten chords of k' which start from the point of

k' and which at the same time lie in the tangential i)lanes of L^

cori'esponding to those points; the locus of those chords is a surfice

i^-" of onh'r tirentij for fvhich I,-" is a tenfold curve.

For, an arbitrary chord of /;' meets in each of its 2 points

of intersection with I-'' ten genei-atriccs of the scroll to be found,

and is intersected outside /'' by no chords of /.".

In a tangential plane of A, lie also two chords b intersecting /%

viz. in point .1 to which that tangential plane corresponds; let us

also ask after the locus of these chords b. Through each point of /.'

pass two, through each point of k* nine, because (see abo\e) the

cubic cone |)rojecting /"" out of that point is intersected by /^ in

nine |~»oinls: let us ]iow detcrnniie the points of intersection of the

scioll to be found with a '-hoi'd b^ of k\ then of these in each of the

two points of intersection of b^ with /' lie nine united. If further-
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more we make a plane p to rotate round h^ then the chord 6, in that

plane, which cnts h^ outside l:\ describes a scroll having six points

in common with k' ; through each of these passes a chord h^ which

cuts /i' and h^ ; the scroll to he found is therefore a surface Si^^ of

order 2X9 + 6 = 24. It has >(" as a nodal curve and k^ as a ninefold

curve.

9. The surface ^'"' found in the preceding § possesses no other

manifold curve than k^. Each scroll of order n contains namely a

nodal curve which is cut by a generatrix in n—'l points, because a

plane through a generatrix contains as residual section a curxe of

order n— 1, and of the //— 1 points of intersection of this curve

v/ith the generatrix only one acts as a point of contact, so that all the

remaining ones are due to a nodal curve. Now a plane through a genera-

trix of i^"'" contains a residual section of order nineteen with two

ninefold points on k^ ; these together form eighteen points of inter-

section of the generatrix with the nodal curve, so that the latter is

complete with /• only. On the other hand the surface contains twenty

double yeneratrices, viz. the common chords of k^ and k*, as is easy

to see, and these same lines are doid)le generatrices of il'^\

The surface i2-^ contains besides the nodal curve l^ and the ninefold

curve I'" still a new nodal curve which is cut by each generatrix in

five points: for, a plane through a generatrix contains a residual

section of order twenty-three with two eightfold points on k'^ and

a single point on /', forming together seventeen i)oints; so the gene-

ratrix must contain five points more of an other nodal curve. And

indeed, if we make a plane to rotate round a generatrix b^, it then

l)0ssesses iji each position still one chord b^ of /"* not meeting b.^

on k^ ; this chord describes a regulus intersected by k^ in six points,

of w^iich one however coincides with the point of intersection of /^,

and P; through the remaining live passes every time one generatrix

of i2"^ meeting />, outside k"" and k^, thus in a point of the new
nodal curve.

We can find the order of this new nodal curve with the help of the

theory of the permanencv of the number.. We conjugate an arbitrary

generatrix of ^2" which we call // to all others which shall then

be called //, and in this way we find x" pairs of lines yh to which

we will ap|)ly in the first place Schubert's formula:

f(Jr=2 .fj? -2 . f(l').

Tiie letter e indicates the condition that two rays g and h of a

1) Schubert : '•Kalkiil der afjz. Geom.", p. 60, N". 22.
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pair lie at iiitiiiitesimal distance wiilmnt iiiU'i>ecliiiu each oilier, <i

on the other hand indicates that they intersect each other without

coinciding; the combination f<i therefore indicates the niiinber of pairs

the two components of which lie at infinitesimal distance and cut each

other at the same tiiue. This can take place in our I'ase as follows.

We know that the double tangential planes of /
' are simply the

tangential planes of the four quadratic cones cutting each other in

k* ; k'^ has with these four cones twenty-four points in common and

through such a point pass evidently two generatrices satisfying

the condition ea and fornung together one pair satisfying this con-

dition. These i/enei'd trices are the tarsal Hues of £2-^ and their ijoints

of intersertion with ]c^ are the cusps. The surface i2-H*ontains however

also twenty double generatrices, viz. the common chords of /' and

l\ and these too must evidently be regarded as satisfying the indi-

cated condition ; the number ea is therefore = 20 -\- 24 = 44.

The .symbol f// indicates the number of [)airs of rays which

coincide and where (j or //, which is of course the same) intersects

a given line; now that given line intersects the surface in twenty-

four points : so f<j is tw^enty-four. We thus find

:

2 . f,5 = fj + •?.
. 8</ ZI3 44 + 48 = 92,

so

f,?=46.

The symbol ,? indicates the condition that the two rays of a pair

'intersect a ray of a given pencil, thus the symbol f,j indicates the

condition that those two r^a'S lie moreover at intinitesimal distance

without intersecting each other ; so the quantity ?•,> indicates in our

case evidently exactly the class of a plane section of i^-'. If now

we remember that such a section contains in general no cusps, we

then tind for the number of double points :

2(i = 24 . 23— 4G = 552 — 46 = 50(3,

so :

ff = 253.

Now w^e know of these 253 double points the following: 1. the

three points of intersection with /t' ; 2. the four points of intersec-

tion with k\ each of which is a ninefold point and therefore absorbs

i
. 9 . 8 = 36 double points : 3. the |)oints of intersection with the

twenty double generatrices, so together 3 -|- -^ • 36 -[- 20 =: 167 ;

the order of the new nodal curve is therefore 253 — 167 =: 86.

A plane curve of order twenty-four can possess at most .i . 23 . 22

= 253 double points, just the number of our case: U-* is therefore

a rational surface.
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Wc control this result by using a second formula of Schubert

viz ').

op + ^9 + ^1^= 9/' + 'J^' + ^'/^'

where op indicates the number of pairs whose components without

lying at infinitesimal distance intersect each other, whilst the point

of intersection lies in a given plane, thus evidently in our case

the order of the complete nodal curve, however taken twice, be-

cause each ray can be a g as well as an h, and therefore each

pair of rays satisfying the condition ap counts for two pairs; g^,

designates the number of pairs where the line
//

passes through

a o-iven point, a number which is evidently zero in our case,

because all our rays belong to a surface and can therefore not

pass through a point taken arbitrarily; for the same i-eason we

find h,, zero. On the other hand gh designates the number of

pairs where g intersects a given line /^ and h a given line 4,

a number which in our case evidently amounts to 24.24 = 576,

because /, is intersected by twenty-four generatrices g, /, by twenty-

four generatrices /i, and each line of one group can be joined to

each of the other. As f//=24, f,:?=46, ^jp becomes 576—24—46=506,

and as the order of the nodal curve is ha*lf of it, we find back the

cpiantity 253.

In the formula:

Oe + f// + f ,'i = [le + !l^t + K, ')

which is dualistically opposite to the last but one, ae indicates the

number of pairs of rays whose components intersect each other

and whose plane passes through a given point. Now, too, each pair

wc find is counted double, because each ray can be // as \yell as /<

;

so r,<7(' is the class of the developable, enveloped by the double

tangential planes of ir-\ The quantity g^ indicates the number of

pairs where the ray g lies in a given plane, and /ig indicates the

same for A; both numbers are in our case evidently zero; and from

this ensues Of = op = 506, .sv; fhaf the class of the doiihhj circum-

scribed developable of ii'^ anunints to 253.

For the sake of completeness we shall discuss in shoi't the sur-

face formed by the chords of ]r resting on k\ Through any i)oint of

it* passes one, so that /j' is a single curve: through any [)oint of ^-^

on the other hand eight ])ass, l)ecause the quadratic cone i)rojecting

k^ out of that [)()int is intersected by /' in eight points; so Ic' is

an eighli'oM curve. From this ensues again that aji arbitrai-y chord

1) I.e. p. 60, N". 23.

-) I.e. p. GO, N". 24.
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of /' intersects the di'iiiaiMJed >iirfacr in cacii of il> two suppoitinj;

points with k^ in eii-lil p(iint> and no inoif, becanse two chord- of

/t' cannot intersect each other 0\\\^\i\^' Ic' \ tlw (liiiinnih'd surface is tkas

of ordi'r si.i:ti't'ii, diul it Ikis /•' as ttn eujlitfuld carre, /' <ts tt si/u/L' cnrce.

That k" is the onlv manifold cui-\e follows aoain ont of the circum-

stance that two choi'ds of /,' can meet each othei' onlv on the curve

itself; oil the other hand the tireiiti/ coinmon chords of /." <uid /(;' ttrc

ayaln double generatrices. As an eii^-hlfold point counts for i . 8 . 7 =i 28
double points, the complete number of double points of a |)lane section

is 3.28 -[- 20 = 104; a plane curve of order sixteen can however
contain at most K 15 . 14 = 105 doui)K' [toints; so thi: surface is of
(je)iiis I.

10. Through a j)()iiit 1* of space pass two chords !> of /.' siiualcd

in the plane rr through P and the line of intersection s of the two

polar planes of P with respect to the two (puidratic surfaces 0, , «/>.,

(§ 2j intersecting- each other in /-^
; we shall conjugate this plane rr as

focal plane to /^ and we shall di>cn.^s the local S3stem that is formed

in this way. Each point of space has then one focal plane [SO

(f. = 1 ^)), n'ith the exception of the points of k^ having oc' focal

planes, viz. all the planes containiny'the tangent in that point.

In order to find inversely the number ,? of the foci /"* of an arbi-

trary plane rr, we intersect that plane with 0, and 0.^ ; this gives

rise to two conies k^"^ , k.,^, and with respect to these we take the

polar lines Pi , p-i of an arbitrary point Pot\-r. The polar planes of /*

with respect to *l>^ . *I*. then [)ass through p^ , p^_ and the line .v con-

jugated to P contains the point of intersection of p^ and yy, ; if s is

thus to be situated in plane .t, then f.\ and p.^ must coincide, and this

takes {)lace oidy for the vertices of the polar ti-iangie which k^'^ and

k^'^ have in common ; so ,i is = 3.

The third characteristic (juaiitity, y ^), indicating how' often a focus

P lies on a given line, whilst at the same time the focal plane -tt

passes through that line, is found as follows. When /''describes

the line / the two polar planes rotate louiid the two lines f, l„ con-

jugated to / with respect to 'l\ , *1\ ; their line of intersection s

describes a regulus with 1^,1^ as bearers, and {lassing through the

vertices of the four doubly projecting cones of ^'
; this regulus intersects

/ in 2 points, through which every time one line .v passes, and the

foci conjugated to these lines lie on / as is in fact the case for al I

lines s of the ivgulus; foi' these two foci however the focal plane

.T = Ps passes through /; so y = 2.

I) Sturm, "Liniengeomelrie" 1, p. 78.



Through the points P of space the polar [»hiiies .tt,
, rr., with

respect to *I\ , *t>^ are conjugated one bv one to each othei-; so we

can re«ard the lines x as the lines of intersection of conjugated planes

of two collinear spaces, and we then find immediately that the lines

s form *) <i ti'trdliedfdl com [tie r^ for irhich the trtrahedron of the

four vertices of the cones of k^ is the surface of sinyidarity, in sncli

a sense that each arbiti-ary ray through one of the vertices or in one

of the faces of thai tetrahedron is a complex ray, whilst in general

the tetrahedral complex being quadratic a point has but a quadratic

complex cone, a plane a quadratic complex curve. As namely the two

polar planes of the vertex of a cone coincide in the opposite face' of the

tetrahedron, each line in this face can be regarded as a ray s, and as

of a line / through 1\ e. g. the two conjugated lines lie in 1\1\1\,

inversely the two polar planes of the point of intersection of those

conjugated lines pass through /, so that / is a complex ray s. The

complex cone of a point P in T./J\7\=zt^ breaks up into two

pencils, one with vertex /-* and lying in t^, the other with vertex P
and lying in a certain plane through /-* and 7\ ; and likewise the

complex curve in a plane through 7\ degenerates into 2 points, viz.

Ti itself and a certain point in the line of intersection of that plane and t.

A ray s being the line of intersectioji of the polar planes .t^ , rr^ of

a certain point 7-* with respect to *P^ , *P,, inversely through an arbitrary

ray .v two planes .Tj , rr.^ must pass having the same pole P, if however

a line lies in a plane, then the conjugated line passes through the pole

of that plane; thus for .v the ///•(-' conjugated lines s^,s., must pass

through 7^ and must intersect each other in P\ so we can aho defne

the rays s as those rays of space loliose tioo conjiiyated lines with

respect to *1\, *lK. intersect each other. In this we have also a means

to determine the focus of an arbitrary ray x
; we have but to find

the point of intersection of .v, and s,^.

The rays .v conjugated to the points of an arbitrary line / foi'm

a regulus as we ha\e seen above; those conjugated to the points of

a ray s must thus form according to the preceding a quadratic cone,

and this is evidently the complex cone for the focus /•* of s, by

means of which a consti-uction for that cone has been found ; we

take the ray .v conjugated to P, we allow a point to describe that

ray and we determine for each position the two |)olar planes ; the

line of intersection of these describes the complex cone when the point

describes the i-ay s. .lust as the regulus for a line /, so each com-

plex cone contains the vertices of the four doubly projecting cones
;

^) Sturm 1. c. p. 342.
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and as tlic twu fonjiiiriitod lines of a rav .v lie likewise on llic (••mi

plex cone of the focus /^ ilicv llieniM_'l\es are aj^ain ravs .v.

Tlie comi)lex cnive lyin^ in a plane a we lind In reganlinfjj (1

two poles A^ and .1, of it. The cunjii,i,^ated lines /,, /., of the lines /

of (I pass respectively through A^ and .!,, and are conjni!;ateil hy the

rays / one by one to each other, so that two projective nets of rays

are formed; the locus of the points of intersection of rays conjugated

to each other is a twisted cubic through J, and .!„, and fnrtiierniore

through the four vertices of the cones T^...'J\: for, the two conju-

gated lines of the line of intersection of a with 1\1\1\ are A^l\,

A.^l\. The rays .v conjugated to the jjoiiits P of that twisted cubic

as foci lie in n and envelope the complex curve ; and as each line

of the plane T/l\l\ can be taken as a ray s conjugated to e.g. 1\,

so also the line of intersection with a, the complex conic will touch

the four surfaces of the tetrahedron.

Botany. — '^On the demonstration of carotinolds in plants' (First

communication): Separiition of carotinoids in crystalline form.

By Prof. C. VAX Wisselingh. Communicated by Prof. Mou,).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 191 2i.

Many of the chemical, physical, and microscopical investigations

on the yellow and red colouring matters of the vegetable kinijdom

which are grouped under the name carotins^) or carotinoids*) bear

witness to great care and originality. They have, however, not all

led to similar results. Especially the microscopical investigation has

led to very divergent results which sometimes seriously cojitlict witii

those obtained by chemical and physical means. The investigators

might be divided into two groups; one is inclined to consider all

carotinoids identical: believing that the ditferences observed are not

of a chemical nature. The other group distijiguishes several carotinoids.

T. Tammes •')
is especially a representative of the tirst group. After

investigating a fairly large number of plants, she comes to the

conclusion that the yellow to red colouring matter of |)lastids, in

green, yellow variegated and etiolated leaves, in autumn leaves, in

flowers, fruits and seeds, in diatoms, green, blue, brown and red

1) CzAPEK, Biochemie der Pllanzen, 1. p. 17-2.

2) M. TswETT, Cber den makro- und mikrocliemischen Nacbweis des Carotins,

Ber. d. d. bot. Ges. 29. Jahrg., Heft 9, 1911, p. 6S0.

3) T. Tammes, Cber die Verbreitimg des Carotins im Pflanzenieicbe, Flora,

1900, 87. Bd. 2. Heft, p. 2U.
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al"-ae, completely agrees in chemical and physical properties wiih

the carotin from the root of Dancns Carola.

The most recent macrochemical investi<:atioiis of carolinoids, namely

that bv WiLLSTATTEK and his pupils have not confirmed Tammes'

results. WiLLSTATTER and Mieg ^) isolated two carotinoids from the

leaves of the stinging nettle, namely, carotin (C.^H,,) which substance

was found to be identical with the carotin from the root of Daucus

Carota cind xanlhophyll iC^.H^.O,), whilst Wii,l>tatti:k and EsrHKU ')

obtain from tomatoes anothei carotinoid, lycopin (C40H.56) isomeric

with Dciucus-carolin. From two objects three (btferent carotinoids

were thus obtaineil, Jiamely, two hydrocarbons and one oxygenated

substance.

The great difference between the results of microscopical and

macro-chemical in\estiga(ions determined me to try various methods

which have been recommended for the demonstraiion of carotinoids

by microscopical means.

These methods are sometimes divided into direct and indirect ones.

The direct ones depend on the addilioji of reagents which bring about

colorations, such as, for example, the beautiful l)lue coloration with

sulphuric acid: the indirect methods are based on the se[)aration of

the carotinoids in crystalline form in the cells or tissues. Only in a

few cases do the carotinoids occur as crystals in the cells
;
generally

thev are combined with, or dissolved in a substance that is tluid,

faltv and saponitiable by alkalies'*). This substance occurs in the

plastids, or forms, as in the case of lower organisms, oily drops in

the cells '). The aim of the indirect methods is to free the carotinoids

and to ci-ystallize them out. The following methods belong to this

category

.

Potash Method.

This method invented by Moi.tsch ') was tised originally for the

demonstration of xantliophyll or carotin in green leaves. Fresh leaves

') B. WiLLSTATTER, Unleryuchungeii fiber Chlorophyll, IV. Richard Wili.statter

und Walter Mieg, Uber die gelben Begleiler des Chlorophylls, Justus Liebig's

Annalen der Chemie, 355. Ed. 1907, p. 1.

-) Richard Willstutter und Heinr H. Escher, Uber den Farbstofl' der Toniate,

Hoppe-Seylers Zeitschiiil liir Physiol. Chemie, 04. Bd. 1910, p. 47.

'•'•) V. C Kohl, Unlersuchungen iibei das Carotin und seine physio). Bedeulung

in der Pllauze, 1902, p. 118 et seq.

*) W. ZopF, Zur Kennlnis der ic'arbuugsursachen uiederer Organismen Erste

Milleilung, Beilrage zur Physiol, und Morphol. niederer Organismen, Ersles Heft,

1^)92, p. 35. Zweile Milteilung, I. c. Zweites Heit, 1892, p. 5.

°) Hans Molisch, Die Kryslallisalion und der Nachweis des Xanlhophylls (Caro-

tinsj ill! Blalle, Ber. d. d. bot. Ges. Bd. XIV, l5>9t3, p. 19.
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or parts of them aiv placed in aleoliolic potash containing 40"/^ liy

volume of alcohol and 207, t^y weight of potassium liydroxyde

;

they are left in the mixture for several days while light is excluded,

until all the chlorophyll has been extracted. With green lea\es the

potash method gives good results, but also in many other cases, for

example, with etiolated, auiiimn. and \ariegated leaves, flowers,

fruits, algae, etc. We may assume that generally the carotinoids are

separated in those cells in which they occur in the living plant.

Sometimes the ctirotinoids wander and form aggregations of crystals

in apparently arbitrary places or outside the objects. As a rule the

method gis'es positive results; only in a few cases does it fail.

In order to obtain an idea of the way in which the crystal-formation

lakes place, T have in a few cases studied the effect of Moliscji's

reagent on the living material under the microscope. The crystallisation

will be illustrated by a few examples.

Large yellow plastids are found in the corolla of Calceolaria rugosa.

The carotinoid occurs dissolved in a substance, fluid and easily

saponifiable, which forms a yellow peripheral layer in the plastids.

On the addition of ^Iolisch's reagent the plastids sometimes form

yellow globules with a sharp edge, which quickly change into glol)ules

or masses which show a less well-defined contour and are products

of saponification. Often saponification proceeds still more rapidly, so

that globules with sharp outline are no longer seen, but the saponi-

fication-products appear immediately. They dissolve and out of the

solution there grow in a few minutes orange-yellow acicular or narrow

band-shaped crystals, often very long and strongly curved and some-

times fissured.

In the ligulate florets of Gazania splendens la.'-ge oi-ange-coloured

plastids occur in which can be distinguished globules that are in

constant movement. When Molisch's reagent is added they rapidly

form orange balls with sharp outline. These arise out of the union

of the globules described above. The phenomenon is not the result

of saponification, as Kohl ^) assumes, for warming in water oi- a

stay in dilute spirit (TO^'o) has the same effect. In my opinion it is

caused by the cells dying and the plastids losing their structure. In

Gazania splendens saponification of the globules formed proceeds very

slowly. After being in Molisch's reagent for 20 days (in vitro), I

saw only orange globules in the cells which were coloured dark-blue

by sulphui-ic acid. When I investigated the flowers after 24 days,

I asaiii found many orange globules, but at the same time there

1) F. G. Kohl, I. c. p. 122.

34

Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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weie also many well-formed crystals, orange crystal-plates with

rounded ends and aggregates of the same crystal-plates. The crystals

give the various colour-reactions of carotinoids and the same is the

case with the orange globules, in proof, tliat all the carotinoid has

not yet crystallized out.

The formation of crystals by the potash method is easily explained.

In the living plant the carotinoids occur in solution. They are dissolved

in a fluid, fatty substance. When Molisch's reagent is added the plas-

tids are destroyed and the tluid substance forms globules, which are

coloured orange-yellow or orange by the carotinoid. Molisch's reagent

farther brings about saponification and solution. The oily substance

is saponified and the cells are filled with a solution of the saponi-

fication-product in which the carotinoid is soluble. This solution is

diluted bv the reagent in which the objects are placed and the caro-

tinoids, which are not soluble in Molisch's reagent, separate in the cells.

Bv reason of the above facts, I assumed that the carotinoids must

be soluble in soap-solutions. This was indeed found to be the case.

If, for example, after being washed out with water, preparations, in

which carotinoids occur in the form of crystals, are placed in soap-

spirit (Spiritus saponatus Pharm. Kederl. Ed IV without oil of laven-

dei-) the crystals dissolve.

As is evident from the examples described above, the saponification

of the fatty substance and the separation of crystals sometimes takes

l)lace rapidly and sometimes very slowly. According to the nature of

the object minutes, hours, days, weeks, or montli^s are required for the

separation of the crystals. Among objects w^hich require much patience

are the following in addition to the ligulate florets of Gazania splen-

dens those of Hieracium aurantiacum, Doronicum Pardalianches cind

Taraxacum officinale, in which crystals were observed after 24, 48

and 74 days respectively. In the ligulate florets of Hieracium murorum

and Inula Helenium and in the petals of Viola cornuta no crystals

were perceived after 60, 39 and 29 days respectively. That the

carotinoids do not separate out in these last examples, must be attri-

buted to the fact that the oily substance is not saponified and holds

the carotinoid in solution. The yellow or orange-yellow globules,

which are seen in the cells, are coloured blue by sulphuric acid,

transient blue l)y bromine water and green by iodine in potassium

iodide; this proves that the carotinoid is still present.

I do not think that' the long continued action of Molisch's reagent

is accompanied by any disadvantage. I have no indication that the

carotinoids are destroyed by it and often fine crystallisations are finally

obtained. 1 have tried Molisch's potash method in about 40 cases and
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only in the 3 last-mentioned was tliei-e no crystallisation of caro-

tinoid. It is however possible that in these cases also a still more
prolonged action might have had the desired result.

Tammes ') and Koiil ') maintain that all the Ci-ystals, which are

obtained by the potash method consist of carotin, however they may
differ in colour and shape. The colour would only depend on the

thickness of the crystals and of the angle at which they are seen.

Becke ') however, considers as a result of crystalbgraphic investiga-

tions that the crystals obtained I)y Molisch's method are not identical.

I myself have come to the following conclusions. Before proceeding

1 wish to remark that the names of the colours which I use are in

agreement with those of Klincksieck e( Yalettk's Code des Coulours,

1908. Often the numbers, given to the colours in the book, have
also been mentioned.

In many eases the crystals differ greatly in colour and shape. In

general, with respect to the colours the crystals can he arranged in two
groups, namely, orange-red and red (Kl. et V. 91, 76, 51, 46) to

which the violet-red (Kl. et V. 581) of the fruit of Solanum Lyco-

persicum are allied and a second group composed of orange-yellow

and orange crystals (Kl. et V. 176, 151, 126, lOJ). The colour is

also influenced by the thickness of the crjstals. Red is always pre-

sent in the first group, but not in the second.

However different the shape of the crystals may be, it is still

true that colour and form are often connected. Among the red

crystals, as a rule well-developed plates are found which have the

shape of small parallelograms and sometimes also of rhombs. Generally

small i)lates are formed which are several times more long than Ijroad

or narrower ones which resemble pointed needles. The parallelograms

and rhombs are often imperfect. Parts may be wanting, angles and

sides may be rounded. Very often the red crystals form aggregates.

The root of Daucus carota and the fruit of Solanum Lycopersicum

belong to the objects in which carotinoids occur in the form of crys-

tals. In Daucus the carotin has formed in addition to well-developed

red parallelograms and rhombs all sorts of other crystals which are

even curved band shaped. In the tomato lycopin is found in the form

of red-violet needles.

The orange-yellow and orange crystals are also very varied.

Especially in those cases in which the carotinoids crystallize out

slowly, little plates of crystal are often found which are generally

1) 1. c. p. 242, 244.

-) 1. c. p. 33 et seq. and p. 67.

3) Hans Molisch, 1. c. p. 24.

34^
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several times more long than broad, rarely about as long as broad. The

ends are for the most part rounded, occasionally pointed, irre-

f^nlar or more or less straight. Often oval and whetstone-shaped

crystals are found. Once they were seen as rliombs with rounded

sides. In a few cases the crystals showed large surfaces of indefinite

shape, in other cases the surfaces were narrow, long and slightly

curved. The multifarious ribbon- and needle-shaped crystals that

occur are allied to this last-mentioned form. These are generally

much curved. Sti-aight needles are rare. Tiie ribbon-shaped crystals

are often branched or split up into separate curved needles. Finally

connected with the curved, needle-shaped crystals there are filamentous

ones, which may be \ery mucli twisted and often form clews. The

crystal plates often form aggregates.

When leaves are treated with Moltsch's reagent aggregates of

crvstals are generally formed in the cells which contain chlorophyll

;

they are composed of orange-yellow plates and red crystals resembling

needles.

The shape of the orange-yellow and orange crystals often differs

in one and the same object. In the flower of Dendrobium thyrsiflorum

I found orange-yellow (Kl. et Y. 151) whetstone-shaped plates and

orange-yellow (151) thread-like crystals, also aggregates of fine needle-

shaped crystals coloured bright orange (101) and to some extent

orange-red (8i). In the flower of Cucurbita melanosperma I found

thread-like crystals and very thick, almost completely straight, flat

needles in the hairs.

The shape of the crystals is sometimes ^•ery dependent on external

circumstances, as for example, on the quantity of Molisch's reagent

into which the object is put. In the petals of Chelidonium majus,

for example, I got thread-shaped crystals whenever I placed them

in a flask with a large quantity of Molisch's reagent, and crystal

plates when a petal was placed in a small quantity of Molisch's

reagent between a cover-slip and a slide.

However diverse the crystals may be there is an important point

of difference between the red and orange-red on the one hand and

the orange-yellow and orange crystals on the other hand, namely,

that when the carotinoids have separated out in the form of plates,

among the former well-shaped parallelograms are nearly always

formed and these are not met with among the orange-yellow and

orange crystals.

In the leaves of Urtica dioica I was able to observe that the

(juaniity of the reagent may influence not only the shape of the

crystals but albo the place where they are formed. By using much
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of Molisch's reagent a small afigregate of orange-yellow and red

crystals appears in every cell; with little of the reagent I got large

red and yellow aggregates of crystals in x-arioiis places in the tissne

or outside it. Tiiis last result need cause no surj)i-ise. The carotinoids

are soluble in the solution of the saponification-products formed and
not in Molisch's reagent. When a small quantity of the reagent is

used no quick dilution of the soap-solution occurs and the carotinoids

will have the chance of changing their i)lace in the tissue. In general

it is therefore preferable not to use too small a quantity of the reagent,

unless for any reason large aggregates of crystals are desired.

1 have applied the potash method of Molisch to the foUowino'

objects.

Flowers : Trollius caucasicus Ste\'., Nuphar Inteum Sm., Chelido-

nium majus L., Meconopsis cambrica Vig., Corydalis lutea DC,
Erysimum Perofskianuni Fisch. et Mey., Sinapis alba L., Isatis tinc-

toria L., Viola cornuta L. var. Daldowie Yellow, Cytisus sagittalis Koch
(Genista sagittalis L.), Cytisus Laburnum L., Spartium junceum L.,

Thermopsis lanceolata R. Br., Oucurbita melanosperma A.Br., Ferula

sp.. Inula Helenium L., Doronicnm Pardalianches L., Doronicum
plantagineum L. excelsum, Calendnla arvensis L., Taraxacum offici-

nale Wigg., Hieracium aurantiacum L., Hieracium murorum L.,

Gazania splendens Hort., Asclepias curassavica L., Calceolaria rngosa

Hook., Dendrobium thyrsiPiorum Rchb. fil., Iris Pseudacorus L.,

Narcissus Pseudonarcissus L., Clivia miniata Regel, Tulipa hortensis

Gaerln., Fritillaria imperialis L., liilium croceum Chaix, liemerocallis

Middendorffii Trautv. et Mey.

Green leaves: Chelidonium majus L., Taraxacum officinale WiffS

Urtica dioica L., Triticum repens L., Selaginella Kraussiana A.Br,

Yellow variegated leaves : Sambucus nigra L. fol. var., Grapto-

phyllum pictum Griff., Croton ovalifolius Vahl.

Fruits : Sorbus aucuparia L., Solanum Lycopersicum Trn.

Root of Daucus Carota L.

Algae: Cladophora sp., Spirogyi-a maxima (Hass.) Wittr., Haemato-

coccns pluvialis Flot.

It must be noted that in four of the above-named objects in their

natural state carotinoids already occur in the form of crystals, namely

in the root of Daucus Carota, the fruits of Sorbus aucuparia and

of Solanum Lycopersicum, and in the flower of Clivia miniata.

Acul method.

By treating parts of green plants with dilute acids Frank ^) observed

1) A. TscHiRCH, Untersuchungen iiber das Chlorophyll, Landwirtsch. Jahrbiicher,

XIII. Bd., 1884, p. 490. Hans Molisch, I.e. p. 26.
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the formation of red or reddish yellow crystals, especially in the

stomata. Molisch ') repeated the experiment with the leaves of

Elodea and
'

also observed such crystals which according to him,

correspond to the crystals he obtained by liis potash method. Tammes^)

experimented on a great number of plants and various parts of

plants with ddute acids, as, for example, hydrochloric acid, oxalic

acid, tartaric acid, chromic acid, picric acid, acetic acid, and hydro-

fluoric acid. Picric acid was used in a solution of alcohol, the other

acids in aqueous solutions of various strengths. The investigation

vielded positive results in the case of lea\es, and other green parts

of i)lauts, flowers, green algae and Fucoideae. In all the cases inves-

tigated, over 30, crystals were obtained after some hours or days

which, according to the above-mentioned writer, agreed completely

with the crystals wdiich had been obtained by the potash method

and were found to consist of carotin. With yellow variegated, yellow

autumn and etiolated leaves the experiment was without result, a

fact which Tammes ^) is unable to explain.

When plants or parts of plants which contain chlorophyll are

investigated with dilute acids allowance must be made for the action

of the acids on the chlorophyll. When Molisch's reagent is used the

chlorophyll dissolves with saponitication of the ester, separation of

phytol and formation of chlorophyllin potassium '), but the action of

acids on the chlorophyll produces insoluble derivatives. Wili.statter,

who treated alcoholic extracts obtained in the cold from dried plants

with acids, obtained, when the magnesium had been eliminated,

phaeophytin '"), which like chlorophyll ") consists of two component

parts, namely, phaeophytin a (phytylphaeophorbide a) and phaeo-

phytine b (i)hytylphaeophorbide b). Earlier investigators also already

1) 1. c. p. 26.

2) 1. c. p. 216 et seq. and p. 242 et seq.

s)
i. c. p. 220.

^) Richard Willstatter, (Untersuchimgen iiber Chlorophyll), II. Zur Kenntuis

der Zusammensetzung des Chlorophylls, Justus Liebig's Annalen der Ghemie, 350.

Bd. 1906, p 48.

Richard Willsthtter und Ferdinand Hocheder, III. Uber die Einwirkung von

Sauren und Aikalien auf Chlorophyll, 1. c. Bd. 354, 1907, p. 205.

») R. WillstUtter, II. Zur Kenntnis der Zusammensetzung des Chlorophylls,! c.

R. WiLLSTJiTTER und F. Hocheder, 1. c.

Richard Willstatter und Max Isler, XX. Uber die zwel Komponenten des

Chlorophylls, I. c. Bd. 390, Heft 3, 1912, p. 269.

fi) Richard Willstatter und Max Utzinger, XVI. Uber die ersten Umwandlun-

gen des Chlorophylls, I. c. 382. Bd. p. 129.

R. WiLLSTaTTER und M. Isler, 1. c.
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obtained products produced by the action of acid;^ on chloropliyll.

Hoppk-Seyler ') obtained from grass by extraction with boding alcoliol

a crystalline chlorophyll derivative, which he subjected to a number

of opei-ations in order to separate it from other substances and to

purify it. He named it chorophyllan. Tsciiirch -) states that when

parts of plants that contain chlorophyll are treated with acids, chloro-

phyllan crystallizes out in the cells. Willstatter, Isler, and Hug ')

have after further investigation compared the chlorophyllan of Hoppe-

Seyler to phaeopliytin. In the opinion of these investigators it is not

a pure compound but chlorophyll more or less decomposed by plant

acids and allomerised by treatment with solvents. For this reason

they consider the name chlorophyllan unsuitable for the chlorophyll

derivative obtained by means of acids.

TvMMEs ^) also discussed the action of acids on chlorophyll and

comes to the conclusion that the formation of chlorophyllan offers

no hindrance to the demonstration of carotin, because, although it

must be admitted that the crystals obtained may perhaps be conta-

minated by some chlorophyllan, yet in the main they are composed

of carotin. Kohl ^) evidently agrees with Tammes. He writes : "Mehr

Oder minder unbewusst ist die Saureraethode schon friiher von einigen

Forscherji aiigewandt worden, unbewusst insofern, als das auskrys-

tallisirende Carotin irrtiimlich fur Chlorophyllan gehalten und nur in

einzelnen Fallen als solches erkannt wurde." I consider Tammes' rea-

soning inconclusive, whilst Kohl does not further explain his views.

A simple investigation of the crystals shows that they are very di He-

rent from carotin-crystals and there is even no reason to assume

that they contain any carotin.

I exposed fresh plants and parts of plants containing chlorophyll

to the action of acids at the ordinary temperature, oxalic acid from

17o to 10% , hydrochloric acid of 57„ , tartaric acid of 107„ and

hydrofluoric acid of 27^ . Without exception after a day crystals had

separated out. They form small aggregates attached to the chroma-

tophores. The crystal aggregates resemble spherical bodies, but with

high magnification the constituent crystal plates can be distinguished.

Only in one case, namely in Cladophora, did I see long whip-shaped

crystals projecting from the crystal aggregates. The crystal aggregates

are not yellow, orange yellow, or red, but brown. In acetone they^

1) F. Hoppe-Seyler, Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chemie 3, 1879, p. 339.

2j A. TscHiRCH, Untersuchungen uber dar, Chlorophyll, 1. c. p. 441,

S) R. WillstUtter und M. Isler. I. c. p. 287 et seq. and p. 337.

*j 1. c. p. 217 and 218.

5) I.e. p. 47.
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are easily soluble, slowly in glaciiii acetic acid. With concentrated

or somewhat dilute sulphuric acid, for example QQ^/^"/,, they are

not coloured blue, but green (Kl. et V. 326). The colour never

resembles the blue colour which the crystals of carotinoids assume

with sulphuric acid, and which never shows a green, but sometimes

a slightly violet tint. The green-coloured crystal aggregates are soluble

iu sulphuric acid. The brown crystal aggregates are also coloured

green by concentrated hydrochloric acid (specific gravity =1.19);

afterwards they dissolve slowly. With concentrated nitric acid they

are not, as is the case of carotinoids, temporarily coloured blue ; they

deliquesce and form globules, which when geutly warmed, gradually

become colourless and presumably consist of phytol. ]Sor do they,

like carotinoids, become temporarily blue in bromine water; the

brown colour at first remains unchanged. Towards caustic potash

the brown aggregates of crystals also behave quite differently from

the crystals of carotinoids ; they are entirely soluble in it ; they also

are completely soluble in dilute alcoholic caustic potash, as, for

example, in Mousch's reagent, in which the crystals of carotinoids

are of course insoluble. Since they leave nothing behind on solution

there is no reason for thinking that they contain carotinoids.

The behaviour of the brown aggregates towards reagents shows

that they are composed of a chlorophyll derivative. Phaeophytin ^)

gives the same reactions, and sometimes more or less clearly shows

crystalline structure. Tammes and Kohl have confused carotin with a

chlorophyll derivative. Tammes' drawing N". 22 of Elodea canadensis

in particular clearly shows that such a confusion has taken place.

In each cell a number of bro\vn, round crystal aggregates are figured

attached to and on the chromatophores. The crystalline structure is

not indicated in the figure, but is not always easily distinguished

in the full cells. Besides these crystal aggregates, I found in many

cells, though not iu all, red aggregates of crystals which resemble

carotin and which are coloured blue by concentrated or somewhat

dilute sulphuric acid, namely of 76" \ . These crystal aggregates are

however not figured by Tammes, nor are they mentioned.

Now it is somewhat explicable why Tammes *) obtained negative

results with yellow variegated, yellow autumn and etiolated leaves.

These objects or the yellow parts of them contain no chlorophyll

and are therefore unable to produce brown crystal aggregates of a

chlorophyll derivative. But this does not, however, clear up every-

^) R. WiLLSTaTTER uud F. HocHEDER, 1. c. p. 222 and 223.

2) 1. c. p. 220.
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thing. For the non-green leaves and ilie parts wliich are not green,

yet contain substances which belong to the carotinoids. How is it

that these were not found by Tammes, whilst in otiier non-green

parts of plants such as flowers, Tammks obtained after some days in

all the eight cases investigated well-formed crystals which with

reagents showed the reactions proper to carotin. 1 am convinced by

the use of Molisch's reagent that carotinoids exist in the yellow

parts of yellow variegated leaves. Sometimes I obtained separation

of orange-yellow crystals, in other cases they were oi-ange-yellow

and red, l)ut all gave the reaction proper to carotinoids. Kohl ^),

with etiolated leaves, arrived at a ditferent conclusion from that

of Tammes. I cannot refrain from i-emarkijig that Kohl does not

always correctly reproduce the results of Tammes, with whom he is

in entire agreement. The following is quoted from Tammes -j : Ich

habe auch gelbbunte, herbstlich gelbe und etiolirte Blatter in ver-

diinnte Saurelosungen gebracht, aber stets mit negativen Resultaten.

And from Kohl ^) : Durch die neueren Untersuchungen der etiolirten

Ptlanzen mit Sauren, welche T. Tammes in grosser Zahl ausfilhrte

und welche ich, um in die unsicheren Anschauungen einige Klarheit

zu bi'ingen, planmiissig fortgesetzt habe, ist es nun mit Sicherheit

erwiesen, dass in alien etiolirten Pflanzenteilen, so weit sie gelb

gefiirbt, mit verdiinnten Sauren Carotin-Krystalle zur Ausscheidung

gebracht werden konnen.

I treated objects, both with and without chlorophyll, such as green

and yellow variegated leaves, yellow, orange-yellow, and orange

flowers, and algae, wiih dilute acids at the ordinary temperature,

namely, with V/,, 2",,, and 10"/, oxalic acid, 1°/, and 57, hydro-

chloric acid, lO^/j tartaric acid and 2'
, hydrofluoric acid solutions.

The treatment often lasted one or two months. The objets wdjich

were subjected to this investigation, were the same as tiiose investigated

by the potash method of Molisch.

In the case of green leaves I obtained with the dilute acids

the above mentioned brown crystalline aggregates of a chlorophyll

derivative which were formed in each cell containing chlorophyll,

and here and there in the tissue red crystals, loose plates or

aggregates. In the case of flowers, of which I investigated about 25,

I geiierally obtained no crystals with dilute acids. Only in two

cases was there a positive result, namely, in Asclepias curassavica,

where red crystals separated and in Calceolaria rugosa where orange-

1) 1. c. p. 48.

-) 1. c. p. 220.

3) 1. c. p. 48.
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yellow ones appeared. In one of the yellow variegated leaves, namely,

of GraptophyUnm pictum I obtained the separation of small orange-

yellow crystals in the yellow portion of the leaf. The crystals which

had separated behaved towards reagents and solvents exactly as

did the corresponding crystals obtained by the potash method.

With regard to the investigation of flowers with dilute acids,

Tammes' ^) results and mine differ. Whilst she obtained well formed

crystals in all cases, I obtained them only exceptionally. Onr in-

vestio'ations were however mostly concerned with different flowers.

I propose if possible to examine with acids those flowers which

have been studied by Tammes, but not yet by myself, in order to

reach greater certainty on this point of difference. Whatever the

ultimate results, I nevertheless already venture to state, that the

method of inducing crystallisation of the carotinoids in plants by

means of acids cannot in general be recommended. Often the yellow

carotinoids in particular do not crystallize. Red ciystals very often

form in the tissue but not in all cases in which they can be obtained

by the use of the potash method. This is the case, for example, in

the flowers of Nuphar luteum, Isatis tinctoria, Cytisus Laburnum and

Thermopsis lanceolata as also in the peduncles of Trollius caucasicus.

In these many oranje-yellow and a few red crystals were obtained

by Molisch's reagent, whilst in the flower of Asclepias curassavica,

in which, as stated above, red crystals had been separated out by

means of acids, Molisch's reagent produced many red as well as a

few orange-yellow crystals. When the carotinoids which yield red

crystals are present in great quantity, they can therefore be demon-

strated by acids, but when they are present in small quantity, they

escape observation.

Another drawback to the acid method is that the carotinoids

which yield orange-yellow crystals are very liable to decompose.

Continuous treatment with acids as is necessary with the acid

method, often is very harmful and may lead to complete decom-

position of the carotinoids. They are much more liable to decompo-

sition by acids, while they are still in solution in the fatty substance

of the plastids, than when they have been separated as crystals

by some other method. Accoi-ding to Husemann ') Wackenroder

pointed out this decomposition so far back as 1832. In the treatment

with acids I have sometimes found decomposition to occur even in

the lirst few days. The colour of the flowers becomes paler and the

1) 1. c. p. 243.

2) A. HusEMANNN, Obcr Carotin und Hydrocarotin, Ann. der Ghem. u. Pharra.

Bd. GXVII, 1861, p. 200.
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yellow or orange oily p;lobiiles and masses, wliicli have been for-

med in the cells and which contain the carotinoid, also lose more

or less of their colour. Sulphuric acid then no longer colours them

blue or much more feebly than at the beginning of the experiment.

The carotinoid decomposes without crystallising out. This decoinpo-

sition is easily confirmed in Chelidonium majus, Narcissus Pseudo-

narcissus, Doronicum Pardalianches and Tulipa hortensis, for insta'.ice.

Resorcinol Method.

TsAVETT ') has described a method of crystallising the carotinoids from

plants and parts of plants under the microscope. The objects are

placed on the microscope slide in a concentrated solution of resorci-

nol, containing 10 to 12 parts of resorcinol in 10 parts of water.

I have used this method in eight cases, namely, in the leaves of

Urtica dioica, in the flowers of Chelidonium majus. Erysimum Perof-

skianum, Gazania splendens. Calceolaria rugosa and Niircissus Pseu-

donarcissus, in Cladopliora sp. and in Haematoeoccus pluvialis. In

five cases, namely, in Urtica, Chelidonium, Calceolaria, Narcissus

and Cladophora crystals separated rather quickly. In Chelidonium,

Calceolaria and Cladophora crystals appeared in the cells, in the

other two cases in and around the pre[)aralions. Erysimum, Gazania

and Haematoeoccus which had given positive results with the potash

method, gave negative results with the resorcinol solution. In the

case of Haematoeoccus pluvialis Jacobsen^) was also unable to obtain

separation of crystals.

The shape of the crystals differs greatly. When with Molisch's

reagent red and orange-yellow crystals were obtained, crystals of the

same colour were formed with Tswktt's reagent in those cases in

which the experiment gave a positive result. With respect to reagents

the crystals behave in the same way as the carotinoid crystals obtained

by the potash method.

TswETT ') has also pointed out the variation in ihe crystals and

has shown in Lamium by his adsorption method that different che-

mical bodies are present, carotin and xanthophyll. It seems to me
that Tswett's method will be applicable with success to many cases.

1) M. TswETT, Cber den makro- und mikrochemischen Nachweis des Carotins,

Ber. d. d. hot. Ges. 29. Jahrg. Heft 9, 1911, p. 630.

2) H. G. Jacobsen, Die Kulturbedingungen von Haematoeoccus pluvialis, Folia Micro-

biologica I, 1912, p. 25.

3) 1. c.
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Otiier methods.

Kohl ^) has remarked that possibly other substances also might be

used to bring about the crystallisation of carotin. He surmises that

chloralhydrate might be used for the purpose and ijitends to inves-

tigate this possibiUty. When the solvent action of chloralhydrate

upon the various constituents of cells is considered and it is seen

that carotin crystals in contrast to those of xanthophyll are fairly

resieiant, then it is natural to suppose that chloralhydrate may
offer a suitable means of separating carotin as crystals. I have

experimented with the leaves of Urtica dioica in a coJicentrated

aqueous solution (7 in 10) of chloralhydrate. We know from the

investigations of Willstatter and Mieg ') that these leaves contain

carotin and xanthophyll. When I placed a small piece of the

tissue containing chlorophyll in a solution of chloralhydrate and

observed it under the microscope, 1 could soon detect changes in the

chromatophores and the formation of a globule in each cell, which

gradually dissolved and left behind a small aggregate of red carotin

crystals. Orange-yellow crystals of xanthophyll were not separated.

As was to be expected therefore the method is of no use for

the separation of xanthophyll because decomposition takes place. I

cannot moreover recommend it for the separation of carotin-crystals,

because carotin is also attacked by chloralhydrate and small quantities

therefore may escape observation.

Accoi'ding to Willstatter and Mieg ^) xanthophyll is '-spielend

loslich" in phenol. Having iji mind the solubility of many substances

in liquelied phenol and having confirmed the fact that carotin dis-

solves much more slowly than xanthophyll, it occurred to me to try

liquefied phenol for the separation of carotin or allied carotinoids. 1

used two mixtures, one of 10 parts by weight of phenol in loose

crystals and 1 part by weight of water, the other consisting of 3 parts

by weight of phenol in loose crystals and 1 part by weight of glycerine.

I prefer the latter mixture, because it mixes more quickly with the

water contained in the objects. I examined the flowers of Erysimum
Perofskianum, Asclepias curassavica, the leaves of Qrtica dioica and

the ligulate florets of Taraxacum officinale. With petals of Erysimum
Perofskianum the potash method yielded no beautiful result, and the

acid method a negative one. I placed parts of the petals in the above

mixtures between a miscroscope slide and a cover-slip. Under the

1) 1. c. p. 124.

2) 1. c. p. 10.

3) 1. c.
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microscope I saw thai the bi'iglill\- coloured orange-yellow plastids

quickly formed orange-yellow globules; crystals soon appeared in

these globules. While the globules dissolve the crystals remain behind.

These are orange-red plates and aggregates which very slowly dis.solve

in the phenol mixtures. To investigate these, the preparations can be

washed out successively with dilute alcohol (70 7o) ^"^1 with water.

With reagents they give the reactions characteristic of carotinoids.

When parts of the flower of Asclepias curassavica are placed in

the mixture of phenol and glycerine, there quickly appear in all

the cells numerous light aiul dark red or orange-red (Kl. et V. 11,

46, 51, 71, 91) crystals, in the same way as in Erysimum Perofs-

kianum, among which were many plates and aggregates. They do

not dissolve in the phenol solution; at any rate after three days they

were still unchanged. When investigated with reagents in the way
indicated above, they show the reactions proper to carotinoids. In Urtica

d^ioica orange-red (81) crystal aggregates are formed here and there

in the tissue, which after three days are still present in the mixture of

phenol and ghcerine. In the ligulate florets of Taraxacum officinale

yellow globules soon arise ; in this case no crystals occur; the globules

completely dissolve. Clearly in these four objects carotinoids occur,

which differ greatly with respect to their solnbilit}' in a mixture of

phenol aiul glycerine (3 to 1). and are either insoluble or dissolve

slowly or readily. In the last case the carotinoids do not separate.

WiLLSTATTER and MiEG ^) have dealt with the question whether,

in addition to carotin, xanthophyll is also present as such in the

living plant and have answered it affirmatively. Both substances,

can indeed be separated with simple solvents, carotin from dried

leaves with petroleum ether, xanthophyll from alcoholic extracts of

fresh leaves according to the "Entmischungsmethoden" of G. Stokes,

Gr. Kraus, H. C. Sorby and R. Sachsse '). It is therefore reasonable

to assume that in some cases the use of simple solvents in which

the carotinoids themselves are but little or not soluble, might lead

to the crystallisation of these substances. In a few cases I have

indeed succeeded in doing this.

With the ligulate florets of Taraxacum officinale and Doronicum

Pardalianches I did at first not succeed in crystallising even a

part of the carotinoid by means of the potash method. It remained

in solution in the yellow or orange-yellow globules which had formed

in the cells. When 1 had treated the ligulate florets, for a very

short time with absolute alcohol or a certain quantity with very

1) 1. c. p. 10.

~) See WiLLSTATTER uxid bLER, 1. c. p. 275 et seq.
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little absolute alcohol, I ascertained, that the oily substance which

retained the carotinoid, was dissolved and that part of the latter had

separated more or less crystalline and gave the reactions charac-

teristic of carotinoids. Direct treatment of the florets with absolute

alcohol led to similar results. When the treatment with absolute

alcohol is prolonged or when too much of it is taken, the carotinoid

dissolves completely.

In a few cases I succeeded in obtaining even with dilute spirit

the separation of carotinoids in crystalline form. After being placed

for one day in 70 7o spirit the corolla of Calceolaria rugosa was

seen to contain orange-yellow crystals, loose plates and aggregates.

The petals of Chelidonium majns when soaked for a month in

20 7o spirit are found to contain not only orange-yellow and yellow-

drops and globules but also orange-yellow needle and thread-shaped

crystals, some straight and some very much curved. They are often

attached to the globules and give the impression of haxing grown

out of them. In the flower of Narcissus Psendonarcissus crystallisation

of the carotinoid took place already after one day in 20 7o spirit.

Long continued treatment with dilute spirit may cause the complete

decomposition of the carotinoid; this was already the case in Narcissus

Psendonarcissus after a few days.

Finally I wish to point out that on account of Arnaud's ') inves-

tigations it must be assumed that the results sometimes depend greatly

on the season of the year. Ar.vaud found, for instance, that the leaves

of the chestnut and the stinging nettle contain most carotin during the

flowering time (May). I also found that the separation of crystals

in one and the same species was not always the same. This was

especially the case in Cladophora, in which treatment with Molisch's

reagent sometimes resulted in the separation of many orange-yellow

and a few red crystals, and at other times yielded many red and

a few orange-yellow ones. It is desirable to point out this difference.

When these experiments are repeated by other investigators it must

be taken into account.

It must be admitted that the results of the above crystallisation

experiments point strongly to the frequem occurrence of several

distinct carotinoids in a plant. In a subsequent communication the

behaviour of carotinoids with respect to reagents and solvents will

be dealt with and the results of the direct and indirect methods will

be summarised.

^) A. Arnaud, Recherches suf la Caroline; son lolc pliysiol. piobable dans la

leuillc. Compt. rend. GIX, 1889, -2, p. 911.
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Astronomy. — ''Determination of the (jeO(/rap/iical latitude and

longitude of Mecca and Jidda executed in 19J0—'11." By

Mr. N. ScHELTEMA. Part I. (CoiniDunicated by Prof. E. F.

VAN DE SaNDK BaKHUYZEN).

(Communicated in liio meeting of May 25, 1912).

I. Introduction.

Mecca as we know is the holy city and tlie meeting-place for

Mohammedan believers. Yearly some 200.000 gather there from

ditTerent parts of the world in order to make their pilgrimages and

many of them stay there for a couple of years to gain a thorough

knowledge of the doctrines of their religion.

From an economical and political point of view as well as for

the history of religion Mecca is a place of great significance. Moreover

it forms an important starting-point for the geography of the interior

of Arabia. Hence it is not surprising that constant efforts have been

made to obtain closer and the most accurate possible knowledge

about this centre of the Islam: but great and peculiar diiliculties

are connected with these endeavours on account of the fact that

entrance into the "holy domain" is strictly prohibited to non-

Mohammedans. Only now and again a few Eurepeans succeeded in

stealthily penetrating into it and spending there some time.

It is well knowji that among these stands first our compatriot the

present professor Dr. C. Snouck Hurgronje, who spent some eight

months in Mecca and put down his exliaustive researches in his

standardwork about this town. It stands to I'eason that my position

as Consul of the Netherlands at Jidda, the harbour of Mecca, often

brought me into contact with this scholar, and it was he who in

the course of our talks drew my attention to the fact that so much
scientific work might be done in the Hedjaz. In particular he pointed

out that even the geographical position of Mecca was not accurately

known and he raised the question if I might not supply this deficiency.

Others had succeeded in making fairly accurate plans of the town

but its absolute position had not yet been determined with sutricient

exactness. Lack of good instruments, which are not easily transport-

able and the necessity of taking care that no attention was drawn
in the vicinity had generally prevented astronomical observations.

The only person by whom direct determinations of the latitude

and the longitude of Mecca have been published is Ali Bey el Abassi,

or at any rale the man who under that name travelled in many
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oriental countries from 1803 to 1807 and in the latter year also

visited Arabia and Mecca. His "Travels" were published in London

in 1816'). He made his asti'onomical observations with a retlecting-

circle of lOinch diameter with 4 verniers by Troughton and an

achromatic telescope by Dollond of 27^ feet, with the aid of two

chronometers by Brooksbanks and Pennington (see Vol. 1, p. XVH,

Vol. 2, p. IX). The latitudes were determined by meridian altitudes

of the sun and stars, the longitudes by the transporting of chrono-

meters, by lunar distances and by observations of eclipses of the

satellites of Jupiter. Of his determination of the position of Mecca

it is mentioned in particular that it was accomplished by means of

altitudes of the sun and of lunar distances (2, 94) '); in the meantime

the chronometer by Brooksbanks had been broken, while probably

shortly afterwards, that of Pennington was stolen at Mina in

the neighbourhood of Mecca, so that the determinations of longitude

could not be continued. Ali Bey's results, especially his longitudes

such as they have been published can only be of little accuracy.

Taking, however, into account the good instruments he had at his

disposal, it is probable that a renewed calculation might amend

matters, but his original observations are not likely to have been

preserved.

Besides from direct obser\'ations the position of Mecca might also

be derived from that of Jidda by means of journeys between

the two places with noted directions and distances, as the latter

place has at present been accurately determined by the obser-

vations of the English hydrography. Of these itineraries Hubkr's')

seems to stand first; it has been accurately calculated and discussed

by J. J. Hess. Yet Hess'*) himself must attribute to his results for

the longitude and latitude of Mecca mean errors of resp. + 3'. 2 and

+ 3'.8,

So even after this last investigation the position of Mecca was very

unsatisfactorily determined and Prof. SxNOUCK Hi rgronje's proposition

to try and obtain greater accuracy attracted me greatly. In the

summer of 1909 I therefore applied to the director of the Leyden

observatory, Prof. E. F. van de Sande Bakhuyzen, who was much

1) Travels of Alt Bey in Morocco, Tripoli, Cyprus, Egypt, Arabia, Syria

and Turkey between the years 1803 and 1807, written by himself. London 1816

2 vols.

2) Erroneously J. J. Hess says in his Geographische Lage Mekkas that Ali

Bey's longitude of Mecca is based on eclipses of the satellites of Jupiter,

3) Charles Ruber, Journal d'un voyage en Arabic. Paris 1891.

*) J. J. Hess, Die geographische Lage Mekkas und die Strasse von Giddanach

Mekka. Freiburg 1900.
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interested in mv |)l;iiis and knidlv |)r(iini>('d nic help and adviro.

The oxt'cniioii of llio work was now iciidcred possililc and l)y tlie

kind dispensatiuii of llis Kxe'cllencv the Minister of Foreign Affairs,

to whom I here respectfnllv render lhaid<s, I i-eceived a roval

commission to excente astronomical oI)S('r\alions in the Hedjaz.

Let me say tirst of all in what way I intended to set about the

proposed [)lan. As it was (piile impossilde for me to enter iMecca

and make observations, the help wonid be asked of Mr. A. Salim,

Pupil-Secretary-Interpreter of the consniate. As a Mohammedan be was
perfectly free in his movements within the holy domain and having

finished the 5 years' conrse of the Secondary School at Balavia, he

was SnfUiciently well-gronnded (o snccessfnlly make the astronomical

observations. Let me add thai Mr. Salim showed an eager interest,

when 1 commnnicated my plans to him.

According to the consultations with Prof. 1>akiilyzi;n a more detailed

plan was now made out for the execution of the observations. For

the determination of the latitude of Mecca cii-cummeridian-altitndes

of stars were to be observed and the same was to be done also at

Jidda, partly for practice, partly for the examination of the instru-

ment and of the employed method of observation and finally to

mutually control the results obtained by the English hydrographers

and by ourselves. Secondly the difference of longitude between Jidda

and Mecca was to be determined by transporting some chronometers

to and fro between the two places, if possible a couple of times,

while during the stay in each |)lace as many determinations of time

as possible would be made by altitudes of stars in the east and in

the west. All the observations at Mecca having to be accomplished

by Mr. Salim, also the corresponding determinations of time at Jidda

wanted for the derivation of the difference of longitude were to l)e

executed by him. All the observations were to be made w^ith a small

altazimuth.

First of all 1 now tried to use the rest of my furlough to practise

making observations at the fieyden observatory. The exceedingly

unfavourable summer of 1901) gave, however, only very rare oppor-

tunities for observations and so I had to leave again for Jidda at

the end of Julv without having acquired sufficient skill in observing.

Consequently the obserxations 1 accomplished after my arrival at

Jidda left much to be wished for in arrangement as well as in

accuracy. Besides, other circumstances, among which an extremely

busy time at the consulate, concurred in impeding the work. Owing
to all this the material collected in the winter of 1909—10 has so

little value that we can henceforth leave it out of account.

35
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Fortunately the next year was in all respects more favourable

for my enterprise. During my furlough in the summer of 1910 I

again had the pleasure to work for three weeks at the observatory

under the guidance of Prof, van de Sande Bakhuyzen, and this time

the heavens often gave an opportunity for observations. After my
stay at Leyden I was moreover able to practise quite by myself

for a few weeks in Gelderland with the instrument I had taken

with me.

Under good prospects I therefore returned to Jidda towards autumn,

and when early in November the greatest heat and also the busiest

time at the consulate were over, I could begin regular observations

and also Mr. Salim could practise systematically under my supervision.

Soon we were able to execute determinations of time and of

latitude alternately on succeeding days. But now we met with another

mischance. The chronometer employed for the observations began to

accelerate very much and very irregularly and at last it stopped

altogether (December 2). Since no observations could be made with

any of my pocket-chronometers, the only thing left to do was to

stop our observations until another box-chronometer could be for-

warded from Leyden.

Owing to this ill luck and on account of the irregular connexion

between Holland and Jidda, a delay was caused of more than six

weeks. Not till the end of January 1911 could we resume the obser-

vations and with a view to the advanced titne, it seemed best that

they should further be done by Mr. Salim alone.

Thanks to his ability and zeal the series of observations undertaken

could be brought to a satisfactory result between January 25 and

March 23 1911. During this time three journeys were made to Mecca.

Before the first journey and after the 1-% 2"^' and 3'^Mhe corrections

of the chronometers were determined at Jidda on 23 nights and

during the journeys 14 determinations of time were accomplished

at Mecca. Besides, the latitude of Mecca was determined on 10

nights and that of Jidda on 13 nights, while for the last mentioned

place already 7 determinations of latitude had been accomplished by

the two of us in Nov.—Dec. 1910.

Finally, a journey from Mecca to Jidda made on foot by Mr. Salim

with the determination of distances and directions enabled him to

make a maj) of the road between the two places.

As much as possible we calculated our observations ourselves,

also to continually control our instruments, but of course the accurate

calculation and the systematic derivation and discussion of the results

could not take place until after my return to Holland.. These have
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Iteen done at llie nhservatorv al Lt'vdeii iiiidci- the snpoiv i>i<>ii of

Prof. VAN i)K .Sande Uakhiyzkn, who also iM\ est io-aied llie l>e.sl iiielliods

of combining flie obsei'\alions. The extensi\t' calciihilion.s have been

for far the greater pai-t excciiU'd l»v Mi-, II. W. II amkks.ma, late eliief

mate of the Royal Dutch Navy.

In this way results have been obtained for the geograpliical position

of Mecca which certaiidy e.xcced in accuracy all that has been

known up to this time and therefore I take the liberty to offer a

paper on this subject to the ivoyal Academy of Sciences.

II. Instruments. Stations of observation.

The instrument with which our observations were made was the

universal-instrument Pistor and Martins N°. 905, bek)nging to the

Technical University at Delft and kindly lent to me by Prof. Helvelink.

The same instrument had formerly been employed by Mr. S. P.

L'HoNORE Naber of the Poyal Dutch Navy for his observations for the

demarcation between the rt, public of Liberia and Frencli Congo.

The telescope of the instrument is at the end of the horizontal axis,

while for tlie observation of small zenith-distances a reflecting prism

can be brought before the ocular. The circles are read with verniers,

the diameter of the vertical circle is 130 mm. and that of the

objective is 28 mm. The value of a division of the level attached

to the alidade-circle is about 8". During my first stay at Leyden the

spider-lines were broken. They were replaced by two horizontal

threads only, at about 6' distance from each other.

For a moment we had thought of employing instead the small

universal instrument of the Leyden observatory, which has the same

dimensions but is read with micrometer-microscopes. The consideration,

however, that it is advisable in the damp and warm climate of Jidda to

make as little use as possible of spider-threads especially of movable

ones, made us give up this i<lea.

In the choice of the chronomelers to be use<l, particular attention

had to be paid to the peculiar circumstances attending the transport

from Jidda to Mecca, which is done by camels, so that shocks cannot

bfe altogether avoided. Moreover the road is far from safe- nearly

every year a cara\an is attacked and rol)bed by Heduins and it is

therefore desirable not to take any conspicuous boxes. To carry these

on foot would be altogether impossible. Discussing this point with

Prof, van de Sande Bakiu yzen and Mr. C. F. J. Cosyn, Chief of the

bureau of instruments of the Royal Navy, the latter drew our atten-

tion to the pocket-chronometers of Leroy, the so-called chronometres-

35*
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lorpilleurs. These had been used by Mr. Nabek in the above mentioned

observations and had proved very satisfactory (see his communication

in Marinehhd, vol. 24), while also at Mr. Cosyn's bureau they had

been found to go ^'ery regularly.

Through the kind permission of the Admiralty six of these

watches have been lent to me, while the Home Office took the

risks of their carriage to and in the Hedjaz. I here express my
respectful thanks to their Excellencies the ministers.

In order to carry these six watches Mr. Naber had had a wooden

box made with six pigeonholes, which was again to be packed into

a leather bag to be carried knapsack-wise. This box and this bag

we were allowed to em})loy, and transporting the watches in this

way we could be pretty sure that they were free from disturbance.

The observations, however, could not be made directly on their

very low ticks (5 per second) and therefore I had from the Ley den

observatory the loan of a box chronometer by Cummins. As I have

said before, however, this chronometer got out of order in Nov.

1910, and then Prof Bakhuyzen sent me another chronometer, by

Dent, so that the greater part of our observations has been made

with this one.

Finally my equipment contained an aneroid-barometer marked

:

Holosteric 7225 with an attached thermometer, a separate thermo-

meter for the external temperature and a magnetic boussole. The

correction of the barometer was determined at Leyden, through a

comparison with the normal barometer of the observatory and was

found to be — 1"^"\5 in Dec 1909 and — 2'""\8 in Ang. 1911.

No dependence on the reading of the barometer was appreciable and

so I corrected all my readings with — 2'"'". As corrections of the

attached thermometer and of the other one I found i-espectively

-|- 1^.0 and — 0''.5, which corrections ha\e always been added.

Tn the beginning there was some ditlicully in getting the universal

instrument well stationed at Jidda. The observations could not be

made in the open because that would haxe been very conspicuous

and we should certainly have been molested by the population, while

no doubt difficulties would have arisen with the Turkish authorities.

A fairly large enclosure next to the consulate, which I had been

thiidving of, proved to be impracticable, since the outlook to the west

was too far intercepted by the consulate.

So there was nothing else for it but to tind a place on the roof

of the consulate. This seemed to be easy, since here, as everywhere

else, there was a Hat roof offering sufficient room. Such a roof,

liowcver, rest>5 on fairly thin beams over which matting is spread
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covered with a hiver of cement, so that it trembles when walked
upon. Yet I succeeded in constructing a fairly stable mounting: near

one of the coiner> of the roof on two walls thai crossed each other

and were raised a few centimeters over the roof, two heavy beams
were laid and cemented down and on the top of these two thin beams
were nailed on which the tripod of the instrument coidd be placed.

For further illustration see the picture on jdatc I. This shows that

the tripod was made heavier by a big block of stone and we took

care not to touch the supporting beams, although we had to adopt

rather uncomfortable poses for some of the positions of the telescope.

We soon got used to this, however, and the end wa.-> allainf(i. We
could now walk round the instrument, even stamping our feet, without

causing the bubble of the level to move in the least. Afterwards

Mr. Salim arranged his station as Mecca in exactly the same way
on the roof of a house rented by me.

The only thing sometimes preventing pleasant and quiet working

was the noise in our neighbourhood. Regularly every evening at

about 8 o'clock there was a musical performance by the Turkish

military band at Jidda, and even moi-e troublesome wa-:; the noise often

occurring in the evenings in my neighbour's house and occasioned

by an ice-machine making almost two turns per second. All we

could do was to wait till quiet should return, although sometimes

stars were lost in this way.

We had also made a point of determining, if possible every night,

the zenithpoint of the instrument on a signal at some distance. This

was done in order to continually control the mutual stal)ility of the

parts of the instrument, and also to facilitate the computation of the

observations and to trace immediately eventual errors, e.g. in the

reading of full degrees or in the employed star. At Jidda we used

as signal a lantern with a circular hole placed on the roof of the

sufficiently far off French consulate. At Mecca the observer used a

black spot on the wall of a post situated on the Jebel Abu Kobeis

a hill quite close to the town.

3. Value of (he parts of the level. Zenithpoint of the instrument.

The dixisions of the alidade-level are numbered in such a way

that if the reading of the bubble is too low, the reading of the

verniers must be increased. The value of a division was measured

a couple of times by displacing the alidade, the instrument being

clamped.
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In Oct. 1909 11 determinations in 9 days gave 1 d. = 7".85 ± ()".20

in Oct 1910—Marcii 1911 J 5 determinations

in 12 days i d. = 8".91 ± 0".J9

while all the determinations together would yield 1 d. = 8".46 ± 0". 1

7

Will it be better to use for our observations the value 8".91 or

8".46? Since 8". 7 had been actually used for the calculations, there

did not seem to be any reason to change. The influence of an error

in the Aalue of a division on our final results is but small. A change

in the adopted value by 0".5 would alter the results for the latitude

of Mecca and of Jidda with less than 0".2.

The zenithpoint was with a few exceptions determined every

evenino- and each time for both the horizontal threads. In the following

table have been collected the means of the two results together

with their differences, i.e. the mutual distance of the threads. (See

the table on p. 535).

For each period there have been added the means of the daily

results; in forming these means we have left out of account Nov.

J 8 and 24, the results of which days are divergent.

From this table it appears that in each period the zenithpoints,

determined on different evenings, mostly agree satisfactoril}, but that

after everv journey the reading for the zenith has become a little

higher. After the last journey back from Mecca it has considerably

increased, with about 4'. 5, probably owing to a displacement of the

level-tube with regard to the alidade. A few oscillations seem to

appear in the thread-interval, while two very diverging results occur

in Nov. 1910.

4. DtHerniuKitioii of the geograplucal latitude of Jidda

and of Mecca.

Coming to the observations proper I will now first communicate

the latitude deternunations executed at Jidda aiul at Mecca and the

results derived from these. For fheii- reduction we must naturally

know the corrections of the chronometer used, just as knowledge of

the latitude is required for the reduction of the time determinations.

I will, however leave the tables containing the chronometer-cor-

rections till the next j)aragraph.

With a few exceptions each latitude deleruiination consists in the

observation of a nordiern and of a southern slar, each in the two

positions of the inslrumejit. Every time two pointings were made,

one on each of the two threads; the level was always read before

and after the reading of the verniers.
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ZENITHPOINT DETERMINED ON THE SIGNAL.

Thread-
interval

Mean
zenithpoint

Thread-
interval

Observations 1910

SCHELTEMA

Nov. 18
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We have always tried to choose the two stars for one evening

in such a way that their absolute zenith-distances would not be

too o-reat and almost equal, in order to practically eliminate from

the result of each evening the tlexure of the instrument and the

systematic division-errors of the circle. We have been fairly success-

ful in this and find :

z zx — zs Mean (zx — zs )

Jidda 1^' series 37° to 56° — 3° to + 4° — 1°.5

2"d „ 10 „ 40 -4 „ +2 —0.4

Mecca 23 „ 44 — 7 „ + 2 ' — 2 .0

while one evening only the zenitlidistance has exceeded 45°.

Both the chronometers employed in the observations (as well as

the Leroy-watches) had been regulated after mean solar time, and

so their readings, after having been corrected, had still to be reduced

to sidereal time. In all our calculations account was taken of course

of the variation of sidereal time at mean noon with the longitude.

The pointings were mostly arranged fairly symmetrically with

regard to the meridian. The reduction to the meridian was computed

with the aid of Albkecht's tables; the term dependent on sin'' ^ t

has always been taken into account if it exceeded 0".05. The star-

places were taken from the Nautical Almanac, and Bessel's refraction

was used.

Below I shall lirst give as an example the detailed observations of

one night, viz. February 25, J 911, at Mecca.

The given temperatures and barometer- readings are corrected

ones. The level-readings given are each time the mean of the

readings before and after those of the verniers, which nearly always

agreed fairly well inter se. They represent the deviations of the

position of the bubble from the middle of the graduation, whereby

the sign is taken positive when the reading of the bubble was too

low and the reading of the verniers had to be increased.

In the table the l^f and 2"^^ column contain the star and the

position of the instrnment ; the 3"^ column contains tirst the chrono-

meter time of the pointing, then the hour angle derived from it ; the
4th gives t],e i-eadings of the two verniers, the 5''' the employed

zenith|)()int. The remaining columns need no further explanation.

Finally we have given the results foi' the hilitude, such as follow

from the observations of this night.
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DkTERMINATION of LATITUDK.

Mecca, 19 11 Fehruarv 25.

North star « Aiirigae Z 24°29'.

South star C Ononis 23 25.

T. ext. T. Bar. Bai'oni. Level

28.9 735.1 +li'45

+ 1.45

a Aurigae T. L. 28.3
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RESULTS OF THE DETERMINATIONS OF LATITUDE AT JIDDA.

North Star South Star

T. L. T. R. Mean T. L. T. R. Mean

Norlh-fSouth

First Series

1910 21^29' 21°29' 21°

Nov. 18 Sch 16" 1 32 "9 29'24 5

* 23
j

*
I

24 Sa 21.6
i

. 25 Sch 29.8

26 Sa 15.1

29 * 27.1

30 Sch 5.4

Dec. 1 jSa
,

21 .1

3
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Secondly there follow the results tVoiii all laliliide (K'teiiiiinations

first from those at Jidda, subsequently from those at Meeea. In these

tables have been collected the- results from "Telescope left" and

"Telescope right" for the north star and for tiie south star; the

values given are the mean results of the pointings on the two threads.

On Dec. 1 and Kebr. 21 no zcnithpoint had been deferndned.

For Dec. 1 we have used [)'[)"A and 14'43".5 and for Febr. 21 the

mean of the results of Febr. 20 and 22. For Nov. 23 too a mean

has been employed of that date itself and of Nov. 25, 28 ami 30.

On Nov. 23 and on Fein-. 21 one star had not been ob-served in

the two positions of the telescope.

For the few days on which the observalion.s were not complete,

we have in order to deduce mean results employed the systematic

ditferences found hereafter. (See the table on |). 538 .

RESULTS OF THE DETERMINATIONS OF LATITUDE AT MECCA.

North Star

T. L. T R. Mean

South Star

T. L. T. R. Mean

North+South

1911
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Astronomy. —
- ''Determination oj the geographical latitude and

longitude of Mecca and Jidda executed in 1910—11." By

Mr. N. ScHELTEMA. Part II. (Communicated bj Prof. E. F.

VAX DE SaXDE BaKHCYZEN).

(Goinmunicated in the meeting of .June 29, 1912).

4. Determination of the geographical latitude of Jidda and Mecca.

(Continued).

About tlie results given in the two preceding tables it must still

be- noted tiiat some of them in the tirst series at Jidda depend on

one pointing only. These are: Nov. 23 North star T. R., Nov. 29

North star T. L. and T. R. and Nov. 26 and Dec. 1 South star

T. L. and T. R.

In tlie first place we siiall now see what may be deduced about

the accuracy of our observations as regards chance errors, from a

comparison of the individual results.

If the mean error of one pointing on a star be . . . . m
„ „ ,, of one pointing on the signal he M

tlien we have

m. error of the zenithpoint for tiie mean of the two threads - M
(m. error)' of a zenithdistance derived from two ])ointings

on the star in one position of tlie telescope . . .-?/?.' -|— J/V

We nuiy now consider the m. error of a latitude 7- to be equal

to that of the zenithdistance from which it has been deduced and

thus we obtain

:

(m. e.)' offf, from one posit ^ I = - m^ -\— M'

" of
^ (/^ - ^,,) = II = i m"- + ^- M^

of
o(^^/. + ^/^) = ^il=J nv

of l^'lN—'fs)^ ^^' =
8

"''

'2*
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We now (k'diu'c the values uf 1, 11, uik! ill bv coiniKuin^ llie

individual results with llieii- mean, tirst ul" all lor tlic oliser-vations

at Jidda and Mecca separately, afterwards for all together. In order

to deduce in llie latter case the values of 11 (just as afterwards or

IV) the general mean of the (f j 7^, and later on of the ^/
y -- if ^)

has been emploved. The result was, however, pi-actically the same

when the two separate means were used. The lirst series of obser-

v^ationsat Jidda has been left out of account throughout this investigation,

as it was less homogeneous and besides onlaiued Mr. Salim's lirst

observations, when he had had little practice as yet.

Jidda Mecca Together

I (±iO".86r =3 117.96 (±10".91)-^ = 119.08 (+ 10".88j^ = 118.44

II (+ 9".67)^ = 93.59 (+ 8".33)^ = 69.40 (+ S".my- — 80.74

III (+ 5".29)*= 27.99 (+ 7".05)^ = 49.71 (+ 6".09)^ = 37.13

From this appears very satisfactorily that II -{- III = I, while we
find in the three cases :

II—III (± 8".10)^ = 65.60 (+ 4".44)^ = 19.69 (=b 6".60)^ = 43.61.

We can now compare inter se the values of m and M. As the

signals at Jidda and Mecca were of a different kind the two values

of M must not a priori be accepted as equal. The differences found

between the m and M for the two places are, however, evidently

not real, and we may only conclude from the general results that

m and M are about equal, only possibly M slightly greater than m,

which would also a priori be probable.

This investigation raises the question whether it would have been

better to employ for the zenithpoint mean values from longer periods

instead of the individual results, and although the value of the

zenithpoint is generally eliminated, I still wanted to e.xaniine this.

Therefore the observations have also been reduced with the zenith-

point from the whole of the period in which the instrument remained

at one station, and then the squares of the mean error I and 11

have again been determined. x\s the last 3 isolated nights of observation

at Jidda have not been used here, the values of I and II were also

deduced again after the first way of calculation.

Thus we found :

Jidda Meera Together

With individual zenithpoints

I (4:11".00)'^ = 121.0-2 (+ 10".91)^ = 119.08 (+ 10".96)-^ = 120.06

II (+10.02)^ = 100.45 (+ 8.33)-^= 69.40 (+ 9.22)'= 84.93

With meaji zenithpoints

I (+ 9".99)' = 99.88 (+ 11".68)= = 136.54 (+ 10".87)-^ = 118.21

II (+8 .91)^ = 79.31 (± 9.32)^= 86.95 (+ 9.12)'= 83.13
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So no iniproN emeiit is foiiiul lor till the observations together;

and although this is indeed the case for those at Jidda, the vahie

of 11 remains still considerably higher than the one fonnd for III,

which shows that even when mean valnes are used tlie mean error

of the zenithpoint has not vet become really small.

We shall now consider the valnes of IV and V, which, not taking

into aeconnt the intluences of flexure and division-errors, must be equal

to — 7«*. Now these two errors must have been almost eliminated
8 ..: .

in the — {(f y-f- (f ^ ) owing to the nearly equal zenithdistance of North-

1

and Southstar, but they may be considerable in the - {'(y-^s^^

and as on different nights couples of different zenithdistance were

observed, the value of IV must also have been increased by that

influence.

We now find, adding for comparison the values of . Ill

Jidda Mecca Together

IV (+ 3".36)^ = 11.26 (+ 4".85)^ = 23.51 (+ 4".14)^ = 17.15

V (+4 .14)^ = 17.12 (+ 5 .06)^ = 25.60 (+ 4 .56)^ = 20.76

-.III !+3 .74)-^= 14.00 + 4 .99)^ :.^ 24.86 (+4.31)^ = 18.56

So we see that the values fouiul for IV are not only not higher

but on the contrary somewhat lower than Ihose of V and that both

1

are almost (Miual to . Ill, on which tlexiu-e and division-errors

must have had some influence too. Fi'oni this we may coiu'lude

that the two iufluences cannot have been great.

Coming iu)w to a consideration of the mean results for (f in the

different positions, we shall first compare those ^vith the telescope

left and right.

Denominating the correction of the em[)loyed zenithpoint LZiUeu
we see that

Korlhstar T. L. L (f
= ^ L Z

T. R. A./= + Z.Z r/,-.^^, = 4-2AZ
Southstar T. J.. L<f = -\- L Z

1. R. Lrf = — LZ
<i

, —
<i
j^=— 2LZ

Thus. ....... f./:^- .,,J^^,._^,
= -f 2AZ
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In this way we find

from all observations Z. Z= -j- J
"..> — 1".2

from those of 1911 only ^ 1 .(» 3: J .4

The value of LZ is fairly small ami almost etjiial to its mean

error. The 3 partial results Jidda 1910, Jidda 1911 and Mecca have,

however, the same sign. In order to correct one-sided observations

we have employed the value deduced from 1911, Jidda and Mecca

together, + 1".().

In the second jtlace we shall consider the differences between the

residts from the North and the Southstar. Except on ojie night in

1910 the zenith-distances of the ob.served stars lie between 10° and

45° and the mean z is about 30°. The yj\-—75 therefore contain

twice the tlexure for a zenith-distance of about 30° and the influence

of the systematic division-errors on an arc of about 60°.

We now find :

Jidda 1910 7 ^. — ^^ =r -f 1".7 weight 5.5

„ 1911 „ ^5.6 „ 11

Mecca „ „ -}- .4 „ 8

from which follows for

all observations together + -^ -^ ± l"-7

for the observations in 1911 -[- 3 .4 + 1 .9

So the differences are not great. That the flexure of the telescope

would be small was to be expected, but our results prove also that

the systematic division-errors of the circle cannot be great. For the

reduction of the incomplete observations we always employed even

in 1910, according to the results for 1911

\^*fs'-'is = — i
"

In this manner we deduced for all observatiou-nights values for

aC^v+V^;, and the means taken from these, giving half weight to

the nights on which oidy one stai- had been observed, were considered

our final resnlts. Moreover mean values have lieen formed from the

results in the separate positions and from the separate stars, again

giving half weight to incomplete observations.

So we found :
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Mecca 21^

22"1 24"5 23 "3 20"9 24"2 22' 5 25' 23"1

The results from the two series for Jidda are :

21° 29' 14".5 + 1".7

29 18 .5 + 1 .3

The difference between them a little exceeds the sum of their mean

errors. Forming for the first series separate resnits for the two

observers we obtain :

SCHKLTEMA 21°29'15"1

Salim 13.9

which are in good accordance.

After full consideration the two series have been united according

to their weights and so our final results are :

<f
Jidda 21° 29 17 ± 1 .0

<f Mecca 21° 25' 23".l + 1".5

5. Results of the determinatkms of time.

The determinations of time were alwajs made bv observing tlie

altitude of a star in the east and of one in the west. Each star was

observed in the two jtositions of the instrument and each time the

transits over both the horizontal threads were noted, the instrument

remaining clamped. Hence the zenithpoint for the mean of the two

threads was em))loycd in deducing the zenith-distance, and for the

mean of the two instants the hour angle was then computed after the

usual formula

cos z — sin q sin 6
cos t =:

cos
(f

cos (f

In Nov.—Dec. 1910 the chronometer of Cummins and since the

2""^' half of Januarv 1911 that of Dent was used for the observations.

The rates of Cnmmins were verv great and irregular until it

stopped altogether. 1 therefore omit the communication of the

chronometer-corrections and rates for the first period. They were

only used for the reduction of the latitude determinations and they

were sufficiently accurate for that purpose.

About the determinations of time in the second period 1 shall first

give the necessary data to form a Judgment of the accuracx leached

as regards systematic and accidental errors. The two following tables

contain for this purpose the 4 separate results obtained each night.

As appears from these tables there is only one determination of

time at Mecca (Febr. 26) which is not based on an eastern and
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£1 western star, while on another niglit Febr. 25) 2 eastern and 2

western stars were observed. Further, on Febr. 14 (Mecca) and

Febr. 21 (Jidda) no zenithj)oint was determined and this was derived

from preceding and following days.

RESULTS FROM THE DETERMINATIONS OF TIME AT JIDDA.
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RESULTS FROM THE DETERMINATIONS OF TIME AT MECCA.
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from wliic'li follows LZ= -|- !".(), i.e. the same value as was foiiiid

from the determinations of latitude

Secondl} the results from the eastern and the western star have

been compared inter se and the mean values obtained were:

Jidda 23 nights E—W = + 0M3
Mecca 13 „ -f .08

Together 36 ,, E—W =z= -\- OMl
If this difference is pi'oduced by a constant ei-ror in the measured

zenithdistances, then we find for its amount Lz =: -\- 0".8, while

-f 1".7 had been found from the determinations of latitude in

which the average zenithdistance w^as somewhat smaller. From a

comparison of the separate values for E.—W. with their general mean
we find, how^ever, as mean error of the difference found in a single

night dz 0^63, hence of the result from 36 nights ± 0\10, wdiich is

equal to the mean difference itself. The obtained results are, howe-
ver, satisfactory, as we may conclnde that no great unknown sources

of error have been at w^ork.

Disregarding a possible systematic personal error, w^e may further

consider the mean error of \ (E+W) as equal to that of \ (E—W),
and we thus obtain as mean error of a chronometer-correction from

an eastern and a western star ± Os.32.

At each time-determination the Leroy watches were compared

with Dent. In the meantime Leroy 5180 = Dutch navy 3 had

stopped and on the journeys to Mecca only 2 or 3 watches were

taken (2 on the first and secoiid journeys, 3 on the third) for fear of

a jiossible mishap. Prudence demanded this, although now that

everything went off Avell, I regret that all the w-atches were not

taken each time. Naturally the mean errors of the observed correc-

tions of the watches will be somewhat gi'eater than in the case of

Dent, owing to the errors of comparison.

The following tables contain the observed corrections for Dent and

the Leroy-watches and the thence derived daily rates; the first, tw^o

tables according to the observations at Jidda, the next two according

to those at Mecca. On Febr. 25 Leroy 4129= Dutch navy 77 was wound
up too late after it had already stopped (see the tables on p. 548—550).

It is clearly visible from the daily rates contained in the preceding

tables that the time-determination of Febr. 26 at Mecca, based on

one star only, has been less accurate. The same appears with even

greater force for the one of Febr. 21 at Jidda, although the ob-

servations of that night are apparently irreproachable.

For a closer investigation of the regularity of the watches we
shall use the rates which have been obtained during the stay at

36*
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CORRECTIONS DETERMINED AT JIDDA.
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CORRECTIONS DETERMINED AT MECCA.

Dent 2527
Leroy 5192

D. N. 7

M.Time' Corr. D. R. M.Titne Corn D. R.

Leroy 4129

D. N. 77

Corr. D. R.

1911
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Jidda. First we find as the mean daily rates during 4 periods of from

4 to 6 days each separated by journeys to Mecca:

Dent D.N. 7 D.N. 77 D.N. 80 D.N. 81 D.N. 84

Febr. 6—12 -f 4^72 + 2«1G +3^68 +1^85 —5-48 +0-^03

18—22 +5.77 +J.84 +4.53 +0.53 —5.22 +0.02

March 2-8 +4.21 —0.05 +4.51 +1.64 —5.23 —0.13

19_23 +5.33 —0.69 +5.26 —0.15 —4.58 +0.29

Secondly the accidental deviations have been examined, first by

1 -
forming the mean value — \.^2£LL of the differences L between

w

two subsequent daily rates, and afterwards by comparing the rates

between Febr. 6 and March 23 themselves with their mean value

for the whole period and deducing the mean deviation — i/^'A'A'.
n'

Both these mean deviations 1 and II follow here.

Dent D.N. 7 D.N. 77 D.N. 80 D.N. 81 D.N. 84

I ±0 61 +0 91 +0^97 +0^60 ±0^95 +0^61

II ±0.67 ±1.29 ±0.69 ±0.91 ±0.39 ±0.29

For D.N. 81 the mean deviation I becomes ± 0*57, if one time-

determination is excluded.

The striking things in these comparisons are in particular the con-

siderable acceleration of D. N. 7, owing- to which also the mean

deviation II is very gi-eat ; and secondly the regularity ofD. N. 84.

6. Derivation of the difference of longitude Jidda—Mecca.

From the corrections and rates of our watches given in the pre-

ceding paragraj)h we must now deduce die most probable value for

the difference of longitude between Jidda and Mecca. Apart from

the desirability of knowing the result yielded by each of the watches

an immediate combination of the results of all would be impossible,

because of the fact that on the different journeys different watches

were taken and only Dent 2527 was used throughout. We shall

therefore derive separately the results to which the 6 employed

watches have led, and only afterwards we sliall endeavour to derive

from the whole of this material the most reliable final result.

Whereas each group of observations at Jidda or at Mecca usually

includes time-determinations on 4 nights, determinations on 11 nights

at Jidda, viz. from Jan. 25 to Febr. 12 immediately precede the
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first journey lo Mecca. But of however much value this long series

is for the in\'estigation of the watches and of the observations them-

selves, it cannot be of any immediate use for the derivation of the

longitude. The longer the periods that are discussed the greater does

the uncertainty become in the calculated rates and corrections of

the watches, and soon its influence surpasses that of the errors of

the observation. The great difficulty lying here in the answer to the

question at what distance from the journey determinations of time

may still be used to advantage, this will certainly not be the case

for the observations in January. Finally only the observations of

Febr. 6—12 have been used as a first group.

In the following we shall indicate Leroy's watches with the

numbers they have in the Dutch Navy.

a. Chronometer DejsT 2527.

This was taken by Mr. Salim on all his journeys to Mecca and

we ha\e therefore at our disposal 4 groups of observations at

Jidda, each including 4 nights, and between these 3 groups at Mecca

with resp. 3, 3 and 6 determinations of time. Hence the discussion

of the results obtained with this chronometer offers the best oppor-

tunity for comparing the different methods that may be followed

for the deduction of (he difference of longitude.

This deduction must be based on the comparison of observed

chronometer-corrections at one place with interpolated corrections

with regard to the local time of the other, whether that interpolation

is made directly or in such a way, that we represent the corrections

found for both stations by formulae differing only in the value of

the constant term

An exhaustive criticism of these methods of calculation has been

given by W. Struve on the occasion of his discussion of the results

of the chronometer-expeditions ^) executed between Pulkowa and

Altona. He arrived at the conclusion that for observations made

during a long period with a great number of journeys in both

directions, as in his case, the representation by one formula, which

must then contain a rather gi-eat number of powers of the time,

would be unpractical. Our case, however, is somewhat different.

The number of journeys and the duration of each was much less,

and, whereas our determinations of time were much less accurate,

we had attempted to make up for this inferiority by observing on

several nights each time at each station.

1) F. G. W. Struve. Expeditions chronometriques entre Poulkova et Altona.

St.-Petersbourg 1844, p. 117—128.



It therefore was difficult for us to decide whether tlie different

journeys would iiave to be discussed each by itself, or whether it

would be preferable to take two or three togetlier. And so finally

it seemed best to follow both ways or rather try a number of

different methods of calculation.

As the smallest group of observations discussed together we have
always taken those obtained during tlie stay at one station combined
with those from tiie preceding and the following visit to the other

station. Then only a real interpolation is possible, and there is besides

another circumstance demanding this. The rate of a chronometer may
not only be subject to chance perturbations during the transport,

but there may also take place a systematic retardation or acceleration,

which continues throughout the dui-ation of the transport. So a

chronometer-correction calculated by means of extrapolation would be

subject to systematic errors. On the other hand it is easy to see

that in the calculation of a chronometer-correction for instance

during a stay at Mecca from preceding and following observations

at Jidda, the above mentioned error will be altogether eliminated

for a moment exactly between those of the observations and that it

w^ould be small for other moments.

In this respect therefore such a group of observations can yield

accurate results. A uniform retardation or acceleration, however,

cannot be taken account of in this way but very imperfectly. This

will become clear when we represent the chronometer-corrections

by formulae. These will then contain terms with the square of the

time, and it will be easily seen that in a combination Jidda—Mecca

—

Jidda the influence of such a term and that of an error in the

difference of longitude will not differ greatly. If, however, a com-

bination Mecca—Jidda—Mecca is also discussed then the influence

of a quadratic term on the difference of longitude will have the

reverse sign. Hence it will be possible to eliminate that influence

by forming combinations of the two kinds and taking the mean of

their results. This approaches already the calculation of a quadratic

formula from a longer period.

I shall now communicate the numerical results obtained by means

of Dent 2527 using the different methods of calculation.

1. Re.mlts from the separate journeys.

Journeys to Mecca (J.—M.—J.). Determinations of time in Mecca

compared with interpolated values between the observations at Jidda

immediately before and after the journey.
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j^t journey 2"^ journey 3''^ journey

-j- 2 m 4- 2m + 2ra

Febr. 14 37^35 Febr. 24 35^44 Mreli 11 34^75

„ 15 37.57 „ 25 35.65 „ 12 33.52

„ 16 36.60 „ 26 34.49 „ 14 34.55

Mean "3747 ,, 27 34.39 „ 15 33.77

Mean 34*99 » 16 32.66

„ 17 32.55

Mean 33^63

Mean of the 3 journeys + 2'" 35*26.

Journeys to Jidda {Me—
J'—Me). Treated in exactly the same way

they gave the following results.

1^^ journey 2"^^ journey

+ 2'" +2™
Febr. 18 36*29 March 2 32*12

„ 20 35.53 „ 3 32.53

„ 21 36.37 „ 7 34.75

.. 22 35.38 „ 8 34.90

Mean 35^89 Mean 33^57

Mean of the 2 journeys -f-
2"^ 34=73.

The combinations Jidda—Mecca—Jidda have also been calculated

by means of linear formulae, i.e. the corrections of the chronometer

determined at Jidda and at Mecca ha\'e been represented resp. by

formulae a -\- h{t— t^) and a' -\- h{t—t^), from which the unknown

quantities were solved after the method of least sqnares. The difference

a'— a gives us the difference of longitude, or when a provisory value

for this difference had been applied, the correction needed by that

value. Of the 3"^ group of observations at Jidda March 2 and 3

have only been used for the 2'"' journey to Mecca, March 7 and 8

only for the 3'^.

So we found :

l*t journey + 2'" 35^62 (± L47)
2"d „ 35.62 (± 0.65)

3'd „ 32.93 (±0.91)

Mean -^ 2'" 34*72

The values in brackets are the mean residual errors in the

observed chronometer-corrections, when they are represented by the

calculated formulae.

2. Results from the luhole of the material.

We have represented the observations by formulae of the second
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and third degree

and

+ 6(<-g + c{t-t^y 4-d{t-t,y
a

a

from which the values of the luiknown (juanlities have been deduced

by the method of least squares.

Five solutions have been fonnd.

I by means of quadratic formulae

II by means of formulae of the 3"^ degree

III by means of quadratic formulae, correcting the data beforehand

for the supplementary "iransport-rale".

IV Like I, but giving half weight to the 6 obcervations of the

3'^^ series at Mecca.

V Like III, but giving half weight to the 6 observations of the

3''^ series at Mecca.

Defining the supplementary "transport rate" E. as the excess of

the daily rate during transport on that of the stationary chronometer

and putting r for the duration of a transport, we have as supplemen-

tary correction of the chronometer after each journey

L corr. — Lstat corr. = suppl. corr. = t. E.

Now L corr. could be determined from the time-determination

next preceding and next following the transport, and yet be found,

for the mean of two journeys to and fro, independent of an assumed

value of the difference of longitude, while ^stai corr. could be derived

from the daily rates in the intervals next preceding and next

following the transport.

In this way we found for the suppl. corr. after each transport:

1^^ journey to M. and back + 2^22

2n<i 4- 1 54^ )> )> )' " " 1^

•^'c^ -I- 1 60

Mean influence of one single journey -|- 1^79

i. e. the transport caused a retardation. This value was employed to

correct the data for solutions III and V.

The solutions lY and V were executed not to give undue weight

to the 3'^ stay at Mecca with 6 observation-nights, overagainst the

1st and 2"'i with 3 and 4 nights, since for each stay there are clearly

left systematic errors. Febr. 26 was left out in all solutions. The 5

solutions ga\ e for the diflerence of longitude.
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I + 2ra 33^73 (± ls84j

II 33.80 (rb 1.85)

III 33.92 (± 1.58)

IV 34.23 (±1.73)

V 34.38 (± 1.47)

The mean errors in brackets have the same meaning as above
;

in solutions IV and V they refer to observations with weight unity.

Of all these solutions the 5'^^ seems to me certainly to be preferable.

I have, however, communicated also the other results, since they

show the influence of the different ways of treating the observations.

On the other hand I shall not give the results of a discussion of 2

successive journeys to Mecca together. The thus obtained formulae

do not represent the observations better than the formulae deduced

from the 3 journeys together.

The final result for Dent 2527 I should like to deduce as follows

:

The 3 journeys J.—M.—J. 1^^ meth. -f 2'" 35*»26

2'«^ meth. 34.72

Mean + 2"^ 34^99

The 2 journeys M.—J.—M. + 2 34.73

Mean +2"' 34-^86

General solution -\- 2 34.38

Adopted final result -f 2^34^62

(To be continuedJ.

Astronomy. — "Determination of the geographical latitude and

longitude of Mecca and Jidda executed in 1910—11." By

Mr. N. ScHELTEMA. Part III. (Communicated by Prof. E. F.

VAN DE SaNDE BaKHUYZEN.)

(Cominunicatcd in the meeting of September 28, 1912).

6. Derivation of die difj'erence of longitude Jidda- Mecca.

(Continued).

6. Watck N°. 7.

Watch N". 7 was taken on the 2"'^ and 3'^^ journeys to Mecca.

During the whole period of the observations it clearly showed a

progressive acceleration. Any direct influence of the transport, how-

ever, was not clearly visible ; nor was this so much to be feared for our

carefully transported pocket-chronometers as for the box-chronometer

of Dent.
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From Ihe observations witli tliis watch results for tlie tlifTerence

of longitude have again been derived in different ways.

1 . From the separate journeys.

a. Journeys Ji—Me.—Ji.; Jidda-time interpolated between the

last lime-determination before and the first after the journey.

2"'* journey
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•

I + 2^^ 34^64 (+ 0^90)

II 34.59 f+ 0.88)

III 34.77 (+ 0.80)

IV 34.70 (+ 0.78)

I adopted the mean of the results III and IV, viz. -|- 2'"34*74

and then as final result for watch N°. 7 the mean of the results

from (1°) the individual journeys and ,2j the whole material together

+ 2^1 34 64

c. Watch W. 77.

This watch was taken on the 2"^ journey to Mecca, but unfortunately

it stopped between the observations of Febr. 24 and 25, as it had been

forgotten to be wound. For a comparison of the corrections determined

at Mecca with corrections to Jidda-time we can therefore only use

extrapolated values .

So we found :
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rate of the watch. If e.g. a dail}' nrcelerntlon of O'.IO takes place,

then a linear interpohition in the middle between two time-determinations

with an interval of 12 days will yield a i-esult that is 1-.8 in error

and from a journey Ji—Me—Ji the difference of longitude will be

found so much too (jreat.

Now it appears, however, that the change of rate of N". 80 was

more complicated. When it was transported after a period of rest,

it showed a considerable acceleration and then it continued for some

time to show this accelerated rate unaltered. In such a case the error

committed l)y linear interpolation will be much smaller, but it will

not be easy to account for. Finally 1 have deduced results by

means of quadratic formulae as well as by linear interpolation.

We thus found :

1«' Journey.

a. By interpolation between the last preceding and the next

following observations at Jidda

Febr. 14 -|- 2™ 35^^75

15 35.83

16 35.48

Mean + 2°^ 35*69

b. By linear formulae + 2 "^ 37^85 (=h 1^63)

c. By quadratic formulae + 2'" 35^05 (± 0^72)

As the linear formulae represent the observations very unsatisfactorily,

the result thus obtained was rejected and we adopted as the result

yielded by the l*"^ journey the mean of the results a and c

+ 2 "35^37.

3'"^^ Journey.

a. By interpolation between the nearest ubservations at Jidda

March 11 + 2 "^ 34^51
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For the solutions b and c only March 7 and 8 were used as first

Jidda-o-roup, as the next preceding observations are 4 days earlier.

I adopted the mean of the 3 results a, b and c

-f 2'" 34^93

As the final result yielded by X". 80 I adopt the mean of the

results from the two journeys

-f 2^35 15

e. Watch N°. 81.

This watch was taken on the first journey to Mecca. About that

time it seems to have gone fairly regularly,

The following results were found for the difference of longitude.

First we obtain by means of comparison of the results obtained

at Mecca with tiiose interpolated between the last preceding and the

next following obsei-vations at Jidda :

Febr. J 4 + 2 "^ 36^^74

15 36.17

16 33.99

Mean + 2^35^63

Further 4 general solutions have been executed, I and III by

quadratic, II and IV by linear formulae. Only for III and IV the

deviating result of Febr. 21 at Jidda was excluded.

I + 2^35^81 (=b 0-^88)

II 35.39 (=b 0.85)

III 35.78 (± 0.83)

IV 35.22 (± 0.83)

It appears here, as before, that the exclusion of a deviating time-

determination between others has but little influence. As results from

the quadratic and from the linear formulae I adopt the mean of I

and III and that of II and IV

+ 2'" 35^80

and ^- 2 35.30

and as final result the mean of the results obtained by the three

methods, direct interpolation, linear and quadratic formulae

+ 2"^ 35 58

/. Watch N°. 84.

This was taken on the 3"^ journey. According to the investigation

of the results at Jidda its rate was very regular; it showed no progressive

variation and only small accidental deviations. During the stay at
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Mecca, Iiowevcr, il had a dailv rate, in llio mean -|- O'.TS, which

differed much from thai al .li(hla and w a-- moreover vei'v irregnlai-,

while during- the journeys themsehcs ilie ia(e seems lo lia\e had

about the same value as at Jidda.

The following- results were dei'lved from this watch :

1^' bv inter|>olatioii l>etween the nearest determiiiatous of time

at Jidda.

March 11 4- 2"> 3240

„ 12 32.38

„ 14 34.52

„ 15 35.33

„ 16 33.77

„ 17 33.98

Mean + 2m 33^68

2nd i3y means of quadratic formulae. Using also the observations

of March 2 and 3, which are further away from the time of the

journey, or lea\ing them out, we obtained

H- 2"! 34^72 (=h 1^^03)

or 32.83 (± 1.08)

3"^ We obtained in the same two manners by means of linear

formulae -.

+ 2'" 33^08 (± 1^^27)

or 33.64 (± 1.02)

Of the results by the quadratic formulae the mean of the two

has been adopted: of those by the linear formulae it seemed best

to adopt the second.

Giving tinally equal weight to the results of the 3 methods, the

final result becomes

;

+ 2'" 33 70

differing rather much from those yielded by the other watches.

g. General result from the 6 nmtdtes.

For the derivation of the difference of longitude according to each

of the employed watches, given in the preceding paragra{)hs, different

methods of calculation were followed, which had all of them special

advantages and disadvantages, and in most cases the mean of the

results found by these different methods was adopted. Naturally in

this procedure some arbitrariness could not be axoided ; its intluence

on our final results, howexer, will not be great.

87

Proceeding.s Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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Now there remains to be decided wliat \\eiglit must l)e given to

each of the 6 results. Although it seemed at first that for each watch

we should \m\e to adopt a different accuracy peculiar to it, it

appeared after all very difficult to determine this intrinsic accuracy.

So e.g. for N^. 84 we shoidd have had to adopt a rather high weight

accoi'ding to the observations at Jidda and yet it went very irregu-

larly during the journey to Mecca. So ultimately I adopted the same

intrinsic accuracy for each of the watches; nor could greater weight

be given to the chronometer of Dent, as a tmvelUng instrument,

than to Leroy's watches.

Hence I have given weights to the 6 results proportional to the

number of journeys in which each watch had been used, and besides

onlv a weight of 0.5 to watch 77 owing to the discontinuity during

the stay at Mecca.

So I obtained :

Difference of longitude Jidda—Mecca.

Dent 2527 + 2'" 34'62 Weight 3

Watch 7
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CV)iul»iniiiii- llicsc 5 resulis wiili i'(|ii;il wciiilils we should iiml

+ 2"'34^95

wliicli agrees with the liiial result adojiled hv iis just within the

limit of its mean error.

7, Reduction of tin' results to l/uvru jnuuts 'ui the tuv cities.

Longitude of Mecca from tlu^ meridian of Green u:ich.

The situation of the observation-station at Jidda, (the Dutch consulate")

relative to the Mecca-gate has been measured four times bv

Mr. Sali^j by means of the determination of the direction and the

length of the 4 parts of the road, the first iw the boussole, the last

by counting the steps, the length of which was found to be equal

to 0'".768. To the directions connted from magnetic North to East

first of all must be added, to reduce them into astronomical azin)uths,

the magnetic declination for which, according to the English admiralty

chart, — 2°.4 was adopted. The thus corrected results, however,

appear to be still iii need of a correction of -|- 1°.6
') according to the

results obtainetl with the same instrument about the road from Jidda

to Mecca, of wliich we shall treat hereafter. So the total correction

of the lectures of the boussole was — 0°.8.

From the directions and distances the rectangidar co-oi'dinates have

been derived taking as axes the parallel and the meridian. The mean

results of the 4 measurements expressed in meters were as follows

(see Plate II, tig. I, the scale of which has been given in hectometers)

:

Lx Ly

},-a — 94"^ + 350"^

c—b — 3i3 -1-92

d—c - 14

e-d — 58 — 27

Sum — 465'" + 401'"

The sums of the two first Lx and Ly give as co-ordinales of the

Medina-gate relative to the Mecca-gale —407'" and +442'", for

which is found —368"' and -[-349" according to the English ad-

miralty-chart Jidda with its approaches. I adopted the mean of the

two results and thus found as co-ordinates of the Dutch consulate

relative to the Mecca-gate:

1) The accurate result is -|-2^0, hut this difference is here immaterial.

37*
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l^ ,,. — _ 446'" A
.V
= + 355'" ')

or expressed Im seconds of longitude and latitude :

a;. = 15".5 West L<(—VV.h North.

For the determination of the relative situation of the observation-

station Mecca and the Ka'bah we have a report of Mr. Salim that

the latter is at 187 steps S.S.W. of the former. After this indication

it has been tried to identify the observation-spot in the plan of

Mecca hy Blrckhardt, as revised by Snouck Hurgkonje, of which the

scale has been given in steps. As the most likely })lace w^e have

found the spot indicated on Plate II, P'lg. 2, as point III, which is

situated at a distance of 192 steps from the Ka'bah, indicated as

point I, in a direction 13° East of the North.

The rectangular co-ordinates of the observation-station relative

to the Ka'bah thus are :

Lx = -\- 35"' A // =: -f 144'"

or Ll = 1".2 East ^H = 4".7 North

As regards the mean errors of the values for A P. and A (f, I

believe that they are not undei-vahied if \ve adopt ± 2". 5 for both

co-ordinates for Jidda and ± 1".5 for Mecca.

So we obtain :

Latitude Jidda Mecca-gate 21^ 29' 5 '5 ± 2' 7

Latitude Mecca Ka'bah 21° 25' 18 "4 ± 2'1

Difference of longitude 38' 24 4 ± 4 '4 = 2''i 33 63 ± 0-29

The thus obtained latitude may be compared with the result found

in J 876 by Comm. Wharton, on which the Adm. chart is based.

The point determined by him is situated on Geziret el Mifsaka

and the latitude he found was -|- 21°28'0". Further we tind by meas-

urement on tiie chart that the latitude of the Mecca-gate is 2197'" =:

= l'll".4 greater. Hence it becomes 21°29']1".4 i. e. 6" greater than

the value found by us, an agreement which, if w^e take into account

the reductions that had to be added to both results before their

comjtarison, may be considered satisfactory.

In the second place Wharton's result for the longitude of .lidda

may be employed to determine the longitude of Mecca from the

meridian of Greenwich. He found as longitude of his observation-

spot 39°11'25"; according to the chart the Mecca-gate is situated

^) These results may be compareil with the co oidinales ut llie English consulate,

which is next to the Dutch, measured ou the adaiirally-chart, as accurately as was

possible: : A a: = — 542^ A^ — + 344'".

Our plate II, fig. 1 is based solely on Mr Salim's measurements.
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20I0'n = 1'9"8 further eastward, lience

:

Longitude Jidda. Mecca-gate 39 12'34:".« = 2'' 3H'> 5U\a2

and consequent Iv :

Longitude Mecca Ka'Uali 39°5U'59 .2 =: 2'' 39 " 23\95.

We have still attempted to tiud out the basis of Wharton's long-

itude and whether the telegrapliic determinations of tiie longitude

of Aden and Su^z have been emploved for it. Hut although Rear-

admiral C. J. DE Jong, Chief of the Dutch Dept of Hydrography

has with the greatest kindness jiut all the available charts and other

data at our dis|M)sal, we have not succeeded in obtaining certaintv.

Direct data as to the basis of Wharton's longitude were not to

be fonnd. Then we tried to attain onr end by consulting the charts

of Aden, Suez and Alexandria and by comparing the longitudes

given there with the results of the teletria|)hic determinations. These

had been executed principally in connection with the transit of Venus

in 1874, and have been discussed by Airy ^), Copeland -) and Auwers ').

We did not find any certainty in this way either, as in the first

place it is not sure that the bases for the longitude in the different

charts agree inter se, and moreover uncertainty as to the exact

situation of the observation-spots prevented an accurate determina-

tion of the longitude errors of the charts.

Therefore it seemed impossible to lind out with dwy probability

the correction needed for the longitude of Jidda adopted in the

Adm. Chart. Consequently I must regard the longitude of Mecca as

deduced above, as the most reliable value for the present.

In order to lind the total mean error of the longitude of Mecca

from the meridian of Greenwich, we should have to know that of

the adopted longitude of Jidda, and it is impossible even to estimate

this. In the total mean error an unknown value mj has therefore

been included.

Thus our final results for the geographical positioji of .Mecca

Ka'bah become

Latitude + 2V 25 18 .4 ~ 2 .1

Longitude 39^ 50 59 .2 ^ ^ 4" 4=)' + m.f

or 2'^39"23\95 -f \ 0\29--\-rnf East of Greenw.

1) G. B. Airy : Account of observations of the transit of Venus, 1874, Dec. 8.

London 1881.

2) Dun Echl observatory publications. Vol. III. Dun Echt 188o.

=') A. Auwers: Die Venus-Durcbgange IbTi und 1S8-2. Bd. 6. Berlin 1896.
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The results obtained by J. Hess from the itinerary Jidda-Mecca vvei-e :^)

Latitude 21° 21'.7 ± 3'.8

Longitude 39° 52'. 5 ± 3'.

2

i. e. agreeing with our result within the given mean errors, which

are still rather considerable. So we may conclude that by our

work, the accuracy attained has been a great deal increased.

Finally we shall compare our resnlts for Jidda and Mecca with

those of A.r.1 Bey. The following are the corrections needed by the latter

A r/ A I

Jidda — 3' 36" + 6' 35"

Mecca —2' 51" —24' 1"

Ali Bey's errors in latitude are for both places about —3'; the

errors in longitude are great and irregular, which need not surprise

us, as they are the results from observed lunar distances (for the lon-

gitude of Jidda also 2 observations of eclipses of Jupiter-satellites

have been taken into account). Ali Bey also determined the latitude

of a number of other places in Arabia. Perhaps these also need a

correction of about —3' and may then be fairly reliable. I dare not,

however, decide this ([uestion here.

8. Road from Jidda to Mecca.

In this last paragraph I shall discuss the results obtained by

Mr. Salim in surveying the road between the two places, on a

journey on foot from Mecca to Jidda, undertaken for this special

purpose. This survey was made by means of observations with the

boussole and by counting the steps.

The boussole, of which mention has been made before, was a very

handy little instruuient by Casella, belonging to the Leyden observatory.

It has a little telescope iji which also the divisions of the azimuth-

circle (full degrees) are made visible by retlexion.

The following table contains the results of these observations and

their further reduction. The road was divided into 92 parts, for each

of which the direction and the length were determined. For the two

terminal and 13 of the 91 intermediate points special names could

be indicated in the lirst colunm. The 2 '^^ and 3 '^ columns contain

for each of the parts of the road the directions; read on the boussole

and the length / expressed in steps.

The directions a are counted from magnetic Xoi-th to East, South

') Hkss sluited iVoin llie lollowing co-ordinates of ,Hilda, Mecca gate : Longitude

39'^ 11' 47" r^; Latitude +21" ^29' 11", while the Adm. Chart Ed. 1905 gives

39^ 12 35"; +21^29' li", i.e. a longitude of 48" greater.
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Zl' sin x' 1.1' cos X.'

80-81
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K. SCHELTEMA. "Determiuatiou of the geographical latitude and
longitude of Mecca and Jidda executed in 1910-11". Plate II.

Fig. 1.

Observation-station at Jidda.

a Mecca-gate,

c Medina-gate.

abc Part of the rampart.

e Observation-stati.)n, Dutch Consulate.

Scale in hectom.

Observation-station at Mecca.

I Kabah.
II Entrance to the town on the Jidda side.

III Observation-station.

Scale in hectom.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Anislcrdam. Vol. XV
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piii-pose the situation of the [)oiiit «le>i;j,iiate(l as "Kiitrant-e Mecca"
had tirst to be determined. VVe adopted as such poim 11 in the plan

of Mecca, plate II iv^. 2, and acconlinu- to tiiis its co-ordinates rehitive

to the Ka'bah are

L.r = iVAHni. — 2
2
".2 West

L>/ = 253 m. = 8".2 North

Using these values we obtain as ivhilive co-(»rdinales of [)oints 93

and 1 according- to tiie astronomical determinations

.V— — 38' 2".2 = — 65705 m
y=z-^ 3'38".9 = -f- 6729 m

while the results from the observations on the Joui-ney were

X ^= — 78324 m y = -f 527 J in.

As the errors in the asii-ononiical re>nh'- nuiv be regarded as

small compared witli the accnnndated errors of the observations on the

journey, we may conchide that the latter results need corrections

A.v = -j- 12619 m Li/ = -\- 1458 m. We may regard these corrections

as owing to an error in the accepted vahie I'or tiie length of a step

and to a constant error in tiie deduced azimutiis.

We then obtain, designating the true length of a step in meters

by 0.78 (1 -p) and the constant error of the azimuths by d, the

two equations

L,r = — (p cos (i -\-l — co.s d) d' + (1—/.') y sin d= -f 12619

Li/ = — {p cos d -j- 1 — COS 6) y — (1

—

p) x sin d= -f 1458

The solution of tlie two eqnations yields

p cos d + 1 — COS d —a = ^ 0.1 5913

(1—/)) sin d = />'= 4- 0.02932

So the true length of a step and the couslaut error of tlie azimuths

are found lo be

rl_p) Oil 78 _ ()ni 0563 d — -f
2°0'

while the values found for d and h may be used lo correct the

co-ordinates of cur 92 points. These cori-ected co-ordinates are found

in the two last columns of oui- tablo.

At the same time they have also been drawn, and with them the

whole of the road Mecca—Jidda, in our plate III. No scale has been

appended, but in the map itself lines have been drawn at distances

of 2' in longitude aini latitude of each other. These have been drawn

perjKMidicular to each other, and as length of a second of latitude

and longitude in meters we have accepted aftei- Bksski/s dimensions

of the earth 30'".753 and 28 ".789, the latter value holding rigorously

for (f
=z 2J°27'. A.'? the al>solute longitude from the meridian of
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Greenwich may still need a correction, we have reckoned the longitude

and also the latitude on the map from Jidda, Mecca-gate.

At the conclusion of this paper, which has proved that mnch

advice and help has couie to me from many sides, the only thing

left for me to do, is to express my sincere gratefulness to all those from

whom I have received this help.

Fo.^tcr'ipt.

(November 1912j.

Iji order to investigate the accuracy of our time-determinations

we iiad compared the results from the eastern and the western star,

but in doing this no attention had been paid to the fact,- that in most

cases the times of observalion of the two stars lie too far apart to

neglect the rate of the chronometer in the interval.

Therefore this comparison has been made anew after coi-recting

the differences E—W ; the results, however, have not been materially

changed. We now obtained

Jidda 23 nights E—W = ^ 0\12

Mecca 13 ., +0.23
Together E—W =: + 0\16 ± 0\10

against before -r O'.ll ± 0\iO. The constant erior in the zenith-

distances would be found now Z- z = -f i".2 against before -j- 0''.8,

but just as before it is ^mall.

As mean error ot the ditferen^e from one night we now found

d= 0'.58 and theiefore as mean error of a time-determination from

two stars ± 0\29 against before dt 0\32. The accordance of the two

stars was somewhat improved.

Chemistry. — ''On a ne/r modijication of sulpkar" . By Dr.

A. H. W. Aten. (Communicated by Prof. HoLI,EMA^).

Communicated in the Meeting of September 28, 1912.

This investigation originated in an observation by Aronstkin and

Mkihlizen ^), who noticed that ^vhen a solution of sulphur in sulphur

chloride (8./^!./), supersaturated at the temperature of the room, is

heated to 170°, no sulphur ci-ystallises on cooling. I have afterwards

repeated this experiment and demonstrated that the solution of S in

S,C1,, which has been heated to 170° not only fails to deposit sulphur

at the temperature of the i-oom, but is e\en capable of dissolving a

1) Verhandelingen Kou. Akad. Wei. Aaisteidain, 1S98. 1.
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considerable (]ii.\iitit\ of siilpliiir, al>oiil as niiicli a- llio solulion

saturated at 20° originallv contained '). It ais(» a|i|teared that the

conversion, whicli has taken place here retr(njji-ades very slowly, for

after 20 days the ([uantity of dissolved sulphur had decreased but

very little.

The sulphui- which was added originally as rhombic sulphur and

consequently was present in the liquid as S, apparently undci'goes

some conversion (u- other on healing, tor after the heating some

S, has disappeared. The (piestion now arises: what has become of

this S, ? Does it pass into another modilication of sulphur or is

there a compound formed of S with S.X'lj r At one time I thought

I ought to arrive at the latter conclusion, iiecause in other solvents

metaxylene for instance, the same phenomenon could not be-observed.

Kruyt -
1 on the other hand is of opinion that the cause of the dis-

appearance of S/ is situated in a transformation into amorphous

sulphur Sv. From what follows it will appear that neither of these

views is correct.

1 have again resumed the investigation of the above phenomenon

in consequence of a publication by Rotinjanz ^), in which are com-

municated the results of the determinations of the viscosity of sul-

phnr at different temperatures witli and without addition of iodine.

With molten sulphur without iodine, the course of the viscosif}',

as function of the lenq)erature to which the sulphur has been heated,

may be readily explained, becanse a transformation S,^ Sy takes

place which proceeds comparatively slowly, so that with more rapid

changes in temperature there exists no equilibrium i)etween the two

kinds of molecules. On rapid cooling, for instance the condition is

such as corresponds with an equilibrium at a higher temperature. If,

however, we endeavour to apply the same explanation to molten

sulphur to which a trace of iodine has l)een added, we meet with

ditHiculties as will be shown in a more elaborate article to appear

shortly. The course of the viscosity cannot be explained here by

the assumption that in the molten sulphur the above transformation

S,^ S„ takes place. Presumably, a third modilication of sulphur

occurs here, as an iodine-suljiiiur compound does not exist, at least

not in the solid condition. The same may now happen with mixtures

of sulphur and sulphur chloride.

The investigation was. therefore, dii-ected in the lirst place to

decide what becomes of ihe S, when this is heated with S./'l.^ to a

1) Z. fui- physikalische Gliemie. 5i. (1905). .S8.

-) Z. fur physikalische Ghemie. 64. (1908). 545.

3) Z. fur physikalische Ghemie. 62. (1908). 609.
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suitable temperature. As has alreadv l)een observed it is possible

that either a conipouiid of S with S^Cl^ is formed or else another

sulphur modification. That, in this latter case, there can be no

question of the formation of S,^ is shown readily from the following

experiments.

On heating S with S^Cl^ we can obtain very concentrated sulphur

solutions. If this were caused by the formation of Sy , this ought to

have a great soluI)ility, or the separation of S„ ought to take place

very slowly when, l)y heating, a concentrated solution of Sy has

been obtained. Neither of these phenomena occur, however. If sulphur

which, owing to heating and rapid cooling, contains a certain quantity

of S,y is brought into contact with SX'l, a, turbid liquid is formed

immediately. This turbidity of Sv is permanent at the ordinaiy tem-

perature, but on warming for a few minutes at 100°—110° it disappears.

On cooling, however, the turbidity at once reappears. Hence, it is

shown that the solution and subsequent separation of Sy. is a process

which takes place withou tappreciable retardatioji. At the temperature

of the room, the solubility of Sv is very tritling, for the experiment

just described may be carried out with a vei'y little S,, . At a higher

temperature the solubility is a|»parently fairly large. At 100°—110°

an appreciable, rapid transformation of S„ takes place, presumably

into S, , for if tlie above experiment is i-epeated a few times, the

turbidity of S,, , finally, does not i-eappeai'.

Not only in pure S./Jl.^ but also in S^d, containing S, the solubility

of Sy is but small, although (he solubility of S„. in S.,Cl.j is increased

by addition of S, . For, on adding to ."^.^Cl^ which is turbid by Sy a

large quantity of S,, the turbidity disappears, but oidy when very

liftie S// has been added. The possibility of the formation of Sy in

considerable quantities in solution is therefore excluded.

In order to ascertain what is formed from the S, originally present,

the pro|)er way would be to determine the melting point line of the

system S -(- S^Cl^ after heating. It appeared, however, that nothing

else but rhombic sulphur or S^CM^ was separated. The newly formed

product does not separate at all. As, moreover, no suitable chemical

method could be found to separate the new product from the other,

systematic determinations were carried out of (he solubility of sulphui'

in mixtui-es (hat had been heated (o a sui(able (emperature. From
this it can also be shown whetlicj' a new niodificatinn or a conqmund

has formed.

The system S -|- S.^C\., must be treated as a ternary system, as

besides S, and S.Cl^ a third kind of molecule is present. The com-

position of a mixture tiiat has been heated for a certain time must,
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tliei-efoi-c be i'e|ircseii(e(I in a Iriaiiiilc ilic apexes ol" whidi indieale :

S,, SX'l.j, and tlie coinpoiiiul, or (lie new niodillcatioii.

Let us lake first tlie ease of a

eonipouiid, (or iiislance, ^,CI.^; the

('Oni|)0sitioii may llicji he ex[)ressed

l)v a point of tlie trianj^le VQli
ill Fi<i,. 1. x\s unity of tlie coin-

pouiul lias been taken '/^ SjCI.^;

this has tlie advantage that we
can now deduce the gross

composition, i. e. the relation

S : S,(M., in a simple manner from

the real composition (S:-S,CI,, tVs

SjCU), namely by projection on

tb.e side PR.

If is the real composition, a mixture of this composition ()

contains PT S RU S^Cl^ and UTy.^S^Cf^. The gross composition

is now :

total ^

total S.,Cl.

PT+'LUT pa
RO'

Hence, O' gives the gross composition. This is also the composition

which one may determine experimentally by an estimation of the

total sulphur. Not, however, the true composition O, for there is no

means of determining the quantity of S3CI.,

.

The question now arises : If we heat the mixture of varying

sulphur content to a given temperature aiv.i then cool to a definite

temperature, how then does the composition of the solution .saturated

after warming, vary with the original composition? This is readily

indicated with the aid of tig. 2.

Let the line PBHR re|)re.sent the e([uilibrinm S -j- '"^X'l., ^ -S^CL

at a temperature T^ .

Let TDFU repre.sent the solubility line of S, in mixtures of S^Cl,

and SjCI., at the temperature /, . The point T then represents the

solubility of S, in S„C1.^

.

When now a mixture of S and ^X\., of the gross composition .1

is heated long enough at 7', the eipiilibrium S -|- S., CI., ^ S, CI,, which

belongs to the temperature 7\, sets in. The inner composition is,

therefore, given by a point of the curve PBtfR, which is found by

drawing a line ^- PR in the gross composition of .1. Tiie intersecting

point of this perpendicular line with R/J//R gives the looked for

real composition. If one now cools rapidly to /j the composition Jj
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will iK)t alter if the eqnilihiiiini at T^ remains the same. This liquid

now must separate sul|;hiir at t^ : the saturated solution must lie on

V2 s\ a.

T
y?

the line

straigbt

In this

solution

Fig. 2rt.

TDFU. Its composition is found bv drawing from 21 a

luie through B until this intersects the solubility line yV^i^f-^.

manner we tind for the real composition of the saturated

1), the corresponding gross composition is 1)^.

100

40 60

Fia;. 26

100
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We can carry out this construction for dilleicnt gross compositions

and then put down the composition of the solutions saturated at ^i

after heating at 1\ as function of tlie original com[)Osition. We then

tind the line PA in Fig. 2h.

When we determine the solubility line at a higher temperature ^,, the

line QC is found. If we heat at a higher temperature 1\ and again

determine the solubility at t^ and t^, the lines PBamX (^^ are found.

We see that these lines, at 100 at. % S of the original compo-

sition, approach to a certain limitation value which is ditferent for

diflerent temperatures of heating and of solubility. This limitation

value can give a larger as well as a smaller sulphur content than

corresponds with the composition of the compound.

The first is the case when the compound is but little dissociated

and the solubility of the sulphur is great, tlie latter when the disso-

ciation is great and the solubility small.

Quite different becomes the course of these solubility lines when

a new modification of sulphur is formed. In this case, the compo-

sition of a ternary system is given by a point in a triangle the

apices of which indicate S^ Clj, S; and the new sulphur modification.

We then obtain the gross composition (for instance D^ in Fig. 3a)

by drawing a line // QR through D which indicates the real com-

position. The line indicating the inner equilibrium between S, and

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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the new niodifieatioii of sulphur will now have the course of P^6^
3''

in Fig. S'' for a temperature 1\. The solubility line of S, in mixtures

of Sj CI2 and the new modification will be TDFV at the tempe-

rature /]

.

We can now deduce in exactly the same manner us in Fig. 2''

fOO

40 GO

Fis. oh.

what is the gross composition of a given mixture, which after heating

to T, is saturated with S, at ^1. If we do this with different com-

positions we find that the composition of the satux-ated solution as a

function of the original composition is given by the line PAR in

Fio'. 3*. If we repeat the same construction for mixtures which are

healed to T„ and for solubilities at t^ and /, we find the lines Pi>A\

QCli and QDR. These lines all converge in one point. At JOG at.

7u S of the original composition, the composition cf the saturated

solution is also 100 at. "/„ S the temperature to which the mixture

was lieated or independently of temperature at which the solubility

has been determined.

Hence, there exists a characteristic difference between the course

of the solubility line with a compound and a new modification.

Therefore, it was expected that in this manner we might decide

with which of the two cases we are dealing here.

Before proceeding to the actual solubility determinations it was

ascertained at what temperature the tra'nsformation of S,, becomes
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perceptible and liuw long the heating must be eonliniied bolore tlie L'«iui-

librium is attained. It now appeared tiiat a \ erv perceptible conversion

already occurs at IOC. Whereas, at (T the solubility ofS, in S/Jl.^ with-

out previous heatin^r amounts to 36.1 at. **/(, of S, Uiis, after heating to

JOO^, becomes 55.7 at. "j^ of S for a 50 at. "
\, mixture. The lieating,

tlierefore, causes a considerable increase in solubility. It also appeared

that at 100' IVj hour was required for the ecpiilibrium to set in.

This reaction, therefore, proceeds at 100^ comparatively slowly and

it may be expected that by lapid cooling the equililuium can be

fixed at 100". Above 100^ it is different. Because, as a rule, the

velocity of a reaction for every 10° of rise in temperature becomes

2—3 times greater, the setting in of the equilibrium will, at 140^",

require about 5 minutes and at 170^ less than one minute. Here

we shall not be able to cool so rapidly that the equilibrium becomes

fixed and hence we shall find, after heating to 170', somewhat

fluctuating values for the solubility. This explains why the deter-

minations previously carried out at 170^ agreed badly. At a lower
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temperature than 100^, the completion of the equilibrium takes a

longer time and it can be fixed with still greater certaint3\

The method of investigation is very sim|)le. A mixture of sulphur

and sulphur chloride is heated for a sufficient time at the desired

temperature. The liquid is then cooled rapidlj, sulphur is added if

the solution is not already saturated and the whole shaken at the

temperature at which we want to know the solubility. When the

solution is saturated a sample of the liquid is taken and its com-

position determined. This determination is carried out by oxidation

with aqua regia and bromine, evaporation of the volatile acids and

titration of the residual sulphuric acid.

In the first place, mixtures of varying composition were heated

to 100° and the solubility determined at 25°, 0^ and —60°.

The results are united in table I. (see p. 579).

If we represent graphically the relation between solubility and

original composition we obtain the lines shown in Fig. 4.

A comparison of these lines with those of Figs. 2^ and 3^ shows

that they correspond with the lines of Fig. 3^ which are drawn in

case a new modification is present. The solubility line for 25°, in

particular, proceeds very distinctly towards 100 at "/„ of S.

In the second place, mixtures of varying composition were heated
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TABLE II.

Original

composition

in at.'%S

Composition of the solutions saturated at 25'^ in at.'^'QS,

after heating to

50^ 75^ 100- 125^

10.0

28.7

30.9

50.3

60.1

69.1

81.4

83.7

89.9

94.6

94.9

96.8

97.4

98.0

98.1

53.5
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to 125°, 100°, 75^ and 50^ and tlie solubility determined at 25°.

The values found are given in table II.

From the line of 125° we see, still more distinctly than from

that at 100°, that this proceeds tov^^ards 100 at. "/„ S in accordance

^vith the line deduced in case a new modification is formed.

No experiments could be carried out with quantities of sulphur

hirger than indicated in the table. Not at 50° and 75° because the

liquid at these temperatures was not homogeneous. Not at 100° and

125' because the licjuids rich in sulphur ai-e very viscous and, there-

fore, cannot be separated from the crystals by centrifugal action.

The line drawn for 25° has not been determined experimentally,

but has been found by extrapolation of the values at 50°, 75°, 100°

and 125°. We notice from this line that even at 25° a considerable

amount of the new sulphur form must be present. A comparison of

the lines for 25°, 50°, 75°, 100° and 125° shows that the quantity

of the new modification increases at a higher temperature and that

this increase for each 25° difference, is greatest below 100°; from

100° to 125 the solubility increases but little. For this reason, when

the liquids are heated at 175°, we find but a small increase in

solubihty, as shown by the two points drawn in Fig. 5. We must,

however, bear in mind that at 175°, the equilibrium will not be

tixed. If such were the case a somewhat greater solubility would

have been found.

The existence of a new moditlcation of sulphur, has not, however,

been proved with absolute certainty by the course of the lines in

Fig. 5. It might yet be possible that a compound was formed very

rich in sulphur, such as S^^. S, CI, which contains 94 at \\ of

sulphur. In such case the existence of these liquids rich in sulphur

would be explained. The line in Fig. 5 tiien ought not to proceed

in the extrapolated part towards 100 at. 7o of S, but turn to the

right and attain say at 96 or 98 at. "/„ of S their limitation value.

That, however, a new modification is actually formed is shown

in the following manner.

When in mixtures of sulphur and sulphur chloride a new modi-

lication is formed on heating, this must also be the case with pure

sulphur although perhajis in smaller quantities than in mixtures with

S,CL. Moreover it may be — and there is reason to suppose so —
that the conversion of the new modification into S;, or reversely,

proceeds more rapidly when no or little S.Cl, is present. Tiiis might

be the reason why the formation of that new modification in pure

sulphur could not be demonstrated.
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We have succeeded however, in dcmoiistrciliiig tluitllu' new iiiodi-

fication is formed in pure sulphur also. When sulphur is heated to

125°, rapidly poured out and powdered and then placed into S./'l,

the solubility is larger than tliat of rhombic sul[tliiu alone.

In this way was found :

1. Sulphur aftci- heating to 125 and i-apid cooling mixed with

S.,C1, to G9.2 at. "/„ of S. Solubility = 56.0 at. %'„ of S.

2. Id. Mixed with S.,C\^ to 73 at. 7, of S. Solubility =z 5(5.5 at. of S

3. Id. Mixed with S,C1, to 80.9 at. "/, of S. Solubility 58.5 at. "/„

of S.

The solubility at 25° for -sulphur, which has not been heated, is

only 53.5 at. "/, of S. The heated sulphur has, therefore a consi-

derably larger solubility than the non-heated rhombic sulphiii-, which

proves that in the heated sulphur another modification is also present.

It has already been explained above that this cannot be amor|)hous

sulphur. But it is also shown by the fact that the sul])liur content

of the saturated solutions is all the greater when more sulphur is

added. Now, the solutions 1—3 indicated above are all saturated

with amorphous sulphur for this was present in large excess. If now
the increase in solubility were caused by the amorphous sulj)hur

getting dissolved, the solubility from J — 3 ought to be the same. To

make more sure, the solubility of a mixture of rhombic and amorphous

sulphur at 25° was determined also. For this was found 54.5 at. "/o

of S. Even after 24 hours the solution was still somewhat turbid

owing to amorphous S. The figure 54.5 at. 7o t»f S is therefore loo

high. Hence, it appears again that the solubility of amorphous sulphur

is very slight and cannot explain the increase of solubility in expe-

riments 1— 3.

In connection -vith his theory of allotr()[)y, Prof. Smits has pointed

out, that the system sulphur must be a ternary system. The possible

relation between the sulphur modification we were dealing with,

and that assumed by Prof. Smits, will be discussed in a following

paper, as well as the results of investigations on the molecular weight

and the permanency of the modification, which arc low beiu'j-

carried out.

Am.sterddin, Chem. Lab. Univers'itij. August 1912.
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Chemistry. — ''On the relation between the sulphur modifications.''^

By Dr. H. L. de Leeuw. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1912).

Prof. Smtts has authorised me to criticise a recently published

report of a lecture by Kruyt delivered before the Deutsche Bunsen

Gesellschaft (Z. f. Elektr. Chem. 1912, 10, 581) and to make use for

this of the experimental data obtained during a research conducted

by me as private assistent. Before proceeding to this it seems to

me desirable to mention very briefly some points in historical order.

Smith and his coadjutors were the first to assume dynamic isomery

with sulphur. They determined the course of the equilibrium line

^^_,§^ and also the solidification line of the monoclinic sulphur.

Kruyt, in addition, determined the initial melting points of rhombic

sulphur which, at different temperatures, had got into equilibrium

with S.j.-, the melting point line of Smith being used as the method

of analysis. Moreover, he concluded to the existence of a metastable

region of demiscibility contrary to Smith and his co-workers who

rejected this.

By Prof. Smits it was pointed out already in 1 910 that the results of the

sulphur investigation contain data which support his theory of allo-

tropy. Kruyt, for instance, had stated that when starting with rhombic

sulphur, which has placed itself in equilibrium at 90° and then

determining the melting point of the sulphur in this condition, according

to Soch's method, 110°.9 was found whereas, in the same method

of working, a melting point of 111°.4 was observed when the .S had

come into equilibrium at 65°. From this result it, of course, follows

that we are dealing here with an inner equilibrium in the solid

state, therefore with mixed crystals, and that the line for the

inner equilibrium in the solid condition proceeds on increasing the

temperature, to a greater S,j. content, as in the liquid. Prof. Smits

therefore changed the T, -I'-figure (fig. 1) into that indicated in fig. 2.

Afterwards, A. Smith and Carson (Z. f. pliys. Chem. 1911, 77,

661) have determined the solidification line of Srh also making use

of the lines determined previously. This line differs a little with

the curve of Kruyt. Moreover, they also found a third melting point

line, that of the "soufre nacre". In the same time Kruyt (Chem.

Weekblad 1911, 647) announced that all the values of the transition

temperature (T'-^), with varying quantities of Sy. are situated lower

than Reicher's value (95°.6) and also that the dimensions of the

mixed crystal-region are not such that the influence thereof on his

calculations exceeds the experimental errors.
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In the meanwhile it had been pointed out by Prof. Smits that the

theory of the allotropy leads us to expect lliat the previous history

4.-

Fig. 1.

might exert an influence on the situation of the transition point.

Speciall}' conducted experiments confirmed this surmise completely

(A. Smits and H. L. de Leelw, On the system sulphur, Proc. 1911).

The T^ was determined according to Rf.icher's method with this

modification that the upper end of the dilatometer was not sealed.

The transition tempei-ature was consequently determined at 1 atm.

pressure, whereas with Reicher the pressure amounted to 4 atm.

The influence which the pressure exerts on the transition temperature

is calculated by Reicher to be equal to V2o° ^'ise per atm. pressure

increase. This tallies, as instead of 95°.6 obser\ed by Reicher, I

found 95°.45.

Now in order to find 7'^ when S,j was present the sulphur was

heated to boiling in the dilatometer and then rapidly cooled so that

a great part of the Sy. formed remained intact. Then the dilatometer

liquid (a mixture of 9 vol. of turpentine and 1 vol. of CS, which

had been boiled for a long time with sulphur and showed no longer

an evolution of gas) was added and the transition point determined

by ascertaining at which temperature one was above and when one

was beloio T^. In the first case the level of the liquid rises at

a constant temperature (conversion Sru-^ Sm), in the second case

it falls (conversion Sm -^ Sm)-

Here it was shown that already at a much lower temperature than
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95°,45 could be observed a conversion of rhombic into monoclinic

sulphur, ivhich could be made reversible by lowering the temperature;

hence there must be a transition point. A conversion of /S'./ into crystal-

line 5 could not account for that reversible behaviour as then either

Sm or Snh was formed owing to whicli the \olume ougiit to always

decrease and no temperature should be found at which the volume

increased. As stated in the communication from Prof. Smits and

myself, the Su. present in the mixed crystals will be converted con-

tinuously into *S;, from which it follows that when an increase in

volume is noticed, the conversion Sm—^SM predominates^). So

as to make sure that the phenomena observed were not due to the

not yet complete equalization (after about 10 minutes) of the each time

differently chosen temperature of the thermostat, a second dilatometer

containing S which had been in equilibrium for weeks and gave

a T—^ of 95°.45 was placed in these experiments, by way of a

check, next to the dilatometer, which contained sulphur with much

S,j.. Below follows with full details the result of one of the experiments.

In the first column is given the temperature of the thermostat. The

second column gives the time elapsed after placing the dilatometer in

the thermostat. In the third column is found, first the change in the

dilatometer with the S,,. and below that in the control dilatometer.

From this we see that 2\/^ hours after the heating the control

dilatometer at 71° did not further rise in 15 miiuites, but the other

one did, sho\ving that a conversion took place with change in volume,

whicli can never be explained by conversion of Sy. into S/{h or Sm as

this causes the volume to decrease. The only possible thing, therefore,

is that Sjih —^ S,]j , that is to say the transition point has been

lowered by S,j. to below 71°. This fall depends on the quantity of

Sy. which will decrease gradually. The processes which take place in

l)resence of each other are Sy-^Sm, Sy-^SM and Sm^Z '^lih- The

decrease of Sy may be seen from the rise in 7'-^^. After 47i liours,

no more change in volume at 71° could be observed, whilst after

6-/2 hours the liquid m the dilatometer distinctly fell. The transition

temperature then appeared to lie between 71° and 72°
'j. In this way

'j Tliu fonuing or atigmonlalion of a second pliase rich in Sy should also cause

the volume to increase. Whether a part of the depression in this manner has to

be explained, is on trial, ^t is liowever sure, that oven when it were so, the lo\v"iing

of the transition point by Sy, has to be considered as certain.

2) This is not quite correct on account of the always continuing conversion

Sy—^ crystalline S in consequence of which, on decrease of the volume, a slight

conversion of Siih -» Sm can take place. For the sake of brevity we will disregard

this, however.



_ . Total lapse of time
Temperature 1^^^^^^ placing in the Rise in mm.

of bath
I

thermostat

Time in which the rise

was observed.

71°
1
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the rise of T -^ could be readily traced, from which it appeared

that this, with ever decreasing velocity, rose until 95.45° was

reached, which temperature is the true unary transition tempe-

rature. Hence, we see that T ^> can be lowered by .S„. fully 20°.

In harmony therewith is also the fact that starting from 5„.-free

sulphur, Reicher (Dissertation) obtained, as he thought, diverging

results, namely first a transition temperature of 97^ which tempera-

ture he found in course of time on the decrease until the unary

transition temperature 95°,45 was reached at which S;j. is present.')

Simultaneously with the result mentioned above several experiments

were communicated which contrary to Kkuyt's investigation (Z. f.

phys. Ch. 64 513) removed all grounds for the assumption of a

metastable region of demiscibility in the pseudo system. It appeared

that the occurrence of two layers is due to the difference in tem-

perature which between the two lasers may amount to even from 10

to 30°. When the heat conductivity was improved by the introduction

of platinum wire or small gauze this phenomenon occurred less dis-

tinctly or not at all. Quite in harmony therewith is also the intluence

which an alteration in the diameter of the sulphur tubes exerts on

the appearance of two layers. That we are not dealing here with a

metastable region of demiscibility appeared, contrary to Kruyt, also

from the fact that in the presence of NHj, which is a positive catalyst,

that apparent unmixing occurred still better, notwithstanding we

now follow the eiiuilil'iium line. While Kruyt believed that there

existed a constant thiee-phase temperature S^. with two liquid layers

at 110° (intersecting point of the solidifying line of Sm with the

region of demiscibility, point d of Fig. 4), this also did not prove

correct as, on inoculation with nionoclinic sulphur, solidification

temperatures of 108° and 109° were observed and, when starting

from pure Sy., e\en 106°.

As the last publication I mention Kruyt's lecture which contains

pretty well the same as the article in the Chcm. Weekblad except

that Fig. 3 occurs also.') From this we notice that Kruyt now assumes

that C {T^ of *S/.-free sulphur) lies at 94°.8, GH at 95°.6 (unary

temp, really 95°.45). In what manner these experiments have been

carried out, is, however, not conmiunicated. They must be faulty or

1) Gernez also gives too higli values (97°.6— 98'^.4). As Gerkez only observed

SRh^^S.\[ and not Sm—^Srh bis figures are likely to be too high and do not

prove much.

-J In the Fig. Kruyt draws the S'« to the right. Tiie reason that I always

place it to the left is that I do not want to depart from the custom to place the

substance with the lowest m.p., therefore, presumably Sy, to the left.
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intei'iM-eted wrongly for it is a fact tiiat addition of *S',/ lowers the

transition point. The highest point given by Kruyt for the metastable

equilibrium Sr'^S^i is 96°. Above this, S/i when passing into-Sj/,

Fig. 3.

ought to begin to melt. This statement is rather remarkable when

we read thar Kruyt in the Chem. Weekbl. 648, (1911) actually states

that all values for the T-^, on change of .Sycontent, lie lower than

95°. 6. 1 should like to ask, how that temperature has been found?

Also, the high values (97°.6 and 97°), determined by Gernez and

Reicher, find no room in Krl'Yt's Figure.

Hence, it is faulty without any doubt to let CG proceed to higher

temperatures; this line falls. If, however, we draw CG sinking we

obtain a Figure which is identical with a tigure previously given

by Prof. Smits (Proc. 1911, 264) and represented here by Fig. 4.

This identity becomes perfect if we leave out the dissociation region

drawn therein (which as stated in a note ought to be discarded as

not a single experimental fact points to its existence). In this way we

obtain Fig. 5 What Kruyt (fig. 3) calls CG is in fig. 4 and 5 (?/; etc.

The deduction of the transition point of the sulphur with the aid

of the equilibria lines of the solid substance is therefore not due to

Kruyt.
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Kriyt draws no region of (leini.Ncil)ilil\ , l)ii( stales iliai Un- the sake of
brevity he discards the probable occurrence of the rec/ion of demiscibilitij.

It would have been more correct to state that nothin<i phadsfor its

existence and that therefore it iras omitted. In connection licrewilh I

will observe the following. If we i)rolong the lines AD and BE,
as indicated by Kruyt (Zt. phjs. Cheni. 64, 513; they intersect each

other at about 106°, so far above 96°. GHI would then lie at 106°

which cannot be. If now we call to our aid a region of dissociation

(see Fig. 2) this difficulty, of course, does not occur, but this alone does

not justify the assumption of a region of demiscibility, particularly'

if we remember that the mode of representation is not correct.

The matter may indeed be explained readily when, as i-equired

by Prof. Smits's theory, we not merely assume two kinds of sulphur

aS;. and S,j., but (at least) three kinds of molecules which we will

indicate briefl-y by *S„, >Sj/, and Sru. Because there exists a transi-

tion point S,\f ^ Srk we must also assume a pseudobinary system

Srk —Sm- The whole AS-diagram then becomes ternary of which

already a schematic figure has been constructed (Proc. XIV, 266)

Prof. Smits has now modified the former ternary figure by omitting

the region of demiscibility and keeping account with the third crystallised

modification, the soiifre nacre'^). This drawing is given in Fig. 6. The

above mentioned difliculty does not arise here at all. The lines AD
and BE from Fig. 3 are lines which in the ternary figure run over

the surfaces I^S^LS and I^S^^L^S^ and therefore are spacial curves which

may deviate much from the right ones. If we assume that the equili-

brium Sm ^ Srh sets in with infinite velocity there is formed from

the pseudo ternary figure the pseudobinary Fig. 5, in which the curves

justmentioned have undergone an intricate projection, whereby a

crossing may turn into an intersection so that the above mentioned

intersection at 106° need not signify anything.

Hence, it is incorrect to assume, as Kiuyt, Smith, and others,

that we can deduce from the unary soliditication temperature of the

Srii the >S„.-content with the aid of the line of equilibrium, since in

the projection the situation cf the lines in regard to each other is

totally changed. Also it is not permissible, as Kruyt has done, to

first determine the melting point of the rhombic modification and

then to determine the composition with the aid of the melting point

when the substance has become monoclinic, for AD and BE need

not, of course, be situated in one plane. Kruyt's experiments on the

melting point of rhombic sulphur clearly indicate this.

1) See These Proceedings XV p. 369.
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Kruyt has, in fact, not tlelerniined BE, but BE' , that is to sav

the initial temperature^; of fusion^). The line Z»J^ has been determined

1) He says, for instance, in his dissertation p. 48, of a mixture that at 112°.

4

it jiLSt commenced to melt and then takes that temperature as melting point

temperature.
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hv Smith; it differs soiuowhat and oimlil to lie sdiiicwiiat iiiuiiei' i.

Now, KiUYT allows the snlpluir to become moiiocliiiie and then aj^ain

determines the initial melting point, hut according to his figure, tliis

is totally impossible, when we notice that BI'J' is situated nearly

totally between AD'G and ADJ. so that, starting from points of

BE we arrive into the region monoclinic sulphur-liquid, owing to

which the substance must be partly melted a!id consequently no

initial melting point can be observed.

This is the result of the incorrect assumption that 6'(y rises, owing

to which AG nearly always gets situated quite to the left of ilA.

If CG is drawn falling (lowering of the transition point) in which

case we again obtain Fig. 5 this difficulty does not arise.

Summarising, I arrive at the following conclusions which- differs

case we from that of Kkiyt:

1^' The raodiiications introduced by Kruvt in the previous Fig.

of Prof. Smits (Proc, XIV, 264) are incorrect.

2"'^ By addition of S,j. the transition tenq^erature <S'/ 1^. ^Rk is

loiDered.

3id Yig. 3 (from Kruyt) is not in harmony with tlie phenomena

observed (also see ad 7). Even Kruyt's own experiments arc in

disaccordance with it.

•4^'^ Kruyt has determined not the Tine BE from Fig. 3, but the

line BE'.

5'^^ The system sulphur is not pseu<lobinary, but at least pseudo-

ternary.

6^^ In consequence of this, the true direction of the lines from

figs. 3, 4, and 5 is another one than that assumed by Kruyt. The

significance of the intersecting points of the lines drawn by Kruyt

also differs from that attributed to them by that investigator.

7^^^ There exist no grounds for the assumption of a region of

demiscibility.

Inonj. Chem. Lab. Univer.nty.

Amsterdam, September 1912.

1) The difference has to be explained by the diiVeient method of working.

Freezing points are easily found loo low, melting points loo high especially in the

case of mixed crystals.

39

Proceedings Royal Acad. Araslerdam. Vol. XV.
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Chemistry. — "On the nitration of the chlorotoluenes\ Bj Prof.

A. F. HoLLEMA?s and Dr. J. P. Wibaut.

When two snbstituents are present in the benzene nucleus, both

have a certain influence on the place wliere a third substitnent

enters. Which of the possible trisubstitnted isomers will be obtained

in a larger quantity depends, as I have shown elsewhere, on the

velocity of substitution which both of the groups cause.

If we consider for instance a monoehlorophenol, the new entering

substitnent places itself nearly exclusixely on the ortho- and para-

places with regard to hydroxyl and not on these places with regard

to chlorine, because the velocity of substitution, which OH causes

is much larger than that caused by chlorine.

By considering all the cases of substitution in the bisubstituted

benzene derivatives, I found, that the velocity of substitution to

raeta-places is always ranch slower than that to para-ortho-places,

and that the snbstituents that direct a new substitnent to the latter

places cause a velocity of substitution which decreases in the

following order

:

OH>N H,>halogens>methyl

As the halogens and methyl cause no large difference in the

velocity ot substitution, it should be expected, that the entrance

of a third group takes place para-ortho as well to the halogen as

to methyl. Indeed, Cohen and Dakin proved in an excellent and very

laborious research that in the chlorination of orthochlorotoluene all

the four possible chloro-o-chlorotoluenes are formed and in the chlorin-

ation of />-chlorotoluene the two possible dichlorotoluenes, whereas with

CH* CH^ meta-chlorotoluene the same operation

/\ Qi /\ procured the isomers I and II, but not the

I

I
1 and !

II
I

symmetrical dichlorotoluene, just as might

' J CI I J CI be expected, because neither chlorine

Ql ^ nor methyl direct a substitnent to meta-

places.

In order to get an insight in the ratio of these velocities, it is

necessary q.uantitatively to determine the proportions in which the

isomers are formed ; and as nitrations are generally not attended with

production of secondary {)roducts, we resolved to study again the

nitration of the monochlorotolnenes. Through former investigations it

was known, that o-chlorotoluene yields the product CHj,,Cl,N02 = 1,2,5

(GoLDSCiiMiDT, HoNiG, B. 19, 2440), ?)i-chlorololuene yields the isomers

CH„C1,N0, = 1,3,4 and 1,3,6 and para-chlorotoluene yields the

isomers CH„C1,K0, = 1,4,2 and 1,4,3. The latter nitration had been
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already quantitatively studied in my lahoralory by van den Akknd,

who had found that 58 7, of the isomer 1,4,2 and 42 "

'„ of the

other one (1,4,3) are formed.

As we supposed that the uitrotion of oiiho-iddorohihiene woidd

yield all the four possilde mono-nitroderivatives, tlie first tiling to do

was to prove this. The nitration product presents itself as a yellow oil

which commences to congeal only at al)Out -\-\°: on the other hand, the

eutectic temperature of the i)inary mixtures of the isomers CHj.t'l,

NO, = 1,2,3+1,2,4 was found at' 8° .2; of 1,2,3 + 1.2,5 at + 1. 1 :

1,2,4+1,2,6 at 17° .2; 1,2,5+1,2,6 at 7°.2. It was therefore evident, that

the nitration product could not I)e a mixture of only two isomers,

but must contain still a third and perhaps also a fourth. Of

course, this conclusion only holds good, when the nitration product

contains only the mononitrocompounds. This was proved to be so by

fractional distillation and the determination of the refraction of the

first passing drops and of the residue, which showed both the same

refraction as the principal portion of the distillate.

As it proved to be impossible to separate the isomer nitro-o-cliloro-

luenes themselves, we reduced them; the chlorotoluidineCH,,Cl,NHj

= 1,2,5, melting at 81°, separates easily in large quantities. The

oily mixture which remains then was acetylated, because we stated

that the acetylcompounds of the two vicinal chlorotoluidines CH,,

CI, NH^ := 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, 6 are sparingly soluble in cold benzene.

Indeed, by treating the mixture of acetylcompounds with this solvent,

these two isomers were easily isolated and identified ; the presence

of the isomers CH„ CI, NO, = 1, 2, 3 and 1,2,6 in the nitration

product was thus proved.

It was far more difUlcult, to prove also the [)resence of the

fourth isomer 1,2,4. After about six months of strenuous labour,

in which a great many methods were tried, we succeeded at last

in the following way: about 100 gi-ams of the nitration product

was reduced. After separation of the isomer 1,2,5, the residue was

acetylated and the Nicinal isomers isolated by treatment with ben-

zene. The products that remained in the benzenic solution were

saponitied : from the mixture of chlorotoluidines so obtained, a

great deal of the isomer 1,2,5 separated again on cooling. The liquid

residue, again converted into acetylcompounds, yielded again on treat-

ment with benzene a considerable portion ot the vicinal compounds.

x\fter all these operations, there remained about 9 grs. of a mixture

of acetamino-2-chlorotoluenes, in which tl-e compound 1,2,4 must be

accumulated. By dissolving this mixture in a little quantity of ben-

zene and by fractional precipitation of this solution with petroleum
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ether, the first fractions are still essentially the isomer 1,2,5; but

at last, a fraction was obtained, melting at 70°—75°, whose melting

point rose to 95", Avhen it was mixed with an eqnal qnantitj of

the acetaminocompound 1,2,4. Though tlie latter could not be isolated

in a perfectly pure state from the mixture, this test proves nevertheless

with certainty its presence. This was still corroborated by treating

an artificial mixture of the four isomers, containing them in nearly

the same proportion as the nitration product (see below) in the same

wav ; it showed quite the same peculiarities and neither from this

mixture could the isomer 1,2,4 be isolated perfectly pure. The pro-

portions of solubility of this compound and of many of its deriva-

tives in comparison ^vith those of the isomers are too unfa\onrable

to allow its extraction.

After having proved that really the four possible nitro-o-chloroto-

luenes occur in the nitration product of o-chlorotoluene, we proceeded

to estimate the relative quantities in which these isomers are formed.

The nitration itself was executed as follows. To 10 gr. o-chlorotoluene

was dropped 40 grs. of nitric acid sp.gr. 1.52 while stirring mechani-

cally; the temperature being kept between — 1° and -j- 1°.

For the analysis of the nitration product, the melting point method

was applied in ilie mcditication described by Valeton. When looking at

the six binary melting curves, which are possible with the four isomeric

nitro-o-chlorotoluenes, one perceives, that these curves coincide over a

considerable range of temperature. For instance, considering the

binary curves for 1, 2, 5 + 1, 2, 3 and 1, 2, 5 + 1, 2, 4, we see that

the branches at the side of the isomer 1, 2, 5 coincide practically,

and it is the same in the other cases. We have then to do with

so called "ideal melting cnrves" ; they show the property that the

lowering of the freezing point, say of the isomer 1,2,5, is the same

for the addition of a certain percentage of any of the other isomers

or of mixtures of them, unless their sum comes again to the same

percentage.

Wishing now to determine quantitatively one of the isomers, say

1.2,5, we add to a known weight of the nitration product so much

of that isomer (of course also weighed) that it crystallizes at the

first fi-eezing point of the mixture and we determine this point. We find

tiieu with the aid of one of the melting-point curves the total amount

of this isomer in the mixture and it is now only a simple arithmetic

operation to calculate the amount of the isomer in the original

nitration product. In the same way, the quantity of the other

isomers is determined.

By this method, we found that the nitration product of o-chloio-
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toluene contains:

leomcr ' 1,2,5
|

J, 2,4
|
1,2,6 1,2,3

'U r43.3
I

l7.0
!

20.5~i"^2"

in which the figure for 1,2,3 is obtained by subtraction. It maybe
observed, that this method of analysis was first tried with good

result on artificial mixtures of the four nitro-o-toluenes.

For the application of this method of (pumtitative analysis, it is

necessary to possess the isomers present in the nitration product in

a jierfectly pure state. This presented some difficulty with the nitration

product of ??^chlorotoluene, the uitro-»?-chl()rotoluenes being hardly

known and surely not obtained chemically pure until now. 1 shall not

give a description of their preparation and purification Here, but

only mention that the isomer 1, 3, 6 (CHj ^ 1, CI = 3j solidifies

at 24°.9, the isomer 1,3,4 at 24^2, the isomer 1,3,2 at 23°.4,

and the isomer 1,3,5 at 58°.4.

The quantitative nitration of /»-chlorotoluene was executed in the

same w^ay as is described for o-chlorotoluene. By applying the

method Valeton on the nitration product, we fouiul for its composi-

tion the following figures:

Isomers i 1, 3, 6 I 1, 3, 4 I 1, 3, 2 I

Percentage
|

58.9 32.3 | 8.8 |

The figure for the isomer 1,3,2 is the difference of the sum of the

two isomers from 100, the method Valeton giving only more exact

results as the quantities to be determined are larger. On the other

hand however, we found by direct determination an a.nount of

8.3%- ^^6 believe it therefore proved with certainty that this isomer

is present in the nitration product, and tliat the isomer 1, 3, 5 is

not present in it in an appreciable quantity. The presence of the two

other isomers was already known by an investigation of Keverdin.

From the figures obtained in analyzing the nitration products of t>-,

?/?-, and />-chlorotoluene we may now draw the following conclusions.

In o-chlorotoluene, methyl directs the entering substituent to the

•-^^3 places 4 and 6, chlorine to the places 3 and 5. They act

I

21^'^ therefore independently of one another, the little quantity

I J of ??^compound that is formed in the nitration of toluene

beingt left out of consideration.

When the velocitj" of substitution, caused by methyl and chlorine

were the same, the isomer nitro-c-chlorotoluenes would be formed

in the same proportion as in the nitration of chlorobenzene on one
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hand and of toluene on ihe otlier hand. It must onh' be taken into

consideration that one of the ortho-places both of methjd and of

chlorine is occupied and so the remaining o-pla(!es will be substituted

in the same ratio as if both c-places towards CH3 and CI were free.

One should therefore expect a ratio of the isomers as follows:

1,2,3 1,2,4 J, -2, 5 1,2,6

30 + 2 : 38 : 70 + 2 : 58

because the nitration of toluene gives 58 7o 0-, 38 7o p- •'ind 4 %
meta-compound and the nitration of chlorobenzcne gives 30 7o 0-

and 70 "/o /)-chIoronitrobenzene. Of course the 47o of meta-compound

formed in the nitration of toluene, must be divided equally between

the places 3 and 5.

I deduced however that chlorine causes a larger velocity of sub-

stitution than methyl. If we call the ratio of these velocities x, we

tind for the proportion in which the isomers must be formed

:

1,3,2 1,2,4 1,2,5 1,2,6

30.1- +2 : 38 : 70.1' + 2 : 58

With the same reasoning we find for the proportion in which the

isomer nitro-/>chlorotolnenes must be formed :

1,4,2 1,4,3

58 : 4 + 30 X

^^^ for also in this case methyl and chlorine act independently

{ ! of each other.

'

^ I Equalling these figures witli those found by experiment,

ci we get the equations

:

30.r + 2 : 38 : lOx + 2 : 58 = 19.2 : 17.0 : 43.3 : 20.5 and

58 : 30.r + 4 = 58 : 42

from which x may be calculated. As mean value ^i x we tind in

this way

:

^ = 1.491

expressing that chlorine causes a velocity of substitution 1.491 times

as fast as methyl.

Calculating now with this value of x the proportion in which the

isomers are formed, we get:

CH, CH3 CH, CH,

23.3 ,/^\ CI 20.5 /\ CI ,^\ 55.4 (^\ 58

and
42.7' I 18.7 43.3' I 19.2 I I 44.6 '\ / 42

15.3 17.0 CI CI

calculated found calculated found
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Calculating however with the same value of .c the [)roportioii of

the nitro-??i-chlorotoluenes formed by the nitration of m-chloi-ololuene,

there is no such gratifying concordance. This is due to the fact,

CH| that in this case the two snbstituents act no longer independ-

ently of each other, hut that l)oth methyl and chlorine

sl^^ direct the entering nitro group to the i)laces 2, 4, and (>.

\ ^ Now we must not simply add the tigures for the isomers,

but we must take the resultant of their action, as is indicated in

the scheme below, in which it is assumed that the benzene nucleus

is a regular hexagon.

If we calculate in this way the proportion of the isomers, we find

indeed a gratifying concordance between calculation and experiment:

in, ciij

1"
.59.2

'2

12.9

4i
59 9

25.9 32

calculated found

Amsterdam, on/, chem. lab. of the Univ. October 1912.

Physics. — "On the polarisation impressed upon liyht by traversing

the slit of a spectroscope and .wme errors resulting tliere-

from." By Prof. P. Zeeman.

In a communication '"The intensities of the components of spectral

lines divided by magnetism" '), I drew attention to the fact that

by the polarizing action of the grating the ratio of the observed

intensities of the componejits of a triplet differs considerably from

^) These Proceedings, October 26 1907.
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the ratio present in tiie light as it is emitted by the sonrce. In some

cases the observer sees only a faint central component and two

intense onter components, whereas the Iriie ratio is just the reverse.

In order to obtciin in the image the trne ratio of the intensities 1

suggested to introduce before the slit of the spectroscope a quartz

plate of such a thickness, that the incident light is rotated through

an angle of 45°. ')

Besides the mentioned polarizing effect of the grating there is a

second cause tending to make the ratio of the intensities of com-

ponents of different direction of vibration in the image different

from that corresponding to the constitution of the emitted light.

I mean the polarization impressed upon light which traverses fine

slits. Since Fizeau ") this effect is well-known, but the errors which

may ensue from it in investigating spectral lines magnetically resolved

have not yet been pointed out.

The following simple experiment is easily made. A vacuum tube

charged with mercury is placed in a horizontal magnetic field. The

emitted light is analysed by means of a spectroscope securing great

illumination and high resolving power. The slit must be under the

control of the observer at the eye-piece. The tw^o yellow mercury

lines, which are resolved into triplets or the green mercury line,

which splits into three groups each of three lines may be observed.

If the slit is rather wide then the central components of the yellow

triplets may have twice the intensities of the outer ones ; the three

groups of the green mercury line have about the same integral inten-

sity if not wholly resolved. If the slit (made of platinoid be narrowed

graduall\ , the intensity of all components decreases, but t/uit of the

central component or group more than that of the outer one.i. At last

the central components of the triplets and even the middle group of

the brilliant green line can be made to disappear entlrehj *\ whereas

the outer components remain \isible. From these observations we

cannot but conclude that the vibrations perpendicular to the slit at

last hardly traverse the narrow slit.

The correctness of this explanation may be inferred from the fact

that the ratio of the intensities changes gradually during the narrowing

of the slit.

The view may be contir)lled by the following observations. If a

1) I.e. p. 291.

2) Fizeau. Anu. de Chim. et de Phys. Vol. 63 p. 385. 18G1.

3) This extreme case involves the use of an exceptionally narrow shl rarely

employed in practice.



quartz plate, rolating the plane of polarisation throngii 90^ l»c iniro-

dneed before the slit of the spectroscope, tiien only the outer com-
ponents of the resolved spectral line can be made to disappear.

A second observation was made with the slit only of the spectros-

cope. The lens of the collimator being removed the slit of the spec-

troscope could be seen distinctly while viewing along the axis of the

si)ectroscope. Looking through a calcspar rhomb the slit appears

double. With a wide slit, illuminated by the radiating tube, tlie two
images exhibit the same intensity; a narrowing of tiie slit gradually

makes the image due to the vertical xibratious more bi-illiant than

the other one.

I will mention two cases in which errors may be introduced i)v

the polarization impressed by the narrow slit. This happens in the

iirst place in the case mentioned above of the comparison of the

intensities of resolved components \ibrating in different planes. In

the second place when the resolution of lines originally diffuse toward

one side of the spectrum is investigated, apparent shifts and dissym-

metrical separations may result. Is the original spectral line diffuse

toward the red then a decrease of the intensity of the central line

of a triplet will cause an appai-ent shift relatively to the ontor com-

ponents toward the violet. The reverse will Ite the case if the

original line is diffuse toward the violet.

The apparent shift now under consideration has had no intluence in

the experiments concerning a change of wavelength by magnetic forces

of the line Hg 5791, which the author') and (independently) Gmelin^)

discovered at the same time. Its existence could be demonstrated

also by the method of Fabry and Perot, a method not dei)endent

npon the iise of a narrow slit.

It is a favourable circumstance that a quartz plate introduced

before the slit of the spectroscope and giving a rotation of the plane

of polarization of 45°, eliminates at the same time as well eri-ors

due to the polarising action of the grating as those caused by the

narrowness of the slit.

^) Zeeman, Change of wavelength of llie midiile line of triplets. These Prrceed-

ings February 29, 1908, in print in the Dutch edition March 12, 1908, in the

English March 29, 1908.

~) P. GiiELiN. Cher die unsymmetriccbe Zerlegung der gelben Quecksilberlinie

5790 im magnetischen Felde. Physik. Zeitschr. p. 212 ('eingegangen 24 Febr. 1908)

appeared April 1, 1908.
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Physics. — ''Contribution to the theorr of binary systems. XXI, The

condition for the existence of minimum critical temperature.''

By Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

Already in the theory of binary systems concerning perfectly

miscible substances we repeatedly found the case of a minimum

critical temperature, and already in my ''Theorie moleculaire" I

derived the condition fur the existence of such a minimum, and ex-

pressed it iji the form :

~<-and-~<--.
b,, b, b^, b^

In my investigations of recent times, in which I chiefly intended

to ascertain the conditions for the only partial miscibility, my

attention was again directed to the possibility of the existence of a

minimum i7)c]x, and I have come lo the conclusion that there is

also question of such a minimum {Tk}x for the mixture ether-water,

but that the value of x for 7\ minimum lies very close to the ether

side. If as second component we always take the substance with

the greater value for the size of the molecules, so ether in the

case under consideration, the value of x is 1 or nearly 1. In

the experimental investigation by Dr. Scheffer my expectations

have proved to be correct, and he has even succeeded in observing

the course of the />,7'-line for given value of .v up to a certain

distance from the ether side, and found it in perfect harmony

with the course predicted by theory for completely miscible sub-

stances. He has even succeeded in reaching the value of x at which

the plaitpoint entirely coincides with the critical circumstances for

such a mixture taken as homogeneous. According to this experimental

investigation, of which I express my sincere admiration, the value

of X at which the minimum value of (71), occurs, is so close to

the ether side that we may put this value =1, and the second value

mentioned of x is at a distance of more than 0,3 from the ether

side, so that we may put it smaller than 0,7. For smaller value of

cX the non-miscibility, as a new circumstance occurring in this

system, prevents th3 observation of the course of the ordinary plait-

point line.

In my investigation of the causes of imperfect miscibility and of

the different forms which can occur for only partial miscibility, I

was led to apply a simplification in the theory, which I thought that

though certainly of influence on the (puintitative accuracy, would

be of little or no influence on the qualitative course of the pheno-
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mena. In how far this is tlie case I'lirthor iii\(,'s(i«j;ati()ii will have to

decide. The simplification consisted in this that for the value of bx,

which according to the theory is ecpial to A,(l—.r)-|-2/>»,,.T(l—^)-f-6j.r',
I assumed the value

l>x — h, -f x{b.,-h^).

With the simplified form /;.,. numerous calculations appeared to be

easily feasible which otherwise would lead to too intricate computations.

The simplification of h^. comes to this that we put '2h^.,=^ b^-\-lj^.

The theoretical value of ^,, can be calculated and leads, whether

one starts from the idea that J) is determined by the increase of the

number of collisions in consequence of the dimensions of the mole-

cules or by means of the theorem of the virial, to tiie same result.

By both ways one tinds b^^=-i times the molecular volume of the

1^'^ substance, in the same way ^^ = 4 times the molecular volume

of the 2""^ substance, and Z>,2 = 4 times the molecular volume of a

fictitious substance consisting of molecules the dimensions of which

are between those of the two substances. If the molecules could

be regarded as spheres the radii of which we take = i\ and ?*,,

14 14
so that h, = :E — — n-(rj)' and h.,z=:E -^ — ^t (^)', then

14 fr,Ar:\ /l+li^«Y
6i,= >: --rr( —^ 1 . If we pr.t b,=nb„ then b,^={ —-—

j
b,.

The three quantities b^, b.,, and /O^^ are therefore determined by the

distances of the centres at the collision of the similar and the dissimilar

molecules. Hence according to the theory b^-\-b„— 2/^j, is not equal to 0,

3
but equal to — (l^?«+l) (v^^?< — l)-ii. We sub'oin some values of this

4

quantity for values of n between 1 and 3.

|/n 1,1 1,2 1,:3 1,1 1,5 1,G 1,7 L:,-) 1,8 1,9 2

n l,3:n 1,:28 -2,197 2,7-14 :5,:^7r) 4,(198 4,913 5,3(J 5,832 6,859 8

1,1.J7() 1,331 1,521 1,728 1,9.13 2,197 2,14 2,(5 2,744 3,()48 3,:375

1,1655 1,364 I,59a5 1,872 2,1875 2,.-)98 2,9(i 3.18 3,41 6 3,92a5 4,5

^^i^—^ 0,01.58 0,064 0,155 0,288 0,469 0,704 1,03 1,18 1,344 1,77 2,25

It is seen from these values that if one puts —-— for -— instead
2 6i

of
I

—^ for a value of ?i which is not great, the difference is

not much, but that the difference is already considerable for n greater

than 5, to which I concluded for the system ether-water.
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For 71 = 5,36 we have -^ = 3,18 and (
-~~

\ = 2,6.

Let us examine what influence this has on the expectation whether

minimum {Tk)x will occur for a given system or not.

a
d-

If this occurst hen — is negative for x = and positive foi' x = 1.^)

dx

Hence '^^hlZ^^^-^l for ,r = 0. Let us think the value of ^^

given thus:

«a- = «i + 2 («,, - (i^ X -f- (a, + a, — 2 nfj,) o:\

and />x ill a similar form :

h, = ^ + 2 [h,^ - />.) X + (/>, -f />, - 2 />, J.r %

a a
d^ dl-
b h

The quantitv — has the same sign as . For x =: we have
" dx drc

therefore '^^<^ or ^'<r- We find for x=l

2{a,,-a,)-\-2{a
,
^- a, -2a,,) 2 (6,, — ^) + 2 (6, + 6^ — 2 6,,)

or

or

(^Z - "
l2 ^ ^>. — ^12

I concluded already to these i-elations iji my "Theorie moleculaire".

For the existence of a maximum f7V)t - would have to be greater

than — and —

.

1) In this investigation 1 have assumed that ETir = ;^ ^ • According- lo an

earlier communication (These Proc. XIII p. r?16) I demonstrated that

HTkr = -^^-j , and that (rs) will have to lie somewhat helow 8. So if I put
2 7 On rs'9

dl ir da dbn
,

d{rs) ,. , , ...-——
-
= -,—^, I neglect — 7~Vt^j which may perhaps give ris« to an error

Tyi-x adx hfjdx {rs)dx

of importance for widely differing componenls.
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If we write 'i^, = I \/a^a^, y^<CT^ leads to tlic following e(|iiati(»ii :

o,. 0,

or

or

And in the same wav — <^ -^

b,, b,

or

a
>ow we can put two extreme cases, viz. ijjat - continually

b

decreases till at ./ = i the minimum value has just been reached,

or that the minimuiu \alne begins at ,v := and that the quantity

a
— becomes greater for all successive values.
b

In the first case, which is entirely, or almost entirely realized

,t /^h '
(•''«+ 1)'

for the svstem water-ether, / / —— <^ —-— and
V i A

I

oyn

7',,, (l^n+ 1)'

In the second case

^/S S[/n

and

In both cases the higher critical temperature is in the numerator

in the expression \/ —^ oi" \/ rr where the sign = occurs
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n/'5-'or/l//?A = c^''"+')'

may be considered as containing the highest ratio of the critical tem-

peratures of the two components at which minimum critical tempe-

rature is still found.

If this ratio is smaller, there is a lowest value of Tk for certain

value of .V. At exactly the ratio given by the formula, this lowest

value is either at .i' = or at .i'=rj. And that in these two cases

the ratio of the critical temperatures- is the same, is the consequence

(l?^''w4-l)' 1

of a properly of — to have the same value for — instead of
8 l/n n

for n. On!}' if / should have a different value, the equality of

I / —^ and I / —' would no longer hold.

Hence it is necessary to calculate / 1/ —^ or / L/ —- to find

—^^—
. In the above given table, in which the values of — have

been given for different value of n, \\q must divide — by y/n. And
^1

this greatly reduces the value for large value of??, but it always remains

larger than 1. It follows from this ihsiib^.'^y^bjj^. For small values

of n it is nearly 1 . For the above given values of I'^'^n, 1 have calculated

the value of -^ and that of V^n, and given it in the following table.
h

n 1,331 i;/28 2,197 2,744 3,375 4,098 4,913 5,36 5,832 0,859 8

^ 1,1576 1,331 1,521 1.728 1,953 2,197 2,44 2,6 2,744 3,048 3,375

)/n 1,1576 1.318 1,482 1,656 1,837 2,023 2,23 2,32 2,41 2,()2 2,829

^^*-
1 1,01 1,027 1,044 ],Of53 1,086 1,094 1,12 1,134 1,17 1,19

Before applying the formula / \X 7,- = ^' to the system water

ether, I first wanted to examine what value would follow for / with

;he values ^7,, a.,, and n, at which I had arrived in a previous

investigation. 1 had concluded to an exceedingly small value for e^,

and to a value little below 6 for s^, while I had come to a value

lying between 5 and 5| for n.

If we again put a^^ = l\/a^a^ and a^ = 1 -f f^ and r/., =r n' (l+fj

in — = —-, we get = 7— or -—-= -- •
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For II = 5,36 we have -- = 2,«j, and I 7 being =z 2,65 we lind:

2,65

whieli is vei'v near 1 viz. 0.98. With /y, , =: we .should have
2

, 3,18
found /=: —^, so about 1,2. And as I iiave, indeed, repeated Iv met

2 . b o

with /<J, but never witli />1, thi.s is the reason tliat has induced

me to try whetiier the theoretical value of 6,, would harmonize better

with the obserx'ations than the simpliiied assumption, wliich implies

that h z=h^\i -{- in—'\).v\. And the result obtained with the theoretical

value of h^^ even leads us to consider the question for a moment,

whether if we could always introduce it, / would not always appear

to be =1. But we have first to examine in how far the values of

fi fj ^Jif^ n put by me for the ratio of the size of the molecules of

water and ether, will appear to be correct. Thus for ?2 ^ 4 the value

of —'- would be equal to about 2.19 with the same value of fj and

f;, and hence

/2 65 3= 2,19

or

/ = 0,81

Now as I recently demonstrated (see among others Arch Need.

Serie 111 A. Tome 1 p. 136 etc.), we can calculate the value of a

for a substance pretty accurately. We then found :

{RTkY _
^^^

Ph
~""./—1"

And as for all substances, only with the exception of methyl

.r 64
alcohol, the value of -—"= —;, we have :

/— 1 2/

21{RTay
a =: .

64 pc

638
For water with H Trr = -;^ and pcr = 190, this yields the value of:

a,, = 0,01204

467
And for ether with RTcr = -r^ and pa- =35 the value of:

aet/i = 0,0353.
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For - we find with this 2,932 and I/ - = 1.712. Hence
a.

a b I (l-^-^-^nf— =:-^ becomes equal to :,—rT = ^ •

a, h^ 1-712 871

That I put 1 + ?! ^ 7 and f., almost was the consequence of

my opinion, which some circumstances had led me to accept, that n

1+f 1

would be about 5, for—-^ being =—-—, it follows from ?z= 5 that
tv o,5io

n^ 25

^ ' 3,513 3,5 1

3

We have, however, not been able to find a formula for the accu-

rate determination of b,j for a substance. We can, indeed, give the

form :

^^
^ CR7V)

1_^
''

Per rs

But about rs, for which 8 is an approximate value, we know

only that this product is < 8, and probably the smaller, as b is

more variable and decreases more rapidly Avitli decrease of v. If

we attribute this change of b to the compressibility of the molecule,

7^s will be the smaller as the molecule is the more compressible.

0,0123
, ,

0,0488 ^ ^^We then find {bn),, = for water and {ba)e = , ,
for ether.

be , 0,0488 (rs)^ ^ ^^ {rs)w ^, .
,

For ^ = n we find -^ = 3.92 ^—^. Neither for water nor
b,o 0,0123 {rs)e {rs)e

for ether, however, is the investigation exhaustive enough to enable

us to conclude to the value of rs with perfect certainty. And so we

can only assume a value of about 4 for ii with some reservation.

That I assumed n to be a little more than 5 before, was because

I only intended then to investigate the behaviour of a binary mix-

ture that should behave in somewhat the same way as the system

ether water.

/ 2,197
With n equal to 4,098 we found from :r^- =~^ for / the

i,<iz 4,uyo

value 0,9J.

If after this digression we return to the equation

y {Tk)e 8[/n

we stiall have to find the same value for /, because we have put

the value of {rs)^, = (/>% in our former calculations. It appears from

everything that from this equation we can calculate the highest value
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^^'^-^^ ^^''^^-^ .11 , r .

7'
UI or ill \\ lilcli liillliiiniiii \;UUc ol (//), cjlli occiii- Willi ;l

ratlier Iiiiiii degree <>l" aiipioxiinalioii. lliil ilic iiiiccriaiiih , ov rallicr

our igiioraiice of llie \aliie of / |>i('\ciils a >liar|i delermination.

What precedes is of use at least in so lar that it gives tlie reason

why ill tlio first experimental investigation alxiiit hinarv niixtnres,

for which the value of 7'/, dilfered so little for ihr two components,

minimum (7V)i was of such frequent occurrence.

Let us now proceed to the tletermiiiaiioii of die value of ./ at

which the plaitpoint coincides with the critical point for the mixture

taken as homogeneous. For ihi> inixiuro the />, 7-ligure is not rounde<l,

hut the \apour and the li(pii(l luaiich touch each other in the |)lait-

point : they also touch the /;, 7-line of the plaitj)oints and the />, 7

-

(RT)' 04
line of the critical points, rrom :=-—(/ follows:

p 27

'Id J' 1 dp da

Td.c p d.v ad.v

RT
and with - =r A (r.v;, if we neglect the variation of ivs) follows :

/'

dT 1 dp dh

Tdx p d.v hdx

T dp
If we put -zi^f,, we find l)v division:

p d I

1 da

a dx '2~fx /, 2
of

J^^ 1—/, /;.—

1

~h dx

as I assumed already before but without a rigorous proof, and

without demonstrating that on account of the probable variability of

{rs] the relation only holds with a high degree of approximation.

If we have two componei ts for which the \alue of / does not

differ much, A,, which will probably lie between f\ and /',, will

not differ much either. For the mixture water-ether fj: may be put

= 7 approximately, at least not far from the ether side, hence we
inii>t determine j: from the ecjuation :

2 (g^,- gj 4- -Ix (gi-f (/, -2g^J _
«i f 2 {a\.^ aj X - (oj ^a^—2a^^) x^

6 b, 4.2(ft,-/0.M-'M^ F^-2^J
40

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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With - = 2,932 or I
y^"'— 1.112 and/= {),^i and with

'' = 4,098

this equation becomes:

0,5579 + 0,816 .r 5 1,197 + 0,702 .r

1 -f- 1,1158 .r f 0.816.r' 6 1 -f 2,394 .r + 0,702 .i-*

For -r = 1 tlie tirst member is equal to 0,468, and the second

member (without the factor -J equal to 0,464, so almost the same.

For d' = the first member = 0,5572, and the second member

equal to 1.197. To obtain equality the factor would have to be

smaller than — . For a- = 0,6, the first member becomes equal to

0,535 and the second member equal to 0,6, so (hat the factor would

be equal to 0,89, w^hich would be slightly too great according to the

/—

2

probable value of/,. Witii /,,= 7,
'-— is equal to 0,8$. Scheffer's

observations, therefore, yield a Nalue for ./ somewhat greater than

the value of .r wdiich satisfies the given etpiation. Possibly tlie

constants occurring in this equation, may have to be revised, and

n |tut somewhat smallei- than 4,098. The \ alue of />,, for ether,

which was found by Schkffek larger tlian 35 (viz. 36,1;, would

also point in tlie same direction. But then / is also reduced to a

smaller value than 0,91.

As may be supposed as known, the pUiitpoints on the />, 7^-lines

for constant value of ,/ do not lie at the highest value of T. Be-

tween the ^•alue of ,r for the minimum critical temperature and that

of the remarkable point they lie on the vapour branch, and in the

remarkable point they are transferred to the liquid branch. But for

the values of .* which differ little from this point, the distance

between vajiour branch and liquid branch is very slight, and in the

point itself the distance is zero. From the values printed by Dr.

vSchf;f*'er in large Ivpe the \'alue of -,, tor the plaitpoint line in

p d 1

the neighbourhood of the rciuarkaltlc point can be, therefore, calcu-

Tdp
lated with close approximation. Then, however, —-- = 9,4 is found

y>dl

even for the highest value of the water-content, and so certainly

higher than
f.,.

From the course of the three-phase pressure this

value is found to be 7,03 at the highest temperature, and this goes

to support the expectation that the three-phase line touches the

plaitpoint line. But at the same time this shows that the remarkable



HI 1

I'""" 'i''^ ^il -oiiifw hal liiiilici water (•(.iiu-iii lliaii ihat ai whirli

Di-. ScHKFiKU has hceii altlc lo coiilirino liis oliscrvalioiis.

If llio liio-liosi point (.f tho llinM'-|.luis(' ///'-lino is taken as liic

remarkable point, one finds the vaine (),(>24 tor ./, from ^
= '^-

//

r 27
^'

with 7'= 202,2 + 2<3 and yy= 5J,8. The value assumed l.v ns Inr

(/^ above, viz. :

aj.z=n^\\ -1.11 58 .^• -f 0,81G .r*

}

or

2.022 — 1 a- 1.1158 .i; + 0,816.r-

would yield 0,627 for the value of ./, and henre for ./ reckoned
from the 2"fl component, the value (),.'i73.

But small ditferences in the data change ,? con.sideral)lv.

So with /=n,y. hence also slightly changed value for "' a value

of ./zrrO.IJS is calcnlated, and .so ./ = 0,32 reckoned from the

ether-.side, which is only slightly higher than the ,r to which
Dr. ScHEFFEK carried up his observations. And that the value of .v

for the remarkable point lies higher, appears also from the value of

Tdp— --, which still ha- the value 9 instead of 7.
p di

If the ratio of the criticiil temperatures of the components is below

the above given limiting value, then minimum Tt is found at certain

vahie of ,r. As has already been stated only itist there where

1 da \ db

r^^~r~i~-' "^^'lien [rs] has the same value for the two components
a dx b dj-

*

and for the intermediate mixtures taken as homogeneous. If (?-.n') differs,

da db d{rs) ^ \ da \ db
then where—— = —- + -r—-r-. For the mixture for which =

,

odx bdx (rsjdfl; a dx b d.v

dTi: di^rs)
--- - =

, hence the minimum has slightlv been shifted to the
7 i^dx ;.« d.r

component for which [rs^ is smallest. l)iif if we disregard this j.robably

small difference, we can derive the following i-nle for the place of

minimum 7'/- Then :

I da 1 dbj:

a dx bx dx

or

(«!, -^i) + {ax+a^— '^a,M _ (^12—^i) 4- {h,+b^— '2b^^)x

40,*
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If both nieiubei'S are multiplied by .r, and subtraeted from 1,

we get :

From the equation deri\ed from this,

:

(«.2-«i) + {a,-{-(i,-2a^^).c ^ {b,,-l>,) + {b,-\-b^~-2b,,).v

«i + («i2
—

«i)'^' *i + {b^.,~b^).v

01

(a,,-a,)(l-.i-)+K-«i.)'^-^ (6,,-6,) (
l-.^^)+(6,-^,).g

or

"ll (^ —-'0 + «, -^' _ ^>12 ('—') + ^2 -^

For the case that ~-=^ or 7)-,= T'a, , ^ve find j' = and
K K

' -

1 + ^n

l + ]/n'

Let us put tiie difference of 7\ and T,^ such that ,r:=l, Just as

for tlie system water-ether. Let us keep 7\ constant, but let us

take T, variable. With decrease of T^ the minimum has got outside

the tigure, and properly speaking (7'/.)min no longer exists. With

increase of 7'^ the minimum enters the figure, and moves towards

smaller ,/•. If 'J\ has increased so much that it has become equal

1

o 7\, X has become equal to . If we then keep T.^ constant,
1-f l/n

so retaining the value which we had assigned to 7\ ar first, and if

we now make the critical temperature of the first component decrease,

1

the minimum lies at still lower value than , and when we

make this value decrease to the amount that we had originally

assigned to 1\, x has become =0. So the minimum always lies on

1

that side where 7V is lowest, reckoned from x = —
.

1+1/7*

If —- is put below the limit tor which there still exists minimum

7/-, and if with the sau'C value of n 1\ ^ 1\ is taken in the first

case, and 7',^ 1\ in the other case, the values of - - are dif-
1 X

fercnt. There is, however, a simple relation between these values,
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viz.
(

:^ -— I = — I —r~
)

• ^^^ arrive at this relation liv wi-itiiig

mTJj^ for ^/, and the value ii>l\f>, for >i^ in the e(|uati()ii

If then 7\ and 7", are interchanged, the jfiven equation is verilied.

Only in the case T^ = T.^
(1-^") '^"^' (p )

'^''^ of course equal

and the value of thi> quaiiiii\ is found e(|ual to -, as \va>- found
[/n

above. If r. := U, ./, = 1.

The two equations,, from which the iriven relation can he derived

are m the first case, if we put = A'^, :

Aj
^

^Aim(i,— 2,)H =

and in the 2'"^ case:

ml ,b,„—o,, a,.— inT„b,„
,\y L}1 11 __ AV/< ('J\-l\) -f

^'^ '-^ = 0.
b, />,

The second equation multiplied l»y such a factor that in this

too the known term becomes equal to that of the tirst equation,

yiel.ls X,y, = -.
n

The increase of pressure, if the .system is entered from the ether

side, is, howe\ er, not so considerable as has been found by Dr. Schkfff.r.

The quantity , whicli appeared to be almost constant, had for

15,45

Z..-

.i-^0,316 the value —'-— = 48.9. It is true that strictlv speaking this

0,316 . 1
^

did not refer to the value of the pressure which we call /a, • l>nt

the difference cannot be great for ,r=:0.3l(j. From the three-phase

pressure which we have calculated, terminatintr at ./• =1 0,373. the

15.7 Lp Lp
value — =r 42,1 would follow for - . 1 he quantitv — tor n.r

0,;73 Lx L.r

can, of course, not be constant. Foi' water this pressure is 190, and

for greater value of .c 'reckoned from the ether side; the quantity



must rapidlv increase. If miniiimio 2\,. is exactly on the ether
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Lp
iniisi J

1 da 1 dh,i

side, then - — = r 7 ~ ^"<^ ^^ ''^^ "^"^^ ^'^^ approximate value of
a dx b,f dx

——= '-. But if (r.y) differs appreciably from 8, an appreciable
/> dx hfj dx

deviation can also occur in this. We find, namely, for y>/^- not exactly

1 rt 1 a 64 dpi 1 (/(/ db,i d{rs)

27 V'
*'^^ ^"^ ~ 27 &7 (^

^^^^ ''^
/^^'^~ « dx~ '^ h^v " " (t^-'

^

1 da 1 (//>,, d,{rs)

the relation = -- —
;—r, bolds for minimum Tj„ also

a a.); b,^ d.v {rs)dx

—— = — . As, however, at present, both tor ether and
pkdx b,f dx {rs)dx

for water the observations at d\r are not sufficient to allow us to

judge about the variability of b, it must be considered impossible

for the present to decide whether irs) differs for these substances,

dp-^

and if so for which of them (rs) is greater. The \alue of ,

pkdx

I dba
which seems greater than — ^t^ wT)uld lead us to expect that f?'*')

hij dx

is smaller for water than foi- ether. If this variability of (^ is attributed

to the compi-essibility of the molecule, the water molecule would be

more compressible than the ether molecule in spite of its simple

structure.

Physics. — " Tlw calculation of the fhermodj/namic potential of

iiiiifures, jnJwn a conihinatioii can take place between the

components." By J. .1. van Laak. (Communicated by Prof.

H. A. LORENTZ.)

1. In Dr. Hoenen's Thesis for the Doctoi-ate recently published ^)

the usual method of calculation also followed by me in the Arch.

Teyler ^) and elsewhere is critised on p. 2—4, with which criticism

I cannot entirely concur.

In the cited paper in Teylek the proldem in ([uestion has been

treated briefly and not xery clearly (in a footnote of a few lines),

^) Theorie der tliermodynamisclie functies van meng^els met icagecreiuie com-

ponenten en hare toepassingen in de phasenleer; Nijmegen, L. (.1. G. Malmberg,

1912.

~) Tlieorie generale de l"associalion de moleciile.s seniblables et de la combinaison

do uiuleculeb dillerenles; Arch. Teyler {2) 11, oujc parlie, p. 1— 97.
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so tliul wliiit has been said llierc can i-asilv {^ive rise (o inisnndoi'-

standiiig.

l)Ul for this very reason I lia\e aflci-waitU oiicc mkhv |"iiI1\- dis-

cussed the matter in the Chemisch Weekbhid 'j. This paper, however,
seems to have escaped the notice of the writer of I lie Thesis.

Fortunately lie admits (see p. 4) that a correct form u hi lias been
used by me, which leads to correct results, I should have been cpute

siitisfied with this, if not some objections called for further elucida-

tion so as to remove any doubt of the validity of the method fol-

lowed by nie in imitation of Gibbs, van dkr Waals and others.

2. It is cleai- that we may tt//r<ii/s' write [for convenience'sake

we consider again the formation of a compound (association) of the

equal molecules of an associating substance, wliich compound is

decomposed to an extent ,-> — I)ut the considerations would, of course,

apply to ani/ compound, also of luiequal components]

:

d[ij„ dva7'
+ (1)

because the free energy xy is a function of both r and {i (T taken

constant). The quantities v^ and ,Jo refer to an arbiti-aiy condensed

gas or liquid state; the quantities 1" and ,? to a ver// lanjc gas

volume, whei'e accordingly i^ api»roaches 1.

Equation 1 is always \alid, for the integration is carried out dluiuj

the line of equilibrium, so that the functions ip then always refer to

states of equilibriuiu, but then
a"?

is always equal to zero in con-

sequence of this equilibrium, and we have simply

F.,5

^,,„, =
.,.,.,-Jg:)^.,.

,1",

''"Oii^O

in this (
—

)
= — j), hence a|)|)lving VA^" df.k Waai,s's e(piation

of state, w'e may write:')

'ii, '3.1

dv, W
^) Beschouwingen over eenige fandamenteelc eigeuscliappen van den lliermody-

namischen potentiaal; Chen?isch Weekblad 1909, N'^ 51, p. 1—8.

2) Kor convenience'sake we suppose viz. dissociation of double molecules to

simple ones, in which n^ :=i — I ,:?, n^ z=z 2^, l^n^ = n^ -j- w, ^ 1 -(- ji.
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in uliich the quantity /? change.^ everii inoiwnf, namely between the

limits of integration ,io and ,i, daring the integration (see also p. 5

of the paper in the Chemisch Weekblad).

But on account of this variability of (? the calculation of (I'O is

rather laborious, because now also ,•? as a function of v and 7' is to

be substituted, and the integration can then give rise to difficulties.'-)

3. It is therefore of importance to sketch a sevond method of

calculation of ^o„i,, iu which the said difficulty is evaded. There is,

of course, not the slightest objection to the method discussed just

now; against the method that will be given now an objection may

be raised, though it leads to correct results, as Dr. Hoenen admitted.

We have namely also

:

c/r, ... (2)

in which, therefore, in the case of expansion to a very large volume

r the degree of dis.socitfhon ,? is kept comtant, viz. equal to that of

the condensed mixture (•?„, which is in internal equilibrium. Now we

do not have ( ^| = <) under the integral sign, for during the

d-i

expansion the internal equilibrium is disturbed, but ' = 0, be-

cause i?
remains constant. Just as above we have also here:

^,,,=^y^,^-J(^dr, (2^)

or also
I 1

being again = — />, after substitution oC the value

for p :

That (!''), to which no objections can be raised, and (2'^) against

which an objection in/g/it hi} advanvQd \e-M\ io ('ntirclg identical vesyihs,

I ha\c' demonstrated in (he cited [)aper in the Ch. W. (p. 7—8),

which furnishes at the same time an iiuinwct proof also of the

') Fur ulso a and b are slill futiclions of ^.



validity of (2''), and it shows that practicallv the possilile (ihjoclioiib

to the validity of (he second nietliod are iin founded.

4. This objection consists in thi-^ that now we do not integrate

along the states of eqnilibrinni, and that it is therefore <ineslional»Ic

whether it is alh)wed to suhslimte the known expression of the

mixture ,:?„ as a function of / and T for ih.^,,.

Dr. HoENEN sa\s : strictly speaking it is not allowed, l»nt after

some extension of the definitiojis of the thermodynamic functions, it is.

I will not argue about this, bnl will only di-aw atlenti(»n to what

follows.

In my opinion it is namely not of the least importance in the

calculation of the fuiudion xV for a nnxturc whether the components

hap|)en to be in ('(juilibriiini or not. For what woidd else be the

meanijig of the statement -. In case of c(juilibrium if- must l>e a nwiunu/n\

How can a function be a minimum udien the values outs'uh' the

minimuin, where therefore there is no internal equilibrium, are

declared inxalidV

Nobody has as yet taken any notice of the said objection, neither

GiBBS in the calcnlation of the state of dissociation of N,()^ , nor

VAN DER Waals^; in his numerous calculations on these subjects, and

in my opinion justly.

For we write the \alue of the function if? for an /'^ri/Z/v/r// mixture

of the components, even though there should be no internal ecpiili-

brium. and tlLcn determine the .vy^e'c/Vf/ values of ,? for which if' becomes

minimum, I from (-— =zO , bv which the required concentration
V VfV/. J

of equilibrium is obtained.

It is namely also possible to regard the mixture lictitiously as

jion-reacting (this fiction is realized in many cases of retardation and

similar ones), and write the expression of if' which the mixture ?<;o/</c/

have if the components really did not interact. For another value of

the ratio of mixing {i there is another value of if'
— and for a

definite value of (i (independent of the constants of energy and

entropy determining the e(|uilibrium; if' will have a smallest value.

Then there is really equilibrium, and now no change in the coiulition

can set in even after ages.

5. Finally I will just reproduce the calculation of § 7 of the cited

paper in the Cdi. W. :p. 7—8), in which the identity of the methods,

represejited by the formulae (I'^i and (2^-), is proved.

V Gf also VAN DEK \VAALS-KoHN.-5iAMM, p. 1-j'J ft seq.
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Let us introduce the function ^ (tlie therniodynauiic potential)

instead of the function if' (the free energ-y) ; then we have to calculate

:

and

(2')

For the simplicity of the calculation of (!'), where we have to

integrate with variable ,?, we suppose that also the state r„, ^3^ is a

gas-state, to which the simple law of Boyle applies.

a. Ciilculation of (1' j. As according to a well-known property :

On, dn„

we get :

?= (1 — /?) ft, + 2^{i, = fii + i? (— (i, + 2/i,),

with - =
»(i

and — ^ '*., ('/, and »/.^ are therefore the molecahw
on^ un.^

potentials of the components), and with //, = 1 — ,?, n.^ = 2,^.

Now on account of the e()uilibriuui (in (!') we have namely

always states of etjuilibriuin) — »/, -j- 'i//.^ = '), hence simply:

? = .":.

i.e. the tofd/ potential of the mixture is equal to the molecular

potential of the tirst (the dissociating) component [or also equal to

twice the potential of the second component].

For n^ we may now further write at the large gasvolume I^:

(i^ — C,~-RT lo;, V 4- IW + RT log (1—/?),

in which C\ is the known temperature function. Hence we may
write for (I'-)

:

?Wo = lC~RTlo!jV+RT+ ETlog{[— 3)] + RT j ^^ dc -p{V-v,).

Now for perfect gases (this follows from the condition of equili-

brium — (tti + ^fi^ = 0):

ds . . (^5 '/'^ ^S (III

1) For .^-- = IS identical with :r— —

-

+ ^ —-- = U, i. e. with
0/i 0«j di^ On, d^

f'l (—1) + M. (-) = 0, ur with -
f,^

-i- 2^, = U.
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l-ii
hence after lo,i>arilIiiiii(' (iiffereiitia!i<>ii :

(«)

80 that llie iiilciii-al becomes

/
(l+/i)(2-/i)

l^= ii + 2 !,>;/

In tliis according to {a)

1-/?
= (^—,^„) !-/"//

hence

and so final Ij :

c. . t\ — RT locj V ^ RT + RT lo,j ( 1— /i)

p^ 1 i
RT {,i— ,'?„) + RT log h

^^/' log—-' -/f^(,^ -,:?,),

because 7>F=:(1 f ,?) irT and y>r„ = (1+ i^o)
^^'/'•

Hence

:

tlie known expression for ^ or [i, vvdien also ''„, j^o I'cfer to a gaseous

state.

If the state i\, .9^ had been a liquid state, the correct expression

would have been found too, but in this case the integration would

have given I'ise to great difticulries.

,1 Calculation of (2'j. Let us write this cipialioii in llie form:

r:^n, . RT

then for the moleculai' [>otential n^ = =ii holds :

J/TT

'RT

because for [perfect gases

'.,,3„

—= ^= =— is no longer dependent
V ^H, . V, V,

on the molecular values n. etc
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Hence :

V

and therefore, if we may again put

(/'i)l-,,3o
= C-, - RT log V -I- RT + i^T% (1 - ^,)

for (Mi)f,/So' ^li^o when there is no equilibrium at the degree of asso-

ciation /?g, finally :

S-o„5o = (f'ik.5„ = C\ - 7^'% .„ + 7?2' + RT lo;, (1 - i^„), . . (2^0

quite identical with (!''). [For
(.'«i )-•„,.s, may namely be written C,.^,,-,,,,

because z?o,i?„ rei>resenls a state of e((uihbrium, and hence ^^=n^
(see above)].

This way, which is much shorter tliaii the preceding, and there-

fore the prevalent one, leads therefore — in spite of (f^)r,,9„ being

changed into its value, if the mixture ,?„ is considered as an arhi-

trary one, i. e. apart from the presence or absence of internal equi-

librium between the reacting components — to the perfectly accu-

rate expression, which we have fountl in (l'^) b}' the much more

lengthy but perfectly unobjectionable way.

Baarn, Oct. 21, 1912.

Botany. — Tlie Linnean metliod of describiwj (iiiatoniLcal .structure.^.

Some remarks conceniuuj the paper of Mrs. Dr. Marie C. Stopes,

entitled: ''Petrifactions of the earliest European Am/iosperrns."

By .]. W. Moll and H. H. Janssomus.

In our "Mikrographie des Holzes der auf Java vorkommenden

Baumarten" we are trying to show that important results in systematic

Botany can be obtained by anatomical investigatiojis concerning the

wood, if these are conchicted \\illi sufficient care. For this purpose

descriptions of the anatomical structure are necessary, made with

careful observance of the rules given by Linne for describing the

external appearance of plants. Of course some additions to these rules

and some aherations have been necessary, because anatomical and

moj-phological facts belong to somewhat different orders of things

and because the microscopic method presents peculiar difficulties.

But in file main it is the liinnean method we a|)|)ly.

The results obtained in the two first volumes of our work are

from a systematic point of view most satisfactoi'y, which we hope

will become still n)orc ap|)arenl, when after some years the work
will be linished. Families, gener-i and in many cases even species



are easilv recoiiiiisililc rinm the aiuiloiiiical >(riictiiic of ilicir uund
alone.

The method used l»v iis. tlioi!,ii:li exlreiiiely >iin|»le and well known
in its [)rinei|)le<, l>y aiming- at a cninplele Mirvey of the anatomical

stiiictnres, an analysis leaviniLi no rest, Ueeomes a \ei-y laborious

task, taxing- railier iieaxiiy llie |»ycliical eneruy of the stndenl. IJiil

a somewhat wide experience in these malier> has tanglit ns that

only by the help of this method, rcsnlts really worth while arc to

be attained in anatomical investigations of every kind.

Thns it is our conviction that the eyes of students in anatomv
must be gi-adually o[)ened to this truth, lint we feci verv well

that this is not a result easily to i>e obtained. It is a notion

widely spread among botanists, that every one having some' general

anatomical knowledge can, without making use of any special

method (n- form, construct with great facility a good and useful

description of anatomical structure. Literature more and less recent

abounds with proofs of the truth of what has been said here. Des-

criptions are to be found e\ erywhere. unripe, incomplete, abounding in

repetitions and omissions, referring to many things with which the

reader is not in the least concerned, unsteady and supported by lots

of necessary and unnecessary drawings. ^)

We cannot see however that up to this date the example we tiy

to give has procured us many followers. Ne\ertheless we want some

because there are most important problems, only to be solved by

the cooperation of many i>olanists using this same Linnean method

of micrography.

Therefore we try to avail ourselves of every opportunity offered,

to show^ the value of our method in obtaining results, vainly aimed

at otherwise.

Thus some time ago we studied the wood of Ci/tisus Aditnn and

its two components C Lahiinium and C. purpHreuM^j au(\ were ablo

to show that the wood of C. A<hnm is that of Lafnmnan, very

slightly altered, it is true, but by no means in a direction tending

to the structni-e of the wood of (J. /mr/nnrus. This result could in

the main have been anticipated from the splendid work of Winkler

and Baik on this subject and in so far may not be accoinited very

interesting-. P>nt it was valuable as a testimony for the usefulness

of our method, because sevei-al othei- !)Otamsts had tried in vain to

identif\- this wood.

ij Alpli. De Candolle. La Phytographie vegetak'.

=2; Recueil d. trav. hot. Neerl. Vol. VIII- 1911. 333.
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Kow again a similac opporltiiiity is offered hv the ])ul)lieation,

some iiioiiths ago, of an elaborate paper by Mrs. Marik C Stopes,

entitled: Petrifactions of the earliest European Angiospernis ^).

In this papei' detailed anatomical descriptions ai'O given of 3

specimens of fossil wood belonging to the collections of the British

Museum of Natural History. These specimens are from the Lower

Greensand, a formation of the Cretaceous Period and are considered

l)v the author as representing the oldest European Angiosperms,

known np to this date. Eor this reason a careful study of the inter-

esting specimens was commenced, and descriptions were made, so

far as the condition of the specimens permitted.

By far the l)est jiresevved specimen was that called Aptiaud

radiatii, gen, et spec. nov. We will oidy treat of this one.

Reading on p. 00 of the paper the discussion of the aflinities of

Aptlnna ruflidtK, the prospect does not ijideed seem very hopeful.

Mrs. Stopes i)oints out that no branch of modern botany is in a

more chaotic condition than that dealing with the anatomy of

Angiosperms, which from a faxonomic point of view must certainly

be admitted.

She considers that it is entirely premature to attempt any dis-

cussion of the possible aftinities of this fossil, "In evidence of this

"I mav mention, that for more than a year I have been showing

'•'this fossil wood to many of the leading botanists of this country,

"Europe, and America, and that among the numerous opinions kindly

"offered, I have i)een told it resembled closely neai-ly every family

"i-anging from the (rm't'di's on one hand to the Mahales on the

"other. This is not to be interpreted to mean that the woods of all

"these families are alike, and that consecjuently classification of them

"is impossible, but it is due to the comparatively few samples that

"any one individual studies and to the great range of variations

"between the woods of so-called species of so-called genera."

Mrs. Stopes concludes: "The genera which 1 was able to examine,

"which showed most |)oints of likeness to the fossil, were some

"species of Loniccrd, of Vihurnum, ui' M(((/iw//'i and o\' L/'rlodendroih

"On this however 1 lay no stress and consider that for the present

"more definite statements regarding possible aftinities would be purely

"theoretical and unpi'()tital)le."

We have cpute another o[»inion. After the reading of Mrs. Stopes'

paper, it occurred at once to us, that AptlaTui could very well

belong to the family of the Ternstrocmlaceae. And knowing, that

1) Phil. Trans, o. t. Roy. Soc. B. Vol. 208. 1912. Pp. 75—100 and Plates 6—8.
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this matter, we proceeded at once to lesiiiiM- our h\pothesis.

For tins purpose the lirsl thiiiu' we iiecfh'd wa-^ a Liiiiiean de-

scription of (he wood of Ait/idiKi ill oi(h'r to (•oiii|>ar(' it with the

several suiiiiiiaii/.inu' dcs('riplioti> of the wood of whole families,

already published in onr "Mikrographie des Ilol/es". Ilavin<i- done this

we found, that our lirst im|)ressio)i had been correct and that A/it/'tnta

was no doubt a plant l^elonging to the family of the Ti^iiislnn'-

miaceae, very nearly allied to the gemis /'jiri/fi, if not belonging

to it indeed.

In order to give the reader the means of judging for himself, we
will now go somewhat more iji detaib first giving the Linnean

description of Ajttidwi, mentioned above, then a translation- of our

description of a species of JCnri/a, given in the "Mikrographie des

Holzes"', and ending with a discussion of the results obtained.

The Liiuiean description of the wood of Aptuinn now following

was of coui'se abstracted from the paper of Mrs. Stopes. The data

thus gathered were arranged in the Linnean fashion, according to a

form for the description of secondary xylem, which we always

use as a basis of our description *). As far as possible Mrs. Stopks'

own words were used and the [)ages wliere they ai-e U) be found

were mentioned. But in some cases, where our interpretation dis-

agreed with that of the writer or where characters were described

only to be seen in the drawings or photos, this was of course im-

possible. These j)assages were printed in italics and if necessary a

footnote e.xplains why it was desiral)le to alter the writer's statement.

Micrography of the wood of Aptiana radial a,

M. C. Stopes, Phil. Trans. Ser. B vol. 203, p. 75.

A slem or branch thick about 3,5 cm.

T o p o g r a p h y.

AnniidI rinii-< structurally recognisable *), the limit of some of the

rings a little difficult to determine; thick about 0.6 mm. (p. 85).

The wnnhtT of vesseU (uul their transverse d'unensions, dlso thf

cavities <>f the fhre-tracheids in the Inner part of the annual ri/n/

1) This form has been publislieJ willi many others in: "J. \V. Moi.i,. Hand-

bock der Bolanisclie Micrograpliie". Groningen. 1907. p. i'K

-) On p. 85 is added : ''but not clearly marked by any noticeable change in

the character of the wood or size of the vessels." By studying PI. 6 Photo 4 and

PI. 7 Photo 6 we have come to an opposite opinion, to that mentioned in the text.
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hinier tJidii ill tlw on/er ; the brcudlh o/' iiicdu/lttri/ lutijs sotnt'tiincs

smaller in the inner part of tlte rimj. l^e.s.scls for the rest inii/orm/i/

(listrihuteil: willi ;i few exceptions isolated and standing separated

fi-oni eaeh oilier in the i-adial rows of til)re-traelieids (Plate 6 Photo

4, Plate 7 Plioto 0, Plate 8 Photo iO and text-fig. J); in one or two

cases 2 vessels standing adjacent in the tangential direction, Unt such

pairs are rare (p. 85) and disturb remarkably little the radial rows

of (he tibre-tracheids (p. 86). FUn-e-trarhcids : the wood appearing

be entirely composed of tibre-tracheids ; arranged with considerable

regularity in radial rows ([). 80). Wood parenehi/ma scarce and

possibly wanting; seyei-al times lying just liehind vessels, spannijig

the distance between the I'ays (text-fig. 1 and p. 80). }feduU<(rii rai/s^)

in 2 kinds. The most numerous principally 1-seriale, 4 to 10 cells

in height and simple [Kinfaelie Xfarlstrahh'n, Mikrographie I. 59).

The other kind 4 cells wide — a few 8 or 2 — a dozen cells in

height •'), often composite fZasammeinjesetzti' Marlstrahlen, Mikro-

graphie I. 59)'), consisting of 3 stories. Between the mnltiseriate

rays innumerable 1-serate rays (p. 86). The medullary rays running

between almost e\ery 2 radial rows of traclieids and vessels (p. 84)

and in such a way that nearly e\ery fibre or vessel is in direct

contact with theui (p. 86, see also p. 90). 'J'he eeds of 1-seriate rays

1) A character, described by Mrs. Stopes (p. 87) as a noticeable feature, is llie

way of dying out or dwindling down to 1 cell thick in transverse- section of the

broader rays (I'l. 6 Photo 3 and 4 dm and text-fig. 4). The authoress says herself

:

"wliile it is very possible that, as both Prof. Oliver and Dr. Scott liave suggested

"to me, this is due to tiie rays therein lying somewhat oblique, in a radial sense,

"so that any transverse section passes through them, yet it remains an unusual

"feature in the truly transverse section of the wood, and gives it the character

"shown in text-fig. 4, which separates it from any wood with which I am acquainted."

Without doubt the explanation given by Prof. Oliver and Dr. Scott is the right

one. In our invesligations we have very often met with tlie same phenomenon,

which is represented in a considerable number of our figures, e. g. 16, l24, 34,

38, 40, 41 etc., also in (hat of E/ni/a aruminaUi, given below.

~; Plate 6 t^liotn 5 shows that these rays can be at least 8 times this number

of cells in lieight.

•') The term zmaynmengesetzte. Murkstrahlvn was first used by us in our Mikro-

graphie as cited above. The definition of the term is given tliere as follows

:

"aus in senkrechter Ivichtung iiljcreinander gestellten, regelmassig abwecliselnden

1- und mehrscbicliligen 'feilen zusammengesetzt. Die cinscliichligcn Telle fast

immcr aus aufrechten Zellen aufgebaut ; stets das oberste und unterste Stockwerk

bildend. Die mehrschichtigen Teile last immer aus liegenden Zellen aufgebaut."

The study of p. 87 of Mis. Stupes' paper, textTig. 3 and 5, Plate 6 Plioto 5

and Plate 8 Photo 11 will convince the reailer, that our description, as given in

the text, is correct.
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having the same shape as those of the l-serlate stories of the com-

posite rays (PI. 6 Photo 5).

Description of t li e elements.
I. Vessels. R. and T. 28 to 40 n, about So »<

being tiie commonest size. Roughly circular cylinders.

Transverse walls placed very obliquely, with scalari-

fonji perforations and horizontal rungs, see fig. 1
').

WalU thickened, but not remarkably so and the

lignified wall much thinner than that of the adjacent

cells (fibre-tracheids) ; — with irregularly placed

simple round or slightly oval pits p. 86).

II. Fibre-tracheids R. and T. 15 to 50 (r) [x, the

radial dimension often somewhat smaller tiian the

tangential; 4- to 6-, generally 6-anguhir. Walls in

II
,|

most cases thickened, the lumen of the cells 7, or

\\
'111 less that of its whole diameter (see PI. 8 Photo 10

1

' and text-fig. 1); — with bordered pits, on the

Pj^ Y
tangential walls at least as numerous as on the radial

AptianarocUaia 'P- ^^' ^^- ^ ^'^0^0 10, and text-fig. 1;; arranged

Slopes. Transverse in 1 and in a few cases in 2 slightly irregular rows,
wall of vessel: show-

^^^^ ^.^^,^, (.i^ggj^- arranged in vertical position, each
ing scalanform per- ' ° \ > ^

•

foratiou.Reproduct- being spaced at a distance from its neighbour roughly
ion of text-fig. 2 of gqu^l to its own diameter: borders of pit-chambers
Mrs. Stopes paper. . , r^/,

'

Circular (p. 8b).

III. Wood parencliyma. Cells on a transverse section somewhat

elongated in the direction of the circumference of the vessels. (PI. 8

Photo 10 and text-fig. 1). Walls thickened; — with only simple pits.

Contents more blackened than that of other cells (p. 86).

IV. Cells of medullary rays. Walls thickened; pitted (see PI. 8

Photo 10 ///, and p. 89).

Having completed this description we compared it with the general

descriptions of the wood-anatomy of the several families, published

in the two first volumes of our "Mikrographie des Holzes". It was soon

found that the only family with which the characters of Aptiana

coincided and did so in a very satisfactory manner, was indeed that

of the Ternstroemiaceae.

1) On p. 86 Mrs. Stopes says: *In longitudinal section not many of the vessels

show the character of their walls, but those lliat do, have broad, simple scalariform

pitting^ (see text-fig. ;2/". If a regular Linnean description had been made, this

mistake would no doubt liave been avoided.

4i

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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We now sought in this famih- among the species of which a full

description was given, for tliat which corresponded in the largest

number of most essential characters with Aptiana. We found that

this was the case with Eurya acuminata and we reproduce here a

literal translation of this description, as given in our Mikrographie,

but somewhat shortened for the reader's convenience, by omitting all

those characters of which no mention is made in the description of

Aptiana.

If the reader will compare the two descriptions with each other,

he can judge for hiuiself of the validity of Aptiana's claim to be

considered as a member of the family of the Ternstroemiaceae.

Micrography of the wood of E u r y a a c u m i n a t a,

DC. Mem. Ternstr. 26.

A stem or branch of about 7 cm.

T }) g r a p h y. See tig. 2).

Annual rings, especially iu the sample

most minutely examined, fairly distinct

;

0.35 mm to 2.5 mm thick. In several

rings a period in the number of vessels

and the transverse diameters of vessels,

fibre-tracheids and wood parenchyma cells,

in the 2 last named elements especially

of the radial diameter ; the maximum of

this period about in the middle of the

-Zf ring, the minimum in the outer lower

than in the inner part, especially for the

radial diameter of the fibre-tracheids. The

limits of the rings sometimes more distinct,

by the number of \essels in the different

rings being unequal. On the limits of the

Eurja acuminata. Transverse rings the medullary raA s mostly somewhat
s^eclion. Zg Annaal nngs

;
G

^,.oader. Vessels for "the rest regularlv
Vessels ; Ml" ibre-lracheids ; r o .

Wood parenchyma; Ms Medull- distributed : almost always isolated, only
ary rays. y^^y seldom in pairs. Fibre-tracheids con-

stituting the groundmass of the wood ; only now and then in radial

rows. Wood parenchyma scarce, scattered between the fibre-tracheids

;

when bordering on vessels, on the inner side of these only. Medul-

lary rays in 2 kinds. The most numerous generally 1-, in the middle

sometimes 2-seriate, 6 to 30, mostly 10 to 15 cells in height and

jlmM
Fig. 2.
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simple. The second kiml '.i- to 6-soriate, up t<» 15(1 cells in liei^Hii,

often composite and consisting of 3 stories. The absolute height of

the tlrst kind of medullarv rays smaller tiian that of the latter.

Between 2 multiseriate medullarv rays mostly some J -seriate. The
medullary rays laterally separated by 1 to 4 rows of lihre-tracheids

often adjoining vessels. The cells of the J -seriate rays resembling

those of the 1-seriate stories.

Description of the elements.

I. Vessels. R. 25 to 80 /<, T. 20 to 70 .t Elliptical and circular

cylinders or multilateral prisms with rounded edges. Transverse walls

placed very obliriuely, showing scalariform perforations with 50 to

125 horizontal rungs. The scalariforuily perforated part of the trans-

verse walls sometimes 500 it in length. Walk 1.5 n thick ;
— with

numerous transversely elongated bordered pits, when adjoining each

other; — with very numerous elongated bordered pits, when adjoining

fibre-tracheids
;
— with a few simple and numerous elongated one-

sided bordered pits, when adjoining wood parenchyma cells and

upright ray-cells ;
— with unilateral bordered pits, when adjoining

procumbent ray-cells.

II. Fibre-tracheids. R. 20 to 30 n, T. 25 to 35 ii 4- to 8-angular.

Willis thick 6 to 8 n ;
— with numerous elongated bordered pits,

when adjoining vessels or each other ; these pits more numerous on

the tangential than on the radial walls ; borders of pit-chambers

circular or somewhat elongated in a \crtical direction, e.g. 5 by (> //.

III. Wood pare7ichf/ma cells. Those adjoining vessels mostly elon-

gated in the direction of the circumference of the vessels. WalL-

thick 1.5 f*
;
— with a few simple, and numerous elongated 1-lateral

bordered pits, when adjoining ves.sels ; with elongated 1 -lateral bor-

dered pits, when adjoining fibre tracheids ;
— with simple pits when

adjoining each other or ray cells. Contf^nts -. scunetimes a few starch

grains and some red brown mass on the transverse walls.

IV. CV//.y of medullary rays. Walls thick 1.5 n or more; pits the

same as in the wood parenchyma cells.

A simple comparison shows, that there is a coincidence in almost

eveiy particular, such as cannot be the outcome of accidental cir-

cumstances and as in classifying systematic botanj- must needs lead

to identification. As leading features in this comparison we consider

the very oblicpie transverse walls of the vessels, with their scalari-

form perforations; the groundmiiss of the wood consisting of fibre

tracheids; the excessive scarcity of woodparenchyma and the oc-

41*
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Ciirrence of composite medullary rays — all of which are characters

not found in many families and coinciding only in that of the

Ternstroemiaceae, Staphyleaceae and in some of the Ohcineae. But the

two last could be excluded by dillerences in several other characters.

The objection might perhaps be made, that in our "Mikrographie

des Holzes" we have studied only a comparatively small number

of families, viz. 33, up to this date, and that it would by no means

be impossible, that afterwards another family might be found coin-

ciding as well or even better than that of the Ternstroemiaceae

with the characters found in Aptiana. But we are going right through

the system, following the Genera Plantarum of Bentham and Hooker.

Thus this objection implies the probability, that in a region of the

system far distant from the Ternstroemiaceae a family will be

found showing an anatomical structure of the w^ood coinciding in

almost every particular with that of the Ternstroemiaceae. Our

experience in wood matters leads us to tax this probability as

infinitely small. But we do not know^ what lengths some botanists

mio-ht go in such a matter. The argumentation stated above thus led

us to the scientific conxiction that Aptiana belongs to the Ternstroe-

miacea.

Having reached this point, we tried, making use of the analytical

key for the identification of the species in our Mikrographie and

comparing the descriptions of the species whether some nearer ally of

Aptiana than Eari/a acuminata could be found. H" the reader does

the same, he will be led to Eurya japonica and E. glabra. There-

fore we think that the genus Eurya may safely be considered as a

most near ally of Aptiana, leaving it undecided wdiether both could

be united with each other in the genus Eurya, which howe\'er to

us does not seem improbable.

In conclusion we want to say some words on the work of Mrs.

Stopes and on the character of the observations made by us. In the

foreground must be placed the fact that for the whole of our know-

ledge of Aptiana we are indebted to the careful work of Mrs.

Stopes. But we can go farther and trust, that the reader will not

have mistaken our work for a criticism of Mrs. Stopes' paper. If

we had not indeed considered this paper as a very fair specimen

of what at this time may be called good anatomical work, we could

not have written as we have done. That bad work does not produce

good results is a truth, which we by no means w^ant to prove. We
do not ci'iticize a special paj)er, but the method or rather the want

of method still prevailing in almost all anatomical w^ork published at

this day. And we think that we have shown how a research on a
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very interesting subject, bringing to light a most interesting palae-

ontologieal result and ably conducted, niiglit have brought us still

nearer to the truth if the Linnean method had been used in making
the descriptions.

This method indeed asks much of the investigator's time and
energy and the use of it caji only be learnt l)y patient study. But

we mean to say, that at some future time a botanist of Mrs. Stopes'

power will not be satisfied with descriptions of anatomical structures

made without the use of the Linnean principles of micrograpiiy.

Groningen, Oct. '2\^^' 1912.

Bacteriology. — ''On the reaction velocity of Micro-Oir/amsma".

By Prof. C. EiJKMAN.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 28, 1912).

I. Velocity of disinfection.

Micro-organisms have been the object of various researches as

regards the \elocity of their reaction, wdien exposed to external

agents. From the experimental e\'idence brought forward it appeared,

that, considerable differences exist between individuals of the same

species, of the same stock, nay of the same culture : they do not

react all aiiout at the same time, but the reaction proceeds in an

orderly manner.

It is especially the orderly progress of disinfection of bactei'ia,

under the influence of germicidal agents, either chemical or thermal,

which, in virtue of its vital importance for theory as well as for

practice, has recently been studied by several iiuestigators.

Attempts have even been made to find a mathematical formula

for this gradual process. As 1 stated before ^) Madsen and Nyman

arrived at the conclusion^) that in the disinfection of anthrax spores

the reaction proceeds according to the equation for the so-called

"unimolecular reactions". This view found favour with most experi-

menters.

When the reaction is illustrated graphically by plotting the results

(abscissae representing the times and ordinates the numbers of survivors),

a "curve of survivors" is obtained, having the shape of ^. This

^) Proceedings of the Meeting of 27 Feb. 1909.

2) Z. f. Hyg. u. Inf. Kr. Br.d. 57, 1907.
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being an exponential cur\e, will become a straight line inclining

to the abscissae, if we take the logarithms of the numbers of

survivors instead of the numbers themselves.

By expressing the results of the experiments logarithmically, we

can see at a glance whether, and how far, they are in accordance

with the formula, or whether they depart from it ; the absolute

values being immaterial in this case, I used for my calculations

Brigg's logarithms in place of natural logarithms, (cf. H. Chick).

In order to account for their results Madsen and Nyman regard

anthrax spores as an aggregation of individuals of differing resistance.

If however this dissimilarity were decisive, a totally different type

of "curve of survivors" could be expected, as I demonstrated in the

Biochem. Zeitschrift (Bnd, 11. 1908). Conformably to the frequency-

curve of Quetelet-Galton au accumulation of deaths could then be

expected at an average moment of the process, the rest of the spores

with a lower or higher resistance, dying before or after it in gradually

lessening numbers. Consequently the curve of survivors would neces-

sarily assume the "\^-form or, when represented logarithmically, the

"N-form and not the shape of \. (see also tig. 6, page 637).

Experiments with bacillus coli, published by me in a previous

paper really brought forward a curve very much like it, wliich

however differed from the one expected in not being symmetrical,

as the first half of the germs were killed in much shorter time than

the second.

In the case of anthrax spores I obtained since that time results

in fair accordance with Madsen and Nyhan's experience, just as

H. Chick ^), Reichenbach ') and others did.

a. Experiments with anthrax spores.

Pig. 1 shows the results of three experiments on disinfection

at 80°, 84° and 90°, expressed logarithmically. Their accordance

with the formula may be called very satisfactory. The deviations

from the straight lines, inclining to the abscissae, are indeed

slight. An exception is noticed only at the beginning of the experi-

ment at 80°, where there is hardly a fall in the number of bacteria

during the first few minutes. The same had occurred very regularly

in my prexious experiments with Bacillus coli. This period of lag

1 then took to be an incubation. I learned since, that an analogous

1) The Journal of Hygiene, Vol. VIII 1908, Vol. X, 1910.

2) Z. f. Hyg. u. Inf. Kr. Bnd. 60, 1911.
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phenomenon is observed in purely chemical reactions, and is called

•'induction" ^).

For mv experiments I used again suspensions of spores. Of every

sample, selected at definite intervals of time, 4—5 parallel cultures

were plated, of which 1 took the average. If the numbers did not

mutually agree the expeiiment was considered to have failed.

.00

O 10 20 30 40 50

Minutes

Fig. 1. Disinfection of anthrax spores by heat.

T.ABLE I. Anthrax spores at 80^

Time
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For an easy survey and comparison of results I started in my

graphical illustration from 1000 living bacteria, the numbers obtained

by the experiment underwent a corresponding reduction.

Table I contains the numerical data resulting from an experiment.

As I stated before, Madsen and Nyhan's interpretation of the

conformitv in. the process of unimolecular reactions and the disin-

fection of anthrax spores is open to doubt. Willi greater consistency

H. Chick avers not only that the two processes agree outwardly

but are even completely analogous :

"The fact that the individuals do not die all at once but at a

"rate proportional to the concentration of the survivors at a given

"moment, is to be attributed to temporal and rhythmical changes

"in resistance, which by an analogy with chemical processes, may

"be supposed to be due to temporary energy changes of the con-

"stituent proteins."

Thus putting bacteria on a level with molecules has raised some

objections. Reichel ^) remarks that this is admissible only if the

chances of the germs being attacked by the active mass of the

disinfectant were not the same for all bacteria, which in an homo-

geneous liquid is possible only for particles commensurable as to

number and size, such as molecules, not however for micro-organisms

and molecules. Reichenbach thinks so too. He can hardly imagine,

that considering the vast ditference in size, not all bacteria should be

under the same circumstances, relative to the molecules of the germicide.

Still less can it be maintained that the bacteria must reach the'

thermal deathpoint in succession. Moreover considering, that the type

of ihe curve of survivors is not at all determined by the character

of the noxious agent, Reichenbach is induced to think, that the cause

is to be looked for only in the micro-organisms themselves, i.e. that

differing resistance decides the order of their destruction. The same

observer adduces theoretical and experimental evidence to prove,

that resistance depends chiefly on the "age" of a generation and

shows, by a mathematical treatment, that a culture, having been

developed in a definite manner, may contain generations, which,

when classified according to their ages form a geometrical series.

Assuming moreover that the individual resistance of the cells in-

creases with the age of the generation, this would afford solid ground

to account for the orderly progress of disinfection.

It seems to me that this attempt to settle the question is some-

what artificial, its weak point being that Reichekbach, on the basis

1) Biochem. Z. Bnd. 11, 1908.
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of his supposition, shows only how a gt'ometriciil series cmi come
forth, not liowexer wliy it always initst do so, lor example in the

case of anthrax spores, in spite of varying conditions of growth.

This points to a regularity as to the age-distrihiilion, wliich of Kself

requires an explanation. In my ()|)inion, (he one jmi forward l»y

Rkic'HKNBAch is inade(iualc.

It would seem then that, if we have to lind an explanation, the

only way would be to consider the progress of disinfection to he

mainly a physico-chemical phenomenon. M adskn and Nyman and

Chick lend further supjiort to this view by agreeing that van 't Hoff's

temperature coefficient appears to be ai)plicable in tliis case.

It may indeed be called in question, whether this material allows

of a mathematical treatment, since it can hardly be worked with

without committing serious experimental errors. Consequently, as I

pointed out in my first paper, the experimental data of the researchers

just mentioned, were far from accurate. Their results however, having

been corroborated by several other observers, their opinion that the

proces.s of disinfection exhibits some analogy to a uni molecular

reaction, can no longer be disputed. Setting aside experimental errors,

divergencies from the regular process should then be ascribed to

individual differences in resistance.

b. Bacillus coli.

It seems that the individual dilferences mentioned above are more

frequently displayed by vegetative forms than by spores, anyhow
they show many more departures from the regular process.

H. Chick found no less than three types of the curve of survivors

for the disinfection of staphylococcus pyogenes aureus with hot

water. I also refer to Figs. 2 and 3, giving the logarithmic curves

for the disinfection of bac. coli respectively by heat and with 0,5%
phenol. It will be seen from Fig. 2 how three coli-cultures A, B
and C, though taken from the same stock, when killed by heat,

yield very different types. B is the only one that corresponds with

the type of the unimolecular reaction. C show^s a marked departure,

A only a slight one in the opposite direction.

In order to give an idea of the degree of accuracy of this kind

of investigations I once more subjoin all the quantitative results of

an experiment in Table II. We know that plate-culture is not a

very precise quantitative method. Sets of parallel cultures not seldom

yield essential dilferences, even though the sampling may have been
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performed with the greatest caution. Our results however, as may
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ritlimic curves of survivors that differed for

various cultures. (Fig. 3.).

Botii diveit from tlie straiglit line, so tiie

reaction- or disinfection velocity is not con-

stant : tiiat of .1 increases in the progress

of the process, whereas that of C diminishes ').

The same types were also observed by H.

Chick in the case of vegetative organisms.

Type C was also found by Rkichenbach

(cf. tab. XIV—XVI I.e. , who worked with

very young paratyphus cultures that were

killed off by heat at 47—49^. When the

culture was older than 13 hours, the expo-

nential curve became smoother, once how-

ever it assumed the shape of type A.

Reichenbach attributes the tendency to

depart from the straight line in very young

cultures to the relatively large number of

low-resistant individuals present. It is remark-

To 20 30 able, that H. Chick's experience is just the

,,. , reverse : the value of k diminishes in the
Minutes

Fig. 3. Colicultur ^
j
0.5 ^'^"''^^ ^^ ^''^ process for the older cultures,

„ B 1 phenol whereas for the younger ones k is smaller

~" and approximately constant.

As for my own experiments (with Bacillus coli\, for the sake of

uniformity in my material I invariably worked with very young

cultures and found, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 departures in either

way. Added to the contradictory results of the observers mentioned

above, this seems to suggest that the age of ilic culiure does not

determine the form of the curve of survivors.

c. Yeast cells.
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It being possible that large cells might lead to other results than

small ones, I also made some experiments with yeast cells.

There is perhaps some reason to suppose that speaking generally,

in disinfection experiments, whether wiih thermal or chemical agents,

the individuals are destroyed, because the cells, suspended in the

liquid, are attacked by molecules, whose caloric velocity exceeds

A) The cultures referred to in Fig. 3 and Fig. 2 are not identical, though from

the same slock.
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a certain limit. A slow process would induce us to think, that these

active molecules with a caloric velocity far beyond the average,

are only small in number, all the rest being comparatively indiffe-

rent. The micro-organisms are then as it were exposed to a contin-

nous shower of bullets (the active molecules) and if this shower be

not too dense they will be destroyed in succession and in obedience

to the mass-law. Thus the analogy with the unimolecular reaction

would be rendered intelligible.

Now, just as in a shower of bullets, the number of "hits" in our

case depends on the size of the targets, the larger the individuals

are, the more regularly the hits Avili be distributed among them.

We were therefore justified in supposing that, whereas tjje smaller

organisms behave in analogy to the unimolecular reaction, the

individual differences of resistance existing among the larger ones

become more prominent and express fiiemselves in the form of the

curve of survivors.

I do not mean to attach great importance to this illustration, nor to

offer its validity as a point to be discussed. I only wanted to set

forth why I extended my experiments to larger organisms also.

Numbers of

germs

uuu 3
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First of all expL'i'iiiienls were made with BhMurmjces rosea, a

fairly iiniforin material, consisting of well isolated cells ; their size

exceeds that of anthrax spores 90 times in volume and twenty times

in surface. The curve of survivors corresponds with type .1 of

Bacillus coli, i. e. the value of I: increases continuously during

the experiment (Figs. 4 and 5 .

The same type appeared invariably also in working with a pure

culture of press-yeast.

Numbers of

germs log. Suppose the structure of the rul-

loooi.^ -^-— ^^
I

1

1

3-00 tures according to various degrees

i\ r^v^
I

of resistance had in this case deter-

8oo 1 \ X^ 1^-00 mined the shape of the curve of

\ ^\ survivors, it would not accord

6oo \ y-i.oo entirely with the law of fluctuating

\ \ variability ((^uetelet-Galtonj. If it

400 \ 1 o did, the curves would look like those

ill Fig. 6. Intermediate between these

200

i

I
, ^^ ;^nd the types of the unimolecular

N, reaction are the curves found for

^Vw- yeast cells.

Fis. 6.

d. Small and large spores.

Reichexbach published experiments with the spores of a small

saprophytic bacillus. The results differed from those with anthrax

spores. The order of dying was not in accordance with the formula

for the unimolecular reaction, whether disinfection had taken place

by heat or with sublimate. During the process the value of ^•

increased progressively.

As a specimen of small spores I selected those of bacillus subtilis;

ill all my experiments the results obtained evinced a fair accordance

with the formula of the unimolecular reactions. Only towards the

end of the reaction Jc was always inclined to decrease slightly.

This peculiarity is indeed also noticeable in ray experiments with

anthrax spores (cf. Fig. 1). It is much more conspicuous with large

spores (see Fig. 8 and Table III). Here we had to do with spores

of a particularly big bacillus obtained by chance from the dust settled

in a room. Their dimensions are about twice as long as those of anthrax

S]>ores. Four experiments, in which the spores were disinfected by
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heat showed invariably that there was at a given moment a rather

great fall in the disinfection velocity (Fig. 8).

Number



II. Velocitij of (jennindtiun.

Germination of spores is to l»e looked upon as a reaction to

the favourable conditions of the nutrient medium. As will appear

later on, this reaction can be very rai)id at the beginning and is

very sensitive either way : in a negative as well as in a positive

sense. For when favourable and inhibitory influences coincide, the

spores are not to be decoyed from their tents: they do not develop.

It seems problable therefore that they permanently keep in touch

with their medium, from which they arc not isolated by their mem-
brane as completely as is commonly admitted.

According to Koch and others, who watched the process under the

microscope, spores take rather a long time (^one or more hours)

to germinate. Still in this respect individuals differ greatly. When
examining the suspended drop, we shall see after some time besides

fully developed spores, others still in their original state, and,

betw^een these two extremes, others again in various stages of

germination.

We alluded to the possibility of indications of growth being given

at the very outset. Weil^j, among others, discovered that after

JO minutes' sojourn in broth at 37^, out of 8600 anthrax spores

only 60 remained resistant, when heated up to 80^ for a short time.

This rather surprised him, as he deemed it not likely that the greater

portion of the spores should have germinated so rapidly and hence

should have become vulnertible at a temperature of 80°. Yet, as also

FiscHOEDER-) remarks, this is the best way to account for Weil's

experience, which seems to prove that germination can begin very

soon, when the circumstances are favourable. Similarly Fischoeder

found in his microscopic obser\ation of some S[)ores, already after

5—10 minutes, such alterations in their appearance and in their

behaviour towards colouring matter as pointed to germination in an

initial stage.

The large spores worked with in my experiments on disinfection,

published in this paper, were also now selected for my material.

Their very size enables us to perfectly control the process of germi-

nation. Their growth optimum is 37° C.

The results I obtained, fully confirmed the observations of Weii,

and Fischoeder. I agree with the latter, that the decrease of resistance

towards heat after a short incubation in bi-oth or serum at a favourable

1) Arch. f. Hyg. Bnd. 39, 1901.

2) G. f. Bakt. I. Bnd. f.l, 1909.
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temperature, is to be considered as the initial indication of a gerini-

nating process, not only on the basis of microscopic observation,

but also because of the fact, that there is no decrease, when ger-

mination is arrested, for instance bj' adding to the broth V, 7o phenol,

or by raising its temperature to 50°.

Weil's and Fischoeder's numerical data do not practically point

to an orderly progress of the germination, which was indeed evidenced

by our experiments.

Fig. 9, where logarithms of numbers are plotted against time,

illustrates graphically the decrease of the thermostable spores in

broth. The logarithmic curves, represented by straight lines, prove

that germination proceeds in accordance with the formula for uni-

molecular reactions.

When germination does not take place at the temperature optimum,

in consequence of which the process will be slower, again a period

of induction is distinctly noticeable. At 50° there was not any

decrease of the resistance, throughout the whole experiment.
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The cxpei-imeiits laiiglit that the \alnc ut" /• is jiot well nigh

(•oiistaiit, but diminishes progi'essively, so tiiat the logarithmic curve

is convex on the side of the abscissae. (Fig. 11).

Since it was evident from Fig. 1 that anthrax spores were vulne-

rable at a temperature of 80°, the sam])les were heated up before

plating to 70° only.

111. Con chi.b-ions.

1. As regards disinfection of micro-organisms (vegetative forms

as well as spores) some species are killed off in an orderly progress

analogous to the process of a unimolecular reaction.

In the case of other s[)ecies the velocity of disinfection is not

constant, but either deci-eases or increases in the course of tlie process.

However with them a certain regularity is also to be observed, viz.

apart from the period of induction, the value of k alters in the same

experiment contijuiously in the same sense.

Most often every species has a detinite type expressing the orderly

progress of its disinfection. .Some thei-e are however affording different

types in different cultures of the same species: for this \ariability

no satisfactory interpretation can be given.

It is still a matter of doubt,, whether the progress of disinfection is

chiefly a physico-cheniic phenomenon, or whether differing individual

resistance of micro-organisms of the same culture play a principal

part in the process.

2. A striking analogy is to be observed in the orderly progress

Disinfection Germination

Small spores

Anilirax sp res

Large spores

Fig. 12. Types of logarillimic curves.



of ut'iiiiiiialiuii (if >|Mnv> tn that ol" <li>iiilrctinii. I'lircc s|tocii's were
examined. With two of thciii (h-\ <'ht|»iii»'iii l(Mik phicc in acconlanrc-

wilh the foiniiila of the iiiiiiiioleciilar loaelions.

The i-eaelioii-,<4enninatiiiy- veloeilv of the thir<l <|iocies liowever was
not eonstant, l)nt decreased |uo^ressivel\

.

For the same species the oideilv jirogress of di-iid'eetion and

germination do noi alwavs auree as to their types liir. 12).

Physics. — ''On tlw second rtrni/ coefjicunif for montttoinlc t/a.ses,

and for /ti/droi/i'n hi'lon- tlw llovi.K-/H'/y//". Il\ W. II. Kkksom.

Supplement N". 2li to the Coinnnmieations fr(jin the Physical

Lal)oratory at Leiden. ( "oninnniieateil l>y Prof. H. K \Mi'.Ri.tN(iH

( >NNES).

^N 1. IntroJurtiun. In Snp[)i. N". 25 .Sept. "J 2, a conipari.son was

made between the experimejital data at pre-ent available concerning

the second viriai coefficient, B, lor monatomic gases, and the relations

for the variatioji of B with temperature deduced in Snppl. X". 24

(.lime "12 from certain detinite assunipiions concerning the structure

and the mode of action ol' the molecules. Iji continuation of that

investigation the present i)aper supplies a similar comparison for the

raonatomic gases, and also, in view of the correspondence ol)tained in

\ Zd of Suppl. No. 25 between these gases and hydrogen below

the BoYLE-point, for hydrogen, loo, i]i that region of temperature.

Until such time as the theories introduced i>y Xkhn-st and Einstkin

concerning the application of the quantum hypothesis to the rotations

of the molecules have been further developed, only the suppositions

made in .Supjil. No. 24/y § .5 are of any account as simplified

assumptions if the specific heats of those gases are taken into

account : according to those assumptions the molecules behave as

if they were smooth rigid spheres of central structure, attracting

one another with a force which is a tunction of the distance

between their centres and is directed along the line joining their

centres. As was done tow ards the end of § 5 of Suppl. No. 24/>,

this function is more closely specified by asstiming that the attraction

potential may be put ecpial to —r~'i where y is a constant '). It

h Vov the present comparison is postponed with the assumption made by

Taxnkb, Diss. Basel 1912, in which, for simplicily, the action of the attractive

force is supposed to be completely localised in a thin concentric spherical shell

surrounding the molecule supposed spherical.

42*
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is true that without further evidence one is rather disinclined to

regard such a distance law for the attraction potential as a funda-

mental property of tlie nionatomic atom, and, should agreement with

experiment be obtained with any definite value of q, one would

like to obtain a deeper insight into the structure of the atom which

would lead to the same law of distance for the resultant of the

probable electric forces originating at various points of the atom
;

yet it is still clear that the results eventually obtained in the present

paper for the index r/ can give important indications of the direction

in which cue must look for the development of the correct atomic

model.

§ 2. A comparison was first made between the experimental data

and the h^'pothesis of rigid spheres of central structure exerting

central attractive forces upon one another proportional to r~^n-\-^)

where q is a constant (potential energy pro[)ortional to — r~'i). This

was done, following § 2 of Suppl. Ko. 25, by moving the log B^,

log 7'-diagrani for the experimental substance over the J]^, log/iu-

diagram, where, following equation (42) of Suppl. No. I^h,13 13 13
I

7, = log 1 hv (hv)-' UivY • • • (1)

"I 9-3 2!2g-3^ ^ 3! 3^—3^ ^
i

For the meaning of h and r reference may be made to § 5 of

Suppl. No. 24/>. The scale was again 0.005 to the mm. and log hv

was again drawn increasing in the direction opposite to that in

which log T increases.

In this connection it is to be noted tiiat when 7 is just slightly

greater than 3, and then r must be taken small in comparison, the

terms of equation (1) inxolving the square and higher powers of

hv are small in comparison with the preceding term. The variation

of B with temperature then becomes the same as in the case of the

assunq)tion of constant (/„ and by,- . Hence comparison of experiment

with the hypothesis of co]istant values of rtw and h^-, can be made

the same as comparison with the present assumption concerning the

attraction potential with a value for y which is but slightly greater

than 3.

^ 3. Arqon, and hi/dro(/e?i heloio the BoYLVj-iniuif.

a. in the case of aigon ^) the deviations of the experimental points

1) As in Suppl. No. 25 § 3d the individual virial coefficients of Comm. No. 118^

have been used. In Comni. No. 128, June 1912, Kamerlinc4H Onnes and

Chommelin gave values of Bac:\) adjusted according to the temperature polyno-

mial of the empirical equation of state ; in these were included the lowest three

temperiituros, for which only a few points of the isotherms were observed and
for which, individually, no sufficiently reliable values for the coefficients could be

calculated ; these, therefore, must be regarded as known with less certainty than
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tVoiii ihe ciirxes t(»r 7 sIIliIiIIv Liicatcr ihaii o (</„ and />,, coii.st. , fur yz=:4,

and tor Y =r 5 wrvc all Ibr.iid lo he i-clativeiy small. With the expe-

rimental material at presoiil a\ailalile t'oi- llii> Lias ii is (lilViciill to siMtle

the question as to which of these three \ allies uives the best afireement

(cf. Fiu'. J\ An extension of the tem|)eratnre region for which Jj is

known for aruon, |)aitieularl\ lo\\ar(U liie rej^ion of lower temperatures,

as is already contemplated l>y K \MKin.iN(in ()n.m> and ( 'kommki.in,

will be ^cf. Fig. 1) of the urealest assistance in settling the point.

b. From Fig. 1 ^j it is evident that the best agreement is obtained

for hydrogen below the BoYLi'.-point '^see in particular the points

representing the lowest three leinpoi-atnrc^on piiliiiii;- y = -l-- (Compare

fig. 1 of Sup|)l. N". 25, on which may be placed tig. 3 of the same

papei- for the argon points so as to

exhibit ihe degree of agreenijent (or q
slightly Lircater than '.)

. Hence, as

far as JJ is concerned, the behaviour

of hijdroijen hdoir the Boylk-/vc/;u

appears to be in pretty good agree-

ment with the assumption of rigid

spheres of central structure iviih an

attraction potential ') proportional to

— r-\

If wc assume that, as far as B
is concerned, hydrogen behaves in

a manner similar to the monatomic

argon ]iot only fas in Suppl. N". 25

^ 3(/) within that region of tempera-

ture corresponding to Ihe respective

observational region for argon, but

00 ..,.,
, ,.r^. filso towards lowei- temperatures,

iv|-:>; u|-t' ^
^Q jIj.-^j jjjg series of argon points

may be supplemented by means of

the others. As tlie calculatiuns of the pi-esent paper may be regaided as another

method of adjusting the vh'ial coefficients, it seemed more reasonable to etfecl a

direct comparison of the equation with the individual values. Comparison of the

deviations occurring in this method which are independent of the adjustment to

the empirical temperaluie polynomial, with those obtained by the latter method

can then atTord a basis of judging whether the deviations are greater or less than

the degree of accuracy (jf the observations (cf. p. 646 note 1).

1) In this the point log T = 2,0, /Of; 5x = 6,5 — 10 for H. coincides with the

puint /oy/iy = 9,5ol — 10, 'l}^ = S),4Sii — iO when q = i, and with tlu- point

log «. = 9,815 — 10, T^s = 9,405 — 10 when 7 ^ 5-

'-) Braak, Diss. Leiden 190S, p. 85, Inids for Ho at these low temperatures a

Fig. 1
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livdrogen below the BoYLE-point, then it follows from tig. 1 ') that

the attraction potential for argon is also i)roportional to — r •*; but

this conclusion mast always be subject to reserve concerning the

validitv of the assumption Just made down to tlic lowest temperatures,

which has not yet been submitted to the test of experiment in the

present case.

c. Following § 6 of Suppl. X". 25, the accompanying table gives

the temperature xariation of >j T^^h (»^ is the coefiicient of viscosity)

as given by the measureuients of Kopsca ; compai-ed with Nalues

of l>w-—^ from

hv = ^7 " .-T (J**
Jr.

(2)

The latter relation appears on the separation of the attraction virial

from the collision virial, as is indicated in equation (41) of Suppl.

N". '24b. For r the value 1.4().10-'-* is taken from the data given

on p. 645 note 1 for the superposition of the diagram for H, , A

upon that for the attraction potential — /—'' with
'Z
= 4 (for the

relative positions of the H., and the A diagrams see p. 425 note 3

of Suppl. N". 25).

t
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Comparison of the ^^cciukI ;iinl iliinl col'imii^ would lead <»ie to

desire a >malk'r value toi- r, and ilii> in turn woidil lead one to

fix M the index 7 more eloselv a>^ lyin^ between 'A and 4, but nearer

4 than 3"-). Reference should be maiie, however, to the reserve of

^ of Snppl. N". 2.1 (|ualif\ inn- the validity of these eonelnsions

di-awu from the intluence of moleenlar atti'aetion upon visco.sit\;.

(I. The log />\ log 7-diagram for argon conld not be made to

coincide witii the curve for constant donl)lets Snppl. Xo. 25 § 3 r)

;

this is in agreement with § 3 d and r of Snp|»l. No. 25 .'and in

particular with Figs, 2 and 3 of that pajter; and also with the known
caloric beluniour of this sid)>tance.

>$> 4. HelUini '). Helium show>, at the higher temperatures, a

deviation from all the hypotheses introduced in Suppl. No.- 24 and

tested in Suppl. No. 25 and in the present i)apei-, for the maximum
exhibited by B at these tem[)eratures (cf. Figs. J 5 and l(^ of Suppl.

No. 23, Math. Euc. V 10) is not given by an\ (^f these assumjitions.

It can well be that the peculiarity ascribed by Kamei{I,ingh Onnks

to the helium a'oni at low temperatures is also present at these

higher temperatures, so that one would ha\e to assume the helium

atom to be compressible, or to assume a relatively large increase in

the attraction fcf. also note 4 on this page;.

Moreover, the points for the lowest three temperatures cannot be

regarded as known with the same degree of certainty as the others.

F'rom both these circumstances it follows that the moving of the

helium diagram over that for rigid si)heres with an attraction jtotential

—;'—
7 (Y = const.) can be made to take place in a maimer to a \ery

large extent quite arl)itrary. Fig. 2 shows a superposition for the

case Y = 4. In this the point log 7'= 1,3, log i>'x ^ 6,5 — 10

coincides with the point log //c = if478 — 10, 7;, = 9,688 - 10.

With the exception of the highest temperatures *) the coincidence is

1) The data given iu nute 1 p. 1545 for the superposition in Fig. 1 would yield

V = 2.68.10-11 for q = o.

-) Gf. also C. Bkaak, loc. cit. p. 645 note 2.

•5) The individual virial coellicients for He are taken from Table II of (Jomin.

No. 102rt by Kamerlisgh Oxxi^s; these are supplemented by the virial coeflieienls

for — 252.072 and — 258.'^82 C, which have not yet been published but liave

kindly been placed at my disposal by Prof. Kamkrlixgh On.nes (they have already

been used for the construction of Kigs. 15 and 16 of Suppl. No. 23) and also by

the value for 4.°29 K. taken from Gomm. No. 119 § bb.

*) At these temperatures Prof. Kamerlixgh Onses tells me there is some uncer-

tainty ; improved values are being obtained.
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not to be reganled as whollv bad, so that at tlie lower temperatures

(^below iOO° (.!.) the experimental results at pi-esetit available for

Xccj£hH

helium are, as far as B is concerned, compatible with the assumption

of rigid spheres of central structure with an attraction potential

proportional to — ?'~"*.

Havmg now reached the end of the considerations ad\aiiced in

Supi)l. X". 2-1, 25, and 26 it is my pleasant duty to thank Prof.

Kamerlingh Onnks for having invited me to participate in the inves-

tigation of the second virial coefticient foi" gases of low critical

temperature, which he had undertaken with the object of reaching

soiue conclusion regarding the structure and mode of action of the

molecule, in |)articular with the help afforded bv the a[)plication

of P>oi,tzmann's principles, and also for his kindness in leaxing to

me the continuation of the investigation wiihiu the particular region

which I ha\e treateil in this series of papers.
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Physics. — -(hi tJh! Hali, >'ljWt, und tlo- cIkukj,- in ir.^-lslanff in

a magnetic pchl at Imr fent/terutures. III. Mxisureineiits at

temperatures hetircen -{- 17° C awl — 2(>()^ C of tke \\\\.\.

effect, and of the rhamje in the n'sistanct' of nhtals ant/ alhn/s

in a ma;/neti<- field". By r>i:N(;t IiK( kman. (('oimniiuicaled bv

Prof. 11. K \MKHi.i\(,ii ( )nm> . ('(tiiiiiiiniicalioii Xo. 130// IVom llie

Phy.sical Lalxiralory of Lei<lc'ii.

(Uommunicated in the meeting of September 28, 1912*.

§ 1. Intrndiiction. A coiniiiiiiiiealioii \\as 'uade by Ka.mkulin(.ii

Onnf.s and the present writer to the nieetinj!; of June 29th 1912, of

the results of uiea.'^urements of the IlALi.-effeet and <if the increase

of resistance in a magnetic field made by us at liquid hy<lro<ren tem-

peratures. In the present paper those results are e.xtended fo the tem-

peratures which are obtainable with li([uid ethylene and liquid

oxygen, with the same experimeiHal lualerial and following the same

experimental methods. It is of great impoi'tanco that observations made

with any particular substance should be distributed as uniforndy as

possible over the region of temperature under investigation. The

measurements now completed make it [)0ssible for the results obtained

at liquid hydrogen temperatures to be compared with those of former

experimenters, who, without exception, proceed only to litpiid air

temperatures.

For a description of methods and material we may refer to the

above Communication N". J 29/7. In order to complete the diagrams of the

present pai)er the results for liquid hydrogen temperatures in the

paper quoted are also indicated without making specific mention of

the fact on each occasiou. The present pa[)er is contined to a discus-

si(Mi of the results obtained with liisniuih.

/. Jiisnnith.

§ 2. Clianye in the resiitand' of a ici)-i' of electrohjtir hismiith. The

resistance of the bismuth wire /i/,// ^vas measured in eight «litferent

fields at five different tenq.eiainro :

7'= 290' K. 170- K. i:-{9°.r)

K, 90' K. 72 K. The-e results are given in Table 1. // is the field

strength in gauss, //'y the resistance in ohms in the magnetic lield

at the absolute ten)|)ciaiiire 7', /ry the i-esistance without field at that

temperature, and ii\ the resistance without field at O^ ('.

Fig. i siiows the increase of resistaiu*e a>^ a function oi the field

at constant temperature (Isotherms;, and fig. 2 the increase of resis-

tance as a function of the temperature under constant field (Isopedals).
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TABLE I.

Resistance of Bi ,j as a function of the temperature and of the field.

H
in

Gauss

7=290°

Wq

T=
i
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C ISX) SX3 7JC0 10000 12500 t^ 17500 Qai^^iO 15 _ SO w rj i» 1^-

The measurements bv Dewak and Flkming y-ive tlie largest reisults for

iCsso K
Thev— and at the same time the smallest re:?idt^ tor

were proUalilv oi)iained with extremelv pure matei'ial. Hlakk worked
with a lai'ue nitmher of dilferent hismiiih wires. One of tiiese, labelled

5^, gave a larger \alne for than the others for which he o-ives

a meiin value. The wire with which 1 worked give.s exaetiv this
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mean value for -'^^— , but a greater value for at the terape-

U'-2:30 K ""o

rature of liquid air. At iiiglier temperatures there is also agreement

between Blake's values for the latter ratio and mine.

The maximum in the isopedals found by Blake to lie at 36600

gauss at the temperature 7' = 99°K. and which, for lower tempe-

ratures, ought to be found at lower tields, was not observed in the

present experiments.

In the weaker fields the isotherms are convex towards the axis

of abscissae; from J 2 Kilogauss upwards they become straight. For

^> J 2000 the relationship

aH -{- h (1)

holds, where a and /; are constants, while, at lower temperatures

o = a/-.'?' (2)

to a first approximation. The following Table shows to what degree

of approximation this relationship holds.
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CMjeriicient iii ('.(r.S. iiniN, /) is tho as\ iimicln ;iinl fj i-

quantity

n

I ho

— 1

2000 ^000 .mo 8000 woo nOOO l^'^-OO^auw

Fig. 8.

Fiss. 3 aii<l 4 show tlie resislamr iiu'rease, and I'm. 5 tlic Ham.

effect as functions of the fichl for \arions temperatures ').

The isotherms of tlie magnetic increase of resistance are of tlie

same nature as tliose for B/'ji, hut the rectilinear portion of the

curve now begins at 7 kilogauss. Ecpiation (2) al.so holds in this case

1) Remembeiing that RH — where E is tlie Hall potential difierence, d the

thickness of the plate, and 7 the main curient. we see lh;it liH is the Hall

potential ditference for (/ = 1 ar-d I 1.
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for the region 9ifK^T^[b°K. This i> evident from Table VI.

The diminution of the resistance at low temperatures without a

magJietic field is practically the same for both JJi^i and JJidi-

f-no

tS^O SOOO 7500 WOO n500(\aA^.

^f

Fig. 4.
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Til liquid ail' tlie magnetic increase of resistance, Iiowever, appears

to be miicli greater for Bidi, jnsl as was found to he the case in

Hquid hydrogen ').

%o

800
il?f;

600

500

hOO

iOOr

t^./jr'.n

I V .

I /[ /iT-b.'^

///
y

T//
\

// / /I

i'OO

'f- 2SS

50'Tj '500 10^00 1Z5C0_5o

Fig. 5.

For H= 11090 we tind at

Bidi

ic'

w
^'-

For Bi^n the resistance temperature coefficient with no magnetic

field is negative, which undoubtedly points to the presence of impurity.

At r = 289^/v the specific resistance of Bi^i is about 1,5 X 10%

and for Bi^n 2,3 X 10^ C.G.S.

T — 90° K

T = 20,3' K

= 11,6

= 42

Bi,i

7,5

19,7

Bifjii

3,25

4,7

') H. Kamerlixgh Onnes and Bexgt Beckmax, Gomm. N*^. 129«

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.

•13
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The magnetic change of resistance is much smaller for Bi\u parti-

cularly so at low temperatures.

Just as in the experiments in liquid hydrogen, for i/^ 3000, RH
becomes a linear function of the tield

RH^a H -\- b' (3)

Following J. Becquerel ^) we may regard the HALL-efiect for

bismuth as resulting from two components. One of these is propor-

tional to the field, and was always negative for the plates {Bl^j, Bi^n) I

used. The other is constant or, as one may say, saturated, for these

plates from i/= 3000 upwards.

Within the temperature region

a can, to a first approximation, be satisfactorily represented by

a=a^e'^T . . / (4)

The agreement for T=90°/f between observation and calculation

from (3) with ./' = 20.6 and <V = 39,3 X 10'^ for the plate Bi^jj is

exhibited in Table VII, while Table VIII shows how far the relation-

ship (4) holds.
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Bliii U is almost constant for 7'<9()°; with A'/' y // is very small

and for V > 72° A" is pi-actically oons(aii(.

In strong fields the constant li approaches a limiting value in

TABLE VIII.



Au of Comm. X°. 99, which was known to contain 0,03 7o impurity.

The thickness of the plate was 0,101 mm.



H

7260

9065

10270

(UJ.

TABLE XI.

Hall effect for Copper Cu^t.

r=290OK. 7'=90OK.

RH — /?xlO-« RH — /?xl04

3.59 ' 4.95

4.42 4.87

5.08 4.95

4.05 5.58

5.04 5.56

5.66 ; 5.51

a.-29oo = 312x 10-'^'

a

t£'ggo = 54x10-5

§ 7. Hall effect for Palladium. The lliickue-s of llie plate was

0,100 inm.

TABLE Xn.
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TABLE XIII.

Hall coefficient R.
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J. KoENiGSBERGER and J. Weiss ^; to obtain the variation of the electron

density {N) from the temperature coefficient of the Hall efiect. From
this relation it should follow that the density of the electrons in Au,

Ag, Cu, Pd varies very slowly with the tcm[)erature, much more

slowly than V^ T.

111. Alloys.

\ 9. Gold-silver. The alloys investigated contained 2 \ of silver

by volume.
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Physics. — ''On the Hall ej/^ect and the change in resistance in a

magnetic field at low temperatures. V. Measurements on the

Hall effect for alloys at the boiling point of hydrogen and

at loioer temperatures." By H. Kamerlikgh Onnes and BENCiT

Beckman. Communication N". 130'^ from tiie Piijsical Labora-

tory at Leiden.

"VL Gold-silver alloys.

§ 16 1). In § 12 of Comnh N". 129'^ observations on the Hall

effect for an alloy of gold and silver {Au-Ag)j with 2 atom % of -4^

are published. We now give the results of our measurements on two

Au-Ag alloys, containing greater percentages of silver.

The alloy {Au-Ag)^j^ contained J 0,6 atom 7o of silver"^). The

thickness of the plate was 0.049 mm. The Hall effect was measured

at the temperatures T=2Q0°, 20°,3 and 14.5° K.

We found :

TABLE XV.

The Hall effect for {Au—Ag)jj
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gold 7i 7=20.3 > ^7=290, but for alloys with more than 2 "^ of silver

by volume Rt=2o.3 <C -^r=29o-

The curve that represents the relation between the Hall coefficient

/?7=2o.3 and the percentages of silver is of a shape analogous to that

representing the conductibility or the temperature coefficient of the

resistance as a function of percentages oi silver. The curve for

/?r^2o.3 at first descends very rapidly for small admixtures of Ag

;

at higher concenti-ations it becomes flatter.

The Hall coefficient 7? 7=20.3 is approximately a linear function

of the quantity
^=^-^-

for alloys with less than about 8 "/„ by

^'T=273

volume of Ag.

The Hall coefficient Rt=2^o diminishes (00, though much more

slowly than 7^7^^20,3, when the percentage of Ag increases.

Physics. — ''On the triple pubit of methane''. By C. A. Crommelin.

C'omm. X°. V6\b from the physical Laboratory at Leiden.

(Coramunicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

The measurements made by Prof. Mathl\s, Prof. KA>JtRLTNGH Onnes

and myself on the diameter for argon ^) aiforded an opportunity

of determining the pressure and temperature of methane at its triple-

point. For, when the cryostat \\as tilled with liipiid methane, and

the pressure was reduced so as to give a temperature of about

— 183° C. the methane was covered with a solid crust. A slight

increase of the pressure caused the solid methane to spread itself in

small pieces throughout the liquid. While these pieces were kept in

constant motion thi-ough the liquid by means of the stirrer, the

following triple point constants were observed :

t = — 183.15 K. p = 7.0 cm.

On account of the manner in which these figures have been determined

they must be considered to be very accurate.

As far as I am aware there has hitherto been only one other

determination of these data — that of Olszewski ') — who found

^ = — 185.°8 and /; = 8.0 cm.

') Cotnm. No. 131a.

-; K. Olszewski, G. R. 100, page 940, 1885.
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Physics. — "On the rectilinear diameter for ar.jun. By E. Matiiias,

H. Kamkrlingh Onnes and C. A. Crommklin. Coinni. N". 131^^

from the ]>liys. Lai), at Leiden.

§ J. Introduclioii. The present paper lornis. a conthuialion of

the investigation of the diameter for snbstances of low critical tempe-

rature with wliich a beginning was made witii oxygen. ') The
importance of tiiis and of similar investigations was indicated in tlie

introduction to tlie Communication referred to, so that we nee<l not

discuss the point further here.

We chose argon for the present investigation since tlie isotherms

for that gas had already been determined to within the neighbourhood

of the critical point, while the critical pont itself, the vapour pres-

sures and even preliminary values of the densities of the coexistino-

vapour and liquid phases w^ere already knoun'j the monatomic

nature of the gas, moreover, will undoubtedly enhance the value of

the results.

§ 2. Apparatus. The apparatus w^as essentially the same as that

employed in the investigation of oxygen. The arrangement for com-

pressing the argon and also the volumenometer have, however,

undergone some modification since that time, so that it seemed

desirable to take this opportunity of publishing a new diagram of

the whole apparatus (Fig. J).

The modilcations of the volumenometer and of the auxiliary"

apparatus belonging to it ha\e already been described in full detail ').

The use of such a costly gas as pure argon necessitated, however,

a completely new arrangement of the pressure connections. The

copper tubes of which all the connections w^ere made were chosen

as narrow as possible so as to reduce the (piantity of gas in the

dead space to a minimum. The argon was contained in the steel

cylinder A wduch was completely immersed in oil ; so too were

all the taps and coupling pieces which contained compressed gas. ••

Through the taps 6',g and C^^, the gas passes to the spii-al Sp;

1) Proc. Febr. 191L Coram. No. 117. C. R. lol, 213 and 477, 1910.

2) Proc. May 1910, Comm. No, 115, Proc. Dec. 1910, Coram. No. 118, G. A.

Grommelin, Thesis for the doctorate, Leiden. 1910.

3) Proc. May 1911 Comm. No. 121a, Proc. Sept 1912 Comm. No. 127c and

W. J. De Haas, Thesis for the Doctorate, Leiden 1912, in which diagrams of

the modified volumenometer are also given. Certain small errors in these diagrams

make it desirable to publish a diagram here in which these errors are corrected.

*) Proc. June 1905 Comm. No. 946. The value of this device for the deleclioq

gf leaks has already been repeatedly emphasized
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here (he ai-goii is dried Itv iiniiiersing this spiral in alcohol and
cooling it down to its meKing point by means of liciuid air. Through
^9 and X\„ the gas then reaches the compression tube ,1, within the

compression cylinder .1, '). In this compression tube the mercury is

forced b}- means of compi-essed air from the steel cylinder B ; l>y

this the requiied amount of argon is compressed into the dilatometer

on closing the tap l\ and opening k. and /„. Tiiis arrangement for

compressing pure gases has already been fully described in previous

Communications *) ; moreover, its mode of operation is easily seen

from the accompanying diagi-am.

Through the tap C\., it was possible to establish communication

between the air compressor and our accurate closed hydrogen mano-

meter 'j, and by this means we were able during the actual measu-

rements to obtain a few further determinations of the vapour.pressure,

which will be published shortly.

The cryostat Cr was the same as that used in the investigation

of oxygen, the sole modification being the introduction of a different

type of stirrer, Ag, provided with valves. ^).

As the appendix of tl-e dilatometer formerly used was found to

be too narrow, another dilatometer DiJ, very accurately calibrated,

was employed with an appendix sufficiently wide to allow of the

suitable measurement of the small volume of the liquid coexisting

with the vapour.

A Gaede vacuum pump was used, and we found it of the greatest

utility, particularly during the actual measurements, in ensuring the

continued absence of leaks.

Two platinum resistance thermometers were introduced into the

cryostat to serve for the regulation und measurement of the temperature.

The argon used for the present measurements was taken from

the same supply as that employed in the previous investigations

already quoted. The impurity in this argon is certainly less than 0.1 7o *)•

§ 3. E.rperiments . We may now gi\e a short description of the

sequence of operations involved in the measurements :

^) At the cylindei- A is connected the glass manometer Po for high pressures

and of small volume, especially constructed for the use of such cylinders as reser-

voirs for the rare gases.

-) Proc. April 1901 Gomm. No. 60, Proc. March 1907 Gomm. 97a.

') April 1902 Gomm. no. 7S, Proc. March 1907 Gomm. no. 97a.

^) Proc. June 1911. Gomm. no. 123.

'") For a detailed description of the preparation and of the analysis__ofJhis.

argon see G. A. GROiiiiELiN, Thesis for the Doctorate, Leiden, 1910.
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j . All the apparatus and connections were reduced to a high

vacuum and then washed out with argon.

2. The cryostat was filled with the liquid gas desired (O^, CH^,

or C, HJ.

3. The argon was admitted to the compression tube A^ and then

pumped into the dilatometer.

4. The argon meniscus was adjusted to the upper part of the

stem of the dilatometer, and the tap kg was closed.

5. When the temperature is constant the position of the argon

meniscus is read, tlie temperature is measured, and also when requi-

red, the pressure registered by the hydrogen manometer.

6. By reducing the pressure in the crvostat transition is made to

a lower temperature, the same measurements are repeated ; a lower

temperature is then installed and so on until the meniscus has sunk

below the subdivided portioii of the stem.

7. Sufficient argon is then allowed to escape into the volumeno-

meter to bring the meniscus to the lower part of the appendix

below the dilatometer; the temperature, pressure and \olume of the

escaped gas are measured.

8. The measurements of 5° and 6° are repeated in the reversed

order of temperature until the meniscus reaches the upjter part of

the appendix.

9. The argon still remaining in the dilatometer is transferred to

the volumenometer, and the measurements of 7° are repeated.

It is clear that these measurements yielded the data requisite for

the calculation of the liquid and vapour densities at all the experi-

mental temperatures. To t'.iese calculations we shall return in the

succeeding section.

The dimensions of the dilatometer were so calculated that one

could finish off the temperature range for any particular substance

by successive measurements; in this way only two measurements

with the volumenometer were required to give both the liquid and

vapour densities.

§ 4. Calculation.^. In many respects the calculations were made

in the same way as those of Comm. No. 117. It was of great

advantage to us that so many data are already available for argon,

and that we could already make use of the reduced equation of

state, VII. A. 3. ^). We shall, however, here gi\e a short summary
of the method adopted in the calculations.

Working from the very accurate calibration of the dilatometer,

1) Proc. June 1912, (Joinm. no. 128.
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the Uiiuid rohuiies were lirst calculated directlv fr(»in the jtusitions

of the meniscus top in the stem and in the appendix, without
applviiig aiiv correction. To ihc numbers so obtained the following
corrections were then applied :

1. A fairly large correction for the diminution of the voiunu* at

low temperature, seeing that the calilu-ation of the dilatometer iiad

been reduced to + 20^ C. : the correction, was obtained by means
of a formula from a former Communication ^).

2. A correction for the increase of volume due to the pressure.

For this correction, which was so small as to be negligible in abuost

every case, approximate values were calculated from data contained

in two previous Communications -).

3. A correction for the volume of the argon meniscus. Kklvin's

graphical method ') was employed for the evaluation of this by no
means negligible correction. To obtain the volume of the menisci it

was usually sufficient for our purpose to regard the surface of the

liquid as half of an oblate ellipsoid of revolution. Only at the higher

temperatures was it necessary to apply Guldin's theorem to the

Kflvi.v diagram in order to determine the bodv of revolution.

1) Proc. Sept. 1906, Gomm. no. 95b.

2) Proc. April 1902, Gomm. no. 78, Proc. March 1907, Gomm. no. 97a.

3) The capillary constant for argon and its variation with temperature must be

known for the construction of these diagrams. Now Baly and Doxnan (Journ.

of the Ghem. Soc. Trans. 81. 907. 1902) have determined capillary constants for

liquid argon lut only between — 189 C°. and — 18.3' C. so that the question

now arose as to how to interpolate in the most rational manner possible from

— 183^. C. to the critical temperature. A comparison between the results giving

the reduced capillary constant jj^-r-.—5— (see J. D. va.v der Waals, Gont. I. p.
J fc'^ph Is

176) as a function of the reduced temperature by Baly and Donnan (I.e.), for

argon, by de Vries (Zittingsversl. Febr. 1893, Gomm. no. 6, and Thesis for the

doctorate, Leiden 1893) for ether, by Verschaffelt (Zittingsversl. Juni 1895,

Gomm no. 18) for carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide was fruitless, seeing that the

last three correspond well, while argon deviates strongly from them. A suitable

rational method is given by the assumption of the validity of the EotvOs formula

(Ann. d. Phys. and Chem. 27 (1886) p. 448) according to which the quantity

/J/V
if'- 3 is a linear function of the temperature. According to Baly and Donnan

\iJ\hJ

we get for argon ip7
J3

= 2.020 (1-45.44 — D; from this formula our esti-

mates have been made except that for the higliest temperature, ± — 125'' C., at

which one is so close to the critical temperature that the EciTVos formula no

longer holds, and for which interpolation was resorted to in correspondence with

the curves given by other substances.
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Having thus calculated all ihe liquid volumes, we were able, taking-

the first two of the above corrections into account, to obtain the

volumes of the saturated vapour. In this it was assumed that the

temperature of the bath extended to a distance of 2 cms. above the

surface of the liquid.

The following method was adopted of reducing die gaseous argon

in the glass and steel capillaries from the point of the capillary just

mentioned up to the tap A'g to terms of the normal volume. The

portion of the glass capillary within the crj'ostat was divided into

different parts for each of which the mean temperature was known

from previous papers '). The temperatures of the part of the glass

capillary outside the crvostat and of the steel capillary up to the

tap /ig were obtained from thermometers during the measurements.

The volumes of all these portions were known from the calibrations

and the pressures from the vapour pressures already published ')

together with those added by the present measurements.

In order now to obtain the normal volume of all these portions

at different temperatures we again make use of the modified series

pvsi = .4x |1 4- B'J^) p + C(p) p"- -\-
I

V
Since y^ = ^ and x4x= ^4x0=0. (1 + «aO, it follows that

' ""
.4xo°c (1 + «A [1 -f Bip)p + ap)p'^

^

The virial coefficients necessary for the employment of this

equation were taken from the equation VII. A. 3. In all these

calculations the coefficient C^^ could be neglected.

We may again refer to previous papers *) for the corrections

which have to be applied to the volumenometric determinations.

For the normal specific mass of argon we used the \alue given

by Ramsay and Travers ') 0.001782.

1) C. BRA.AK, Thesis for the doctorate, Leiden. 1908. p. 16.

2) Proc. May 1910, Comm. N'. 115.

') In these formulae p is the pressure in atmospheres, r.\- the volume expressed

in terms of the normal volume as unit, N the normal volume, V the actual expe-

rimental volume and a.v, the coefficient of expansion in the Avogadro state,

0.0036618. For the notation see also Suppl. No. 23.

*) Proc. May 1911, Comm N". i21a. Proc. Sept. 1912 Comm. N'\ 127c and

W J. DE Haas. Thesis for the doctorate, 1912.

») W. Ramsay and M. W. Travers, Proc. R. S. 67. 329. 1900.
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We may further state tluU at I lie lowest three temperatures the
vapour densities were not nieasuicd hu( calcuUited ; in view of the
degree of accuracy desired this is quite permissible. Tin- calculatiou
was made by means of the above series in which, however, C'l' is

now no longer negligible. ^To be continued).

ERRATUM.

In the Proceedings of the meeting of September 28, 1912.

p. 415 1. 10 from the top: for 0.507834 read 0.057834.

(November 28, 1912).
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Physics. ''The system tin". By Prof. A. Smits andDr. H. L.deLeeuw.

^Communicated bj Prof. A. F. Hoi.lemam).

(Gomnmnicated of the meeting of October 26, 1912).

As is known when molten tin is cooled down, the tetraejonal modi-

ficaiior. deposits under ordinary circumstances, which form was first

described by Miller ') in 1H43. This form shows a point of transi-

tion at 18~'), below which the gray tin is the stable modification.

In the years 1880 and 1881 Trkchmann ') and Foullon ") disco-

vered moreover a third modification, viz. a rhombic one, which can

be formed when molten tin is exceedingly slowly cooled down, and

which is brittle.

It was now natural to assume that this form of tin forms at higher

temperature from the tetragonal modification, for it had been known

for a long time that tin heated to about 200^ becomes britthy and

that in England this circumstance has been profitably used to obtain

the so-called corn tin or firain tin. In this process tin is heated to

some degrees under the melting-point, after which it is dropped from

a great height on a stone plate, on which the metal breaks up into

pieces resembling basalt. The above-mentioned supposition was further

supported by observations by Kalischer'), in which it appeared that

when tin is heated to about 200°, the aspect changes, and the metal

assumes the appearance of moire metallique.

As Schaum") already observed these experimental data make the

existence of a point of transition at about 200° very probable, and

as the spec, gravity of the tetragonal and rhombic modification,

which amount to 7,25 resp. 6,55 at 15° differ pretty much, it seemed

the natural course to take to try and find this point of transition by

a dilatometrical way. Cohen and Goldschmidt's') experiments with an

oil-dilatometer, however, (in which no difficulty was experienced from

any generation of gas) did not furnish the least indication for the

existence of a point of transition, for the expansion, represented as

function of the temperature, appeared to be a perfectly straight line

from 175° to 210°. Though these experiments had yielded a negative

result, already a year before Wertgin, Lewkojeff and Tammann ') had

t) Phil. Mag. (3) 22, 263 (1834).

~) Cohen-van Eyk, Z. f. phys. Chem.
3) The mineralogical magazine and Journal of the Mining Soc. 3, 186 (1880).

*; Verb, der k. k. geologiscben Reicbsanstalt 1881, 237.

Jabrb. der k. k. geologiscben Reicbsanstalt 1884, 367.

6) B.B. 15, 722 (1113).
fi) Liob. Ann. 308, 18 (1899).

7) Z. r pliys. tliem. 50, (1904).

3) Drud. Ann. 10. 647 (1903).
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found iiulications which seemed to point to a point of transition in

the neighbourhood of 200° in a determination of (he velocit\ of

eftlnxion of some metals, among which tin, at dilferent temporal tires.

Their results were tiie following :

temperature
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to pressures of 500 kg. per cm". Tliere was therefore every reason

to rejoice that Mr. Degens, when revising his Tiiesis for the Docto-

rate : "Legeeringen ^ an tin en lood" (Alloys of tin and lead) wanted

to make another attempt to tind the expected transition between

tetragonal and rhombic tin in a dilatometric way, Ihongh his prede-

cessors had only obtained negative resnlts.

As Mr. Degens found it impossible to obtain reliable results

with paraflin oil, which had been used as dilatometric liquid by

Cohen and Goldschmidt, in consequence of the generation of gas,

however slight, one of us (Smits) advised Mr. Degens to use an

air-dilatometer with a twice bent capillary. To prevent any injurious

decomposition of the dilatometric liquid, mercury was used by Mr.

Degens, to include the air in the dilatometer, although in this way
theie was, of course, a possibility that during the experiment, espe-

cially wlien it had to be continued for a long time, appreciable

quantities of gaseous mercury could be absorbed by the tin. Mr.

Degens, however, expressly states that "it w^as never observed that

the metal was attacked by mercury vapours".

By the aid of this air-dilatometer Mr. Degens really found an

indication about the existence of a point of transition, viz. at 161°.

Since we have been occupied with the tin-problem, w^e have begun

to mistrust this temperature, because different phenomena led us to

expect a point of transition at ± 200°. And as it seemed very

desirable in connection with the already partially published investi-

gation about the system tin, to know the exact situation of the

point of transition between tetragonal and rhombic tin, an investi-

gation was undertaken also by us to determine this point dilato-

metrically.

When we repeated Mr. Degens' experiments we found first of

all that by this way of procedure a point of transition can really

be demonstrated, but that in successive experiments this point of

transition descended. This pointed to an absorption of gaseous

mercury by the tin during the ex})eriment. On investigation of the

tin used it appeared clearly that the tin contained appreciable quan-

tities of mercury, which to our great regret condemned Mr. Degens'

method. We regretted deeply that we had to come to this conclu-

sion, particularly because Dr. Degens was known Jo one of us

(Smits) as a man full of enthusiasm for his work, who carried out

his investigations with great experimental skill, in the conviction of

having left no means untried to test the validity of his resnlts. In

this case, howevei, he has been mistaken.

In order to take the experiment in such a way that the results
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obtained were entirelj reliable, we luriied back to the ordinary dila-

tometer, and tried to attain by means of the oil of the vaciiiiin piiinp ot

GoEDE, which seemed to be very suitable as dilalometric li(|iiid, that

no generation of gas took place at ten)j)eraturcs up to the melting-

point of tin. By thoroughly boiling the oil in the vacuum of Ihc

pump, by then allowing it to (low into the dilatometer vessel, and

afterwards heating the whole 20° above the melting-point of tin wo

managed to prevent any generation of gas even above the melting-

point of tin ^j.

With the dilatometer filled in this way curves of expansion and

of contraction were determined as accurately as possible by putting

the apparatus in a thermostat with oil resp. a molten mixture of

KNO3 and KaNOj, by raising the temperature every time 10°, resp.

lowering it, and by then reading the position of the oil tevel after

15 minutes. Though the obtained lines have not appeared to be per-

.fectly straight, as Cohen and Goldschmidt found, yet no indication

of a point of transition was !o be detected. As according to Mr. Degens'

method, by the same procedure a point of transition was found

for tin containing mercury the mercury seemed to be a positixe

catalyst for the conversion in the point of transition. In connection

with this we proceeded to the determination of the transition point

of tin to which small quantities of mercury had been added.

In this it was not only found lliat for every mixture very clearly

a transition point occurred, but also that the transition point was

greatly lowered by mercury, which is in accordance with the slight

heat of transition.

We found :

at. o/o Hg
of the mixture

transition temperature

1
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points 3 and 4 do not lie on the line drawn through 1 and 2 ^).

If we use the first two observations to extrapolate to the compo-

sition atom 7„ Hg, which is, of course, a rather inaccurate method,

we find 200°,5 for the transition point of pure tin.

At all events it appeared from this that the transition point of pure

tin must lie in the neighbourhood of 200", and as it had appeared

from the preceding experiments that the conversion in the transition

points of mixtures containing Hg is attended with a distinct though

small diminution of volume, it must also be possible to find the transition

point for perfectly pure tin by dilatometrical way.

It was clear that the conversion in pure tin proceeds slowly, and

that at every temperature we should have to wait long to attain

reliable results.

When the thermostat, in which the dilatoraeter which contained

250 gr. of tin, was placed, was first regulated at 240°, so that the

tin melted, and when then comparatively rapidly the thermostat was

brought to 190°, it appeared that after the dilatometer had assumed

the temperature of 190\ no change of volume worth mentioning took

place even after 24 hours, from which it was inferred that on soli-

dification exclusively the tetragonal modification had been formed,

and that therefore the tin had solidified at the metastable point of

solidification.

In agreement with this experiment it appeared that when the bath

was regulated at 206°, and also the tin had assumed this temperature,

an increase of volume took place, which could not practically be

considered as completed until after 48 hours. If then the thermostat

was again put at 190°, a diminution of the volume set in again at con-

stant temperature.

This phenomenon, which points to the conversion :

tetragonal tin ^ rhombic tin,

shed a great deal of light on the fact of tin becoming brittle at about

200°, on the preparation of corn tin, and also on Kalischer's obser-

vation, particularly because it is very probable that the above

conversion proceeds most slowly in pure material.

It further appeared from these experiments, just as from those

made with tin containing mercury, that the difference in specific

gravity between the tetragonal and the rhombic modification is much

smaller at ± 200° than at the ordinary temperature, as the variation

of volume found, which, it is true, had probably not yet reached its

^) This investigation is being continued to get to know more about the system

tin-mercury.



maximum value, amounted only to about 0,3 cm\, wliicli variation

of volume corresponded with a displacement of the oil-level of

± 6 cm. in the capillary.

With a purpose of determining the accurate situation of the tran-

sition point the experiments described above were repeated several

times, which resulted in a final determination of the transition point,

which had been sought so long in vain, at ± 202,8^ for at this

temperature no variation of volume had taken place even after four

days, wliereas below it a diminution of volume and above it an in-

crease of volume was observed. The inaccurate extrapolation which

was mentioned before, and which gave 200,5° for the transition

temperature, yielded, therefore, a result which was pretty near the truth.

As we have always got the impression in this investigation that

even on slow cooling of pure liquid tin exclusively or almost exclu-

sively the tetragonal modification, which is metastable above 203°,

is formed, and that even with pretty slow heating of the tetnigonal

form the conversion to the rhombic modification fails to appear, it

seemed pretty certain that only the metastable unary melting-point

of tin was known. To find the stable unary melting-point the curve

of heating was determined of tin which had been heated for 48

hours at 220° in a thermostat. The result yielded by this investi-

gation and the particularities of the pseudo system derived from it

will be communicated in a following paper.

Anorg. laboratorium of the University.

Amsterdam, Oct. 23, 1912.

Chemistry. — ''The phenomenon of double melting for fats*\ By

Frof. A. Smits and S. C. Bokhorst. (Communicated by Prof.

A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated in the meeting of Oelobor 26, 1912).

GuTH '), who has been extensively occupied with the preparation

of simple and mixed glycerin esters of fatty acids, has obser\ed the

phenomenon of double melting for several of these fats. Thus w^e

hear about tristearin that the crystallised tristearin has only one

melting-point at 71°. 5, whereas the tristearin that has first been

melted, then cooled in a capillary, and then solidified, first melts at

55° on supply of heat, then solidifies again, and then melts again

at 71°.5 on further supply of heat. On the ground of these pheno-

mena GuTH has come to the result that the melted and rapidly

1) Z. f. Biol. 44, 78 (1902).
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cooled mass has not yet crystallised, and is therefore in a glassy

metastable stiite. On supply of heat the metastable state would pass

into the stable one, in which so much heat is liberated that small

(quantities are thereby completely melted, which later solidify again,

but which melt again when the melting point has been reached for

the second time on supply of heat.

Kreis and Hafner ^) have repeated Guth's experiments and found

them perfectly confirmed, but what rouses our great astonishment

is this that they entirely concur in Guth's view of the matter.

Without entering into Guth's explanation, which is, putting it

mildly, Nery improbable, we will state here very briefly what has

been the result of an investigation which we have carried out with

the purest tristearin of Kahlbau.m.

It is clear from what precedes that in Guth's opinion the tempe-

rature of 55° cannot be called a melting point of tristearin. Our

experiment, however, has shown that Guth has stated the truth,

in spite of himself, and that we have, indeed, to do here with two

melting-points. It has namely appeared that the observed peculiar

phenomenon is caused by the existence of two different crystallised

modifications of tristearin, of which the metastable one appears most

readily. The velocity of crystallisation of the stable form is still

very small, even a few degrees below the point of solidification of

tiie metastable form, and much smaller than that of the metastable

modification. Hence when the liquid is cooled down to below the

point of solidification of the metastable form, the latfer is always

made to crystallise.

Ff the liquid is kept for some time at a temperature betweeii the

two melting-points^ the stable form crystallises, hut with a very

slight velocity.

If we start from the metastable modification obtained by comparii-

tively rapid cooling of the liquid, and if this metastable modification

is placed in a bath the temperature of which rises slowly, the meta-

stabb unary melting-point appears at 54°.5 ; if the temperature of the

bath is carried up to G3°, and if this temperature is kept constant for

some time, crystallisation sets in slowly, and only after 2 or 3 hours

everything has become solid and has passed into the stable modification.

If the temperature of the bath is made to rise still further, the stable

unary melting point occurs at 70°. 8. The phenomena described just

now have also been studied under the microscope, in which our

views were perfectly confirmed in all respects.

>) B. B. 3b, 1123.
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In conclnsioji we will still remark here that the system tristmrin,

which according to our investigation exhibits the phenomenon of

allotropy, and is probably monotropic, has also furnished a conlir-

mation for the theory of allotropy, as it lias appeared here again

that the solid phases are staU's of intemal equiUhriiun. Pai-ticnlarly

for the metastable moditiccition it could be clearly demonstrated that

tiie solid substance which has assumed equilibrimn at hjwer tempe-

rature, melted already below the metastable unary melting-point in

case of rapid heating.

Henee it follows from what precedes that we have to assume two
kinds of molecules n and ,? for the systera tristearui, and that the

differences between the two crystallised states are owing totheditfe-

rence in situation of the internal equilibria.

That the phenomenon of double melting observed for other fats,

will have to be accounted for in the same way, is more than probable.

Anorg. Chem. Lahoratory of the University.

Amsterdam, Oct. 25.

Chemistry. — ''On the sj/stem ammonium sulphoci/anate-thioureum-

irater.'' By Prof. A. Smits and A. Kettner. (Communicated

by Prof. A. F. Hollema^).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 1912).

A recently published paper by Atkins and Werner ') induces us

briefly to communicate already now the resells of an investigation

which is not yet quite completed.

The pseudo binary system NH^CNS — CS (NHj^ was examined.

The melting-point figure found for this system (fig. 1) pointed with

great probability, to the existence of a compound NH^CNS . 4 CS (NH,),

because the curves of cooling on the right of this concentration did

not give a single indication for a eutectic point at +105°, whei-eas

this icas the case for mixtures on the leftside of this concentration.

Atkjns and Werner are, however of opinion that the compound

NH, CNS . 3 CS (NHJ, follows from the melting-point lines found by

them, which show a close resemblance to ours ^).

To get perfect certainty about the existence of the compound 1 4,

1) Jom-n. Chem. Sec 101, 1167 (1912).

2) On account of the rapid conversion of CS (XH^j, at high temperature, the

mixtures with more than 70% CS (NH,)^ had to be investigated by Soch's capil-

lary method.
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the study of the ternary system NH^ CNS — CS (NHJ, — H,0 was

taken in hand after the melting-point diagram had been determined,

in which a method of analysis was worked out which enabled us

S}i^c.vs.i,CS^'H^ <^^l^Htk

quantitatively to determine the ammonium sulpho-cyanate and the

thioureum by the side of each other with sufficient accuracy.

The solubility-isotherms found at 25° and the investigation of the

coexisting solid phases, in which the residu-method was applied for

the determination of the binary compound (see fig. 2; afforded a

proof for the validity of the conclusion drawn from the melting-point

figure, so that the existence of the compound 1.4 may now be con-

sidered as conclusively proved.

Moreover the knowledge of the peculiar situation of the solubility

isotherms led us to a simple explanation of the method of prepa-

ration of thioureum from ammonium sulphocyanate according to

Reynolds and Werner '), which method had been unaccountable

up to now.

The process of preparation is as follows: ammonium sulphocyanate

is heated for some time up to 160°, then the liquid is poured into

1) Journal Ghem. Soc. 83, 1 (^1903).
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cold water, and tlicii llic solid suhstancc rtbtaiiiod l)\ c\ apni-nlion

is recrystallised.

B^^^i^^l

According to Findlay's ^) experiments, and also according to ours

the internal liquid equilibrium that sets in when ammonium sulpho-

cjanate is heated up to 160° for some lime, has the following compo-

sition 757„ NH, CNS and 257„ CS (NH,)^. When the liquid is poured

into cold w^ater, this state is fixed. If we suppose that everything

is solved at 25°, the obtained state lies in our figure on the line

that joins the points P and A, and in the unsaturate region. If we

now begin to make the liquid evapoiate, the isotherm of the com-

pound NH^ CNS .4 CS (NHJ.^ ^vill be passed, i.e. we may enter the

region which is supersaturate of the compound 1,4 indicated by the

point V, so that the latter deposits. If we now separate the solid

substance from the mother liquor and if we solve the compound V
in a new quantity of water, the obtained liquid will again lie in

the unsaturate region, but now on the line that connects point V
with A. This joining line accidentally does not cut the isotherm of

the compound V, but that of the thiourenm {B), so that on evapo-

ration of the solution, not the compound V, but thiourenm will

1) Journal Ghem. Soc. 85, 403 (1904).
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deposit. It is clear that to obtain tliioiireiim from the compound F
it is not even neeessaiy to dissolve the latter first entirely. It already

suffices to bring the compound in contact with water, because the

pure saturated solution of V is metastable, and will deposit thioreuni

specially on seeding with a crystal of this substance, which con-

version continues till the compound has quite vanished.

With regard to the exact relation between the pseudo-binary and

the unary T, x-figure of the sysiem NH^ NCS—CS (NH J, we may

state that it is being investigated, and that we hope that we shall

soon be able to give it with perfect certainty. ')

Anon/. Chem. Lahoratory of the University.

Amsterdam, Oct. 25, 1912.

Botary, — "On the demonstration of carotinoids in plants. Second

communication: Behaviour of carotinoids loitJi regard to

reagents and solvents.'' By Prof. C. van Wisselingh. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. J. W. Moll).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 2o, 1912).

The reagents by means of which coloration is brought about in

carotinoids are the following : concentrated sulphuric, sul]»hurous and

concentrated nitiic axdds, bromine water, concentrated hydrochloric

acid with a little phenol or thymol, and iodine in potassium iodide

or chloralhydrate solution. All these reagents cause blue coloration,

except the iodine reagents w^iich generally produce a green colour,

In this paper the use of sulphuric acid, bromine water and iodine

in potassium iodide solution will be dealt with as well as two new

reagents for carotinoids, nauiely, concentrated solutions of antimony

trichloride and of zinc chloride both in 25 7o hydrochloric acid.

Solvents as well as reagents can also be successfully used in the

microscopic investigation of carotinoids, and they also are dealt with

in this paper.

Sulphuric acid.

T. Tammes ^) in her investigation of carotin used concentrated

1) This relation is probably pretty complicated, because different crystallized

modilications exist of both pseudo-components. This was already known of NH4

GNS, but for GS (NHa)^ it was revealed for the first time by this investigation.

") T. Tammrs, Ueber die Verbreitung des Carotins im Pflanzenreiche, Flora

1900, 87. Bd. 2. Heft, p. 213.
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snlphuric acid, concentraled Iiydrooliloiii' ai-id coiiluining a little

phenol, concentrated nitric acid an«l In-oniinc water, and she com-
pletely dried the preparations over siil|)linric acid in a dessicator.

She maintains that with snlphnric acid and iijdrocidoric acid con-

taining phenol, this is absolutely necessary and is to he recommended
in the case of nitric acid and of bromine water. Ta.mmks says that

when the preparations are even slightly moist, the reaction sometimes

does not take place, and she attril)utes this, especially in the case of

sulphuric acid, to the presence of traces of water. When investigating

the crystals which have been separated out in the cells and tissues

as also when w^orking with plants and parts of plants, which have

not yet been treated with other reagents, Tammrs prescribes the

careful drying of the preparations. Koni- ^) completely agrees with

this. My impression is, however, that he does not support his 0|)inion

by experiments. G. and F. Tobler -) state moreover that the assertion

that the reaction with sulphuric acid succeeds only with anhydrous

objects, is not correct.

With resjiecr to Tammes' method of procedure it must be remarked

that a thorough di-ying is not a suitable method for obtaining beau-

tiful preparations, and there is no theoretical explanation why this

drying is necessary, for concentrated nitric acid contains 50 "'„ water,

concentrated hydrochloric acid 75 "'^ and bromine water being a

saturated solution of bromine in water contains nearly 97 7o water,

whilst concentrated sulphuric acid also always contains a certain

percentage of water, 4— 6. Only when concentrated sulphuric acid

is used can 1 imagine that the small quantities of water in the

preparations can be of influence, but in this case a much simpler

means can be used than the thorough drying of the preparations,

namely, the use of fuming sulphuric acid, so that the water with

wiiich it comes into contact is converted into sulphuric acid

(H^ S, 0, -f H,0 = 2H, SOJ. Thus fuming sulphuric acid has a

stronger action than the concentrated acid.

The assertion that traces of water can interfere with the reaction,

is wholly incorrect, as I shall further prove. On the contrary the

best results are obtained with somewhat diluted sulphuric acid. By

mixing concentrated sulphuric acid of 95 7o ^'^'i ^^> 20, 30, 40

and 507o water, I obtained dilute sulphuric acid of 857,, 76, 66'/,,

') F. G. Kohl, Untersuchungen iiber das Carotin und seine physiol. Bedeutung

in der Pflanze, 1902, p. 44.

-) G. und F. Tobler, Untersuchungen ubcr Natur und Auftreten von Carotinen,

III. Zur Bildung des Lycopins und uber Reziehungen zwischen Farb- und Speicher-

stoffen bei Daucus, Ber. d. d. bot. Ges. 30. Jahrg. Heft I, 1912, p. 33.
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57 and 47' /j
° V I have expeiimenled with sulphuric acid of varying

strength in about forty cases with flowers, leaves and algae. The

carotinoids, which rarely in nature occur in crystalline form, were

previously separated out as crystals by means of Moijsch's reagent,

and were successfully obtained, except in a few cases. 1 allowed the

sulphuric acid to flow to the preparations which were in water

under the co\er-slip or I applied it to the preparations which lay

in a minimal quantity of water on a slide. Mixing therefore always

took place between the mixture used and the water in which the

preparations were, and conseque'^tly there was a slight dilution of

the mixture. The result of this series of experiments \^ as that the

fine blue coloration due to sulphuric acid was always shown. In

most cases the reaction succeeded already with sulphuric acid ol

6S7, or 767o, it was seldom necessary to use sulphuric acid of

8572 "/o. and in some cases the blue colour appeared on using sulphuric

acid of 57 7o. ^S-> i" Narcissus Pseudonarcissus and Cladophora.

When stronger sulphuric cicid, namely, 95 7o is used, various

subsidiary phenomena generally occur. Sometimes the crystals are

seen to dissolve, forming blue cloudlets in the fluid, or they lose

their shape and unite to form blue drops of liquid. Sometimes they

dissolve and in their vicinity a precipitation of small blue drops is

seen. Often the blue coloration is observed to become fainter and

disappear. Commonly some of these phenomena occur together. It is

difficult to say to what extent the differences in the action of sul-

phuric acid are caused by accidental circumstances or are connected

with the chemical nature of the carotinoids, but it is certain that in

the course of the reaction the latter plays an important part.

It happens, for example, in many plants, that in the same cells

two kinds of crystals are separated out, which behave differently with

regard to sulphuric acid. Before the action of sulphuric acid fakes

place, the two kinds of crystals can alread} be distinguished by their

colour and shape, especially by the colour, which is orange-yellow

or orange, and red or orange-red. The difference is, that the blue

colour does not appear equally quickly in both kinds of crystals or

indeed that a different degree of concentration of the sulphuric acid

is required to produce if. Under the action of sulphuric acid of 6672

or 767o the orange-yellow or orange crystals are immediately coloured

blue and the red or orange-red ones not at all or much later. When
these different crystals have about the same thickness and are in

proximity in the same cells, it may be assumed that the action of

the sulphuric acid takes -place under the same conditions. Since the

diflerent behaviour with regard to sulphuric acid is accompanied by



differences in colour and shape and tlie eryslals also differ in respect

to other reagents and solvents, as will he fnrthei" indicated, it may
be assumed that the |>henomenon is coimected with differences of a

chemical nature.

The action of concentrated sulphuric acid on dried preparations

shows no trace of the different behaviour of the crystals with regard

to sulphuric acid. The reaction takes place so quickly that it some-

times completely escapes observation. The treatment of dried prepar-

ations with concentrated sulphuric acid is to be deprecated, for such

a method of working greatly decreases the value of the elegant

reaction, which is so well suited for microscopical investigation.

The bright colour which the reaction produces is usiuill}- called

blue, sometimes also blue-violet. It may be called blue, although a

faint violet shade is sometimes unmistakable (compare KLfNCKsiECK

et Valette, Code des Couleui-s, 426 and 451).

I have found no explanation of the reaction in the literature.

HusEMANN ^) states that water causes the blue colour to disappear and

unchanged carotin remains. If the blue crystals are treated with a

large quantity of water, then they resume their original colour,

orange-yellow or red. Sulphuric acid brings the blue colour back again.

The objects with which I have studied the sulphuric acid reaction

in the manner described are the same as those with which Molisch's

potash method was investigated (see the list in the first communication).

Zinc chloride and Antimony trichloride.

It is not only with somewhat diluted sulphuric acid, but also with

saturated solutions of both zinc chloride and antimony tiichloride

in 257o hydrochloric acid that the crystals of the carotinoids which

occur naturally in the cells or are artificially produced there, can

be given a beautiful dark, persistent, blue colour. These two solutions

have hitherto not been used as reagents for carotinoids. I tried them

in about twenty cases. I allowed the solutions to flow to the prepa-

rations under a cover-slip. When a solution of zinc chloride was

used, the preparations lay in water, but when I used a solution of

antimony trichloride I first placed them in dilute hydrochloric acid

in order to obviate the formation of insolulable antimony oxychloride.

The reaction did not occur equally quickly in the case of all the

crystals. The orange-yellow crystals become blue before the i-ed ones.

When the zinc chloride solution was used the red crystals did not

1) A. HuSEMANN, Ueber Carotin und Hydrocarotin, Ann. der Chem. u. Pharm.

Bd. CXVII, 1861, p. 226.
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ahvavs become blue. With the solution of antimony trichloride all

the crystals finally became dark-blue. Generally the colour is pure

blue (Kl. and V. 426), but at the beginning of the reaction it is

sometimes bluish-violet r476, 451). Occasionally in the use of con-

centrated sulphuric acid, subsidiary phenomena appear, such as the

flowing together of the crystals into blue drops, solution and separa-

tion of blue droplets from the solution.

When the crystals coloured blue by means of zinc chloride or

antimony trichloride are treated respectively with water or with

dilute hydrochloric acid and water, the original orange-yellow or

red colour reappears, although it may be somewhat less pure.

Sulphuric acid and zinc chloride solution in a more or less con-

centrated state strongly attack the cell-walls, but this is much less

so in the case of antimony trichloride solution. This to some extent

may be reckoned an advantage of the latter reagent.

There follows here a list of the organs and plants on which I

have tested the two new reagents for carotinoids.

Flowers: Trollius caucasicus Stkv., Chelidonium majus L., Isatis

tinctoria L., Spartium junceum L., Thermopsis lanceolata R. Br.,

Cucurbita melanosperma A. Bk., Ferula sp., Asclepias cnrassavica L.,

Calceolaria rugosa Hook., Dendrobium thyrsiflorum Rchb. fiL, Iris

Pseudacorus L., Narcissus Pseudonarcissiis L., Lilium croceum Chaix.

Green leaves : Chelidonium ma.jus L., Urtica dioica L.

Fruits: Sorbus ancuparia L., Solanum Lycopersicum Trn.

Root of Daucns Carota L.

Algae : Cladophora sp., Haeraatococcus pluvialis Flot.

Bromine.

The behaviour of bromine water with respect to the carotinoid

crystals was studied in about twenty cases. The crystals were for

the most part separated out by using Molisch's reagent. Without

exception a fugitive, greenish-blue colour was obtained. Generally

the blue colour was clearly perceptible and only to a slight extent

showed a greenish shade. In a few cases the coloration passed off

quickly and the green predominated. This was so with Chelidonium

majus and Spartium junceum. In the crystals of the fruit of

Solanum Lycopersicum 1 saw the reddish-violet (Kl. and V. 581)

colour successively change into bluish-violet (476), blue, greenish-

blue (386) and green, and finally this last colour faded away.

In the following cases, the crystals w^ere investigated with bromine

water.
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Flowers: Clielidoiiiuii) raajus L., Corydalis lutca DC, Krv.-iimiiu

Perofskianniii Fiscii et Mkv., Lsatis tiiiclona T... ( ytisiis sa<'ittali.s Koch
(Genista sagittalis \j.), Sparliiiiii jiiiiciiiin L., 'J"licnii(>()8is laiiceolala

R. Br., Cucurbita inelanosperma A. Bu., Doroiik-iiin FanlaliaiK'hes L..

Hieraciiim anrantiacum L., Gazania splciidens Hort., Asclepias cnras-

savica L., Calceolaria rugosa Hook., DcndroUinm lliyrsilloruni Ivciiu.

fil., Iris Pseudacorus L., Olivia luiiiiata Ivi:«;kl, Liliimi croeeiim Cii.\ix,

Hemerocallis Middendorflii 'I'rautv. et Mey.

Leaf of Urtiea dioica L.

Fruits: Sorbiis aucuparia L., Solaimm Lycopersicum Trn.

Root of Dauciis Carota L.

Algae: Cladopliora sp., Haematococcus pluvialis Flot.

Iodine.

With carotinoids iodine forms addition products. In about twenty

cases the behaviour of iodine in. potassium iodide solution was in-

vestigated with respect to the crystals of the carotinoids. By means

of the potash method the latter were separated out in most cases.

With iodine they became nearly always green. ' Often they were

distinctly green, in other cases less so, and frequently the}' were

yellowish green. In many cases the green colour appeared immedi-

ately, and sometimes not at once, but only gradually, as, namely,

in the flowers of Clielidonium raajus and Spartium junceum, and

in the red crystals obtained in the flower of Asclepias curassavica

and the leaf of Urtiea dioica. Sometimes no green coloration what-

ever could be observed, not even after 24 hours. This was so with

the flower of Dendrobium thyrsitlorum where, in addition to orange-

yellow crystals, aggregates of orange or orange-red crystals separated

out, which did not become green. The objects experimented upon

with iodine in potassium iodide solution were the same as those on

which bromine water was tried.

Solvents.

The most suitable solvents for the microscopical investigation of

the carotinoid crystals are those which can be mixed with water.

The preparations can then be brought direct from water into the

solvent or the solvent can be allowed to How under a cover-slip to

the preparations which are in water. Solvents which fullil this

condition are, for example, alcohol and acetone. In addition use can

be made of an alcoholic soap-solution ^soap-spirit of the Dutch Fharm.

4''' edition, without oil of lavender; and of chloralhydrate solution

45
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(7 in 10). With these two solutions I succeeded, in establishing Toi-

instance tiiat in tlie leaves of Urtica dioica, the orange-vellow crystals

dissolve more quickly tl.ian the red ones. The best results I obtained

with phenol solutions.

According to Willstatter and MiE^r^) xanthophyll is "spielend

loslich" in phenol. When liquefied phenol (10 parts by weight of

phenol in loose crystals to one part by weight of water) is added

under the cover-slip, the orange-yellow crystals are generally seen

to dissolve very quickly, whilst the sohent becomes orange-yellow.

The process of solution is often preceded' by a flowing together and

the formation of orange-yellow globules and masses. Other crystals,

generally the red and the. orange-red, the reddish-violet in the fruit

of Solanum Lycopersicum and the orange ones which are separated

out by Molisch's reagent in the flower of Dendrobium thyrsiflorum,

dissolve much more slowly. In some preparations they are dissolved

after some hours, in others, kept in the solveiU for several days,

crystals can still be detected.

Because it is so difficult to mix with water phenol that has been

liquefied by water, 1 have preferred for microscopic investigation a

mixture of three parts by weight of phenol in loose crystals and one

part by weight of glycerine. The phenomena observed are the same,

but the mixing and dissolving proceed more quickly. With this solvent

I have been able to show in a number of cases that the various

crystals which had separated out, differed greatly in solubility. This

was, for instance, the case with the flowers of Asclepias Curassavica

and Dendi'obium thyrsitlorum, as also in the leaf of Urtica dioica.

In a few cases I experimented with a saturated aqueous phenol

solution (solubility of phenol in water about 1 in ISyj- With the

orange-yellow crystals I often observed a slow deliquescence to

orange-yellow globules which did not dissolve in the phenol solution.

As is stated in my first paper, the microscopical observation and

separation of the crystals of carotinoids already show that there are

many reasons for thinking that in the vegetable kingdom several

varieties of carotinoids occur. The results obtained with various

reagents and solvents, sulphuric acid, zinc chloride, antimony tri-

chloride, bromine, iodine, and phenol solutions have further confirmed

this. In my opinion (he results of microscopic and micro-chemical

investigations have thus been brought into agreement with macro-

chemical results.

') Richard Willstatter und Walter Mieg, IV. Uebcr die gelben Begleiter

des Chlorophylls, Justus Liebig's Annalen der Ghemie, 355. Bd. 1U07, p. 1.



Botany. -- ''On the (U'lnonatration of carotinoit/s in jthints. Tliiid

coniniMiiication
: The leaf of Urlica dloiai />., the jloicrr of

Dendrobiina thyr/tjlovum Rchb.fil. and Haematococcas pluviah's

Flot" Prof. By C. van Wisselingh. (Communicated h\ Prof.

J. W. Moll).

(Goramunicatcd in the meeting of October 26, 19H).

Ill tlie lii-st and second communications I have .>lio\vn that carotiiiuids

in plants present difrerences in the colour and shape of the crvstals

and in their l)ehaviour towards reagents and solvents. It is obvious

that the j)resence of different chemical bodies cannot be assumed
when the crystals only differ in colour and shape or when only a

slight difference can be observed on the addition of a reagent or

a solvent. When, liowe\er, important differences in colour and shape

accompany a very remarkable difference of behaviour towards reagents

and solvents, then such a conclusion may be justified. I will show
by means of a few striking examples that the latter case applies to

the carotinoids found in plants.

Leaf of Urtica diuica L.

The substances accompanying the chlorophyll of the stinging-nettle

have been accurately investigated chemically. We know from the

investigations of Willstatter and Mieg ^) that two carotinoids are

present in the leaves of the stinging-nettle, carotin identical with

Daucus-carotin, and xanthophyll. These chemists found four times

as much xanthophyll as carotin.

When leaves of Urtica dioica or leaf fragments are [)laced in

Molisch's reagent and examined after a few days, there is found in

each cell containing-chlorophyll an aggregate of red crystals resembling

small parallelograms or needles and of orange-yellow plates, which

are several times more long than broad and show more or less rounded

ends; sometimes a few orange-yellow curved filamentous crystals

project from the aggregate. We readily observe that the orange-

yellow crystals form the greater part of the aggregates. If the crystals

are investigated with reagents and solvents, differences become evident.

When they are treated with sulphuric acid of 76
"/o t'ley all

finally become blue, but the orange-yellow ones are coloured first.

The red ones often retain their own colour for a long time. The

1) Richard Willstatter und Walter Mieg, IV. Ueber die gelben Begleiter des

Glilorophylis, Justus Liebig's Amialen der Gliemie, 355. Bd. 1907, p. 1.

45*
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different crystals are then distinguished very clearly with sulphuric

acid of 66V2 7„, only the orange-yellow crystals become blue.

If preparations with crystals separated by the potash method are

placed on the slide in a solution of chloralhydrate (7 in 10) then

after a time, for example, VU tiours, the aggregates appeared much

changed; the orange-yellow crystals had been dissolved and the red

needles or small parallelograms remained behind, sometimes still

united. After 24 hours they had not \vholly disappeared from the

preparations.

With soap-spirit also (Pharm. Nederl. Ed. IV, without oil of

lavender) a great difference in solubility was proved. After being one

day in soap-spirit the orange-yellow crystals had disappeared from

the preparations, whilst the red remained behind.

I obtained a still more striking result with a solution of phenol

in glvcerine (3 to 1). If this mixture is allowed to flow under the

cover-slip, the orange-yellow crystals are seen to dissolve quickly

whilst the red ones are unchanged even after 24 hours.

The investigation of the orange-yellow and red crystals can be

facilitated in the following manner. Leaf fragments are placed for

two hours in a 10 7o solution of oxalic acid and then put into

Molisch's reagent. In the tissue large red and yellow crystal-aggre-

gates are, thus formed, which can easily be studied.

On consulting the paper of Willstatter and Mieg ') on carotin

and xanthophyll, we must conclude that, of the crystals described,

the red are carotin and the orange-yellow xanthophyll.

As in the leaves of Urtica dioica so in many other cases, in

flowers, leaves and algae, I have been able to distinguish yellow,

orange-yellow or orange-coloured crystals and red or orange-red ones,

of different shape, which behave differently towards reagents and

solvents and indeed in a more or less corresponding way. I do not

doubt that in all these cases the plant contains different carotinoids

side by side, in many cases probably a carotin together with a

substance which belongs to the xanthophylls. I think it not

improbable that the same carotin and the same xanthophyll are

often found together, but I also consider that in a number of cases

another carotin or xanthophyll is present. Willstattf,r andEscHER^)

have already established the presence, in the fruit of Solanum Lyco-

persicum, of a carotin, lycopin, differing chemically from Daucus-carotin.

1) 1. c.

~) Richard Willstatter und Heixr. H. Escher, Ueber den Farbstofl' der

Tomale, Hoppe-Seylek's Zeitschr. fiir Physiol. Ghemie, 64. Bd. 191U, p. 47.
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TJie jlower 0/ Dendrobium tJiiirsijJorum. Rclih. jil.

The flower of Dendrobium tliyrsilloruni Rclil>. til., is aii example

of an object containing a carolinoid, (lilierJMg from those so far

described. After treatment by the potasii metiiod, 1 found in the

cells orange-yellow (Klin'cksikck et Vai.kttk 151) miicli curved lihi-

mentous crystals, orange-yellow (151) whetstone-shaped plates and

large and small aggregates of brightly coloured oraiige (101 though

inclining towards orange-red 81) thin acicular crystals. The difference

in colour is very striking. Some cells are more especially fdlcd with

one shape, others with the other shape. In this case I could observe

no difference on using sulphuric acid of varying strength, nor with

bromine water, but on the other hand iodine in potassium iodide

solution brings it out. With the latter reagent the orange-yellow

crystals at once become a line green. The orange-yellow aggregates

suffer no change of colour whatsoever, not even after 24 hours.

The contrast in the colour of the crystals is very striking. So far

as concerns their solubility in a solution of phenol in glycerine (3

to 1) tiie crystals also differ much. When the solvent is allowed

to flow under the cover-slip, the orange-yellow crystals are at once

seen to deliquesce, and form with the solvent yellow globules which

dissolve entirely. On the other hand the orange-coloured aggregates

do not at first show any signs of dissolving. Sometiuies they are

seen in the midst of the globules that are formed. Finally all the

orange aggregates can be seen in the yellow solution of the orange-

yellow crystals. Slowly the orange crystals dissolve also. If the

preparations are placed for one day in the mixture of phenol and

glycerine, the orange crystals also dissolve.

Because of the difference in colour, different behaviour towards

iodine in potassium iodide solution and different solubility in phenol,

I conclude that two different carotinoids occur in the flower of

Dendrobium thyrsiflorum. The one of these which is to some extent

reddish- orange in colour, is a carotinoid that is not common in plants.

Such a carotinoid 1 have found only in Dendrobium thyrsiflorum.

Its colour and other properties makes me inclined to think that it

belongs to the xanthophylls rather than to the carotins.

Haematococcus pluvlalls Flat.

The colouring matter of this interesting alga has been investigated by

ZoPF^). The result of his enquiry was that it possesses not one but two

1) W. ZopF, Gohn's Hamalochrom ein SammelbegrifT, Biologisches Cenlialblalt,

XV. Bd. 1895, p. 417.
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colourino- matters, which must be considered to be carotinoids. Zopf

found a yellow carotinoid such as is commonly found in green

plants and a red one to which the alga is indebted for its frequently

dark blood- or brown-red colour and for its name. Zopf succeeded

in separating the two colouring matters in the following way. The

crude alcoholic extract of the alga was saponified with caustic soda.

The chlorophyll w^as thus changed into a sodium compound, the fat

into a soap and glycerine, the yellow carolinoid was set free and

tlie red one converted into a sodium compound insoluble in water.

When the saponification products after dilution with water, were

treated with petroleum ether, the yellow carotinoid was removed,

whilst the sodium compound of the red one separated out. After

purifying the sodium compound the carotinoid was set free by means

of dilute sulphuric acid, it was taken up in ether and investigated

spectroscopically. The red carotinoid diflfers spectroscopically from

the yellow, in colour and in the colour of its solutions, and also in

its powder of combining with alkalis and alkaline earths.

Haematococcus pluvialis has recently also been investigated by

Jacobsen ^). By means of Molisch's potash method he obtained sepa-

ration of crystals, but on the other hand he was unsuccessful with

dilute acids and with Tswett's resorcinol solution. The accuracy of

Zopr's results remained undecided.

Mr. Jacobsen was kind enough to send me a culture of Haemato-

coccus pluvialis on agar, and thus I was given an oppoi'tunity of

studying this remarkable alga and of confirming the above mentioned

conclusions of Jacobsen. As is clearly shown by his beautiful plates,

the aplanospores differ very much as regards colour; some have

a green content, in consequence of the chlorophyll they contain,

others are green at the periphery and red in the centre, whilst in

others again the green of the chlorophyll is entirely masked and

there seems to be only a red content. The red colouring matter is

combined with a li(piid fatty substance or, more* accurately, is

dissolved in it. This substance occurs in the form of globules in the

cell-content.

As is to be expected, aplanospores which at first sight show

differences, yield different results on investigation. In the green spores

orange-yellow crystals were quickly separated out by Molisch's rea-

gent; generally these are shaped like curved needles, which are

often united into bundles; sometimes orange-yellow crystal plates

were also observed. In addition to these plates, there were also a

1) H. C Jacobson. Die Kulliirbedingungen von Haematococcus pluvialis, Folia

Microbiologica, 1, 1912, p. 24 et seq.
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few small red plates, shaped like parallelograms. On the addition

of sulphuric acid of 667, or 76 7„ the orange-ycllo\^ crystals become
blue without any deliquescence to globules or solution beiuf^ observed.

This takes place when sulpluuic acid of 95 «/„ is used. The small

red crystals, shaped like parallelograms are not so (piickly colcnred

blue as the orange-yellow ones or a more concentrated acid must be

applied in order to colour them blue. The crystals also behave dif-

ferently with respect to phenol glycerine. The orange-yellow quickly

dissolve in it whilst the red remain undissolved. The oi-ange-yellow

crystals behave therefore like xanthophyll-crystals and the red ones

like carotin-crystals. The investigation of the green aplanosj)ores

therefore gives no special result. Two carotinoids are found to accom-

pany chlorophyll, an orange-yellow one an<l in small quantity a red

one, as is usual in green plants.

In those aplanospores which are more or less red in colour there

are found after treatment with Molisch's reagent reddish-violet crystal

aggregates and, frequently, curved band shaped crystals. I now
leave out of further consideration the small red crystals shaped like

parallelograms. The crystals do not seem to be so easily sej^arated

out in the red aplanospores as in the green ones. It is advisal)le (0

allow Molisch's reagent to act for at least some days in order to

decompose the fatty substance which tenaciously retains the colouring

matter. If any of the fat remains behind, the investigation becomes

more difficult in consequence.

By means of sulphuric acid of 667^ the reddish-violet crystals

become blue, also with 767o sulphuric acid, but in this case the action

is accompanied by partial solution, which sometimes is preceded by

deliquescence. The surrounding medium becomes blue. The behaviour

of the reddish-violet crystals towards sulphuric acid of varying

strength is therefore different from that of the orange-yellow crystals.

In a solution of phenol in glycerine (3 to 1) the reddish-violet

crystals easily dissolve, and colour the solvent dark reddish-violet.

The crystals were not at one time of an orange-yellow colour,

and at another tmie reddish-violet, but in many cases they oscillated

between the two colours. Orange-yellow and reddish-violet crystals

were never observed side by side in the same cell. These facts and

the solution in 76 7o sulphuric acid, as described, led me to suppose

that the reddish-violet crystals were perhaps mixed crystals composed

of two carotinoids. I then tried to separate them with solvents, and

succeeded. The crystals often completely dissolve in acetone or

absolute alcohol; the orange-yellow carotinoid remains in solution,

but the other quickly separates out again in the cells in the form
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of numerous small \iolet platelets. The experiment can be made in

a test tube and also on a microscope slide. Under the microscope

the process of solution, the yellow-coloration in and round the cells

and the separation of the violet platelets can be seen.

The phenomena observed can be explained in the following way.

The orange-yellow carotinoid is fairly easily soluble in acetone or

al)solute alcohol; the other one is practically insoluble, but its solu-

bility is increased by the pi-esence of the orange-yellow one, with

which it forms mixed crystals. A solution of both is produced in the

cells, and is quickly diluted, and this brings about that the carotinoid

insoluble in acetone or in absolute alcohol separates out. I am con-

tirmed in this opinion by an observation of Zopf ^). When he extracted

the yellow carotinoid from the aqueous solution of the saponification

j)roducts with petroleum-ether, the other separated out beneath the

petroleum-ether.

I cannot distinguish any delinite form in the violet platelets. They

behave in the following way towards reagents and solvents. With

sulphuric acid of 66'/„ 7o the colour is not modified or only slightly

so, but with 76 7o sulphuric acid the crystals quickly take a blue

colour and this is speedily followed by dissolution. In a saturated

zinc chloride solution in 25 7o hydrochloric acid and in a saturated

antimony trichloride solution in 25 7o hydrochloric acid they become

bine, then the crystals generally deliquesce to blue globules and

dissolve. The solutions are bluish-violet or blue. With bromine water

a very transitory bluish-green colour is observed. In a solution of

phenol in glycerine (3 to 1) the crystals dissolve, whilst the sohent

becomes bright reddish-violet.

If the reddish-violet ciystals obtained from the red aplanospores

by means of MoLisfH's reagent are compared with those separated

out from alcohol and acetone and with the orange-yellow ones

obtained from the green aplanospores by Molisch's reagent, then the

first mentioned crystals, so far as their properties are concerned,

must be placed between the other two, and this strengthens my
belief that they are mixed ciystals.

1 must here remark that according to Zopf ^) the violet-red or

blood-red carotinoid enter into combination with potassium hydroxide.

On this account it should be assumed that the reddish-violet crystals,

separated out with Molisch's reagent contain the potassium compound
of the carotinoid and that the crystals obtained with acetone and

alcohol consist of this compound. In the microchemical investigation

1) I.e. p. 419.

') 1. c. p. 419.
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I have obtained no indication wliicli points to this. When I treated

the crystal platelets got from acetone or alcohol, with dilnte snlphnnc
acid for 24 hours at the ordinary teinpcraliire I found them un-

changed and moreover their solubility in various solvents remained
the same. However this may be, Zopf's results and mine obtained

by different methods agree in this that in Ilaematococcus pliniaiis

more than one carotinoid occm-s According to Zorf there are two,

whilst 1 have succeeded in crystallising out ihive in the cells and
in separating each from the other two.

Finally I must add a few experimental details. \\\ culiivaliiig

Haematococcus pluvialis in various solutions, I obtained cultures with

different aplanospores, both green and red. I cultivated ih^ alga in

the two following solutions: KNO^ 0.01, (NHJ, HPO, 0.01, MgCl,

0.01, Na,SO, (hydrated) 0.01, H.,0 100 and NH^NO, 0.02,K.,HFO,

0.02, MgSO, 0.02, H.,0 100 ^j. In the former solution most of the

aplanospores had a green content, in the latter a red one, and this

w^as an advantage in the investigation. I used a centrifuge for trans-

ferring Haematococcus from one solution to another and for washing

out the material, wliich sank to the bottom on centrifuging so that

the solution to be replaced could be poured off.

It results from this paper and the two previous ones, that my
conclusions differ completely from those of Tammes and of Kohl.

The assumption, that only one caiotinoid occurs in the vegetable

kingdom, is not based on sufficient evidence. It was the result of

microscopic and micro-chemical research. Nevertheless I believe that

such investigation may contribute to our knowledge of carotinoids,

provided that it be carefully carried out. I have found, for instance,

that when different carotinoids occur in a plant or oi'gan, it is in

many cases at least possible, to distinguish them, that unknown ones

can be detected (Dendrobium thyrsifloriim) ajid that sometimes a

greater number can be demonstrated than has hitherto been possible

by other means (Haematococcus pluvialis). The results I have obtained

are in agreement with the macro-chemical investigation (Urtica dioica).

When the quantity of material is insufficient for the application of

other methods, a microscopical and micro-chemical inquiry is still

practicable and moreover demands comparatively little time. The

botanist who concerns himself with such work, should however

consider, that it is impossible to solve by means of a few colour-

reactions difficult chemical problems, such as, for e.\anq)le, the

1) H. G. Jacobsen, 1. c. p. 8.
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identification of the carotinoids of different plants. As Zopf ^) justly

sajs careful macro-cheraical investigation alone can lead to decisive

results in such cases.

Chemistry. — "Equilibria in ternary systems I". By Prof. F. A. H.

SCHREINEMAKERS.

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 19.2).

On the equilibria Ov.'eurring in ternary systems between liquid and

vapour different theoretical^) and experimental') investigations have

already appeared previously. We will now discuss a few cases where,

in addition to liquid and vapour, solid substances occur also.

Tlie system F L G.

We choose for F a ternary compound and will assume ihat the

three components occur in the vapour.

We now choose at a definite constant tenq^erature T such a

pressure P that no vapour can form. The isotherm ciin then consist

only of the saturation line of the solid substance F. This saturation

line is a closed curve surrounding the point F like the closed curve

of Fig. 1, for instance.

On reduction of P a gas region appears somewhere and at the same

time a heterogeneous region separating the gas i-egion from the liquid

region. In Fig. 1 the gas region is indicated by G, the liquid-region

by L ; the drawn line is the liquid-line, the dotted one the gas- or

vapour line of the heterogeneous region. The straight lines drawn

in this heterogeneous region unite the liquids with the vapours with

which they can be in equilibrium.

We now have in Fig. J two homogeneous regions, namel}' the

liquid region L and the gas region G ; in addition we find two

heterogeneous regions.

In one of them a mixture dissociates into L -|- G ; we will call

1) W. ZoPF, Zur Kennlnis der Farbungsursachen niederer Organismen (Dritte

Mitteilung), Beitrage zur Physiol, u. Morph. niederer Organismen, 1892, Erstes

Heft, p. 36.

2) J. D. VAN DER Waals. Thesc Proc. Vol. IV p. 448, 539, 681 ; Vol. V p. 1

,

121, 225. (1902).

F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS. Zeitschr. f. phys. Chem. 36 257,413,710(1901)37
129 (1901) 38 227 (1901) 43 671 (1903)

B. M. VAN Dalfsen. Dissertation, Amsterdam. (1906).

3) F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem. 39 485. 40. 440, 41.

331 (1902), 47 445, 48 257 (1904).

B. M. VAN Dalfsen. I.e.
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this tlie heterogeneous region lAi. In (lie oilier takes place a disso-

ciation into solid F and a licjiiid satiiraled wiili K of the safiiralion

line of F; we will call this the heterogeneons region FL.

If we imagine the liquid- and vaj)onr surtiicc

of the ?-surfiice to be introduced above Fig. 1, it

i^ obvious that the solid substance F can be also

C ^^ ill c(|uilibiiuni with a whole series of ternary

vapours, which e(|uilibiia, however, are in the

present case all nietastable yet. It is also obvious

(hat these vapours must foi-ui in Fig. I a close<l

curve surrounding |)oint F, which curve, however, has been omitted

fiom the figure. We will call this curve "vapour saturation curve"

of the solid substance F. This curve surrounds the heterogeneous

region FG which, however, is still quite metastable.

Hence in Fig. 1 we distinguish :

the saturation line of F.

the vapour saturation line of F (metastable).

the vapour- and liquid-line of the heterogeneous region L G.

the vapour region (G) and (he liquid-region (L.)

and the heterogeneous regions L G, L F and G F, the latter of

which is metastable.

The vapour region G can form within as well as without the

saturation line of F; on further reduction of the pressure there may
occur also several vapour regions first isolated from each other and

afterwards amalgamating. Moreover, in the system liquid -f- gas

there may occur either binary or ternary vapour pressure maxima or

minima or stationary points so that different cases are to be distin-

guished. We will first take the case that there occurs neither a binary

or ternary maximum or minimum nor a stationary point so that the

gas region appears in one of the apexes of the component-triangle

and the liquid region disappears in one of the other apexes.

In Fig. 1 the gas region is, therefore, formed outside the saturation

line of F; on reduction of the pressure, the different curves of Fig. 1

will change in form and position. As a rule, a small change in pres-

sure only causes an exceedijigly small change in the solubility of a

solid substance; hence, the saturation line of F will alter but little on

change of pressure within very wide limits. This, however, as we

will notice presently, becomes different when we get near to the

melting point of F so that the saturation line of F is only still a

small curve.
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^. I

Fig. 2.

i I

The influence of a change in pressure on a

liquid and vapour region is, however, great in

comparison with that on the saturation line of F.

P IK-HC/^^^!^ When the pressure decreases, the gas region

^ f 1 -f extends and the liquid region contracts; the

heterogeneous region L Gr shifts, therefore, in Fig. 1

towards the heterogeneous region FL. Hence, on

reduction of pressure, there will occur a pressure as represented in

Fig. 2 where the liquidline and the saturation line of F will meet

in a point M so that (he equilibrium F -j- L.\i -|- GtMi appears. The

three points F, M, and M^ as follows readily from the indicatrix theorem,

are situated on a straight line. With the aid of the two sheets of

the ^-surface it is also easy to see that the non-drawn vapour saturation

ime of F in Fig. 2, must meet the vapour line in Mj

.

On further decrease of the pressure, the

saturation line of F and the liquidline intersect

each other in two points; these intersecting

points are represented in Fig. 3 by a and b;

p ^ ^„.,.'-<y^/\\^'^^ i'l the solid substance the letter F is omitted.

^ J'i^Z.6/ I \y From a contemplation of the liquid sheet

and vapour sheet of the ^-surface it follows at

once that with each intersecting point of the

saturation line of F and the liquidline is

conjugated an intersecting point of the vapour

saturation line of F and the vapour line. As the saturation line ot

F and the liquidline intersect each other in the points a and b, the

vapour saturation line of F and the vapour line must intersect each

other in the two points a; and b^. The curve a^ bj is the va[)Our

saturation line of F, the vapour line consists of the two parts e^ bj

and aj dj which are, of course, connected with a metastable branch

not di-awn in the tigure.

At the pressure contemplated here, two three-phase equilibria

F -]- L -[- Gl therefore occur, namely

:

F + L, + Ga, and F + Lb + Gb,

On further reduction of the pressure, the heterogeneous region

L G shifts more and more in such a direction that the vapour region

becomes larger and the liquid-region smaller. At a certain pressure,

the liquidline will pass through the point F, after which this gets

situated within the heterogeneous region. We then obtain an isotherm

as in Fig. 4 which does not ditfer essentially from that of Fig. 3.
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On fui'tlier decrease of tlie pressure, the points a and h and con-

sequently cii and b, will at a definite pressure coincide ; here we
first assume that F then still lies within the iietero'^encous region

LG. VVe then obtain an isotherm like in Fig. 5 in wliicii we nnist

Fig. 5.

imagine m to be formed by the coincidence of a and b, and m,

by the coincidence of ii^ and bi- It is obvious that mj, F and m
must lie on a straight line and that the non-drawn and metastable

saturation line of F must meet the curve d e in m and that the

vapour saturation line of F must meet tiie curve dj e^ in m^.

On further decrease of pressure the saturation and vapour satu-

ration curves of F arrive quite within the heterogeneous region L G;

F cannor, therefore, occur any longer in the solid condition but

splits into vapour -|- liquid ; the compositon of the vapour is now
represented by a point of the vapour line d, e,, that of the liquid

by a point of the liqiudline d e. Both points lie with F on a

straight line.

On reducing the pressure still further we obtain, when the gas

region has extended itself over the point F, isotherms like those in

Fig. 6. Tlie vapour saturation line of F has now disappeared, the

saturation line of F can, however, still exist but then represents

only metastable solutions and has, therefore, been omitted from

the figure.

From the foregoing views, it now follows at once that the liquid

as well as the vapour of the system F' -f- L -f G trace a closed

curve, like in Fig. 7 and that on each of these lines occurs a

point of maximum and of minimum pressure. As tlie points of

the curves of Fig. 7 all appertain to a same temperature but to

different pressures, we may call Fig. 7 an isothermic — polybaric

diagram.
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other, the reaction between solid F, li.|ui,l m and -as m, is in these
two cases also dillerent.

A\7 J.'xn'^'^
'/«5\

vv

Fi2. 10.Fig. 9.

On reducing the pressure still further, the two regions L G and
F G separate and diagrams as in Fig. 10 are obtained. The non-

^ drawn saturation Hue of F represents metastable

/|f^^^7n<^'<^'^<^Jit'0"s only; solutions saturated with F can,

<^, /[ <\J t'l^^refore, occur only in the metastable condition

V' \X\J^^ '^'^ this pressure.

^/^^^'^ The case is, however, different with the vapours

A "
' saturated with F; these all occur in the stable

Fig. 11 condition and are represented by the closed vapour

saturation line of Fig. 10.

By a furdier fall in pressure this vapour saturation line of F
becomes continuously smaller; at the vapour pressure of the com-
pound F it contracts to a point, namely point F, and on further

reduction in pressure it disappears.

Hence, the liquid as well as the vapour of the system F -f- L -f G
again trace a closed curve (Fig. 11). Mamb is the saturation

line of F under its own pressure, Mi aj nij bi its conjugated vapour

line. On the one curve the pressure in M is maximum and in m
minimum, on the other curve in M^ and m^ ; the pressure thus

increases in boch in the direction of the arrows.

The two Figs. 7 and 11 exhibit a great resemblance to each

otlier; yet they differ in different respects such as for instance, in

the situation of the points F, m and m^ in regard to each other.

This causes that in Fig. 7 the point F is situated outside and in

Fig. 11 within the vapour line.

When deducing the previous diagrams we have assumed that on

change of pressure, the iiquidline of the heterogeneous region moves

more rapidly than th.e saturation line of F or what amounts to the

same that the vapour line of the heterogeneous region L G moves

quicker than the vapour saturation line of F.
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Although tins is the case generally, it no longer holds good if

we take a temperature close to the melting point of F. The satu-

ration line of F then surrounds a comparatively small region which

on change of pressure, can rapidly extend, or possibly contract.

The saturation line of F will then move more ra[)idly than the liquid-

line of the region L G. We will now distinguish two cases in one

of which the substance expands on melting whilst in the other case

it contracts.

F expands on melting. An increase in pressure (at constant T)

will cause a solidification of the molten F, a decrease in pressure

a fusion of solid F. On decrease in pressure, the isothermic satu-

ration line of F will consequently contract rapidly and disappear

in the point F. We now start from Fig. 1 and assume that, on

lowering the pressure, the saturation line of F contracts at first

rather slowly and then more rapidly ; its movement is more rapid

than that of the liquid line of the heterogeneous region L G.

\f now the movement of the saturation line of jF is slower than

that of the liquid line. Fig 1 may be converted into Fig. 2 and then

into Fig. 3 from which are then formed either the Figs. 4, 5 and 6

or the Figs. 8, 9 and 10. If however, after the isotherms have

assumed a form as in Fig. 3, the movement of the saturation line

becomes more rapid than that of the liquidline, then, after the appear-

ance of the isotherms of Fig. 3, those of Fig. 2 and 1 reappear.

On reduction of the pressure we then get a series of isotherms such as:

fig. 1 -» fig. 2 -^ fig. 3 -^ fig. 2a -^ fig. la

in which the figures occurring after fig. 3 are indicated by 2a and

la. Fig. 2 and 2a resemble each other with this great difference,

however, that in fig. 2a the saturation line of F is much smaller

and that the liquid and vapour lines of the heterogeneous region lie

more adjacent to F than in fig. 2. The same applies to fig. la in

regard to fig. 1. Between fig. 2 and 2a there is also still this diffe-

rence that Fig. 2 applies to the maximum and B'ig. 2a to the minimum

pressui'e of the system F + L -{- G. We will therefore assume that

in fig. 2a the letters M^ and M of fig. 2 have been replaced by

nij and m.
From the previous considerations it now

/^ follows at once that the saturation line of F

under its own vapour pressure must be situated

as in fig. 12 ; contrary to this same cur\e in

fig. 7 and 11 it does not surround the point

F which represents the solid phase with which

its solutions are saturated. We will, therefore



call the .satiuatioii line of F in tigs. 7 and [\ a riiniinpluised and
that of fig. 12 an exphased one.

F contracts on meltiny. An increase in pressure :at constant T)

will, therefore cause a fusion of solid F, a decrease of pressure a

solidification of molten F. On decrease of pressure the isotherniic

saturation line of F will consequently form lirst of all in F and
then extend at first rapidly and then slowly.

We now start from such a pressure thai a hctero-eneouN region

L Gr does exist, but not yet the saturation line of F. We then have
fig. 1 from which we must, however, leave out the saturation line

of F. On lowering the pressure, the liquid line shifts towards F and
we assume that it has already just passed the i)oint F when the'

saturation litie of F appears in the |)oint F. The i.sotherm then has

a form as in fig. 5 or 6 in which, however, we must iissume the

curve d e to be very close to F. Un further reduction of i)ressure

the saturation line of F now rapidly extends round the point F and
overtakes the liquid-line so that at a definite pressure they come into

contact with each other. We then obtain an isotherm as in fi"- 5

or 9. In fig. 3 however, we must imagine the saturation and the

vapour saturation lines of F to be drawn and in such a manner
that the first curve comes into contact with e d in in, the second

curve with d^ e^ in m,. In Fig. 9 we must also imagine the satu-

ration line of F coming into contact with the curve d e in ra.

On further reducing the pressure fig. 4 or 8 are formed and as

the velocity of the saturation line of F no'.v becomes smaller than

that of the liquid-line, these are again converted into fi«i-. .3 or 9.

Hence on reduction of pressure we obtain a succession of isotherms

such as

:

fig. 5 -^ \\^. 4 -» fig. 5a or fig. 9 -» tig. S -^ lig-. \).^_

in which fig. 5a differs from fig. 5, and fig, 9a from fig. 9 in this

way, that in the figures indicated by a the liquid line ed is removed

further from point Y. Also, as the fig. 5 and 9 occur at higher

pressures than the fig. 5a and 9a the letters m and in, must be

considered as being replaced by M and M^

.

From these considerations it now follows

that the saturation line of F must exist

under its own pressure as in fig. 13, hence

exphased; the correlated vapour line may
be exphased as well as circumphased and

may also be situated on the other side of F.

The case may also occur that the satu-

46
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ration line nnder its own pressure and its correlated vapour line get

each reduced to a point. Both these points then lie ^^ith F on a

straight line.

This case \vill occur when the saturation line of F and the liquid

line when nieeHng each other in a point (fig. 2 in M, in lig. 5 and

9 in m) move at that moment from tliat point towards and from F

with the same velocity. The same then applies to the xapour line

and vapour saturation line of F which also meet in a point (M^ in

fig. 2 and m^ in fig. 5 and 9). This equality of velocity has, of course,

also a physical significance, \\ hich we will look for.

We represent the composition and the volume of the solid substance

F by a, ,5 and v, that of the liquid by ,v, y and T^ and that of the

gas by a.\y,V,.

The equation of the saturation line of F is then given by :

Wt-x) r + (,^- '/).] cLv + [(«-.r) . + {3-y) t] d y = - A V. d P {])

and that of the liquid line of the heterogeneous region LG by

:

[{.r-,v,)r -f {y -y,)s] dx + V{x-x,)s + {y-y,)t]dy = Fo., dP (2)

in this :

bV bV
L V= F— I- + (« -

Foi =F— F, + 0r-,

As the two curves (1) and (2) come into contact with each other

X and y in (1) and (21 are the same and then we ha\e

:

^-y iii—y ^—Ui= = =fl.
«

—

X a\ — X a—iV .

If now we write (J) and (2) in the form:

LV
{r -\- f./.s) dx -f {s --I- [At] dy = dP

a—X

Foi
(r + (is) dx -f (s -j- lit) dy := dP

X— .I'j

we notice that the abo\e mentioned circumstance will appear as:

LV Fo.i

X
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libriiiin with each other is nil. The reaction bet wecii liie thiee piiases

therefore takes phxce without a change in volume. We will retinii

to this latei-.

We may summarise the above as tbllows:

The isothermic-isobarie saturation and vapour saturation curNes of

a solid substance F are, at all tempei-atures and pressures, ciicum-

phased and disappear (are formed) in the point F.

The saturation curves of a solid substance F under their own
vapour pressure are at a lower temperature circumphased ; at a

definite temperature, one of them passes through the point F after

which, at higher temperatures, they become ex|)hased, then they dis-

appear in a point, if in tlie reaction between the three phases no

change of volume occurs. This also applies to the vapour lines

appertaining to the saturation lines under their own {)ressure which

can, however, be already exphased at lower temperatures.

In fig. 14 are drawn some saturation lines under their own vapour

pressure with their appertaining vapour lines for different tempei-a-

tures. On each of these curves

occurs a point with a maximum
and one with a minimum vapour

pressure which, however, are

not indicated in the Fig. although

the arrows indicate the direc-

tions in which the pressure in-

creases. These [)oints are situated

of course, in such a manner,

that the line which unites two

Fig. 14. points with a maximum or

minimum pressure of curves of the same temperature, passes through

the point F. The saturation line under its own \apour pressure

disappears in the point M; the appertaining vapour-line in the point

M, both points lie with F on a straight line.

In fig. 14 the curves of different temperatures are all united in

a plane; if, however, we imagine a temperature axis drawn per-

pendicular to this plane and also the curves in space according

to their temperatures, two surfaces are formed, namely the

saturation surface, under its own pressure of F and the appertaining

vapour surface. The first has its top in M, the second in Mi ; the

line MMj is situated horizontally. It is evident that the point F does

not coincide with the top M of the saturation surface under its own

vapour pressure but is situated somewhat lower and that the points

Mj 11 and F lie in a same vertical plane. {I'd be continued).

46*
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Botany. — ''Dichotomy and lateral branching in the Pteropslda'\

By ^Ir. J. 0. ScHOUTE. (Preliminary communication). ')

(Communicated in the meeting of Oct. 26, 1912).

In 1900 and more recently *) Jeffrey argued that the correspond-

ence in structure of Filicales, Gymnosperms and Angiosperms jus-

tified the union of these three groups into a higher group, that of

the Pteropsida.

Palaeontological research has later rendered this conclusion more

probable ').

When on tiiis account we assume a closer relationship between

these groups, there naturally still remain many great differences

between them; one 'of these is in the method of branching. For

whdst the Gymnosperms and Angiosperms without exception branch

by means of axillary buds (apart from adventitious buds), we find

the ferns are typically dichotomous ^). Mettenius ^) described long

ago in ferns lateral bnds in e\ery kind of position (axillary,

next to the insertion of the leaf, under the insertion, half on the

stem and lialf on the petiole) but all this has been explained hy

VelejSovsky as due to tlie formation of "stable adventitious buds ^).

The distinction between dichotomy and lateral branching has always

been considered by all writers to be of great phylogenetic importance.

An investigation on branched tree-ferns has led me to the idea

that there ma}" perhaps be no difference in principle between these

\ arious modes of branching ; in other words, that dichoto-

mous branching would be, in its essence, the same as the lateral

I (ranching of ferns or Angiosperms. The fine material, mostly col-

lected by Mr. Koorders, on which this investigation has been made,

will be described exactly in the detailed publication. Here I only

remark that in these trees ordinary dichotomy can sometimes take

place, as a reaction to certain pathological processes, with a normal

^) A detailed paper, illustrated by plates, will appear on this subject in the Recueil

des Travaux botaniqnes neerlandais.

-) E. G. Jeffrey. The Morphology of the Central Cylinder in the Angiosperms

;

Canadian Inst. Trans., Vol. 6, 1900. - The Structure and Development of the

Stem in the Pteridophyta and Gymnosperms ; Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London, Vol.

195, 1902.

5) See e. g. D. H. Scott, Studies in fossil. Botany, 2nd Ed. London 1908/09,

p. 638.

^) J. Velenovsky. Vergleichende Morphologic der Pflanzen. Prag 1905, p. 245.

*) G. Mettenius. Ueber Scitenknospen bei Farnen, Abhandl. math-phys. Classe

k. Sachs. Ges d. Wiss. Bd. 5, 1861, p. 611.

«) I.e. p. 247.
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angular leaf, such as, according Velenovsky, characterizes dichotouiy

in ferns ^).

In this process however, one of the two branches may also be

smaller than the other, in which case the larger branch places itself

entirely in the prolongation of the base. These cases gradually pass

into such in which one branch forms in every respect a prolongation

of the base, and the other is placed next to an ordinary leaf of the

stem as a thin branch or small lateral bud ; this leaf we may then

still regard as the angular leaf of the dichotomy.

From these observations we may deduce that probably all bran-

chings in ferns, including those by means of Vklknovsky's "stable

adventitious buds", are to be referred to one and the same process

and also that it is not permissible to consider the lateral J»uds of

ferns as adventitious buds. It then further becomes highly probable

that the axillary branching of Gymnosperms and Angiosperms is due

to the same process. The only points of diilerence between the lateral

branching of ferns and that of tlicse groups, are that iji ferns the

bud is not always placed above the insertion of the leaf and ihat

by no means all leaves produce buds.

In the Conifers we find already an intermediate stage to the extent

that by no means all leaves have axillary buds, whilst in the cycads

another intermediate stage seems to the found, for in this group the

rare non-adventitious buds appear to be placed, not above, but next

to the correspondijig leaf-j.

If this is so then, the normal dichotomy, which occurs in rare cases

among Angiosperms ^) is a difterent, new process, a dichotomy of

the second order, as it were.

1) 1. c. p. 246.

-} E. Warming, UndersOgelser og Betragtninger over Cycadeernc. Oversigt K.

Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Forb. 1877 p. 91. — H. Graf von Solms Laubach, Die

Spoorsfolge der Stangeiia und der iibrigen Gycadeen. Bot Zeilung48, 1890, p. 197.

3) See my article "Ueber die Veriistelung bei monokotyien Biuinien II. Die

Verastelung von Hyphacne", in Recueil des Trav. botan. Neeri. Vol. 1909 p. 211.

The opinion expressed there on p. 232 that the dichotrmy of Hijphaene is the

first case described in the literature of dicliotomy in a phanerogam is incorrect

since Church in his ''Relation of phyllotaxis to mechanical laws'* (London U.;04)

in the "notes and errata" at tbe end of the book (p. 352) already described the

dichotomv of fasciated heads of Hellanthus.



Mathematics. — "O/z loci, congruences and focal systems deduced

from a twisted cubic and a twisted biquadratic curve''. II.

Communicated by Prof. Hk. de Vries.

(Goinmunicated in the meeting of Oct. 26, 1912).

11. We found in § 1 ^) a surface 52° as locus of the points P
for wliicli the cliord a of X-"' and the t w o chords b of h" are cora-

planar; in tlie plane of those three chords then lies a ra>' s of the

tetrahedral complex discussed in the preceding § ^), so that the rays

s corresponding to the points F of ^^ form a congruence con-

tained in the complex ; we wish to know this congruence better.

Through an arbitrary jioint P of space pass six rays of the con-

gruence, thus fi^6; for all rays s through that point form a

quadratic cone, the complex cone (§ 10), and the foci correspond-

ing to the edges of this cone lie on the ray 6' of P; this intersects

*i" in 6 points and the rays .s^ conjugated to these pass through P.

The number ;,t is called the order of the congruence.

Exceptions we find only for the points of h^ and in the 4 cone

vertices. If P lies on Jc"^ then the conjugated line .;> is the tangent

in P, which now belongs itself to the complexcone of P, for it is

generated as line of intersection of the two polar planes of P itself

with respect to <2»i,
*P^, which planes coincide with the tangential

planes to the two quadratic surfaces. The tangent x to k^ is now

however at the same time tangent to £1^ and it contains therefore

besides the point of contact only 4 points of 52" ; thus besides the

tangent only 4 rays of the congruence pass through P, from which

ensues that the tangent itself counts double.

The four cone vertices bear themselves quite differently. To T^

e.g. are conjugated as rays s all the lines of the plane T./r^T^=iT^,

wdiich plane intersects i^^ in a curve k^ of order 6 containing

T^,T^,T^ as single points, the points of intersection with l-^ on the

other hand as nodal .points; to each point of Ihe curve a ray s

through T is conjugated, so that through J\ pass an intinite number

of rays of the congruence forming a cone. This cone can be deter-

mined more closely as follows. As of an arbitrary line .s^^ in t, the

two conjugated lines pass through Pj, the ray .^j corresponding to

the points of that ray s^ form a quadratic cone; now s^ intersects

the curve I" in 6 points, thus the quadratic cone must intersect

the cone to be found in 6 edges.

Let us consider the point of intersection of s^ with the edge T^T^

1) See Proceedings of Oct. 2Gl]i, 1912, p. 495,

2) 1. c. p. 509.
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of the tetrahedron. The two pohir planes of tliis point now pass not

only tlirongli 7',, but also through 1\, because the point itself lies

now not onlj in r, but also in r, =: 1\1\1\; so the (juadratie cone
contains tlie edge 7', 1\ and of course for the same reason 'l\ 1\ and
T^l\. Tiiese same edges lie also on die cone to be found and Ihat

as fonrfold ones, whicli is easy to see when we consider e.g. the

line 7;7V This line intersects k' in 7'3,7', and in four points more;
to 1\ all lines of t, are conjugated and thus also parlicuhuiy all

lines of r, through 1\, so that this plane (and for the same reason

the two other tetrahedral pUuies through T^) separate themselves

from the cone: however, for each of the 4 remaining points of inter-

section the conjugaled ray .y is determined and identical with 7'i7',,

so that this line is indeed for the cone undei- discussion a. fourfold

edge. So the quadratic cone and the cone under discussion have in

common :

1. the three fouifold edges of the latter, 2. the 6 rays s, conju-

gated to the points of intersection of s^ with k'\ thus altogether

3x4-f6r=J8 edges; so the cone under discussion is of order nine.

If finally we see that this cone possesses three double edges too,

formed by the rays s conjugated to the three nodal points of k^

lying in k^, we can comprise our results as follows:

For the congruence of the rays s corresponding to the points of 12'

tlie four cone vertices are singular points, as through these points pass

instead of 6, as in the general case, oo^ rays of the congruence \ these

form at each of those 4 points in the first place three pencils situated

in the three tetrahedral planes through that point, and in the second

place a cone of order nine ivith three double edges and three four-

fold edges, the latter coinciding vnth the three tetrahedral edges through

that point.

The cone of order nine must intersect the tetrahedral plane

r^=l 2\T^1\ in nine edges, four of which lie united in ^'jT'^.four

others in 7^7^^, so that only one is left; the latter is to be regarded

as the line s more closely conjugated to point T^, and it will

change its position if k'' changes its form, and passes through 1\ in

an other direction.

The complete nodal curve of the surface of tangents of X"* consists

of four plane curves of order four lying in the four tetrahedral

planes and every time with 3 vertices of that tetrahedron as nodes;

let us now regard in particular the nodal curve lying in t,.

Through a point P of this pass two tangents of k^ representing

the two chords b through that point; the line connecting the two

contact points passes through T^ and is an edge of the doubly
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))rojecting cone having tliis point as \ertex, and from tliis all follows

easily that that edge of the cone is the line s conjugated to the point F
of the nodal curve. The nodal curve now intersects k^ in 24 points,

of which 6 however coincide two by two wirh T^, T^, 7^^ ; the lines .?

conjugated to the 18 remaining ones are the lines of intersection

of the cone of order nine with the doubly projecting cone at the

verlex 7\.

The surface of tangents of k* is of order eight, it contains the 4

just mentioned plane curves of order 4 as nodal curves and the four

cone vertices as fourfold points; it intersects i2'' in a curve of

order 48 having the cone venices as fourfold points, tlie 24 points

of intersection with k^ and the 4 times 18 points of intersection on

the 4 nodal curves as nodal points. For an arbitrary point of this

curve a chord a of /i" and 2 chords b of k^ are complanar; one of

these two chords b however is a tangent of k\ For one of the 24

nodal points on k- the same holds, as is easy to see; for each of

the 4 X 18 remaining nodal points on the other hand a chord a of
k^ is complanar to 2 tangents of k\

12. We now determine the second characteristic number, the

class V of the congruence formed by the rays s conjugated to the

points of ^2", i. e. the number of rays of the congruence in an

arbitrary plane. The locus of all foci of all the rays s lying in

an arbitrary plane « is according to § 10 a twisted cubic through

the four cone vertices; this intersects 12® in 18 points, but to these

belong the four cone vertices. To each of the 14 remaining ones

one ray s is conjugated, lying in the assumed plane; to a cone

vertex on the other hand all rays of the opposite tetrahedral face

are conjugated, and therefore also the line of intersection of that face

with a, so that if we like we can say that in each plane lie 18

congruence rays, among which, however, then always appear the

lines of intersection with the four tetrahedral planes. So we prefer to

say that in an arbitrari/ plane lie 14 congruence rays and thatfrom
the complete congruence the 4 felds of rays situated in the four
tetrahedral planes separate themselves.

In § 8 we found that the double tangential planes of the surface

i2j^ discussed in \ 7 of class 18 envelop a developable Ag of class

9; they are nothing else than the focal planes of the points of k^.

The lines s they contain belong to the congruence we are discussing,

and these rays count double in the congruence because Jc^ is for

52" a nodal curve; let us find the locus of these double rays.

If a point P describes the curve ^% then each of its two polar planes
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Jr,, -r, with respect to *I\, 0, envelope llie reriprui-al lio-ijro of a

cubic curve, i. e. a <ievelopal)le of class 3, and the tan<;enlial phiiies

of these two developahles are conjugated through the points P one
h\ one to each other; for, a tangential pUme .-r, of the first devel-

opable has only one pole P and this again only one polar plane

with respect to ^j. Now the lines s are the lines of inteisection of

the conjugated tangential planes of the two developables; they form

a scroll the order of which appears to be 6. Let us namely assume
a line /; through a point P of this line pass 3 tangenlial planes rr,

of the first developable, and to these three i)lanes rr, are conjugated :

if these intersect the line / in three jioints Q, then to one point P
three points Q are conjugated, but of course inversely too; through

each of the 6 coincidences passes one line s, so the line / intersects

the demanded surface in 6 points.

For each of the three points of intersection of k'' with one of

the four tetrahedral faces the corresponding line s passes through the

opposite vertex; the four cone vertices are therefore threefold points

of the surface. Moreover the sui-face possesses a nodal curve cut by

each generatrix in 6 — 2 = 4 points and which proves to be of

order 10; the four cone vertices are as points of intersection of 3

generatrices of the surface also threefold points of the nc;dal ciirxe.

The order of the nodal curve we determine again as in § 9 with

the aid of Schubert's formula:

2 . f,? =: 6<7 -f 2 . eg,

bj conjugating each generatrix of the scroll as ray g to all others

as rays h. The symbol tg, the number of coinciding pairs where g
intersects an arbitrary line, is 6, viz. equal to the order of the sur-

face; the question is now how great is so, the number of pairs gh

of which the components lie at intinitesimal distance and intersect

each other; these are evidently the torsal lines of the 3urface. We
shall show that their number is 8.

The rays s conjugated to the points of a line / desci-ibe a regulus

through the four cone vertices (§4) and so they ci'oss each other all,

then too when they lie at infinitesimal distance; they can intersect

each other only when line / is itself a ray s (§10); however, they

then intersect each other all and that in the same point, viz. the

focus of s. If thus two rays s corresponding to tw^o points of P
are to intersect each other, then their connecting line must be a

ray s; and if moreover these rays are to lie at infinitesimal distance

then the line connecting the points must be a tangent of k^ ; so the

question is simply this how many tangents of /t" are rays of the
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tetrahedral complex. Now according to one of the theorems of

Halphex a complex of order p and a scroll of order n have pn
generatrices in common; the tetrahedral complex is quadratic, the

surface of tangents of k^ is of order 4 and so the number of common
rays is 8; so fm= 8. B'rom this ensues 2 . ^^i i= 8 -f- 2 X 6 = 20,

fj5=:10. Now f,? represents the class of a plane section of our scroll

of order 6; by applying the first Pluckek formula for plane curves

(§9) we thus find rl= 10, a number we can control with the aid of

^/' + ^0 + ^(?= 9^i (§ 9) ;
^•iz.

op + 6 + 10= 36

ap = 20.

and this is twice the order of the nodal curve as we proved in § 9.

Summing up we thus find: I'he nodal rays of our congruence form
a scroll of order 6 until 8 forsal lines and therefore also 8 pincli

points lying on a nodal curve of order 10 ivhich is intersected by each

generatrix in 4 points and having the vertices of the four doiddy

projecting cones of k* as threefold points.

§ 13. We shall inquire in this § into the scroll of the rays .>^ of our

congruence, resting on an arbitrary line / and in particular on a

ray s. All rays 5 intersecting I form a congruence (2,2); for the

quadratic complex cone with an arbitrary point of space as vertex

intersects / in 2 points, so that through that point 2 rays of the

congruence pass; and an arbitrary plane contains of the complex cone

of the point of intersection with / likewise 2 rays, so that in an

arbitrary plane lie likewise 2 rays of the congruence. An exception

is made by the points on I, which are vertices of quadratic cones

of rays of the congruence and the planes through I containing an

infinite number of rays of the congruence, which evidently envelop

a conic because two of them pass through any point of the plane.

Among these planes are four, which are distinguished iVom the others,

because the conic which they bear breaks up into a pair of points,

and dualistically related to these are 4 points^ on / whose quadratic

cone breaks up into a pair of planes; the planes are those through

/ and the 4 cone vertices, the points are the points of intersection

of / with the four tetrahedral planes. In the plane 12\ e.g.

according to § 10 all the rays through 1\ belong to the com-
plex, so the conic in this plane must degenerate into T^ and one
other point; or expressed in other words: of the two rays of the

congruence through a point of this plane one passes through the

fixed point T^, so the second must also pass through a fixed point.
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This point is a certain point of the iine of intersection of ilio |)lane

n\ with the ftxce Tj lying opposite 7', ; foi-, lor an aibitrary poii.t

P of T, the complex cone breaks np into the pencil with vertex P
lying in r^ and a pencil with vertex /-* lyinn; in a certain |)lane

through P and 1\, and imcrsely for a plane ihi-ongh 7',, so e.g.

our plane IT,, the complex conic breaks up into point 7', and a
second point lying on the line of intersection of that plane with t,

(§ 10). So the four singidar points on I are Ihei-efore nolhing else

but the points of intersection with the four tetrahodral planes.

Two conginences according to the theorem of Halphkn possess in

general only a linile number of common rays; however, the con-

gruence discussed above and the one deduced out of (he points of
^2" possess an infinite number, therefore a scroll; for all complex

rays .9 cutting / belong to the former, and every time 6 of these

through a point of / belong according to § 4 to the second; the

two congruences have thus a scroll in common for which the line /

is a sixfold line. As furthermore according to §12 there lie in each

plane 14 rays of the second which as rays s cutting / also belong

to the former (and therefore, as ive noio discover, envelop a conic)

the scroll to be found is a i2^" of order twenty and with a nodal

curve which by each plane through the sixfold line / is cut in

\ . 14 . 13 = 91 points not lying on /.

If a point P describes a line /, then the corresponding line .v

describes a regulus through the 4 cone vertices (§ 4); and if we
wish to construct for that same point P the complex cone, then

according to § 10 we must determine the lines .9 which correspond

to the points of the line s conjugated to P
; from this ensues that

the regulus formed by the lines corresponding to the points P of I

is the locus of the points P whose conjugated rays form the congru-

ence of the rays s ivhich intersect I. And so furthermore from this

ensues that the curve k^"^ of order tivelve along 7vhich that regulas

and i2^ intersect each other, is the locus of the j^oints P whose

cojijugated lines s form the just found surface S^-°.

Each generatrix .s-'of the regulus contains 6 points of 12^ or there-

fore of Z,-^"; the corresponding lines s are the six generatrices of ^Ji'^"

issuing from the focus conjugated to the generatrix P of the regulus

on the sixfold line /. The curve /:'- admits 6 nodal points, viz. the

points of intersection of the regulus with /''
; the line s of the

regulus through such a point intersects ^2" in two coinciding poims,

from which ensues that through the point P on / conjugated to that

line s really only 5 rays s pass instead of 6 ; one of these, however,

viz. the one corresponding to the nodal point of /•^^ is a generatrix
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of the surface of the double rajs of the congruence (§ 12), and

thus evidently a double generatrix of Si\ So : the 6 points of inter-

section of I witli the surface of the double rays of the congruence

deduced from i2' are double generatrices of S^^°.

The curve k'^^ passes through the 4 cone vertices and the lines s

corresponding to them fill the tetrahedral faces lying opposite ; so we
can ask how S^^° bears itself with respect to those faces. We now
have separated in § 12 of the complete congruence deduced from fi"

the four fields of rays in the tetrahedral faces ; if we thus follow

k^- through the vertex T,, then to all points on either side of 7'i every

time a completely determined ray intersecting / is conjugated; by

this also ill t, one ray is determined, so that il'" has simply one

ot its generatrices in Tj and therefore this plane as an ordinary tangential

plane. The cone vertices on the contrary are themselves singular

points ot S2'-\ Our curve k^' namely cuts t^ in 12 points lying

on a conic and at the same time on the section /" of ^2" with Tj,

to which belong the three cone vertices 7\, 1\, 7\; the rays .9 corre-

sponding to these lie, it is true, according to the above, respectively

in Tj, Tj, T^, but they do not pass through J'j (if let us say .s^ conjugated

to T, had to pass e.g. through T^ it would iiave to pass for the same
reason throngh 1\ and T^), however the rays corresponding to the

remaining 9 points of intersection do ; so in the plane l\l nine

generatrices of i^'" pass througli T^; they are the lines of intersection

of this plane with the cone of order nine, on ivhich lie according to

^11 the rays s which are conjugated to the points of intersection of Q,^

with Tj. The same holds of course for the planes through the remain-

ing vertices and /.

In such a plane the conic which must be touched by the 14
generatrices of f2-^" degenerates, as we have seen at the beginning

of this §, into a pair of points; so in eacli of these four planes not only

nine generatrices pass tJtrougli a cone vertex, but also the five remain-

ing ones pass through another fixed point, lying in the opposite face.

The vertices are thus for the nodal curve of S2^° ^.9.8= ZQ-fold points,

the other points | . 5 . 4 = 10fold points. If we add these 36 + 10
points to the 45 points generated by (he intersection of the two groups

of 5 and respectively 9 generatrices lying in a plane through a cone

vertex and /, we find back the 91 points of the beginning of this§.

If we add to tlie figure, as we are now studying it, another arbitrary

line m, then to this also belongs a regulus through the 4 cone vertices

cutting the regulus conjugated to / in a curve of order four through
the vertices; this biquadratic curve has with i^" twenty-four points

in common among which again the cone vertices; if we set these
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apart for reasons more lliaji once mentioned, then tliere remain
twenty; the rays s corresponding to these rest on / as well as on //?,

i. e. tiie rays resting on / form a surface ii". This in order to

control the result.

^ 14. We shall now try to determine the order of the nodal curve
of £^-\ which is according to the preceding ecpial to 91, augmented
by the number of points unknown for the present, with which that

curve rests on /: this number is connected with other nimibcrs

which we must also calculate to be able to find the former, and to

this a deeper study is necessary of ^2^°, as well as of the figures

which are in. relation with this surfcice.

A scroll possesses in genera! a certain number of pinch points and
torsal lines, and (hose of i2'' can be divided into two kinds uhich
bear themselves very differently in the following considerations. To
the first kind we reckon the torsal lines whose pinchpoint lies on /

but whose torsal plane does not pass through /; to the second kind

the dualistically opposite, thus those whose pinchpoint does not lie

on / 'thus on the nodal curve to be investigated), but whose torsal

plane for it does pass through /.

A third kind might be a combiniition of the two others, torsal-

lines, whose pinchpoint lies on / and whose torsal plane passes

througli /; we shall however show that these do not appear on i2-".

We can get some insight in the a])pearance of these torsal lines if

we return to the regulus and the curve k^^ of the preceding §;

k^- contains the foci of all generatrices s of f^-\ and the regidus is

the locus of all the rays s, which are conjugated to the points P
of /. Moreover lie in a plane through / fourteen generatrices of 52"

and the foci of these lie on a cubic curve through the four cone

vertices. Let us now consider the generatrices of the regulus and the

curve k^\ A generatrix s,. of the regulus intersects 52* in six points

and these lie on k^\ for ^••* is the intersection of 52* with the regu-

lus ; the rays s corresponding to these six points are the generatrices

of 52% which pass through a same point P of /, \iz. the focus of *>.

If however s,- hiis two coinciding points in common with i-^"^, then

two of the six generatrices through P coincide, and this can

happen in two ways. The curve A'^ has namely 6 nodal points fviz.

on k'^j, and through each of these passes a line Sr which has with

k^^ besides the nodal point only four points in common ; of tiie six

generatrices of i^^" through the focus P of .y,- two coincide and that

in a double generatrix of 52"^", the number of which, as we know,

(^ 13) amounts to 6. Those double lines can be regarded as ''full
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coincidences" in the sense of Schubert, i. e. as coinciding lines whose

point of intersection as well as whose connecting plane is indefinite
;

so they satisfj' the delinition we have given above of toi-sal lines of

the first kind.

Ill the second place now liowever an 6v can touch the curve k^';

in this case the two coinciding rays s conjugated to the point of

contact form a "single coincidence", i. e. two coinciding rays whose

point of intersection and whose connecting plane both remain de-

finite; the point of intersection lies on /, the connecting plane however

does not pass in general through /, for then it would be necessary that

in the point where s,. touches the curve h^^ at the same time also

one of the cubic curves through the vertices were to touch that

cur\e, which can of course in general not be the case ; so we find

torsal lines of the first kind. However, if tliere reallj' were torsal lines

of the third kind, then there would have to be among the points of

contact of the rays s,- with k^^ also some where at the same

time a cubic curve were to touch h^'^ ; these particular points of

contact would then give rise to the torsal lines of the third kind.

The cubic conjugated to a plane ). through / may have with ^^"

two coinciding points in common ; in this case two generatrices

lying in tiie same plane A coincide. This happens in the first

place for those planes ). whose conjugated cubic passes tiirough one

of the six nodal points of A^^. and so we find again (he nodal lines

of ^2"
; this, however, also takes place if a cubic touches ^^^ and

then w^e find a torsal line of the second kind ; for the two rays s

conjugated to the point of contact coincide whilst their connecting

plane X remains definite. Their point of intersection lies in general

not on /, because the point of contact of k^- with the cubic is in

general not a point of contact of k^- with a generatrix Sr of the

regulus ; for those points however where that might be the case we

would find torsal lines of the third kind.

We calculate the complete number of points, where a line of the

regulus has two coinciding points in common with k^'^, \\'\{\\ the

aid of the formula of vSchubert :

which relates to a set of x^ pairs of points. We can now indeed

obtain such a set by conjugating on each line of the regulus each

af the six points >(^^ regarded as a point p, to the five others, which

are then named q ; each line of this kind bears then thirty pairs, because

each of the six points of k^- lying on it can be conjugated succes-

') Schubert 1. c. p. 44.
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sivelj as point /> to the live others (which are liien called y , and
the whole number is oc'. The quantity /> in the lorniula points lo

the number of pairs, where the point p lies in a given plane;

now this plane intersects k'- in twelve points, whicii we can all

regard as points p ; thi-ough each of these passes one line of the

regulus containing still live other [mints of /•"', which we shall call

q; it is then clear that there are 60 pairs (xj whose component p
lies in a given plane. The symbol 7 has the same meaning as p,\n

this case for the i)oints q; however, as in our case each point of /^-'^

can be a p as well as a q, the qnantity q is also = (it).- Finallv

the letter g indicates the number of pairs whose connecting line

intersects a given line ; now that given line intersects only two lines

of the regulus, on each of whicli 30 pairs pq are situated
; q is

therefore 60, and in this way we tind for f, the number of coincidences,

f = (30 + 60 — 60 == 60.

So there are eixty lines of the regulus containing two coinciding

points of /.'*
; 6 of them correspond to the double generatrices of

i2'°, but a closer investigation shows us that these must be counted

double ; the remaining forty-eight are tangents of k^"^ and correspond

to torsal lines: xo f^"" contains forty-eight torsalUnes 0/ the first kind.

The formula e=:p-\-q— g, or Avritten as : p -^ q= g -\- e, is namely

deduced by assuming a system of oc- pairs of points p,q and by

projecting these out of a line /. If a plane P. through / contains

p points
J),

we can connect the points q conjugated to these

by pLanes with /, so that p planes are conjugated to A; if inversely

a plane / contains q points q, then to this plane q others are con-

jugated, and thus is generated a correspondence {p,q) with /; -j- 7

coincidences, which are e\idently furnished by means of the coinci-

dences of the pairs of points themselves (f) and by the pairs of points

whose connecting line intersects /,

Let us now apply this to our case. A plane A intersects k^'^ in twelve

points p; to each of these the five points q are conjugated lying

with p on a generatrix of the regulus, so that to / sixty other planes

are conjugated. A plane ?. through a nodal point D of /' however

contains of k^* besides D only ten more points, which give rise to

fifty planes ; so the ten remaining ones must be furnished by D
itself. Now the generatrix of the regnlus through D intersects i2*

besides in D only in four points more, the planes through these

and / count double in the correspondence, because D it.self counts

double in the plane ID, but this furnishes only four planes counting

double, or eight single ones; so the two missing ones must coincide

with the plane ID, i. e. ID is a double plane counting double (and
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likewise a fourfold "braiicbplane") Q. E. D. In § 17 we shall see

a confirmation of the considerations given here.

§ 15. In order to be able to point out the eventual existence of

the torsal lines of the third kind, we must include a new auxiliary

surface in our consideration, which we deduce from the tetrahedral

complex. All complex ravs lying in one and the same plane envelop

a conic which also touches the four tetrahedral planes, and indeed

in § 13 we have already drawn attention to the fact that the

fourteen generatrices of ii-" lying in a plane X through / are the

tangents of a conic ; the auxiliary surface which we must introduce

to find the torsal lines of the third kind is the locus of these conies,

thus the locus of the complex conies lying in the planes A through /.

In each plane ?. lies one and through each point of P. pass two of these

conies, as is easy to prove. For, let us imagine an arbitrary plane ). and an

arbitrary point P on /, then ?. intersects the complex cone of P in

two rays 6-, and these are the tangents out of P to k'' lying in X
;

therefore if k" is to pass through P then the two tangents out of P
must coincide, and this takes place in the two tangential planes
through / to the complex cone. The locus to be found is therefore an

i2^ ivith double line I.

If a surface possesses a double line it is an ordinary pheno-

menon that only a part is efficient, the rest parasitical ; so applied

to our case tliat through certain points of / two real conies go,

through others two conjugated imaginary ones, and through the limit-

ing points between both groups two coinciding ones ; for the surface

we have here under discussion those limiting points are the points of

intersection of / with the four tetrahedral planes. Let us namely assume

the point of intersection s^ of / with t^. The complex cone of -Si

breaks up into two planes, viz. Tj and a plane through ,S'i and T^

cutting T, along a line
.9i

through S^ ; s^ is nothing else but

the generatrix which 52" has in common with Tj. Now the tangen-

tial planes through / to this degenerated cone coincide in the plane /.v.,

which bears a complex conic touching t^ in S^ (with tangent s^)

;

this conic is the only one passing through S^.

Of great importance for our surface ii^ are furthermore the planes

through / and the four cone vertices. We know i.a. that of the

fourteen generatrices ofi'i"^'' in the plane rj\ nine pass through 1\

and the other live through a point T* lying in t^, and really the

complex conic in this plane breaks up into the pair of points T^,

7\*, which means for the surface Si^ that it is intersected by the

plane /T", (except in the nodal line / of course) in the line
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1\T*, counted double, whilst the tangt'iits to this conic degene-

rated into a double line, thus the complex rays in this plane can

only go through 1\ and T*; the four plmvs JTi {i = \ ,.... ,^
touch Si' alomj the four Urn's 1\ 7\* (/ = J ,4), and the 8 points

Ti, Tr (/ = 1, . . . . , 4), are nodal points of iJV

The nodal point 1\* lies in t, and is characterized by the properly

that its complex cone breaks up into the plane Tj and the plane

T*l, so that each ray through 7',* cutting / is a complex ray. Let

us assume e.g. the plane T*, T*, 7 3* ; this cuts / in a certain

point L and according to the preceding the lines /v7',*, LT.,^\ Ll\^
are complex rays. But if three complex rays lying in one plane pass

through the same point, then the complex curve in tliat plane must

degenerate into a pair of points, and this takes place only for the

planes through the four cone vertices; so the plane T*T*T^*
passes through a vertex, in our notation 1\. And with this we have

proved the following property: the ei(/ht nodal points of SI' can be

divided into tujo groups of four, T^, . . . . , T^ and T*, . . . . , T*,

and the four tetraliedra having these points as vertices are simulta-

neously described in and around each other.

The surface SI' is one of those already found and described by

Plucker in his "Neue Geometric des Raumes". Part 1, § 6,

p. J 93 etc., on the occasion of his general investigations of quadratic

complexes.

We shall now intersect the surfaces Si,' and i^"-" with each other.

The section which must be of order 80 consists in the first place

of the line / to be counted twelve times, because / is for SI' a

double line and for 12" a sixfold line; the residual section is thus a

curve of order 80 — 12 = 68. Now there lie in a plane P. through

/ fourteen generatrices of 12^", and these touch a conic lying on SI' ;

so the residual section is a curve having with a plane A through /

fourteen points in common. However, we must keep in view that

the two surfaces touch each other in Q,\(ix^ ordinary point which

they have in common outside /; so the residual section must be a

curve to be counted twice, from which ensues that its order must

be 34 ; as it has outside / with a plane / only fourteen points in

common, it must have with / itself 20 points in common. It then

goes 9 times through each of the four points 7"', (/= 1. . . . ,4), and

5 times through each of the four points 7',* (/ = 1, ... .,4) because

these points are respectively 9- and 5- fold points of 52" (§ 13) and

nodal points of Si.' ; the curve counted double has then 18- and

resp. 10-fold points, as should.

How does now a point of intersection of the curve found just

47
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now with / make its appearence? An arbitrary point is gene-

rated when in the plane a throngii that point and / a generatrix

of S2-° and a conic of S2* touch each other; so a point on /is gene-

rated when in a certain plane ?. through / a generatrix of 5^-° and

a conic of i^" tonch each other exactly on /; then through the point

of contact, however, pass two coinciding tangents of the conic, thus

two coinciding complex ravs ; or, in a better wording, whilst in an

arbitrary plane X through each of the 14 points of / lying at the

same time on generatrices of i^^" two complex rays pass one of which

does not belong to Si'"', in the case under discussion the last

ray coincides with the former, so that it might look as if here a

torsal line of the third kind was generated ; but it w^ould have to be

possible to show that in the plane through / and such a line only

twelve other generatrices of ^2-" were situated, or tliat whilst tend-

ing to such a plane two generatrices were tending to each other,

for which there is no reason whatever; so we conclude that i2^°

does not possess torsal lines of the third kind, and we shall find this

conclusion justified in future in ditferent moments.

16. In a plane / through / lie fourteen generatrices of 52'";

through each of the points L in which these generatrices intersect

/ five other generatrices pass which in general determine with / 70

different planes; we shall conjugate these to X. In this manner the

planes through / are arranged in a symmetrical correspondence of

order 70: we wish to submit the 140 double planes d of this

correspondence to a closer investigation. Such a plane is evidently

generated if for a certain point L of / two of the 6 generatrices s

through that point lie with / in the same plane ; the point L is then

evidently at the same time a point of the nodal curve of i^'" lying

on /, for this double curve is the locus of the points of intersection

of all generatrices lying in a plane ). through /. We shall now,

however, show that each suchlike plane as a matter of fact represents

two coinciding double planes. Let us assuuje to that end a plane /

in which two genei-atrices a\ , s^ are lying, cutting / in two points

Zj , Z>, lyijig close together. Through each of these last pass five

generatrices not lying in ;., and that in such a way that one of the

generatrices through L^ lies in the vicinity of .s-, and inversely, whilst

the remaining ones lie two by two in each other's vicinity. If

we allow ;. to transform itself gradually into d, then that one gene-

ratrix through /y, coincides with .<?„, and inversely, whilst the remaining

ones coincide two by two in four double planes of the second kind
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to whicli (f c-onespoii(ls as "hrancli jilaiie" ') ; if we i-ciiieiiil»ei- iluU in

d, besides .^\ and .y,, lie only twelve other |i;eno rat rices of ii"", then

to (f are conjugated 12 X -^ + - X 'i = 68 |)lanes not coinciding;

with (t. The two missing ones t/o coincide with tf, so that d is roallv

a double double plane.

It is easy to see that the reasoning given here is literally a|tplicaMe

to the six double generatrices, but not to the torsal lines of the first kind,

and nuicli less to those of the second. The jdane / tlii-(.Migh a torsal

line of the first kind is, it is true, a doul)le plane d, but oidy a

single one, for besides that torsal line there are now in rf still 13

other generatrices of i2^° (because namely the torsal plane does not

pass tiirough /), and through the pinchpoint pass four generatrices

not lying in d; so to d are now conjugated 'J3X'^ + 4 = H9

planes, so that only one coincides with d. And as for the torsal lines

of the second kind, these give no rise whatever to double planes, but

only to branch planes. Let us assume again, as above, a plane A, in

which lie two generatrices 6\ , 6^2 w'hich almost coincide, but in such

a way, that their point of intersection lies at finite distance from

/. Through L^ and L^ pass again every time five generatrices not

lying in ?., but now lying neither in the vicinity of s^ nor of .9.^, and

when / transforms itself into the plane through / and the torsal line

of the second kind, those ten generatrices coincide two by two; so

the torsal plane becomes a fivefold branch plane, but not a double plane.

Let us now draw the conclusion from these considerations. If we

assume the double curve of i^'" to have .v points in common with /,

then our correspondence contains .v -\- 6 (namely on account of the

double generatrices) double planes counting twice, and 48 (on account

of the torsal lines of the first kind, see § 14j double planes counting

once, so that the equation exists

:

2 Gi' + 6) + 48 = 140

out of which we find : j: = 40.

So the double curve of i2" re^ts in 40 points on I and is there-

fore of order 40 + 91 = I3J .

A plane section of i^'" contains however not only 131 double

points, bat 131 -|- 6
-f- 15 == 152, viz. 6 on the generatrices and a

sixfold point on /; so it is of class 20X^9 — 2X1^2 = 76, so

that if we again apply the formula

ea=2 .»^— 2 .eg

we must substitute for 8^ the number 76; and as ei^/
=

'20, because

the line of the condition >/ intersects ii" in 20 points, we find.

1) Em. Weyr, "Beitrage zur Gurveniclire," pp. 9, 10.
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f c = 2. 76 — 2 .20 = 112.

This nnniher com|irises all pairs of lines of the surface whoso

components lie at infinitesimal distance and intersect each other,

thus the 6 double generatrices, the 48 torsal lines of the first Ivind

and the still unknown number of torsal lines of the second kind:

so Q''" contains 58 torsal lines of the second kind.

For a congruence is characteristic, besides the number of rays

through a point (in our case 6) and in a plane (in our case 15),

the number of pairs of rays which belong with an arbitrary line

to a pencil, the so-called rank; according to the preceding this number

is nothing but our quantity x, thus 40; the congruence deduced from

i2»° is therefore a (6, 14, 40).

The results found above allow being controlled, by our finding

the 4X^'^^^'^24 points of intersection of the surface i2' with

the nodal curve of i2^°. The greatest number of these points we find

united in the points Ti and 7^*, the eight nodal points of ii*. A
point Ti is a 36-fold point of the nodal curve (§ 13) and counts

thus for 72 points of intersection: a point Ti* is a tenfold point of

the curve and counts thus for 20 points of intersection, together

4 X 92 = 368. In the 40 points where the nodal curve rests on /,

the curve meets the double line of ^^
; so this gives 80 points. In a

pinch point of a torsal line of the second kind the nodal curve traverses

i2^ in a single point of intersection. Let us assume e.g. a plane X

through / and such a torsal line as well as two planes ).^ and P.^ on

both sides of ). and in the immediate vicinity of /; then in "^^^ e.g.

two generatices of ii"° will nearly coincide, so their point of inter-

section will almost lie on the conic of i^^ lying in this plane; in A

itself this point of intersection really falls exactly on k"-, and in )^

the two tangents have bi^come conjugate imaginary ; their point of

intersection has nevertheless reiiiained real, i. e. the nodal curve

naturally continues its course but now lies inside k"^ ; so it has inter-

sected the surface. As i2'^* possesses 58 torsal lines of the second kind

we find 58 new points of intersection.

We must finally discuss the 6 double generatrices of ^2^" which

bear themselves as regards the nodal curve about tlie same as torsal

lines of the second kind do. We must not lose sight of the fact that

a double edge d of 52'° is a singular ray for the congruence but not

for the complex ; so if it intersects / in D, then the complex cone

of D shows in no way anything particular; the plane X through

/ and d contains thus two different generatrices of that cone, of

which d is one. The consequence is that the conic of £i^ in ). must

touch the line (/ in some point or other not lying on /, through
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which point the nodal curve pcosses, just as with a torsal line of the

second kind; and indeed the plane P. throuf^h ^/ contains besides </ only

twelve generatrices of 12"", intersecting each other nuitually in

^.12.11=r66, and d in J 2 points counting double, which amounts
together to 6() -f 24 = 90 points of the nodal curve ; so one is

missing, but is the point of intersection in a closer sense of the two
generatrices coinciding in (/, and according to the above this cannot

lie on /. In passing we learn from this consideration that the nodal

curve of Si'" touches each plane throuc/h I and either a torsal line of
the second Jdnd or a double edge in ticelve points lying idther on that

torsal line or on that double edge.

That a double edge, however, does not bear itself altogether as a

torsal lijie follows from a repetition of the above given consideration

with the three planes /.^, )., )., ; for now in ).^ as well as in' P., two

real generatrices of ii^" will lie. Nevertheless the nodal curve has

here with fi* not only a contact by two points, but even one by

three points, so that the plane of osculation of the nodal curve

coincides with the tangential plane of 52', and the nodal curve touches

one of the two branches of the section of 12" lying in the tangential

plane.

Indeed, it is clear that besides the 368 -]- 80 -f 58 r= 50G points

of intersection already found no others are possible thaji the 6 points

on the double edges, which occupy us here; for each point of inter-

section not lying on / must be the point of contact of a generatrix

of 52-'' with a conic of S2\ so a pinchpoint of a torsal line of the

second kind, or of a double edge ; as there are 6 of the latter sort

in evidence and 524 — 506 := 18 points missing, each of those six

points must be counted three times.

Physiology. — "The posterior longitudinal fascicle, and the manege

movement" By Dr. L. J. J. Muskens. (Communicated by Prof.

0. Winkler).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26. 1912).

In a series of experiments in cats by means of dillerent needles

a lesion was caused in the cerebro-spinal axis, between the posterior

commissure and the vestibular nuclei, avoiding the JV"-vestibularis, of

which the lesion in\ ariably causes such vehement rolling movemejits

to the side of lesion, that the observation of the manege-movements

is impossible. The microscopical control of the lesion and its results

was performed aftei the method of Makchi,
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In three cases both posterior longitudinal fascicles were cut. With-

out exception the posterior longitudinal bundles were found degene-

rated, as well above as below the lesion, but not always equally

heavily. Especially to the oral side the number of strongly stained

fibres rapidly diminishes", reminding of Gee and Tooth's observation '),

which particularly strikes one in 1J4, where within the domain of

the oculomotor nuclei the lesion was performed. As well the ascend-

ing as the descending degeneration involves in these cases the whole

area of the longitudinal bundle.

The physiological result is naturally different, according to the

additional lesion of the cerebral stem. The spontaneous locomotion is

always seriously interfered with. Forced movement, in the form of

manege-movement, is as a rule absent and the stature of these animals

answers to the description of the attitude after exstirpation of both

labyrinths. Only in case 90 as an exception manege-movement to the

right was observed, which in this case should be attributed to the

fact, that a bloodextravasation had happened at the cross-section of

the left longitudinal bundle, which had caused during some days

an asymmetrical irritation. This is inferred from the results after

unilateral section of the longitudinal bundles.

In a second series of experiments a unilateral lesion of the

longitudinal bundle was applied, with little or no lesion of the Deiters

Complex. In these three cases regularly an ascendent degeneration

of the lateral part, especially of the severed longitudinal bundle was

observed. Dow^iward equally degeneration in the middle part of

the cross section of the bundle was found, whereas also on the other

side in the same field some degeneration was noted. Equally regu-

larly in these cases manege-movement to the side of the non-sectioned

longitudinal posterior bundle was observed during life; solely on ill

also the allied symptom of conjugated deviation of head and eyes

was noted.

In a third group a unilateral lesion of the Deiters Complex was

caused. In this series of animals the results were neither anatomic-

ally, nor physiologically so easy to understand as in the two lirst

groups. Regarding the degenerated fibres in the posterior bundle,

they are in all cases far less numerous, compared with direct lesion

of the bundle; also here it holds good more than for group 2, that

degeneriition, limited on one side only, is a rare occurrence; but in

all cases very decided predominance of the degeneration on one side

was found. Of these (7) animals in one (158) a total longitudinal

lesion was performed at the left side f^f the left longitudinal fxscicle,

1) Brain 1898.
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in such a vvaj, that all iibres from the left Dkitkrs Complex towards

the posterior bundles and the raphe, had been cut leaving the left

longitudinal bundle practically intact. Soiely in this animal boih

longitudinal fascicles were upward degenerated, on the right side more
heavily than on the left side. In three animals the lesion struck

the Deiters nucleus (J 18, 113 and 99). In these cases in the contra

lateral longitiuliual bundle a limited degeneration was found. In

three animals (95, 93 and 111) the most proximal-dorsal cell grou[)

of the vestibulary-complex (Bechterew's Nucleus) was struck; in

this series a very limited degeneration on the side of the lesion

in the lateral part of the bundle, rather mixing with the fibres ot

the fasc. Deiters ascendens (Winkler ^), could be followed up. All

these ascendent degenerated (more medially in the areal of ihe

longitudinal bundle after lesion of Deiters nucleus, more laterally

after lesion of Bechtereav's nucleus) fibres can be folio we<l up to

the oculomotor nuclei, where as in all cases, some strands of fibres

could be traced up to the nucleus of the posterior commissure. The

descending degeneration after lesion of the Deiters complex is

usually not very extensive, but present on both sides, i-egularly

stronger on the side, where there is more marked a.icendiny degene-

ration. -) These fibres occupy, lower down, more and more a ven-

tral situation and can be traced down to the cervical medulla and

lower down. P'or reason of comparison one of Probst's experiments
')

has been added to the table.

The degeneration found in these cases seems to prove, that solely for

the distal nuclei of the vestibulary complex (especially the triangular

part) Fuse's dictum holds good, that the structural connection between

the DEiTERs-complex and the longitudinal bund'e is a crossed one.

Here the results, obtained by Gudden's method, are reinforced by

those of Marohi's method. On the other hand with the latter method

it appears hardly subject to doubl, that the connection between Bech-

terew's nucleus and the longitudinal bundle is mainly a homo-lateral

one, these fibres mixing with the fasc. Deiters ascendens.

Regarding the phenomena observed during life, it is surprising

that, e([ually regularly as in group 2 manege-movement was observed

to the non-sectioned side, equally regularly also in these animals

1) Central (Jourse of the nervus oclavus. Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Alca-

demie van Wetenscbappcn, Tweede sectie 1907.

2) Tills detail seems to be able to support Ramon y Cayal's and Monakows

contention, that the fibres from the DEiTERS-complex to tlie posterior longitudinal

fascicles all split up in an ascending and descending branch.

3) Jahrbuclier f. Psychiatric 1901. P. 7 of the separate paper.
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luanege-moveiiient was noted to the side where the P. L. B. sliows

the least degeneration (the lesion being on the same or on the other

side). Some reserve I have to make here for the homo-lateral dege-

neration in the longitudinal bundle after lesion of Bechterew's nucleus.

For in 95, being the animal, that produced the most classical circus-

movements to the left, a very local lesion was found in the middle

part of the ingoing fascicles of the N. vestibularis. It can a priori

not be excluded, that such a direct and local lesion of the nerve may

cause manege-movement to the other side, in the same way as w^wa////

any lesion of the vestibulary nerve causes vehement and long lasting

rolling movements to side of the lesion ^). Such an interpretation seems

however very improbable indeed. As to 111, the lesion was here

accompanied by an haemorrhage and rather extensive. The physio-

logical analysis of the DEiTERS-complex can go, I think, a little further,

in that a lesion of the caudal part of the complex, e.g. on the right

side, as well as a lesion of the proximo-dorsal part (Bechterew's

nucleus) of the left side resulted in an ascendent degeneration in the

P. L. B., of the left side, and also produced equally circusmove-

inents to the right. This circus movement to the right side being

(Uicited from an anatomical entity on either side, we are led to believe,

(hat a double sided connexion of either horizontal semicircular canal

with Deiters nucleus and a proper extension of Ewalds experiments

might clear up this point.

From these results 1 think it must be admitted, that the physio-

logical function of the P. L. B., or at least one of its functions, is

intimately related to the coordinated locomotion in the horizontal plane

of eyes, head, trunk and extremities. A similai* suggestion of such a

relation is often found in literature, but about the precise form and

direction resulting from such coordination none of these researches

give information (Edinger) ^).

In a fourth group of experiments (in 6 animals) a lesion was applied

in the region of the corpora quadrigemina anteriora, of the com missura

posterior and of the red nuclei. In four cases descending degeneration

from that region into the posterior longitudinal bundle, exclusively

on the side of lesion, was found. This degeneration, sometimes amount-

ing to no more than a few fibres, is lost sight of high in the medulla

oblongata, especially in the region of the abducens-nuclei. In 2 of

these cases accurately the origin can be followed in the series and

it appears that the nucleus of the posterior commissure is involved

1) Compare : Studies on the forced movements. Journal of Physiology. XXXI.
Ne. 3 and 4. 1904.

^) Vorlesungen. 1912, P. 110.
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Ascending degen
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Left

III

IV

Both P. L. B. sectioned :

Lesion high, in region of corp. quad. post.

„ low, in the vestibulary region

„ „ „ ,.
(with an hae-

morrhage on the left P. L. B.)

One P. L. B. sectioned

Pons-region Right

Left

Left

Hemisection of midbrain

One-sided lesion of vestibulary nuclei

Left vestibulary nuclei cut off from raphe (with exstir^

pation of left frontal hemisphere)

Right nucleus Deiters (pars triangularis)

Right nucleus Deiters (pars triangularis)

Left nucleus Deiters (pars triangularis?)

Right nucleus Bechterew (-|-N.? vestib. ?)

Right micleus Bechterew

Left nucleus Bechterew

Lesion of upper quadrigeminal region with exclu-
sively descending degeneration in the P. L. B.

Nuc. commissurae post.

Superficial lesion Corp. quad. ant.

Lesion of lateral part of red nucleus

Nuc. commiss. post.

II II II

Lesion of region of red nucleus

Lesions of cerebral hemisphere.

Ablation of frontal region

Right



.- of p. L. B.

h.>ion)

Right

Circus

movement

Descending degeneration of P. L. B.
(distally to the lesion)

L e f t Riglit

ital

idial especially

(+- F. Deit. asc.)

)tal and strong
(-}-F. Deit. asc).

To Right

rong, csp. lat. part
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in the region of the direct lesion or of the loral mahxev. My siipposiii.in

that this nucleus must be re;j,arded as the origin of this coniniissiiro-

medullary bundle, gains in [u-obabijity by the findings in 2 cases

(106 and 108), where this bundle was not degenerated. In lOO the

lesion involves exclusively the superficial layers of the antei-ior corpus

quadrigvMiinum, but leaves the nucleus of the coinniissui-e intact. In

108 an extensive sagittal lesion in that icgion was found. Herefrom
the sunoundings of the red nucleus a strand of degeiierated fibres

can be followed in the homolateral posterior bundle, which however
does not disappear at the level of the n. abducens, but can be traced

far lower dov.ii, as far as in the dorsal spinal cord. Problably we deal

here with the homolateral tecto-spinal bundle of Prob.st.

As to the forced movements, it is remarkable, that all these four

animals with the degeneration of the commissuro-mcdulla'ry bundle

performed circu-^-movements for a short period to the side of the

lesion, whereas the animal with lesion in the corpus qudrigeminum
anterins solely, and that with lesioji of the nuc. ruber exclusivelv

did not do so.

In relation with these cases we have to mention two animals with

extensive lesion of the cerebral kemispJiere. Whereas in 127 solely

an extensive exstirpation of the anterior pole was perfoimed, leaving

the thalamus opticus intact, in 186 the whole hemisphere was exstir-

pated and also the thalamus wounded. Oidy in this latter animal on

the operated side some degenerated fibres were found, of which the

course is exactly that of our commissuro-meduUary bundle. This latter

animal showed decidedly circus-movements to the operated .nde dmmg
some days.

From these results we conclude, in agreement with current anato-

mical notions, that the posterior longitudinal bundle contains fascicles

of difierent source and end-station. At any rate in the medial portion

of the P. L. B.-formation 3 bundles must be distinguished, two

ascendent and a c/t-.-fCt^/zf/dyz/ one dealing with the coordinated locomotion

in the horizontal plane. Innermost within the medial portion of the

P. L. B. we find the descending commissuro-meduUary bundle ; next

comes the crossed ascendent Deiters P. L. B.-bundle, then comes the

homolateral Bechterew-P. L. B. bundle, containing fewer fibres than the

crossed one. The lat-ter bundle lies entirely within Winkler's Fasc.

Deiters ascendens. In a next paper ihe j)liysiological analysis of the rest

of the P. L. B. formation will be dealt with. There are many prepara-

tions in my collection, which tend to i)rove (as far as MAiiCHi-work is

entitled to do so), that, as is suggested by the authors, the vestibulary-

P. L. B. fibres, as well the crossed as the homolateral ones, in the
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P. L. B. formation bifurcate, one limb ascending to the oculomotor

nuclei and the nuc. of the posterior commissure, the other passing-

down to the cord.

The descending bundle has its origin exclusively, so it appears,

in the nuc. commissnrae posterioris (van Gehuchtkn, Probst) and

can be traced as far as the homolateral abducens nucleus. The oral and

distal final stations of both coordinating bundles are therefore found

in the same level, a detail with seems particularly inviting to study

here the physiolog}' of the bundle as a common final path (Sher-

rington). Fen- the study of the mechanism of the circus and rolling-

movements undoubtedly labyrinth- and neck-reflexes described by

Magnus and Dr. Kleyn ^) as well as Baranyi's experiments -) have

to be considered.

As to the function it can be hai'dly considered accidental, that

in my experiments the animals with ascending degeneration in the

P. L. B., on one side (e.g. on the right side) performed circus-

movement to the other side, to the left; whereas the animals with

a (from the Nuc. comm. post) descending degeneration e.g. on the

right side, did their manege-movements to the diseased side. Probst's

law ') that "a hemisection of the brainstem anterior to the red

nuc. caused manege-movements to the diseased side; a hemisection

caudal to the red nucleus to the healthy side", seems therefore,

well founded, but with this important restriction, that the nuc. com-

missnrae posterioris and not the red nuc. is the origin of the commis-

suro-medullaiy bundle, and that not hemisection, but a simple lesion

of one longitudinal bundle will sutBce, to cause the circusmovements.

\iy comparison with a number of other sei-ies and subtraction

of the phenomena during life, it can be proved, that lesion of the

great descending tracts (pyramidal, rubro-spinal, tecto-bulbar, vesti-

bulospinal, and ponto-spinal tracts), of the most important ascending

systems fGowERs's and Flechsig's tract) the lemniscus and cerebello-

rubral tracts have nothing to do with this function. I am not in a

condition to deny nor to affirm Clarke and Horsley's supposition ^),

that the ponto-cerebellar connections should have to do with the

"mouveujent de manege" but 1 do think as long as theie is no proof

forthcoming, regarding a centre for equilibration in the temporal

lobes, that after these experiments there is no need to fall back upon

any such conjecture.

J) Archiv. f. d. gesammte physologie, 1912. Bd. 145. S. 455.

~) Neurologischer Cenlrallblatt. 1912.

5) Loc. cil. p. 41.

^) Biain 1905
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In the collide of tliese experiments, liaving specially in view the

posterior longitudinal bundle and the DKiTKRs-coniplex, it appoaicd,

that — at least for this system — in relation to the di>tnrliaiK'es olisorvcil

during life one has to distinguish three dillerent modes of traumati-

cal lesion. 1. Total destruction of a cell-complex or hundle through

the insirument u?ed. with renders the structure irrecognizal)le, the

tissue being totally or paiily icplaced by a modei-alc blondextravasalion.

After this lesion iu\(ii-ial»iy a total degeneration of all fibres arising

from or passing this region occurs, if care be taken, that the specimen

does not stay loo long in Mulleks fluid. 2. Malacy of a region

which causes in a selective way some systems of fibres to degenerate,

whereas other systems apparently continue to be nourished and pro-

bably also continue their function '). In view of Kohnst.amm's and

MoNAKOw's findings it appears, as if the great, the middle-sized and

the small cells of the DEiTERs-complex suffered unequally in their

nourishment, if this structure happens to be involved in such a

malacy. 3. If an extensive haemorrhage occurs and exerts compression,

irritative symptoms appear of the same order -) but more vehement,

than those which are caused by the dissolution of the medullary sheath

and the moderate irritation, caused by tliis process.

Iji judging about the physiological consequences, it must be kept

in view, that every lesion after J. and 3. is always found sur-

rounded by a zone of malacy, and finally, that in a case with volu-

minous haemorrhage in the brainstem the general brain-compression

may mask completely the forced movements.

It is quite natural, that in different experiments the vestibulary

P. L. B.-complex was repeatedly wounded on more than one loca-

lity. Regarding the physiological effect it appeared, that a lesion of

the X. vestibularis itself predominates above a lesion of its nucleus,

and the latter again dominates al)Ove a lesion of the posterior longi-

tudinal bundle.

') So t found in 102, that tlie left longitudinal bundle passed such a malacy in

the upper pontine region. The descending commissuromedullary bundle was degene-

rated and the animal had shown the physiological consequence of this degeneration;

the ascending vestibulary-P. L. B. fibies were not degenerated.

2) It is interesting to note, regarding the nucleus of the posteror commissure,

that after E. Sachs' experiments iBrain 1909, p. 180j direct electrical stimulation

of this region causes conjugated deviation to the opposite side ; which evidently

corresponds to the effect, described in this paper, of the stimulation exerted on the

nucleus of the posterior commissure by the degeneration of a number of ascend-

ing fibres, running in the P. L. B. and ultimately arriving in this nucleus. The

circus movement in many of my experiments was accompanied by conjugated

deviation to the same side ; both phenomena evidently being narrowly related.
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Geology. — '"On the formation of primary ' parallel-structure in

lujaurites." Bj Dr. H. A. Brouwer. (Communicated bj Prof.

G. A. F. MOLENGRAAFF).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 1912).

In an important memoir of the late Professor N. V. Ussing ^)

we find a detailed discussion on the (juestion of the origin of schis-

tose structure in liijaurites. It is explained as a consefjuence of

fluctuation, in coutradiction to Ramsay's *) view, who admits a slow

cooling and undisturbed crystallization of the magma for the rocks

of the peninsula of Kola.

In mv description of the Transvaal nepheline-syeniles ') the name

lujaurite was extended to rocks without parallel-structure, charac-

terized by the occurrence of fine-needle-shaped crystals of aegirine

in abundance. The parallel-structure where it occurs was expUiined

as a consequence of a crystallization influenced by one-sided pressure,

which view will be now more explicitly explained.

Geological connection with accompanying rocks.

In the peninsula of Kola no remains of the roof of the intruded

batholite have been preserved and thus it is not certain whether

the lujaurites are the first products of consolidation in the marginal

zone of the igneous mass. In the Pilandsbergen (Transvaal) the

schistose varieties are often still surrounded by a border of nephe-

line-syenitic or syenitic locks, whilst in the Greenland intrusions

which have been very carefully examined, the luiaurites form the

lowermost rocks of a stratified batholite which has been denuded.

The last mentioned rocks are covered by a very coarse-grained

foyaitic rock (naujaite) the crystals of which are sometimes a few

decimeters large; it is characterized by sodalite poikilitically surround-

ed by all other minerals. Pegmatitic segregations are found chiefly in

a horizontal position, whilst in the rock itself a more or less hori-

zontal stratification in thick layers is indicated. Towards the upper

portion the naujaite gradually passes into a sodalite-foyaite, whilst

downwards it is connected with the underlying lujaurites by a breccia-

ted zone of transition. This breccia-zone is formed by strata, of lujau-

1) N. V. UssiNG, Geology of the country at'ound Julianehaab, Greenland. Med-

delelser om Gionland, vol. XXXVIII, and Museum de Min. et de Geo), de TUniver-

site de Gopenhague, Communications Geologlques W. 2, 1911.

2) W. Ramsay, Das Nephelinsyenitgebiet auf der Halbinsel Kola, I and II. Fennia

11 and 15, N'^ 2. HelsiGgfors 1894 and 1899.

3) H. A. Brouwer, Oorsprong en samenstelling der Transvaalsche nephelien-

syenieten. 'sGraveuhage, Moutox & Go, 1910.
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rile entirely siiri-oiindiiig (lie lenses of naiijaile and increa^inp;

in number towards the bottom, so that a sfnictiire is formed which
reminds of liie "Auf^enstrnetiir" of some gneisses if this were thought

manv times magnified. Commonly the lujanrites of the breccia-zone

are black (arlVedsonite-liijaurites), but occasionally — and this is of

importance for the genesis — we find also green aegirine-Iujaurite,

bounded on either side by black arfvedsonite-bijaurite, thus proving

that ditlerentiation has taken |)Iace.

The rocks of the lujauritecomplex of Greenland, which is more than

6()0 m. tliick, are, as a rule, more fine-grained than those of Kola

and Transvaal and contain a greater quantity of dark constituents.

Complexes of kakortokites alternate with the lujanrites ; these are

foyaitic rocks, distinguishing themselves from the normal foyaites by

a greater percentage of dark minerals ; they are more coarse-grained

than the lujaui'ites, and their average composition corresponds pretty

well widi that of the latter. T.ight-coloured, red and dark strata al-

ternate, and it is peculiar that the same succession constantly returns,

and, in the thickest parts of the complex, repeats itself about forty

times. As in the breccia-zone of the lujanrites, the kakortokites likewise

envelop fragments of naujaite.

The above-mentioned variations originating from the same parent

magma are likewise met with among the Transvaal rocks ; their

mutual connection here, however, is more irregular, and can less

clearly be observed in the field because they are in most places

coxered by other rocks.

Mechanism of the intrusion of the Pilandsben/en.

It is peculiar that in tlie territory of the Pilandsbergen effusive

rocks are found in large (piantity between the deep-seated ^) whereas

they do not occur in the surrounding granites and norites.

It is very likely that, in the Pilandsbergen and its environs origi-

nally a roof of volcanic rocks has covered the deep-seated rocks,

because elsewhere in the igneous complex of the Boschveld a thick

volcanic series still forms the roof of the deep-seated rocks, which

is intersected by dykes of tinguaitic and camptonitic rocks ^).

In connection with the intrusion of the foyaitic magma which is

younger than both the granites and norites, the roof has locally sunk

1) H. A Brouwer, loc. cit. p. 16.

-) H A. Brouwer, loc. cit. p. 35 and 89.

P. A. Wag.ver, Note on an interesting dyke intrusion in the upper Water-

berg system. Transactions Geol. Soc. of South Africa 1912, p. 26 sqq.
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down, and whilst it has disappeared evervwhei-e else in the neigh-

bourhood by erosion, we see the remains preserved just on these

spots where the roof has gi\en way.

Consequently the massive of the Pilandsbergen does not belong

to that important class of intrusions, to whieh tangential pressure

in the portion of the earthcrust in which the intrusion takes place

is necessarily connected, which is pio\ ed moreover by the existence

of a great number of vertical dykes of vast extension. Blocks

sinking elsewhere cannot have been the cause of the intrusion

of the magma, as the roof has sunk dowji exactly on those

spots, where the foyaitic magma has risen. Certainly pressure and

faults are directly connected with the mechanism of the older chief

intrusion of the Boschveld ^), and also the young foyaitic intrusions

are chiefly restricted to those spots where tension has taken place,

and consequently the pressure has been diminished.

Thus both the sinking down of the roof and the intrusion are

regarded as consequences of the same common cause, which occasioned

the relief of |)ressure ; the question in how far the sinking down of

fragments of the roof into the magma underneath has contributed to

the batholitic invasion (Daly's "overhead stoping") is in this respect

of secondary importance ; we must however admit that sinking down

and intrusion took place partly simultaneously.

Similar conditions are found likewise in the Greenland rocks.

Formation of the schistose studures.

The formation of these structures in consequence of flow in the

crystallizing miigma is improbable for the following reasons

:

1. For a great vertical distance the direction of the plane of schis-

tosity by parallel-structure remains the same. Consequently we should

have to admit in a batholite for a considerable height a gradual

decrease of rapidity in the flowing magma. Ramsay has already pointed

out the improbability of this theory.

2. The aegirine-needles lie for the greater part parallel to the plan

of schistosity but in it they are irregularly distributed. In a flowing

magma the needles would have a tendency to arrange themselves

parallel to the direction of the flow. Indications of such an arrangement

are missing.

3. The lujaurites vary and by transitions are connected loith other

rocks without parallel structure. If we admit flow-structure, then other

1) G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF, Geology of the Transvaal. Johannesburg 1904, p. 50

sqq. A. L. Hall, Ueber die Kontaklmetamorphose an dem Transvaalsyslcm im

dsUichen und zentralen Transvaal. Min. u. Pelr. Mitt. XX VIII, Heft 1, 2, 1909.
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rocks being- crystallized almost siniulhincoiisly as well above as below
with the liijauriies, likewise ought to show a parallel slnictnre.

4. In tlie breccia-zone heticeen the (irernhtnd hij(nirii>-s and the

naufdte.i (/ijferentiation toiranis the man/inal zones occurs. As the

Injaurites between the natijaite-blocks distinguish themselves from
the others only by the fact that the parallel arrangement of the

composing minerals follows planes which bend round (he naujaite-

blocks, a continual current ought necessarily to have taken place also

between the naujaite-blocks, which would have prevented the diffe-

rentiation.

An other explanation for the strongly varying structures we have

described will now be suggested.

The parent magma of all these rocks is characterized- by a high

percentage of pneumatolytic gases and connected with it a strong

power of crystallization and a thin fluidity maintained to a compara-

tively low temperature. As the different foyaitic rocks of Greenland

and most likely also those of the Pilandsbergen have crystallized

with only very slight differences in time, the temperature can onl}

be a secondary factor in the mode of formation of these greatly

varying structures. The differentiations caused by fractional crystal-

lization or by separation according to the specific gravity may
likewise be left out of account, as they modify chiefly the compo-

sition and not in the first place the structure of the rocks.

From such a magma coarse granular varieties will be formed

under undisturbed conditions of crystallization, whilst poikilitic struc-

tures can be explained by differences in power of crystallization, in

connection with affinity and with the relations between the quantities

and the solubilities of the components. For the fine granular varieties

a rapid mode of crystallization is essential, but movements in the

magma are not requii-ed. This rapid crystallization can be caused

by the escape of gases from the magma which remained thin fluid

down to a low temperature on account of the great percentage of

pneumatolytic gases kept in solution, whereas by the escape of the

gases it suddenly becomes viscous, so that large crystals cannot

develop themseb.es any more.

If now during the crystallization a one-sided pressure prevails, this

pressure — transformed in the thin fluid magma into an all-sided

one — will be able to make its influence felt. Consequently it is

not accidental that exactly the fine-granular Injaurites show a great

inclination to parallel-structure. In the viscous rnaijma no .-'trong

currents can take place ; no parallel structure can thus he formed

in it. In case larger feldsparcrystals hnd already been formed before
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tlie relief from pressure, they will be placed parallel one to the

other and be surrounded by a felt of aegirine-needles (Kolarocks)

;

in case no one-sided pressure prsvails, a rock will be formed

distinguishing itself from the normal foyaites by the habitus of

aegirine and arfvedsonite.

The viscosity of the magma will check the escape of gases, and

the gradual supply of gases from the underlying magma will occa-

sion a transition into rocks of the habitus of the kakortokites, which

are of an almost identical chemical composition and distinguish them-

selves from the hijaurites mainly by the increase of the size of the

grains, by the absence of parallel-structure and by the needleshaped

habitus of aegirine and arfvedsonite. The again increased pressure in

this thin fluid magma is converted into a pressure from all sides.

The regularl}^ returning succession of different variations of kakor-

tokites was already explained by Ussin*^} by a periodically repeated

relief of pressure assisted by separation according to the specific

gravity. The appearance of narrow transition zones without deviating

structure between the diffei-ent variations, and the comparatively

trifling thickness of the strata prove that the relief of pressure was less

pronounced during the crystallization of the hijaurites.

The enclosing of the naujaite-fragments in the breccia-zone can be

explained by a sinking of the roof, simultaneously with the decrease

of volume and the crystallization of lujaurites, causing an increase

of pressure which is favourable to the development of parallel-structure.

During this process the parallel arrangement of the minerals will take

place in planes which will bend round the naujaite blocks.

With a less regular sinking down of the roof, such as seems

to have taken place in the Pilandsbergen, the pressure raid the

arrangement of the different structures in the batholire becomes

likewise irregular. The successive periods of relief of pressure and

the simultaneous escape of gases from the magma may have been

accompanied by volcanic eruptions of varying intensity.

Similarity in structures between the crystalline schists and the coniactrocks.

In rocks accompanying lujaurites, we find a great variety of sieve-struc-

tures which were discussed at large in a former communication ^).

Sieve- and parallel-structures are found also both in crystalline

schists and contactrocks. This explains why travellers of the first

half of the 19''^ century have mentioned chlorileschists and gneisses

among the rocks of Greenland, and why Cakl Mauch ') enumerates

1) H. A Brouwer, On peculiar sieve-structures in igneous rocks, rich in alcalies.

These Proceedings XIV, p. 383.

-) C Mauch. Reisen in Siid-Afrika (18G5— 1872). Ergauzungshefl N'\ 37 zu

PetermaNiN's Geogr. Mitlheilungen, p. 14, 1874.
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gneisses ainong Hie nu-ks of I he PihiiHlshergeji. This orcal siinihiri-

ly of s(nic(iii-e points to aiiah.gy in the genesis; the principal

factois for the foinuition of conlaci rocks iwv ;il)nn(lance of pnenrna-
tolytie gases, and crystallization at a low teinperatnre, wliilst recrys-

tallisalion under pressure in firm rock, as takes place in ervstalline

schists, will lead to a similar struclui'e, as a suddou and i-apid cr\ stal-

lization does under |)ressuiv in an already viscous magma, circum-

stances under which the normal laws i-uling crystallization in a

slowly cooling magma are no longer in force.

The varieties of lujaurile rich in aegirine or ai-fvedsonite, in

which the feldspars aie only developed as small crystals, show e. g.

a great outward resend)lance to some amphiltolites. Characteristic

of both of these is a sinmlianeous crystallization through the entire

magma, or a simultaneous recrystallizatiou thiough the entire rotd<.

the consequence of whir-li is the simultaneous formation of main
little crystals. It will, however, generally be possible to distinguish

between them, because in the igneous rocks with the liabitns of

crystalline schists the minerals that had already crystallized as pheno-

crists under the intlucnce of aflfinity, chemical equilibrium and relali\c

solubility of the conqtonents, befoi-e the conditions of rapid crystalli-

zation set in, will continue to exist as such, whilst with the crystalline

schists the entire preexisting mixture of minerals must adapt itself to

the new circumstances and recrystallize at the same time, in conse-

quence of which the formation of idiomorphic crystals is checked

allthrough the rock, and this is also the case in the genesis of

contactrocks. A greater molecular mobility however often still allows

the development of idiomorphic crystals and ot a succession of

crystallizations in a cooling igneous magma. These differences can

often distinctly be observed in the sieve-structures which ai'e met

with in both groups of rocks.

Defining the crystalline schists as metamorphic rocks, the lujau-

rites do not belong to this group; neither do many other rocks

often regarded as crystalline schists. As such may be mentioned

the rocks of numerous gneiss-areas situated outside large folded

mountain-ranges which just as the above described nepheline-syenites

show strongly varying types, whereas traces of dynamometa-

morphism after the consolidation are entirely wanting.

Finally flK3 above mentioned facts and reasonings illustrate the

importance of the agencies which are at work in the cases of

piezocrystallization and piezocontactmetaniorphism, with [regard to the

genesis of rocks of the habitus of the" crystalline schists.

48

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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Physiology. — "Form (ind /'/(urf/'un. of ihc tfunldrnndloine levied

Ay tlw stryclnime-se<jini'ntz(>nes' ^). By .). J. H. M. Klessens.

Coiiinnin'cated by Prof. Winklkk.

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 1912).

The theoretical liiinkdermatorae of man ar.d mammals is a trape-

zium, the short basis of which lies in the dorsal diameter, and the

long basis of which lies in the ventral diameter. This statement dates

already from Turck, who called the attention to the fact that dorsally

a same nnmber of posterior roots provides for the skin covering the

thoracal-vertebrae, whilst ventrally they do so for a mnch larger

part of the skin, extending from the mannbrinm steuii to the sym-

physis pnbica.

It seems that the anatomically prepared dermatomes (Bot.k '),

Grosser and Frohlich ')) support this \-iew.

The root-fields experimentally fixed according to the "remaining

aesthesia" method, that Sherrington *) found with Macacus rhesus,

have likewise a form answering to the theoretically postulated one.

SfiKRRiNGTON wHtcs, that llic String formed by the dermatomes on the

ti'unk is, "somewhat wider near its ventral than at its dorsal end".

And passim : "each zone is narrowest at its dorsal end". Yet

Sherrington remarks that the periphery of the dermatomes feels

stronger than the central part, so that going from the border towards

the centre for the fixation of sensibility, occasionally the sensibility

suddenly appears to become mnch sharper.

A similar fact was stated for the dog by C. Winkler and van

RiJNBKRK ''\ They saw namely that the sensible isolated zone generally

deviated in extent and form from the theoretical dermatome. These

1) According to investigations made in the physiological laboratory of the Uni-

versity of Amsterdam.

2) L. BoLK, Die Segmentaldifferenzirung des menschliclien Rumpfes und seiner

Extremitaten. I-IV. Morphologisch Jahrbuch Bd. XXV. XXVI. XXVII. XXVIII.

Leipzig 1897—1900 and: i.. bolk. Een en ander uit de segmentaal anatomic van

het mensclielyk licliaam. Ned. Tijd. v. Geneeskimde. Amsterdam. 1897. Vol. I. p.

982. Vol. II. p. 366.

3) 0. Grosser und A. Frohlich. Beltr. z. Kenntniss der Dermatome der mensch-

lichcn Rumpfhaut. Morpliol. Jalirb. XXX. S. 308. Leipzig 1902.

^j C. B. Sherrington. Examination of the periplierical Distribution of the fibers

of the posterior Roots of some spinal nerves I Transactions of the Royal Society

of London. B. Vol. 184. p. 691 . London. 1892.

^) G. Winkler and G. van Runberk. On function and structure of the trunk-

dermatoma I- IV. Proc. of the K. Akademie van Wetenschappea te Amsterdam.
1902 -19(C). Amsterdam, and: G.Winkler. Ucbcr die Rumpfdermatome. Ein

experiinoiileller Beitrag z. Lelirc der Segmental-Innervation der Haul. Monatschr.

f. Psycliialrie und Neurologic. Bd. XIU. S. 161. Berlin. 1008.
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(leviatiniis were nivatrr in indjioiiioii ;i^ ihe n|»(jrafi\o Iraiiiiia lor

tli(^ iiivcstioatioii lia<l liocii laiiior. Mnroovcr \\\v\ IoiiihI a |»criiiaii'.'iii

reuiilai-itv in ilie way in wliicli ilu' (Icvialions presented themselves.

These facts l»ron<rhi iheni lo the view iliat the isolated root-field

that I'OuUl experimentally he ascertained, can never have the entire

extent of the iheoretieal dernn\t(Mne. They siijjposed therefore that

even in the most favouraMe experiments heyond the limits of ihe

sensible zone, always another little strip of skin mnsi he admitted

as belonginuL- to the <lerinatome. Thi^ stri|i the\ t-alled "Marginal area",

and pronouneeil i.a. the hypothesis whicii for the rest was no further

elaborated, that this >lri]) is nol capable of independent sensation (i.e.

withont the assistance of the '^erlapping . This isolated sensible zone

they called '"central area". Iji the experiments of W. and v. \l. the

form and extent of lhi> zone ap|)eared lo be extremely variable and

dependent on the postoperatory condilions of the isolated i-oot and

of the S|nnal cord. With a large operative trauma the form of the

central area was no more than a "caricature" and its extent much
smaller than might be expected from the dermatome. W. and v. R.

call ihi-^ part of the dei-matome, that was found to be insensible

likewise •marginal area". If we summarize W. and v. R.'s views, we
find that even in the most favourable experimental isolations the

zone that is found to be sensil)le does not constitute the whole theo-

retical dermatome, but only a central area of it shut in between two

marginal zones that cannot I>e indicated. In uidavonrable cases, when
the central area becomes a caricature, the marginal area is widened

at the expense of the central area.

In W. and v. R.'s experiments the latter phenomenon always

occurred tirsi and strongest in the ventral zone of the dermatome.

As an explanation of the fact that the sensibility in the ventral zone

appears to be feebler W. and v. R. adduce two hypotheses :
1®^ that

the ventral part is the most excentric part of the dermatome (i.e.

most distant from the C.Z.S. spinal cord and spinalganglion) \i and
2"'i that on account of the "stretching" of the skin between manu-

brium sterni and symphysis the extremities of the nerves had to

extend over a larger surface than in the dorsal zone.

On the occasion of a svstematic examination of the sti-vchnine-

1) Compare likewLse: G. van Rijnberk. On the fact of sensible skin dying away

in a centripetal direction Proc. of the K. Akademie v. Wetenschappen te Amster-

dam 1903, and G. van Rijxberk. Beobachtungen iiber die Pigmentation der Haul

bei Scyllium catulus und canicula und deren Zuordnung zu der segmentalen Haul-

innervation dieser Thiere. Petrus Camper. Nederl. Bijdragen tot de Anatomic.

Dl. III. p. 137. Haarlem. 1904.

48*
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semnentzones of cats '\, of which I hope to make detailed communi-

cations on some subsequent occasion, I found some facts which, in

connection wilh the questions mentioned above, I suppose to be of

sufficient importance to he separately communicated here. My expe-

riments are made on cats that by a high transverse section had been

converted into spinal-cord animals. 1 apply then strychnine in the

place where a root enters, and cut besides cranically two roots.

Conseqnentlv I make u: e of a combination of the remaining aesthesia

method and that of the local strychnine-poisoning of the spinal cord.

I do so to be sure, that though there may perhaps exist some doubt

about the decidedly local application of (he poison, at all events, no

stimuli of the skin can reach the spinal cord from roots situated

beside those, of which I intend to fix the skin-zone.

Bv a slight touch of the skin with a pencil we look then further

for hvperrellexion ') : usually this can already be shown a few

minutes after the poisoning.

A peculiar fact that 1 have regularly stated at the determination

and fixation of the zones, is that hyperreflexion appears first and

strono^est in a definite string-shaped zone, which however soon widens

because cranially and caudally a strip of skin which at first was not

hyperreflectory, becomes so now, though in an inferior degree to

the zones that could first be indicated. When the entire strychnine-

segmentzone has reached its largest extent, this difference of intensity

still continues to exist, so that we can distinguish a central zone

with stronger hyperreflexion from a narrower peripheric strip with

less strong hyperreflexion.

This strychnine-segmentzone can consequently be divided into a

strong hyperreflectory inner-zone which can soon be indicated, shut in

by two feebler outer-zones appearing a little later.

These facts show an unmistakable corresi)ondence with those men-

tioned above communicated partly by SuKKRiNCiTON, partly by W.

and v. R. I shall try to elucidate this peculiar behaviour of strycli-

nine-segmentzones in connection with what has been found by the

above-mentioned authors, chiefly on account of indications ascertained

with a cat (marked 32) where, under specially favourable circuui-

stances, successively three strychnine-segmentzones could be tlxed,

namelv to the left Th. VIII and T!i. XI to the right Th. VII.

1) Compare J. G. Dusser de Barennk. Die Slryclitiinwiikung auf das Zenlral-

nervensystem. I— IV. Folia Neuiobiologiea. B I. iV. V. V[. Haarlem. 1910-1912.

-) Willi this form of slrycliniiioapplicalion no Tetami:^ takes place, but only

hyporreflexioii.
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1. Striirhnini'-s,;i incutzone I'h. VI II Irft.

After llie cat liad been- made a spiiial-conl-aniiiuil l.\ a iiaiisverse

section at Tlior. II a piece of thoracal spinal cord is laid l»aiv in tlio

usual wav, and the |)lace of inlroduclion left of Th. \II1 inoistoiiod

with strychnine. .Moreover the dorsal roots of Th. VI, \11, IX and
X are cut intrailurally. Soon it is pcssible to ascertain a strongly

hyperretlectory zone of the skin, wicii gradually wideirs and a few
minutes after the poisoning reaches its nia.\inial e.xlenl. It is then
still vei-y easy to distinguish an imier-zone and two <Juter-zones.

a. Dt.-ri-iplion of tJuf iiiner-zuni'.

The c ntral-zone is almost string-slia|)ed. The cranial and caudal

limits tii-st rui) j)aiallcl lo each other, perpendicular to the a.\is of

the body. ()n the centre of the lateral surface the cranial limit makes
however a curve conve.v to cranial. A similar phenomenoiris scarcelv

indicated in the caudal limit. ^)

The bordering lines continue to run ()arallel and perpendicidar

as far as the ventral surface. Here they converge slightly, so that

the central zone that was at the d. d. 30 mm. wide, measures in

the v. d. only 23 mm The central zone however goes beyond the

V. d. and tinishes, >liai|»ly limited, about 4 mm. overlapping the

crossed side. Here the hyperretlexion is somewhat slighter than in

the rest of the zone. ^A dorsal crossed overlap could not be tixed

on account of the median skin-sectioir.

The zone hitherto described is surrounded l>v a \enlrallv stronirlv

widening outer-zone which being itself less reflectory than the inner-

zone, contrasted however strongly with ihe]adjoining aretlectory resp.

normally jetlectory zone. The outer-limits of the outer-zone are of

course at the same time the boundary of the total strychnine-segment-

zone, which I am going to describe now.

b. Ih'.^crlptlon of the total strychnine-seijmentzone (oiiter-limit.s of

the outer-zone).

Scarcely to be recognized at the d. d., ruiiujig closely along the

1) A similar fact is often iudicated by W. and R. Compare e.g. their fig. 27

of their Ilird communication. Here the 13lli and lOth spinal roots were isolated.

Tlic caudal zone of the ventral pail seems to be considerably shrunk, whilst

cranially the lateral outward curve of the central area breaks through the anaesthetic

zone. To explain these phenomena they admilled a widenirg of the central area

in tlie lateral part, whilst at the same lime it is supposed that here a relative

minimum of sensibility is found. As now a similar removal of the border existed

cranially and not caudially likewise with my cat, this fad may perhaps also be

regarded as a peculiarily of the 16th loot-lield.
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foremost limit of the iiiiicr-7A)iie, the craniai limit of the total zone

soon assnmes a conrse directed more towards cranial, ^^o that the

cranial onter-zone, in the d. d. scarcely a few mm. wide, is in the

V. d. 10 liini. wide.

The candal bonndarj-line continues to rnn at the d. d. almost

together with the candal limit of the inner-zone; it is here hardly

a few mm. to the ontside. Its fnrther conrse however is like that

of the cranial limit strongly divergent, consequently here in a strong

candal direction, so that, especially in the ventral zone, a wide

outer-zone appears, which in the v. d. is 21 mm. wide. The caudal

outer-zone is consequently almost twice as wide as the cranial one.

If we regard now this large extent, and the shape that the total

strychnine-segmentzone obtains by the addition of the so wide outer-

zones, we should be inclined to admit that almost the whole theo-

retical, ideal dermatome has appeared here. If now we remember

W. and v. R.'s conclusion :

"Isoliert man experimentell ein Dermatom so entspricht der eriialtene

sensibele Bezirk nie weder der Ausdehnung, noch der Gestalt nach,

dem theoretischen oder anatomischen Dermatom/' ^) then the com-

bined strychnine-isolation method applied by me affords doubtless

better results than the simple "remaining aesthesia method". For

under the influence of the strychnine i)oisoning the limited value for

the reflexion diminishes so much that there can hardly anymore be

question of a marginal area in the sense of W. and v. R.

2. Strijcknine-segment zone of Th. XI left.

After the roottield of Th. VIII had in this way t)een fixed and

mea'=^ured, the root Th. XI was isolated in the same way by cutting

the dorsal roots of Th. XII and XIII, and locally poisoned with

strychnine.

The hyperaesthetical zone that appeared here likewise, had a steep

trapezium shape, and was when the total extent had been reached,

at the d. d. 34 mm., at the v. d. 49 mm. wide. Here the cranial

limit could however only be fixed, after the Th. YII, isolated in

the preceding experiment, had been cut. For it appeared that the

cranial limit of Th XI crossed the caudal limit of Th. VIII in the

level of its lateral cranial curve.

a. Di scii/ifion of the central zone.

The central zone of Th. XI occuuies dorsallv also ai^ain almost

1) G. VAN liiJNBKRK. Voisucli eiiier Sogmeiihil-Auatomie. Eigebnis.se der Aiia-

Inmic. P..1. XVin. Wie.-^baden 11)10. S. 544.
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tlie Ifjial exleiil of ilir ^li-vi-liiiiiiL'->egiiicMil/.(tin.'. ll> limil> lia\f liore

likewise a paiallei ami iterpenciicular directiun. On the lalera! and
ventral siirfaee tliey ass;uine also a ilislindly eonver*ring conrse so

that when they reaeli the ventral diameter, they are onlv KJ mm.
distant from each othei-, whilst at the dorsal diameter tiie inner-zone

is abont 32 mm. wide.

b. Di..•>':/'([if/ 0)1 of till' (Hiti'i'-luints of tin! outer-zone. {'Jolalstn/ch-

nine-seymentzone\

The cranial limit lies in ihe dorsal zone, scarcely percejitibly

cranially from the cranial limit of the inner-zone. On the lateral

surface however when the cranial limi; of the inner-zone bejj:ins to

convei'«?e, consetiuently begins to move in a caudal direction;, it

deviates strongly diverging (consequently in a cranial direction). The
outer-zone hereby becomes rather wide; at the v. d. it attains a

width of 21 mm. The caudal limit of the outer-zone follow> that

of the inner-zone as fiir as the lateral surface, then about the place

where likewise the cranial limits of outer- and inner-zone deviate

from each other, it takes also a di verging' direction consequently

follows a caudal course . In the level of the axil-groinfold line the

outer-zone reiiches its greatest width. From here it continues in a

ventral direction pretty well perpendicular to the axis of the body.

The caudal outer-zone is at the v. d. oidy 12 mm. wide.

If now we cast a glance at the entire strychnine-se.Lrmentzoiie, i.e.

both iuner- and outer-zone, we obtain the [impression, that the

two zones by which it is formed both inner- and outer-zone) show

an inclination to shrinking. In favour of this view pletid : 1. the

stronger converging of the limits of the imier-zone towards the ven-

tral diameter, which reminds us of W. cind v. R.'s central area;

2. the fact that the cranial outer-zone e.vceeds the caudal-zone espe-

cially in the ventral region; 3. the disappearance of a distinct "ventral

crossed overlap" : 4. the fact that at the i\.i\. the zone is as wide

as the former VHP'' Th.) and is here 34 mm., whilst at the v. d.

the width is here 49 mm., consequently I) mm. less.

If we may admit here on these grounds a lirst beginning of

shrinking, then we are struck by the fact that the zone undergoes

this diminution exactly in its most excentric part, namely in the

"ventral-crossed overlap" and farther in the caudo-ventrai region.

In this way we obtain an in-ighl into the manner in which the

shrinking begins, and must observe then, that this shows conformity

with what Smi:i{!{IN(;t()N and W and \ R. -;aw already in their

root-tields.
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We may C'()iise(|uentl_v admit, lliat hotli ilie dermaloines jiiid the

sii-vcliiiiiie-i-eL'iiieutzoiies, when tliev shriidc, do so in the same maniicr,

and both have their weakest |»o)nt in the ventral-crossed overlap-

region and in the eando-ventral part.

3. Stryclmine-seginentzone of Th. V 11 rlijJit.

As after the expiration of the above-mentioned determinations, the

cat was strll in a very good condition, I nndertook the poisoning cf

another root, now on the right side of the spinal cord. I selected

for this operation Th. VII, where 1 pei-formed the application of the

strj'chnine as carefully as possible, and did not cut the adjoining

roots. I had previonsly convinced myself that to the right there

was not a vestige of hyperretlexion in the skin. At the same time

the first isolated root Th. VIII to the left was cut.

After the poisoning soon a distinctly hyperrellectory zone appeared,

that conld easily be limited.

The zone had a great extent now, and no distinct contrasts between

the inner- and the outer-zone could be discovered.

Description of tim total zone of Th. VII right.

The cranial limit leaves the d. d. at about the level of tlie pro-

cessus spinosns of the 7^'' thoracal vertebra, and runs almost per-

pendicularly to the axis of the body, with slight convexity in a caudal

direction on the lateral surface. On the ventral surface it deviates

again somewhat more in a cranial direction. The v. d. is reached

10 mm. cranially from the cranial limit of the left VIII*'' thoracal

zone. (Com p. figure 3).

The caudal limit leaves the d.d. about 30 mm. caudally from the

former and runs almost parallel with it with a slight inclination to

diverging in a caudal direction. It reaches the v. d. together with the

caudal limit of the left VIII^^^ thoracal zone. (Compare the description

given above and fig. 3). In the v. d. the wndth of the whole zone

amounts to 43 mm. A ventral-crossed overlap could not be ascer-

tained. This fact and likewise the comparatively slight width of the

zone can justify the supposition that we have here to do with a be-

ginning of shriids.ing, at all events the zone as strychnine-segmentzone

has not the maximum extent which it can have. i^Tli. VIII on the

left side was much widen. Although we have here Jiot e\en to do
with an optimum, 1 found, when cxactl} fixing the linuts in the

fixed bone-points under the skin, that the extent on the latei-al surftice

answered already to above 3 ribs and the spaces between 3 ribs.
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Siicli ail cxleiil is now ihc saiiic u- .Mkutkns could |»iv|iaralufilv

ascertain as the iioi-in for ilie triiiik-dcniialoiiic of inaii.

The fi-aj)eziuni-slia|)e answers Hkcwisc lo the analoniical dennatume :

all these pioportions consecincntly plead slronj^ly for the fad that

my method is snp.enor to the nsnal isolation methods, and stivngthen

the \ie\v, that liic sti-yehniiie-seginenizone r('|ireseiils in fad the whole
rootlield

:
the theorelieal dermatome. If this is so indeed, we may

likewise eonelnde that W. and v. K's view, that the eeniral area

and the whole dermatome ha\ e the gi-eatest width in the lateral part,

is not correct, hut that the greatest width is reached at the v. d. ').

At last we can try, by a comparison of the dimensions of the

zones which we have fonnd, to get an insight into the overlappings

of the root-fields. With a view to this I begin to rci)resent here all

the dimensions found by me in a table likewise indicating those of

the aretlectory zone of the left side, sitiiate<l between the isolated

Th. YIII and' Th XI.

Width d.d.
Lat.

line

Pap.
line

v.d.

Strychnine- inner-zone

segmentzone cranial outer-zone

of Th. VIII.
,

caudal outer-zone

30
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As it is known W. and v. R. indiciite the overlapping of the central-

area as - of the extent at the d. d. Farther they fonnd, in some

of their cases, that the width of the analgic zone, the consequence

of the cutting of two roots, wixs as wide at the d.d. as the sensible

zone of one isolated root.

Let us now compare the results of the stryehnine-segmentzones.

With regard to the proportion of the width of one total segmentzone

to that of the aretlectory zone of two cut roots we see that the

proportion is here 30:15, thus instead of 1 : 1 they bear a proportion

of 2:1. Of greater importance however is the overlapping of the

strvchninezones in their entirety, or, whero they have taught us to

consider them, identical with the theoretical dermatomes, the over-

lai)pings of the entire rootzones. W. and v. R. could not determine

them, as is self-evident, because they alwciys found large "marginal area".

If we apply now the method of calculation of the covering as

indicated by the above-mentioned authors we tind, if we call the

oxerlapped field of the root-zones .c and the not oxerlapped part fj,

that at the d.d. holds for the whole hyperreflectory zone

2.r -\- y =z '(^D m.m.

and the aretlectory zone must be expressed as :

'2}/ -f- -.r = J 1 ni.m.

From this we can calculate the values of .?• and ?/

2.C + i/
= 35 2.C + y = 105:3 j- + 2>/ = 33:3

2y + .i = ll •' + y= 46:3 .v-\- ^v
= 46:3

3./.- + 3// = 46 ~e = 59:3 y =—13:3

From which follows that

.c : .V = '^y :
—13

13 _ -l

If now we suppose the whole root-zone = 1, then is

2 9
2,1' 4- V — 2./' .v^l, consenuentlv 16./' = 9, and .r = -

.

' •' 9 16

From this follows that the rootfields cover each other at the d.d.

9 9
for . W. and \ . \l. had estimated it at about - , which agrees

lii lo

pretty well w idi my result.

From die consti'ued llgiire Jig. 4j it ajtpeai's that iji the dorsal

trujdN^kiii, parts are alternately provided f^r by two and by three
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roots. Ill Ilk- middle of cacli dcniiiiloiiu' ihcl-I cacli oIIut llie oilier

exirciuilies of the two adjacent /ones, which overlap each oilier here for

2—
. Here conse(|neiilly a ihreefoM root-iiiiiervatioii takes place. In

the rest of ihe deriuatoine oidx two lields overUqi each other.

Let us now execute Ihe same calculation for the v.d. Here, as

will he rememhered, no arellectorv /one was found. We can however
make an analogous, though somewhat more com|»licated calculation,

taking into account the ascertainetl overlapping of Ihe zones of

Th. VIll and Th. XI.

II

C"

^ IV

p^

.B
fi'

If we expi'ess now Ihe width of the \vhole dei-matome in the v.d.

in Ihe al)0ve indicated symbols, the width of a rootlield .1/J ^ ,1A -

— B'C'—hC" = '2x-^y.

In Ihe figure zone I represents consecpiently Th. VHI and zone

IV Th. XI. As Th. VIII and XI overlap each other 10 m.m. I

may suppose />r/ = 10. If now we call .r Ihe overlap[)ing of two

adjacent zones, and // the overlaj)ping of two alternating zones, then

we tind for pq-.

pq = Cq-Cp = C a—hB as 6'/> = hB

pq = ij—[AB—Ab) as C'(i^=ii (^namely the overla|)piiig

of I on lllj

PU = //
-(2 1'—//—-t')

pq == y

—

X -\-
II
=z — ,/• -\- '111 ^ 10 m.m.

From this follows :

2,t'— // = 55 ') —.i'+2// =10
_2.>;-j-4// = 20 4./' —2// =110

3y = 75 3,1 = 120

!l
= -lh ,r = 40

The overlapping of the immediately adjacent root-lields(./0 isconseipiently

1) I take here for the calcukxtion the widlli of Th. V||I ;ui 1 ivit Ihal of Th. XI,

because I suppose that this zoue had somewhat shrunk.
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ii "^'^ "^'^ 'h

»^- dcaiii

//

Fig. 4.

Scheme of the muUial overlappings of the dermatomes at

the d.d. and at the v.d. (The dorso-ventral dimension has

not heen taken proportionally correct.

40— =r — • and the overlapnino' of a root-lield with the tliird next one iii) is

55 11
*

25 5— :=z — . At hist the overlapping- ol" a rootfield with the fourth (/>^y) :

55 11

10 _ 2

55~Tl"
W. and V. R. supposed tliat the rootzones overlap each other for

one half, so that zone 1 should stand against zone 3. Consecpiently

each skini)oint would be provided for by only two roots. From my

statements it appears that the overlaps are much stronger, and that

in some places even as many as four roottields overlap one another.

The arrangement is thus at the v.d. so, that here strips that are

pro\'ided foi- by 2 borders of rootzones and by 2 more central

parts of these, alternate with sti-ips provided for l)y the more peri-

pheric parts of three rootlields.

If we repeat the calculations given above likewise for the "inner-

zones" of my strychnine-segment zones, then the overla|)ping of these

I 1

at the ^\A. ap[)ears to be not —
, as W. and \. R. supposed, but —

.

At the ventral median line where W. and v. R. did not find an

overlap of their central areas, the overlaps of the inner-zones appears

1

to be al)ont -;;-. From this great difference between the results ot



I. J. H. M. KLESSENS. "From and function of the trunk-dermatome
tested by the strychnine-segmentzones".

Fig. 1. Left side of 32. Inder- atid outer-zones of

Th. VIII. {a d p q) and of Th. XI. (e f m n).

(Indicated the arcus costarurn and the scapula and the crista ilei)

Fig. 2. Ventral side of cat 32. To the left the inner- and

outer-zones of Th. VIII (p q) and of Th. XI (n d).

To the right the total zone of Th. VII.

Fig. 3. Richt side of cat 32. Strychnine-

zone of Th. VII.

(Indicated the arcus costarurn and the scapula).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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the nsiiul inctliod of isohilioii and tniiie appears a,L!:ain liuw str()ii<r a

diminution of tiic limited value of slimidi is ol)laiued l>\ strvelmine.

So tar (he facts. Now it seems not impossihie (•» me to iiivestiffate.

with the help of niv results, someuhat closer some (piostionahle

points of the segmental innervation.

Let us begin with the \>ell-Unown so called "I.ANCii'W.AAN lines".

According to this author'' one finds in the skin of normal persons

hjperaesthetic lines and strings, which are said to exist iii (he inter-

segmental limits. From mv calculations of the overlaps it miuht

follow on the contrarv, that there is a better foundation for admiltiny;

this h\'peraesthesv in those stri|)S of skin where always three (at

the d.d.) dermatomes overlap each otiier. These strips however do not

lie intersegmental in the sense of two immediately succeeding zones,

but exactly opposite to the axis of a root field. At the same time

they form the so-called intersegmental limit of each third dermatome.

From this may, at the same time, be concluded that the distance

between two "L.\N(iEi..\AN lines" does not amount to the width of a

dermatome, but to half the width. At the v. d. the proportions are

too complicated for an analogous inter|)retation to be ventui-ed.

For the much discussed territory of pigment-stripes of vertebrae

the knowledge of the innervation-proportions of the skin, as it is

now somewhat more detailed by the study of the strychnine-

segmentzone, might prove useful. I have here specially in view

the dark stripes of so many animals. Sh1":rrington ^) lias already

called the attention to the fact that with zebra and tiger they seem

to be segmentally arranged. Van Ri.inbekk'^ considers the dark stripes

as an expression of the stronger innervation which in his opinion

can be observed in the intersegmental limits. Uy the overlaps of the

central area a "summation" of the innervation is supposed to exist.

It is clear that to this view may be ai)plied likewise what I said

already above with regard to the "Langelaan-lines". Then van

Rijnberk's excess-contrasts might be arranged in those strips where

the extreme borders of the alternating dermatomes overlap one another.

At last we may here \i\ the attention of the pi'oportion in length

of the short basis of the trapeziiim-shajted dermatome (in the <\a\.)

to that of the long basis in the v.d. This proportion is in Th. \'lll

^) J. Langelaan. Oh the determination of seii.sory spinal skinfields in healthy

individuals. These Proc of 2') Sept. 1909 Vol. 111.

2) G. S. Sherrington. 1. c. p. 737.

'') G. VAN RiJNBERK De huidteekeniugcn der gewervelde dieren in veiband nn-l

de segmentaalleer. Veislageii der K. Akademie v. Welenschappen te .\ni.<lenlain.

30 Sept. 1905.
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zone licri' (les('ril)e(:l, as 2 : 3. In reality tlic proportions were 35 : 55).

It is certainly peeiiliar, lliat this jii-oportion 2 : )> expresses exactly

the "stretcliing;"" of" the ventral skin tVoni nianiihrinni to syniph\sis)

with regard to the dorsal one from the first to the thirteentli thora-

ealvertebra. I could tind for the cat ahont the same proportion,

given bv Shekrington for Macacns.

Sumnxirj/ :

I. In fa\()ni'al)Ie cases the strvchnine-segmentzone has the exact

shape, and most likely also ejitirely the same extent as the theore-

tical dei-maiome. It has then (he shape of a trapezium, the short basis of

which lies in the dorsal, am! the long oasis in the \entral body-diameter.

II. The str\ (dinine-segmentzone consists of two pai'ts which are

sharply to be distinguished : an "inner-zone that becomes sooner

hy[>erretlectory, and remains stronger, and an "outer-zone" that

appears later and i-emains less hy|)erretlectory. This beha\ ionr of tiie

strychnine-zone is conse(|uently analogous to what Sherrington and

especially W. and v. U. communicated already about tlie sensibility

in the dermatome that ihey had investigated by the isolation-method.

III. The vulnerabiliiy of the stryclmiiie-segmentzone shows likewise

great correspondence with that of the isolated root- field ; they begin

to shrink in the ventral overlapzone, and in the caudo-ventral i)art

of the zone. Moreover they offer like the root-fields the peculiarity, that

when shi'inking, the innerzone analogous to the nucleusfield, becomes

smaller, to the advantage of the outei--zone, analogous to the border-zone.

IV. In consequence of all this we may admit that the other pro-

portions-found for the strychnine-segmentzone, hold likewise for the

dermatomes, that is to say ;

the overlapping of the d.d. amounts to — and at the v.d. — . BvM r,

lg 11 "

2
this the skin is alternatelv provided for ; at the d.d. for — bv three

roofs, and for ^^ of each dermatome bv two roots : and at the v.d. for
16

2
, .

1
—- by tour roots, and for ~ of each dermatome by three i-oots.

V. The "Langelaan lines" and \ an Ri.tnhkrk's "excess-contrasts" by

summation most likely answer to the strips of skin, where, at the dorsal

diameter, the innervation takes place through three riots. If this hypo-

thesis might be confirmed we should in the mentioned skin-stripes

really jiossoss a means of fixing the dermatome limits, as between
every two such bke ahcnialiuu- ^ti-i|)es, exactly a dermalome would
be situated.
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Microbiology. - 'Adion (\/' /ii/i/i-nt/riuHtfs, linric in-ii/, ri,i,i„'r. nntn-

(jdiicsi', line (IikI i-iihidniiii mi llic incldlnillsiii n f Asiii'ri////iis

n/'(/<'l-'\ 1)V Mr. II .1, \V ATKK.MAN. ('(»lllllillllir;ll('(l lt\ liof. .M.

W. 1)KI.IKIUN(K .

((loimiiimicatcd in llic iiiecliii^' uMlcl l'(), I'.)I:2).

IvAi i.in's ohjei'l \\lieii o\aiiiiiiiii<j,' tlio ciilliiio coiKlilioiis of J.vy^c/--

giUu.-< iiKjcr^'^ was lo oWiaiii the ureulost possible wcitilil <>l iimiild.

The experimenters who afier hiiii occupied ihciiiseh es wilh this

(|neslioii, likewise oiilv t'oiisidered ihe drv weij;hl.

Such an investiualioii must needs he p'ai'tial as the process of the

metaboUsm is onlv roiinhiv delermined hv the weighl of mould. I'^or

a good insight into this process it must he ohserved that lor instance

the spore formation produces differences in Ihe chemical co:nposiii(»u

of the obtained mould materials.

Hence, the changes of the plastic acipiixaleni oi- of the assinn-

lation (juoricjit sjiould he detci-iniued manv limes in the course of

the development; first of all of the carbon then of ihe other elements.

In an earlier paper ') i proved that changes of tem|)ei-atui-e and

concentration do not modifv the metal)olism of the caibon and that

only the velocity of this |)rocess is subject to modification.

At present I have studied the influence of various chemical

compounds.

1. Action of (li[j\>.re.nt rate.^ of hi/(lrO(/en/ou.'>\

The results of the referring experiments are found in Table 1.

We see from it in connection with the incoirectness of these

observations, caused bv the small quantity of mould, that tiie [tlastic

aequi\alent of the carbon, in spite of the slackening of the growth

and sporeforming, caused by the hydrogenions, does not undergo

a convincing change.

2. Action of (liferent boric acid concentrations, 'j

Analogous results as for the hydrogenions were found wilh boric

acid as seen in Table II.

In lower concentrations of about (),()6"/,. llie plastic ae(piivalent

remains almost unchanged.

The slight lowering observed al hi<zher couceidrations may be

1) J. Raulin, Eludes chimiqiies sur la vegt'lalion, Paris 1870.

2) H. J. Waterman, Bcitrag zur Kcnntnis der KoldeiislofTnaliniiig von Asprr-

giVus fiiger, l<'olia INIici-obiologiiui, lIollaiKiisclio Beitn'igo zur gosaminl(>ii Mikiohiologie

1912 Bd. I p. 422.

3) Also romparo : J. BoESKKEN and H. .1. Water.MAN, Polia .Mi< iol>iologi(;a 1(1912)

p. 342.
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TABLE I.

Culture liquid: 0,15 gr. paraoxybenzoic acid p. 50 cm^ tapwater. Temp. 32—33^ C. Anorganic-
food : 0,050/0 NH4CI, 0,05 KH,P04, and 0,020/o MgS04.

NO.

H-ions in

grams p.L.

given as
sulf acid.

Expressed
in c.m3.

N. H SO,
p. 100 cm'^ of

the culture

liquid

Course of development') after

27,28 40

Plastic. Aeq. of the
carbon after

'27—28 90 days

1

2
'

3
I

4
I

5 I

10

0,4.10-5

1,1 .
10-5

1,8.10-5

6 2,1.10 5

1
;

2,8.10-5

i;

8
; 3,3. 10 5

1
I

! 3,9 .
10-5

4,4.10-5

11 5,7.10-5

<',19

0.58

097

1,17

1,56

1,96

2,35

2,74

3 92

many spores

+4- +-I-+

+



explained by (he formerly described imitatioji ') occurriDg iiiulcr llio

influence of" boric acid.

From these observations it follows that the luelabolisni of ilu'

carbon, in opposition to the \elocily of the growth an<l sj)ore pro-

duction, changes little by the said chemical influences.

3. Action of coi)itei'.

Whilst Raulin ^), proved that coppersulfate in strong concentrations

is noxious to the development of AspenflUufi nujin-, Ricutkh andO.No

put the question whether copper in very dilute stdiitions nuiy act

favourablj".

Andreas Richter '), who stated that in absence of zinc even addi-

1

tion of gr.mol. coppersulfate per L. caused the weight
150000000

^ ^^ '
-

^

of mould to decrease, answers this question negative)}'.

N. Ono ^) came to an opposite result.

The observations of Ono and Richter need not, however, be in

contradiction with each other as it is not certain that they cultivated

under the vSame circumstances, although Ono endeavoured to do so.

Ono's experiments especially are deficient in as much as the

velocity and the nature of the metabolism are not sufllciently sepa-

rated. For this reason I have once more made an analogous in-

vestigation.

The chemicals used were of Kahlbaum's and of great purity.

The distilled water was once more purified by redistillation in an

apparatus of Jena glass joined by a glass tube to a tin cooler 'j, and

then kept for use in Jena flasks. The cultivation took place in

ErleniMeyer flasks of Jena glass of 200 cm'. capacity.

The composition of the culture liquid was:

0.15 7o ammoniumnitrate

0.1 ,, potassium-chloride

0.1 ,, magnesiumsulfate (crystallised)

0.05 ,, calciumnitrate (free from water)

0.05 „ fosforic acid (crystallised)

2 ,, glucose.

1) H. J. Waterman, These proceedings, June 1912. Vol. XV, p. 124.

2) i.e. p. 136.

3) A. Richter, Centralbl. f. Bakteriol. 2e Ablh. Bd. 7 (1901) p. 417.

*) N. Ono. Centralbl. f. Bakleriol. 2e Ablh. Bd. 9 (1902) p. 154.

5) Corks and such like material were avoided.

49

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV.
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Each culture tube was filled with 50 cm', of the above liquid

and coppersulfate was added in different concentrations.

After boiling spores o? Aspergillus niqer {Form l) ^) were inoculated.

The observed development is described in Table III ; the formation

of but few spores is caused by the use of the said chemicals free

from manganese, as is further explained in Table V.
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We see that alreadv
" 10000000

;i-. iiiol. L'Oppersulfcite sli-oii;i;ly

diaiiiiishes the {)rodiiction of spores.

The velocity of the mycelium formation cis well as the ussimihitioii

of glucose are also slackened by tiie copjtersulfate (Comp. Nr. 4 and

the following- Nrs with Nrs 1— 3).

By determining tiie quantity of dry substance ') and iiie carbonic

acid obtained from it by combustion on one hand, and on the other,

by determining the polarisation ') and the reduction niind>er by

titration after Fkiiling, by which the assimihited glucose could be

computed, the plastic aequivalent of the carbon could be fixed.

In Table IV the results of these experiments are united.

TABLE IV 3).

Metabolism of Aspergillus niger under influence of

different coppersulfate concentrations. Nine days
after inoculation.

Nr.

Obtained ^^^- ^^2 at

HrwwL^-tv,. icombustion of
dry weight

,
.. ,

.

Assimilated Plastic

'aeq. of the
glucose in %' carbon.

1
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We thus observe that the addition of ^ p^r. mol. coppersiiltate
lOOOOO

considerably enhances the weight of raould after 9 days ; it is more

than 70 milligr. greater than that obtained without addition of copper.

Ali-eadj before^) I exphiined that the non-formation of spores

commonly coincides with the accumulation of glycogen in the mould

and with a high plastic aeqnivalent of the carbon.

This we find confirmed here, compare for instance Nrs. 1,2,3.4.

The \alues ot the then following numbers are not very exact.

That they are notwithstanding mentioned is to make clear that even

considerable copper concentrations (N". 9) do not change the character

of the metabolism. The decrease in quickness of the assimilation

of glucose is very obviously caused even by slight quantities of copper.

Whether the greater mould production may be called favourable is

doubtful, the sporeforming being retarded.

4. Action of manganese.

Bertrand and Javillier "-) found that addition of manganese enhances

the weight of mould whilst it was also stated that this element is

fixed in the organism. It also proved necessary for the spore forming^).

Bv a very minute examination Bertrand succeeded in showing that

1

even addition of manganese made the weight of mould
10000000000 °

rise considerably. As will be seen from Table V the addition

of manganese had especially brought about changes in the velocity

of the glucose assimilation. For the rest, my experiments with manganese

have confirmed those of Bertrand and Javillier.

The composition of the nutrient liquid was :

very pure distilled water in which dissolved:

0.15 7o ammoniumnitrate

0.1 ,, potassium chloride

0.1 ,, magnesiumsulfate (crystallised)

0.05 ,, calciumnitrate (free from water;

0.05 ,, ainmoniumfosfate

0.05 ,, fosforic acid (crystallised)

2.— ,, glucose

1) H. J. Waterman, Folia Microbiologica I. (1912) p. 422.

-) Bertrand et Javillier. Influence du manganese sur le developpement de

TAspergillus niger. G. r. 152 (1911) p. 225; Ann. de riuslitut Pasteur T. 26 (1912)

25 Avril p. 241.

''•) Bertrand. Extraordinaire sensibilite de TAspcrgillus niger vis a vis du

manganese. C. r. 154 (1912) p. 616.
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Into each Erlexmet.ter flask of Jona glass (200 em" capacity) 50 cm*

of the above liquid was introduced and manganese in ditrerent

concentrations was added.

For tlie result see Table V.

(^iiite as in the preceding experiment Qvevy nr. consisted of several

flasks. Taking this into coiisideration, the extreme sensibility of

Aspejyilli(s nu/f'r as to manganese, ali'eady observed by Bkktkand,

was with certainty confirmed. Without manganese liai-dly any spores

are formed after four days.

In spite of the observed favourable intiuence of manganese on the

production of spores no important modifications in the metabolism

of the carbon occur ^Table V).

We may thus conclude that the numbers given by Bkrtrand ')

for the dry weight with and without addition of manganese relate

only to the velocity of the metabolism.

Is it necessary or desirable to distinguish elements such as man-

ganese from othei's as carbon, nitrogen, etc. which occur in the

organism in great percentages ? Have we to reckon nianganese

among the purely catalytic elements, in opposition to carbon as a

plastic one ? In my opinion there is no sutlicient reason for such a

marked separation. The only important difference is that elements

as manganese form an extremely small permanent percentage of

the organism. It is, however, \ery well possible that this difference

is only ap[)arent. The circulation of manganese may for instance

be much quicker than that of carbon, so that the concentration in

one special cell ma} for a time have been relatively high. It is not,

however, possible to detect this by analysis of the whole mould layer.

5. Action of zinc.

Since Rallin had already supposed that zinc acts favourably on

the weight of mould, Javiluer ') showed with certainty that small

quantities of zinc considerably increase this weight. At the same

time he proved that zinc is fixed in the mycelium '). Moreover,

Bertranu and Javiluer *) studied the joint action of zinc and man-

1) Bertkand C. 1. 154 (1012) p 616.

~) JAVfLLiER, Sur rintlLience favorable de petiles doses de zinc sur la vegetation

de VAspergillus niger, C.r. 145 (1907; p. 1212.

Also compare Bertrand et Javillier, Sur une melhode permeltanl de doser de

tres petites quantites de zinc C. r. 143 (1906) p. 900; 145 (1907) p. 924.

3; Sur la fixation du zinc par VAspergillus niger. C. r. 146 (1908) p. 365.

4) Bertrand et Javillier, C. r. 152 (1911) p. 900; C. r. 153 (1911) p. 1337.

Cf. also Ann. de I'lnst. Pasteur T. XXVI (25 Juillet 1912) p 515.
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ganese, which proved more favourable than tliat of each of these

elements separately.

In his last communication Javillier ') mentioned that the constant

relation between the assimilation of sugar and the production of

mould, which is nearly 3:1, sometimes became 8: J by leaving out

zinc, that is to say. addition of zinc should allow the organism to

use less food; besides, the assimilation of nitrogen and of the other

anorganic elements changed according as zinc was added or not.

Hitherto I have not been able to confirm Javillier's results.

Addition of zinc caused but little change in the metabolism of

the carbon, but again the velocity of the glucose assimilation was

modified,

75
Addition of stronger zinc concentration: tt^^ g^"- mol- ZuCl,

p. L. caused a distinct, albeit slight inci-ease of the plastic aequiva-

lent of the carbon, but it was accompanied by non-formation of

spores.

In many respects, thus, the action of zinc resembles that of cop-

per. As with this element the addition of slight quantities of zinc,

which exerts no perceptible intluence on the production of spores,

causes hardly any change in the weight of mould.

So, nutrient solutions containing ^^^^^^^ ,

lo.OOO.OOO
'^'^

7
o;r. mol. ZnSO. 7 Aq. p. ]j. produced after four days

1.000.000 ''
4

1
I b J.

respectively 407, 410 and 417 milligrs. of dry material, whilst analogous

experiments, without addition of zinc, produced 406 and 408 milligrs.

The fact that stronger concentrations of zinc check the forming

of spores (see above) which had also been observed by Sauton ^) and

Javillier '), Bertrand *) tries to explain by the relation existing

between the quantity of manganese present on one side, and the

produced mould on the other.

Thus Bertrand says: "Lorsque au milieu nutritif on n'ajoute ni fer,

ni zinc, ou seulement du fer on du zinc, les myceliums qui pren-

nent naissance sont si reduits que le rapport du manganese, introduit

volontairement on non, au poids de matiere organique formee, pent

1) Javillier," Influence du zinc sui- la consommation par VAspergillus niger.

de ses aliments hydrocarbones, azotes et mineraux, C. r. 155 (1912) p. 190.

2) B. Sauton, G. r. 151 (1911) p. 241.

8) M. Javillier et B. Sauton, Gr. 153 (1911) p. 1177.

*) G. Bertrakd, G. r. 154 (1912) p. 3Sl.
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Influence of manganese on the spore-foi^



nid metabolism of Aspergillus niger.

)v\ weight obtained after MiHigr. CO. at! Assimilated glucose in Plastic
combustion of

the mould
material after

4 c5 days 35 days

pCt. after Aequivalent
__ !

ofthe carbon
after

412 265 438 nearly loo pCt.

ndetermined undetermined undetermined undetermined

35 days 35 days

3u pLt.

410

424

418

100 pCt.

nearly 100 pCt.

ndetermined

292

294

290

477 undetermined

485

484

undetermined undetermined

302

306

321

318

510

32,5

n . 33

33

35
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etre ffiiffisant a la formation dos conidies." On the coiifrarv ilic

greater the proportion of the quantity of mould material with respect

to the manganese present, the smaller the production of spores.

This exi)lanalion is not, however, in accordance with my ohser-

vations as the piodnced quantity of mould \va.s only very little

increased bj the addition of zinc.

But like Bertr.\nd 1 have observed that by adding manganese, in

spite of the presence of zinc, the i)roduction of S|)ores is furthered.

Notw^ithstanding Bertkand's excellent investigation only few of the

factors are known which determine the formation of spores.

It is proved, however, that in the hitherto treated cases slackening

of the spore formation is combined with a great |»lastic ae(iui\;dcut

of the carbon.

6. Suhsfitufion of vuhicUuin to [xAasshun.'

In 1879 Nageli ^) made some experiments with rubidium and

caesium -) on the inelaboli>m of Aspeiyii/us niijer from which he con-

cluded that these elements could replace potassium.

Benecke'\ who studied this question more in detail, provetl that

by replacing potassium l)y rubidium the production of mycelium was

normal, but that sporeformation was inhibited.

He found that the dry weights of the rubidium moulds at the

lower Rb. concentrations were somewhat higher, in other cases again

longer than those obtained in a medium containing potassium. In strongei

concentrations rubidium retarded the growth and only insignificant

coats of mould appeared which did produce spores, which fiict Benecke

could not account for. Probably the presence of potassium, if large

quantities of rubidium salt are used, then becomes of importance in

relation to the small weight of mycelium.

The results obtained by Xagej.i and Benecke are here chielly

confirmed as appears from what follows.

If instead of potassiumchloride rubidiurachlorid is used the formation

of mycelium remains the same. The "rubidium moulds", however,

are distinguished from those cultivated with potassium by their being

^) G. V. Nageli, Sitzungsberichte d. math, pliys. Classe d. k. b. Akad. d. Wiss.

zu Miinchen vom 5 Juli 1879.

2) I have proved that caesium cannot replace potassium.

3) W. Bexecke, Ein Beitrag zur mineralisclien Nalitung der Pflanzen, Ber. d.

deutschen botan. Gesellscbaft 1894 S. 105.

Die zur Ernahrung der Schimmelpilze nolwendigen Metalle, Jaluburbci- fiir wis-

senscbaftlicbe Botanik Bd. 28 (1895) S. 487.
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covered witli only a small quantity of spores ; the rubidium

rayceliura is moreover more intensely yellow than in normal cases,

when it often is nearly colourless.

The presence of rubidium in the said concentrarions when kaliura

(0,1% KCl) is present has no influence on the spore formation and

on the yellows-colouring of the mycelium. (See Table Yl). Here it

may be added that also the addition of 0.05 7o manganesechloride

accelerates the spore production.

For the experiment I prepared two culture media of the fol-

lowing composition.

Medium B:

Composed like A.; only instead

of 0.1 "/„ KCl, 0.1 % RbCl was

Medium A:

Distilled w^ater in which dissolved

0.2 7o ammoniumfosfate

0.1 „ potassiurachloride added.

0.07 ,, magnesiumsulfate

0.035 ,, calciumchloride

2 ,, glucose

Some drops of a dilute fosforic acid solution.

In the careful investigation of Benecke there is wanting an exposition

of the relation between the assimilated food and the weight ot

mould in connection with time.

The results of more exact experiments are united in Table VII.

TABLE VI.

Temp. 33= C.

50 cm\ of the above solutions v/ere introduced into 200 cml Erlenmeyer-flasks of

Jenaglas and after boiling inoculated with Aspergillus niger.

Nr.

Composition of the

culture liquid

Growth and spore forming after

9 days

H)

3 2)

50 cm" of A

50 cm3 of A +
+ 0,l'>o KCl

50 cm5 of B

-|

—

\—I—(-, hardly very vigorous very vigorous,
any spores rather many spores many spores, myce-

lium light yellow

idem

idem

idem

very vigorous, very

idem

very vigorous, begin-
few spores ,

ning of spore form.

j
mycel. orange-col. 3)

') In triplo

'^) In duplo.

3) The beginning of spore formation (Nr. 3) is probably caused by the presence

of but slight quantities of potassium.
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From these it follows that the nature of the metabolism of the

carbon does not change by substituting rubidium lo potassium. The

rubidium mycelium only proves to contain more glycogen as is

shown by the greater plastic aequivalent of the carbon.

We likewise perceive that also without production of spores the

digestion of the intermediary products is possible, for in spite of the

fact that after 18 days at the rubidium experiment only few spores

appear, the plastic aequivalent of the caibon is lowered from 41 .5 to 297o,

Stimmari/.

1. Addition of 2.35 cm' normal sulfuric acid per 100 cm' culture

liquid and of 0.5 7e boric acid but feebly influences the plastic

aequivalent of the carbon. In the case of the boric acid we must

ascribe the observed changes to mutation.

2. The action of the factors that govern the development of

Aspergillus niger must not be partially judged; thus, a high weight

of mycelium cannot always be called favourable. This is not sufili-

ciently taken into consideration by Ono, Richtek, Bertrand and

Javillifr. So it was pioved for the action of certain concentrations

of coppei sulfate, zincc hloride and zincsulfate, that these salts considerably

increase the plastic aequivalent of the caibon, whereas the increase

of the weight of mould is proportional to the retarded spore production.

7 7
Very dilute zinc solutions

^ loOOOOOOO
"

iToOOOO^^'-
"^^^ -^^SO,.

7 Aq p. L.
J

have no influence. Coppersalts counteract the spore form-

ing in all concentrations.

3. Presence of manganese in minimal quantities does not change

the plastic aequivalent of the caibon; it only acts on the velocity

of the metabolism.

The quantities of dry substance found by Bertrand should be

considered as values indicating the velocity of the process.

4. By replacing potassium by rubidium the spore foi-mation is coun-

teracted, the weight of mould is increased, and the metabolism of

the carbon (i. e. the change of the plastic aequivalent and of the

respiration aequivalent in connection with time) remains unchanged.

Finally my hearty thanks to Professor Dr. M. W. Beijerinck and

Professor Di-. J. Boeseken for their assistance in this investigation.

Laboratories for Organic Chemistry and

Delft, October 1912. Microbiology of the Technical University,
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Pathology. — ''On a inicro-cny/inism (jrown in two case's of mi-

coircp/icoJed Malixjnant Granuloma^ By Eknkstine dk Nkcui and
C. W. G. iMiKREMET. (CommmiicaUMl l)y Prof. ('. II. H. Spkonck).

{Communicaled in llic ineeling uf September :28, 1912).

In recent years Malignant Grannlonia, also callod Lyni|)li()nial()sis

granulomalosa or Hodgkin's disease, lias occnpied the altenlion of

many writers and researciiers, in eoiiseiin'^nce of wliicli some more light

has been thi-own npon the snbject after a long pei-iod of ohscnrilv.

For all this, the etiological evidence brought forward in ilic.slud\

of this incnrable disease is still extremely linnted.

In 1832, it is true, Hodgkin ^) published the history of some cases

and antopsies which may, to a certain extent, bear on the disease

we are about to discuss, but its etiology was not dwelt on in the

literatnre before many years later.

ISo attempt whatever had been made (o distinguish by difterential

diagnosis the various diseases, characterised by glandular swellings

and enlargement of the spleen, until Virchow, in 1845, described

leukaemia as a well defined disease. Next, in 1865, Cohnheim distin-

gnished pseudoleukaemia as a disease of the lym[)hatic apparatus

resembling leukaemia, but ditfering from it by the absence of the

typical bloodpictnre. Since Cohnheim the term psendoleukaemia has

again and again been misapplied to a congery of glandnlar diseases;

Others again added the epithet "tnbercular" to it, so that in spite of

Cohnheim's discovery, the confusion was again as great as before.

Neither did Billroth') confine the term "malignant lymphoma",

a name often given to malignant granuloma, to one special affection

of the glands, as he himself says in his paper on Multiple Lymphome.

- Ster^iberg') was the first to describe in an elaborate histological

investigation a definite group of cases, thereby leading the way for

later workers. He was likewise (he first to discuss at length the

etiology of the disease, as appears distinctly from the title of his

pnblication : "Ueber eine eigenartige unter dem Bilde der Pseudo-

leukamie verlaiifende Tuberkulose des Lymphatischen Apparates."

However the etiology, suggested by the title, is not nearly ascer-

1) 1832 HoDGKiN. On some morbid appearances of the absorbent glands and

spleen. (Med. chir. Transact. Vol 17).

3) 1871 Billroth. Mulliple Lymphome. Erfolgmclie Behandlung mil Arscnik.

(Wien. Med. Woch. W. 44 S. 1065).

3) 1898 Sternberg. Ueber eine eigenartige unter dem Bilde der Pseudoleukaemie

verlaufende Tuberkulose des Lymphatischen Apparates. (Zeitschr. f. lleilk. Bd

XIX S. 21).
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tained in this writing, thousli ^ve must admit, that tlie nature of

the available cases were adapted to tempt the writer to draw his

conclusions. For in the great majority of cases, reported by Sternberg,

there was tuberculosis, besides tlie special granulation tissue described

by him. As moreover in most cases tubercle bacilli were found in

the histological preparations and only seldom cocci, which had caused

no local reaction, so that he supposes them to have multiplied post

mortem, he concludes: "dasz es eine eigenartig verlaufende Form

der Tuberkulose des lymphatischen Apparates gibt"'.

The fact that there appears the peculiar granulation tissue, as

described by him, and not a pure tubercular tissue, Sternberg believes

to be probably due to higher or lower resistibility of the patient or

to the virulence of the tubercle bacillus.

At the "Siebente Tagung der Deutschen Pathologischen Gesellschaft",

held in 1904, where Ihis subject was discussed, BendaM advanced

the theory that here we have to do with "ein sich den malignen

Neubildungen naherndes Granulom welches niclit durch einen spezi-

fischen Infektionstrager, sondern durch die modlfizirten oder abge-

schwachten Toxine verschiedener Infektionstrager liervorgerufen wird".

AsKANAZY believes the etiology to be wholly unknown. Chtart and

Yamasaki consider the process as a chronic intlammaiion whose etiology

has not been ascertained, but should not be mistaken for tuberculosis.

AscHOFF arrives at the conclusion, "dasz es sich nicht um die gewolin-

liche Form der Tuberkulose handelt", appealing to his failure in produ-

cing tuberculosis in 5 typical cases by inoculation of caviae. i\lso Stern-

berg qualifies his assertions when he writes: "Wenn audi die seither

publizirten Falle diese (his) Autfassung meist bestatigten, so riiume

ich doch gerne ein, dasz die damals von uns gewahlte Bezeichnung

"eigenartige Tuberkulose des lymphatischen Apparates" vielleicht zu

weil geht. Immerhin glaube ich, dasz ein Zusammenhang zwischen

dem diesen Fallen zu Grunde liegenden Entziindungsprozess und der

Tuberkulose nicht von der Hand zu weisen ist".

A most valuable addition to our knowledge of malignant granu-

loma was furnished by E. Fraenkel and H. Muck's") ^) discovery

of "granulare Stabchen", which they found to be antiformin-resistant

and GRAM-positive. This at first seemed in a high degree confirmatory

1) 1904 Benda. Zur Histologie der pseudoleukaemischen Geschwiilste. (Veihandl.

der D. Path. Ges. 7e Tagung 26—28 IVIai).

~) 1910 E. Fraenkel u. H. Much. Bemerkungen zur Aetiologie der Hodgkinschen

Krankheit und der Leukaemia lymphatica. (Munch. Med. Woch. n". 19).

3) 1910 id. id. Ueber die Hodgkinsche Krankheit (Lymphomatosis Granulomatosa)

insbesondere dercn Aetiologie. (Zeitsclir. f. Hyg. u. Infekt. Kr. Bd. 67).
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of Sternberg's conception, considering that morpholojL'icaily the granular
'rods" could not be distinguished from the non-acidfast Mirn-forin

of tubercle bacilli. E\[)erimental inocuhition of ca\ iae afforded con-

clusive evidence against .Stkknuerg's opinion. Caviae injected with

granulation tissue obtained from uncomplicated cases were not affected

by tuberculosis.

Fraenkki. and Much do not hesitate to call their granular rods

the causative agent of malignant granuloma; however they are not

decided about the question of their aftinity with tuberculosis : "Die

Lymphomatosis granulomatosa ist eine Infektionskrankiieit, diedurcii

granultire Stiibchen hervorgerufen wird. Diese granulare Stabchen

sind antiforminfest aber nicht stiurefest; sie sind durch verschiirfte

GRAMfarbung darstellbar, und stehn dem Tuberkulose-virus zum
mindesten sehr nahe. Die Lymphomatosis granulomatosa ist nach

nnseren Erfahrungen nur ausnahmsweise mit typische'r Tuberkulose

vergesellschaftet."

At a meeting held at Hamburg January 1912 Fraenkel ^) announced

his discovery of "granula" or ''granular rods" in 16 out of 17 cases.

Availing hiniself of the additional evidence brought forward by

Mei'ek, De JossELiN DE JoNG ") ') wlio decidedly inclines to deny the

identity of the tubercle bacillus with the virus of malignant granu-

loma both on the basis of his own experimentation and on the

inoculation experiments of many other researchers), Simmonds and

Jarobsthal, Fraenkel writes as follows:

"Es liegen jetzt iiber mehr als dreiszig Falle Hodgkinscher Krank-

heit vou den verschiedensten Beobachtern herriihrende mit den

unsern voUig iibereinstimmende Aufgaben vor. [uimerhin, das will

ich offen bekennen, ist audi durch unsere L'ntersuchungen eine

vollige Klarung der Aetiologie der Hodgkinschen Krankheit noch

keineswegs herbeigefiihrt." And further on : "Es musz die nacbste Auf-

gabe sein Reinkulturen der fraglichen Gebilde zu erzielen, und im

Tier\ersuch weiter zu kommen".

It is evident that these researches did not throw more light upon

the relation of the rods to the tubercle bacillus, as Fraenkel *) him-

1) 1912 E. Fraenkel : Uebcr die sogenannte Hodgkinsche Krankheit (Lympho-

matosis gi-anulomatosa). (Deutsche med. Wocli. n*^. 14 S. 637).

-) 1909 R. DE JossELiN DE -JoxG. Bijdfage tot de kennis der pseudoleukaemie.

,Geneesk. Bl. 14e reeks I en 11).

3) 1911 id. Over acuut maiigne granuloora (Lymphomatosis granulomatosa).

(Ned. Tijdschr. v. Gen. II he) ft n^. 22).

4) 1912 E. Erae.nkf.l u. Sternberg. Ueber die sogenannte Pseudoleukaemie.

Bericht uber die XYe Tagung der Deulschen Path. Ges. in Straszburg vom 15-17

April. (Centralbl. f. Alg. P. u. Path. An. Bd. 23, No. iO).
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self declares in the meeting of the Deutsche Pathologisclie Gesell-

schaft in April 1912: "Die Frage der Stellang der Granula zu den

Tiiberkelbazillen ist nocli offen : aetiologisch ist die Lvmphogrannlo-

matose unklar."

The death of a boy v. d. S., 7 years of age, suffering from

malignant granuloma, clinically uncomplicated with tuberculosis,

whose autopsy took place on the 4''^ of June 1912, 8'' SO'" post

mortem gave us an opportunity to cultivate the "rods", so often

alluded to above. At the autopsy no trace whatever of tuberculosis

was detected, only alterations pointing to malignant granuloma.

The histologic examination of the spleen, a great number of glands,

the bone marrow and the liver, led to the discovery of the granu-

lation tissue which, according to Sternberg, characterises the disease,

whereas the typical alterations due to tuberculosis were not found.

Nor were caviae, injected with an emulsion of the granulation tissue

attacked by tuberculosis.

In smears of the spleen we could demonstrate numerous rods

fully corresponding with Fraenkel and Mich's description of the

granular rods that are found in the typical granulation tissue of the

majority of such cases as were studied for this purpose. No other

micro-organisms could be detected in any of the preparations.

We have been successful in demonstrating the bacteria in only a

few histologic preparations, as was the case with other workers on

the subject. Whether or not this was due to the small number of

organisms present, we are unable to say.

In order to obtain the wished-for result, we have sown from the

spleen on a large number of varying media and we have been

fortunate enough to grow^ at once, in all the media used, a pure

culture of a micro-orgauism, which proved in every respect similar

to F'raknkel and Mich's rod.

It was especially on the blood-glycerine-potato-agar plate, used by

Bordet to cultivate the whooping-cough bacillus, that we obtained

already after 2 >; 24 hrs a strongly developed culture, which proved

to consist of rods morphologically iii no way differing from the

gi'anular rods.

Before entering upon a description of our micro-organism we point

out the fact, that we succeeded in obtaining from a jugular gland

(patient S, twenty yeai-s old), sent to us for diagnosis, a micro-orga-

nism similar to that obtained post mortem from the spleen of v. d. S.

The histologic examination of this gland made us decide upon

malignant granuloma in making the diagnosis of the typical tissue.

Tubercular changes could not be detected in the preparations, neither
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were they in any way suggested clinically. Pirqlkt was negative.

Description of the Micro-oiyiniisin.

Morpholo<ji/.

We obsei-ved the following forms varying according to the media
and the age of the cultui-es :

P 1 u m |) short rods: length 1 //, breadth */, ii. The short-

ness of some reminds us of coccobacilli of less than 1 // dia-

meter 'a minority on Lo1':ffler's serum ; in eight-week-old

cultures on Bordet medium almost exclusively ; a majority

on agar-plates a few days old).

Small fine rods: polar staining, length from 1'/,—2 /«,

breadth =t '/^ fi (in every medium of any age).

Rods of from 2—3 n with polar granules, or more granules

(they are far predominant in the older cultures on Loefkler's

serum).

Comma-shaped rods: in many eases to be divided into

two shorter rods, length ± 1'/^ ^i, breadth 7» /' (^" Bordet

medium, ascites-agar, and Loeffler's serum ; in the tlrst ascites-

agar-culture longer and finer than in the later).

Granular rods of different dimensions; length varying

from 5—7 n, breadth from '/^—IV2 U- This considerable breadth

concurs with a prickly shape found on the Bordet-medium,

the rods being broader in the middle and becoming more

pointed towards the extj-emities. The greater breadth is in

many bacilli due to the irregular arrangement of the protuberant

granules.

In older cultures some giant forms, which however have

not at all lost their original structure, i.e. a distinct body, in

which the granules are seen.

Occasionally branching forms were observed in various

media (Bordet-medium, fluid and solid, Loeffler's serum, and

canesugar-nutrose).

Rows of granules: only granules arranged as in the

granular rods but without a visible cell-body. The arrange-

ment is not regular, the granules being placed longitudinally

in different directions relative to the long axis of the granular

rod or row.

I n v 1 u t i o n - f r m s : clubbed or swollen ends (in old cul-

tures) and spheric forms to 2 /t.

Motility is lacking
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Staininy peculiarities: The microbe stains easily with the ordinary

dves for bacteria. After Gram the small rods show polar coloration,

positive or negative, according to the medium; the comma-shape always

positive, the body of the granular rods negative, the granules positive.

After Mcch's modification of Gram's methods the results agree

with those obtained with the Gram-stain.

With ZiEHi/s stain they are not acid-fast.

The microbe is facultative anaerobe, however it grows much better

in presence of oxygen. Growth is sluggish in deep stab-cultures,

covered with agar, and in a hydrogen-atmosphere.

Injluence of temperature on the growth.

The growth optimum is in the neighbourhood of 32' C.

The highest temperature at which growth is demonstrable is 39° 0.

;

at 40° C. it ceases altogether.

The lowest possible temperature for growth is between 10° and

8° C. At 5° C. it is non-existent.

Reaction of media -. alkaline reaction is more conducive to growth,

which however is not inconsiderable with acid reaction.

Growth.

G e 1 a t i n - s t a b c u 1 ( u r e : not liquefacient, slight growth in

the track made by the needle, threadlike, getting thinner

lower dow^n.

S m e a r - c u 1 t u r e : growing evenly in moderate amount.

P 1 a t e - c u 1 t u r e (after 24 hours) : cultures elevated on the

surface, dark grey (later greyish-yellow to ochraceous), round,

smooth-rimmed, homogeneous, dewdrop-shaped, dim-glistening.

Later on the colonies are finely granular and the edge gets

finely crenated.

A g a r-s t a b c u 1 1 u r e : slight growth in the track, threadlike,

ragged, getting thinner lower down.

S m e a r-c u 1 t u re : growing evenly in fair amount.

Plate-culture (after 24 hours): cultures elevated on the

surface, yellowish, round, smooth-rimmed, somewhat granulous,

gi-anules finer near the rim than in the centre, where a dark

stain is visible, dewdrop-shape, highly glistening, condensation

water cloudy, no pellicle is formed.

A s c i t e s-a g a r-p 1 a t e c u 1 1 u r e : sluggish and slight growth ;

colonies finely granular, later here and there more coarsely

granular especially at the periphery, so that the rim, being

smooth at first, now becomes finely lobulated ; elevated above

the surface; fluorescence.
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Young- colonies dewdrop-shaped ; highly j^listening, condt-ii-

sation water as in agar-ciilliircs.

B I'O t h-c 11 1 t u re : slow growili, cJoiKiy with .sedinieiil, wiiirh

squirms up like a slimy Hagelhim when shaken, and may l)e

equally distributed. No pellicle is formed, as is the case in

broth mixed with horse-serum, yeast-decoct urn or ascitcs-llnid;

L o K V V L K R 's s e r u m-s m e a r-c u 1 t u r e, growing abundantly

in 24 hours, even, very slimy.

Plat e-c u 1 t n r e (24 hours) : highly elevated above the

sur^ce; colour deep canary-yellow, later in part brownish-red,

round, smooth-i'immed, uniformly tinely granular, d('wdr(»|»-

shaped, moist-glistening, condensation water very cloudy : no

pellicle.

Milk is not coagulated; ultinuitely a pinkish coloration.

G 1 y c e r i n-p o t a t o-c u 1 t u r e : growing badly ; hiU'dly visible,

light yellow ; dim-glistening.

B 1 o d - g 1 y c e r i n - p t a t - a g a r (Bordet medium) :

S m e a r-c u 1 t u r e : abundant growth in 24 hours ; Iheculture

first obtained was greenish, afterwards rather brown to l)rown-

ish-black, chocolatelike, elevated above the surface; very

slimy ; easy confluence of colonies
;
glistening ; condensation

water cloudy.

Sporeforination not noted.

Resistance to

:

Desiccation: cultures in fluid media did not lose vitality

at room-temperature IJ weeks after drying.

Heating for half an hour at 60° C. kills off the culture;

when healed for 5 minutes at 80° C. they are also destroyed.

Cold: cultures exposed for 4 hours to a temperature of—60° C.

did not lose vitality.

Light: diffuse daylight does not kill the microbe ; nor does

it affect growth.

Lifetime : After 16 weeks the cultures have not yet died away.

Chemical converswns.

Formation of Gas: none in broth with glucose or lactose,

neither in nutrose with canesugar.

A c i d-p r o d u c t i n : in nutrose with glycose, mannite, mal-

tose or canesugar.

Alkali has been detected in broth with yeast-decoct. After

5 weeks 1 ccm. Vio "• acetic acid on 9 c.c. of broth with

yeast-decoct, appears to be just neutralised.

H,S is not produced.

50
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No more is I n d o 1.

Nitrates are not reduced to Nitrites.

D i a s t a t i c fermentation is absent.

Ckromogenesis

:

C a n a r y-y e 1 1 o w mainly on Loeffler's serum
; less intense

on the other solid media (except Bordet-mediura) ; also in the

fluid media.

Muddy green: the first cultures on Bordet-medium.

Chocolate colour on Bordet-medium.

Faint fluorescence on ascites-agar.

B r w n i s h-r e d in all older cultures except ascites-agar.

Poisonous products could not be demonstrated.

Thus far the microbe did not prove to be pathogenic for animals,

but even now we wish to lay stress on the fact that all our labora-

tory-animals, among wiiich a large number of caviae, some injected

with organic emulsion, others with cultures, remained free from

tuberculosis.

Summary.

The bacterium we have been describing, is to be classed as a

corj'nebacterium on account of

:

its septed structure,

its sometimes peculiar shape with pointed or clublike extrem-

ities,

its tendency to branching,

its lack of acid-resistance (after Ziehl) but great atTmity for other

bacterium stains.

We feel assured that this corynebacterium is identic with Fraenkel

and Mucr's rods, observed by them and others in the tissue of

malignant granuloma in a large number of cases.

In describing them Fraenkel and Mucn mention their peculiar

morphology, their affinity for stains, and the antiformin-resistance.

The morphological description of their rods agrees entirely with

the morphology of our bacterium, as regards both the smears

from the spleen and those from the cultures.

The ZiEiiE- and the GRA.M-stain are the same for either bacterium,

^s to antiformin-resistance we discovered that it cannot be considered

as a cpiality peculiar to this bacterium, though we too found some

rods in antiformin-sediments of organic emulsion.

We do not intend to enter into further details in this short space.

Further investigation will have to decide whether or not oui' coryne-





E. DE NEGRI and C. W. G. MIEREMET. „0n a micro-organism grown in two

cases of uncomplicated Malignant Granuloma".

Fie. 1.
Fie. 2.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.
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bact-'riiiui occurs iuvariablv in iiialimiaiil gramiloina. In our opinion
this seems to be the case, as may be concbidetl from tlio litcralure

that appeared hitherto. Still, even if this be so, it would perhaps
not by itself entitle us to consider thai coi-vnel)acteriujn. beyond a

shade of doubt, as the etiologic moment.

We purpose before long to write more at leii«;lli about this subject

in another pubhcation.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.

Fig. I Smear from the spleen v. d. S. Gram-slain witli counlerslain.

, II 48 hours' Bordet-culture, cultivated directly from the splt'cn of v. d. S.

Gram-stain with counterstain.

„ III 18 hours' Bordet-culture after one transplantation. Gram-stain witlioul

counterstain.

„ IV Rod with branches from fluid Bordet-medium. Gram-stain with counlerslain,

„ V 5X24 hours' ascitcs-agar-cultnre, grown directly from the spleen of

V. d. S. Gram-stain with counterstain.

, VI Loeffler's serum-culture transplanted after 12 weeks from original

Loeffler's serum-culture, obtained from a gland of patient S.

Physics. — "Jfea.mremenls on the ultraviolet magnetic rotation in

gases." By Dr. J. F. Sirks. (Communicated by Prof. Kamek-

LINGH OnNES.)

(Communicated in the meeting of October 26, 1912).

1. To get an idea of the relative values of the various theories which

have been developed to explain magnetic rotation, measurements may

be made in the neighbourhood of absorptionbands and -lines in the

visible spectrum with a view to ascertain whether tiie rotation has

the same^) or opposite sign") on either side of the absorptionband. With

perfectly transparent substances one could extend one's observations

over a much wider region of the spectrum so as to ascertain if the

experimental resnlts obtained in the idtraviolet, for which the rotatory

constants are mnch greater, can be more satisfactorily represented

by the one theory than by the other, and if, perhaps, a strong increase

in the rotation takes place on approachijig the ultraviolet region.

With gases, and in particular with hydrogen, where, on account

of their simple molecular structure ordinary refraction of light can

well be represented by the assnmption of a single kind of ultraviolet

electrons'), and for which the value of '^A,, nuxy be obtained from the

1) VoiGT, Magneto- und Elektro-optik p. 133.

Drude. Hypothese des Hall-effektes, Lehrbuch der Optik p. 429, 1906.

-) Drude, Hypothese der Molekularstrome, Lehrbuch der Optik p. 419.

S) Abraham, Theorie der Eleklrizitut II, p. 261, 1908.

50*
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magnetic rotation in the manner indicated bj Siertsema.\), the question

arises as to whether nltraviolet measurements would not enable one

to ascertain if this value of ^m is actually constant, and thus justify

such a simple assumption for the case of hydrogen. As the nltra-

violet magnetic rotation has hitherto been investigated only for solids

and liquids ''), I was glad to accept the invitation extended to me

bv Prof. Kamerj.ingh Onnes to endeavour to extend Sikrtsema's ^)

measurements to the ultraviolet region of the spectrum with the

same apparatus as the latter had used.

2. In order to obtain good results from the use of this apparatus

absorption of the ultraviolet rays had to be prevented, hence quartz

was chosen instead of glass as the material for the covers, lenses and

prism, while the canadabalsam-nicols were replaced by Glan's air

layer nicols.

For preliminary experiments I used a fluorescent eyepiece filled

with aesculin solution, but this \vas found unsuitable on account of

the small intensity of the light. When I had a spectrograph at my
disposal I was able to photograph the dark rotationband which

occurs in the Broch-Wiedemann method and which Siertsema had

used for purposes of adjustment, but in the ultraviolet the band

was too broad and the spectrum was too feeble to allow the centre

to be determined to the desired degree of accuracy. I decided there-

fore to follow Landau and use a half-shadow method.

In this method a half-shadow^ analyser divides the field into two

halves, whose planes of polarisation make a small angle of 2d° with

each other; if now a rotating substance is placed in the path of

the rays between tlie nicols, and the rays from the analyser are

received in a spectroscope, two spectra are formed, one above

the other, in which the dark rotationband does not occupy the

same position. If the angle of rotation for the position of the band

in the one spectrum is «°, then in the other spectrum the band is

at a place where the rotation is («-]-2d)°. At a point at which the

rotation is (« -\- df, there is, for a special wavelength, the same

intensity in the two spectra. On rot-iting the polariser the position

1) Siertsema, These Proc. Vol. V, p. 413.

-) VAN Schaik, Proefschrift Ult-echt. 1882. Joubin, Ann. Ghim. Phys. S. 6, T. 6,

p. 78. 1889. BoREL, Arch, des Sc. Phys. et Nat. Geneve, 16, p. 24, 1903. Landau
Phys. Ztscbr. 9, p. 417, 1908. Daumois, Ann. Ghim. Phys. S. 6, T. 22, p. 247,

495, 1911.

3) Siertsema, Veisl. K. Ak. v. VVel, 24 Juni 1893, p. 31; 26 Jan. 1895, p. 230;

128 Maarl 189G, p. 294; 24 December 1898, p. 280; 27 Mei 1899, p. 4.



of equal in(eii:<i(y of illiiiiiiiiatioii is (lis|ihice(l aloii^^ llio s|ic<-iniiii.

When using a discontinuous s|ie('trinn iron ai-o, or IIkkakis i|uart/.

mei'curv arc) ecjual intensity lias to l>e ol)taiue(l between the halves

for a delinite line of tiie s|»eetruni. From a series of photographs

for (litfeieiit positions of the polariser Landau ohlained that particular

position in which there was equal illumination for a special wave
length; the current was then reversed and the series of pholo<i:raphs

repeated. Such a method of operating is tedious, but it has the

great advantage of giving the required angle of rotation direct from

the photographs without the measurements, which are rcipiircd for

determining wavelengths in a contimious spectrum.

3. In order to adapt IjANUal's method to the investigation of gases,

the following moditications of Sikrtsema's apparatus had to he made:

a. The polarising nicol had to be replaced by a half-shadow nico^, to which the

slit was attached. When the halfsliadosv was used as analyser, the great length

(about 230 cm ) of the high pressure tube brought the slit too far from the

source, and the hght was then too feeble.

b. Equal intensities had to be obtained by varying the current, as the half-

shadow nicol attached to the rotating end of the experimental tube had to be

maintained in a fixed position.

It was now possible, by slightly varying the current for successive

photographs, to determine accurately, for different lines of the spectrum,

the [)articular current, at which equal intensities were obtained. These

eurrejits are inversely proportional to the rotatory constants, and the

constants can be expressed in terms of a standard line as unit.

A preliminary investigation was made to see if it was not possible

to arrange the nicols outside the experimental tube. As the quartz

covers were ordered of equal but opposite rotations, the measurements

would have been simplified by attaching the analy.ser with a divided

circle to the spectroscope, for I should then have been able to read

the rotations directly. With the quartz plates placed between the

nicols, however, perfect extinction could not be obtained, so that

for the determination of Verdet's constant in absolute measure I

was obliged to have recourse to a comparison with water, for which

the constants have been determined by Siertsema') and Landai-. It

was of advantage then that there was nothing but gas bet\Aeen the

nicols, thus eliminating the influence of repeated reflections and of

the magnetic rotation in the quartz plates.

• 4. A diagram of the apparatus is given in Fig. 1.

L is a Heraeus quartz mercury lamp, A a collimator, C and D the coils, FF

1) SiERTSEMA. Arch. Neerl. (2) 6. p. 825. 1901.
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, , I ,.„.-,„P liibc B Ihe small rolaliiig ciKlpiecc, containing Ihe half-shadow

"." """,'
n PI k,;! ™l cnJpicce, conlaining Ihe analyser. G a scew w.lh

;::'„::;! t w,.'.: tnh Z .J .... H and .he weigh. I ,he endpiece B

may be rotated, PQ the spectrograph.

TI,:tltvi.!;rX:'uvrdial .e.s.a„ces IV.and Wn indicating to 01 oh.

coupled Tnparlliel. a manganin resistance across which ,s shunted a res.stance box

I

—MA/yW\AA-

Fig. 1.

in series with a moving coil galvanometer (clock model) by Hartmann and Braun,

an auxiliary switch Bj in parallel with a sliding resistance, through which the

current is switched before being broken so as to diminish the mtensity of the spark.
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111 llic ir.casiu'eiuciits the cuirciit xaried from lO in 40 jiiiip. ami

was obtained from three <)(> \olt hatteries of accumulators, coupled

in parallel.

For the absolute determination of \'k,ri)Kt.s com^uhii ihc cmrc'iii

was measured with an ammeter having- three ranges (0 2, 20,

— 50 amp). This ammeter was calibi-aled on the potenlionieter,

and, moreover, when taking- the photographs, (he variation of the

current was so chosen that the pointer of the instrument coincided

with the graduations as during the calibration, so that the current

is known with certainty to one-tenth of an am[). (one scale division

= 0,5 amp.)

The pressui'e was measureil on a Schafi'kh and Ik'UKNHKiu; metal

manometer with a circular scale of 16 cm diameter, reading up to

150 kg/cm' by steps of \ ,
kg/cm". The greatest diiference between

two independent calibrations did not exceed 0,1 kg/cm". We assumed

therefore that the pressure is accurate to 0,1 kgyCin".

The manometer was coupled directly to the experimental tube,

and, along with it, could be shut off from the rest of the ai>|»ara-

tus by means of a tap. The rest of the apparatus consisted of

a gascylinder and an airpump (a Gaedk vacuum kapsel-pump) ;

Fig. 2.

there was also an exit tap for the gas in the experimental tube, as

it would not have been good for the nicols to expose them to

the high pressure for days on eiid.



To rjiiard against any displacement of the coils, the high pressure

taps which were mounted before on the base of the coils, were now

placed on a separate table. The temperature of the gas was regulated

by that of a water jacket between the coils and the experimental

tube. (These details are easily distinguishable in tlie accompanying

photograph of the work room).

5. The following remarks may be made concerning the optical

part of the investigation :

The collimator placed in front of the mercurylamp contained a single laevoro-

tatory quartz lens, of 36 cm. focal length for the yellow mercurylight, and 3,6 cm.

diameter. The breadth of the sht was 1 mm, and its length was reduced by means

of a brass plate to 2 mm. so as to prevent troublesome reflection from the inner

wall of the experimental tube. A circular opening of 1 mm. diameter was substi-

tuted later for this slit.

The quartz covers were 1 1 mm. thick, and their diameters were 26 and 22 mm.

respectively.

The half-shadow (aperture 12 mm. by 12 mm.) with air separation, according to

Glax, had a halfshadow angle of about 2°. It was fixed in a brass mount, and

this fitted closely into u brass cover, whose ribbed sides were soldered in a cylin-

drical tube. The gas had free access to the nicols through the openings, thus

removing any possibility of displacement. To enable one to set the separating line

of the half-shadow horizontal, the cylindrical tube was arranged so as to rotate in

a ring attached to the endpiece. A tube, with a slit 11 ram. long and ['.i t^^^^-

wide, perpendicular to the separating line, was attached to the half-shadow half

of the nicol.

A GLAN-nicol, aperture 20 mm. by 20 mm. was used as an analyser ; it was

mounted in the same way so as to rotate in the larger endpiece of the experi-

mental tube. The mount was provided with a circular scale of 180 subdivisions

which was used in setting the nicols at a special angle to each other. For the

absolute measurements the construction of the nicols was somewhat modified as

the water entered the airspace, and the nicols no longer polarised. A brass window

(Va nim. thick) was cemented between the halves of each nicol, and in this way
the space between the nicols was protected on all sides by a layer of cement from

ingression of gas or liquid.

As spectrograph was used a Societe Genevoise spectrometer with a CORNU
quartz prism. The telescope tube contained a single quartz lens, of 36 cm. focal

length for yellow mercurylight, and of 3.6 cm. diameter. The eye-piece was

replaced by a camera, which was constructed in the workshop of the Delft laboratory

by the master instrumentmaker Mr. P. van den Akker; the accompanying

diagram shows the arrangement drawn to a scale of one half

;

JS is a horizontal arm attached to the telescope stand ; C is a fixed semi-cylin-

drical brass drum, and D a similar semi-cylinder rotating about an axis coincident

with the vertical central line of the photographic plate, by means of which it

is pos.sible to set the plate at an angle (usually 50") to the axis of the camera
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lubu: A' is llio diilinir liol.loi IV..- Ila- dark slide u,,-2 hv s.i ,„,) .,iid c;ii. l,o
raised by meaus of u voilical screw (uol <ljown) of 1 mm. pitch. Tlie drums were
shlled m sucli a way that only a strip of the sensitive plate 30 mm long and

3 mm. broad was illuminated at each exposure. The double spectrum lorraed was
about 15 ram. broad and was 25 mm. long for the range 4358 yl.^. to 2805 >1.C7.

Nineteen photographs could be taken one below the other on a plate 4.5 cm. by

6 cm. (Lumiere Agfa-plates specially sensitive to extreme ultraviolet). The exposures
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ranged from 1 to 18 minutes. Parts of the mercury-spectrum were photographed,

and the cameratube was usually so adjusted by means of the divided circle of

the spectrometer that the mercuryline to be photographed appeared in the middle

of the plate. Immediately after the development of the plates it was examined in

which photo the intensities of the halves were equal for a special line. This

could be properly observed only when the illumination of the half-shadow slit was

uniform, and for this reason the mercurylamp had to be kept burning in a ver-

tical position.

On account of absorption photographs were taken

for oxygen up to and including 2654 A.U.

„ hydrogen „ ,, „ „ 2378 „

„ carbon-dioxide ,, ,, ,, ,,
2482 ,,

For ultraviolet absorption by oxygen I lind it stated i) that Liveikg and Dewar
found absorption from 2745 A.U. upwards in a tube 165 cm. long at a pressure

of 85 atm. and from 3860 A.U. upwards in a tube 18 m. long at a pressure of

80 atm. In my experiments the oxygencolumn of 230 cm. at a pressure of 80

kg/cm'2 just let the line 1^805 A.U. through and no moie, while for a pressure or

40 kg/cm- the limit of absorption was 2654 A.U.

6. MeciSLircmeiUs of tiie rotatory dispersion were coiniiieiiced with :

0.ri/(/CN.

Ik'l'orc Ihc experimental tube was tilled and elosed, (he nieols were

set al an angle |)revionsly ealeulated. The canieratnbe was (hen

re[>laced l»y a teleseope in order to ascertain what enrrent strength

ga\e equal intensities of the iialves of the gieeii or the violet mercury

line. \\y a slight torsion of the experimental tnbe equal intejisity

was nsnally ol)tained for the l)lne-\iolet line 4358, with a current

oi alxMit 35 am|), a gas pressure of 85 kg/cm- and an angle of

92° between the nicols. The necessary cnrj-ent strengths for the ultra-

violet lines could then be calculated i-ougldy by extrapolation from

the dispersionformulae given by Siertsema. If / is the value of the

current thus calculated, photographs were usually taken with currents

of from (/— 2) and to (I -\- 2) amp. and a series of careful exposures

were then made at intervals of '/,„ or Vso ^ amp. between the values

of / given by the lirst photogi-aphs. A current of 1 amp. gave a

gaivanometerdeflection of J cm. so that with the currents used a

change of 3 to 8 mm. in the gaivanometerdeflection could just be

distingnished on the negative by an appreciable difference in darkness.

As the original negatives were too weak for reproduction, I prefer

to gi\'e a drawing of a series of 7 photographs of a portion of the

mercuryspedrum (4047—2755 A.U.) with hydrogen at 19°,5 and

1) Kayser, Handbuch. Band III. p. 357.
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7»; atiii. '). E(|iial iiiti'iisitio lor the lino iil.'JO (in (li(> (•.•niic of
tlie i)late) occur betwecii \\w 4''' aii«l 5''' exposmv iViMii uIm.vc'. The
\ ai'iation of the currenl was '

^ ain[i.

Fi^. i.

xls the amiiielerreadings, or the lialvaiiometerdeHectioiis rorrectcd

to angular deflections, are, for constant gasdensity, inversely propor-

tional to the required Verdet's constants, the relative rotatory con-

stants can be calculated from such photographs; in this the constant

for the violet line 4358 A.U. is nsually chosen as unity. The relative

rotation is then obtained from

:

_ i^> _ ^« _ «0

1) The line 2805 is the second from the right, not the first as is ernmeoiisly

shown in the figure. Horizontal distances are magnilied four times, and vertical

distances about seven times. Differences in intensity are indicated by dilferences

in breadth.
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in whicli Ro is Verdet's constant, /„ is the current in amp, «„ is

the corrected galvanoraeterdeflection tor the wavelength 4358 A.U.,

and By, 1. and a, relate to the other mercurvlines. As, owing to small

leaks and to temperature fluctuations, the readings of the manometer

did not remain perfectly stationary, the dispersion was calculated

from

R.

Rn

«0^0 «o?>o(l+/^^/)_ «oPo

in which d^ is the density, p^ the pressure and /„ the temperature

ofjhe gas during the measurement with the line 4358, the subscript

X denotes the other wavelengths, ^ is the pressui-ecoefticient (taken

from Amagat's observations), and Fy is equal to />, |1 -J-/? (/j

—

1))\.

Since Py does not differ much from /;,, deviations from Boyle's

law need not be taken into account. B'or the reduction of the ob-

servations al the lower pressure from 2805 to 2654 A. U. the rotation

for the line 2805 was first taken to be unity, and the relative dis-

persion was then obtained by multiplication by —^.

The oxygen nsed was supplied by tlie "Oxygenium" Company,

Schiedam. It was analysed in a Hempel absorptionbulb tilled with

copper gauze, moistened with a solution of ammonia and ammonium
carbonate. For the gas with which the most reliable results were

obtained, 97 "
,,
of oxygen was found.

The following table is from the photographs, obtained on the 21^'

to the 25t'' of May :

T A B L E I.

in AIT pressure temp. gal v. deflect.
'" ^^-

in atm. in °C. I mm.

4358
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The i)ressarecot?riicieiit was laUcii to In- ().()()40 for an initial

pressure of 84 atni. and ().<)()42 for a presv-nre of 41 aim. These

values were obtained hy exlrapoh^tion IVoni Am acjat's ohservalioiis 'i.

Hi/(lrO(jf')i.

7. The first series of measurenienls were made with (h)id)le

purified hydrogen, supplied by the "Oxygenium" Company ; analysis

in a Hempel explosionbulb showed no impurity. With a view to

absolute determinations measurements were subsequently made with

a cylinder of \ery pure hydrogen which had iieen prepared in the

Leiden laboratory by freezing out the impurities at low temperature.

Measurements dated 24 ^ to 29 ^ of May with the first gas gave

(he following results:

T A B L E II.

A in A.U. P.'"^^f^ .*T?^ '^^"'" '^^^^'*- ^ /?. 4-innrm in^l tntii ,'14
in atm.

4047
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TABLE III.

5,
. . .T pressure temp.

^ '" A-U-
in atm. in -C.

amp.

4358
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Commercial curboii-dioxide was used i\{'\ov iiiiriru-iUioii l>v dislil-

lation; analysis in an absorplionlndli, lillcd uiih in»ii o-aiizc and
potassinm-liydroxi(1i', showed dii'/^ CO,.

The resnlts of (he experiments are here ji^iven :
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In this formula tlie cun-eiits must be known with the same rela-

tive accuracy. As the rotation by water for the mercury line 4358

A.U. is about 25,3 times gi-eater than for hydrogen(100 kg/craM7.°5),

the ammeter ranges used were to 2 and to 50 amp. After

filling the experimental tube with water I found, contrary to expec-

tation, that the 230 cm. column transmitted the ultraviolet only up

to the wavelength 3665 A.U., while Landau with a waterlayer of

1 cm. was still able to obtain photographs of the iron line

2496 A.U. I finally used only the line 4358 for these measurements.

The exposures were two minutes for hydrogen and five for water.

On account of the repeated fillings of the experimental tube the })res-

sure obtainable from the Leiden cylinder of hydrogen sank to

75 kg/cm', so that the currents used for the gas were about 34

times those required for the water photographs.

In this way I obtained for

Hydrogen (73.9 atm. 16°.9.j /// = 37.72 amp.

Distilled water /if= 1.145 amp.

According to Siertsejia /?jj- = 0.02495' for ;. = 4358. From my
measurements we may calculate ///=: 32.88 amp. for a pressure

of 85 kg and a temperature of 9°. 5, whence it follows, that /f//(85

'ff

Fig. 5.
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kg/em' 9°.5 = S6i» X 1<'~''
'• This agrees well with the value given

by SlERTSEMA : StJS X ^^ ^~"'' '•

10. This led me to unite my results for the three ga.ses with
Siertsema's, and to plot the dispersioncnrve for each for the

visible and ultraviolet regions. The rotatory constant for the yellow
mereuryline mean wavelength 5780 A.C) was taken to lie unitv:

along the axis of abscissae are plotted wavelenL!;ths in (iii, and
along the axis of ordinates the following relative rotations:

T .\ B L E VII.
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B
/-—;.%„

ill Avhiclj A,„ , tlie wavelength of the ultraviolet free vibration, is

taken to be 0,087 ii '), the follov.ing- values have been calculated

for e/w :
•

for H., (85 kg 9°.5)/ ill nn
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